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Ihe apparatus is ¡ aid out on a large, substantial table in the most consentent was possible. Note
the neatness, compactness, and acces ,ibility of everything
lhe long-wase receiscrs are at the
left, the amateur short-aave tuners are direetly in frint of the reccistng operator; the transmitter is on the right with the wasemeter on top of it Just abole the fifts-watt tube
The keYing
relays, batteiles batters-charge'
nd offer power suppl. equipment are under the table. Ihe
message files and the station log h, . re kept in the draY.crs u hen not in us«.
Ihere is sufficient
ioom so the oper it, rsfeti nt es rest in a comfoilable position under the table
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ANOIHLR ARRAsGIMLN1 USED AI SCX
CLD AR RAPIDS, IOW
IItere is plenty of room here so things do not base to be so compact
Note the beautiful and
simple panel mounting of the two transmitters
The pow', control suitehes are in east reach at
the right of the operator. lhe wavemetcr is at the left of the receiser.
4 row of binding posts
at the top edge of the panel makes it possible to change the Lorerif-wound coils quickls to coser
different wastlengti ranges
lite eons rent. en of such cei ,s and the use of space- wound plug-in
calls are discussed in the Handbook
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A great many photographs and diagrams
HE Radio Amateur's Handbook was
have been included to make the text as clear
written originally both as a ref( r :rice
as possible. It is of course realized that a
work for member- operators of tho
more finished product would result by spendA.R.R.L. and as a source of information to
ing a great ckal of additional work in prepthose wishing to take part in amateur radio
aration, although not a great deal more
activities but haying no idea how co gct
'value to the reader could be added in that
started. The indexing has becn made as
way and it would be impossible to distribute
complete as possible to facilitate the use of
the Handbook at the present moderate cost.
this publication as a manual for reads referThis book is made aYailable by the Amerence on amateur subjects.
The arrangeican Radio Relax League, the radio amament and sequence of material have been
teur's own organi7ation.
Written by an
planred with particular thought and attenamateur. for an \ one and ey ery one who is
tion to the needs of the beginning amateur
interested in amateur work, it is hoped ...hat
In this reyision, as in former editions, an
this Handbook will be helpful to chose who
effort has been made to render the work as
are active in amateur work and that it will
practical as possible.
Some 1iuncut aies
be instrumental in helping beginning amaappearing in former editions hase been
teurs and prospective brass-pounders to get
corrected in this edition while in mans cases
into the game and get the most that there
whole paragraphs have been rewritten and
is in enjoyment of radio by directing their
new material added where possible to bring
efforts along the lines that bring results
the Handbook as up-to-date as possible at
most quickly, - ur cl',. and cheaply. If it does
the date of going to press. It is believed
fulfill this purpose in any degree, chose
that the Handbook in its present form is
who have worked to ' ,ling the handbook out
equally valuable as a compendium of inforwill feel well repaid for their efforts.
mation for the experienced brass- pounder
Comments, sugg ,stions, corrections, and
and for the beginner.
questions on the matter contained in these
The suggestions for building and using
pages are welcomed and may be addressed
apparatus are based on experience.
The
to the writer or simply to the American
printed matter included within thcse pages
Radio Relay League. In any further reis not intended for use as a textbook but is
visions that may be contemplated your conrather to be used as a handbook.
Any
structive comment will help the whole amatheory discussed is as simple and fundateur fraternity by
suggesting possible
mental as it can be made. The book is intended as a practical rather than as a changes and additional matter for inclusion.
The League's monthly magazine, QST,
theoretical work.
will keep you posted on current radio deEvery League member should be interested
velopments, new apparatus, and the like.
in some of the matter contained in diese
If you are not familiar with QST, the Handpages. Older members are of cour se mote or
book is perhaps the best introduction. The
less familiar yt ith it all. Some of this informaterial in QST will supplement the Handmation has appeared in past issues of QST
book and keep you abreast of che advancing
in one form or another. We have tried co
art of short-wave communication
Many
pick that material most useful to th c ' wool
who will want it. In the appendix will e back numbers of QST containing valuable
information can be supplied by the QST
found some tables and information that
Circulation Department.
Failing to find
should be useful to everyone. Because of
information on any matter relating to amathe limited size of this book it is impossible
teur radio in thi, book and in your file of
to include all desirable matter. The differOST, drop a line to . 4.R R L. Headquarters,
ent subjects are handled as completely as
1711 Park St . II titford, Conn., where somespace permits.
one will be ver y glad to help if the inIn the discussion of receiver and transrormatron is available
If we know what
mitter construction an effort has been made
A R R.L. publications you have, it may be
to simplify the work of getting a good and
practical amateur station in operation at a possible to refer you to a detailed explanation.
minimum cost.
Reliable circuits and apAt this point Iwish to express my thanks
paratus of different cost and ponei have
for the assistance given me in the preparabeen suggested to make it possible tor the
tion and revision of this Handbook. Helpconstructor to build a station to fit his
pocketbook, at the same time building a ful suggestions have been received from a
great many sources, so many in fact that it
station which will work and produce the
is difficult to Idcntify them all positively. It
best results for the money invested.
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Is with the full coopmation cf every member of the staff of QS7' that this handbook
has been prepared
Acknowledgment is
made par ticularly to Mr. K B. Warner, Secretaty of the American Radio Relay League
and Editor- in- Chief of QS1'; Mt Rolm t S
Kru.e, Techntcal Editor of QST; Mr. H ual
P Westman, Assistant Technical Editor of
QST; 1V1r John M. Clayton, Assistant Secretai y. IRE ; Mr. Ross A. Hull, Expertmentcis' Section, ARRL; and Mr. A L
Budlong,
A,sistant
to
the
Secietar.i,
A.R R.L. Acknouledgment is mide also to
Mr. R. B Bourne, M I A H Babcock, Mr.
Hoard Mason, Mr C M Sinn tt, Mt Paul
M Segal, Mi P. II Quinby, Mt. A W. Mc

Mi L. A Jones, Mi. C. C. R,idimon,
Mi. A. B Goodall, Mr. L W. Hatry, Mr.
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Porter, Mi. G Ttsmer, Mi. l'heodffle Clark,
Mr. F. E Ai wood, Mr. John L. Rfqnattz,
Mi F. J. Maw), Mr Chalks Proitas, Mr.
L G •W mdom, Mt W. H. Hoffman. Mr. F.
H. Schnell. Mt. Leland Thompson, Me E. G.
Watts, Ji . Mi. D. C Wallace. Mr Frederick
Best, Mr. H E Ft ost, Mr. Howaid R. Ward,
Mt. R. S. Mac Aithut, Mi R. R. Batcher,
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Zrbe amateur' Cobt
I Th( . 1 ,,) at le, is Ge nth manly. He never knowingly ti ,,es the air for his own amusement in such
a way as to lessen the pleasure of others. lIc
abides by the pledges given by the A R R L. in
his behalf to the public and the Goveinment
Il

The Amateur is Loe.!. He owes his amateur
iadio to the Amencan Radio Relay League, and
he offers it his unswerving loyalty.

III

The Amattur is Pe ogresstre.
He keeps his
station al least of science. It is built well and
efficiently. His operating practice is clean and
regular.

IV

The Arne(); ) es Feu ndly. Slow and patient
hc n iKin( ,sted, ir iendly ad % ice and
counsel to the beginner, kindly assistance and
cooperation for the broadcast listener: these are
marks of the amateur spirit.

V

The Antattee) es Balane( d. Radio is his hobby.
He never allows it to interfere with any of the
duties he owes to his home, his job, his school
or his community.

VI

The Amateur ts Pate lotit. His knowledge and
his station aie ah' as ready tor the sers ice of
his country and hi, community.
—PAUL M. SEGAL, 9EE 1,
Director,

Rocky

Mountain Division,

A R R L.
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CHAPTER I

What Is An Amateur?

A

FEW words at the beginning to tell
the story of the present-day amateur
to the uninitiated may be appropriate.
Few hobbies can be compared to that of the amateur radio enthusiast.
The experimenter, the man who
enjoys communicating with distant lands
and receiving cards and letters from for eign
countries, and the operator who most enjoys talking with his fellow enthusiasts
scattered all the way across the ( ounti y —
each does his part in amateur radio. Every
individual is interested sooner or later in
all three classes of operation.
A certain amount of skill is required.
This makes amateur radio work the more
attractive and interesting.
The.re are adventures to be found in everyday two-way
short-wave contact. Distant acquaintances
will be made. Friendly chats with folks
both far and near are possible. The relaying of citizen radio messages is worth-while.
The " kick" in snappy operating work giy es
pleasure. All these things aie a part of our
personal experience that dehe
duplication. The trout fisherman enjoys the pursuit
of his hobby. The cross-word puzzle artist,
the stamp collector and the Egyptolog st all
take pride in their special fields. There is
no comparison that we can make that yy ill
give amateur radio its due. Personal contacts tie us together; personal experiences
bond us in an organization without an (mull
anyw here.
There is untold pleasure in two-way amateur operating. The coveiing of hundreds
of miles and the handling of friendly mes
sages with low amounts of power Ln4
an interest not found in any other pastime..
Perhaps the relaying of messages has n0
been sufficiently mentioned. That is cnc of
the amateurs' principal activities. Friendly
messages are accepted at any amateur station.
They are passed on toward then
destination fi om one station to another. No
charge is made for the service and of course
no responsibility can be fixed for failure to
perform. Usually messages ate deli vc i ..i1
by telephone or by the opeiatt in person
as soon as they reach the city of dcstinatinn.

In many places it is possible to join a
radio club and to enjoy active membership.
The exchange of information between club
members is valuable. By talks and demonstrations the dub provides interesting
winter activities. Through code classes, beginners are helped in getting started as
"good" operators. A dub library containing the books best suited to the members
is an additional asset to the radio enthusiast
who does not have too much money to spend
on his hobby.
In the summer, sneial
activities bring the members together for
some enjoyable times. Picnics, clmonstrabons with portable equipment, and athletic
contests keep up the interest then. Many
such clubs are affiliated with the League
and receive monthly bulletins from the
League.
On reqivist, information on organizing a club and becoming affiliated is
supplied from League Headquarters.
Amateur radio offers the only means of
free communication with our fellows who
are outside the r,nge of the human oice.
When we hay e bee ime familiar with some
of the simple facts about this fascinating
hobby we will want to get on the air arid
talk by wireless with other men who have
stations similar to ours. This we can do
just as soon as our station is in actual opation. Cards will be received from many
places where out signals have been heard.
Correspondence with folks we have met by
'aril° will result. New friendships will be
riade.
We will take pride in our station
and its recoids.
The " sey
wmulti s of the world" were
‘, -idely talked about in the day sof our fore1
.
ears. To- day tht e are vsi nders that are
not si yy ell known
Ainalciur Indio aceorrr
lishmcnt, are commonpla.e. but cf the
millions of people interested in radio
ex v few know even that free , amen radio
ommunication is po ,sible. Perhaps ama I( ur radio should be refrmed to as the
"eighth wonder" of the world.
As a hobLy iadio has no enual.
True
enough,
not
iv
am atcui
message
Lets through to its destination. Our message handleis are not in the game for
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commercial benefit but for the pleasure that
they get in doing something interesting and
otth yhile
Amateur nneless messages
do not aln
s go from the sending station
directly to their destination.
They pa ,s
from one station to another until tne,,
eventrrally an ive, unless a special direct
route has been pre-arranged. In the main,
message delivery is surprisingly good.
There is aV4holeqceme satisfaction in using
omething that
our on n hands
hase
fashion d to act omplish th s emingly Impossible 119,ht from oar own homes.
Besides the joys of actual communication
there is pride in our work of construction
The whole amateur station ( an be built as
cheaply and easily as a broadcast reeeher
The advent of the short waves has added to
our enjoyment. The sroit in all its phases
splendidh, worth while
'I HI % MI RIC AN

RADIO RI I % 1 IfAGLE

of tests showing that signals could be heard
at great distances.
In 192; a message
couered 10,000 miles in foui minutes.
A
message was sent nom the East Co ' st of
the United States to Han au and the ansm et
returned at once to th: , ender. One intermediate station " relau « 1" the message ro_
day messages are handlod do« t over such
distances nightly
without carts ne
any
pee ill exc dement
The League has not onlu clone remarkable
nork right in its own It 10; it has heloed
many people in poetical ii au s. The 1..,agtre
has co-operated midi the U. S. Annu and
Nauy. with the U. S. Bureau of Standanh,
with the larger American radio engineer mg
concerns, with the U S. Departnp nt of
Commerce and with foreign gouerninents in
collecting data and conducting tests of uarions sorts for the g nr rat aduarn ement ol
th , ïadio communicatom art
In 1912 Radio Communication Lams wece
made allowing the amat( m to us any
lengths not in excess of 200 meters
Those
who made the laws thought tint the amateur had been swcessfully and foreuer
disposed of!
It was belies cd that uu.1% elengths shor tei than 200 me us wc re
orthli ss for practu al racho wnil.
Amateurs p105 ecl the contiar
The pe, t. et( O
the equipm ' nt at th
disposal Through
sears of experop:nting and feu making one
impi ou emelit after ‘. noth o, pr ° el ess is js
erario
Fuery hit of citmalatu, w is test ( 1
and rebuilt after use had shown its y. ejis
cress
Hard um k bi ought inc ersingly
greater results
In 1921 the . hcrit ma\ es
(ame into th or run!
idc communt
cation on wau elengths b loi
100 tni to, s
opened the et es el iodio nt 1 st , ON(.\w here.

The name A»ier uan Radio Relay League
and the words " amateur radio" are practically synonomous. Almost eery gout amateur in the woild belongs to the A.R.R.L.
The League na-, organized in 1914 bu, a
small enthusiastic group of
unst ridio
amateurs. Hiram Percy Maxim, now president of the League, was responsible for its
formation. For two years he had wanted
to band all amateurs togethei so that each
amateur could talk to and know all other
amatcurs. Bu su,h an organization and by
the ready exchange of ideas thus made possible, each member was able to get more enjoyment froni amateur radio work
For thirteen years
the League has
p osper «Iand grown
It has had a histors
of glorious success as the spokesman in
amateur affairs
During the Great War the
Members of th
ii an n
R 1
League of course suspended ac
Inc,
The
League has e Inoue(' th tw (atla iii manu
Army and N.1%y enrolled some 3500 unit)
ways. Ia trines of flood Ind di ist« they
operators- well- trained by their amateur
brue summoned le
ith th, r sending
experience Right after the war the League
ts
Seueral lul at M,ll mn t ' ditto Is into
had to fight a threaten:d gouernm ,nt
th( \ I CI( ha e 1 ( pt in to
s, 1th 1
r «1
monopolu. The League yon the hittle that
mu, at h
rep tn_r ( 11.4 ou ejics to the
makes amateur radio, and broadcasting is
w aiting win Id " ut,
roat ,
radio"
No
well, a part of our present dau
eomm i Irl r
or( n , no pos‘ ( 1 o's
Thr oughout its nhole life the stoi v of the
th .
ou p hr, )
onml. Ared ylLa ‘on
League has been that of on: achicuement
teci
rho d d iii 19 ';
in ordin ,ty eue
after another
In 1920 a message was sent
dis
1.1
to chis
enul e‘plorer
In
from coast to coast Ind an answer re19•"3 in an—at, or shot. udue st.Ilion was or
turn:d to the starting point um several
s'II O abouti th 0.to h o of the IT S
orelay points, in six and a half minutes, at
t1 1
,1«i'. moon ,0 1
IT
hnell. the then
that time an unparalleled teat In 1921 the
It if' , Minisrh
T iaeue, himself
League sent Paul F Godley at mos • the &t(is on,
nn was ui
lanti
to Scotland to listen for Amen( an
th( no( tthnuohout
lone. ( npse to '‘ usamateuis. His success in h rung twentyti , il ,r and Nov 7 1
1 o1
P- ont fol
seven amateur s brought the amateur to the
(!c nrofls'i alod 1. ( o
u
of a
f
attention of the whole scientific nodd. Whe
th - ‘on atc to and hi shoi t
suai ci
itast
luid been thought impossible was accom"t times wh in stindai 1 NI ivy equorm, nt
plished using short way,s, and low powel
could not nu + be it quo id elision( o the
The Atlantic conquered. amateur signals
atrial( m
y shm t
y( as e st ction put ia(
next spanned the Pacrfi ocean
Two-nay
lees h
aioupd the
or Id to th"
communication followed right ( n the heels
destination.

WII 1T IS AN AiNIAIEUR?

'1 he « odial
ielations
bi tv, et a the
ARRE and the Signal (
p-., U S Aims,
el, indicate d n} the lot illation of ama:.eur
lath° " nets" in nhich amate m stations and
oi tiatoi
handle messages fen National
Cuaul air! R... seise units
Ihe plan of
affiliation 1etneen the signal routs, U. S.
Aims, and
the ti ansmi
ng amati uts
which was diann up in Pl_ri mils«, such
amat ,m ti affic " ruts" possible
Any amat,ut station on no s ' ho desne to gc t in
on this on ies ing actis its mas send
( tioi I
en aopoin'm to I, 1ims-.1matem
Ram.) Staimn to A It It I He adquatter, to
be loinaided to th att,ution of the pi met
Col ps Ai ea Signal Office] foi huldfing.
ALtnal enrollment in the Signal ( 7mps is not
1,otni"d to get in on th. fine 1ulto corn munie a1ion mods In le tri img to the Aims ",mat,tu affiliation the Ihie t Signal Offfiei
of th
11 ins said, " This ( oopciation is conspiel d ot fu
impoitan«t and Mould be insaluabb
to the «anal s in case of an
dud lgene "
Diu mg 1h 'ins that base gone bs, the
amat ,in has end» reed es ci', oppot funds to
oi sets ice
He ha, " shown the ss mid";
he hts justified his \ 1st( nee'
lo das th Ainetice a R « ho Re las League
is a gi cat fi aie tnits of amateur adio men
The la ague emsts a, a big mganization
with thousands and thousands of members,
just because as mdisiduals we can get moi.
enjoyment limn en gammul amateur iadio
than is possible foi us to get as independent
indIN'dual,. The League has a Headouai t is (115 1dCd into s( t ( la] depai tments
A Ns hok stall of peopl
t. mkt se' sice of
sill Inds kinds to the me mbership
The Lc ague owns the maganne. QST,
goe s to all me mbus m the League
ea( h month Qsr
ts a a monthly bulletin
of oui oigam/ d a( tis itics
It seises as a
medium for the exchange of ideas.
It
fosters amatem spiiit.
QS/' has grown
until it is not only " the amatem's bible"
but it is also one of the foi cmost radio magazines in the t' , orld
It is in such general
demand that it is sold on ¡tens stands es erye 'Ihe profits QST iii.i1s s ate used in
suppoiting League actisities and in seising
the membeis.
Membership dues to the
Ieague include a subscription to QST.
The Amencan Radio Relay League is a
non commercial association of radio -tma
tetus
The continent-wide mganization is
paitition«1 into DIvisions
Its affan
itt
goveined by a Boaid of Dnectors
Euh
one of the f ° lateen Directms is ( Kt (1
esers two seat, l's sote of the gen 1,1la. it
bershtp in his temtms. No on teme tge
comnyncially in making or ‘elling iado>
appal atus can be a member of
Boma of
Dnectois co an officer of the L tgtv
Theie ale rise officeis el the L ‘ ague
elected oi appointed 1
) tlt - B> ' id
Tiles

officets cimstitute an Executise Committee
which the Boaid has mpoucied to act in
handling matters that come up between
meetings of the Boaid, their authority, ot
couise, being subject to ( extant resttictions.
The Amelican Radio Relay League is
mganized to Him ( sent the radio amateur in
..rislative matte is
It is pledged to promote interest in two-way telegraphic tom
inunication and expenmentation. It is intei.sted in the relaying of messages bs
iadio It is conc eincd with the ads anc em nt
of the iadio ait. It stands for the maintenance of fiateinalism and ahigh staadaid
of conduct. One purpose of the Lerguc
to keep our activities so well-conduc t«1 that
the amateur will continue to iustif , hi,
existence and receis eall that is his just (lue,
as he has in the past. The Leagui champions the rights of the radio am item be fen,
the whole world.
Summarized. r em ,ts
that human enjoyment in amaccur lath°
may be increased with meastue
I LA(.,UI.

SPIRIT

lis ci since radio aiaatems h Is , I ( ti
bonded togethei in a League. a pii it of I. I loss ship has existed
Radio men
ss het e hase Iound pleastne in 1olloss
fi endly radio cons usation by u ing
Diendly cards and lett
Visits to n
boring amateui stations hase cerne nt d
iendships. Little groups of amateuis hay
met informalls , local clubs hase fmmed
similar in mgam ,ation to the patent body:
disisional and n, ,tional conventions huse
been filled M11.11 pli astne by the meetings of
lacho acouaintances
The League has be ,n
made possible bs th, losalty of its membci
es eryss he 1. ( at tic st wmk and ieads
co-optiation of numbers Fas been responsible foi its lemaikably success.
HI

3,DQU

% It l'ERS

Fi ont the small glom) of enthusiastic jadio
ainatetus mho made up the L aoue in 1.111
't, has e gionn to the pi esont big or ganiza;rein
The fust League Hemquatteis was
to the attic of the home of cetn fist Seetecitt, at that finie a college lao vi ho des oted
himself to the mcnk of the League after
hoot hours with the h.clp of s,s eral a..quaintanccs
The rai v post- wai offic es 01
ti." Le e (zue ss me in a eouple of dingy and
om h lighted locins in an old Hai foi d
clue building
Onls one emplo‘ «,, the.
(ietaly of the L(
I and thet Editor 91
151', took tale of sot , ' at of L
noik
,eion a stenogiaphc was nted-d to tthe cal e
of the increw-ingly heavy correspondence.
Ihen an Ads c tising Manager for the
n " game Ma- cald i The aetis dies a the
mcmbeis of the League took on more

TIIE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

portance. The next addition to the Headquarters Staff was a Traffic
Manager.
Twice the headquarters office has been
moved to larger and better quarters. More
additions to the staff hale been made to
take care of the increased need-, of a grow ing membership. To- day the Headquarters
is in a new office building, and two dozen
people are kept bu ,y handling the ailans
of the twenty thousand members of the
League and in making up QT.
Headquarters is dieided into departments. each
ene handling a special part of the League's
work.
111 NDQUARII RS

DI PAR 1MUS IS

The League's Secretary, who is also
Editor- in- Chief of QST and its business
manager, spends most of his time generally
supervising League work. He handles personally many important League attans, besides directing the work of his staff. An
a-sistant helps in answering the omew hat
bulky correspondence and seeing that che
many details are properly ... air led out. The
executive Wree takes care ot the busine,s
management of the Leagw.
It watches che
trend or ..cmateur aflairs
The relations or
the League in cooperating with our government, with otry-r national organizations or
with expeditions are carefully considered
by this office whenever an forward- looking
stew, are made.
The work on the magazine, (
2ST, is
carried out by several highly specialized departments. Adi cr
cillation, Accounting, Editcolol, and Tc(hnu,al Dtpait»unts take care of the different phases of
work that go into the making of a first cl Iss
magazine and distributing it to the readers.
In addition to the work of keeping records
of changes in the membership up- to date,
and there are hundreds, of them every day,
the Cimilation D(paitiotnt stocks message
blanks, log sheets, and League emblems for
the convenience of member,ssho want them.
:such supplies are sold at practically what
it costs to place them in th , hands of the
members.
The Neu sBureau supplies amateur news
direct to hundreds of newspapers, insuring
that the amateur i• understood and applecrated by the general public.
Several people are kept bu- y just helping members with their different problems.
A Cooimun,cations .1)(paieoicnt exists for
the purpose of suactc,ting and supereismg
the operating aCrritie s of members.
A
large part of its work is "messagehandling" work. The E•poorenters' Su-twit does for the hundreds of " experimenters" just what the Communication, Department does for the " opciators".
The
Headquarters offic e serves as the "gc-be-

tween" for the exchange of ideas between
the folks most interested in both fields of
work. The Injoinzation Service is free of
all League members.
It is the "question
and answer" department where beginners
can write for ade ice and where more experienced amateurs write to get help in
solung their technical problems. All questions are answered directly by letter.
If
>ou don't find the information you need
right in this book, write the Information
Service telling all about your problem and
asking for the needed information.
The
Information Service cannot compare different manufactured products but it answers
all sorts of general questions on the design
and construction of radio apparatus.
In writing Headquarters it is not necessary to address individuals or Departments.
The Office Manager who sorts the mail each
day worries about the right man to handle
your problem best
To gat quick results
when writing League Headquarters it is only
necessary to mute separate letters about
separate subjects so each Department can
SCIN e you at the same time. " Calls Heard"
should not be written into the letter to the
Conimunications Manager. Technical questions should not be asked in a letter to the
riculation Manager
Just address letters
to A R.R L Headquarters, 1711 Park St.,
Hai tfor d, Conn.
Members of the Headquarters staff are
always hard at work. There are numberless details in our daily work. Getting two
bags of letters, to members in the mail each
day keeps the stenographers busy.
No
matter how busy (Nei yone is, though, the
Headquarters fellows always have time to
"rag-chiov" with League members who visit
"HQ".
You will be interested in seeing
where and how all the different kinds of
mor k are handled. Someone will be glad to
show you around the offices.
The Headquarters station will be Interesting to see,
Visitors are always welcome at
too.
A R R L. Headquarters.
TR 11DI IIONS

As the League has eorne down through the
%Cal S, certain traditions have become a part
famateur radio. Best known to a few oldtime radio amateurs, the mysteries of the
na‘t lend an unmistakable flavor to our
p. asent-day League work.
Developments in radio have altered the
apparatus used by amateurs a great deal
in the last decade. Through all the changes
some personalities have stood out above
the rest, typifying the spirit of the amateur.
The Old Man with his humorous stories
cf " Rotten Radio" has done much from time
to time to improve the morale of League
members.
T.O.M. is an odd radio char-
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acter
ho puts into the words things that we
all feel at times but find difficult of expression. His pictures of radio and radio
amateurs are characteristic and inimitable.
His views are always refreshing. The Old
Man sits in his "shack" and reflect-, on the
"rottenness" of everything. He glares at
"Kitty", spitting out his grouch on all who
care to listen. At his right hand he keeps
the sacred Wouff Hong to use in punishing
those who commit offenses against the radio
law. The Rcttysnitch is kept within easy
reach to use in enforcing the principles of
de-ency in operating work.
Close by is
Old Betsy, another ancient piece of radio
apparatus ( rotary gap), into which are fed
the remains after the Motif" Hong and
Rettysnitch hase done their work.

Many of " the gang" who have twisted
the dials and pounded the key all the night
long have automatically become "Boiled
Owls" with the rising of the sun.
The " Rag Chewers' Club" is another fraternal society for members whose chief interest is in making friendly conversation
by radio. By talking with an R.C.C. member for thirty minutes or more by radio, getting him to confirm the contact by notifying
Headquarters and by then making application to The Old Sock at headquarters, you
also may become a member of the R.C.C.
and receive an appropriate membership certificate.
The
WAC Club is open to
those
who succeed in working all continents with
their apparatus. A card that you have received from each continent confirming twoway work must be submitted to Headquarters to make you a WACcer in good
standing. The certificate is worthy of a
place in any amateur station.
JOINING THE

THE WO1 rr-lioNG AND THE fti.i
SNI
(Photographs are not to the samt st ale)

IsThe Old Man visits the Radio Club and
there we meet Radical, Final Anthoi ity, and
other radio celebrities, all easily iccognized
in any gathering of amateurs. Back numbers of QST refer to these chaiacters and
tell the story of their doings in a most interesting way.
New members w. ill profit
by getting back QSTs and icading all
about them. There is much speculation in
amateur circles about the identity of T.O.M.
When you read QST watch for references Lo
him.
The Royal Order of the Wouff Hong is
the rite administered at official conventions
of the Ait R L. This mysterious order is
open to all loyal "brass-pounders" of the
League. One must be initiated to truly appreciate the honor.
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We have briefly reviewed the story of the
American Radio Relay League. Membership in the League brings you QST twelve
times a year
The certificate of membership entitles you to partake in all the benefits ot the organization.
Amateur radio
work brings its own reward. The thrill of
actually talking with distant places, the fellowships made and enjoyed, are very much
worth while. Pride in what we can do with
the work of our hands and interest in comparing our records with those of other fellows, set amateur radio apart from other
sports.
The best way to get into the spirit of
things is to join the League and start reading QST. Follow the suggestions made in
this book in getting started. Write the Infci matron Service for help in any special
problems that come up. An interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification
necessary in becoming a member of the
League. Ownership of a station and knowledge of the code are not pre-requisites. They
can come later.
Inquiries regarding membership should
be addressed to the Secretary or you can use
the convenient application blank on page

CHAPTER II

Getting Started
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top edge is given the ccuresponding code
symbol in dots and dashes.
In use the
cards ate shuffled and resiemed b the individual mho is leaining Continental while
'
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(aid.
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Contacts
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Add a wire connecting to pivoted
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3Dry Ce//s
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old audio amplifying tiansfolmer with good
SS indings, a pair of 2000- ohm headphones, a
t‘legiaph key, thiee No. 6 div cells, a
12X-199 tube and socket, and a 20- to 50ohm filament the ostat ale all the equipment
icquited
A diagiam explains the onw.ctions
The cite oit is a H titles. The " B"
0/d Audto
Transformer

1 BC ZZLIZ

A buzzer piactise set is one aid to learning
code, especially if someone mho is a good
operatm can help by sending to SOU
A
buzzer, a telegiaph key and a ells cell connected as shown in the diaglarn make a
buzzer practise set. Using a head-sct SS ill
gise mote neatly the conditions chat obtain
in actual radio le«ni. mg. It SS ill keep out
outside noises.
A yaliable condenser of
about 001 uf max. shunted h anothe •
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The chap in ctamped qualtels whos ,
room-mate objects to bur/et piactise for
leaining the code can use a 199 en 201-A
tube connected as an audio oscillator
An

A Battery

Key
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CONNECTING AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR
(HARTLEY) FOR CODE PRACTISE WORK
supply cornes from tne plus A terminal as
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Do not hold the key tightly. Let the hand
rest lightly on the key. The thumb should
be against the left side of the key.
The
first and second fingers should be bent a
little.
They should hold the middle and
right sides of the knob respectively. The
fingers are partly on top and partly over
Buzzer

Key

Dry ce//s
CONNECTIONS OF BUZZER
KEY, BATTERIES AND THE CATLIN GRIP
the side of the knob. The other two fingers
should be free of the key.
The sketch
shows the correct way to hold a key.
A wrist motion should be used in sending.
The whole arm should not be used.
One
should not send " neriously" but with a
steady flexing of the is ' 1st. The grasp on
the key should be firm, not tight, or jerky
sending will result. None of the muscles
should be tense but they should all be under control. The arm should rest lightly on
the operating table with the wrist held
above the table.
An up-and-down motion
without any sideways action is best. The
fingers should neier lease the key knob.
The code is made up of different combinations of dots and dashes
The sending of
intelligible signals depends on pi oper keymg by the transmitting operator. The dots
and dashes must be of the proper relative
length.
Suitable spaces must be left between letters and words. A dash is equal in
length to three dots.
The space between
parts of the same letter is equal to one
dot.
The
space
between
two
words
is equal to fixe dots
The exact time intervals depend on the rat( of sending. Beginners key a bit stiffly, nyrking a C like two
N's. Muscle control improi es with a few
hours' daily practise.

Now that we have iec imii cd the code
we must begin to practise sending and receiiing using the code practise set. Someone who is already a good operator should be
enlisted to send the first signals.
Go over the code and name the different
letters as they are sent on the buzzer
The
letters should be sent while vou name them.
Don't try to compere different letters
Learn each by its own indiiiclual sound.
Each letter combination should be sent in
a snappy way.
A slow rate of sending
should be secured by leaeing long spaces

between letters, not by dragging out the
signals.
Practise on letters and then on
groups of letters. Write down what you
receive to better co-ordinate the process of
receiiing and recording signals.
Do not
try to write down the dots and dashes; put
dolt)? the letters.
Code groups are more Naluable for ordinary practise than straight English texts.
The frequency with which certain letters
appear in common writing gives more
practise on some letters than on others.
Concentrate on the practise work and be
patient. All the effort you spend in learning the code will repay you fifty-fold
Alm ays haie the letters sent you for
practise a little faster than you can eomtortably receive. When the sending is so
fast that you can copy just two out of every
three letters, your mind will be speeded up
and iou will try to get that other letter.
Si NDING

When sending do not ti y to speed things
up too soon
A slow, even rate of sending
is the mark of a good operator.
Speed
will come with time alone.
Leave freak
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keys alone until you haie masteied the
knack of properly handling the standardtype telegraph key. Because radio transmissions are seldom free from interference
a " heaiier" style of sending is best to deelop for radio work.
A rugged key of
heavy construction will help in this.
When signals can be copied " solid" at
a rate of ten words a minute it is time to
start practising with a key in earnest. The
paragraph on " using a key" and the diagram show just how to grasp a key. An
experienced operator should be present right
at the start to offer suggestions. Otherwise
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a wrong idea of spacing or of holding the
key may develop into a habit that is hard
to break. While learning to receive, you
have become fairly familiar with good sending. Try to imitate the machine or tape
sending that you have heard. This gives a
good example of proper spacing values.
When beginning to handle a key do not
try to send more than six or selien words a
minute.
A dot results from a short depression of the key. A dash comes from
the same motion but the contact is held
three times as long as when making a dot. A
common mistake of beginners is to make it
several times too long. There is no gi eat
space between the parts of a letter. An " S"
is made by three up-and-down motions of
the key in regular sequence.
The letter
"G" is made by holding the first two contacts and making the third one without any
pause at the contact. Key practise should
not be extended over too-long periods at
first. The control of the muscles in the
wrist and forearm should be des eloped
gradually for best results.
Individuality in sending should be suppressed rather than cultivated. Sending is
something like wilting, however. Indiy'duality is bound to show in all hand- sending.
Unless the spacing is even and legular, reception becomes guess-work. The operator
who practises on a buzzer until he has developed a good " fist" is appreciated by
everyone he "works". His sending is legible
and gets favorable attention.
A good rule in sending is never to send
faster than you can receive. Then you can
tell what your signals sound like to the
operator who must copy them. Speed needs
to be held in check. " Copiability" is what
we want.
Repeats waste valuable time.
When you find that you are sending too
fast for the other fellow, slow down to his
speed. Attempting to send dots nervously
in as rapid succession as possible is the
first step in acquiring a " glass arm".
A word may be said about the " Vibroplex" and " double-action" keys. The "Vibroplex" makes dots automatically.
The
rate of making dots is iegulated by changing the position of a weight on a swinging
armature. Dots are made by pressing a
lever to the right. Dashes are made by
holding it to the left for the proper interval
A side motion is used in both types of keys
These keys are useful mainly for operators who have lots of traffic to handle in a
short time and for oparators mho have
ruined their sending arm
Such keys are
motion savers.
However, a great deal of
practise is necessary beforo readable rode
can be sent. The a,eiage nov ice who uses
a "bug" tries to send too fast and ruins his
sending altogether.
The beginner should
keep away from such keys
After he has
become very good at handling a regulation
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telegraph key, he may practise on a " bug"
to advantage.
LEARNING

BY

LIS TENING

Another method of learning the code will
appeal to some individuals. We all want to
tiy our skill on some zeal messages when
we base progressed this far. The next step
cuter mentortztng the letters is to put into
practise on an at tual receiving set what we
have learned.
A number of high-power stations can be
heard in ey cry part of the world.
Many
commercial shoit-waY e stations send on
was elengths below one hundred meters and
can be copied with the simple receivers desclibed in this book. A one-tube or two-tube
ieceiver can be quickly and cheaply put together for long-wave code practise. Powerful tiansatlantic commercial stations send
on wavelengths between 5,000 and 20,000
meters. Many of them use tape transmission.
The sending is perfectly regular.
Often words ale iepeated twice. Both understandable English and secret code ( most
excellent for code practise) are used in the
text of the messages. These stations send at
speeds depending on the ieception conditions
at the time of tiansmission.
It is usually
possible to pick a station going at about the
desiied speed for code plactise. There is an
increasing number of such commercial services how using sholt-waves so it is possible
to "learn by listening" on short waves although thete will be less confusion if we
start out with the long-was e apparatus
which will next be described.
After building a receiver and getting it
in operation, the first step in " learning by
listening" will be to hunt foi a station sending slowly.
Listen to see if you cannot
recognize some individual letters.
Use
paper and pencil and write down the letters
as you hear them. Try to copy as many
lotters as you can. Sometimes you will
'
heai
signals that you cannot inteipret. Longave stations use keying systems that allow a signal to go out between the dots and
clashes on a different waxelength. You will
readily learn to distinguish between this
"backlash", as it is called, and the actual
signals that you can cony. Whenever you
hear a letter that you know, write it down
Keep everlastingly at it
Twenty minutes
or half an hour is long enough for one
session. This practise should be repeated
three or four times a dry
Don't become
discouraged.
Soon you will copy without
missing so many letteis.
Then you will
begin to get calls, which are repented several times, and whole woids like " and" and
"the". After words will come sentences. You
now know the code and your speed will improve slowly with practise Learnin.• by this
method may seem harder to some folks than
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learning with the buzzer. It is the opinion
of the writer, mho learned in this may, that
the practise in copying actual signals and
having real difficulties mith interference,
statu, and fading, is far supenor to that
obtained by routine buzzei practise
Of
course that is of great value at first in
getting familiar with the alphabet.
Many short cuts hase been moposed Ica
quickly memorizing the code for nu re ' sing speed of reception. Most of them have
some good points.
Learning the code is
mostly a matter of getting practise, however. An omnigraph is of some assistance
if a large number of records can be obtained. It is an expense that few can afford. Unless many different sets of "cony"
are asailable one soon becomes familiar
with the material and it is of no mine
salue.
Phonograph records of code signals can be obtained but hase similar dianbacks.
Examinations for opmatot's licenses aie conducted using an omnigianh
Therefore it is desirable to become familiar mith tape or ommgraph sending to
insure easily passing the examination " Machine sending" on long or short wases is
about as good as an omnigianh except that
the speed cannot be mitt oiled at will
In " lemning by listening" try to pick
stations sending just a bit faster than youi
limit
In writing, try to make the separation between words definite. Tis to copy the
whole of short molds before starting to
vstite them dovsn.
Do the writing uhil,
listening to the first pait of the next mold
ac tise and patience ssill soon make it easy
to listen and mine at the same time. Good
oneratms can often copy sevetal mords " behind" the incoming signals
%N % I1.-V1 % VF
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For use in obtaining code mactise an excellent recener can be made bs pm( }lasing a
couple of good sai able condense' s, a 1- eon

—

THREE COIL REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER FOR MEDIUM AND
LONG WAVE RECEPTION

swivel mounting, and a few honeycomb
coils wound on 211
4 " fotms
/
The " threecircuit" regeneratne ( prima's- secondary-

tickler) circuit should be used, giving flexible and selectne tuning mith no trouble in
getting it to mork. Such an all-wave retener will moik most efficiently on the long
mases. It mill he inferior to a special re(else' for short-wase and broadcast work,
how es er.
Right heie we mill list the materials
needed to construct such a long-mase codeaaise receiver:
1 three- coil honeycomb mounting
2 good variable condense's (. 001 uf. max.)
1 00025 uf. fixed mica gt.id condenser.
1 2- to 6-megohm gild leak
1 . 001 Lit fixed mica by-pass condenser
1 30- ohm rheostat
1 good tube socket foi 201-A or 199 cubes.
(Eithei ty pc mas be used successfully,
choice depending on mhethet you prefer
thy cells cm stoiage batteiy filament
supply.)
1 22 12-s olt block B-battels
1 pan headphones
10 feet of bus or stiond d mire foi making
connections
1 baseboard, about 1" x 10" x 12" for
mounting apparatus
1 6-volt stoiage battery ( or 3 No. 6 dry
cells)
1 terminal strip with fisc binding posts oi
Fahnestm h clips
1 single- intuit jack ( in use clips to hold
phonc-coid tip')
Bi ass angles to suppoit satiable condensers
3 honeycomb- mound coils ( of 500, 750, and
1250 turns, respectively)
A three-coil mounting and coils to cover
suitalle ranges can be obtained liom the
Pacent Electlic Company, 91 Sesenth Ase.,
Nevi York City, ol Ch tiles Branston, Inc.,
buffalo, N. Y.
For the commercial ship and shore sta
tions coils of 75, 100 and 150 tuins may be
puichased
See the tatle on page 12 for
coil sizes to ciscr other services and wavelcogth langes. N'alious sizes of toils may
be added as desned
By plugging them into
the coil mounting, using the coil combinrbons desei ibed in the table, the maveleneth range of the set mas be changed.
OU can then hear all the dilleient kinds ef
lat'io communication that me mention as It
is being conducted in the different masc.knc,th bands. With coils of mochrate
me can hear kilington's Nass Press and
a great many of the lo m pomered ship and
slime stations
But mc shall not want to
listen to then high speed ship- shore tratfie
handling at fist
Longei m.iselengths retened ssith the laigei coils are most - tatable for getting horn after hour of contirtiott‘_ code practise
Tuning is accomplished mith the sat table condensers. The
tone of the incoming signal can be varied to
suit the operator.
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than 750 motels
It can be made to mink
within the broadcast tango but mill not
readily go don far belon 200 meteis. When
the tickler can be at the grounded end of
the secondary coil, undesitable tuning effects
ate minimized
MI the paits lot a on- tube set ale
shown properly connected in the ptctuie diagtam. By adding one or to more vacuum
tubes as suggested by the dotted lines much
loudet signals may be obtained.
It is
or
assumed that phones mill be used so that not
mote than to tubes mill be desnable for
most code- practice work.
The antenna coil ( A) is the left-hand
coil in the sketch while the secondary coil
(S) is in the center of the coil mounting
1111111 11
and the tickler ( T) is on the right. The ‘, ecPhones orPranary of
ondaty coil is the one which really deterAmplifyingliansforrneri
mines the maYelength band that can be covTHREE CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
eted mIth a cei tain size of secondaly tuning
condensei.
The dotted line inc ins that equally good
ai \ ( S) ( 1.000 ul. 7- 001 uf as specified in the list of matetials ) Condenser s tesults may be expected with the filament
(mud either grounded or ungrounded. The
with a smaller maximum capacity ehan
pi incipal advantage in giounding the fila this ale best loi getting good disttibution

In the circuit shown. 1,000-micromiciofated Yaliable condensets are used In the
antenna intuit ( A) and acioss the second-

Arryild:ry 7ions
1

-o
(c4
7--0
4.

43 Male
Variable
Condenser

F
P
Single
Clays/ Jack

Two arcult
dack
— _

\

/

/

SKEICII

SHON't'NG

tékradlyeaT/e

4RR INt.P111 N. I IND e () NNE( IIONS
RLCFR I.R

IOR

IONG-II

F.

and one-stage amploficr ( shown dotted)
Another staze may he added gaml eds for
loudspeaker mork if desired, but detector alone or detector and one step of amplification
in ans esent gises ample signal strength for use with headphones.

of the stations that you
ill hear mer the
foi amateur and Inoadeast way elengths but this size Is most suitable toi
out /
cmy-maye teceiver
Such a three-coil
outfit \Yolks best on waYelengths longer

ment and connecting the movable plates of
the variable condenser to this side of the
circuit is that it minimizes the detuning
effect of the hand when brought close to
the condenser dial.
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The schematic circuit diagram shows two
methods of making the antenna coil connection. The " series" connection shown in
all the diagrams may be used for all wavelengths but with the " parallel" arrangement shown at the left it mill be easiest to
tune our antenna circuit clear up to the
twenty thousand meter wavelengths which
will result in the best signal strength. A
given primary coil can be made to cover a
large band of wavelengths by using a series

Go d
CONNECTING A DOUBLE POLE DOUBLE THROW
SWITCH TO CHANGE THE ANTENNA COIL AND CONDENSER QUICKLY FROM A SERIES TO A PARALLEL
ARRANGEMENT

condenser for the shorter wavelengths and
changing to paiallel for reaching longer
wavelength stations.
The farther apart we move the antenna
and secondary coils, the easier the set will
oscillate and the " sharper" the tuning. Dif-

St t

at

Amateur and Broadcast
Broadcast and Commercial
Comm'l Ship- Shore Tic.
Comm'l and Navy
NAA Time
Arc Stations
Arc Stations
Commercial, Foreign,
and Press
Same and NSS Time

also make a slight readjustment of
tickler coil position desirable.
READING

DIAGRAMS

Schematic diagrams show the different
parts of a circuit in skeleton form. Picture
diagrams show the connections and apparatus as it actually appears in the station or
laboratory. A little study of the symbols
used in schematic diagrams will be helpful
in understanding the circuits that appear in
QST and in most of the radio books that
we have mentioned. The diagt ams are easy
to
understand
once
we
have
rubbed
shoulders with some real apparatus and
read about it.
Schematic diagrams are
used in all electrical work because they
sere so much space and time when discussing the various circuits. Picture diagrams are simpler to use but difficult to
draw. Photographs of apparatus show the
actual arrangement used better, but the
wiring is not always as clear as in the
picture diagrams. In building most apparatus a schematic diagram and a photograph will make everything clear. It is
suggested that the beginner carefully compare a few picture and schematic diagrams
if not entirely familiar with the latter.
Wie have not room in this book to include pages of pictures of apparatus giving the proper smbol for each device but
a number of picture diagrams have been
put in at different points so that a comparison of picture and schematic diagrams
Tut n
Ant
Coil

Tut ns
Stc
(oil

140-350
250-700
450-1500
700-2200
1100-4000
2350-4800
2500-8500

35
75
150
200
300
200
500

95
50
100
150
250
300
500

35
35
75
100
130
150
200

3100-15000
6000-21000

750
750

750
1250

300
500

(Miter")

ferent stations can be separated more easily
when the coils are not too close together.
Varying the position of the coils changes
the "coupling" as explained elsewhere. The
tickler should be brought up toward the
secondary coil until a light click is heard
in the phones. Then the set is oscillating
and stations may be tuned in by the process
of turning the dial of the secondary tuning
condenser ( the one across S). When a station is found, the tickler can be readjusted
for loudest signal strength. Louder signals
still can be obtained by bringing the antenna more nearly in tune by varying the
setting of the antenna condenser which will

the

Turn, Antenn tcoil tonnecnon
for 001 ttf '. ai
Coll

londenm.t

Series
di
46

Parallel
di

will enable one to understand what is intended in all the schematic diagrams here
and elsewhere. In general, coils are indicated by a few loops of wire, resistances
by a jagged line, and variable elements in
the circuit by arrowheads. If a device has
an iron core it is usually shown by a few
parallel lines opposite the loops indicating
coils or windings.
When you can draw and talk about circuits in terms of the various conventional
symbols you are on what is familiar ground
to every amateur and experimenter. Then
you can meet the dyed-in-the-wool expert
and understand what he talks about.
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You may find a correspondence
course of some help.

school

It depends on the in-

dividual's ability to absorb by mail.

In any
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event, though, study things out from the
information available in this book-then
jump in and enjoy the experience. Learn
by doing!

SOME OF THE STATIONS YOU MAY HEAR ON THE LONG WAVES
C ill

Location

V,a‘rtli neth

NSS

Annapolis, Md.

17,130 ( 17,6 kc)

NAA

Arlington, Va.

NAR

Key West, Fla.

2.677 ( 112.0 kc)
4,409 ( 68.4 kc)
2,939-5,657

NAT
POZ

New Orleans, La.
Nauen, Germany

2,752 ( 107.0 kc)
18,075 ( 16.6 kc)
3,900 ( 77.0 kc)
LY
Bordeaux, France
18,940 ( 15.8 kc.)
YN
Lyons, Fiance
15,000 ( 20.0 ke)
15,500 ( 19.4 kc)
IDO
Rome, Italy
10,850 ( 27.6 kc)
NPG
San Francisco, Cal.
7,005 ( 28.6 kc)
4,836 ( 62.5 kc)
NPL
San Diego, Cal.
9,798 ( 30. 1
6kc)
2,939 ( 100.0 kc)
UA
Nantes, France,
9,000 ( 33.3 kc)
FL
Paris ( Eiffel Toner)
7,000 ( 42.8 kc)
6,000 ( 50.0 kc)
2,600 ( 115 0kc)
NAD
Boston, Mass.
2,939 ( 102.1 kc)
NAH
New York, N. Y.
2,776 ( 107.1 kc)
XDA
Mexico City
5,800 ( 51.7 kc)
NPM
Pearl Harbor, Honolulu 2,828 ( 107.0 kc)
5,552 ( 52.3 kc)
11,490 ( 26.1 kc)
WQK-WQL-WSS
Rocky Point, L. I., N. Y.
16,465-17,500-16,120
WCC
Chatham, Mass.
2,150 ( 140.0 kc)
2,200 ( 136.0 kc)
WS()
Marion, Mass.
11,620 ( 25 8kc)
NBD
Bar Harbor, Maine
2,400 ( 125.0 kc)
NAM
Norfolk, Va.
2,883 ( 107. kc)
GBR
Rugby, England
18,000 ( 16.7 kc)
WSE
NBA

luni ( C. M T

2200
1655-0255
1655-1530
0255-0330
1655-0300

Ice report
Time Signals and Press
Time Signals, Weather
and Navy Press
Time
Signals
and
Weather
1655-1500 Time Signals
1155
Time Signals
2355-1155 Time Signals
0801
Time Signals
1700-1750 Wave calibration
0818-0850 Time Signals
0850-1950 Coded report
1700-0330 Weather bulletin
0555-1955 Time Signals
1000-1655 Press and time
1630-1655 Time Signals
1415
Wave calibration
1640
Wave calibration
1455
Coded synoptic report
2244
Time Signals
1600-2200 \\, eather bulletin
1530-2200 Weather and navigation
0054-1856 Time Signals
2355
Time Signals
0630-1830 Weather
2355
Time Signals
Traffic with different countries
Press
2200-1400 Weather conditions
0800
Press
1330-2100 Weather bulletin
0000-0800-1120-1200-2000
Press
0130
Press
0900-1000 Time and Press
1755-2755 Time Signals
Press
1130
Press

East Mor iches, L. I., N. Y. 2,800 ( 107. kc)
Darien, Panama
1 ¡ 6,518 ( 46.0 kc)
(Balboa, Canal Zone) I r6,518 ( 46.0 kc)
OUI
Eilvese, Hanover, Ger.
9,600 ( 31 3kc)
WAX
Miami ( Hialiah), Fla.
5.552 ( 54.0 kc)
600-1,599-2,175 ( 500-188-138 kc)
0500-1700
WNU
New Orleans, La.
3,331 ( 90.0 kc)
1630
600-1,700 ( 500-177 kc)
0315
WSII
East Moriches, L. I., N. Y. 2,400 ( 125.0 kc)
0315
WSA
East Hampton, L. I., N. Y.
650 ( 162 0kc)
0518
WI!
New Brunswick, N. J.
13,750 ( 21 8kc)
WBF
Boston, Mass.
600-690-2,025-2,350
WNN
Mobile, Ala.
600-680-1,713
UQ
Bluefields, Nicaragua
1,850-2,100
UW
Cape Gracias, Nicaragua
650-2,000
UL
Managua, Nicaragua 600-1,800-2,400-4,600
UG
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
600-1,950-4,330
WCI-WGC
Tuckerton, N. J.
16,700-15900 ( 17.95-18 86 kc)

Press
Weather
Press
Press
Press
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Some actise and iegulai baffie-handling clicuits ale:
Cal nat von, Wales ...
MUU, and Ness Biunsmick, N. J.,
Bordeaux, Fiance ...
. LY, and Mallon, Mass., ..
Stasanger, Not may
LCM, and Tuckeiton. N. J..
Nauen, Gei many
POZ, and Rocks Point, L. I..
Eilcese, Gelmany
. OUI, and Mallon, Mass., ..
Regulai opeiatois nandlt these
units
in some cases; in otheis " tape" ot " machine"
tiansmission and icception is used to :speed
up bailie handling to the limit fixed by lelass and atmosphelic conditions.
Most beginnets aie puitled bs ceitain abInesiations which aie used light along on
long mdse.,. Many code gioups ale sent by
difteient
commeicial
olganuations
to
shoiten the messages and to ieduce the expense of sending messages \Ouch often
tuns as high as 25 cems a mold. Unless
one has a code bc ok it is npossible to inteimet such messages.
Ine and ten
lettei cyphei gioups ale quite common and
make excellent piactise signals
Occasionails. mhen leccising conditions aie fine, a
blur of ( ode will be heaid which lesults
when tati,.t is speeded up to 100 molds pei
minute and photogiaphic means aie used
LO 1CCO d the signals.
A pieii is eten used to show the class
baffic and the station to mhom the
message is going.
The long-mase commetiial stations number then messages
periodically. Ship and shole stations start
a nem soties of message numbeis each day
and w
'ith each new station moiked. Nasal
stations use " v" for an intermediate. The
commet al stations use " de" fer an intermediate
Thus Tuckei ton sending the S6th
messige foi a cti tam pciiod sends, " 86 LCM
de WGG." In ( ase Boideaux is sending,
the piefix leads " F 86" oc if the operator is
just staiting his evening's ss
k, " Hr tie F
86,"
meaning " Heie
tiaffic
Bra deaux,
France, numbei 86" Stavanget. Noi may,
uses the pi efix " NW"; POZ uses " PR" and
OUI use, " OPR".
Traffic is classed as " oidinais"; " deten ed", " ui gent", and " 1ush". " 01 dinai y"
messages hase a sbaight piefix as me have
mentioned
abose " Deferred"
messages
hase " Is" added to the piefix of a given
station " Ut gent"
messages
have " D"
added to the piefix. An " R" stands for
rnsh.
Whtn the mersing opeiatoi is uncertain of a mold or pail, of a message, he
asks a iepeat from the transmitting station at the fist oppoitunity. " RQ" is the
piefix that tills what is meant. " RQ" is
used w
'hen the receiver questions the
message " RQ F 271 irving-bank third"
means. " What is the thiid word in the text
of Bordeaux's numl ci 271 addressed to the
cable address It yingbank?"
The ansmei to an " RQ" is a " BQ". If

WII
WS0
WGG
WQK
. WS°

the thud vcoid of number 271 was " membeiship", LY ssill answei the " RQ" by
sending, " BQ 1 271 thud membciship."
When the public asks or intoimation
about a message, a sits ice message is sent.
The melts " SG" is used foi thi,. If the cepis comes back with tht pictix " SVC" ( seIsice). " SG", ot in the ioim ot a " BQ" showing the compans to be at fault, the co npany does not enalgc
foi the set vice
message
If " ST" is added to " BQ" the
message in question mas deal of ut ois
the
hist time
tiansmitted.
Then
ch
sei vice message is paid foi by tivt inqunci.
LCO and LCD in the piefix ieter to th'
text as being " language of countiv of
ongin" ot " language of conntis of delis et y." RP means " lepls "
It should pc ihaps le emphasii«1 that th;
pioceduie desciffied in the foie going paiaglaphs is that of commeicial usage, not
amateui. Amateuis use a less complex
nt ex-Arline of then own, as mill be explained
later.
UNDLlibl ‘ ND11,11,

1IM1

SIGN Si `, •% N1)

WL 11111 R hi 1'01{1',

Amatcuis in the United States will piol)ablv nnd the time signals, M eathei and
mess lepoits fioni Allington, \ , ( NAA,
2650 meteis) and Annapolis, Md ( NSS,
16,(410 metets) sent at noon and 10 p.m.,
E S.T, most useful and interesting in learning the code.
Sometimes before sending
the mess NAA will iequest listeners to
stand bs ( QRX) foi a ceitain time while
ship baffle is dialed.
That gives us a
chance to see how traffic is handled. Then
the " U S. 'Vass Press" mill follow with
inteiesting %scald-Nude news items. A 12to-15-moid code speed is employed. Aftei
we hase placticed so we can do seseral
molds per minute, some iegular listening to
NAA and NSS will soon enable us to copy
letters, words and whole sentences
The time signals start at 11:55 am. and
9.55 p.m., E.S.T, daily. Every tick of the
standard clock at the Naval Observatory
is sent as a dot. The 29th second of each
minute is omitted as well as the last five
seconds of the hist four minutes of time
signals. The last ten seconds before the
hour are omitted.
The beginning of the
clash which
'
is sent at noon and ten p.m. is
exactly the hour.
Weather repoits go something like this:
"QST de NAA USWB T02081 DB01251

GETTING STARTED

1100412 P99205," etc
This introduction
means, " Genets] call to all stations fittin
Allington, Va , United States Weather Bileau." The repot t gives conditions at sanous points two houts pies tous to the time
of transmission. The key letters refer to
the diffeient ohs° ,yation points
k few of
the coinmenel ones follow:
T---Nantuckct, M Is+
Dlt
Dt Itm et( III( t'st, ti
II -( apt H ntt tt 1\ C
1
, - i'ctt
u/I t IIt
13 - 13t mud t
h t t0lb S C
SNtint
Ntt, t Sto It
Si
ut Ftnot tt I 11
‘stSi ittk W 1.11 K
wt. , lit
PI — Duluth Minn
G--(. 1((n I!
1%
D—Dctc
Mt( h
M
M tin ant
Mt h
II
(11 ( ht u
V- ( lt‘t.1 titi O
DI -Sto Di, (
,
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A R R L. send the latest lieadquaiteis'
news on aniatc ai it act iciirjtio.
The messages are often inteiesting and they ace
sent slowly enough for code practice between 15 and 20 s', nuis a minute
Lists
and schedules appe t, liequentls in the
membeishm copies of (
1ST.
A wend of caution
the IT S imho ,ommunnation laws preschbe heasy penalties
for disulging the contents of ans ladiogiam
to other than the addiessee
You mas copy
anything sou hear for practise m for s011
own mfoimation hut sou must presorse
secrecy.
SHIP SHORI

SI 41 IONS

After a little ploficiency in code speed
has been developed it is intmestmg to become familial with othei iadio seivices
than the long-wasc commeicial stations
that are so useful in giving tegular code
The to st tun ee ileums gise the batonlet r practise. Cables moss the oceans. telegiaph and telephone ( newts span the conreading. " P992" show that the bat omelet
tinents
The minute we set foot on a ship
at Pensacola le ids 2') 92 inch . s " 0" shows
and get away hunt the offices and resithe dnection of the wind.
dences wheie out eseisdas life us spent,
we ale cut off fiom quick and easy two-way
1 1\ro
communication b telegtaph, telephone and
2 1.•rtht
t
t I t,t
mail
Evelything now depends on wiret
— Soit' ht 1st
less telegiaphs. The set.> ship on which
-S o h
we trasel is pi otPcted by iacho beacons
It Soot htAt t
at rungs and weathei tenotts ate teceised
Wt
•••
\ot am( t
melt few horns.
If we have important
business to hansact it must be done by
The last figule gives the selocits of thc
tadiogi am.
wind in stat it" mihs per hui
1 nauSo the business handled from ship to
tical mile equal' 115 statute mile. " 5", foi
shme is alwass sriled and Interesting Its
example. Indic ate ' I • esh " accm ding
nnpoi tan( e can
h dl"
be
sufficiently
to the tal le below
stiessed in a few \souls
Steamets many
N
11.0C
class at sea keep in touch with the stock
0
( It
maiket quotations, an I icceise news of
I 1t
SS 01 Id wide significance
They receive in Iwit
It,h
(t nth I,t t/
dis ulual mes ages lot then passengeis
1
11 rd.. t ' It lit
s
hen storms aie encountmed, machinery
1 t t It,,, t
becomes dama9cd, files freak out, or when
t,
Sit
n bitt
then, is tiouhle aboaid ship, a simple SOS
Moth tit - 11
1It h
ti
call lumps assistance hi in the neatest
Short •
ti
point within utst a his h puts, depending
1)
1111 1
11
on the neat ness of assistai , e The safety
11
lit
12
I, it, nu
and confidence of met\ one in the ocegn
hay(1 of to-'1- iv depends in a laige measure
When s”Yeu al a- unit groups of figuies are
on the sh p shme telegiaphic communication
givi n, the . 1
,
, two g,i °ups ate sui face oh
abet] s at stations Indicated by the kes
At one end o- the bioadeast band of
lettm3 ;\ oditional t' loups contain limn 1 wavelengths lies the amateur telegiaph
it) data wh ch can be Int. tpuctid in the
betel and a numb( rof exnehmental sers ices
cu
was .
At the other end of the broadcast brind he;
th(
ship- shore
communication channels
T /"W
Sets ice Bulk- tin whIch us
Hunch eds of ships base haffic to deli to
issuPd montb'y lis the Denaitment ( it Comshot(. dails
Often foicio7o ships sendmz
rinuce mas le outlined horn ' he Su p ' ii
tendent of Documents, Goseinment Ptintin the btoadcast band cause interfeience
ing Office, Washington. D. C, for 21c a in. which the amati tir is unjustly blame I
Ship and shot e s'ation opeiators have
sear
This gises the up-to-date details
highly deseloped time saying procedule in
about stuh stations
order to handle many varied messages with
Official Bloadcastmg Stations of the
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a minimum of interference ( QRM) with
each other. So that the listener will know
what to expect and so that he can understand what he hears we will give a few of
the commoner abbreviations and their uses
right here.
Using the 150-turn coil to listen to the
ship-shore traffic between 500 and 1200
meters wavelength we may hear both
"spalk" and " tube" transmitter s. The
communication laws specify that a call
shall be made by sending the " attention
sign" once, the call letteis of the station
called three times, the intermediate " de"
(meaning from) once, and following this
with the call letters of the calling station
three times. The full form of a call is
like the following, "—.—.— WSA WSA
WSA de ITF ITF ITF."
The answer,
ITF ITF ITF de WSA K", signifies that WSA is ready for traffic.
Usually the note of U SA or an
of the
shore stations is quite distinctive. To save
time he may say nothing but " ITF K".
When the ship station is near the shore
station, he shortens his call to " WSA ITF".
If WSA is busy taking traffic from someone else he will ask ITF to " stand by", this
way: " ITF QRX". Still shorter is " ITF
.—..." which means the same thing.
On long wayes some of the commercial
stations use the Navy intermediate " y" instead of " de". For ship-shore work " de"
is most common. A 600-meter wavelength
is used for calling, and 700 to 850 meters
is used for law king. 800 meters is used for
naval radio compass work. The navy uses
952 meters as its calling wave, although
some traffic is handled on it also.
When ITF say s, " WSA ITF P" he means,
"I have a paid message for \ou. The reply
from WSA is usually, " ITF K 700". The
operator at WSA then proceeds to listen on
700 meters or thereabouts and to copy the
message. The prefix " P" in the message
shows that it is a " paid" message. " TR"
is the prefix to a position report which is
sent daily showing the position of various
ships for the information of owners and
the public who await ship movements
anxiously " SVC" indic ates that a service
message is coming. The letters " GOVT"
indicate that a government mess9ge will be
sent.
"W", " WDS", " CK", or " GR" refers to
the number of words or the check of the
message. " RC" usually refers to the Radio
Corporation of America who control some
of the large traffic-handling commercial
stations.
A short commercial message
with a " radio" check might be sent from
WLC to ITF as follows " ITF WLC R HR
P 1W 11 CONEY ISLAND NY 217P 14 to
WILLIAM RICHARDSON SS GENUARO RCNEWLONDON — — ADVISE

WHAT NEW MACHINERY NECESSARY
— ...— TOMPKINS AR WLC K".
The time and date precede the address.
Suppose the operator of ITF misses a few
words; he may ask WLC to repeat: " QTA
TEXT". He may use ".. — — .." for the
missed portions as described elsewhere in
this book. To ask for missing words,
"WA" and " WB" refer to the " word after"
and " word before" a specific word.
POSITION REPORTS

Ship stations send a "position report"
daily or when requested by the coast station. The letters " TR" precede the report,
which includes the distance from ship to
the shore station in nautical miles, the position as briefly as possible, the next port
of call and the number of radiograms or
words handled. The speed of the ship is
sometimes included. A sample report:
TR 150 OFF CAPE IIATTERAS
BOSTON 5 .—.—. ITF".
The presence of unnecessary capital
letters, periods, commas or other marks of
punctuation may alter the meaning of a
text. For this reason commercial communication companies use a shiftless typewriter ( capitals only). The texts of messages are typed in solid block letters ( all
capitals) devoid of punctuation, underlining and paragraphing except where expi essed in words.
Code speed depends mostly on the amount
of practice one gets. Anyone can learn
the code. A desire to learn, plus determination and persistence at the start are the
prime requisites a beginner should have.
As soon as the scattered letters begin to
make words and sentences, the beginner is
repaid a thousand fold for his time and
trouble. Long wave ( 5,000- 15,000-meter)
flute-like signals have a charm all their
own;
medium
wavelength ( 500-5,000meter) signals are filled with throbbing
"human- interest
stuff";
the
broadcast
band ( 200-500 meters) brings us music
that entertains; the amatur short-wave
signals ( 15-200 mete/ s) give us the thrills
of world-wide two-way contacts with others
just like ourselves.
Each wavelength has
its particular characteristics and the whole
spectrum of radio activities is a field where
we can explore and enjoy the findings when
we will, not forgetting to keep the contents of messages secret as required by
law.
OBTAINING

k GOVERNMENT LICFNSE

Before one can operate ANY form of
transmitter he inicst have two government
licenses. A license is required for the station and another license is iequired for
each operator of the station. Happily,
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neither of the licenses costs anything to
obtain.
The station license allows the station to
be operated.
The man who holds the
license is responsible for the proper operation of the station under the terms of the
license. The operator's license is proof
of the ability of the operator.
Some
knowledge of the code and operation of the
apparatus are necessary to get this license.
There is information enough right in this
book to enable anyone to get an amateur
operator's license. No license whatsoever
is necessary for the operation of any kind
of receiving station. Operation of a transmitter of ANY SORT without a license is
unlawful and a heavy penalty is imposed
for such operation.
Application blanks for new amateur station licenses may be obtained from any
one of the Supervisors of Radio. Temporary
Amateur
Station
Licenses
are
being
issued pending the review and issuance of
new amateur regulations by the Federal
Radio Commission ( possibly late in 1927).
At the first meeting of the Commission on
March 15, 1927, the existing station licenses
of all amateur and ship stations were indefinitely extended until further notice, regardless of the expiration date mentioned
when these licenses were issued. All
licenses are of course subject to such
general regulations as the Commission may
issue from time to time.
Amateur operator's licenses are issued in
two grades. Radio Operator, Amateur Class,
and Temporary Amateur License are the
names by which these licenses are known
The Temporary Amateur License is given
amateurs who do not live near the Supervisor's office, after they have passed a brief
examination by mail. Anyone can get application blanks for operator's and station
licenses from the nearest Supervisor by
asking for them.
Temporary Amateur
Operator's Licenses are issued to be effective only until the applicant can appear
to be examined in person which is required
within a reasonable distance of the points
where examinations are regularly given.
When you have studied the code and are
properly qualified, you can readily get one
or two licensed operators in your vicinity
to make affidavit to the fact that you can
send and receive at 10 words per minute
as required by the Secretary of Commerce.
It is to be noted that this temporary
license will authorize its holder to operate
only a particular station, also that such
licenses are issued for periods not exceeding one year. The regulations are quoted
as follows with regard to the license issued
for Radio Operator, Amateur Class:
"Applicants for this grade of license must
pass a code test in transmission and reception at a speed of at least ten words per
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minute in Continental Morse Code ( five
characters to the word).
"An applicant must pass an examina
tion which will develop knowledge of the
adjustment and operation of the apparatus
which he desires to use and of the International Regulations and Acts of Congress
insofar as they relate to interference with
other radio communications and impose
duty on all classes of operators.
"A percentage of seventy will constitute
a passing mark.
"This license is valid for the operation
of licensed amateur radio stations only."
The requirements for passing the amateur examination aie not difficult. Information on all amateur station and operating
rulings of the Federal Radio Commission
and the Department of Commerce may
be obtained on application to the Supervisors. Special attention should be given
to the regulations concerning amateur stations.
Applicants are expected to be familiar
with amateur receiving and transmitting
equipment. The construction and function
of each pait of the apparatus should be
studied. They should be able to explain tho
operation and elemental y theory.
In the examination the applicant is required to tell what apparatus he expects
to use, to (haw a simple diagram of connections, and to explain the operation. Tho
diagram should show switches and ground
connections just as they are in the station.
Applicants must be able to identify a distress signal ( SOS) and to understand the
signal used telling him to stop sending
(QRT) when he is causing interference
(QRM). Applicants who fail to qualify
may be re-examined after three months
from the date of taking their unsuccessful
examination.
When existing operator's licenses expire,
a renew al must be applied for and will he
issued to all classes of operators (except
commercial extra first class) without examination provided the operator has had
three months' satisfactory service in the
last six months of the license term. One
year of such service out of the two-year
license term may be accepted at the discretion of the examining officer.
While either grade of amateur operator's
license is sufficient for the operation of an
amateur radio station, acommercial " ticket"
is proudly displayed in many a " ham shack"
as a certificate of proficiency.
There are
three classes of commercial licenses, the
Commercial Extra First Class, Commercial
First Class, and Commercial Second Class.
To obtain a Commercial Extra First Class
license one must be able to take both Morse
and Continental codes at high speed.
Previous operating experience as holder of
a commeicial first-class license is neces-
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sLi} also
ho the Commeicial Fust and
Su. nul Class licenses code speeds of 20 and
12 noids-pci-minute in Continental code
ate tequited, tespectt}ely
eippluants debiting to opetate bioadeasting stations only
will be gnen an examination pettaming
specifically to bloadcasting appatatus and
the limitation will be specified on the
second class license issued
Commeicial
lust and extia hi st licenses authorize th(
hold is to opetate 11 ulia. nsed ladio stet or'
Pm passing the examination given in quail
1}ine foi an of the tommetc.al classes of
Opel atol 's I
Rense,
ad} anced ° pm abut;
knowledge and the( tN ai r legume'
rh
examination inc lu les questio”s undei the
headings of e.pchience. diaglain of teeming and tianseutting appaiatus, ti ans
nutting apparatus, teeming appal atus, op(tat on and cal,of stina_te betel ics, motnts
and genetatms. Intel national and U. S.
laws
and
tegulations
Same
excellen,
books ale a}ailable i one desites to stud}
them in (» del to qualify
See out recom
mendations in the appendix in this connection.

Add' es., Supel}ism. ot Radio. Customhoust ,
San Flancisco, Cal.
Se‘enth
t Oiegon, Washington,
Idaho, Montana, W‘oming and the Telitmy of Alaska. :-} eldiess Supcinsoi 01
Radio, Room 2;01, I
Smith Bid.; ,
Seattle, Washington.
Eighth D stil(
Ne w Ioils
coun
ties not mclu(l cl in the second distnct).
Pennsylcama tall counties not included in
the thud (listilet) West Iitginia, Ohio and
Linen Peninsula of Michigan
Addi ess
Radio Supei‘isoi, Room 105, Fed( tal Building, Dettent, Mich
Ninth Distnct
Indian i, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan ( Lipp, t peirosula), Minnesota, Kentucky, Missouti. Kansas. Colotado, Iowa, Nelnasl,a, South Dakota and
Not th
Dakota
Addiess
Supet vise)!
of
Radio, Fedetal Building, Ch•cai,o,

II hen you teu i}e the appla ati in blanks
hll them out completel}, atiswel all the
questiois and iettun the papets to the
Radio Superasot. If you pass the examination you }} . 11 teem° } oui license unsrgn«1. Then tale the license to a Notary
Request application blanks and infoimaPublic.
Execute the oath of seetecy of
tion + tom the neatest Supen ism of R tdio
messages and letuin the licenses to the
Supei} ism, who will send them back to you
The count] , is di ided 1)} the Depattment
of Cow/twice into nine Inspection Dtstnets.
aftet signing them.
The addresses and trintones of the difTube sets toi CW and ICW telegianh
fment Supet } isms follow .
nodk ot foi tadlophone communteation on
cet tain amatem bands ate leadil} licensed
Fust Di Clict
Maine, New Hampshue,
Spat], s'4-, ale no longct licensed to opmate
Vet mont, Mas ac I
, setts, Rhode Island and
on amateut wa}clengths
It ,11 applicant
Connecticut. Addle-», Supet}lsoi of Ra
li}es neat the Supei} ism of his dIstnct it
Custninhouse, Boston, Mass
is only necessu} lot him to get in touch
Second Distnet
New Yolk ( enuntrs of
with
the
Supet ism
Tie
necessat;
New Yo il , Staten Island. Long Island, and
anangements fen taking the ex/mutation
the countie• on the Hudson Rnet to and inand getting a s'atton license can be made
cluding Schenectady, Albany, and Rensin pet son oi by mail.
.salaet) and New Jet set ( counties of Bet The Fedetal Radio
ommission licenses
gen, Passaic,
Ess•x, toton, Muldlese , ,
emateut teleglaph station ,.co notk in an j
Monmouth, Hudson and Ocean)
Addiess
ut a// of sevet al ma},c length bands
If voice
Supet}iso , of Radio, Custnmhouse, Fedei 11
is to be used, the station must be built to
Budding, Wall, Pine and Nassau Sts , New
moils in eithet the h; 28-5 00 ( ; 600-'1500
Ioil.
kcs ) ( 1the 170-1s0 ( 1765-1667 kcs.) metet
Thu (IDistiu t• New Jet M.N (
all counties
NV‘1% elength
band
Amatein tiansuussion
not included in secend d stnet), Penns}1when usine, wa}elengths abme 85.6 metets
}ania ( counties of Philadclolua Delan Pe
is pi olubded in the United S'ates between
all counties sonth e th. , Blue Mtuntuns,
the hotus of 8 00 and 10 "10 P M. local
and Fiankhn Counts)
Delam ale, Marystandai el time, and on Sundt} s dining local
land. Vpiorua, and tbe
sit let of Columchinch s ic,es
Radiophon. st itions usbia
Addles, Supci} ism of Radio, Custom
ing th( s0 mete i band ai e als
gulled t)
house. Baltimme Mai yland
ol s ' t e' the ples,1 bed quiet b » uis
Inter
Foul th Dist iet
e
Nol th Carofeience to () then sel ices cannot he petlina. South ( atoll/1a Gem gia, Flot ici and
nutted
Quiet hotu s ate pie stlibed when
the Ten doe} of l'ut to Rien
Address
teadjustments of the 1.1am-quitter or alteraSupei}isoi of Radio, Room 521, Post Office
tions of a non- sdectne tecenet s', ill not do
Bldg Atlant t, Gee:item
away with the • tiouble
Fifth Dist/iet
Alabama, Mississippi.
A.R.R.L. " Vigilance Committees" have
Louisiana, Texas. % thansas Oklahoma and
been otgamzed in a number of communities
New
Mexico. Address
Supervisor
of
Amateurs, broadcast listenets, and repreRadio, Customhouse, New () deans, La
sentatives of the local hem qmpets make up
Srxfh
Discrict
Califm nia,
Nc‘ada.
the committees
The} in} e‘twate tepor-s
Utah, Anzona and the Terntory of Hawaii.
of amatetu Intel [ elenco, put the interested
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parties m touch with each other, suggest
of teducing or getting rid of the inrerfetence and see that the blame is placed
whete it belongs. When quiet hours art,
necessaiy, thei ate recommended
In cases
het e suggestions ale ilisi egat ded, the in
tcrletence is repotted in detail to League
ileadquat tot s In extreme cases the matter
has to ho tut ned met to the Department of
Commerce
9‘,', of the interference experienced by bioadcast listeners cornes
from pow et loaks and foimgn ships wit)
ttansmit in the looadcast band when nea.
our shot 03
he
Vigilance Comnuttrehaie dme ouch to educate the bioadcast
listener tegetding the situces of interfcrence and they haie ' educed what little
‘rmateut intrAfetence there has been to a
negligible quantity.
To-day theie is no excuse for amateur
Intel fetence.
The btoadcast listener who
usos a non-selectiie teceliet ( there ato
some such still on the maiket) has onli
himself to blame if he takes no steps to immoie it awl increase its selectiiiti
The
amatem who Intel fetes can alit ais reduce
his N\ ‘IN elength, loosen the antennt coupling
and napiove the plate suppli.
The addition of a " loi thump filtet" will often be
uifficient to pet mit non inter feting operation
Close pioximiti to a transmitting
station often results in the setting up of
foiced oscillations in near-b receiving circuits
Placing antennas at right angles
and using good " shielding" will eliminate.
cien such troubles.
Thme should not be the slightest hesitation in constructing a station on the grounds
that it will " interfere" or " di ¿iii lightning". The use of shmt wavelengths his
solied the intet fet ence pi oblem for good.
as far as * he situation between these different setvices is concerned
A recelyino
or tiansmittirg antenna mopetly grounded
will " leak" off a charge gradualli to
gtound, pH/rid/Jeri the accumulation of
ioltage that might cause a disruptiie dis
chaige with dang i to life and pioperti
An antenna i; a piotection, not a hirald
You ma' constr ui tionr station foi teleeiaph noth in am of the follow ing
length bandq.
%%J.\ S

.
nonding
f out

rn it, zil
W tsel, no.ths
'ot
n Loh,
717 - 1 611 >)

1.

il>

1
,
' 11

7 O- 7
110 0 — ,00 0

( 01 001)-100 000

1,1 000 - 76 000
It 000
14 000
.t 000— 7000
1000— '17,
9

000

1 000

Kilt( sele
width or
hand
1 000

000
2000
1Of 0
00

Th)
last nentioned it art bmyth hands
hart 7). op d most us( fat in tanning on
tnal (,/nObe)llib
lon
r) o•( at dfflant e •
Tho put pose of the Goy° ,nment in assigning many wavelength bands to amateurs
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is to give the amateur the freedom which
has alwais hein his due. Only thus can
knowledge of the behamor of the shottei
wavelengths incidental to actual communication
be
dei elope d most
fulli. The
,pc Hut
, is most interested in the two
first mentioned wavelength bands about
whir h least is known.
'I he tive-metci band is the " widost" as
shown in the above table
From the stand
point of Interference between short-wave
stations, most statioas should lie operating
on the shottm wavelength bands. The different degrees of usefulness of the different
bands cause the distribution of operating
stations to iati wideli from the ideal eds.
horn the interference standpoint.
The 20- meter and 40- meter wavelengths
haie pioied most useful for low -powei
work over long distances both day and
night.
20-metets
the best wavelength
to use to cover great distances in daylight.
At night mans recut ds have been made
using 20-, 40-, 90-, and 150-meter wavelengths '41-metets is tegaided as the best
maie for handling messages crier medium
distances ( 1,000 miles for example). Using
the shorter waves, there is often difficulty
in talking with stations within three en
four hunched miles while et eater distances
than this and also \ my shott distances of
ten or twenty miles can be covered with
ease
In summer, transcontinental and
fen eurn das light work is best accomplished
using 20 metet s: 40 meter, is also good foi
the same putpose at night
80-meters is
capable of emoting similar distance at
night, though not so popular for that purpose
150 mete/
and
200-meter
wavelengths are good at night for moderate distances
The
also haie the advantage of
being best foi writhing with stations one
en two hundred miles away
Probably the
75-85 meter band is best to use in transmitting when getting started, although
thrte ate lots of geod things to listen to on
othei waielengths.
rit

sIFt0111

I(>i R1r)10 T '41A

The complete text of the Radio Act of
Feb 21, 1927, would o(cupi many pages
Only those parts most applicable to ama tell> indio station in
and iegul ition
in this countt s with which wo should all be
familial ate gis en
Note particulaily S,,
26. 27, 29 and 29 and the penalties pros tried
in Sec 12 and 11

hi•
1 ( Sr
e

era( Id (I bef th‘
SIIat,
ot thi t nil"! ', tali
eilleb (I I
hit the Sit
tif inh istat, and fo ,

a? il ¡ louse of le( pof
lieu ilia j,,(

inkd to itg.
ill from.
ti
ind
atinn. Within 111, Ilitittd Matts t.
limboe. ind . 101
10 tint tin (
ht onti.1 uf
th,. Itutu' State. ost
In
lit ch inn, Is of in>, 1st it,
Ind foie) •
n t0110 It tn•rnis ion
Ind to pr 0% ide for
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the use of such channels, but not the ownership
theitof, bs indniduals, him, oi coils:nations
for
limited peliods of time, uncle' licenses granted by
Federal authority, and no such license shall be construed to « cate any tight, beyond the terms, conditions and petiods of the license
ghat no person,
him, company, or coiporation shall use oi operate
any apparatus for the tiansmission of «lei
or communications or si,:mals by radio . .
except undei
and in accordance ssith this Act and st th a license in
that behalf gianted und( r the iii os isioiis of this Act
Sic '3 That a commission is herein created and
established to be knovin as the Federal Radio Commission heieinattei « felled to as th . Commission
vihich sh ill be composed of fisc coninussioncis
SF( 1 1‘1,1 pt is othermise prosidcd in this Act,
the commi sion flom time to time, as public consemence interest or necessity icquiies
ai
Classify radio stations,
(b)
Piescrila the natuic of the seisice to be render«1 by each class of licensed stations and each station within ans class
te I Assign bands ol fie que m tes or viaselengths to
the serious classes of st itions, and assign ficqueneles
or masclengths for each in ha idu il station and determine the pone' y bleb each station shall use and
the time dorms. %% huh it nits opei ite
«11
Deteimine the location of classes of stations
or individual stations
(el
Regulate the kind of apparatus to be used
mith respect to its ext.' mal effects and tin punts and
shaipmss of the emissions ( tom each st ition and from
the apparatus theie in
If)
Make sue h legulations not in«insistent MI(S
lam as it may deem ilicessaly to prest nt inteiference
between st twins and to can s out the prosisions of
this Act
Mot tit(' ltt
te t,
Haw au.horat% to make gene ial iules and
regulations .
Si (
3 Fir« and after one war aftei the first
meeting of the commission created by this Act ( Mar
15, 1)271 all the pomeis and . iuthoiits Nested in the
commission under the te cois of this Act ( merit as to
the iesocation of licenses shall be tested in and exercised by the Secretary of Commerce, except that the reaft« the commission shall hase poster and Jurisdiction
to at tupon and deteimine any and all matte's 'nought
h.foie it uncle' the teims of this section
It shall also be the duty of the Secietais of Commerce (A)
rot and dining a ptimd of one yea' flom the
first meeting of the commission cr(at«1 hs this tut to
immedi itely ref.> to th«ommission
girdle ations
for station licenses or for the renessal en modification
of existing station licenses
(13)
Prom and aftet one seal fiom the fits( meeting of the commission created bs this tot to refei to
the commission for its action ans applic ition for a
station license or for the rem m cl om moditu ition of
ans existing stitmn license as to the rianting of
vihich dispute
contioseiss
ni
conflict arises or
against the et intuur of %shah piotest is fik-d %% dim'
ten tins, aftei the elite of Mane said application by
ins pints in inte•est and ins application as to %% huh
such re ter( nee is iecuin StCd I
A the ipplic.int at the
time of filie
scid inplication
(C) To ores(
the qualiqc ations of st ition ope lators to classifs them according to the duties to he
net foi mid to fis the foi ms of such licenses and to
issue them to such persons as he fin Is qualified
(D)
ro uspcnd the license of ins opeiator for a
period not exc«dine tiso seals upon moot sufficient
to satisfy him that th( lu ( ns( e (t) h ts stolatEd ans
pros enon of any Act or treat', binding on the Unite]
St ites which the Sec« t is of ( ommeic e or the commission is suthorized by this Act to administer en b',
any rermlation made b', the commission en the Secretary of Commerce under ins such Ad or trc cts. oi
lb) has failed to carts out the Icssful oideis of the
master of the se ssel on %% huh he is emplowd or ( c)
has wilfulls damaged oi mimitted radio apparatus to
be damaged or ( d1 has tr insmitted superfluous radio
communications ni signals or radio communications
containing profane ot obse ( ne %% mils or language • or
(e) has millfulls or n1.'11(1°11,1% interfered mith ins
other radio communications or signals

(E)
o inspect all transmitting appaiatus to ascertun vihether in construction and opeiation it conforms to the requirements of this Act, the rules and
regulation., of the licensing authority, and the license
under %% inch it is constructed or operated
(F) To report to the commission from time to time
any violations of this Act, the riles, regulations, or
orders of the commissions, or of the terms or conditions of ans license
(G) 'Io designate call letters of all stations
SI.0 1l Any station license shall be resew able by
the commission for false statements either in the application or in the statement of fact mhich may be
required by section 10 hereof, or because of conditions resealed by such statements of fact as may be
required from time to time mhieh would marrant the
licensing authority in refusing to grant a license on
an original application, or for failuit to operate substantially as set foith in the license, for wolation of
or failure to obserse any of the restrictions and conditions of this Act or of any regulation of the licensing authont% authenized by this Act or by a treaty
ratified in the United States ....
gee 16
Any applicant for a construction permit,
for a stition license. en for the renevial or modification of an existing station license %% hose application is refused by the licensing authority shall have
the light to appeal from said decision to the Court of
Appeals of the Distiict of Columbia and any licensee
mhos/ license is resoked bs the commission shall hase
the light to appeal from such decision of iesocation
to said Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia
or to the district couit of the United States in which
the apparatus license 1is operated
Src 26
In all circumstances, except in case of
Indio communications or signals relatine , to sessels in
distress all radio stations including those owned and
opeiated In the United States shall use the minimum
amount of poster rucesary to cany out the communie ation desii cil
Ste 27
No person teeming or assisting in receiving any radio communication shall clisulge or publish
the contents, substance puipoit, effect, or meaning
thereof except through authorized channels of tiansmission or reception to any person other than the
oldies.« his agent or attorney, or to a telephone
telegraph cable, or radio station employed or authorized to forward such radio communication to its
destination, or to proper accounting or distributing
officals of the % anons communicating centers oser
vihich the radio communication may be passed or to
the master of a ship under mhom he is seising or in
iesponse to a subpoena issued by a court of competent
iunsdiction. or on demand of other lass ful authorit%
and no person not being authorized by the sender shall
inteicept ant message and disulge or publish the contents substance purpoit, effect or meaning of such
inteicepted messaee to ans person and no person not
being entitled thereto shall ncene or assist in reeening ans Indio communie ition and use the same or ans
information therein contained for his omn benefit or
for the benefit of another not entitled thereto and
no person haling ¡ teen( d such intercepted radio communication or tuning become acquainted mith the
«intents, substance, purport effect or meaning of
the same or ans part thereof knowing that such information mas so obtained shall Midge or publish the
cent( nt, substance put poit effect or meaning of
the sime or ans part thereof or use the same or ans
information therein contained for his omn benefit or
for the benefit of another not entitled thereto Pier(gird 'Hint this section sh ill not apish to the rceniig, dnulging, publishing oc - utllintr , the contents
of any radio common], ition bioadcasted or transmitted by amatems or others for the use of the eeneial
public or relating to ships in distress
Ste 23
No person, firm company or eorpoiation
mithin the lurisdic tion of the United States shall
knomingly utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or
tiansmitted an', fIlse or fraudulent signal of distress or communication relating thereto nor shall
env Imo idcasting st ition rebioadcast the piogram of
my part thereof of another broadcasting station
mithout the express authorits of the oiiginating station.
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Sic. 29
Nothing in this Act shall be undeistood or
construed to glee the licensing autholit> the power
of censorship ovei the radio communications or signals
transmitted by any radio station, and no itgueation
or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the
licensing autholity which shall interfere with the
light of free speech by means of radio communication,
No petson within the jurisdiction of the United
States shall utter any obscene, indecent or ptofane
language b> me ins of ladle) communication
Sir 32
Ani pci.on, firm rompan% or corporation
failing or iefusing to obsei‘c or eiolating an
rule,
regulation, neutro tion, or condition made or imposed
by the licensing authotit> under the authotity of this
Act or of any international radio coneention oi treaty
ratified or adhered to be the United States, in addition to any °the' penaltu
proeided be law
upon
conviction thereof by a couit of competent luriselielion shall be punished be a fine of not more than slot)
for each and ssets out nse
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Sgc 33
An> person Sim compane or cotporation
viho shall eiolate ane proeision of this Act, or shall
knowingly make any false oath ot affirmation in any
affidaeit lectured 01 autholized be this Act oc shall
know Ingle make an
false oath or affirmation in any
hearine. authormd by this Act, upon eone ution
thereof in any court of competent julisffiction, shall
be punished be a fine of not more than $ 5,000 or be
imprisonment foi a teun of not mote than five ) ears
or both for each and e.c ere such offense
Sic 31
The tuai of any offense under this Act
shall be in the distrie t in vihich it. is committed, or if
the offense is committe d upon the high seas, or out of
the turisdiction of any petticular State or district
the trial shall be in the disttict whete the offender
mite be found or into which he shill be fist brought
Sc 15
This Act shall not apply to the Philippine
Islands or to the Canal Zone
In international radio
matters the Philippine Island, and the Canal Zone
shall be represe nted be the Secretary of State

CHAPTER III

Fundamentals

B

EFORE we go on to study the problem of economically building a station and getting it um king we should
step aside just a moment to get some
idea of how tacit° signals can be sent and
iecen ed.
To undetstand fully all the things that
happen in the plocess of sending and i« mying ladle) impulses we ought co know some
thing about clectiuitv and the physical
laws of electianty and magnetism that deteimme its behay lot as me undeistand it
The books desciibed and ic«immended in
the appendix will cow the giound Nciy
well on this subject
Howeyei, we ate going to mention some elementaty pi inmples
that will help in getting a piettne ( il what
happens A thot ough gi calmly% m k of tunda
mental knowledge can be gained thiough
consistent leading and thiough expmeme
in handling apparatus
III( IItICITIÉ

Almost eveiyone has tubbed a cat's fur
and noticed the little spaiks in it that can
be seen in the datk " Filetional" electimity
is present
Sometimes lightning discharges
take place between two clouds oi between
clouds and earth. This is anothei example
of the libel abort of " st at " eke ti Kit\
which is manufactut cd b w Ind fiktion under cet tain tempmatute conditions
We use cleanc lights, electue heatets,
telephones, flashlights, st ii
tais and
motms and know that the my stet toits agent
that has been hat nessed is " clic tit it\ "
We call this " cuit eut el ",
as
distinct from the othci kind of electi icitv
Cinicnt electucity always manifests itself
by heating effects and magnetic effects
All
that is known about electiliity is known by
its ( fleet when it is used in c,.-itain ways
Eve! v substance is made of mixtuies
chmna al combinatu,ns of diffeient elements
Any chemical combination can be (fielded
and redivided into smaller panicles of the
same chemical make-up
The chemist calls
the smallest possible piece of any one such
substarve a " molecule"
Molecules are in
tutn made of atoms of chemical elements
The atom of hydiogen, coppei or cribon,
combines with atoms of sulphur or chlorine
to make " molecules" of dement compounds
which the chemist names apploptiately
These atoms themselves are macle of still
smaller particles called electrons, which : ne
of exceedingly small mass and sue
The

electron is negative electricity
A positne
nucleus ( centci), sunounded by a group
of elections, makes up the " atom" (31
smallest pat title of ey my element. So even y
substance is made up of millions on millions
of elections
The clei ti itt itself can be consulei.d the smallest possible quantity of
negative electricity
'I Ill

ILUC I'tie cURielNT

The cnelydav uses of "cut lent elechicity"
we hay( mentioned A flee flow of electrons
in any. body « institutes an clec tite cuitent.
When the elections in a body flow teadily
we say the body' is a " conductoi." If the\
do not flow quite so leadily we sav th it
tho substame offeis mole " iesistance" to
the eleatte ( Intent
Il the elections hatdly flow at all we say the body is an " insulatm "
The " resistance" of most substances
\alit ,' somewhat with tempetature Sometimes the \ dilation is so gi eat that a body
ordinarily «insideicd an insulatm becomes
a conductor at high tempetatmes.
The
"tesistance" of metals usually incienses
with temperatute. The resistance of liquids
and of caibon is ducteascd with mere ismg tempetatme. Copper, silver and most
metals ate telatively good conductois of
clectinity while such substances as dry
glass, nu( a, 1ubbei ,
ood. pm ( damn.
shellac and gutta peicha aie good insulators
11AKINt.

ITRItl NI

rii

The mdmaiy elect] ic cc Il and the electric
genet atm ate the soinces of all out electite
cuti cot The c1« tu icc ell may take the fœ m
of a so-called dry «dl; it may be a wet cell;
it may be a storage cell
In any ease the
som« of cui tent is a chemical soutce. In
the
bust
two
lot ms
mentioned
the
chemical at boo of the fluid Mute is such
a fluid in even the " di ‘'" cell) teals down the
stt uctute of one of the elements ut " poles"
of thc cell to supply the electiie enmgy curent
In the ' toi age cell the chemical
change is icy elsible and the cell can be " rechaiged" The heating, chemical and magnetic effects of the electiic current have
been briefly mentioned These effects are re
cesible onts too
The electitc gmerator
has wires mov mg thiough a magnetic field
which genet ate the (dealt( cuitent that we
ait talking about.
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numlat of cells or generatots glouped
togethel as a source are tetmed a " bactely."
By connecting a nuallmi of cells together
a moie pow ci tul ( fluent sout,:c is obtained
than can be mad , by a single call
kinv
high schcol ph \ sits book mill explain about
the dill ci cnt kind, of de( tut h-ittei as
Cc ttam chemical solutions ami cl ' merits al
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alwats think of the flow of negatitelt
chat gee' paiticl:s as an " ele(tron flow'.
t
nit«) d the positive teimmal of the battery
The ek'ctuic cui tent is a " cun ent flow" away
horn the postbse teiminal. The chagiam
shows what is intended. ° nit bccause the
election them y had not been adeanced when
the contentional definition of positive and
ut cratite was made do me ne cd to make this
(lu tint two
Th cuuent flows in the same

Rfetal

SERIES

= e,

*R4

A
PAkALLEL

Rtotal=

R1

*7?
3#/É,

A
SERIES
PARALLEL

R11./2: Q31. Rel' 7R 4?R9

RESISTANCES CONNECTED IN SERIES, PARALLEL AND SERIESPARALLEL
best suited tc tmaking cells im , ettain lobs
Electi tc,11 , and in tact a'l p‘cc es of el( :
tucal appatatus mat be conne ,teel in " series"
or " parallel" or " set les-palallel" depending
on which vtav i b 4 rot a g n pui rose
In an el b ic c 11 th o. ate cm() didetent
.he mu il dements in a solution I) ' pend ng
on the cin,ne of elements and sohnion a cmtam (I« f) mewl
o, re will be deteloped
and maintained. ( m
n , tet mmal will alwats
be portit(
t)
while the other telminal
will almats be nc qo l ( (—) with iespect to
\S hen the two tumults at « mracted
bt«t mn or conductoi an clecti iC ( Ut tent
flow s.
movernene a/electrons

Two Cell Ballery
CURRENT FLOW
In the citcuit e' ( ti nal to a battett the
"cuiunt" is said to flow ftom positite to
negatite
The electrons on the othel hand
are said to flow born the negatite pole of
the battely to the positive. Thus we must

duection thlough CN CI v palt of the en em
If we examine conditions inside the dry
cells shown in the diagtam we find the
flow lust opposite born the dnecuons indicated for the e‘teinal clicuit. When the
het is closed the electric current flows
atound the exteinal encint from positive..
to negatite. When the key is open there
is an insulating medium or non-conductor
between its contacts.
No cuuent of any
consequence can flow
We speak of the
conditions with the ket closed as " closed
baud" conditions
When the hey oi an
patt of the circuit is open or bloken we
speak of the conditions as " open clicuit"
conchtions.
When a siead
cuii nt flows in any
clectii«ncuit, the sue or amplitude of the
cui lent is detet mined by the (1( et oniot
to, ( ein the cncuit and the icsistainc of the
(mull,
The telations that cf.tel mine lust
what cuitent flows aie known as Ohm's
Iow.
In oldri the tt
may speak «inementiv of electrical pi , ssute. cuuent and
ii sistance. «Atain
unit , of measme or.
used
The commonly accepted unit of ear)(lit is the ampere
The unit of eh C/ IOc. to)
ot electrical pressuie is the
tolt. The and of
isistance is the ohm.
When one volt ( e.m I ) is applied in a circuit hating one ohm resistance, a current
ot one ampeie will flow.
When I is the emient in ampeus, E is
the electromotite foute ut volts and R is
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the circuit resistance in ohms.
Ior mula expresses Ohm's lass:
E
R = —

E
I = —

A simple

E = RI

The resistance of the whole circuit can be
found by dividing the soltage by the current. The current can be found by disrding
the voltage by the resistance. The e.m.f. is
equal to the product of the resistance and
current flossing. It is at once evident that
if any two of the quantities are known, the
other mas be found by appl>ing the formula.
A good analogy can be made by considering for a moment some fluid acting in a

Sat
ts

A

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Hey
Am
(To measu7eee ee current)

B PICTURE DIAGRAM

cod of
smallppe
(raeatár)
offermg
resistahce
to flow

Pump
.4:Wed/low/Ye&
C -

Shut off
valve

The higher the " pressure" the more fluid
will flow around the pipe. The smaller the
pipe the greater its " resistance" and the
less current will be permitted to flow.

USING OHM S LAW

E‘ery part of an electiic circuit has some
resistance. We haw shown how cells can be
connected in series, hots resistances can be
connected in series. Different electrical instruments can be connected in series in the
electric circuit. In the diagram on the next
page, the tubes, the rheostat, and the three
cells a the storage battery make up the
series circuit. The two sacuum tubes are
connected in parallel, but they are in series
with respect to the rest of the circuit. The
heostat is a sanable resistance and is used
to change the current flowing in the circuit by changing a part of the resistance of
the whole circuit and therefore in effect
changing the whole resistance which is the
sum of all the parts.
The rheostat has
part of the circuit resistance, the exact
salue depending on the position of th rheostat arm and the amount of re-dstance vvue
that it includes in the circuit
The cells
themsels es hase some " internal" resistance,
depending on their condition
The filaments hase an increasing iesistance with
increase in temperature. This in turn depends on the current through the tubes. The
lead wires in the circuit resistances are so
small that they can be neglected for practical computations. If the lead wires are of
copper and have a large cross-sectional
area ( the kind of mile and the size wile
us,>cl determine the "conductivity" [ mhos]
which is the reciprocal of the resistanee in
such a circuit) then resistance is so small
that we need m tconsider it. If dry cells are
used, their resistance mas be neglected if
they are new. Storage cells always have
a sciy loss internal resistance if the
are
cared for and kept ( hinge d.

MECHANICAL ANALOGY

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT AND
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
mechanical circuit. In Figure C the pump
has asimilar function to that of the battery.
A shut-off salse controls the current floss
in the pipe similarly to that of the key in
the electric circuit. The malls of the pipe
offer "resistance" to the flow of fluid just as
the atorm^ structure of the connecting wires
and resistor hold back the flow of electric
current in the electric circuit.
A water
pressure meter and a " rate-of-flow" meter
have the same uses in such a circuit that
the voltmeter and ammeter hase in measuring the electrical pressure and late of current flow in the electric circuit.

NJI I % GU

DROPS

When current flows through a resistance
ste hase what is called a " voltage drop"
across the resistance. The voltage drop is
always equal to the soltage st hich causes
the current to flow through the resistance.
The voltage drop across the filament of a
vacuum tube can alvtays be found by Ohm's
Law and is the " resistance" ( of the filament)
times the current flossing through it. The
sum of all the soltage drops across the
various pieces of apparatus in a series
circuit is always equal to the voltage of the
source ( or the sum of the voltages in the
circuit if there be more than one source).
This law is known as Kirchoff's Law.
Sn
the combined voltage drop across the rheo-
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stat and the paialleled filaments will be always equal to the voltage of the stmage
battely ( six volts).
Keeping these relations in mind me can
find the resistance of any part of the cercuit
ru example, ne have a detector and one
stage audio amplifier ( standard equipment
foe amateur code nor k) using two LIX-29lA tubes. \\ hat resistance ( Rx) should ne
connect in the ciecuit to use a six-volt
battely with this outfit?
On the box in which the tube came no
find that the manufacturees specify a
teeminal voltage of 5 volts and a filamcnt
cement of 25 ( ii) ampme foi each tube

u, ohms
R4

20

25

Th resistance of the filament undee any
opmating conditions can be determined by
Ohm's Law or from facts about the tube
supplied by the manufacturer. A five-volt
tube which takes a filament cureent of onefoulth ampere has a lesistance of 5 di
vided by VI or 20 ohms.
When tno tubeare connected in patallel the resistance of
the combination is
R=

R, R 2

*

eR2

20

20 * 20

/0

ohms

Non we ( an check the accueacy of our
pioblem solution by using our ansyeets and

—1

F

Ohms

UX 20IA

tubes Inparallel

R= R,

,, R
2 -eR3 +Rx

rL,
gi *er

(Neglecting g//22 ,ancies
the becomes )
R=Rx R
•I
e
L
5
4" R

e
e.

E
3—

20
-

,e R2

2Ohms,

Tue battery rheostat
and tuoesare connected
in series

R
3

eepresenting infernal
resistance of the ce//s

Variable Rheostat
Storage 8ailerg
3cells (in series) X2 vo/iyeach). 6volts

SERIES PARALLEL CONNECTION SHOWING HOW TO SOLVE FOR THE TOTAL RESISTANCE
IN THE CIRCUIT

This then viilI he the voltage chop en tee minal voltage of the tube undei ope eating con
denotes. We have to tubes each requning
25 amperes so our stenage battee y will have
to suppl 2 x 25 oi 5 (' e.) ampeee. If possible, alas find the current and voltage
(en the eile(tne eesestance) of the portions
of the circuit in paiallel before trying to
hnd out about the sums blanches of the circuit.
Because the summation of the voltage
deops equals the voltage of the source, the
drop across the rheostat equals 6 volts
minus 5 volts or 1volt.
We have assumed
that the drops in the battery and leads ale
negligible, which is neatly true
Now we know tm o things about the rheostat. The Nonage drop amoss it must he 1
'oit
The current theough it is 5 ampere.
By Ohm's Law the resistance is:
E
1
R = — = — -= 2 ohms.
The usual 0-6 ohm iheostat will give
ample vanateon and should be chosen for
this purpose.

the e.m.f. in the citcuit
the cuitent.
E

6 Voiés

R /oohms* 2ohms

and

solving foe

I ampere

R.cam6/ned res/stance of tubesplus
res/stance ofr%eos/at aéprofier seamy
The heating effect of the electric cureent
is caused by the friction of the electricity
flowing through the wire. The higher the
lesistance the more heat will be genciated
for a given length of time ( seconds) and
for a given amount of current and the
greater will be the power loss or ponee
spent in making heat.
Pow er ( watts) = IR = EI

E
—
R

Heat ( Be itish Thermal Units)
= IRT ( 95x 10')
If the cureent in a resistor and the resistance value are known we can readily find
the power that is used. If the voltage drop
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across a resistance and the current through
it are known we can determine the resistance value (from Ohm's Law) and also the
power used ( EI), which is always equal to
the product of volts and amperes.
Maximum power in the load is spent in
heating when the load resistance equals the
internal resistance of battery or generator.
Magnetic eflects are always present when
a current flows in a circuit. Lines of magnetic force or influence surround the cur-

The length of the magnetic circuit, the
material of which it is made and the crosssectional area, determine what " magnetic"
current or flux ( 4)) will be present. Just as
the resistance of the wire determines what
current will flow in the electric circuit, the
icluctance (
u) of the magnetic circuit depending on length, ai ea and material acts
similarly in the magnetic circuit.
E
I.7= — in the electric circuit so

=

m. m. f.

in the magnetic circuit.
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The magnetic field about wires and coils
may be traced with a compass needle or by
sprinkling iron filings on a sheet of paper
held about the coil through which current
is passing. When there is an iron core the
increased magnetic force and the. concentration of the field about the iron is readily
discernible.
Per
ability is the ratio b-•tween the flux
density produced by a certain m.m.f. and
the flux density that the same m.m.f. will
produce in air.
Iron and nickel have
higher permeability than air. Iron has quite
high permeability, is of low cost, and is
therefore very commonly used in magnetic
circuits of electrical devices.
The permeability of iron varies somewhat
depending on the treatment it receives during manufacture.
Soft iron has low reluctivity, another way of saying that its
permeability is extremely high. The molecules of soft iron are readily turned end to
end by bringing a current-carrying wire or
a permanent magnet near. When the in-
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rent can ying conductors. When a conductor
is wound into a coil of many turns the magnetic field becomes stronger because there
are more lines. The laws of the magnetic
circuit are similar to those of the electric
circuit but we do not use them as often
in elementary work. The magnetic force is
spoken of in terms of magnetomotive force
(m.m.f.) which depends on the number of
turns of wire, the size of the coil, and the
amount of current flowing in the coil.
II
ten amperes flow in one turn of wire the
magnetizing effect is 10 ampere- turns. If
one ampere flows in ten turns of wire the
magnetizing effect is also 10 ampere-turns.

amenehzed
Steei bar
Alagnetaing
Coil

a

N

0

a

0

a

Direct
Current

Source

0

0

0
0

S

Magnetized
Steel Bar
HOW

PERMANENT MtG1WIS ARE MADE

fluence is removed they just as quickly
resume their former positions. When current flows around a soft iron bar we have a
magnet. When the circuit is broken so the
current cannot flow, the molecules again
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assume their hit-or-miss positions. Little
or no magnetic effect remains. When a steel
bar is subjected to the same magneto motive
force in the same way, it has less magnetic
effect. However, when the cuitent is removed, the molecules tend to hold their endto-end positions and we have produced a
permanent magnet. Compass needles are
made in this way.
Petmanent magnets
lose their magnetism only when subjected to
a reversed m.m.f., when heated very hot or
when jarred violently.
The direction of the magnetic field can be
found by what is called the right-hand rule.
Grasp the wire in the right hand with the
fingers around it and the thumb pointing

Direction a/Magnetic
if Field
1

Direction
Currentof

-
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We shall be much concerned with alternating currents, as all ' Kilo work is based
on them. The number of cycles that takes
place each second is called the "frequency"
of an alternating cur' ent. Power circuits
frequently use 25-cycle current.
Electric
lighting circuits are usually 60-cycle circuits.
Ship radio genelatois are often
wound for 500-c\ de operation.
Radio
transmission circuits require energy at frequencies of 15,000 to several millions of
cycles per second. These higher frequencies
can be produced in .- e‘eral ways.
We are
concerned with the equipment that is necessary.
High frequency alternators and
"arc" sets can best be used to produce the
lower radio frequencies. " Spark" transmitters have been in use for years for shipshore communication. "Vacuum tube" transmitters are most effi lent and inexpensive
of all. They are widely used today for all
sorts of radio services. The older equipment is interesting but we shall study the
tube transmitter mainly.
INDI. Cl ION

When current passes through a coil it sets
up a magnetic field around the coil. The
strength of this field varies as the current
varies.
Conversely, if a field of varying

along the conductor in the direction in which
the current is flowing. The fingers then
point in the direction of the magnetic field.
AI TrRNATING CURREN r

Thus far we have considered current
electricity as a flow of electrons in one direction around a circuit. This sort of a current is known as "direct" current ( D. C.).
In many applications to-day we have to
think about "alternating" current ( A. C.).
Instead of a unidirectional cm rent in the
circuit, the current that flows goes first in
one direction and then in the other. Instead
of having a pump ( dynamo with commutator) to make the %% atei flow in one dilection in a pipe, we now ha‘ e a double-acting
pump and the water ( electrons) flow first
in one direction and then in the other. The
speed of the reversals depends on the time
in which the pump acts in each direction
before reversing. In an alternating current
generator the number of poles in the magnetic field of the machine and the speed of
rotation determine the number of alternations or reversals in current that take place
in one second. A complete cycle has two
alternations or reversals of current.
The
diagram shows the way in which a rotating coil cuts a magnetic field, and the
changes in the direction of the current with
time are indicated by the second part of the
diagram, as well as the amplitude or size of
current flow during different parts of the
cycle.
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Diagram shows instontaneour valued a/current and voltage
with electrmd degrees Wall/notation.- there are 960 ekcMad a'efrees for every pair ofpoles so that one compkte
merhamael revolution may correr o more Ellen one ek
trice revah. tmn

strength passes through a coil an electromotiveforce is induced in the coil.
If a
permanent magnet is thrust in and out of a
coil a voltage is induced in the coil.
The
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time late of cutting flux determines the
salue of the induced voltage.
This principle is utilized in large directcurrent and alternating-current generators,
in traasformers and in all soi Is of electric
motors and rotating electrical machinery
In generators and motors, magnets ( or held
poles) set up an electrical field which links
conductors ( armature coils). The relatiso
motion of the field poles and the armature determines the rate of cutting flux and
the voltage that is induced.
In transformers the parts are stationars but the
flux is alternating or changing in salue
and direction.
The salue of the induced
Noltage depends on the late at which the
magnetic field changes and on the number
of turns in the coils. Changes in flux follow changes in current directls. All coils
hase that property known as " self-inductance", or electrical inertia
A decreasing
current causes a decreasing flux. The de(leasing flux induces an E M F. in the coil
which tends to present ans further decrease in current.
The dir«tion of the
induced soltage always tends to present the
change of current which makes the induced
Voltage.
When changing flux links other
coils which are near the coil in vc hic h a vai ving current flows, a s °hag( is set up in each
coil, the salue depending on the rat., of
change of the flux linking each coil and on
the tutns in the respectise coils
The induction between coils is known as " mutual"
indu ction.
Energy is stored in the magnetic field
which surrounds a current carrying coil
Inductance is measured in " hernies". This
property of a coil depends on its number
of turns, the diameter of the coil, and on
the permeability of the magnetic material of

-L
fixer1Condensers

liznable ana'ensers
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Small c
Ahr4wyer
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iterConeienser
0 2 le liXed.)
Units twcase

rwaile Condenser ,

FORMS OF CONDENSERS

the core
In 25-cycle and 60- cycle work an
iron path is usually prosided for the flux.
The permeability of iron is much greater
than that of air at these frequencies. All
iron and steel shows a " magnetic lag". The
flux mn the iron lags somewhat behind the
current producing it. This phenomenon is
known as " magnetic hysteresis". When the

magnetizing force ( H) is increased, the
flux density ( B) increases very rapidly at
first if an non core is used. However, for
large salues of magnetizing force, the intensity of magnetization becomes constant
and the magnetic substance is said to hase
become " saturated"
A fin ther increase in
flux density ( B) can onls be made bs a disproportionatt incitase in nitgnetuing force
(II).
In radio-1 tequene y (nr mts , non introduces a hs stet esis loss. The high( r the
frequency the lower the p( enusszble flux
density.
Thc non cannot fallow the rapid
changes in flu'
It is worthless at the
higher radio frequencies.
I1\1 D
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Coils used in radio cm uits cue made hasmg either fixed or satiable inductance
salues. Freed coils has( a fixed self-indw,tante ( L) Somctimes two coils are arianged
in series so that tiles may be rot ited with
icspect to each other
When the fields add,
the mutual indu ,tame of the combination
(2M) can be add«1 to the self-inductance of
each of the coils
When the fields are
opposed. Ur, mutual inductance ( 2M) is subttacted from the self-indurtance of the two
coils. When thr fields of the coils are at
light angles, the mutual inductance is zero
and the inductance of the combination is
the sum of the inductances of the two coils.
This arrangement is commonls known as a
sanometer.
( VP NC II % N( I' % ND ( ONDI NSI RS

The property of a dielectric betweon two
conductors that makes it possbilc for the
combination to become charged is known
as capacitance
Coils have inductnnce;
condensers hase capacitance.
Usually a
number of metal plates of large area are
separated by air, mica, glass or some other
dielectric. The capacitance of a condenser
depends on the number of plates, the area
of the plates, the distance by which they are
separated and the material between the
plates which is known as the dielectric.
The " electric field", sometimes called the
"electrostatic" field of the condenser, is concentrated mostly in the " race between the
plates. When the plates are connected to
a direct cuitent source, a heasv current
flows foi an instant, and decreases to zero
The condenser is said to be " charged" and mi
the dielectric is good, it will hold the char ge
for some time
If the current source is
taken away and a wire connected across the
plates, the condenser will discharge thr,fligh
the wire
A large condenser charged with
several hundred volts will give a visible
spark and discharge with a crash
It will
also cruelly " jolt" one who plays though*
lesslv with its terminals
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Energy is stored in the eke tt ic field of a
condenser just as it is stored in the magnetic field of a coil.
The tneigs in the
field of a coil or condenser is potential
energy.
Water stored in a tank high
above the earth has potential eneigy due to
its position with respect to the center of
the earth.
Capacitances can be connected in selles or
in parallel like resistances or inductances.
However, connecting condenser- in parallel
makes the total capacitance greater
In the
case of resistance and inductance, the value
is lessened by making a parallel connection.
Capacitance
is
measured
in
"farads" or more commonly ( in radio work)
in the smaller units known as the microfarad or mit romicrofarad.
DIS 1RI MU 1I1) INDITE rc
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dition of capacitance and inductance to a
circuit.
Vs e hase mention( d the fact that the rrs(
of ( nil( nt in a ( newt containing inductance was somewhat d( lay( d, that the inductance had the eficct of electrical moth'.
The effect of a lot of inductance is to tend
to present any increase ot decrease of current in the circuit. It is also true that cur-
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Thus far, we hase considered three
properties of electrical circuit-, and apparatus.
Coils, condensers and resistot s
are all built to have as much of one of
these properties as possible without hasjag a great deal of the other two. These
"lumped" propel ties can be connected in a
circuit to produce a eertaln cffect on the
current and soltage disti ' button
Condenseis will not permit the passage ot a
steady direct current
It Idio frequency
impulses act readily through a cond mser.
however
Choke coils and large inductance
coilq tend to prevent rapid changes in current. Radio frequency impulses do not act
through properly built coils. Direct or continuous cuitent, howeser. flows unhindered
Lv th( inductance of coils.
In ever y sort of coil or condenser and in
every electrical clicuit, we find not the one
proper ty for which the instrument was built
but a combination of all the electrical
properties we hase mentioned.
Most design work is a compromise, to approach
nearest the ideal results we hase in mind
Evers coil and transformer vcinding has
resistance and distributed capacitance between the turns as well as the inductance
that makes it a useful des ice
Evers condenser has resistance losses also.
Power
lines, telephone circuits, cables and radio
antennas all have distributed inductance,
capacitance, and resistan,e throughout then
entne length. Lumped values are introduced at intarsals and at the to minals to
produce certain effects
The distributed
properties have to be carefully considcred
also.
OHM'S LAW TOR ALI ERNATING CURIO NT

Alternating current behases much the
same way as dnect current in ( mutts that
contain resistance only
Howeser, its behavior is somewhat changed by the ad-

(b) Current /dory KUlaue with Pure indualub e
in ercuit

(C) Current teuainy Voitaye with Pare Capacitance
it: circuit
SHOWING AMPLITUDE-TIME RELATIONS OF CURRENT
AND VOLTAGE FORA COMPLETE CYCLE (
Electrical Deere«)

rent must floss into the plates of a condense' b' toi ( any potential difference can
exist between its plates. Because of these
facts, we say that the current " lags" behind the voltage in acircuit which has much
inductance and that the current " leads" the
voltage in a civuit where capacitance piedominates.
In a direct current circuit, containing
either inductance or capacitance, the un rent Increases to a maximum value or decreases to zero as the case may be, coming to a constant rate of flow after a few
moments.
In an alternating current clrcult, the voltage is alternating in character
as we have seen and the instantaneous
salues of current and soltage are constantly changing.
Some curves show the amplitude- time relations of current and voltage in circuits where there is ( a) resistance
(b) inductance ( c) capacitance.
Ohm's Lass for alto !rating currents
E .= IZ

E
I = —
Z

E
Z = —

In an alternating curt ent ( newt, the current floss is determined bs the voltage of the
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source and by the resistance ( R) and reactance ( X) of the different parts ( i.e., the
impedance Z) of the circuit. R, X, and Z
are expressed in ohms.
Sometimes it is useful to show the relations between R, X and Z in a vector diagram. The length of the lines in such a diaXL

V
Z=11 ler (
XX) 2

XL=22rfL

o

ZA

A
Xor !X,- Xc/l
t

9è _
R

Xc

THE IMPEDANCE TR I
ANGLE
(showing relations between, impedance and
its components reactance and resistance)

gram can be made to represent the site ot
magnitude of the electrical quantities while
the angles between the lines can show " lead"
and "lag" in the circuit. In the impedance
triangle shown, OA can be taken as unit
radius of a circle di ay. n about the center O.
Distances upward represent inductive reactance while distances downward from 0
show capacitive reactance. Either may predominate and govern the conditions in a
circuit. X L and X( are alv4ays opposite in
their effects and therefore can be subtracted directly if the values are plotted to
scale.
Reactance is a property which we have
not discussed before.
Reactance is a
property of a coil or condenser. It is that
property depending on the frequency and
inductance ( or capacit) which determines
the behavior of the coil ( or condenser) in
limiting the current that flows when an
alternating voltage is applied.
The reactance is but one component of the impedance. The inductive reactanee of a coil
is meant by the symbol X1; the capacitive
reactance of a condenser is meant by the
symbol X(. Some resistance is also always
present in electrical circuits and must be
taken into consideration.
We have spoken of "lead" and "lag". The
relations of the voltage drops caused by resistance, inductive or capacitive reactance,
and impedance can be shown in a diagram
and will help in understanding these terms
tic tter.
Alternating
oltages and currents have
thus far been shown on a magnitude-time
chart. The values of amplitude are shown
from instant to instant throughout the
whole cycle ( a complete cycle is 360
electrical degrees of rotation). A vector
diagram can be used to show the angular
relations and magnitudes at a given instant.

In a series circuit, the current is the same
through each piece of apparatus.
In a
parallel circuit the voltage of the source is
common to each bit of apparatus connected
in the circuit. Either a current vector or
a oltage vector may be taken as a
reference vector, depending on the particular circuit we are talking about.
The diagram shows a circuit containing
resistance, inductance and capacitance in
serus.
The vector ( I) is the reference
vector showing the current flowing in such
a circuit. There is a "voltage drop" across
each part of the circuit just as in the case of
a direct current circuit. The algebraic sum
of all the voltage drops around the circuit is
equal to the voltage of the source. In an
alternating current circuit some of the voltage drops may be positive and others may
be negative. The voltage ( E=RI) is effective in causing current to flow through
tin resistance of the circuit.
It is " in

/..on Core keductor

Condenser

Resistor
PICTURE DIAGRAM

/0 Amperes

6001' 6inycle yillemator

RI

Voilage
Drops

X.

[

X.C

I

Z I

i

-4

ER = RI - 400 volls
EL = X,/ = /
000 va/Es
Ec = 4/ = 700 vets
Edt=Zi = SOO volts

SCHEMATI C DIAG RAM
iX

EL
9Ce

inductance predominaies
so current /ags
applied vo/t9& degrees

EG
RI= E.t)
90'
I./
IXe. Ec,

VECTOR DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGES
(Current Pire/crece vector in
series circint )

SERIES ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT

phase" with the current. The voltage ( E1=
IX() is effective in overcoming the inductance of the coil. It is 90 ° ahead of the current vector, for the current in a coil lags
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the voltage, and when the coil has pure inductance the angle is 90°.
The voltage
(Ec=IX c)causes current to flow in and out
of the condenser plates. It is 90° behind
the current vector, for the current in a condenser leads the voltage. Right away one
can see that voltages across coils and condenser in the citcuit are about 180' out
of phase. When they are equal in amplitude and exactly opposite in phase, the condition known as electrical " resonance" obtains. The current in the circuit is " inplia e" with the voltage. Its value is (1,lerinmed only by the resistance of the caunt.
This is called "series resonance" or
"voltage resonance". Sometimes the volta.res across the condenser and coil in a en
cult like this build up to values much higher
man that of the voltage source. Then the‘ ,
become dangerous to both life and equir,
nient. In a vector diagram where size and
angle are correctly shown, the " in-phase",
"leading" and " lagging" components of the
voltage can be separated. The leading an i
lagging components are 180 apart. Subtraction gives the "effective"
reaction
vector. Combining this with the " in-phase"
vector by the old law of triangles that " thi
square of the hypotenuse equals the sum of
the squares of the other two sides" we can
find the "impedance drop" which is the
diagonal of the impedance triangle.
In the second diagram a circuit with resisters, coils, and condensers in parallel is
shown. The voltage impressed on each device is common to all devices in the circuit.
The current in each of the three paths jo
determined by the applied voltage and the
"resistance" or "reactance" of the path we
are considering. In the condenser branch,
the current will " lead" the applied voltage;
in the coil branch, the current will "lag"
the applied voltage; and in the resistance
the current will be in phase with the applied voltage. If the current in the coil and
that in the condenser happen to be of the
same value, the current supplied by the alternator will be the same as that taken by
the resistance alone. A much higher current will be present in the leads between
the condenser and coil. This condition it°
known as "parallel" or "current" resonance
If we know the values of inductance, capacitance and the frequency, we can always
figure out the "reactance" and find the current that will flow in the coil or condenser
when a certain voltage is applied. If resistance, inductance and capacity are all
present, they must all be considered in the
proper relation.
Complicated net works
are hard to solve but usually we can divide
the circuit into sections and treat each one
independently.
When the resistance of a device is small
in proportion to its inductance we can
neglect the resistance and simplify calculation.
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FIGURING SOME PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN
ALTERNATING CURRENT

It is assumed that we have a 40-meter
transmitter.
It is desired to connect a
small condenser across the high-voltage
plate transformer to protect the transformer windings from voltages that might
build up across them if high frequency
currents should leak back thru the R.F.

Inductor
i<s" ,r

tonde oser

Chote

PICTURE DIAGRAM

V 1 1,1,-

Soo co//s
1Samperes
/ ... moere
sampere
- Ws amperes
(.J.3,, no a ..,41
5. nerve Stan.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

E00

epred,11041eS
current /cads
v taye 93 <leered...?

90'

E
the, lo•

4.= —

Vz

VECTOR DIAGRAM OF CURRENTS
(I0112 se is reference veclor on a.
e)

PARALLEL ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT

choke and filter to any extcnt, a condition
possible though perhaps unlikely.
Remembering that the higher the frequency is,
the lower the " reactance" of any condenser,
we judge that a small condenser will probably do the trick. Finding a .02-microfarad
mica-insulated transmitting condenser available, rated to withstand 2,000 volts, we
decide to consider what may happen if we
connect it actoss the high-voltage alternating current source.
First of all to see if it will be practical
and accomplish the result we want, let's
see ( a) what the reactance of the condenser
to the 40-meter ( 7,500 kilocycle) leakage
will be and ( b) what the reactance will be
to the 60-cycle source. In the formula the
units are cycles and farads so we must remember to use the proper conversion factors.
(a) X, = 1
2it fC = 1 — 6.28 x
7,500,000 x .02 x 10' = 1 — 6.28
x 7.5 x .02 = 1/.942 = 1.06 ohms
reactance at 40-meters ( a very low value
which will readily by-pass R.F. and prevent
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any haimlul soltages building up acioss the
inductance of the tiansfœmer winding).
(b) X( = 1
2r fC = 1 — 6.28 X 60
x . 02 1. 10 - -- 132,800 ohms
teat tance at 60- cycles.
The transfoimer is a small one and so
we cannot be sure until we figure it out if
the secondaiy curient taken b the motettise condenser and the set combined will be
liable to oveiheat the transfoimer or not.
The plate transfm mer we happen to have
has a ratio of 10:1 and delivers 1100 solts
(effective value) when tun nor mally. The
60-cycle cuitent thiough the condenser will
be:
E
1100
.0083 amperes =
X(
132.800
5, 3m.a.
The transfoimei is iated at 100 watts
(VA) which means that it will delis er
I

W
100
= — = = 91.1 ni. a.
E
1100

The transfoimer output goes to a tube
rectifier thru a filter which has a 70-hemy
choke in one lead.
After keying in the
negative lead the current passes thiough a
henil " keying" filter choke to the plates
3of two UX-210 tubes. Thele is a considerable voltage drop in the rectifier tubes and
in the tesistance of the two choke-coil windings. In addition to this. a iesistor may
be added in helms with the keying choke
winding to fuither drop the voltage so our
tube will opeiate normally with about 400
D C. \ ohs in its plate cumin. The proper
size of this resistor is quickly found by
using Ohm's Law. If it is desired to pinduce a din') in volt« 9( of about 100 volts,
diside this salue bs the tstimated plate tilllent, let us say 100 mils oi . 1 ampere.
(R
E/I)
100
— = 1,000 ohms
.1
In puichasing any resistoi s be suie they
ate big enough to dissipate the heat that
will be produced by the cuirent they will
hase to cany.
The power that must be
dissipated in heating is W = RI - ( watts)
1.000 x . 12 = 10 watts ( for such a resistor).
Each tube takes 45 milliampeies. 2 x 45
= 90 M.A. which the set takes when correctly adjusted. The . 02- mid. condenser across
our transformer takes a " leading" 60-cycle
curient of 8.3 M.A. ( assuming aperfect condenser with no leakage). There are filter
condensers across the high \ oltage line.
The aie across ret lifted D.C, however, and
do not affect the transformer current in
quite the same was.
Assuming that the

transmed opciates at, neatly unity power
factor ( cui tent in phase with the soltage)
the iesultant curl ent taken by the transmitter and condenser will be 90.35 M.A.

tX = 8 3

E
=

90

This is easily computed bs using the law of
squares pieviously ' awed to.
I . 17
(11 )
. 2 Trr

1/9
7 7;877
.
7

V

9 = 90 35 m

So our hansformer will operate at about
full load with the condensei and tiansmitter load connected continuously. Transformers can be operated ante) mittently at
150fm of rated load without much danger.
Before connecting many chtleient kinds of
loads to a transfoimei we should figure
out about what is going to happen. Suitable protectise fuses should be installed.
IMIRING 'IHI ( AI' St IIAN( E 01

A

ONDLNSI R

C

kA ( n — 1)
4-td

x 10

kA
= . 0088 — ( n — 1) 10
d

mfds.

ai ea of one side of one plate
(sq. cm.)
— total number of plates
separation of plates ( cm )
=- specific inductive capacity of
dielectric.
The Specific Inductive Capacity ( k) is a
pi opeity of the dielectric used in a condenser.
It determines the quantity of
charge which a given separation and alea
of plates will accumulate for a given applied
voltage. The " inductisity" of the dielectik
varies as in the following table. " k" is
the ratio of the capacitance of a condenser
with a given dielectuc to the capacitance of
the same instrument with air dielectric.
When the air dielectric in a variable condenset is replaccd with some other fluid dielectric its maximum and minimum capacitance values are multiplied by " k" and
the " sparkling" potential is increased.
Fluid dielectrics repair themselves after
a break-down unless an arc is maintained
that carbonizes the oil. Dry oil is a good
dielettlic with quite low losses.
When
solid dielectric is used it should be btu ne
in mind that dielectric strength ( breakdown Nonage) becomes lower as tempera-
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ture rises.
Breakdown is a function of
time as well as soltage
A condenser that
stands up under seseral thousand colts for
'Witch lc

kilovolts pet
cm to puncturt

Air ( Normal
pressure)
1.00
Flint Glass
6.6
Mica
46
Paraffin Wax ( solid) 20
Sulphur
3.9
Castor Oil
4.7
Porcelain
4.4
Quartz
4.5
Resin
2.5
Olive Oil
3.1
Gutta Percha
3.3
Shellac
31
Common Glass
3.1
Turpentine
223
Dry Oak Wood
25
Formica.Bakellte,etc. 5

TABLE

OF

to 10
to 8
to 2.5
to 42

7.8-9.0
900
1500
400
150

to 4.9
to

10

to 6h
to 6

DIELECTRIC

1x96.8
.32

2x10

300-1500
110-160

CONSTANTS

cm.

— 0000525 uf.

78

1
12.'7 x 10

10 -'

10i
— = 797. ohms
1237

E , ( 797) ( 13)-7- 1034 volts ( root mean
scrum esalue).
If the wase is a sine wave, this salue
multiplied by 1.411 will gise the " peak" or
maximum value.
1034 x 1.414 = 1162 volts ( peak)
Our radio frequencs ammeter measures
the heating effect of all the instantaneous
values of current during the radio-frequenc
.ele.
The direct current, the square of
which equals the asciage of the squares of
all the salues of alter natIng current oser a
whole cycle, produces the same heat as the
alter nating current
Alternating current
meters generally used for A C switchboard
work read the effectm or root incan wilrotee
taim( c which we mention above.
I'M% IIt AA I) POW IIt I N( IOR

or 53U micromicrofarads
If we put this in castor oil the increase
in capacitance, owing to the greater sabre
of K, will make our condenser have
a capacitance of
53 1
/ x4.7 -.- 250 mic omit ofarads.
4
The air condenser might spark oser at
about
78 x . 3175 cni
2475 Is ( 2,-175
In oil ( castor oil) it would lias' 150 74
times the breakdown coltagcot ail
150

1
2 ( 1.1416) ( 3730000) ( 53.21)

120
80-200

= 1.
A = 7.62 x 12.70 = 96 h sq
.3175 cm.
n — 1 = 2.

C = .0088

C is the capacitance of the condenser
(farads).
f is the frequent y ( escles per second)
X, is the reactanec of the condenser in
ohms.
Suppose we are using the 3- plate fixed
air condenser in our antenna circuit, that a
radio frequency ammeter is in selles with
it. We are operating on an 80- meter
ase length ( 3.750,000 C le') and the meter
right next the condenser reads 13 amperes
What is the voltage drop across the an co.rdenser?
X, =

a few seconds might break down when connected to a 2000-s olt line for a half-hour.
Example of finding condenser capacitance:
We have 3plates, 3" x 5", in au i The plates
are separated 14". 1" = 251 centimeters.
cl
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In a tin cet cuit cnt cuunt the pow ci in
matt-, equal ,' the in oduct of solts and
ampeics ( P=EI). In an A C circuit the

19 25
19 14 x 2175 — 47,600 sons

We can find the same salue dir e,t1s
1 - 0 1, , 115 cm. - 47,600 volt, ( peak)
Using the for mulas for " reactance" we
can find what the soltage drop across this
(«denser will be when earning current at
a specified high frequency.
E, = X, I

xl

1
=

-

-

2-cfc
Where E, is the reactance soilage drop.

IN THE VEC1OR DIAGRAM 1 ( OS (I) is 1111'
(OMPONEN I "IN PHASE" W1111 THE VOL I4(•P
t\1) 1 SIN (I) IS THE " l/I• & DR VI IRE" ( OM\I
The origin of • ertor. i ' lido died In O
Current
and
oltage
et tors are Shim n
ith a full arromlo id
hilt the
omponent. of Iht
tit rent haie the halt
arron he id

instantaneous power equals the voltage
times the current " in phase" with that soltage P
E ( Icos 11)).
We have mentioned the " leading" and
"lagging" currents that flow electrically
"ahead of" or " behind" the voltage.
The
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angle between the current and voltage is
called the "phase angle" ( 0). The cosine
of this angle is the "power factor". In the
diagram the current ( 0I) is shown leading
the voltage ( 0E) by the angle ( e).
The
cosine ( in-phase component of the current)
is (Me. The sine or 90° out-of-phase component of the current is I sine e in the
diagram.
This is sometimes known as the
quadrature or the " wattless" component of
the current. I cos (1
, =
.
Any trigonometry text has tables of sines and
cosines of different angles. Strictly speaking
the cosine is the ratio —.
OI

OI is taken as

unity radius for the semicircle so the
cosine can be expressed as M c,some fraction of unity. The pow er factor is the ratio
of the actual power dissipated in a circuit
(watts) to the volt-amperes ( combined
power and wattless power.)
The voltampere rating of a circuit is often known
as the " apparent" power.
When OI
along the line 0E, 4> = 0 and cos e = 1.
This condition is referred to as "unity power
factor" and when it obtains P = EI as in
dir(ct current circuits always.
PH ASE DWI IHENCE OF A CONDENSER

The angle between voltage and current
in a good condenser is nearly 90°. The
power factor of such a condenser ( cos 4> or
cos 90°) is almost zero.
is the angle of phase difference. It is
the angle expressing best the amount by
which the condenser falls short of being a
pc 7feet condenser.
The better the dielectric of a condenser
the lower the phase difference. The power
factor of a condenser is the ratio of its
resistance to its reactance. P.F. = R/X
21cfCR.
A condenser with imperfect diel 'chic behaves like a perfect condenser having a /
ow
series or a high parallel resistance.
DITINVIION AND

CONVERSION

OF RADIO

1ERMS

While a complete glossary of quantities
and units, with conversion tables, is outside the main purpose of this handbook, the
writer feels that some of the more conmonlv
used
terms
and
symbols
encountered require definition.
For complete and
rel'able infer mation covering
both terms and graphical symbols th
reader is referred te " The R.uort of th
Committee on Standardization", published
by the Institute of Radio Engineers ( New
York), and to the " Standard Handbook for
Electrical Engineers".

Metric

Prefixes Ortcn

Uscd With

Radio

One-millionth

Quantities

micro-

1,000,000

1

711

—
1,000

1
100
d

dk
h

1
10
1
10
100
1,000
10,000
1,000,000

One-thousandth

milli

One-hundredth

centi-

deci-

One-tenth
One
Ten
One
One
Ten
One

hundred
thousand
thousand
million

unidekahektokilomynamega-

The practical unit of capacity is the fwad.
The ability of the dielectric between the
plates of a condenser to become charged
electrically determines the permittance or
capacitance of a given condenser. A capacity of one farad is defined as that capacity which will have its plates charged
to a potential differ ence of one volt when
that quantity of electricity known as one
coulomb ( one ampere flossing for one
second) flows into it. In radio engineering
the farad is much too large for practical
work so that sub- multiples are commonly
used. The microfarad ( tif) and micromicrofarad ( nu!) are units used in common radio
practise.
The micromicrofarad ( uuf) is
sometimes referred to as a picofarad ( pf),
which is a simpler expression standing for
the same electrical quantity. The centimeter
is taken as the electrostatic unit of capacity
(esu) in the C. G. S. (centimeter-gramsecond) system and can be readily used by
applying the conversion factor gie en below:
1farad ( f)

= 1,000,000 microfarads ( uf)

1 microfarad ( itf)

= 1,000,000 micronucrofarads
(uttf) or picofarads ( pf)

1 centimeter ( cm) ( esu) = 111 micromicrofarads ( ti (if )
1 henry ( h)

= 1,000 millihenries
(mh) or
1,000,000 micro
henries ( till)

1 microhenry ( ith) = 1,000 centimeter'
(cm) ( emu)
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The practical unit of electric pressure
and potential difference is the volt. The
electromotiveforce ( E.M.F.) or voltage in a
circuit is what causes the flow of current,
just as pressure in fluids causes the flow
of water or gas in pipes. Current always
tends to flow from a point of higher to a
point of lower potential. The C.G.S. units
which equal one \ olt aie the ablolt ( 10 '
emu) and the statvolt ( 300 esu).
The practical unit of the rate of tun ent
flow is the ampere, determined by a fixed
rate of the electrodeposition of silver under
specified conditions.
1ampere = 10 absamperes ( cmu) = 3.33
x 10
statamperes ( esu).
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The practical unit of resistance is the
ohm, defined as the resistance of a mercury
column of certain dimensions under specified
conditions. 1 ohm = 10 ' absohms ( emu)
= 9 x 10" statohms ( esu).. An E.M.F. of 1
volt is required to produce a current of 1
ampere in a resistance of 1 ohm.
Energy and power should be carefully
differentiated.
Energy 19 simply the capacity for doing work. Power represents
the expenditure of energy and is a measure
of the rate at which work is done. Power
is measured in watts; work done is measured
in watt-hours. Most electrical devices are
rated by their power consumption in watts.
One horse power ( 11.P.) = 746 watts

CHAPTER IV

How Radio Signals Are Sent and Received

W

HEN a pebble is thrown into a
still
pond,
water
waves
are
created which trasel outward in
circle., from a common point
\\ hen a cloths line fastened to a post is
shaken sertically stases are set up which
tras el to the post and are reflected back to
the hand.

Notion oILme

rid,'ma/
'marme,i
of hand

The dompmq erefeerease
mamplilude
due to molecular
fricbon (viscar,&.) I4eparbdes
of the hne

Post

WAVE MOTION

Tho was cs are re( uit ing displac enn nts
having amplitude, length, and frequency.
They caii
cnei gs and spi cad outwar ci
from the source with a definite speed. Light
nave, and sound seises represent other
forms of nave motion.
Radio waves are
similar to water MaNe'-•
They differ in
Nelouty and frequency from other forms of
vi as e- motion.
The selootv of radio wayes is about
300.000,000 meters ( 18(1,000 miles) per second. There is a fixed relation between the
selocity, frequency and length of radio
%rases
The selocity is constant and the
frequency or waYelength may readily be
found if either one is known
W5ere

f=

freqiency/cycks)
v
V
fis velocity ofpropaqation (filelerspec)
Â

'
tis the wave/ewe, (mefeu)

'I% 4% ELENG1II-TREQI ItN(

CONN ERSION

shoun on ( harts and tables in du., book and elseohire
is based entirely on substitution in the abose formula.
V is a constant viht se acourate salue may be takcn as
299,s20.000 meters pr sc.
I sing this and ans decurt d maselength. the corresponding frequent
quit kb found
Dicidinu the result (( sites per sic )
In 1,000 rises the frequent., in kilotseles.

Suppose we know th‘? mayelength is 200
meters.
300,000,000
Then the frequency is
—
200
J,500,000 cycles per second.

A radio waye consists or magnetic and
electric lines of force. To create a water
ss as ewe can mechanically agitate the water.
It we simply throw a pebble into the water,
the \ease will soon decrease in height, lose
energy and be damped out. If we regularly
hit the water at suitable intervals we can
keep the yi cl‘e going out continuously from
the central point. To create a radio wave
we must disturb the medium in which lines
of for«. 01 radio %% ayes can be set up. This
hypothetical medium is usually referred to
as the ether.
A high-frequency electric
current ( radio frequency to-and-fro moyement of elections) is necessary for the
production of radio wases. It this current is
damped out, the radio mast, will also
diminish to zero salue. Magnetic and electile lines of force go through the same
Narrations as the current that sets them up.
If me continually supply energy to keep the
elections in motion, acontmuous wave ( CW)
will he sent out.
We are concerned with the manner of
creating this high frequency energy. The
apparatus used is of particular Interest to
us
The lower radio frequencies can be
produced hs rotating machinery ( Alexanderson alternator). Resonant circuits having
a natural period or frequency are made use
of in converting oidmary direct current to
high frequency current
In practice, the
electric are, the spark gap and the vacuum
tube hase all been used with resonant circuits for this purpose.
OS( ILL N IIONS

If we put aweight on a spring and release
it, the weight bobs up and down for several
minutes.
The weight has inertia; the
spring has elastic its
Coils has e inductance
or " electrical inertia".
Condensers have
capac dance
oi " electi ic al
elasticity".
Mechanical and electrical oscillations are
sciv similar in most respects.
When a high voltage is free to act in a
circuit containing inductance and capacity,
the current surges back and forth in a
transient oscillators way. just as the displaced weight bobs up and down on the
spi ing
'iUlD

In all radio work tuned circuits are used
a great deal.
Radio receivers and trans-
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nutters alike make use of tuned circuits.
"1ulling" a tiansmitter simpl% means changing the salues of inductance and capacitance
so that the " iesonant" fiequency of the circuit is tho. desnod saint
A transmittm is
usually tuned to one waselength ( fiequeues ) and the ( newt adjusted for ma \ Imum eflectisemss
If mme than one
length is used, the adjusting is carefully
don( foi each 'the position of dips and
condensers should be maiked so that a
change can be quickly made.
"Tuning" a leccis er simpls icfcis to the
changing of the % amble element ( usually
capacitance, but which mas be either inductancc or capacitance.) to change the re(en cd wa% elength
A tube ( mud nu,s bc adjusted foi either
maximum cffctticncs or maximum efficiency or both if the controls of power supply and coil adjustment ai e flexible enough.
X=1885 AFE---

When I /sthe inductance in microhenries
Cis the capacitance in. inicrofarads
A is the wavelenythanmetent
1

1His TORMI I 1 FOR DE TTRIIINING
111,
N' 117E1 EN0111, INDUCTANCE, OR C tPACI 11
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SHARTNI.SS 01

N1NG

We can compaie our electrical oscillations
to the mechanical oscillations of apendulum.
Given one impulse, the number ol times the
pendulum swings back and forth depends on
the medium around it. It will swing longer
in a 1auturn than in air. If it is placed in
water, it ss ill stop quick's
The wœk done
in overcoming moleculai tiiction slows it to
a stardstill
The " siscosity" of the water
or au iis the measuic of this soit of fiation
Foi agn ,ri impulse, the amplitude of swing
will not be so gi eat if the motion is hindered
Ls , some soit of flit tion
Loss of energy
causes " damping". In an electiical ( newt
incet " resistance" which has mue h the
same effect on clectiaal oscillations as the
"viscosits" of the medium has on mechanical
oscillations The " shaipness" of tuning and
the ". mplitudt" of cIt trial oscillations are
great”st when the " icsistance" of a ircuit
ontaining a condenser and coil is lowest
The diagiam shows a tuned (Au rut which
has a aliable icsistance as well as a certain
amount of inductance and capacity
The
high treqw>nc% genciatoi G impre ,ses a
constant voltage in the circuit
The curients that flow , aiy in bioadness and

%then th( other two %al ues are known. Inductame
ma( h( ri add% measurid 1» using known ( spa( ities
in a resonant ( Inuit, finding the « a(elength with a
emt ter, and substituting in the formula.

Simple calculations can be macle diiectly
fiom the foimula. Know mg that inductance
usually % aries as the square of the number
of " Wins" ( n) and as
squale of the
diameter of coils ( d), suppose we wish to
tap a coil to recene 40-metei signals, instead of SO meteis which a ( unlit happons
to be moiking on
The coil is a BremeiTully space- wound affau and we will neglect
the disti ibuted capacitance, which is otheiise important.

lc< 11
17C—

(from above)

n
c..cioc _
2
_
or

A
2

3/T2

)/c72
2

2

Then neglecting dish ibutcd capacitN. if
nc tap the coil in th ii nt( i, the halt- s% as elength signals will be recened. We might
also build a coil of half the diameter. hasing
sime numbei of tuins as the miginal
coil
The same satiable condenser can be
used successfully for tuning.

AC
eeneralor

lérabie

*Jounce

Condenser

FREQUENCY

HOW RESISTANCE IN A CIRCUIT BROADENS TUNING

amplitude depending on the amount of resistance in the clicuit
We get the loudest signals with a leceiver
having low resistaii« circuits
If we axe
talking with a station whose note is sers
shall) and a hale " wobbly" oi if we aie
tuning fen someone neat a certain ssaselength we can adsantageousls use a lumped
sailable non- inductive iesistance in oui
tuned ciicuits
The note can be broadened
and macle mole icadable without matenally
elect ,acing its high intensity
Of course,
our circuit does not tune as " sharply"; more
intelference flora other stations may be
noticed; aceitain station will be heard, however, escn if the set is de- tuned a tiifle. The
salue of this arrangement depends altogethor on the conditions for a gisen case.
Add forts or fifty ohms to one of your tuning circuits and observe the action we have
mentioned.
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DAMPED AND UNDAMPED WAVLS

When our pendulum receives but one impulse to set it in vibration, the oscillations
soon die out due to damping. In radio this
damping means that the current or oscillation gradually decreases in amplitude.
After a few swings thru positive and negative values, the circuit is electrically in a
state of rest. Then another discharge
across our spark gap will set up another
group of damped oscillations.
If energy is supplied in a series of
"timed pushes" the oscillations will rise
to a maximum value and hold that value
continuously. There will be no groups of
, /000 ,
c-Second."

Time

GROUPS OF DAMPED RADIO FREQUENCY
OSCILLATIONS

1

A Antenna Ammeter

T
000 io doom re/i
soo-. transformer
RFC Om.keseirradrofrequen
C Condenser
G libtaraSpar46ap
OT Oscillation or lead.°
frequen Transformer

CIRCUIT USED IN A SPARK' TRANSMITTER

swinging back and forth determined by its
length and weight, every circuit has such
an "electrical" period which depends on its
inductance and capacity. Unless energy is
supplied to electrical circuits to keep them
"oscillating", the high-frequency currents
ale soon damped out by the resistance of
the circuit just as molecular friction of the
air stops the action of the pendulum. The
escapement of a clock supplies energy from
the spiing to keep the pendulum in motion.
In tube sets, the vacuum tube ( like the
escapement) provides energy from the
plate supply source at the proper time intervals if the transmitting circuits are correctly adjusted.
THE ANTENNA

Ill
7%/7,e,

J

tion" or " R.F." transformer ( LLi). The
resulting electrical surges take place at the
natural frequency determined by the values
of inductance and capacity in the circuit.
Just as a pendulum has a natural rate of

-JJ

CONTINUOUS R F OSCILLATIONS
damped oscillations. The wave will be a
continuous wave ( CW).
The damping
effect of the circuit will influence the decaying of oscillations when the circuit is broken
as by keying. The energy supplied by each
"push" will just make up for the amount
lost thru friction ( damping) and the amplitude of oscillations will be constant.
The vacuum tube is the most common
generator of continuous oscillations.
The spark transmitter creates such a
highly damped wave as we have discussed
in the second above paragraph.
A condenser is charged to a high potential. It
(C) stores energy.
When charged, the
condenser voltage breaks down gap ( G)
and oscillations take place in the LC ( inductance-capacitance) circuit. These are
coupled into the antenna thru the "oscilla-

High frequency currents can produce
radio waves. If these currents are confined
to circuits containing lumped inductance
and capacitance, they are not very effective
in producing radio waves, however.
An
antenna-ground
or
antenna-counterpoise
circuit has distributed inductance, distributed capacitance, and also a comparatively high " radiation" loss. Such a circuit is often referred to as a "radiator" or
"iadiating system". The physical dimensions are quite large and the lower the frequency the larger they have to be to " radiate" successfully.
The antenna or "radiator" is built expressly for the purpose of setting up the
iadio waves. Antennas have a number of
shapes. The T, the inverted L, the V, the
umbrella, and the coil or loop antenna are
common t pes. The last named is very
poor for most transmitting purposes but
can be used effectively with the very short
waves.
Directional transmission is effected by building antennas of certain shapes.
A loop radiates most energy in both directions along the plane of the loop. The
inverted L transmits best in the direction
opposite from that in which the horizontal
part points. Radio waves like other kinds
of waves can be reflected and refracted.
Suitable reflectors make a "beam" transmitter that has marked directional char-

HOW RADIO SIGNALS ARE SENT AND RECEIVED

acteristics. The short antennas used for
high-frequency short-wave transmission do
not have any marked directional effects and
we do not have to worry about these.
COUPLING

How do we get the radio frequency
energy into our antenna, does someone ask?
The energy transfer is accomplished by the
use of coupled and tuned circuits. A pendulum has a certain natural period of
swinging back and forth. We can move the
pendulum back and forth at any rate we
wish by applying enough force.
By far
the greatest response is shown when we
pay attention to the natural rate of swing
and time our application of force accordingly. If one of two pendulums of the same
natural period is set in motion and there is
a common link between them that transmits
even a very tiny bit of energy, the other
pendulum will gradually get in motion.
Mechanical resonance exists when the two
pendulums are tuned to the same natural
rate of vibration.
The pendulums are
"coupled" by the common link which makes
the energy transfer possible.
(A) When the common link in two electrical circuits is a condenser, we refer to
the coupling as " capacitive" coupling. ( B)
When a resistor is used, we speak of " re-
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of C, R, or L determine what takes place in
the C. L2 circuits.
The circuits may also be coupled less
directly as shown in the second diagram.
These methods of coupling are known as
indirect capacitive coupling and magnetic
coupling, respectively.
Most amateur stations using short wavelengths use "magnetic" coupling. In such
an arrangement the coupling value may be
changed by changing the number of active
turns in either coil or by changing the relative position of the coils ( distance or angle
between them).
The value of the condensers and coils
used for coupling and the value of high

FREQUENCY

i—Terenant frequency

les oetehAy value
léo loose couphng
Z90

light coulohng

A

Direct coupliny with condenserresistoror cod
FREQUENCY

Ff

T

/mimed cer .-divecoi
lphne

Mayezeé., ,ect
Capacitive Coupliny

MagnecCoupieze

Maonet cand Direct
Capacitive Coupling

TYPES OF COMPLEX COUPLING

sistance" coupling. ( C) When a coil is
used, the coupling is " inductive" coupling.
These three types of direct coupling are
sometimes called " conductive", as shown in
the diagram.
The "voltage drop" acioss the common
link ( C, R, or L) caused by current circulating in L. C, ( C, R or L) is effective in
producing currents in the I, C ( C, R or L)
circuit. The L. C. current and the value

SHOWING CURRENT VALUES IN PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY FOR DIFFERENT VALUES
OF COUPLING

frequency currents ( causing a voltage
drop across the fist circuit) determine the
power transfer between the two circuits.
Whether the coupling is " inductive" or
"capacitive" is determined by whether the
two circuits are linked by a magnetic or an
electrostatic field. Sometimes both kinds of
coupling exist and this is known as complex
coupling.
All of the above coupling schemes may be
classified as either tight or loose. Coupling
cannot, as is commonly supposed, be measin " inches" separation of coils. The separation between the coils ( distance and angle
between axes) and the number of turns
in each
determines the coefficient of
coupling.
Many turns in two coils very
close together give us tight coupling and a
big transfer of power. Few turns at right
angles or far apart give us loose coupling
with little actual energy transfer.
When the coupling between two circuits
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is very small the two circuits can be readily
tuned to be resonant to the same frequency.
As we increase or " tighten" the coupling,
the mutual inductance increases. The circuits are no longer resonant to the same
frequency but the combination is resonant
to two frequencies, one higher and one
lower than the first frequency. The quantity of power transfei red is greater and
greater as the coupling gets tighter and
tighter. However, the power transferred
on the one frequency that we are interested
in, incieases to a maximum and then begins to decrease
The peak values of the
two frequencies are never quite as high as
the one peak.
We have a broader wave
that creates interference
The range is
somewhat decreased. With most transmitters there is certain critical value of
coupling that gives best results
With a
tube set, too close ( tight) coupling causes
instability. The transmitting wae elength
flops from one wavelength to another and
the signals cannot be easily copied. With a
"quenched" spark transmitter and with an
"arc" set the best coupling value is somewhat critical. Too close coupling gives a
big eadine on the antenna ammeter but the
wave is " broad" and the signals do not
"i each out".
SI NDIN(. AND RICTIVING

when the antenna circuit is tuned to the incoming lrequence. The small potential induced b the advancing electric wavcs
causes oscillations to take place in the antenna circuit. The radio-irequencv voltages in this circuit can be applied directly
or indirectly to the grid of a vacuum tube
or to a ci ystal detector. These de elees have
the property of conducting current better
in one direction than in the other. Rectification takes place and the damped impulses
from a spark transmitter or the modulated
voice frequencies from a radiophone may be
received.
Continuous waves cannot be
quite so simply ieceived, however.
TM"
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SPan4
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Spark Cod
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The usefulness of the vacuum tube is
known to most of us.
Its action as a
rectifier or detector, as an amplifier, and as
an oscillator is known but not so well understood.
A vacuum tube is familiar to most folks
as an evacuated glass vessel containing,
three elements, filament, plate and grid
Small vacuum tubes are used for radio reception. Larger tubes are used as amplifiers of speech or of weak radio-frequence
signals. Every time
make a long dis
tance telephone call hundreds of V.T. amplifiers are put into use for our benefit
Still
larger tubes ai e used in making powerful
iadio-frequence curients for sending out
radio waves of long and short length. The
biggest tubes handl , mane kilowatts of

In transmitting, then, we use apparatus
that genei ates radio-frequency alternating
cull ents horn a high-voltage commercial

Vibrator
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SENDING AND RECEIVING (
clamped waves)
unit cannot be used by amateurs

source. The iadio frequency energy
is
coupled into an antenna oi iadiating sys
tern. Her. it sets up magnetic and electric
lines of force that radiate in all directions.
In receiving radio signals we may use
apparatus similar to the sending equipment
and reverse the procedure.
Magnetic and
electiic lines fr om the radiator sweep across
an antenna which we erect for the purpose. Radio-frequency potentials are induced in it. Our antenna has distributed
inductance and capacitance.
It therefore
tunes to a certain frequency. We can add
lumped inductance and capacitance if we
please. The maximum response occurs

Chidenser

7/54s Jena'my aremyement causes Interference

energy.
They
sometimes
have water
jackets for cooling the plates which waste
some power as heat
An
three-element
vacuum tube can pet twin all three kinds
of action if we use it moped>.
All substances are made of electrons
When most metals are heated some of the
elections in their make-up " boil" off. The
purpose of the Mani( of in our Nacuum tube
is to give off elections
Any light that it
gie es is simple( incidertal to the heating
process. A tungsten filament has to be
heated very hot before it gives up its elec
trons. It takes lots of energy to do this
and much light is given off in the process.

HOW RADIO SIGNALS ARE SENT AND RECEIVED

Thoriated filaments are used in most
modern tubes. A coating of barium and
strontium oxides on a filament also parts
readily with electrons
Such tubes do not
take so much power for filament heating.
Plenty of electrons are available and but
little light is thrown off, as the temperature is not very high.
Electrons are negative particles of electricity. In a tube full of some fluid like air,
electrons given off will fall back into the
filament. When there is a vacuum around
the filament the heated parts are protected
from oxidation and the electrons easily boil
out and fill this tube. The grid is nest to
the filament and if it is well insulated so the
electrons cannot leak away it will collect
electrons until it is negatively charged
Like charges repel and most of the new
electrons coming off the filament will then
fall back into it. Out beyond the grid is
the plate. If we connect a battery between the filament and plate with the positive terminal next the plate, the positise
plate will attract the negative electrons
As fast as the electrons come off the fila
ment they fly oser to the plate. Electrons in
motion make an electric current
The
amount of current depends on the si70 and
temperature of the filament, the voltage of
the battery and the resistance in the different parts of the circuit. The potential
of the grid has a marked influence on the
current, too
An ammeter or milliammeter
anywhere in the circuit sy ill measure the
current that flows
A change in the voltage
of the plate battery does not change the

AMPLITUDE

Time

Damped oscilla lion groups /resentful"; anterauz
cznd antenna ground circuit of receive r

T

A - Rectified current ay/Moiler
B - Movement ofday-Aram (shoionbyhecnyhne)
plate current according to Ohm's Lau
The
temperature of the filament plays a part in
limiting the electron emission and possible
current floss. The electrons come 1tom the
heated filament. The grid and plate are
seldom hot enough to gibe off electrons
under normal conditions. The current can
only flovi one was through the tube
If
alternating current is applied in the plate
of our direct current
B- battery, the
electrons will only he attracted to the plate
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during the parts of an alternating current
cycle when the plate is positive. The tube
is acting as a " rectifier".
This action is
similar to that of the " cry stal" detector in
receiving " spark" and " voice".
The grid is the controlling element of
the vacuum tube. A two-element sacuum
tube is a good rectifier. It can act as a
"valve" in the circuit, allowing the current to flow in but one direction. It is good
for little else, however. The grid is of
open construction and it is placed near the
filament. A battery ( C) can be connected
in the grid circuit ( betwen the grid and filament) which makes the grid either positive
with respect to the filament or negative
with respect to the filament.
When the grid is positive, the negative
electrons are attiact«1 more and they get
started away from the filament with more
velocity so that more of them reach the
plate. A plate current mc
shows that
the plate current has Increas ,d When the
grid is negative, the negative electrons are
repelled and the plate current is decreased
The grid is near the filament and any change
in grid potential has a large effect on the
plate current.
If the grid potential is
saried whale the filament cur ient and plate
soltage remains ccrstant, the effect on the'
plate current
arus as shown in the dia
gram. The filament temper ature limits
the emission of eleeti ors causing. the bend
at the top of the cur se ,' as satur ation rs
approached
The bends in the cot Se ( A B
Th'
C D) can le usrid for d,tectron
straight s-etion of the characteristic curve
is ri ,eful for non- distorted amplification
110n

S % ACLUM
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For simple detection the circuit shown is
usually used
A tuned circuit is coupled to
the antenna and connected through a small
condenser which is shunted by a high re
sistance to the grid and filament of a
sacuum tube
This whole connection is
called the ope /( 114 tut to our tube
The
filament cur icni is pi os dc ti b> a low volt
age hatters ( the A- baiter s1.
The hea 1
phones and a higher siltage 'battery are
connected between the filament and plate
of the sacuum tube.
This is the () Opal
circuit of our tube
The B-batter s, as it
is called, usually , has a soltage bets% Len 15
and 25 volts
The electric and magnetic field from a
sending stat on stt
soltages in the an
tenna causing oscillating high frequency
currents in the antenna cod
The result
ing field about this coil brass the ( oil in
the input mend to our tube
This err
curt is tuned to resonance at which point
there is a maximum voltage across the condenser and coil
One of the terminals of
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the grid condenser connects to one side of
the condenser and coil. This point becomes
first positive and then negative at radio
frequency. At a given instant let us say
that this terminal of the grid condenser is
positive. The other plate of the condenser
takes on a negative charge of equal value

DETECTOR CIRCUIT
by robbing the grid of some of its electrons.
This leaves the gi id itself positive with respect to filament. The r(ststance of the
grid leak is so high that practically no
charge is lost through leakage in the very
small time required for a half-oscillation.
The positive grid attracts more elections
from the filament through a momentary increase in the plate current. As soon as the
negative half of the radio frequency cycle
comes along, the other plate of the grid

receiving modulated speech the process becomes continuous and the variations in
telephone current are therefore at speech
frequencies.
A tube can detect without the grid condenser and leak by adjusting it to work on
the " bend" in the curve. Radio-frequency
changes in grid potential will make radiofrequency changes in plate current. The
decrease in plate current when the grid is
negative will be greater than the increase
in plate current when the grid is positive
(at that " bend" in the plate-current gridvoltage curve which comes just before
saturation.
If we wish, we can leave out the grid
leak and grid condenser, substituting a Cbattery to put a negative bias on the grid
of our detector tube. Just the right bias
must be used so that the tube will detect
on the lower bend of the plate-current gridvoltage characteristic curve. The set recovers quickly from static crashes when
this is done. It is quieter in operation than
a set with a poor grid leak can ever be.
Slightly superior gensitivity on weak signals is claimed, due to the increasPd quietness.
HOW

A VACUUM 11 Br " km Plum
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A small change in gi id potential always
makes quite a large change in plate current. This makes it possible to apply cur-
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condenser becomes positive and the grid
itself has a charge of elections. The negative grid repels Iurther electrons but holds
all that it has iicelrcd. It continues to
gain electrons during each positne part of
the radio frequency cycles that occur. The
result of a continued damped or modulated
group of oscillations is to make the grid
more or less negative. This causes a dip
in the plate current. Between every group
of oscillations the negative charge has
time to " leak" off the grid through the
high resistance of the grid leak allowing
the plate current to increase again. When
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AMPLIFI ER OPERATION

rents of any frequency to our grid and to
use the effect of the varying plate current
in a transformer or " coupler" of some sort
to produce greater voltages and currents

IIOW RADIO SIGNALS ARE SENT AND RECEIVED

at the same frequency.
The power of
course comes from the local B-batteries and
the grid simply controls that local power
supply.
Several tubes can be used one after another in an amplifier. They are coupled
by any of the methods we mentioned under
the subject of coupling. Magnetic coupling
is per haps most commonly used. Radio and
audio frequency transf or mer s are the
simplest examples of magnetic coupling for
amplifying voltages of different frequencies.
The action of amplification is quite similar to detector action. No grid condenser or
leak is necessary. To give undistorted amplification the tube must be connected in
a circuit so that it operates on the straight
portion of its plate-current grid-voltage
curve. The grid voltage must be kept
down below certain limits, and a C-battery
or bias potential to shift the axis of the input voltages will often prevent distortion
and save battery consumption, although not
necessarily giving more amplification. The
figure shows how undistorted amplification
is secured.
Maximum voltage amplification is desired between tubes. Between the last
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CONDITION FOR ‘14‘IMI M POWER IN A
CIRCUIT

step of an amplifier and phones or loud
speaker we want maximum power transfer.
This is obtained by matching the tube impendance to the primary impedance of the
output transformer.
The secondary impedance of the output transformer is made
equal to the impedance of the winding on
phones or speaker to give best results. Just
as in the case of the dry cell or generator,
the maximum power is transferred when
the load and internal impedance characteristics are matched.
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We have mentioned that vacuum tubes
can and are used to generate undamped
high-frequency currents.
The production
of undamped oscillations is accomplished by
adding energy in " timed pushes" to each
oscillation. A tube can be made to oscillate
by coupling the input and output ( grid and
plate) circuits.
The inductance and ca-
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pacitance in the grid circuit usually determine the frequency of oscillation, although the values of inductance and ca
pacitance in other parts of the circuit may
control this. A coil in the plate cii cuit
(tickler coil) sometimes couples a part of
the plate circuit energy magnetically to the
grid circuit, thus keeping the amplitude
oscillations unchanged despite the losses
that tend to make them decrease.
Every
tube has some capacitance between the
elements. When there is a coil in the plate
circuit there is bound to be a " reactance
voltage drop" across this coil. This voltage couples some energy back to the grid
circuit through the grid-plate capacitance
of the tube. Often a tube which refuses
to oscillate can be brought into oscillation
by adding a small condenser between the
grid and plate. A few inches of insulated
wire connected to each and twisted together
will serve this purpose. Increasing the size
of the coil in the plate circuit will do the
same thing.
NLRAIION

There is abs ays some feed-back through
the tube inter-electrode capacity. Usually
detection and amplification are accomplished
in one tube. Oscillation takes place only
when there is enough feed-back from the
output to the input circuits so that the
action is continuous as long as power is
supplied and the coupling is sufficient, and
where the feed-back is sufficient to compensate for the losses in the circuit. Whencver any energy is "fed back" to the input
of the tube we refer to the process as "regeneration". A signal impressed in the
grid circuit ( SC) produces changes in the
plate circuit ( T) at the same frequency.
These changes have greater magnitude
than the impressed signal because they take

1.1111111

A REGENERATIVE
DETECTOR CIRCUIT
power from the plate battery. Whenever
some of the energy is led back to the grid
circuit ( or made to react on the grid circuit) we have "regeneration".
The response to weak signals is greatly increased
by using regeneration because the original

11
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voltage impressed on the gild is much incieased by the feed back. When there is
sufficient " Iegeneration" we have " oscillation". By vaiying the tickler coupling,
the capacitance acioss gi,d and plate, or
the tut ns in any coils that may be in the
plate amid, me can control the amount
of regeneiatton and the ease with which
the set goci., in and out of oscillation. In
teeming " spaik" and " phone" signals we
want oui tul e to be adjusted foi maximum
tegeneiation Jed/rem/ oscillation.
To receise a c(ntinuous wase ( C.V.) signal we
want the set to just oscillate
In a radiophone receiser me always want
to pi event oscillation " Neutialization"
refeis to any of the various methods by
which oscillation is piescnted. The coupling
between gild and plate through the interelect' ode capacity of the tube alwass feeds
back some high fiequency ( hf.) soltage to
the grid circuit. To neutralize the effect
of this we adopt some method to feed back
anothet equal and opposite soltage ( a voLage equal and 180 out of phase) to our input circuit
To get some iegeneration is
desnable, so we usualls do not neutialize
completcls — the ne utialiiing soilage is opposite but not quite equal.
If a cmtinuous waseis impiesscd on a
detectot tube has ing unilatet ai conductis its ,
ectification takes place
Since the waves
ate rot modulated oi dampcd. a change in
the avet age value of the plate cut rent takes
place when we stait to lecelse the continuous wave and no further change occurs
until the continuous was e stops coming in
In our phon
thete is meiels a click at
the stait and end, but no evidence of a
signal being leceised as long as the amplitude of th incoming signal is constant
The imp'ili cised chanoe then direction at tarlio flequencv and as such fre
quem leas are inaudible we must look to other
means to lc( eis e continuous wase telegiaph
signals.
HI IIRODYN
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CW.

The best and most common way to receive continuons was es is to use a sacuum
tube to produce weak oscillations of marly
the same lie - dencs as the ineoming con
tinuous wave ( C W.). The local oscillations and ti". . ocomine oscillations are added together in the input circuit to one
vacuum tub'..
Two tun ng toil s of slightly diffetent
frequency " beat" upon each other, alternatels adding to and neutialuing each
other .
The " beats" are of low frequency
(the diffeience of the frequencies of each
tuning foils) and the ampl.tudes of the
two folks add so that the beat has first
the sum of the amplitudes, then the difference ( zero).

In radio woik, continuous waves are
ordinarily receised by the " beat" method
Inaudible high fiequencies are combined to
produce an audible beat note. Millions of
cycles can be generated locally in a small
vacuum-tube oscillator.
This oscillator is
coupled to the grid ciicuit of a vacuum
tube. The Incoming oscillations are also
coupled to this same circuit.
The beats
between the two fiequencies are present in
the output
The beat frequency equals the
difference of the two fiequencies. " Heteiody ne" comes from two Greek words meaning " other-force"
When a tube is used
especially to genet ate the local frequency,
serving no othei pui pose but this, we have
the heterodyne method of C W reception
"Auto-d ne" means " self- force".
The
standaid amateur iegenerative tunei employs the autodvne method of teception.
One sacuum tube geneiates oscillations.
Incoming signals are coupled into the grid
en cult of this same tube. A single tube
thus acts as oscillator, detector, and amplifier.
RI (. 1 l'I'ION (. 1Ni RAI,

In all iadlo wink, whether the appatatus
is toi sending out radlo-frequencv energy
oi whether it is for teceiving weak impulses to amplify and convert into understandable characters, the business of tuning.
is important. Tuning is the piocess of adjusting the coils ot condensers so that the
clicuit will respond to cettain fiequencies
(wavelengths) which coirespond to certain
stations that we want to receive
When
signals are to be remised, the sending and
receiving stations must have their appa1atus and circuits tuned to the same frequency ( wavelength).
Usually sending stations use some fived
wavelength while remising stations " tune"
for the station that is wanted. Either the
condensei or the coil may be the variable
element in the receiving circuit. Sometimes
both ale made Nanable. The proper ratio
of capacitance to inductance in a circuit
has long been the subject of controversy.
Good receiving Jesuits are obtained over
quite wide limits
Therefoie, for simplicity
of contiol lust the coil or just the condenser
is made adjustable.
Using a coil with a small sariable condenser and a number of fixed condensers
makes it possible to cover a wide lange of
aselengths ( fiequencies) with the desired nicety of adjustment.
When a big
condenser is used a vernier knob or dial
helps to give easy control. By using one
small variable condenser and a number of
iemosable coils it is possible to design a
practical and efficient " tuner" that will
cover any or all the frequencies ( wavelengths) used by amateurs today.
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Tuning contiols should be few in numbet and easy to opelate.
Adjustments
should stay put and body capacity effects
must be aymded, especially so in a highfiequency ( shoit-waye) receiver.
Almost ey eryone who leads this Handbook has seen, used, and pei haps constiucted
a leceiyei of some sort loi Inoadcast 01
amateut wayelengths. The te is little diffeience in the piocedule followed in making a one- or two-tube Inciadcast lecelvei
and in building a god shoit-waye tuncr
In fact, the fundamental change that must
be made is simply to ieduce the size of both
the coils and condense is used.
In broadcast icception we ate cal eful to
use amplifying transloimers that do not
amplify cettain fiequcm ies in the musical
scale much moic than otheis
In code leception we can use the same instiuments if
we please ot we can pick out some so called
"distoition" tianstolincis to giye us mote
amplification on some one fiequency.
By
heterodyning or autodyning the incoming
signal to giye a beat note of the desited
I equene y we can
teadily
get maximum aaiplification from such a transfor moi. Static and signals ot diffcient fuquency Ii can that of the tianstotmei " peak"
will not be amplified to the same extent a,
The signal
the signal we want to read
will stand out clearly against a backgiound
of little noise.
Most of the stations we hear will be continuous- wave stations Oui
reception is
accomplished by the autodyne method Our
local iecciyer oscillates
Our adjustment
of the condensei-coil cii cuit detei mines tin
ftequency of oscillation. The antenna tumid is coupled to thc condenser- coil circuit. Oscillations ale set up in the antenna citctut by the changing field from
the transmittel. Thc field about the antenna coupling coil ( ii one is used)
links
the coil in the tube circuit
The grid of
the Yacuum tube has impressed on it voltages of two fiequencies
The output circuit of the vacuum tube contains the dift( ( n«, between these two giid-ciieuit frequencies. Whcn the two frequencies ( one
from the alumina ( Inuit and one locally genmated) aie exactly the same, we have
"Imo beat" and no sound mn the phones unless the incoming signal is modulated
In recening• code signals the regeneration
control is set so that the receiver oscillates
over the whole range of fiequenctes that
can be covered by the set
The tuning dial
of the condenser- coil ( amid is tinned slowly
while the regeneration control is moved
just the little bit neessary to keep the tuner
h n ihi
niti in t is connie titi dirt tis it the
titi t iii ot
th,'
( Ili tut thin a
fisad iondi ro-er th«,sciPationci of Hu anti nna circuit
ttki plat t'. usu il and thc volt
chop across thn.
coil and ', mil< ru.cr is applied &trutis to the grid of
the detector tube
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on. the edge of oscillation. When the amplitude of the local oscillatt ins is just equal
to that of the incoming signals, the beat
note will be stiongest. In receiving signals
the energy from the antenna circuit is always very weak. The best results ( maximum sensitly ay) ale obtained with the regeneration control not beyond the point
yy here oscillations begin in the local circuit.
Most vacuum tube ieceivels to-day utili4 ,›
the principle of egeneration. Part of the
eneigv in the output circuit ( plate circuit)
of the detectoi tube is coupled back to tha
input mictut ( grid circuit).
The feedback voltage may l applied to the grid
either through the plate-gild intia-tube capacity ot by an inductive feedback obtained
y using a " tickler" coil.
MODULATION

When something that we do N'alies the
amplitude of the cut tent in a circuit, we
hay emodulated the current. Speech modulation is usually accomplished by speaking
into a microphone. Microphones for speech
only are quite satistactoiy when made of
a stretched metal diaphtagm in front of
spine carbon granules whose resistance
Yaiies, depending on the position of the
diaphiagm. Foi musical reproduction the
condenser miciophone and the Pallophotophone are quite useful even though the"
must \yolk thiough a laige amplifier before
there is eneigy enough to contiol large
amounts of power. The glow microphone
gtles unitoint modulation o'er a wide bind
of audio frequencies.
Microphones and modulatois vary curtents by yai ying the resistance or nn
pedance of the cil cuits of which they are a
part.
Perhaps the simplest way to modulate a
continuous wave is ti, put a mtclophone in
the antenna circuit ( A). The antenna resistance can be \ ailed by speaking into the
microphone
This is a crude ariangement
The valiation in antenna current is usually
small, the modulation incomplete, the power
loss considerable, the cut tent a microphone
will handle limited, the interference produced illegal.
The absoiption method (B) of modulating a continuous wave ("carrier" wave)
is something of an improvement.
A microphore is connected in an abs nbing circuit coupled to the antenna. The amount
of eneigv absorbed vat ies with the resistance in the abs along circuit and the
coupling used
"Cud" modulation and " plate" modulation ale accomplished by introducing the
speech ftequenctes into the input or output
vacuum tube cilcuits through suitable transformers ( to isolate the high voltages and to
match the impedance of the circuits).
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In modern radiophone transmitters the
microphone works into a number of amplifiers, cascaded and coupled together to produce uniform amplification over the desired
audio range. Sometimes part of the ampli firs are right at the microphone.
The
speech or music goes over telephone lines
for some distance to the point where the
station is located and there more amplifiers
are used to get power enough successfully
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radio frequency is coupled into the antenna
circuit. A radio-ftequency choke coil keeps
H. F. current from leaking back into the
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changed at speech frequencies, its plate current is made larger and smaller accordingly.
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SOME MODULATION METHODS

to "modulate" the strong "carrier" radiofrequency current which is used to set up
the radio waves.
The system of modulation most widely
used in radiotelephone practice to-day is
known as the Heising method. In such a
transmitter we have two vacuum tubes. One
is used to generate radio-frequency power
to apply to the antenna. This is connected
as an oscillator. The other tube is of equal
size to the oscillator but is employed as a
modulator tube. Both tubes are fed from a
common plate supply source thru a large
iron-core coil. The reactance of the choke
coil ( X) is so great that the current through
it is practically constant and cannot vary
at speech frequencies or higher frequencies.
Thus when the transmitter is working the
current from the source is constant. For
this reason the Heising s stem is sometimes known as the "constant current"
modulation s3 stem.
The designer should
allow about five times as much reactance in
the choke coil as there is in the combined
(joint) impedance of the paralleled modulator and oscillator tubes.
The average
speech fiequency (about 800 cycles) is
usually taken as a working value in designing this choke. The best practice is to use
large tubes and amplifying transformers
in the speech amplifier that can always
operate underloaded giving practically no
distortion—equal amplification at all frequencies.

complete control over the plate current of
the modulator tube.
The plate currents
of the modulator and oscillator normally
are about the same. When the microphone
is spoken into, the modulator plate current can vary from nearly zero to about
twice its average value.
The reactance
coil ( X) keeps the current from the source
»ant, O./curet
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A SIMPLE RADIOPHONECIRCUIT
(with. ileiziwa Modulation.)

and the voltage across both tubes practically constant. Therefore while the modulator plate curl ent is larying from zero to
twice its average value, the oscillator plate
current must vary inversely from twice its
normal value to about zero.
The high-
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equency output of the oscillator varies
directly with its input. Thus we have a
high-frequency carrier wave completely
modulated with a speech " envelope".

MODUZArED RA0/0

TIME

T/NE

SPEECH ENVELOPE SIMILAR IN
FORM TO VOICE CURRENT

Parallel ( Heising) modulation, while excellent for 200 to 550 meter broadcasting
work, is not in every case as desirable for
short-wave phone opei ation. No plate voltage changes should be permitted in the oscillator if we are to have the necessary
constancy of fiequency for short-wave
work.
Modulation by varying the plate
voltage of the oscillator is undesirable on
sholt waves. One v, a around the difficulty
is the use of a master oscillator tube followed by one or more stages of power amplification and introducing the modulation
in the power amplifier. The si7e of the
modulator can be kept at a minimum by
modulating in the first power amplifier
rather than in one of the stages nearer the
point whete the energy is coupled into the
antenna.
The Heising system will often give incomplete modulation if the modulator is
arranged to work directly with an oscillator ha‘ ing pie7o-electric fi equency control
The oscillating crystal has inertia
which tends to iron out modulation of any
kind.
By detunirie the output circuit of
the ci ystal tube, fairly good modulation
can be obtained although there will he a
tendency toward self-oscillation and some
unsteadiness due to lessened control by the
ci vstal.
Series modulation may be used success-
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fully in such a case. The plate circuit of
one or more modulator tubes is placed in
series with the plate circuit of the oscillator. The modulator acts as a resistance in
the plate supply line of the oscillator ( a
resistance variable at speech or musical
frequencies) and modulates by varying the
voltage applied to the oscillator. The proportions of the voltage drops across the
modulator and oscillator will depend at any
instant on the voltage applied to the grid
of the modulator. While the plate resistance of the oscillator may vary slightly
with the changes in its plate voltage, such
variations will be small compared with the
resistance changes in the modulator tube
plate circuit. Series modulation involves
running the filament circuit of either modulator or oscillator above ground potential,
insulating the separate filament supply
source required for one of the tubes for
high voltages. The oscillator must be
isolated from the modulator by suitable
R.F. chokes. Good results may be obtained
also by applying the series modulation to
the power amplifier, which is the better arrangement unless crystal control is used
(because it permits the oscillator to work
with a steady plate voltage).
When we have a buzzer or a "chopper"
connected in place of the microphone, we
get "buzzer modulation" or " ICW" ( interrupted continuous waves).
For modulated telegraphy, however, the "constant
current" system of modulation is not im-

PARALLEL ( HEISIÑGY
MODULATION SCHEME
SERIES MODULATION SCHEME

portant. " Chid" "modulation is less complicated and expensive, and perfect reproduction of the waveform is not as necessary
as when voice communication is intended.
FADING

AND

SKIP

DIS FANCF

No discussion of amateur radio or of
short wave phenomena can be complete
without mentioning the more commonly
accepted theory advanced in explanation of
the things that have been observed in connection with short-wave transmissions. It
appears that just as light waves can be reflected ( by a mirror) and refracted ( when
passing into a medium of different density
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such as water) so it is with radio waves.
The behavior of radio waves set up by different alternating cutrent, fiequencies is
harder to understand because these Waves
are not visible or audible except by al ti
ficial means of detection.
The frequency
spectrum used for radio communication ' s
a wide one and the determination of what
happens is fuithei complicated by the continuous variations taking place in the
medium tiaxersed b‘ the radio Waves. The
bending or refraction of radio waves is attributed to the presence of fee electrons
in the ionized portions of the earth's upper
atmosphei e. The ionization passes through
a &lb, and seasonal ariation depending on
sunlight
and
changes
in
barometric
pi essure
Changing reflecting and refiacting properties of the Heaviside la3,et
are sometimes supposed to account for the minute47 ¿he Jun
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graze the laser and is after all worthless
Below this
angle we have progressise reflection ( or re(raelion)
and the ras returns to earth
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to-minute changes in the intensities of received signals ( fading).
Changes in the
strength of
ertical and horizontal components of radio waves due to varying
polatiration also account for fading.
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Ihe rettised signal is assumed to hast a field-strength
of 10 microsolts per meter at the receising point.
Ihe transmitter is assumed to hase *4)00 watts in the
antenna
Ihe chart is rather confusing but may lie
cyi lamed as follows
lo the left of the line marked
"limit of ground mast" it should lie possible to receise
at all times & tier that, one must pick a pair of
curses of the same sort ( that is for the same time)
and if the distante is between the curses one should
hear the signal
Thus, a 30- meter nast should he
reliable at all times to 70 miles for the conditions menhoned.
1 rom there to 400 milts its das light perform.
ant e is ill probahls be unte nain while from 100 on it
will graduans die down until at 1600 it will again he
below 10 murosolts per meter.
fhere are, of course,
numerous exceptions where one does hear it when it
should be absent. The curses are mainly from data
bs A. H. Taylor.
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The 1nst diagram explains what is commonly lei( teed to as the " skip" distance,
that distance that signals skip oser. The
signal decteases in intensity as we leave
the tiansmittei due to spieading out and to
eneigy absorption. It IniaIls
ops below
a useful value, remaining out ( Y) until
we leach a great distance limn the bansmittei, after which it unexpcctedly gets
strong again, giadually diopping in in
tensits at still et eater distances
Assuming iadiation flom a transmittet at a great
many diffeicnt angles, the second diagram
shows the diffetent directions in which radiation takes place.
The signal may of
coutse be ieceived near the tiansmitter
due to the ground wave and also in the
atea between the " two direct lays" shown
The skipped distance at night is much
greater than in the day time
It gtadually
incteascs up to about midnight.
The
skipped distapce also is known to be greaten
in winter than in summer which seems
teasonable because the ionuation should be
less then, due to shortei pei iods of sunlight
Fading is repotted less violent at very
long distances due to the fact that radiation
can anise by many routes, thus averaging
conditions and giving a fair signal in spite
of fading along some paths
Right at the
edge of the skip distance interference
effects mas occur with seiv scsele fad
ing, while bes ond this point the rays of
high-angle tadiation die out giving a better

chance for a steads signal.
In general,
shott-wave communication results go to
wove that the skip distance for any gisen
time decreases with decieasing frequency
or incleasing was elength
While skip-distance effects are impoitant on our short
wavelengths they ate not as noticeable on
the Inoadcast band and less important still
on the longei waselengths.
There is nothing absolute about any of
the tules that different insestigatois hase
des ised for detti mining whether a signal
limn a certain tiansmitter can be 'lewd at
a given point. How es er, some charts and
iules are useful when studying the subject of transmission phenomena even though
they are approximate.
Such a chart is
shown reprinted from (
2ST with some explanation of what it means.
It shows
toughly what mas Le expected of different
was elengths in iadio communication.
Amateur expel icnce seems to indicate that
the power of a transmitter is one of the less
important consult ations in
shot twas e
work. Extreme & stances are covered day
and night with less than ten watts in the
antenna using 20
and 40-meter wavelengths, and the signal stiength of high and
low powered stations is much the same.
The conditions which obtain in the transmitting medium itself between two stations attempting iadio communication ale
undoubtedly the most impoitant factor in
determining the rc suits in each case.

CHAPTER V

Building a Station— The Receiver

T

O get the greatest fun and benefit fr om
amateur radio work you will want to
get into the game with a complete
station. Perhaps some readers of
this Handbook wish to "experiment" and to
build equipment only for testing purposes.
Some individuals get their chief pleasure in
making measurements comparing the performance of apparatus by laboratory methods. Some are never happy unless they are
continually examining different circuits, becoming familiar with their operation and
tearing them dow n again. Advanced experimenters enjoy making series of actual
transmitting tests to find out more about
radio wave propagation as it varies with
vs avelength,
distance,
and
time-of-day.
How eN er, if you are like most amateurs,
you will probably prefer to put together a
complete but inexpensive station and to
get your enjoyment from its operation.
Perhaps you think that building a station involves many complicated pieces of
apparatus, a special building, separate
power supply, intricate circuits and, last
but not least, a considerable investment of
funds.
Such an idea is quite erroneous.
While a station may mean all these things
if an individual is wealthy, it means nothing of the kind as a rule. Not more than
four or five percent of the thousands of active radio amateurs in this country boast a
quarter-kilowatt transmitting tube, not to
mention the other equipment. The average
amateur carries on both local and international communication with a solitary 71/
2watt
transmitting tube—no
equipment
larger than a 75-watter in any case.
A "station" is nothing more nor less than
a transmitter and receiver, correlated by
suitable controls.
Please do not get the
impression from a hasty glance at the
amount of material in the next few chapters
that a lot of complicated equipment is
necessary. This book covers much accessory equipment to a station in the endeavor to be as complete a handbook to the
station owner as possible. In the first part
of each chapter the simplest descriptions
of equipment Mill be found. The beginner
is asked to pay no attention to the paragraphs on crystal control, synchronous rectifiers, measurements of antenna resistance
and the like. Those subjects can be looked
into later. At the start one should pick out
one of the simple receivers described in this
chapter, build one of the low- power trans-

mitters described in the first part of
Chapter VI, and get information on pow er
supply, keying, wa%emeters, station arrangement and adjustment from the proper
chapters. Then the sending and receiving
sets may be properly installed on a table
or in a desk in any convenient part of the
home, in a way similar to that shown in
the pictures of station arrangement ami in
the frontisplice. That's really all there is
to building a station.
In building a station there is of course
some constructional and experimental work
to do. There is a great deal of satisfaction in the act of building, considered just
by itself.
The "good" station must have
a " good" transmitter and an equally " good"
receiver.
The mechanical and electrical
details of these instruments offer interesting problems to the beginning amateur. It
is the purpose of this booklet to make the
path a little easier for him.
Although we describe a receiver and
transmitter in detail, it is not necessary to
follow our mechanical arrangement exactly to get good results. With a few parts
and tools a great deal of ingenuity can be
exercised. Some planning with pencil and
paper, mixed with a little common sense, results in the " best" station at the lowest
cost.
A feu hours spent in looking over
the suggestions given here \\ ill save money
and enable one to get started right.
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After the planning is done, the materials
should be ordered. Your local dealer will
have some supplies but probabh he will not
have them all. Condensers, coils, meters, insulator s.
transformers, batter ies,
tubes
or whatever is needed are carried by some
of the advertisers in QSI'. Advertisements
containing false claims are refused. Good
new apparatus is examined by the Headquarters staff.
Editorial mention is only
given when it appears that the apparatus
is really worth calling to the attention of
the members. "Ham- ads" always contain
a variety of good used apparatus for sale
or exchange. Once in a while complete receivers and transmitters are offered for
sale in these columns
To get just what
one wants and to save money, most ama
tours prefer to " build their own."

BUILDING A STATION

When some article cannot be obtained
locally or through QST ads ertisernents you
can write the League's Information Service
for ach ice. A stamped self-addressed envelope insures an early reply. Be sure to
include all the information about your
circuit and tubes.
It our Intormation
Ser ice man is to find just what you want,
he must know all your needs to make a
complete answer possible.
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Whether blued or nickled screws are used
is mainly a matter of choice with the indi idual builder.
A small tap holder, a die holder and three
or four taps and dies covering the 8-32, 6-32,
and 10-32 sizes used most of all can be obtained from a hardware store at a reasonable cost. Sometimes the local 5- and- 10-cent
store will have these tools at a dime each.
With the dies you can thread brass rod and
run over threads that become " bunged-up"
on machine screws. \t'ith the tap-, you can

TOOLS

Before actual construction is begun we
ought to hase uttain tools to aid in putting
out
material
togethEr.
One
or
Lw o pairs of side-cutting pliers with strong
jaws, a pair of round- nosed pliers, a knife.
two or three sizes of screwdrivers, a drill
stock and some numbered drills, a soldering iron, scriber, reamer, file, small hammer, and perhaps a little vise will be useful
tools for the builder. All these are useful
but not all are absolutely necessary. Most
of us can probably scare up some tools by
looking ai ound the house for a feu minutes.
\PLRIML NT ‘ L I % YOU 1S

In building apparatus fen experimental
purposes and for temporary use it is just as
desirable to use system in laving out the
appaiatus and in miring up as when the
more permanent panel job is built. Some
spare " breadboards", a bunch of General
Radio plugs and jacks, Fahnstock clips, some
scrap bakelite pieces for building terminal
boards, angles for supports and a bunch
cf different sized brass machine screws.
wood screws, nuts, and washers will make
it easy to build up and tri out new circuits
or to wire up auxilian apparatus to go with
the transmitter. It is a good idea to keep
some bus wire on hand and various sized
spools of magnet wire vi ill pi
e useful in
doing temporal y wiring if you are an exnerimcnter.
A table of drill sizes giving the proper
numbered drill to use for passing a screw
through a panel or for tapping to take a
certain size of machine screw is included in
1he Appendix for the convenience of League
members who are continually building and
who like to have such information in con',cnient form. Only the sizes most used in
adio constructional work are given as too
many tap sizes that are seldom of use might
prove confusing. Wood screw salso come in
arious sizes and lengths. Usually the numbers correspond to the drill- size numbers,
the diameter given being that of the serew
just below the head. The length of wood
screws are stocked by most hardwar e stores
to the nearest quarter inch of what you
v, ant.
Round-head
screws
look
best.

TOOLS FOR CONSTRLCTIOW
All are convenient hut not necessary. A set of small
taps and dies, a circle cutter to use in mounting
meters on panels, a hit brace and a set of socket
wrenches a ill he useful in addition if regular construction work is planned.
thread the holes that you drill so that they
will take machine screws to hold the appa1atus that you wish to mount.

SOT Dl RING AND WIRING

In wiring different pieces of apparatus a neatly soldered job will repay the
builder in good appearance and reliable
operation. Good connections may be made
without solder but a well-soldered job has
low contact resistances. A soldered outfit
works quietly and uniformly over long
periods of time.
Soldering is worthwhile
when properly done.
Making soldered joints is quite a simple
matter.
A few points should be kept in
mind for best results.
A hot well- tinned
soldering copper, ( lean, bright surfaces, a
small amount of rosin and a small amount
of " half-and-half" soft solder will do the
trick. Tinning the parts to be sold ,red before completing a joint will be helpful.
Soldering flux keeps the clean surface
from becoming oxidi7ed when heat is applied. Acid fluxes or soldering pastes
made by the action of hydrochloric acid on
7inc and supported in a low-melting base
should especially be avoided.
They are
good for mending tin pans and gutter
pipes. They cause corrosion of electrical
connections. The melted "paste" can cause
a set to operate poorly or to become in-
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operative by adding leakage paths amoss
coils and condensms
Use lump en powdeied rosin that can be obtained toi a dime
horn any drug store.
"Half-and-half" -amply means that the
solder is an alloy, half tin and half lead
"Tinning" the soldering coppm is done by
filing the point bpght and dean and rubbing it in hot soldti with a little flux until
the point is to med with dean solder
Scrape connections with a knit( or file before soldenng, to save tuno and make a
joint good electrically and medianuallv.
The soldming coppei must be re- tinned occasionally if it becomes ovei heated
It
should always be used when Yu\ hot but
not allowed to become " led hot"
I hot
copper makes soldering easy.
Bus wiling is neat and cffectlye
The
wires are laid out in straight lines tuning
straight back, horizontally and veitically
The coineis aie made squat(
Hold bus
wires fit mly uith pheis uhile a little soldei
"iuns" into the joint.
Splicing wires is best done as shown in
the diagiams
A little ( ate makes a pet manient and strong splice of low iesistance
In a twisted pair, " staggti" the splices to
prevent them fi om hitting together and
shoit-cucuiting undci an
cucumstances
Tape all splices caiefullv to a‘ old ti () Mile
Battery leads to the re«q\ el- mav be
bunch «1 to good adh ant ige
Radio- ftcquenc y circuits should ha3, e the leads \c ell
pa ed
Wiles should ( toss at light
angles when ( tossing is necessai
Con
net tions la tu of n ( Ills and «mdc nsei
should be as shmt as possible
Houeeer.
coils and condensei s must not be jammed
togethei too much as this inmeas(s the
effectice tesistance and low«. the sensitivity
Leads a eoupl«4 in h. s l
one aie

4..L et te.1

THE WESTERN UNION SPLICE

permissible and will allow us to keep the
condenser out of the tic lcl of the coil, which
is the main consideration
The antenna lead and all the connections
from the condenser and coil should be
kept away hom other uhing
The witmg in th( audio amplifier tan be spaced,
and silent leads aie good, but the
aie
not neaih as important here as in the de-

tector and antenna « Rents
To ayoul undesnable feed bac ks the plate and gild leads
should be kept moll sepaiated.
The tiansmittei should be wind neativin
suc h a way that it will be electi leans.
efficient
At thc. srime time, the pomer
supply and high voltages mast be taken
(ale of in a ma% that
safetv to lito

à111111i1111111111;111111111111111111)
ANOTHER METHOD OF SPLICING kIRES

SUPPORTING A WIRE AT INSULATORS

A RIGHT-ANGLE SPLICE

and propel ty
The insulation of lead-in
and high voltage (model tots should comply
with undei wiitei s' iulc s
In the pages that I ° How we aie going to
&stub( in detail a com(ntional shoituave tuner.
Constimtional " dope" for
a moderately- pi ic«1 ti«msnuttci with a
uœld-mide lange is also given
We 111‘e
dISCUSMAI some fundamentals of electricity.
'I he diagrams and coust' in bona' lam illation ale quite « unplete
We suggest th it
the ( onstructoi
tudà the books mentioned
in the Ippendi\ foi mole complete_ thcoly
and genmal lamination. The descriptions
ot stations in Qsr fiequently give good
ideas on station ai iangement
QST itself
kceps us inimmed about new developments
that are useful and noteworthy
The
\cuter believes that knowledge of why a
emtam thing is done in a certain way is
desilable befoie an
noil. on a station is
done
Foi that ic‘ason a number of pages
have been glen ovei to sample explanations
of sonie of the thing, that happen in radio

UNi)IitV, Id II 1“,

Ili I1 •••

The specific titles MET ing iadio equipment aie grc en in Ai tide 37 of the National
Electiic Code, undei the heading of Radio
Equipment
Some states haYe adopted this
code or a mme shict vcision of it
Certain
cities hase adopted it too, and they en
force theii ugulations thiough municipal

BUILDING A STATION

inspectors. Before making an installation
it is well to find out if the appai‘itus and
ss ding are subject to a state and city in
spection as well as la\ insurance interests
The following cities hase adopted wiring
codes of then own and, therefoic, installations in these cities should be made in accordance with then special rules Ne w York
City, Chicago, St. Louis, Denser, Portland,
Ore ; Memphis, T,nn
Ma«m, Georgia;
Kansas City. Mo ; Jamestown, N Y , New
N. J.; Camden, N J , Sums it\ , Iowa;
San Diego, Cal ; Little Rock, ‘ 11, ; Hot
Spiings, Ark,; San Elam isco, Gais, Ind ;
Atlanta, Ga ; New Has en, Conn ; Chattanooga, Tenn ; Madison, Wis ; \,‘ discs Bai,
Pa.; Moline, Ill ; Rock Island, Ill. Peoria,
Detroit, Mich, and Louisville, Ky.
Electrical wiling in Maryland, the District of Columbia, Louisiana, Tennessee.
Ohio, Minnesota, and Not th Carolina is subject to the approsal of a state inspector
"Approsed" refers to dcs ices designed for
the purpose used in accord ss ith recognized
practice. The des ice must be acceptable to
the Inspection Depai tmc nt hasiuig urisdution ( there may be a (' its or State inspectm
in addition to the Insurance Rating or In
spc(tion Buicau )
When there is no inspector for the city en state. insmance mtmests insp«t through their iating organ'
lations, one of which ((isms each part of
the United States
Yew local insurance
agent can advise you in whose territory \ ou
are located so sou can get in touth with the
pi ° per authm ity
A eonfeience with the Inspection Department bc to) c making an installation or
change will save inconsemence and expense
late]
Yom own interests and those of
fellow citizens will be best protected from
an insurance and fire hazard standpoint
by }lasing such a conference.
The wiring must follow the requilements
obsersed in your particular communds In
some instances a separate power line must
be tun directly to the watt-hom meter.
few feet of " BX" from the nearest outlet
to a " Square- D" switch box, properly fusod
at the switch, will usually be satisfactois
The installation of high-soltage apparatus
and wit ing must be done in airmen cd fashion
high-tension cable, supported on pmedam pillar insulators, keeping the high
soilage assay from all wood-woik and neigh
boung conductors, is a safe tspe of consti uction.
A receiving antenna can be connected to
giound before it gets to the sit through
either indom or out- door type of lightning
arrestor
Sevu al approved types are sold
by local dealcis with complete instructions
for installation. These arrestors are simply
spark-gaus sealod in a vacuum to loner the
soltage break-down
The ground can be
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made by scraping a water pipe or ground
iod clean and blight with a file.
A 10e
ground damp will make a good connection
to the pipe. A scatty inspection will insure
a good ground
An approved lightnin.2: aiiestoi operating at a potential of 500 solts
or less is legal' d for each had- in conductor
of a reccusing static n.
lheic ale no requirements for indoor antennas. how es ti.
Part 5 of the Foarth Edition, National
Electrical Sif' ti
ock, classin
ti insmitting stations as those of low, ni _ churl, and
high power. A low possei station is one to
which the power supplied is less than 100
watts and when( the soltage supplied is less
than 400 sons
high power station is one
requiting oser 1,000 watts power suppls 01
a supply soilage of os n. 2,000 ‘ olts.
Medium power statiors ain classified as
those not falling into either the low or the
high power class
Most amateur. ' mho stations fall into the low or nicebuin power
class, unless a soilage_ in (\ cu.," of 2,000
\oh, is used.
The saine requnements apply to both
antenna and counte rpoise ss ii e.. Antennas
tor le cus mg and low- pow ci transmitting
stations should be supported and insulated
samilioly to public sers ice communication
lines while for medium and high-power stations the require ments for constructing sup pl s lines for ti ansmitting electric al tiler gv
in like situations shall be me t. 'ente nulas
should not < loss oser or and.] suppls lines
or telephone and telegraph ssir es not should
thee run abose and parallel to them in such
a mac that a falling ante no r might Lorne
in contact with a ln e w ic
ntemyrs
should not moss irilioad tracks ou public
thoroughfares
Thcs ., hould not In attached to poles owned and maintain( el by
local pullic utilities for supporting power
lines or communication cables or wires In
most cases local mdmances forbid such consti
tion as a men ice to the public welfare.
When antenna., aie put up in such haz irdous locations special precautions should be
tal en to hase ample strength in the antenna wile and its suppoit and ample dearances
Antennas should not be sum mted on
elumm ss. Wl(no bee is used th ut should
be sonic pi ON I-1011 fin keeping th ante nna
from snapping sr inn th trot sw as s in the
wind
Any sme of vr ne
in 1, used foi a
iecc is ing ante nn t Pi ob 11)15 Yo 14 B &
(loncrican Wile Gluier(
hard di imn
eonpu Wire, cnana led to pic sent « oiosion,
ill has e the best balan e of electro al onductis its' and mec hani ,al stiength for that
puipose
Sending antenna and counterpoise
is lies
for medium or high pow ci stations
should hase a stiength of not less than No
10 hard- drawn copper woe tad should he
insulated with insulators has mg a minimum
creepage distan« of 10 inches or more
A
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clearance above ground of 10 feet is prescribed for receising and low-power antennas where they cioss foot paths and entrances to private garages. Above streets
a clearance of 15 to 18 feet is required and
this must be increased to 28 feet when an
antenna or counteipoise for a medium or
high-power sending station is contemplated.
For spans over 150-feet in length these
clearances must be inci eased. There must
alwas be at least 10 inches clearance between antennas of such stations and the
nearest combustible material. There should
be at least a 10 foot clearance whin the
antenna or countelpoise of a mediam or
high-power station ci osses under othci conductors. The clealance required is 1..ss for
receiving antennas and those of low- power
stations and is specified as 2, 4 and 6 feet
depending on whether communication lines,
low-voltage or high-voltage ( above 750
volts) conctuctots are crossed.
Transmitting antennas and counterpoises
must be giounded by means of lightning
sm itches. The sw itch shall be of the singlepole double-throw type 'lasing a minimum
break distance of 4 inches and a blade of at
least .0625 sq. in. cross-section. The switch
should be in the most direct line between
leadin and ground but can be located either
outside or inside the station. Lis e parts of
the switch must clear the wall ( or other
conductol s) by 3inches for a C. W. installation ( 5 inches for a damned-wave set).
The switches must be connected so that the
antenna and counterpoise leads can be disconnected from the set and connected to the
ground wire whenever the station is not in
operation.
The lead-ins must be made through approved lead-in bushings.
A good but
cheap way to bring in the antenna lead is
to drill a hole in the center of a largo
window-pane. A brass machine screw with
rubber gaskets will go through this and
make an excellent lead-in. The lead-in insulator must have a 3-inch clearance beyond the wall of the structure. Antenna
leads must never come within 5 inches of
supply wires.
A wooden board at the
top or bottom of a window will make
a good
support for lead-in bushings
under most circumstances.
Pyrex bowls
make good bushings. M. M. Fleron & Son
Trenton, N. J., manufacture an "appi owed"
bushing of adjustable length.
A "drip
loop" presents water from following the
antenna wire into the station. Lead-in
bushings or tubes must be rigid, noncombustible, nonabsorptive, and have good insulating properties.
An outside ground is recommended but
not absolutely necessary for a transmitting
antenna. The ground lead should be made
of No. 14 hard-drawn copper wire or of
wire having greater strength and con-

ductivity. Its cross-section should not be
less than that of the lead-in wires. The
ground wire should be run in as direct a
line as possible from the switch to a good
permanent ground.
A dris en or buried
ground or a matelpipe ground is satisfactor
Never ground to a gas pipe, though.
For ground wires no insulating supports or
insulation
is
necessary.
The
ground
switch should hase husky blades and jaws.
They may be mounted on pillar-type insulators, on marble or water-proof bases.
Slate bases and absorptis e composition
bases will leak electlically and decrease the
effective output of the set. " Mud" lead-in
insulators will act similarly.
Ever one who owns an amateur station
or who plans to hase one should send ten
ents ( not in stamps) to Superintendent of
Documents. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., for the booklet, Safety
1?relcs tor Radio Installations, Handbook of
the Bureau of Standards No 9. This gives
a great number of rules for installing amateur radio equipment.
FATION

AMA MPNT

A complete station consists of a receiver,
wavemeter, transmitter and suitable antennas for picking up and sending out the
signals. So far as possible we can build
from stcrndanl parts, which are sold at the
local radio shop. This makes our station

COMP iCT ARR tNGEMENT tT "MK
411 control., are in ens, reach of the e"erator

inexpensive and easy to install quickly. Although there are no complete inexpensive
outfits manufactured, there aie plenty of
"parts" and " kits" containing all the parts
necessary for a transmitter assembly.
Ready-built apparatus is advertised in
QST's Ham- ads. Some local amateur will
always be glad to assemble and build stuff
to order if a beginner does not wish to attempt the construction himself.
The arrangement of a station should be
made with careful thought.
Convenience,

BUILDING A STATION

electrical efficiency, and simplicity should
gips ern here. The frontispiece to this Handbook shows a station arranged with these
points in mind. The key should be well back
on the table so the operator's arm can be
well-supported The tuning controls should
be in easy rent h of the operator. The power
control Snitch to the transmitter should also
be close by. A minimum number of conti ols
makes operation quick and reliable.
The

A.R.R.L. ROUI E MANAGER'S SFA1

ION

Note the power panel at the left, transmitter and
aremeter in center and receiving equipment on the
right. The drnamotor shown at bottom furnished
emergency plate supplr during the Mississippi flood
in 1927.

storage battery should connect to the center
of a double-pole double-throw switch so it
can be thrown to the recerser or to the
charger at will. It should be accessible for
taking hydrometer readings and placed
where any acid drippings or leakage will
do no harm. High-voltage leads should be
run directly from the power source to the
tubes, insulated and kept out of the way
where no one can suffer injury by acc idental
contact. The antenna lead-ins should be
kept well away from grounded metal lath
or plaster supports
They should run to
the set in the most direct way. All the
wiring should be done in accordance with
the National Electric Cede. Good arrangements will be suggested by looking through
the Station Descriptions department of a
few back numbers of QST.
IN ( 1NI It VI

The idea to be kept in mind when building a station is not " How quickly can I
build my station?" but " How well can I
build my station?" Every bit of station
apparatus must be just as good as we can
make it.
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DESIGNING THE RECEIVER

The first apparatus built for our station
should be a receis ing set. It is impractical to build one fixed receiver that will
work at maximum effectiveness over all
the wavelength ranges in use by amateurs.
By using remos able coils it is possible to
design a practical and efficient receiver that
will readily cos er the wavelength bands in
actual use today. We must use a mounting for our coils that makes it easy to
change them. The contacts must be posiuse and the losses must be kept low to
make our reciser efficiint.
The tuning
controls must be cass to operate.
Body
capacitance effects must be avoided.
The simplest and most stable circuit is
the best one to use. One regenerative cir(rut ssill gise us as loud signals as another.
However, totating-tickler feedbacks and tuned- plate circuits affect the
tuning as the regeneration is changed
hich makes these methods undesirable.
This effect can be minimized by putting
the tickler at the filament ( ground) end
of the secondary coil but it cannot be
eliminated.
A
fixed
tickler
uith
a
250-micromicrofar ad
variable
condenser
(throttle) regener ation control is probably
the best that has been devised.
It does
not matter whether this condenser is
straight-line
fr equenc y.
wavelength, or
capacitance
Br properly proportioning
the parts of the circuit and putting the
fixed tu dkler at the ground end of the sec-

I
Seco ea ry

Fat
TA.k/c r

Normal Ihrottling Condenser Sys/em
AN
EXCELLEN I RE( EIVING
CIRCUIT
FOR
SHORT WAVES RITH FIXED TICKLER. SERIES
PLATE FEED, AND FEED-BACK CONTROL IN
THE
VARIABLE
PEED-BACK
OR THROTTLE
CONDENSER ((

ondary, one setting of the throttle condenser ss ill enable us to tune oser quite a
wide frequency band.
The secondary or grid circuit is the tuned
circuit. The size of the variable condenser
(Ci) and the different coils used will
determine the 'wavelength covered.
A
big variable condenser will enable us to
cover many different frequencies with just
one coil.
The tuning with such an arrangement would be sery critical and the
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important ifilateut bands would correspond
to only a el% small number of graduations
of the dial
Such a ici ocr would be of
no use to ‘111‘ ladio opeiatm
The smaller
the sai able i. apac ' tam t, the mot e see ondais coils will be mccssars to covei the
omatem sca.el 4igths
The happy medium
which is la st lot all around work makes
oui choice ( 1o scc ° tidal% tuning condenser
one with a m ixanum capacitance of between 90 and 120 microma ram ads
The
sets- best ot tunets spread each amateur
band os i the_ full dial inst,ad of (nor a
mall pottion of it b• using a condenser
with ipiaximum of not ON ei 18 or 20 micromic () I
atads Such a ,et ss ill be described as
it /ital., ' is' toi ti ii in in and IOucign
I'
I alos
ii (minimum ite
on
si hedule
A vers low minimum capacitance
will be helpful
The plates sh mid be sh
d o that the
change in the fiquon ,s co which the circuit
will tune mill be chi ectls ,noomtional to the
angle through which th • dial is rotated
(such a des ne is commonls
called a
"straight-line frequent s" condenser)
A
ondcosei of good ro« Wilma] features with
low electrical losses will be best
The
plates should be soldci ed together
The in-

"
,•
IHE S1NIE CHICHI WITH PARALLEL OR
5111 11 PIATE IEEE/

sulation should le ci haid iubbi i, Pi ls X or
quaiti, and the path along the insulation
between statoi and iotoi should be long
Coming to the c
the should be spacewound and supported as 'leads as possible bs
nothing at all
Stray capacitances and iesistames should be avoided
ploptily spacing thc different parts.
The antenna can be coupl..d to the set
tin ough a little fixed condenser between
the antenna lead and the grid end of the
secondary coil as in the " bieadboaid" receiving lasout fc rall-around ss oik that will
be described 'very small sariable condenser will be an improsement here, enabling us to hase some control oser the
selectivits by loosening the lumped capacitance part of th( coupling as much as necessary ( by reducing the value of this capacitance).
To
get good
energy transfer
it
is
nec ‘ ssary to ground the filament
When
we do this we bring in a lot of unneces-

saiy noises picked up from the local street
cal lines, lighting circuits and so on. During summer elect' ical storms and when
•now is falling in the winter, trouble horn
petiodic speaking over of the initio condenser ( or perhaps the lightning arrestor)
will make the combined electrostatic magnetic coupling directly to grid undesirable.
The series of clicks will disappear when
stiaight magnetic antenna coupling is used
under such conditions. The charge will leak
oft to pound as fast as it «illects. Howeser, when using a condenser as abose, an
tenna hai monies do not affect the required
regeneration as much as when magnetic
coupling is used.
For most short-wase work the antenna
can advantageously be coupled to the set
magncticalls. A fixed coil of eight or ten
trans, two inches in diameter, placed in the
filament end of the grid coil to reduce tuning effects. will give sufficient coupling.
This is known as a " fixed tune" primary.
It should be held on an adjustable hinge so
that the «mpling angle can be changed to
the best value for the antenna one is using.
By sufficiently loosening the antenna coupling there is ill be but a very slight tuning
effect, making a calibrated receiver possible.
With sufficiently loose coupling we
will hase no tiouble with " dead spots",
points at which the antenna circuit and
secondary ciicuit aie in tune and at which
the set will not oscillate
The shorter the
vs as elength the further away from the secondary the antenna coil should be placed
Radio-frequenes amplifieis working directls on shoit is as es add tuning controls and
effect slight impiosement in signal strength
- -at least this is so as a rule until some
new deselopments in sacuum tube equipment are made generally asailable.
The
use of choit-nase or supeiheterodyne R F.
amplific ation to inciease sensitivity is quite
unwai ianted
For supplession of power
leaks and background noises, a superheterodsne with two or three tuned IF ( intermediate frequency) stages, one oscillating
weakly, has been found helpful, how eser.
A regenerative-detector circuit and one
stage of audio amplification is practically
standard for shoit-vsase work.
A couple
of UX-201-A ( C- 301-A) tubes make the
best set. UV- 199's can be used if no 6 v
storage battery is available for iunning
the filaments
A " soft" ( low sac uum)
tube makes a sensitive detectoi if the hissing is not objectionable.
Use the lowest
plate soltage possible to get the greatest
iesponse from weak signals.
Whatever tube is used, a few trials in adjusting the values of grid condenser and
grid leak to fit the particular tube will be
well woith while. The smallest canoe itance
and the highest resistance grid leak possible should gise best results.
The tube
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should go into oscillation easils and giadualls.
It should not " howl" 01 be«une unstable in the process
All audio howl is
usualls caus«I bs instabilits
Ihe set
does not oscillate at audio fiequency.
It
staits and stops oseillating iapidly, making
clicks in the phones at audio fic queues
(hon ling) as it doi s so.
1sualls the gild
ietuin is madc hom the secondais «nl to
the positise of the A battus
A 130microrniciolmad gild condense' and a 7ni
8 megohm leak mill be about light toi the
avetage tube ,
Above all things we want
a " quiet" Ie«isoi
A mc Utilized filament
gild leak will give superim
ults in this
I (-lied
A good liked mica gt
condense',
a ti iction-ts pc slow-motion dial with a high
tt lo and no blacklash, good condensms, and
solid « inn( awns s% ill all help in making a smooth iunning, quiet set
Thc set
mas be • hielded in a coppm hook with a
pu tal panel to pic sent pick-ups of signals
ard noise ls the ic.ceis el coils and wiling
The coils should be lilac ((Iclear of laige
solid bodies b'. l' 2
. to 2 inches
They should
be an inch m mole flom the bas ,?boanI the
cabinet and the paw I, and a nspectable
distance ltom the tuning condensci, though
si. ant the leads to that Ian Is shmt
Use th c smallest tic Met that si. iii M.Olk
s% It h
a loss ditector plate soltage.
Too
laige a ti.klm co a porn B battcty
often cause howling
laige tic kit
makes the sct go into oscillation with a
"bang" and the tuning effect is bad
The
ptomi was to build a tickle' for a given
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than that used in bioadcast receisets which
vsenk just bchne. oscillation. The diameter
of tickler coils should be smallm than the
secondmv. This ' educes capacihse coupling
between the turns of the two cods and cuts
down the tuning effect
The iotais condenser plates should connect to the filament
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sccondaiy coil is to adjust the number of
tuins and the diametei of the tickler with
the set opmating
W ith thc thiottle ( Onti o! set at makimum capatitance and the
tuning eondcnsei also adiust( c1 for maximum capacitance, th
scie of. the tickle]
should bc r«lw « I until the set ss ill just
bai eh oscillate
fickle' cods fol C W ie
ption should be wound with ht as ici wiii

side of the circuit to cut down body tuning effects. Grounding the filament is necessars in extreme cases.
Eithei a pointu mos mg oser a scale or
a dial with indic atol mas be used
The
pointer is the most icasonable but haulest
to obtain
Oui tuning condensei should
hase an easy- leading scale.
The feedback contiol does not med to hase ans thing but an indic atoi showing the relatise
setting as its position s
,ill sais with fila
nient temperatuie and " B" potential
A rheostat foi the chic cho and one for
the amplifier is consement
Often the
detector s'. iii wink best at a tosser tcmpciatme than the amplifier filaments.
The amphi sing hansfoimels selected foi
this leceiser aie not mecssauls ones suitable for bioadcast ic«ption.
A high
lab° of transfoimation and a high pi imaly
impedance ai e dc sic able
Th ti ansfm nier
should be select ,cl that gis es most amplification on frequencies between 500 and
1000 es cles.
ing the tuning contiol
to make the ie«ised beat note he between
these salues will gise the best amplification
Lome' toned
atmosphenics
and
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giound noises mill be lost in the backgi ound.
The qualits
ss ill be actually
atrocious when receiving modulated signals. We aie building this set foi the best
Jesuits in telegiaph ommunication rather
than foi radiophone reception
We should
not use a C-battery in our code receiver
ii me desnc the bc st signals
A C- battery will cut down the plate current ( prosiding it is moped installed) and the
plate battery will last longer but the signals will not be as loud as if no C-batteiy
is used.
We want as widely variable an
audio-fiequency cm lent as possible in the
phone circuit lathe' than a cuirent that
aims diiectly in accoidance with the impressed signal on the gild of the tube Th
latter condition is desirable in a broadcasi
ieceiver but we want to wœk our tube
aboie the straight line poition of the giidNonage plate-cm ent chaiacteristic cuise in
otclei to gct as loud signals as possible
If a mosable tickler is used, a . 002 phone
by-pass condenser is built into the set to
make it osfillate easily
It should be
across the B-battely and primary of the
amplifying tiansformer ( or phones)
A

SIMPLE FORM FOR LORENZ TYPE COILS

sulated wire will avoid corrosion and needs
no protection horn dampness. Skip eery
two pins aftei staiting the winding.
%1NDINI,

COILS

Space- wound coils should be wound on
skeleton or notched ribbed forms.
Hard
rubber is fine electrically but it " flows"
after the wire has been tightly wound and
the coils esentually loosen.
Micarta tubing with projecting ribs is best.
In an
emergency the " Quaker Oats" box
or
cardboard tubing will be best to use after
baking it in shellac to exclude moisture.
The coils can hase terminals brought out
to fit into binding posts on the baseboard
for interchangeability
Straight wire ends
will slip into binding posts neatly.
A
better arrangement is to build them with
little lyikelite or haid rubber strip bases
and to use General Radio plugs
Phone
cord-tip teiminals and Carter jacks make
a fairly good wiping contact, hones er
The
coil terminals
are
made
by
slipping
phone cord- tip ovei a 6-32 machine screw
and soldering it in place.

o °

ANOTHER WINDING FOR LORENZ TYPE
COILS

A FINISHED LORENZ COIL

inomv-k.,et
Cant

leme limns

Knot

Time maybe eacea' 6y winding

FORM FOR WINDING
EITHER LORENZ OR
SPACE -WOUND COILS

on notched skeleton form or
by utene knots onflostbeads be
tween femme to make cods set
sv,oportem)

condinse" with good insulation should bc
used becaus
akage will ruin the Bhattciy.
Good plug in « mls are manufactured in
the Lcrinz oc baslsct wealie type of windmg or in the space- wound skeleton- form
Th b st mechanically and ekctrically
balanced rob can be done b the piths idual
builder, however.
Lorenz coils have low
distributed
capacitance
and
they
are
mechanically pietts good. A winding jig
can be made l- v dming 14 pins or wills in
a 312
'inch encle. No. 16 cotton-enameled-in-

A FINISHED
SPACE WOUND COIL

The diagram shows easy ways of making
leceising coils that will compat e eiy fas orably ss ith any manufactured products
that aie as ailable.
The principle adsantages of the Lorenz coil are low dish ibuted capacitance ( because the turns
cross each othei at an angle instead of lying side by side) and good mechanical
strength when strong binding cord and sufficiently heavy wile are used.
Perfectly
round turns of cylindrical coils have the
greatest inductance per turn, however
Therefore, a coil hasing better electrical

BUILDING A STATION

properties can be made by winding the coils
on a round form and spacing the turns to re_
duce the distlibuted capacitance. If we use
a solid tube for a foi in we run into difficulties again by introducing additional dielectric losses which add to the effectit e resistance of our coil. By adopting a skeleton notched foim or by spacing the turns by
knots ( as shown) we can improve the coil
electrically but before long we find that our
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'c o th
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'I urns

210
•-",
411
2.
11

21
10
5
2

Some space wound coils checked by the
writer wele three inches in diameter, wound
on skeleton foims, of No 18 B and S. wire
spaced the width of the tt ire itself.
The
tuning condenser had a iange of fiorn 15 to
100 mitt om icrofai ads.
Wal% tlength
(me
s)

1in 11,

5`, to 115
.0 to 62
11 to 31

1.1
3

DETAIL OF COIL MOUNTING

coil is mechanically weak making a carefully balanced compromise necessai
to
achieve the " best" practical coil.
For
making transmitting coils, glass or porcelain beads can be substituted foi the
knotted cord separating the tui ns of spacewound coils. Always use waked or paraffined cord in supporting coils to make them
moisture proof.
Sealing wax or pruaffin
is good for supporting and stiffening coil
ends. Avoid shellac and " dope" on lecening coils.
Anything of this nature between
turns will raise the distributed capacitance
of the coil because it has a dielectiic constant greater than that of air. To get as
great a tuning lange as possible with a
given coil it is desirable to have the capacity lumped in the condenser used across
the coil. The coil itself should have minimum distributed capacitance and the condenser should hase a low capacity at the
"zero" dial setting.
Here is a table showing the wavelength
ranges that can be covered using 312 ' diameter Lenenz coils of the following numbers of turns and a tuning condenser hating the maximum and minimum capacit\
values specified.
The ma‘el‘›ngth ranges
were determined by means of an oscillator
(described in the appendix) and na‘emeter
(the next instrument we will build for the
station after our ecei‘er is in operation).
Tuning condenser capacitN lange 20 to
380 micromicrofarads. A smaller maximum
capacity ( 150 tad') is recommended to ghe
less crowding on the amateur ranges.

to "i
to 273
to 12
to
it)
to
15

Although not allow ing much overlap these
ranges cover the three low er amateur bands
nicely in the center of the dial. The confirmed traffic man will wish to use a still
smaller condenser with a much larger number oi coils ( eight or ten) so that the tuning will not be critical and so that all stations will be spread out well over the dial.
All distributed capacity in coils does not
come from the capacity between turns.

Simi/ 8,
,as
prevené
be,,,,
.ires

/
J
r

lujber

—Lord I
p.5 —
—1 /

center C
O
centen

DETAIL OF COIL AND PLUG

Running leads thr ough the finished coil adds
to the distributed capacitance, especially if
the lead happens to be one of the coil leads
itself. If a lead must be run through a coil
by all means tun it thiough the center as
this adds least disti ibuted capae dance.
Running the lead near on side of the coil

THE 12,4DIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

iaises the effective iesistance of the toil
consideiably especially at the shortei wave
lengths.
A simple way of making quite good
space-wound coils is to wind the wire on a
caldboard foim, speacmg it with a thlead,
stung, or another mire which is taken off
after the winding is completed. Caldboant
tubing should be fist prepared by watet
mooting with a celluloid vainish and bindel
'Wire should never be mound on the iontl
until the vainish is diy. This pievents the
varnish flom soaking into the insulation
which laises the dielectric constant making a poolei toff with highei effective ic
sistance and distributed capacitance
k
"Quaker Oats box" foim is as good as ches
come electi Rally
Don't think that all
coils must be of thiee inch diameter just because those mentioned heie and all thost
you have seen aie of that diametei. This
15 just a cony entent size and good sholt-

PI

G- IN

RECEn FR ( OILS
BASES

Ill II I

ON '11 BE

These are used hs sID•sli fer use on 20-, 10 , and SOmeter bands
Mound on tube bases, thes are plugged
into a tube so(ket s ith a small antenna toil put
around tht base ol the social. 'Ihe toils hase compact fields and permit compact set construction. The
number of secundars turns used depends on the maseband to he cosered and the sire of the tuning ( on
denser. The tickler turns depend on that and other
considerations 'Ihe right arrangement of turns is
climb determined experimentally for each job

sults obtainable foi youi money. " Bootleg"
aie cheap it is true — but standaid
paits and tubes horn leputable manulac
tincis aie not so likely to prove eh tective
after a ten weeks of use. Buy well and
you' set will still be giving satisfaction
when the friend who was taken in by a misguided idea of saving is paying for expensive icplatements
In putting the " lieadboaid" ieceivet togethet lay out the appaiatus as it is shown
in the photogiaph malking the places that
should be dulled for scions with a pencil
point
Now take off the paits and pick out
the mope' site dulls foi the vat mus woo
sciews that mill be used. Make the holes
with the hand dull light at the beginning
and you will ay oul splitting the bascbo tut
and making an unsightly job. If the wood
is soft you can use a gimlet, punch ni a nail
of the tight size in making a hole loi st ut
mg the wood sciews.
Fasten down the appaiatus sec inch. sup
poitmg the vanable condenseis on strong
tal brackets obtained tiom the local bai ti
nat e stoi c. Some conch
s te tasid i to
mount on " bieadboaids" than othcis
If a
"Ineadboaid" set is planned he suie to buy
condenseis that can be leadily suppmted
on angle biackets and that have suitable
pi ON ision foi sec m ing the veiniel dials
N xt, wile the sa awn ding to ( newt dia giant ni photogiaph iunnmg thc vy lies fi orn
one mstiument to the next and soldeiing
each connection as it is made
Bus vs nmg
is be,t looking but flexible lubbct-cou led
wile is just a: useful and ptactical Most
of the paits manufactured today have binding posts conveniently ai ranged so it is a
short job to put together a workable set

wave coils pelfoiming beautifully and with
excellent efficiency can be made ll
inches
in diametel or even less. If a thick form
is used it should he plovided with longitudinal supporting stups to keep the mile
off the faim to reduce dielectiic losses
t
C.•
BUILDING 1HE
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A recelyei built on a " breadboatd" is
sely effective but picks up dust and dut
after a while and gets noisy.
A panelmounted set is about as cheap. The cabinet can be added latei to protect the paits
Photogiaphs show. both " bleadboald" and
panel layouts
The set can be wired floin
the photographs and the diagiam.
Select every part canfully if you would
make your receiver a peimanent investment. Do not patronize the local cut price
oi " gyp" stoic if you aie after the best le-
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simply by iunning wiles horn binding post
to binding post
Foi a set that is pelmanently quiet ni operation, the connections
should be soldeied when the outfit is assembled, but a labmatory set-up 01 a set to
be used for but a few weeks and then tom
apait can be conveniently made without. any
soldering
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efficient set that will handle
easily. The clearance of instruments mounted at the top and
sides of the panel must be suffluent so that the set can he
readily put in and taken out ot
the cabinet.
Use the templates that are
provided with most \amble condensers for locating the holes to
be drilled for mounting.
A
scriber will mark through a
paper template.
The
shaip
point of any substance considerably harder than the panel to
be scratched may be used.
A
small drill is probably best of
all. After the surface has been
maiked, drill the small hole all
the way through the panel and
THREE 111 % NU r
4C1 RED PL 1(.-l\ C011 S
follow it up with the larger drill
The base holds the smivel-mounted unman, for adjustable magnetic coupling
'
Ihe secondare coil is .1 tepital space-mound
that makes the full size hole
coil using General Radio plugs for ease
interchangeabilite
It is wise to dull a small hole
Small tickler feedback coils are mound inside the main coils
first because it is Kew] to locate
a small hole accuiatels —the
necessaly chametei without undue labo.
dull having less tendeno, to " walk" sideand without spoiling the pine'
was. If large chills aie not available, r.
A giounded metal panel I( Ips to shield th
learner will often inn ease the hole to the
set from body capacity effects.
An aluminum or brass panel will
drill easily and can be given a
crystalline finish at a nominal
sum bs some of the larger radio
manuta( turmg concerns that do
such work for themselves

SIMPLE P&NEL-M01 \ TI I) RELLIN 1.R I SING RFsisrCONTROL 01' 1(1 (. ENI R 110N. 110X11 - kSSLMBLED
PLLG-IN ( 011 S, ONE s 1 -X(eF 01 Al 1)10 INIPI 11 IC4110N
AND A vrits ssi 4.1 L 11MM. cAP sci is
Pans: 50.000-ohm sanable rheostat. 2-plate ( 22 micromitrofarad
max.) S L I'. Careheell ear. condenser, 30- ohm filament rheostat.
UN 712 ( old tepe) audio transformer, tmei IX sockets for 201A
or 199, .001 microfarad R
fixed be- pass condenser, 1
14 microfarad fixed condenser, 3-7 megohm grad leak
0001 microfarad
grid condenser, bakelite strips ( tor mounting lacks on hack of
tuning condenser), 1yi
lie I1
be
( two for each plug-in
coil assembled) tr,,
be
be 1/16 . four General Radio plugs
and jacks. No 16 and No 211 Hammailund space- mound coil material, diameter 3" and 2
respectieele, terminal strip and
connecting mire

A

ANCE

Bakelite-nil( ta panels ate
most often usPd for home-built
sets as the
ale stocked in a
sariety of sizes by most dealeis
and cost about the same amount
as the metal panels mentioned.
fine satin finish may be put
on hals(,fite panels bs rublAng
them vs ith three or four sues of
fine sandpanci
Start the rubbing with the. coarsest sandpgcmling with the very finest
Xan( ty
known
as " double
naught" Use nothing coarser
than No 1 sandpaper on the
panel o, ou may scratch the
panel
Always rub in the direction of the length of the panel.
Use a little 3-in- 1 oil as lubncant and finally clean off the
panel with a soft cloth putting
on the finishing touche, by hand
ubbing.
A convenicnt list of parts for
the construction of a panelmounted shoit-wave plug-in coil
tuner is gr. en. Besides the parts
in the list, two vacuum tubes
and a filament battery arc needed.
The filament battery or

BUILDING A STATION

A- battery will depend ‘ omew hat on the
number and type of tubes used. Two five
Yolt,
1/4
amper e tubes ( UX-201-A or
C- 201-A), can be most economcially supplied by a sp. N olt storage battery of between sixty and one- hundred ampere- hours
capacity. Of course, the bigger the battery
is, the less frequently it will be in need of
charging. UV- 199, CX-199, UX-199, WD- 11
and WD- 12 tube., may be run from a filament battery made up of dry cells.
The
gleater the number of cells used in parallel,
the longer they will operate the set and the
better the economy. Dry cells are fairly
good for supplying current intermittently
and often old cells will depolarize or recuperate by standing without use so that they
can again be used for short intervals.
There are now several varieties of plugin coils on the market for buildinn• shortwave receivers.
Anyone can make a selection depending on the mechanical and
electrical goodness of the coils under consideration as compar ed with the other types
available.
Space- wound coils should bo
chosen for a short-NY a‘ e tuner.
A set of
coils and a mounting for the type used maY
be bought direct from QST or handbook
advertisements if you do not care to build
either the space wound or the Lorenz type
coils yourself.
The set shown in the photo rases a yniable
11 R

r - N% ', den th II tn1 tit ttri
with % dpi Um; la tin t
NI

29.5 —34 5
36.75— 41.75
49 5 —5S '75
57.0 —66 0
74.0 —88.5

I11

350 — 1
19 1
42.5 — 48 75
57.75-67 00
625 — 71.5
82.5 —95.5

resistance to control regeneration. A by pass condenser is necessary to make the
outnt oscillate readily.
This condenser
(.001 tif) must not be made larger than
specified or it will make the regeneration
conti al sluggish. A fixed resistance in the
detector B- battery circuit may be shunted
with a variable condenser if desired, but
more direct control could just as easily be
accomplished by substituting the variable
condenser for the by-pass capacity
The most Important feature of this particular layout is that a really good tuning
range is possible with the stations in each
band of frequencies well distributed over
the entire dial ni ,tead of crowded into a
few degrees as is so often the case. This
feature is made possible by the choice of
tuning-condenser sire and nias' be readily
Incorporated in either of the two other receivers described in this chapter, to good
advantage.
The coils are assembled between two
pieces of bakehte held together with small

6.1

machine screws.
The mounting stup is
supported by the condenser, 1.14" flat-head
machine screws replacing the top studs in
the condenser frame. Nuts hold the bakelite
at the end of the screws and clamp the con-

e-

denset as ,embly filml‘
The coil terminals
may be soldmed to the G R. plugs befme
the bakelite pieces damping the coils ate
bolted togethei
All the plugs must be
mounted accutatdy so that the coils will

It

It mt. in
Iin ( IN
It "
liI Ici ( titpt ,\ -"
lit t ' It 1
' Ill 1 lulu In 111

11
16
19
29

4
5
5
10

slip into place easily.
The coil material
is easily cut into sections of any desired
number of turns.
If it is desn cd to spread out the band to
cover the entm dial it is necessary to cut
down the condenser a bit. This can be done
by removing the back endplate and taking
off one of the rotor plates.
The spacing
washers must be replaced and the condenser
re-assembled. As the capacity has been cut
in half ( approximately) the front and back
bearings should be adjusted. With the fixed
and movable plate closer together the capacity value and the variation in capacity
is increased and a wider band of wavelengths may be «) em ed.
This condenser
may be adjusted as desired as soon as the
set has been assembled, wired and placed in
operation.
The capacity across the regeneration-control rheostat tends to smooth out small fluctuations in plate current when making adjustments
This 25 -ut condenser cannot be
seen in the photograph as it is directly un-
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del the tuning condenset mounted on thu
baseboaid.
The amplitude of oscillations
and the amount of iegenciatom ale controlled by \t11% mg the plate %oit ago of the
detectoi in this particulat circuit
When the iange of a cod is to be adjusted to co‘ et a band with a minimum of
o ( Ilap, it bec ornes difficult to cut « ids so
that they w ill ha Ye this oye 11 tp just whete
it is wanted.
To simplify making up cods
and foi flexibility in opciation, a small but
cleat Rally good adjusting condenset may be
shunted acioss the secondai\ coil
This will
allow the ',Inge of the coil to be shifted
within limits to coy et' an entite wayelength
band
A Hammadund " neutializing" condense Imay be us. d Mitt iemoying tlu mica
to tut clown the maximum capacity and
make the ffielectio all an
The antenna coil us made of 10 tut ns of
th( 2"-dutmetei stock and is clamped be
IT
, yen two bake lite pieces clamped togethet
with a machine setem
Thesc pRces .11
notchd and clamped o‘ et a piece of
heavy bus wile which is then bent as shown
to make a stand tot the «rd, and sciemed
to the base boaid
The stand may be tuin«I
about as dcsned to shift thc anicnna coupling and th( sciew tightened when the
!mope" point is found
A small tuning condense' makes it pos
sible to Yai y the pitch of the note by ad,usting the tuning condense) without dangei
of losing the signal
It is not ncc ess.til to
thi ow the regeneiation « mttol away fiorn
its best adjustment foi sen,itiyit y to hold
the pitch of the not ,- that best suits the
opeiatot's cat
No difficulty should be cx-

ment in which case the panel sue must be
mcieased to make loom for mounting two
al table condenseis
diffelent opciatots ha Ye diffeient deso es as to waYelength langes toi the %aiious cods, a gtaph showing the
apptoximate wayelength to which a giyen number
of trans of inductance will tune when the
tuning condense' is set at ten o is giy n.
These figules cannot be acculate tot all sets
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as the capacity actoss the coil due to wh mg.
tube and soc hot will '. ai'. If the pionei
number of tutus is found on the cuice and
the numbei ' educed by one, the coil should
he sausfactoly
Its wayelength tange may
of com se be mete ased w thin celtain limits
by using an adjusting condensci
The width
of the band who h will be toyer( d depends
upon the spacing of the condensei plate,
also, which ma', be adjusted to suit the in
die idual 'met atm.
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di illing and finishing thc panel
mount the paits on it and fasten
the panel to the baseboald bY
strong Inackets and wood set eves.
Phe halts to be mounted pelmancntl\ ( it the baseboaid ai
now
pnt in place and fasten : el down n
the same way that was des( ube I
in the building of the " In eadbo ii d'
set
Attu wiling the outfit and
putting on thc lials we ale icadY
to tonne tthe batt( ties and mitt tte
pi o‘ ' ding the final ( heck of
the
wiling shows eYei \ thing to be all
sight
In thus connection, it fs
well to beat in mind the cautions
on page 61 tegaiding testing of

All the palts except the radio
11equell(N choke coil ate seady lot
assembly
This, too, may be pm
chased hom one of the manutactui
us of small honeycomb coils It is
as easily made,honever.Dnye some
nails or small pegs in a one- inch diameter
cud( as ffiagiammed when we mete diseussing coil constitution \1 ¡ ml 200 to 300
Wins ol No ;16 mu( Lou ent-tashion, bind
it with thi cad and fasten it to the basehoatd
ith a small brass scum, through the middle

PHOTOGRAPH SHONNING IHI: ARRANGEMPN I 01' P&RTS
ON PANFI AND B % SI RO&RD & ND ALSO 111E HIRING
Note the plug-in grid leak and condenser and the cushiontd
datttor %mica.
The small disk in the ccntcr of the sct is tht
small toil used
R I'. Choke

pelleticed m building this lecenei and mu
mg it up as shown in photo and diagram
No dimensions for panel and baseboard ate
giyen be ause many teathis will doubtless
want to inc n11(11 ate tlu ii gulal throttle condense" tegeneiation control ai range -

L-
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of a strip of bakelite or hard wood that
will serve as a clamp ( 7hokes can be made
by "jumble" winding many turns of fine
wire on a small wooden spool, holding the
end turns of mite in place with sealing wax
The physical dimensions of the choke must
be kept small in any case
If the set oscillates leadily over the whole range of ma‘elengths to which the st tunes, the choke is
satisfactory
Building a reeening choke in
se‘eial sections or pies helps to ' educe the
capacity between the two ends of the mu. ,
which tends to short circuit oi in- pass the
choke coil and prevent oscillation at some
wavelengths
The distubut«1 capacity of a
"jumble- wound" choke of main Wins be
comes quite high
The potential lictu
n
ad lac
Wins is not ‘ ct y great and it is
only when the cumulatne *coltage of man's
tut os is pi csc nt betw «. n end tui us that th ,
choke min become inopelatne
There is
then an ad‘antage in winding patt of th
ne all on one end of a foi m, part in th"
centei, and the icmaindct on the opposite
end of the snool
Honey( omb windings are
excellent fol ie«ning chokes but not so
useful in ti ansmitt( is as they aie sus
centible to bp akdow n due to cxti cmch high
loltage buil ,fing up b-tmc en deli i« nit LIN Is
of Nt lie
imam diagi am show , xaellv how to
nne this panel mount «I tun t
tvo

tube lecener ( detector and one stage audio)
is standaid toi
amatein icl‘n moils but
three tubes and two stags of audio amplification ate de sui ibed hei e ten the benefit of
the chap mho lik sto has ea signal at loudspeaket strength occasionall‘
If ', ou are
going in for amateur iclax went< '
l, CM can
build this outfit and use lust thc fast stage
tot most listening ° I ou can chop one am
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plifying transformer, one socket, the interstage jack, and one vacuum tube from the
list of parts and reduce the cost below the
amount estimated for a complete set. Although the signals will not be extremely
loud with the one stage of amplification.
they will satisfy everybody but the chap
with the "tin ear" for use with a telephone
head set. The signal to static ratio is the
same with one stage of audio amplification
as with a dozen, meaning that we can bt ing
in just as many stations and get as good DX
without the use of more than two tubes
Perhaps we ought to say that we can do
better work, because of the decreased tube
noises which are alway sto be considered in
multi- stage amplifiers
A panel set with detector and one sten of
amplification is built and wlied exactly like
the outfit shown in the picture diagram by
leasing out the parts mentioned for the
second stage and by substituting the open
circuit output jack for the inteistage tack
shown.
List of Parts for Panel-Mounted 'Inner
Bal eligc-micatt j p Intl i • 7' s s
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In operating the recener the battegies
are connected to the set as shown in tht
diagram and the phones an plugged into
the jack.
After the antenna and giound
have been connected, the filaments are
lighted to a dull led by tint nut; th th ,ostat
knob. The throttle condens ,101
Loll
control knob is tumid so that the feedback to the secondai', is in, ersed
A
slight click is heaid aft q. which a " lise"
or faint hissing sound can be heaid.
The
set is now in an oscillating condition
The

detector tube is generating iadto-fiequency
oscillations.
When the tuning condenser
knob is tuined the capacitance of the vanable condenser is changed and this changes
the frequency of the generated oscillations.
Oscillations are piesent in the antenna circuit which is coupled to the secondary circuit ( wheie the 10(0 oscillations aie genelated)
Coupling the antenna circuit to the tube
circuit causes the incoming frequency and
the local frequenc
to be impressed on the
gild of the detectot tube, so that in the output of the tube we beat the resultant or beat
frequency.
Two iadio fiequencies of millions of cycles per second will beat together
so that the audio note of but seYeral hunch Ms of cycles pet second can be heard.
By moving the dial of the tuning conden.er we change the local frequenc
and the beat note
Diffeient transmitting
stations us
different transmitting fiequenctes ( each uses a ceitam definite fie(huern.%) and by changing the penod of
the local circuit ( tuning with the vanable
condenser) we may listen to any one of the
stations we wish
The amplitude of the
gild yoltage caused by the lneal oscillations
should be neatly the sanie as that caused
by the incoming os ,iii thorn, in order
to obtain the loudest signals
After " pick111g up" our station, we reduce the feedback ( amplitude of the loc il oscillations)
until the loudest signals aie obtained.
htn the recercei is opciating, it may be
found that the set goc s into and out of oscillation with a high pitched audio howl.
This may be otercome bt buinging the gild
letuin of the detector tube to the othnr side
of the filament
It is usuall\ considered
best to ictuin the dctectoi glid to the
"A" positive. " Fiinge" howl m iv sometimes be cuied by putting o 1 co 25
megohm leak across the secondary of the
audio transfoimer which does not ieduce
the amount of amplification a wit at deal

111

% KING
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NNORk

In ys inding coils for oui lecci‘ci it mikes
no ( Helene.- which may th s ale wound
‘fter the set is assembled the wiling can
be proncilY made to Rite the best opeiation
The tickle' and antenna coils should
both be at one end of the secondlry
The filament Tetuin shruld be made florn
this end of the se«inclary.
The set M'IN
iefuse to oscillate, in which case the fist
thing to do is to ,, u is( the tickler leads
Next test the B-battetv and plate ciicuit
connections
Be suie Bi- connects to the
plate. There should be a click in the plic.ne.mhen they aie plugged in with the ttibe
turned on.
A pair of phones, a dry cell, and a D
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Yoltmeter are the most useful instruments
for locating faults in the set. If the tube
does not light, it should be tested for an
open filament.
Then the filament- circuit
wiring should be traced carefully.
The
iheostat should be examined for an open
mile. the socket for a spiting prong With
the B-battelies disconnected trace
the
conc/casess

r../osed

ar,Auls are mewed byjust

tie same

as "wen. by
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LOCATING FAULTS

filament wiling horn the A-battely to ch
socket using cithei the click in the phoncs
or thc
oltmeter at 1OSS the 6- volt line. A
couple of pins on the end of the soltmetei
telminals will make it possible to wen(
the insulation for testing puiposes.
If a iegulat clicking sound is heatd in
thc phoncs when the aie connected to the
set as in legulat opeiation, it piobably
mcans that the gild leak is open oi of too
high a salue
A lowei-resistance leak
will remedy
this condition.
A pencil
mails hetwe cii gi td and filament teimnials
on the bottom of the tube ( or a line of
caibommd India ink) will seive in an
emeigencs
Two biass machine sciens in
a small Imo( e of haid tubbei oi bakehte
with the " leak" chawn between teimmals
will ica bcttci ai langement
If the filament lights but thete is no
sound in thc phones. tia cc the plate cn
cult wiling caiefully. paying attention to
the lack to sce that the phones aie not
shoi tcd
thole
If theie is a b%-pass
condenser acioss the phones, this should bc
checkul with phones oi soltmetel and batte iy to see that it is not shim t«I inside 01
b‘ some sold( t w ross the teimmals.
gild and plate teumnals of the socket may
bc bent.
An opsn secondaiy coil oi gild circuit
lcad mas cause a clicking similai to that
when tia ie is no gild leak Thc winding mas'
be tested with the Noltmettr or phones for
an open ctic ult. If no signals come tin ough
and th te is no " tuning", pi obablv thc
amble condenser is not solidi connected
across the secondais coil
D,creased signal strength may indicate that the antenna
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coil is open cet that the antenna or pound
aie off.
A shottcd gild condenser may
gise the same effect.
If no " clicking" is
heaid with the grid leak removed from the
set theie may be a sholted grid condenser,
a soldenng paste " leak" within the socket
oi acioss the grid condenser, or a poor
tube ( open gild).
Ti y a new tube, test
the grid condenser with the phones or voltmetei, or clean up any leaky paths that
are hound between gial and filament
An audio howl in the phones indicates
that the set does not slide into oscillation
quietly and stabh, as it ought. Change the
gild leak resistance.
Test the B battery
to make suie it is nem and flesh ( shunting
it with a . 002 id. bs pass condenser will
sometimes help).
\Nit Irequcntly hull the complaint that a
tuner will not %% col. at ono paiticular wavelength altho it ssoas well above and below
that Is aselength
The ieason for this almost alssar, is that the dead wavelength
is the wavelength of the antenna circuit.
By loosening the coupling to the antenna
ni bs changing the antcnna " fixed" tune
we can get lid of the tiouble.
If the
coupling is fixed we can cut a small fixed
condensei into the antenna circuit.
A
"postage stamp" condenser will do.
The
light able of capacitance depends on the
pal tic ular ant cnna
150-200 mit min
ofaiads is about light tot the average shoitwave rig. 'Ihe effect is simply to shift
the (had ya‘elctuth to some other point
cchcr it ( 1.cs not ghe tiouble foi a short
time
Oui condcnsei can be placed across
a single pole single-thiom ( SPST1 knife
switch in the antcnna tut uit
A small

Open se4 itch to put
conoenserorcoil
antenna. circuit,
shifting
tixea
tune to maXe set
05cl/tale oecr w4ot
riznfe cl/al

SET

TWO WAYS OF SHIFTING THE' DEAD SPOT' ON A
TUNER

will ha % c the cam' etlect as a small
conduisci lint shifts the " tune" in the othei
dfiection.
Opening the switch will cut it in
when we want it theie.
Now that wc havc a iccei‘ei w (irking
smoothly and vell we can listen to diffeient

111E 1:.1)1() ‘ TEUIt'S HANDBOOK

amateurs at mill
We can pi actise read
mg the code
Next me mill %% ish to be in
a position to talk mith ° thee felloms by
`,H0 Ifl -W '11 F IUNI
H 1It t
As has been e‘plamed at diffeient points
in this chapter, the ma%elength iange of a
lecener is deteimined by the sue of cod and
condense' used
Late,. me shall see that
mave-tiaps to eliminate Intel tmence fiom a
tiansmitted signal and ma‘emetcis to
measure the ft «men( % 01 N1 a‘,elength of
tiansmissions ale also built to ((Wei chile,
ent langes and that these sundally ale dc-

ISO

te tmined b% the 517e of «ril and condensei
\\,hile coils and condenseis may be adbusted to ( twee «qtam langes by the " cut
and tit" method, a little planning mith
foi mulas ot charts bungs quicker and better
lesults
Definite methods ale not masteful
of ( oil matenals.
Dote is such a chart which is so alianged
that a stiaight-edge is the only tool required
in sot% mg moblems
A numbei of diffctent
scales ate gieen on this chart, each of which
ais a ((Main definite ielation to the
others.
When the eapautv and was elength are
knom n, lay the tiller to touch these two
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salues. The salue of inductance is shown
where the fulef ciosses the inductance scale.
Flom two knonn salues the unknoun one
can he found on the ( haft. 3- inch cods are
a common sue for shoft nave norl.. Wind
the tuins,
to ‘in Inc h. nith No. 16 or No.
IS B. & S. wne and the tutus will be the

same as given at the exttcme left of the
(Aunt
The inductance of . i
inch coils can
be found ducctls limn the chart. A chart
showing the inductance of coils of other
diameters and a method of calculating inductance accufately bs substituting in a
simple foi mula is included in the Appendix.

CHAPTER VI

The Transmitter

A

divided into several sections. A typical
circuit sepatated into five parts by vertical
lines is shown. The power supply, usually
110 volts, 60 c:s des, entets on the right.
The voltage is fist stepped up to between
500 and 2500 % olts by the plate transformer,
depending on the tating of the vacuum tube
used.
This ttanstotmer supplies curient
to the plate circuit of the tube.
Next is
the tectifier which changes the alternating
cui tent to pulsating ditect current. To the
left of this is the filter. The filter smooths
out the pulses in the current from the
rectifier. The oscillator tube delivers radio
fiequencv alteinating current to the antenna cii cult.
The transfoimer, tectifier, filter, and antenna s\ stems in use ale mote or less
standardized.
For a general discussion we may consider

T the beginning it is well to think
of the tiansmitter as just an overglom n tecener. FA,ery oscillating
is
teally
a miniature
iecehet
transmitter. We want to use a little bigger equipment and more voltage, to maintain bettet adjustment and get higher output efficiency fiom our circuits than is ot dinatilj obtained in oscillating teceivers.
The tiansmittet is the heart of the station. Before ne begin on the transmitter
we should remembei all that was said about
doing a " good" job. The transmitter is
that piece of equipment that tepiesents
us on the air. Whoe‘er hears us is going to foim some opinion of our station
ftom the signals he hears. It is most important that the transmitter be built substantially and so constructed that it does
not inteifere with neighboring listeners. It
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is entiiely possible to build a set mhich will
accomplish all the nonders of distant communicat on mithout interfei ing with the
pleasuies of oui friends who listen to the
broadcast progiams.
Any Nacuum tube transmitter may be

the tiansmitter, power supply apparatus,
contiol appatatus, and ladiating appaiatus. The purpose, construction, and adjustment of each part of the transmittei
will then be mentioned.
Following the
general tieatment, power supply, keying
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and antennas will be mentioned in detail
in the following chapters.
Power supply equipment must be selected
to meet local conditions. Usually sixty-cycle
lighting current is available. Therefoie we
will not need to consider the purchase of
dynamotors, motor-generatois, or high-voltage storage cells for our power supply.
Such equipment is often desii able in isolated cases but it is expensive both to buy
and to maintain. We can more economically use the supply current at hand.
The filaments of our t/ansmitting tubes
may be heated by alteinating cui rent or
by storage cells
Alternating cui rent is
universally used foi the purpose as it insures low operating cost, long filament life,
and is convenient.
No large and messy
storage betel ies are needed. A small
transformer may be built using the information supplied in the appendix
Filament and plate transformer's may also be
purchased for ver y reasonable amounts.
The cost will depend somewhat on the sue
of the tiansformer and that is determined
by the current it must deliver and the
voltage it must maintain amiss the filament tel minals.
One vacuum tube is shoun in all th..
cacuits ne have diann. This does not
mean that only one tube can be used. Two
or three tubes may be used in parallel to
obtain greater powei outputs than on"
tube can supply.
Connecting tubes in
paiallel means connecting grid to gild,
plate to plate and filament to filament. The
efficiency of one tube is bettet than that
of sevelal, howevei. On the shorter wavelengths paiticularly it is better to use a
single tube. With more than one tube we
may get into difficulties with " parasitic"
( scillations in the inductance of leads and
the intei-electrode capacities of the tubes
The use of one tube iesults in mole certain
operating, cooler tubes, and a steadier
wave with fewer harmonics. The simpler
our oscillator circuit, the easiei it yy ill be
for us to get it noiking and to get the
"bugs" out of if. 13‘ all means lct us us"
one tube. Fei relay wollc pi obably two
UX-210's ot one vacuum tube rated at
fifty or seventy five watts plate dissipation
sill be best
An amateur using a qinee
UX-210 recently won the trophy for traffic
handlirg in a competition that was nationwide.
Tubes are usually lated at the amount
of pov er they will dissipate in heating at
the plates without damaging the tube itself
or sholtening its life.
The tubes available to amateuis are
iated at " five". " fiftv". " seyentv-five"
and " two hundred fifty", watts maximum
plate dissipation.
The filament ti ansformer should have a
continuous rating equal to the sum of the
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power required by each filament ( and to
this should be added line and iheostatic
losses if there are long leads and if a iheostat is used in the ion voltage circuit fiont
the tiansformei).
Tho rated terminal
voltage of the transmitting tube multiplied
by the flotilla' filament ( out nt of the tube
gibe the pone' taken by a filament in
yr atts.
There are tno methods of supplying
plate cui rent to a vacu urn tube tiansmittei. In the paiallel supply method a radiofrequency choke coil is connected in the
positive lead of the high voltage supply,
next to the plate
This choke coil petmits
the direct cement to flow to the plate but
prevents the iadio frequency enerry florn
flowing back to the supply smice and damaging supply equipment
Iladi" fleati"ncv
ironer is relatiYely expensive and me cannot affend to vast' a bit of it.
The negatiye pov. i load is c"nnectod
diiectly to the filament of the tube.
To
prevent the coil A ( Torn being a short cir
cuit on the high volta"e supply a cond ,ns rr
is put in th c kad ti
u the plat( to the
coil. This is callcd caller a hod thg condonsei or a indio fiequency by-pass condenser. It has a low ieactance at high
frequencies and peiniits the radio fiequency component of the plate potential t )
he applied to the condenser-coil circuit
(shoun 13‘ lical,v lines) without
'
much drop
in voltace. Tht cmdenser has almost infinite impedancA to dwect cu ,lent and prevents short dicuiting of the high 1,oltag,e
supply.
The seiies plate snpolv ny thud consists
of opening the plat( clicuit at soni‘! point
and inseiting the supplN snyce " B" bat
tel ies ai e commonly connected to receiving

PARALLEL SUPPLY

fl

SWES SUPPLY

POWER SUPPLY ( TO HARTLEY OSCILLATOR)

sets in this nay. A by-pass condenser is
connected as shun n nheie the high voltage
is brought to the set in order to complete
the radio-fiequency circuit without
'
going
back to the smico of supply. Tno chokes
are used in the plate powei leads to keep
the radio-fiequency cunents " wheie they
belong."
Of the tyyo methods, the parallel supply
method is g " clan\ the one to be meferred. When using the sex ies methods be
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sure that the positive side of the highvoltage supply is not giounded, for if it is,
the full plate potential will be impressed
between the secondary and pi mary windings of the filament transimmer with inobably disastrous lesults.
The " tenter tap" on the filament ttansfotmer should be e‘actly located in order
that the plate curt ent divides equally between the two blanches of the filament
Equal cuncnt division will lengthen th.
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METHODS OF CONNECTING TO THE
"ELECTRICAL CENTER OF THE FILAMENT CIRCUIT

life ot the tubes
It is usually most economa_al to light the filaments with altetnating ( intent. To gm_ a good unmodulated signal we must have the centm tap
lust whet° it btlongs to put ent A C. voltage fiom getting on the gild of the tube
In tiansmItting encults, the iesistancc
shown acioss the winding in the diagiam
may be it placed by two condenses of
equal ( anoint., usuallt in the neighborhood
of 002 mie tot ii ids a,h ( oti LC, and incollect methods of making a centet tap to
the filament ate shown
In the diagtain show me the dement
types of plate supply the heavy radio tiequemy ( intents citculatc in the condense!
coilcncint uhcle the heat t lincs ate drawn.
Radio
equency voltage
at e pi esc nt in
both the grid and plate ( newts of the tub(
The filament is at giound potential and the
plate powei leads are isolated ttom the
ladio-frequency voltages by the choke coil
The plate tiansfm m t supplies th( high\oltagc alteinating cciiient to thc ici. tffic
An electiolytic oi tube icctlfiel may
used to chanee the alteinating cuitent to
direct cuttent.
A iectifiet
passes the
(ut rent in one direction milt
Dui mg pnI
of the al ic inating-cut tent cycle the tectifiet
acts like a vety high iesistance and allows
no cultent to pass
By using a multt-iai
electiolytic le( tidier of two ot mole tubes
in a rectift mg intuit, a ptacfically continuous curt ent at high Nonage is dehveted
lit the lectlfiei. Some of the peaks of the
mates of the supply ( Intent aie still in the
outdid ol the re,tifiei. Them dote we ht', e
an output horn the rectifier modulated
at the supply ftequency
A signal with
15 or 20f( modulation is eit teadable and
mote pleasant to copy for a long time than
the peifect D.C. note. As it is slightly

"broader" it is easier to pick up and hold
than the D.C. note.
To make the tiansmitter quiet and noninteifet mg it is net es ai y that the platesupply be neatly pule dnect cunent
We
must keep the centei tap tv heie it belongs;
we must keep the st\tx-cycle modulated
voltages out of both oui plate and grid
citeuns. Modulation in the power supply
pioduces broad signals mole likely to inteifete with oth ,A stations Some additional
mecautions will be nccessaly in making out
keying aitangemtnts
fillet is necessait
to take the tipple out of out plate supply
oltage. A goed filut will do this well and
ffimently .
limitei consists of one or
mou gioups m sections of condtnsen s and
cods ( capa cnames and inductances) atanged between th( tectifim and the tube
A tube lectifil t is best foi a pot table outfit
Foi a petmanent Installation wc aie
going to lecommend the much maligned
clectioly tic lectitim
The cost is as low
as that of a tube itctifici. the mainlenince
s is h I
t, and the thetiolttic itctifiti
itquires less filter to gite the saint iesults
that a tube tectitim will gm
The oscillator circuit may be any one of
the fundamental en cults. The tube should
lic « mnect«1 to the tiansmitting coil 01
condensei ht short leads
The leads in th.
coil-condensel ciicuit should be 1ept as
short as possible as thete is a lot of men latine out nt th( ! c and the le,istance
losses mount tapidly with long leads
The
oscillatm mast be looselt coupled to the
antenna cncuit em iidiatmg SN ,t( ni as it is
sometimes called
The Hattie\ tit cult is
tecommended foi slam tets mn as the idjustnts ale simple ( fully (1esmbed in thm
chaptet) and a mimmum of paits is le
(piled ( which means htt cost)
Meters ate not shown in the cham -uns
that we hate discuss( d s )fat. but metei s
it e really recessaiy
to ad ust the ( newt
n I() peal,
foi
best effi( tenet ‘ fter the
set is once ad p
usted and In opm ition, nie
t s are us( ful but not net (5511
Vt e
should hat e as niant mutt is in the set a,
‘,
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LOCATING THE GRID MILLIAMMETER IN
ATRANSMITTER TO AVOID BURNOUT
we feel we can alimd. A filament voltmetct is necessatt for tungsten- filament
tubes. A filament ammetct ( a voltmetei
will do) rot " XI." filament tubes is of fist
importance
If we do not use a filament
voltmeter or some indication of the operat.
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ing tempeiature of the filament, the life
of the tube mas be much shot tened by im
proper opeiation. An indicating device
foi the frame/It is. thciefoie, a mattei of
economy
Next we need an antenna ammeter. The antenna ammeter should be
placed at the point in the antenna cticutt
white the antenna current is gicatcst ( at
the voltage node ot cuirent loop) but its
indication will be useful whetesei it is and
the exact location is not extiemely impoitant
If we can affoid it ' e should
hase a plate milhammetet of the plopet
'tinge. All mcteis should be selccted with
tegaid to the tubes emplosed and the cuitent and voltage that we may expect in the
diffelent cncuits of the tiansmitter. With
these three metcis we can get along vet y
well indeed in opciating out tiansmittci
A plate voltmeter can be used if it is available but is not sets useful alter the encuit
is once adiusted.
Another milhammeter
fen the gild-leak ( newt may be put chased after all the above have been obtained
Only by the use of indicating instunnents can we tell what is going on in
the « nun..
The satiable condenset
the transmitting coil, and the tube socket should be as
fine pieces of aipai atii as me can build ot
nut chase. Good meteis is ill he woi th while
Bus onus a f
,ss things
Make the test of
the pails soui ,,
elf
Conn« tthem in a simple di cuit such as th , Hai th s Colpitts, or
Tuned-Gi id —Tuned-Plate
You will have
good Icsuli
and the set si ill be telatiselv
inept !Isis e
110W 511.P1

111
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Let us teyicee
nefls the pi oduction of
oscillations by the sacuum tube in a ti pical ( newt. \1hen the plate N‘iltagi is ap
plied to the encuit the sudden shock causes
sonic cuitent to cm ulate in the «indenscr
coil citcuit
Ihe cuitents that flow ate at
the natin al period of the ( fluid
The
cunent flows in and out of the condens
plates at millions of ( setts pet s«ond and
theie is a soltage (hop acioss each of the
nuns of tin coil clue to the " tractance"
the coil
Reactance is a piopetts of coils
due to then indue tame and depending on
the fi quencs apolied to the coil ais)
This cut tent sets up a field linking all the
tin ns of the inductance coil
Radio- fie(penes potentials exist between each of the
tuins of thc ( oil
The gild potential conti ois the flow of
plate cutunt within the tube
The D C.
plate potcntial is constant
Thei e ale
two co time tuins between the grid and
filament
hps ( Haines
ut cuit)
The
taelio fiequency voltage actoss these tuins
is applied to the grid
The tapidly changing grid potential tends to cause changes
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to take place in the plate cut rent at radioficquency. While the plate
utient temains substantially constant, the internal
impedance of out sacuum tube is changed
at tadio hequencs ( in effect). Changing
plate impedance establishes a tacho-fiequency voltage between the filament and
plate of the tube
1he plate coil en cult is
patt of the conch nser-coil citcuit
Therefoie the condense' coil cncuit receives mote
"timcd shocks" winch keep it oscillating qt
its natural period.
This voltage cannot cause the floss of
radio frequent y cut ic tits back tin ough the
plate transfoimei, toi the ladle) fiequemy
choke cods offer a sety high impedance to
high Itequencs cuitents
This tacit° liequency voltage is impiessed across the condenser coil cinuit and causes high cunents
to flow in this cncult The energy in this circuit is called a " tank" circuit because of
that tact
The eutunt %shah flows in this
«unit s,ts up a held about the inductance
which ( Hoaxes all the turns of the induetance
This field causes a soilage to be
induccd in the gild tuins; this is applied
to the gild cn cult 01 the tub c 4.s long as
a sufficientls ' auto " fe ,dback" soltage is
supplied to the told the te ate continuous oscillations.
The tube is leans a " consto tot" of direct
cui tent «a tgs ttum soul bat t is en othet
plate supply soutee to ladle) liequencs en
ei es, is Inch sou s' ant in the antenna
The
dips ate placed on the split « ol in the
same ulanse positions shown in out (hagiams
Ihe filament (' hi) is that one in the
centei of the coil while the plate and gild
clips ate on either end
Mote tutus ate
usualls mead between the filamcnt
and the plate_ clip than between the (1'1 1mint and gul c1p
Iht position of the
clips florn the % amide condense is deti mint s the is its etc ng th 'Ihe highet the
capacitance and the tat get. the inductance
coil in the " cOndenset coil" cncud thc
gicatcr will he the wasclentith ( the \ease
length vatics as the % plate toot of the
ptoduct of inductance and capacits)
The pention of the coil between the fila
want clip and thc plaCe chp mas be ieferred
to as the " plate" coil
The part between
the filament clip and the grid dip is usually
called the " gild coil"
\\ hen the filament is heated, electrons.
neeatise patticles of electricits, are boiled
away born the filament
The plate ,f the
tube is positiscls ehaig«1 and the negativelecttons flout the hlatnent ate attracted to
it
The gild us ncarct to the filament than
the plate and if a postise chaige is put on
thc ' i ' il. it a« vitiates en speeds up the motion of th«ledions from the filament to
the plate and incicase the flow of plate current
If a negative charge is placed on the
gild it tetaids or repels the electrons so
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that most of them fall back into the filament and the plate current is small.
When the key is pressed and the tub j,
oscillating we have seen that there is a
radio-frequency current in the condense'
coil circuit. Ihis current sets up a magnetic field about the coil in which it cliculates ( the primary coil).
Transformer
action takes place and radio frequency
voltage is induced in the antenna coupling
coil ( the secondary coil). This induced voltage is of course of the same frequency as
that supplied by the tube circuit.
The
greatest cui lent flows in the antenna when
the antenna circuit is tuned to have the
same period as that of the coil circuit—and
a maximum reading on the antenna ammeter shows when this condition obtains.
The coupling between the two coils depends
both on the number of useful turns in
primary and secondary and also on the
relative position of the two coils. Coupling
can be loosened b% cutting down on the
number of turns ( of eithei coil), by drawing the coils faithei apart, or by leaning
one coil oser at an angle with respect to the
other
Eneigy stored in the tube circuits mai
be likened to the energy stored in the flywheel of a gas engine.
Circuits having
less than twice the amount of energy stored
that is wasted or lost tend to be erratic
in action. On the other hind if too much
circulating current is present in the con
densei coil circuit the " coppei losses" mil'
be hieh
Most of the stored energy should
be in the plate circuit of the tube
PLANNING 1HE TRNsMIiiIR

To design and build a tube set foi transmitting on short wares is quite simple
The choice of .ippaiatus to fit the pocketbook is probably the most difficult task
Tube transmission and the use of shoitei
and shorter wavelengths have simplified
this pioblern
The moie powerful the set
built, the more consistent the iesults 01tain«I with least effort and ( ale.
The
range of the transmute' in miles will not
differ greatly with the nower used
Lowpow ered transmitters using receiiing tubes
often give as good results in " DX" as more
powerful sets. The atmospheric ' onditions.
the maielength used and the time of
day all have greater effects on the " DX"
worked than the power input
Our transmitter may be built " bread
board" style or the apparatus can be
mounted on a panel
To keep the expens“
down, a wooden panel or baseboard should
be used
Dii oak or maple are as good
as anything else we can buy for this
Contra' y to the general superstition, I
panel- mounted set with the parts splerd
sensibly and wired correctly will give

much superior results to the hit-or-miss
layout frequently seen with leads running
helter-skelter over ever;, thing in sight. The
apparatus can be neatly arranged in eithei
style of mounting.
(110 1..11
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Before talking about the different circuits that may be uscd with a iacuum tube
to generate radio frequency oscillations,
the fundamental principle on which all oscillating circuits aie coast' ucted should be
iecalled. First it is to be remcmbeied that
whatever happens in the gild circuit of a
tube appeals in amplificd foira in the plate
circuit. In the (Lagiams of «remelts the
tickler or feedback coil was shown
As we
said, every oscillating receiver is a miniature transmitter—the principle of opehition
in such a « cilia and in a tiarisnittei 1,
the same. Every small change in voltage
on the grid of a vacuum tube causes the
same sort of a change--but an aviplifittl
change—to take place in the plate cii cult.
The change in the plate circuit takes power
from the B- batteries in the icceiyei or from
the plate supply ,sou tee in a transmitter
l'art of this amplified entigy can be coupled
back to the grid and made to go through
the vacuum tube again and again, the
pr ocess being referred to as " regenerative"
amplification. When thc energy fed back
to the grid cii cult gets bey ond a certain
amount, when the regcneiatiye Iced-back
goes beyond certain limits, oscillation takes
place continuously
It is no longer necessary to keep intio(lucing changes in the
gild voltage a, the fecd-back action is continuous
Thee is an abundance of power
in the plate source and while some of it
must he used to keep the grid sufficientl%
excited, the surplus may be coupled int )
the antenna to set up radio waves
There
are few classes of oscillating circuits
though theie are no end of variations of
each class
The Hartley seems to be about
the simplest and ther efore is the first to try
on a transmitting set 'Iftei studying out
the operating of the liai tley circuit and becoming familiar with the ad ustments it
will be easy, to understand how other «ri
rangements work. In reading about circuits
remember that the principle behind all is
the same, the differences being in the arrangement of apparatus for doing the job
Fundamentall% there are only two 7(n eral diyisions of oscillating circuits; tho
employ ing capactiie coupling ( condensers)
to feed back energy from the plate to the
pi id circuit, and those using inductive
coupling ( coils). All others are modifications of these two general classes
The choice of a transmitting circuit
not of great importance
There is no ex
cuse for most of the variations from the
standard and simple circuits that ate used
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The principle of feeding back r.f. voltage
horn the plate to the grid circuit to produce continuous oscillations is the same in
all vacuum- tube oscillator circuits.
Inductance and capacitance determine the
wavelength in every vacuum tube circuit

energy from the plate circuit. Some method
of making all of these adjustments is to be
found in evely satisfactory circuit. In fact
a circuit is nothing more than a combination of the necessities for making such ad-

To
Filbet

Colpsits
CLASSES OF OSCILLATING

Hari/e9
CIRCUITS

In the Hartley circuit the filament of the
tube is connected to the middle of the cot/
and the plate and grid connections are
made to the extreme ends of the coil. In
the Colpitts cii cult the filament of the tube
is connected between two (ondtitsris and
the plate and gild connections aie made to
the other condenser terminals. In one ariangcment the tube gets its feedback inductive ly, in the other the capacitative voltage chops take ewe of the feedback.
The liai ( ley circuit has the tuning con
dense' across some of the turns both in
the gild and in the plate part of the coil.
When the condenser is entirely across
plate turns, the circuit is a " tuned plate"
circuit. When it is across the grid turns
we have a " tuned-grid" calcuit.
The Armstrong or Tuned-grid Tunedplate operates due to the feed-back capacity
in the tube itself ( the intei-electrode ca
pacity between plate and grid). The plate
and grid circuits aie tuned fairly closely co
the saine wavelength.
A change in the
grid clicuit is passed along in the plate
clicuit--amplified. This sets the L- C plate
circuit oscillating. Sufficient of the energy
is fed back to the grid thru the grid-plate
capacity within the tube itself to cause the
oscillating acticn to continue.
While we
shall mainly talk about the Hartley circuit,
we have included some explanation of precautions that should be ohs(
ed in adjusting the Armstrong circuit which is populat
in some parts of the country.
In every tiansmitter pio , lision is madc
to time the condensei-coil ( iicuits to the
requii ed wavelength, to tune the antenna
circuit to resonance with the plate circuit
and to vale the amount of energy fed int.)
the gild el tend fiorn the plate circuit ( the
rrid excitation,.
Other means are provided to adiust the gi id bias, to match the
impedance of the plate ciicuit with the
output impedance of the tube, and to adjust the antenna load to that value which
will allow the most efficient transfer of

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED HARTLEY

To Filler

Cganei Cx must
stand lu//p/ale vo/fage‘e
of cot

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED COLP ITT5

A

o is amp RFAmmeter C2 C3 00025111 (max)
3 5 rinCrohenrieS
000.9.1.
R- /
0000‘elone US 210) Lp LI 4 Ph for4ometers
135fib for.90 ,',e/ers
S000w(two tubes uspane/el
C4 C5 - 00005 lit (max)

TUNED- GRID TUNED PLATE (
ARMSTRONG)
COMMON TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS
justments. These adjustments are made in
every transmitter to get the largest possible
output without exceeding the limits of the
tube, alwaits maintaining a steady cicancut signal.
The Hartley, Colpitts and Armstiong cir-
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cults are inherently stable for they hase
plenty of stored energy in the tuned condenser-coil circuit.
Any of the fundamental circuits can be adapted to any of
the useful amateur wave- bands.
All the circuits we have mentioned are
usually magnetically coupled to the antenna morn
It the transmitting coil is
properls built to hase loss distributed capacitance, either the Hartley, Colintts or
Armstrong circuits will give good results
Closels spaced coils of edgewise wound
copper strip and closely wound pancake
cods has e high distubuted capacitance
which results in inter loe king contr ols. Such
coils ai e of little salue in Uorking below
100 meters.
The Master Os( ' Bator en curt is really
not a separate ( ircurt to be considered by
itself. A tube is used as oscillator with
Battles, As
or Colpitts arrangement.
lhe output of this is used to control the
gr id circuit of a second tube which acts as
a power amplifier
The output coil ( plate
coil) of the amplifier is coupled to the antenna
The adsantage of this ssstem is
the constancy of the oscillation frequencs
that can be obtained
All the power in the
plate circuit of the power amplifier is
as ailable for coupling to the antenna, the
gild losses of the amplifier being supplied
from the master oscillator
eHO le 1 01
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Most important at tit st is the selection
of sacuum tubes. Loss
powered transmitters using re«qving tubes with a " B"
batters plate suppls are eass to construe t
Larger transmitters use larger tubes which
require highec soilage ,'and a greater expenditure of mones. 'they are about as
easily built, how es er.
For all pi actic al pm poses we mill not
need to rernes e the bases from any tubes
In expel imenting mrth 5 meters and shorter
as elengths it is sometimes helpful to
take off thc tube bases to rechice the capacitance between tub( leads
This was
especialls
true of the old metal- based
tubes
The new " I`X" bases have much
reduced the between-lead capacitance, howeser.
Most amateur s use one or two UX 210
tubes, one CV 20 - A or I'X'352 tube for
ansmittmg.
Either larger or smaller
tubes can be used. The cost of the trans
mitter varic s depending on the tubes used
We recommend that the nev station-builder
start in with
UX 210 ( 71, wailer) or
possilds with a couple of 1'X- 201- A's ( 5solt receiving tubes). The set can be built
of standard rec ers mg par ts with a few exceptions
Supposing that UX-201-A's are

used with a " B" plate supply of 200 Notts,
later on the power can be increased with
out throwing away the original equipment just by buy ing sonic 1,X-210's and
additional plate supply
equipment. The
same sockets, coils, and parts mill seise.
Sangamo fixed recersing condensers will
stand up very well for grid and plate con
densers if L'X 210's or smaller tubes are
used with not oset 500 solts on the plate
Bigger tubes will require condensers has
a higher soltage breakdown
The 1.4.'1015 condenser or
other mica-insulated
product ( see (2S"' adsertase ments) ss ill
be suitable im this.
Bigger tubes and
higher voltages will require variable condensers with widely spaced plates. Receiv
ing condensers will do for antenna and primars tuning condensers for the 11X-210
tubes
Several *well known manufactur ers
make good transmitting condensers.
An
well built condenser of the right
capacitance is ill seise. Built-up condensers
can have eser y other plate remosed to in
crease the spacing and soltage breakdown.
Remember that the capacitance decreases
apidly ( doubling the spacing gises onehalf the capacitan«) as the spacing increases. Taking out plates reduces the
total area and results in a further decrease
in capacitance.
In making ttan ,,mitting
condensers by this method we must start
with a large laming condenser
A . 001
uf condenser has mg one-half the plates remos ed and the rcmainder double spaced
has a maximum capacitance of about . 00025
ref
The De Forest H tube gises best results
when used with a high grid bias.
Mhile
tubes with a loss plate impedance will work
well with a gi'd leak of about 5,000 ohms
(2.500 ohms when two tubes are used in
parallel), the output and efficrencs of the
H tube chops rapidly when the grid resist
ante is less than 15,000 ohms
A grid
bras resistance as high as 20,000 ohms can
be use(' advantageously. The leads of the
H tube are In ought out through the glass
at different points which makes the Interelement capacity low so this tube is e•-,
pecialls useful for lise meter experimental
nor k
A list of some of the tubes that can be
used
for
transmitting
follows
Radio
Cor poration tubes can be obtained through
local dealers and when there is none who
handles the desired article, you mas order
direct from the Sales Department of that
(empans -,Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway, New York Crts. The same tubes are
furnished under C and CX numbers by
E T Cunningham, Inc , through distributor s in all parts of the country.
Western
Electric tubes can usually be obtained in
Canada from the Northern Electric Co
The higher the plate voltage applied to
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the tubes the lower the inteinal plate impedance of the tubes.
The ratings ale
those given the tubes by the manufactuieis
The figuies foi plate impedance are made
horn measurements at the rated plate voltage with zeio 'voltage. The plate cuirent which the tube will safely stand ahen
~1110111y is that given in the table. The
stated toltages than can be used in the plate
encuit are consei Native
When adiustments ot the set aie made, use low applied
toltages for safety, incieasmg the value as
the best adjustment is found.
High impedance tubes need mans helix
tut ns in the plate circuit to wmk efficiently.
E \ tet nal and inteinal plate impedant
should be equal for best power tianstei
When tubes are connected in parallel the
external plate impedance for best working conditions will be lower ( less Wins)
than when a single tube is used.
Tubes
having widelt claming plate impedances
will not modk well together ( in parallel)
as oscillatm s in ordinary circuits.
fhe UX 852 is an excellent mediumpow et tiansmitting tube which has exemely low intei-electiode capacities and
good insulation so that theie is little dangei
of flashover. Gild and plate and filament
leads aie In ought out sepaiatclt through
the glass. The tube iating is consei atne,
having a large lugged plate with wings of
ample size toi heat dissipation. The plate
impedance is a little higher than that of
the 20.1-A or 201-A.
A gild leak value
of between 15,000 and 20,000 ohms ( or a
bias of « ,bout 130 ( Its) is iecommended toi
use with one of these tubes as an oscilIdiot
Because of the low inter-electrode
capacities it is a fine tube to go down to
the shottei watelengths without trouble
In a Hai Het cncuit the capa it
in the
condenser-« ml enctut can be made larger
than usual for a gnen watelength, which
tends to swamp out the effect of the tube
capacities ( which is valiable undo] operating conditions) and make the signals Net v
steady.
In a tuned-plate—tuned-grid atangement, laiger plate-blocking and ginl
condenseis man be used than with othei
tubes, because of this same low plate-grid
capacitt which will otheiwise ieduce the
feed-back.
It mat be well to mention the () haw,
classes of some of the Westetn Electric
tubes for the information of those am-ttems who happen to have such tubes. The
211-A ( G) tube takes a filament cuirent of
1.4 ampmes. The proper filament voltage
is indicated lit the ',milli letter stamped in
the glass as follows: A, 8.7-9.0; B, 90-9.23;
C. 925 93; D, 95-9 75; E, 9.75-10.0. The
W.E. 250-watters, known as the 212-A, requite a filament cuiient of 6I t ampeies and
the soltage classes are as follows: A. 10.75-
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11 00; B. 11 00-11.23; , 11.25-11.50;
11.50-11.75; E, 11 75-12 00.

D,

The output iatings of % aims tubes used
as oscillatois aie gitcn in the table of tube
characteristics with some exceptions. The
smaller tubes fm use in leceiveis and power
amplifieis can also be used for transmitting
with good Jesuits.
Values indicated by
asterisks iepiesent maxlmum und,stalted
output in amplifiel ( Inuits and considerably larger outputs may be obtained when
using the tubes as oscillatois
As all these
tubes are rated on the same basis ( undistotted output ( a total available output if

1HE 1A- S32

the' e is no astensk) then sultabilitt lot
use in low- pow ci tinnsmitteis is indicated.
The ¡ IX 210. 171, 112, 120, 201-A and 199
should lx select«I in the otdei gis en.

HUH DING
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Het e is a tiansmittei that can be put together for acost less than that of a standard
bioadcast lecenei 1though many amateurs have communic atecl os er thous mds
of miles using a ,,
ingle recening tube
(11V-199 or 1:X- 201-A) we aie not going
to regaul that as satistar toiv equipment foi
a nal bansialth r.
With the right location, tat oiable conditions, and opmated
come one with expenence, it is peifectly
possible to duplicate low - pow ci Iec ords. The
outfits we are going to desmbe for et el Nday work can be used with receiving tubes
—but then eflectneness will be moue than
doubled by using one so called 7'2 matter,

Tubes

Fil.
Volts

L.5 -216
LT X-216-11
L. -217-A
IL\ 217-C
ITX-574
5.-876
▪ -SS6
UV-877

Plate
Volts

06
10
25
1 00
0 25
25
125
5
35
1 1-1
6 50
3 25
3 25
3 25
14 75
3 85
14 75
1 05
1 75
25
15 50
2 35
5
1 60
1 00
135
340
3 00
6 25
60
25
20

95

45
10,2_221 ;
45
100
120
22 1 -45
135157 12
180
350
350-425
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
15,000
90-135
45
90-180
2000
3000
135
350
150

Plate
MHOamps

1

15
10
15
65
20
45
60
150
125
125
75
250
200
135
35
50
7
875
50
60
40
9

Plate
Mutual
Voltage
Impedance Conductance Amplification
(ohms)
micromh es)
Factor ii

16,500
9000

380

410
8000
725
15,000
400
6600
500
4800-8b00 1670-890
2000-2500 1500-1200
4000
1875
3500
1500
3000
3300
5000
5000
1900
6300
6000-9000 2000-1300
3000
5000
5000
5000
225,000
300
9400
875
9400-11,300
820
60,000
900
850
23,500
High
6500
3500
2000
4000
1000

350
40
4000
125
4000
750
3500
85
1000
175
2000
1600
1500
150
2000
90
35,000
220
65
( ‘ C im., per plate)
75
2 35
350 ( AC rms)
60
75
1 25
550 (.1C, ims)
65
10
3 25
1500 ( AC rills)
200
10
3 '5
3000 ( AC rms)
200
\ol drop, 90 V DC; Starting 5ol , 125 DC; Max ( ur, 50 mil DC
Current i
ating, 1 7amps, Vol drop, 40 60 volts
Current rating, 2 05 amps, 5ol drop, 10 60 ‘ olts

1750

6 25

Output
Rating
(Watts)

Use

007*

75
80
015- 055*
6
007*
33
110*
7 9-8 0
195- 040*
30
700- 130'
75
5
7 6 ( 34-1 54*) 71,2
15
50
25
50
12
50-100
12
75-100
25
250
25
250
280
1000
82
16*
82
le
30
20
1000

56
7

3000

12

5000
260

16
65

5
5
5
50
30
250
250

Det-amp.
Det.
Det
Det-amp
Det-amp
Det-amp.-osc.
Det -amp.-osc
Pwr. amp -ose.
Pwr. amp.-osc.
09C.

Ose -pwr. amp.
Osc.-pwr. amp
Osc.-pwr. amp.
Mod.ose.
09C
Ose
Ose.
Ose
Amp -ose.
Det -amp
Volt amp.
Ose.
Ose.
Pwr.-amp.-ose.
Ampose
Amp -ose.
Amp -ose
Amp -ose
Amp -ose
Amp -ose
Amp -osc
Det -amp
Full wave rect

Half wave rect
Half v, at eieet.
Half wave rect
Half wave rect.
ol. reg tube
Ballast tube
Ballast tube
Proteeth etube
*These values are by no means the nia, union plate output.
The maximum unchstolted output at the proper B and C battery voltages
is indicated. Other values in this column indicate output in watts
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ITX-U\ - 199
— 3 0
U X-200
50
1.1X-200-4
50
UV-201
50
LTX-201-A
50
11
5
1
5D-11-12
UX-120
30
UX-112
50
UX-171
50
UV-202-C-302
75
UX-210-CX-310 6 0-7 5
UV-203
10 0
UV-203-A
10 0
UV-211-VT4B 10 0
UX-852
10
UV-204
11 0
UV-204-A
11 0
UV-206
11 0
CX-326(&C fil ) 1 5
C-327(AC fil )
25
UX-240-CX-340 5 0
UV-851
11 0
DeForest H
10 0
DeForest DV7
5
• E 205-D
44
60
• E 216-A
.E. 205-BVT-2( E)
70
S 7-10
W E 211-A(G)
W E 211-D
100
51 . E.212-A(J)
10 75-12
55.E 212-1)
14 0
5N E 215-A(N)
S-1 1
1.X-213
30

FII.
Amps

BUILDING A STATION

two of 'cm if > ou can arlord and want to
put out a signal with a good wallop.
It would be foolish to speedy the " tango"
of the tiansmittci - the lc ale too many
tanalic quantities
The liai th
Colpitts,
Tuned-gild—Tuned-plate, in fact any of the
fundanu ntal uit tins uill se is enu h.
out
location has nothow, to do with the " best"
circuit to use. 'the best antenna will depend somewhat on th( location and the
limitations it imposts—but it will not leallv
need to \sous us for the shott w he, will
get out fine horn esen a wne clothes line.
If an indocn antenna 1, all that i possible
use it. but if tittle is a ma> to gct a wire
out in the open by all means take ads antage
of it. A next/ ‘pit( nna on the toot with t
long fe«Ict will tits e to take the place of
simpler ss stems it sou me at the bottom
of an an shaft. but most of us alt not that
unfoitunat(
You iesults will ch trend on
the way Nour ti ansnl it t is adjust d, thc
amount of time and slsill Nou use in " pounding bias.," and op( tating the teethe'
You
can duplicate with fan lc gulaut> all > out
otk cm opt the s iN most di , tant
Keep at
the set long cnough and sou can pile up
txx aids osci distances as great as those an
station ha
csci
oseicd regaidless of
pow er
St tion ,-, onned by amatetn s hke
'toux self lis ng in users, cis limed country in
the vs > ii Li ss ill be it
finget tips. Besides talking with friends in different parts
of the , ) en ti y sou can i( adilv
tin touch
with fen own amati uts aft ci sou has( had a
little expel tente in °I-Kull mg the set
The Ilaitley ( mud using cods of the
ught sue tot each masel( ngth band is
fiemble, and
as to undeistand
The pet foi malice if one UX-210 with a few
hundied volts on the plate will Rise us most
foi out morn s lions the standpoint of lesults and sati fa( tion
Ily careful constinetuin, noise counlmg to the antenna, and a
Lulls high tab() at ( iv( it nu c to induct
an« in the pi niai s tuning ( malt ( to
sw amo out the sai lai le inn i( 1( unlit tube
capad it ), we can sc(
ethe de su cd st( whin s, of note. Cis stal cont1 ol ss ill give the
ultimate in steadnu s but the additional
app al vt u, necessai N inais
it1. slai ( Oral ol
iinri
tu al for the tit st ti insmitt ,t
Th s ts N‘e show lute ate Iai telegt nth
woik & tadiophotte tiarsmitter is not
reads as pia( tu 1 nd us tul
telephone
set W ill bc mai e i is ns.s(
it NN ill ci ca te
inlet fei
e. it mill t
1)0w Ci to
cover any distance, static mill interfere
mole with icc( at 1011, th( power supply
couinment and ( Mild', ITIU'd be mote complex in ender that ( nu iachophone bc decently good. If you Jurist expetiment with
sake work you ( an use an , of the sets
des( ribed with a f
hmg( sto give a put e
direct curt ent Plat( sunply and a means for
some modulation
Dense' er. vhv Win a
good telegraph set n ith a iange of one to
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ten thousand miles into a medicine tadiophone outfit which will prose untenable toi
accurate communication °set distanccs?
TelegiaphIng amateuis the uolld osei u,e
the English language for then consetsa
bons by teen() and ate at yout command.
Less than one out of csety bundled stations on the amateur bands is inteiested in
two-way Noice transmission. It follows that
the set we ate now going to show is a teleeraph set, completely piactical and ine \pensis e. The total cost Mill be onls about
'1)25 00 though of coutse kev, blament-he ding and plate supply tiansfouncrs, electiolytic iectifict and fillet will add a little to
this. It makes little diffetence mhethei sou
buy all the material from the list 01 get a
whole tiansnuttei hit at once.
List of Material
liaidwood bastbo (1 1 " • si • is"
1 Ilaidinood, h ird tolibei 01 1- il iliti p aid
2 250 uuf ( Ii0u2í ut ) % ai t bit. re ea in
1 1000 nut
I liii ut I loud icceOin
S.li,

1

•

4

con Ic ris
ii,i • tit n-

tellt

Ill/ I
I002 'if I It‘ed ri Lenin_ pl ite
ondensi I iSaro..amoi
1 10(10 ohm I tvite glut lc
s Oct
suitable)
I Standard btse tube sock( t foi
jh
UV or UN
base Lola..
1 2 ohm theostat y. ith (
ing
t% of tbuit 2
amp( as
2 \mas-tice lamps •• ith so( I ( ts fb • oit tuto
r ish
lamps •• ill also dot
1 31,.. soh flashlight lamp 'aith nonitt(nt( 1,1
1 Bak( lite lot hard rubbct ) terni n il still, 1, 1"
x 6"
I flak, litc ( or hard rubber ) ti rmui il Atli« 1« ' •
I.
3"
6 Binding po
or I ihnstoels clips
1 lb
No
2S ot
No .30 double tocton
iii'.
(D C C I maent t
lout
1 cardboard Ion non(' I foi ni 1" di anct, u ir I
for R F choke
ft No 12 cnamcial hail (travail tom '
alit it
ant coupling ( colt
I Haidviood saws 1 " • ,.." • 1
dual hobs ind
push ••
thrii i h for ( Cup in • ( - 1 spi et
damping
nd of on( still, to iii lic, ti fin
svi act mountin
t.« tbust couplinz
s
ith «et aphl
2 pointcrs or di il
foi ail install. th(
le
dt ns( is
7 •' 1( ro,f.hs ( f 'so 12Ii, sit I, Itoll, ( id
3 I foot. lent Or- of No 12 in No 11 tino I Ito, mu(
3 1111tii Ilci ti st
lip,
1Ic « 1 • at •••• ii, ta I
of th( I« ol co tic d
2 bias, «Inglis 1 " • 2' lot suppoi tinz. panc Ion b ist
2 brass ' ugh s 1 « " •
i" foi suppio t,n ,coil
10 No 6 «' « mind he il Ur u-,, '.sood sc.ieus
I If\ ' 10 sac IIIIM 'bib(
H irdviood ( nuipli 1 sttip 1' " • ^ « " • to
«n o « i
t«.« 1
pet sot, ifii itions
n lit
2 punts I," wall 3 outsiili cli imcti
n 11 -. I Itt
or Hod Rubb,
tul

I 20 1 0

If a set using ici esing tubes is pl timed,
one can gct along ss ' thole a filament salt
meter
A 1.-Y-210 tun horn a stenage bqttet y without a soltmeter will be sitisfaetoty. A soltmetet is mainly useful with t
sanable alteinating cuitent supply foi
ment heating. The biggei the tubes used
the more impoitant it is foi protecting the
filaments and instil ing long tube life. The
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imestment is not yet y gi eat and the use of
such an instiument ( an be tel.:aided as
optional, it Is conYttuent but not absolutely
nec(s.„0\
A good 0 150 m.a. nulhammetet costs
about '4,8 00 :ill( h an instiument i desnable in a set us ng lai g Y‘utium tubes
Meteis me almost a necessity to ursine that
tubes ancipeiating und i th best adjust
ment'..
Th
milhammetet should be eonnetted in the ut gat
kad hom the high
voltage SOU> ( t to the tubes to show the
plate ( un ,nt aloe
Placed th( n ut is vet y
neaily at mound potential and ean be
handl«I sil> h w 1th( ut. ding().
A small but tau t\ good outfit c‘m be built
using no nuteis at all
k ..' volt fl tshlight
bulb
ith a win of
iable length shuntiii ..t it to pies cut but
ut will do lot a

NIMPI E % ND

INI'XPENSIN

Wally to shot ten the leads from the condense) , to the coil
Thc main ( oil is 34 inch
aboie the baseboaid. one of the .suppotting
Maekets being at the « Met instead of at
the end so the coupling coil can be slid °Yet
the end of the main «tit ii necessai . No
detailed panel or baselmaid la\ outs tt
glycn as it is not nee ess ti y to Pillow any
plan to such extremes to get good tesults
It is well fut \OU to follow the gene:1,11 plan
shown in the photogtaphs as the impottant
leads ate of minimum length when these
layouts ale duplu at
little study of " Ham-.1c1 " in the latest
QS/' often will show when. good appmatus
ma \ be picked up at a sas mg
Make out a
list of the appatatus that SOU SS ill ne«1
(heck os et the items, mai king the pans
that yctu ah eads has(
Look oy ( t the

LOIN-PODF12

SENDINI. .s1.1

'Soit tartfulh the position of the tuse clips on the goil

nsonan« indusftoi in the antenna ( Inuit
iii place of an antenna amuutet
tsing it
«Ring tubes, no shunt will be needed
photomaph of this low - pow ti nails
mate' shows the complete ass mbly '1h(
t« diofi (men( y thoke coil
at k t)
is
wound of about 150 tut os of No 10 D(
magnet wile on the cat dboard loi in 11_ inc h
chanutet and held in pla« lit the con
n« ting bus s', it mg
It Is krpt as la> it ern
the late( « ill as possibl and at tight angles
to it.
o the tight of the tI\ 210 ( attached
to the plat, lei minal of the sol cti is the
002 uf plate blocking condenser
Ditectly
at the left of the tube is the 001 uf Sangam° bxed ( mule nsei list I as a gnd
dense'
Sold( 1«1 to th( lumina]s ot this
on tenser is the Ias ite mid leak
Both
gild and plate condensers ate mounted set

mauling items
Co thin Qtir and old
appanuus ou send lot eatalogs and in! o!
niation hom the
dealers who acheitts.
then
Be sute to get pans th tt at t ge od
mechanically and electrically
No n”\\ ( il
fancily gotten up " fixings" are needed. M e
cannot attend to pay lot " hills"
Standat.I
fittings limn nputable manulactun is «u.
be st.
The tiansnnttet is wiled as shown in the
schematic diagiam • and in the illustration
The photomaph shows the gcncial ai tang(
ment of nans as well as ,tcleat panne of
the wiling
The se Wm; of the lett hand
condenset and the immix.' of tutus hence( n
the two uppermost clips detennme th”
st as elength The antenna coupling coil and
tilt senes condenser ate on the tight, th,
1. 1X-210 and filament theostat in the center

BL11.1)1N(1 $ 1.1110N

1he time low ( 1dips limn lett to tight cue
the gild, filament and plat( « Lc uit clips
Th( pow ( 1 Input terminals ale on the ex
tit me hit w hile the RI
output to the
antenna is on th c (\ tie nu iight
A flash
ii :Ott lamp in the upp t' tight hand «um I
if the panel 'thow w h( n the ante nna (
lilt
Is in it sonan« ‘ mas ti« lamps on i
tii hi

St

(online(' to th ncighln thood tut the « al
('oils mad«d « Ig( t 1`,L
ound topp t
hate huth ( Ist i
' tutted tti, ' Lame
wInch can be it « Iht sita( mg the w flutings a con,ulet able di ,tam ( butte ecn twins
Sattsta( tot t « tils ( an also be made hc
space w iiiiling
ts ii..
oa
,h(leton
foini
Coils of \ o II ni\o 12 « lanai tt iii. w ill
fIK lend\
handle th«tkigt hum st t•-•
cc host output is not mot( than 50 ( a. 7)

ANT
qh
tc,ye.

RFC
1/011/.9

Pr/nary

To uo bv/i
Hoot'my»

O

A
tow Voitaide
1111.
CPSE

C)
TrIE INDUCTIVELY COUPLED HARTLEY
CIRCUIT

sl 111.11111 I( Ill t(.11t ‘ 111 IOR
POS', IR IR 1 \ stir Ill It

I IOtt

sidc ( it th( filanunt th(ostat tnal)1( u, to
connet to the '' cicctinal( entct
of th( fila
nu nt (
tilt.

III ttNstll IIIN( (

s

SINIPI.1 SI

Fust.

l'Olt1 It SI I'l'l S ( lint II
Iltt's.s111111R

IOR

t thrtt-n nid. ni, transforme, or stparate iii trot nt and
plait translotra.o
in is I/1. used
Iht
soul put out
its 1 transmitttr pith suth .11 potter soup's rs knoun
is t( ( Vt

Jht
V, lit
Ma\
g t V. «
ii in but the
total loss m ,mall
liansmitting
nui -t
Ie ni ( hank all
stilistantial
w tie
spaced w it h glas, be
w ill do 1oi «, low
pow (
t, ( opin t tulinn., of
16
oi ' t"
(ham( te
x« 11 nt 101 tiansmitte us ol
ot ( t 100 watts output
tolls
e ( asilt put
togeth -i
mid« 1 ( cppet tubing lit
di tiling hoh s ti. sue ( it the tubin', mn , oint
haul wood
ot th. tight It ngth,
splitting th c
th( n insetting th tub
mg and clamping th( '' fit p'. tog( tilt t t thc
limb. cc it It huge m t(
s( t ( s
ttatts

111( I st « oil. to U , in
oui ttansmitte
tt ill I, of small tnoturh dhoti( te I O th it
(lips ( iii be a(Inist«I tin ' plate
tilt ns ' and " gi id tui n, ' without
tinning had, mound to the other
side of the « id Flom a them( beat standpoint, coils hat ( simplt
inductance
actk allt
e me( t
it
a some uhat (Inlet tut
that gets se Hous on the , hoit
( mat uIt ngths
All elk hat(
une ( 11,tiibuted calm( dam( la
tw
n tl
dii f ( tent turns
e
hat ( u sistane e depe nek lit on th,
mat( tial, swc, spacing oi th,
N1 iii, ctIld lit ( ti( ill t
The iii
ut dis(nbution in each Win ot
it
pc nds on the trequ ,ne
1(.0\11'111E S1.1 01 II tIVuii ttOl \ ( 011S
Il igh-ftequen.t cult( nt, licit (
the three., toils at the Itft art inter, haro... able in Ille transmittet
the
ut fa« of condm tot
mt
for %% huh thtt mtrt huilt
Nott 010 do torts,
supportine.
on th( nit( tloi
Oui iiI mu,t
them are bent so th it tai h tool
Iht samt htieht and the lett
tath toil rtst in the samt pit ts Mine Imood lottmon too
1)«1« ntlt
pi () poi tlimed
so
mood sirens phith art lotostnid slight', phtn thangtng 1111111%
that tiii., tk Id about the
cod
11 he too toils on the right art antenna loading tools.
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Ihe ideal coil is probably made of flats\ Ise- mound metal strip on notched Pyrex
glass foims. Edgewise-wound coils such as
ale soma nies used aie quite unsuitable foi
use in a Ifaitley ciicuit for shorter wavelengths than 100 mete's. They have high
distributed capacitance unless the turns are
spaced tai apatt. \‘ hen used loi high fiequency %yolk the Hartley mend degener—
ates into an ai iangement haying the tuning
adjustment inteilocking with the impedance adjustment.
No piunaly condenser
can be used adsantageously and the outfit
noas on the distiibuted coil capacitance
If me adjust our coil so that the tube moils ,
into the light impedance ( plate turns) foi
greatest powei tiansfer, we are operating
otl-waselength.
Shifting the wavelength
within the amatcui band, our efficiency is
lost. Flatwise-mound ( oils have lower distiibuted capacitance than edgewise-wound
°I pancake coils. A piactical and inexpensise coil constiuction is shown.
Using flatwise wound coils having loss
distiibuted capacitance, you can use a shunt
pi imary tuning condenser even when wolkmg on 20 mete's. Below 20 meteis waselength, the eflect of distiibuted capacitance
will be rather great whatever coils are
used, pc it of it being the inter-tuin capad tan« of the coils, the iest being clue to the
capacits between leads. The use of some
lumped capacitance is highly recommended
when possible as it prevents the interlocking en (larelent adjustments and makes the
«u nits both flexible and stable. A large
salue of capacity and a small number of
twins in the condenser-coil circuit always
make for a steady signal.
Youi local caipenter can notch the six
wooden stiips foi you cr You can do the

20 20

40

50

00

TO

00

40

00 00

20

00 140

SO

60 170

430 140T00

WAVELENGTH

NINI. CI FINES FOR 312INCH COILS
These are v,ound of %" hrass strip spaced
taccn turns ti e, with 1 2"). WaNelengths gnu' are
for condenser across tntire cod.

whole job yourself. As the local woodwoiking shop only asks about fifty cents for
such a lob it is scaicely worth the effort ln
our part.

On two shoit pieces of hard rubber tubing
(or wooden ends) aie bolted six oak ships
which have been notched and boiled in
paraffin to keep out mop- tote. One 6.32
hi ass machine seiew mill hold them fiimls
in place. Cut a stung which Ns ill just go
alound the tublxi tun,
Dis me it into six
parts while it lics flat on thc table. Then
wrap the string cuound the tube again and
dull holes is hole the maiks appeal on the
string.
Computing the inductance ( see method
explained in Appendix) ot the coils shown
in the photogiaph gis es us ch' following in
ductance values foi each.
Left to right:

TI
1,4

LINES TOR S DI ILME1112 ( Oil S iSlill
SPICING BEA NI I \ TIIL II FINS

139 uh, 2.5; oh. •
uh, 11 2 oh. 31 t) oh
Actual measuit ntc nt , mad
on fhe s ' yin
and ten-tut n coils using a ] noun capacitance and a \
Inc tic and oi% too in 01.
formula ( M as ckogth equals 1•>) 5
the squale
I( -it
of inductance times
capacitance, %% hue th , quantities are cn
metei s, mo 1ohem s, and mi OliO ads iespectmels ) foi the inductance gave 3.3oh
and 9.3ith in teat! of 251oh and 8.64tch
the diffeience of course bcing due to the
fact that the inesen« of some distlibut«1
capacitance itused the Ni cii elength mecum ed.
Nes erthc less, these
iatucs ait SUI pl is'
ingly close showing that thc flat's Ise V, ouad
coils hase successfully kept the distributed
capacitance at a minimum
s mould he
expected, the app lient clef ct nu' in values
is greatest on the smallei «nls because tho
leads between coil and condensei make up
a larger part of thc ( newt N‘ Oh the small
coils and the disti
capacitanc eof leads
amounts to mole en tin_ shot ter m elengths.
Eighty meteis is best foi the beginnei to
use and a Nei\ useful ss iselcngth tor allaround amateur communication. The 150
200 meter N{, as ehngth c; also good to use
There is less likelihood of interference with
neighboiing bioadcast listeneis if we us
the shorter wayelengths

BUILDING A STATION

For coils in a transmitter using a couple
of UV- 201- A's. or a UV- 204-A, flatwisewound strip •k," or '
2" wide, spaced the
width of the strip, will be useful. Our re(using tube transmitter can use a coil of
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11 ,, % NI) 5 COILS or 1. ' STRIP
SPA( ING BETWENN TURNS

wne on a cardboard four) if necessary. The
best thing to build for all-around use, howcool,
ill be a group of Intel changeable
coils of ', 4" hi ass or copper strip. A good

tt, ¡ so Band.

Coil
Diann e,e

150-200
75 S5 7
17.1-12 is
1S 7 21 1

11_"

so the strip will slip into place easily. Vt hen
the strips are staggered the right amount
strip number 1 can be placed next strip
number 6 and the gooses will progress
uniformly as shown by the clotted line.
The staggering is necessary in order to
give the proper pitch to the minding that
will be put on later
A hole is chilled onehalf inch from the ends of each strip using
a No. 27 drill. After soaking the ships in
boiling paraffin 1or at least an hour they can
be removed.
Despite the fact that the
paraffin is not \ 1,11 ,1e on the surface of the
wood, the wood is impervious to moisture
and full of paraffin. Now you can bolt the
wooden strips to the end rings which were
piesiously drilled, taking care to see that
they are put on in the cor iect order and that
none of them is resersed in the process
It
is a good idea to number the ends of th )
strips when they are first sawed to (wend
ouble.
The brass ( or copper) strip is next wound
on after anchoring the end with a wood
screw or a brass machine screw as shown
in the diagram. If one long strip is not
asailable it will be necessary to solder
shorter lengths together before starting the
winding on the form
After the winding is

Ma \ Cap of Vdl iable
Iunine Conden.er ett

.0005 ( or a .00025
shunted with a
00025 condenser)
00025
00025
.00125

coil will nnin os e the lc( eis mg tube transmitter and will be useful when we increase
power to a couple of UX-210's
Here are
the dimensions for three coils that will cover
four amateur hands when the right tuning
condenser arrang ,mcnt is us ,d.
The ( ut shows hiss the not( lud strips are
laid out
All six oak strips can
be sawed straight across in a
miter-hox to a depth of 1.'16"
Then they can he staggered the
right amount and the enc's
qancd off. Tin staggering will
make
the
winding progiess
ahead the right amount h our
turn to turn
It a nnt -r-box t.
not available each strip can te
notched separately in a sise. Bo
sure to hase room on thc ends
for thn mounting bolt and so
that the ends can be sawed oil
the nccessars
amount.
The
notches should
be sass ed a
few thousandths of an inch wide
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gut na flatssio
mound 1
strip

Spacing Ix.tv“. n tut ns

10 Ih

10-12
7
6

14"

1, 1 "

completed, the small brass angles can be
attached to hold the coil off the base in a
horizontal position.
The antenna coil is simpler. Although
you can make a similar coil of fewer turns,
such good and hem y construction is less
necessary. Smaller wire can be used in the

LAYOUT FOR WOOD STRIPS FOR INDUCTANCE
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antenna coil bee ause sst plan to moils into
high iesisfance antenna and the it sistan ,
of all\ 01(1111a1 y Sl/e of \\ tie in the ante tin t
(oil w ill bc m gligibh
onpati d to th( total
( istance of tht antenna winked at m In low
its fundamental was ( length Thc second ii
or antenna coil ( onsists of fist twits
w ii
thieaded thiough some haul w ood sti ips
ith the tuins spa( cd one- foui th inch aptit

de ad cnds, keep thcm all in one tnd of the
muu s cod
If th it. ait unus«I twits in
both the ptimai y at cl ante una ( s«ondats )
toils, lee:p the dc ad ends am as fi ont each
ot lit t tathci than tow ai cis each othc i, thu ,.
I.( (ping capac di\ e«mpling between toil loss
and making it cast to deteimme and cans
the magnetic coupling
Cutting off deud
end turns ss ill laise the cements, faisniq
the antenna ( ui lent and loo ciiHy the input

or.

) Mass
macinne screw

,..-- 4 eye?.illy,
r6 deep orookes
Wood Strip
No /
Woodscrew to
hoe' end ofbrass strip
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STARTING OR FINISHING
THE WINDING OF THE
TRANSMITTING COIL

or a lath It ss
Ihis « ul is m ide m ails si\
inches in ( hamlet --- lai gi tni ugh so that
it mas be mosed o ii the main coil if net(
If sou ait unt oit una
enough to has( a
set with too huge) coils \ ou \\ ill find that
thei e « ut' some twits left ti ci on soui main
inductance toil
Ti
tu
a% Old UMISCd tui its
or dead ends it po sill
W hcn thcie «tir:

em11110

\\oini

R 1-10M1

SI \ DI

RR ‘ Nnel MI N I

Some Handbook flatlets m ill not \s1Sh to
I () lieu the sp« t
In. dinar, gis en 1oi a -angle
1 \- 210 ti arrsmitttt so c\actly.
tht, ( iii
hi am h out ss ith ideas ol then omn,
equipment foi a staitm that will moth
nit els with teems mg tubes en UX-210's toi
the pit sc nt but ss hich
ill not need to be
unit Is it built \\ hen going to tst o ITN 210's.
tin«a two UV- 20 l's ( fifty matte' s) .(n ss huh
(an ( etn be adaptcd to a UV- 204-A ( 250wat t ) il tot asion demands
Foe then
benefit SS e m ill show photogtaphs of an
cahei home- built set \\ 11 ed till 101 1.\‘, 0
slatIdald bast
tub( s, but math a bast and
It anus\ () Ih hi as s enough and lai g«inotigh
to suppoit lai get tubes and (( ilium lent ot
«tus ot the ts
sflic ntion«1
Ihis set mill has c some metals to lulp in
het ping the coil «et adjustments
À hl
nt voltmeter ss ill be put on th- pinel
to bc tonne ct«I
os, the hlanunt cue tut
of what( vet tube m tubes ai eused By keep
mg the filament s()Rage dom n to the pi ope
\¿lue ( using filament theostat
in pi imaiN
01 Setinulai%
of th( filament transfm mer)
the life of the tubes
ss ill bc lengthened. etn
antenna ammeter can
now be ¿ fi ended for indicating tesonante Petbaps it ss ill be wise to
connect a plate cut rent
mt ti i in
ei its
with
the supply circuit to
help in obtaining the
st adjustment. A gild
(1111i ut metm
may te
cc nntet«1 right in serles with the gtid leak
if one wishes to add to
thc atlas and to hase
one mote indication of
ss hat is going on in the
stt at (hilt tent adjustments
Hom ever, most
of us who feel th ,
sham on our pocketbook will hase to foiepo thc last mentioned

tNOIHER Htts,smnrING ARWINGr.MI NI
I X -210's or one or neo reeining halm, ni.iN lie used
its substituting lar...e
sockets for the st.inclard sues, keeping all other parts the same, and wing
higher plate and filament % Midges, 10 n.altrs can lit used
Note the 4. me
ehoke and the liNed condenser, constituting the thump hlter—also the hinged
antenna eoupling toil and the interchangeable toils

The base and flame
can be obtained horn
thc lot al ss ood um king
shop \Nood
us

R5
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condensets foi ttrup,mitting purnoses can be
better than nu tal for these parts as there is
mounted on the panel when the set is first
no loss clue to induced eddy currents in the
built—but receiving condensers can be used
metal mhrch gets in a high-frequency magsuccessfully until we use upwards of 1.000
netic field. If metal was used it would be
‘olts on the plate of a fifty watter, at which
necessan to cut the frame open at some
point the Hai tic
tut tuning condenser
point., and to msei ta hardwood strip at ioss
these to prevent absorption
of energy.
In the photograph, the frame, base and
panel are of oak. The panel
is 12" x 14" by 14"
The
frame is lo" deep, constructed of 1" square stock with
doweled joints. The base is
1" thick. The material and
labor char ge amounted to fixe
dollars.
A substantial ai
rangement
is
wor arm hile.
Some saving can he made by
getting a base and panel of
the sizes mentioned and putting
them
together
with
some strong brackets from
the local clime store.
This particular transmitter
uses interchangeable coils to
make it possible to work on
any of the amateur ma‘e
length bands at short notice.
The fixed c «denser , are of
THIS
IEW OF IFIE IRANSMICI ER >MOMS 111E WIRING
nuca and copper and will
or iHE SO( REV, AND lERMINAL BOARD
stand much higher ‘ oltages
[he automobile lamp ( enter-tap is elearl) shoun, the lamps
sat el
than
those shown
being, painted Multi& to ketp the light from tstaping mhile not
in the low power set depre tt siting heat raciation
Note the brass clips sn their proper
positions on the coil.
scribed fit st. Spaced ‘ arialdc

flashloirp center tap

Filament
Voie meter

Yeryshorli
leads

lia AC

\ •

o

F / Trans

6n111_

350
V0 C

3

Chokefref

ocy-

0a08

Key

(

geteee

Coup/my Coil
thune
Filter

X- Sinallchokes to prevent parasitic oscillations

Ant tumnyCona'enser

Antenna Ammeter ,

THE TRANSMITTER WIRING DIAGRAM
(L/X 2/0:s OR SMALLER TUBES MAY BE USE&

<Ant
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is apt to begin sparking aciuss if the antenna gets out of tune. This tionsmitter
shows another possible at langement for the
antenna coupling coil on any set you build.
Hete aie the paits and the appioximate
list inlet of each.
1 I. \- 210 poca tube
$ 9Oil
2 250-uatf sai ebb tonde else
s 50
(any tcpc—SLC,SLW., oc SL I)
1 % taunted arnmette, 0 1-3 amps
300
2 LC- 1013
aa adon ( glut and pl at • onde a ls 200
1(( I)
1 Stand lid i ase sex kit
1 5000-ohm Ciebcent Lacite
2 5(0
taansien me a ( 110-7 3c
1 1ilam) nt-htatine,
teme Thor, RCA i1ILh. ‘ rnertaan1
100
0
1 Plate tiansformci 110-510 N , 100 Watt,100
101 350-colt " It' battit s— e,,st about 530)
1 I ' lament coltmeter 041 ie colts
7 10
0
2 1-iiith di ils cc th maikeis
I ! eke iaph key
2
310
1(1
Materials for coil an 1 coil mountings
50 ft. No is Hiss, strap la" aide
200
5 eakts Paraffin f1 ho'. ' Parciwax(11°
b notched Oak Straps 1 " s. 1," N• '10" 1(tom local
wood-working shop)
0 50
2 pc s Hard Rubber Tubing. 1.," cc ell. 1,2 ' long
diam
0(0
(Or wooden discs of light sue i
Miscellaneous: 25 ft No 12 lt & S tinned bus
•wiic
21 -," munit ha ol nit ke It el wood sere us 1
do, Pahnstock clips or 4-32 brass machine sciews
with he s.
nuts
10e wroth o) rosin
sea k of
h elf anal la elf soldea
sttip for mounting
the cods
1 0
T tal
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A stiff hinge aitangement makes it possible to move the antenna coil to any position desned to vats. the coupling
The coil

1%50 Isl/LS 01 GRID ( HOKLS IOR PREN ENT IN •
P 1.11 & SI ric OSCILL noNs - 1WO
inws or
BR1SS CLIP FOR 1R tls,SMI 1TING ( OILS—TM 0
CENTER-T4PPED RESISrons
Note the tao points on the home-made resistor where
the minding changes direction one-fourth the distort( e
from the end, also the method of connecting the different sections of the winding together, which can
lie reedits duplicated for bringing out taps from
sincle-lacer coilg.
Three holes are drilled in the
form, the ends of each winding go inside the form and
are pulled out and twisted together through the center
hole
Using insulated resistant, wire. it as not necessere, to thread the form and non indue lice resistors
can easilc be made up to hace am desired resistance
%slue. The construction of grid chokes and the shape
of the brass clips is clearly shown

in this instance is made by winding a few
tuins of wile on a bakelite form so tightly
that they remain in place after the ends of
the coil have been soldeied to the terminal
bolts. One connection of this coil is fastened
to the hinge itself which is bolted to the
toxins by thiee brass mac hine screws.
It is a good scheme to build a mounting
for the ' who fiequency choke coil using a
snip of bakelite and two General Radio
plugs and jacks. Then the " best" choke for
a given wavelength can be plugged in at the
same time the coils ai cchanged in the main
part of the Haitlev circuit. The different
chokes should be labelled plainly and the
positions for each clip on the interchangeable coils should be indicated by tags or
colored maikeis tied permanently in place
after the best adjustments have been found.
Two automobile lamps and some .02itf.
fixed condenseis acioss them make a good
center- tap airangcment if thc re is no centertap available on the filament tiansformer
Instead of using automobile 01 Xmas tree
lamps, we can make a 50- ohm iesistor,
wound non-inductiv clv on both sides of the
center-tap, if we wish. Each 25-ohm section can be v‘ ound 1alf in one dnection, hilf
in the other. on a one- in h folly, or the wire
can be doubled in the middle and wound in
tyv o sections
The c lee] tap of couise
comes flora the point wh(i ethe two sec tions
meet. It is a good idea to use a centeltap arrangement as shown. anyway, as few
tionsformels really pi ov ide a tap at the
elect Rai a ate r.
If insulated iesistanc e sviie is not available it will he ne«ssaiy to notch, groove,
or thiead the foi ni in th c pi ((per direction
so that the trains will not touch 'Ihe wtie
cannot be space wmind on a smooth for m as
it is liable to expand and corne off when
connected in the en cult (lue to the herding
that takes place. home , r slight
Re ,,;st arc e wii e, go hv ariou , ti
ntoles sue h
as Nichrome, Ads once, Ge iin in
r, Ideal.
Constantin. Climax and Mang inin
The
last named is an alloy of coppei, nicktg,
and manganese which is used
measuling
instruments where constant resistance at
different tempelatures is important. The
iesistance of the ymow; allot s sai ies with
the composition and temp( ling pi mess tisod
(See wire table in appendix for some
values.)
Ideal, Constantin, and Ads nice
are nickel-copper olio\ s, non-magnetic and
non-cmiosive
Hay ing about 28 turn( s the
resistivity of cornet. they can be us«1 in
air to about 500' Centigrade
innn
Silver and Climax aie cheap nu kel-steel
alloys, useful like iron wire. when they cen
he protected flom oxi Wien
NI( brome
(nickel- chromium) is best of all and von
can sometinus make a good centel-tari from
an old electi lc stove or torstei clement
Nichrome
will
stand
temperatures
of
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1.000
C. continuously without corrosion.
Whatever \ ou use, be suie to tap the exact
center of your resistance if you use AC.
for filament heating and if you expect to
have a good D C. note. The photograph
shows two center- tapped resistances. The
large one on the one inch form is wound
non- inductively as described
The other
shows two \\raid Leonard impregnated resistors of about 25 ohms each.
Clips to go on the flatmise wound coils
may be made of th( saine material as the
coil winding itself if brass ribbon is used.
Some amateurs tist the 14" copper ribbon
from a Ford magneto for both purposes.
The photograph shows how the clip is bent
with pliers to make it fit the coil neatly and
to make it go on and off readily
But five
dips are necessar y and they can be made in
as many minutes
Flexible lamp-cord leads
are soldered to the elms and they go to the
grid- filament- plate tube connections as well
as to the variable tuning condenser. The
two condenser leads are made as short as
possible, while allowing the coil to be a
couple of inches aaav from the condenser
It is a good idea to mount the interchangeable transmitting coils on plugs so
that we can change from onewavelengthband to another quickly, but the mounting of
the three coils on brass feet is easier and
cheaper, which is the reason we decided to
present it here
PAR 4.SIIIC

OSCILL

1IONS

Parasitic oscillations usually occur when
there is mole than one tube operating in
parallel or on yeiv high frequencies where
there are leads ami distributed capacities in
the circuit with a strong natural period of
their own. Heating of the grid and plate
leads inside the base is almost a sure sign
of parasitic oscillations. A large input and
low available output also lead one to suspect
trouble of this sort. The current at ultrihigh frequencies may not show up on any
meters at all but if it is there it is robbing
the antenna of useful power. An R F ammeter placed in the grid lead may show a
high reading—if parasrtli oscillations are
present.
Little grid chokes are used directly in
series with the grid of each tube ( if more
than one tube is used) to cut down intertube H.F. currents and prevent loss of
nergy through parasitic oscillations
A
resistance of about 100 ohms will do as well
Both are otcasionally necessary.
A fen
do7en turns of fine wire wound over and
over on a 1,1" dia. tube fastened down by a
screw through it into the baseboard, will be
effective. These chokes or resistors are in
series with respect to the parasitic oscillations that we want to prevent between tubes.
With respect to the main oscillating circuit
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the chokes are in parallel and have little
effect. The grid chokes in the photograph
are most effective of all as a cod of resistance wire is used. The longer coil shown
contains four feet of No. 35 Ideal resistance wire ( about 10 ohms per foot). The
combination of both resistance and induetance is very effective in limiting parasitic
oseillatrom to a negligible value ot current.
It is desirable to use one or two tubes rather
than several in parallel on the short way es,
as we thus get rid of troubles that may
occur from parasitic oscillations between
the different tubes and their leads.
The complete wiring of this outfit is
shown quite clearly in one of the photographs. Right beside the sockets you will
see the grid chokes built exactly like the
ones shown for preventing inter- tube parasitic oscillations. As the eye looks down
vertically on the chokes about all that can
be seen is the head of the screw and the
first turn of the winding. Whenever more
than one tube is u,ed in parallel, such chokc.
will probably be needed. The addition of a
resistance in the lead from the grid of each
tube will reduce the value of this unent—
the choke will tend to prevent it altogether
Too large a choke will of course have an
effect on the main oscillating circuit and this
condition should be avoided
RADIO-IRLQUENLA

HOKEki

Several ideas for mounting plug-in chokes
will suggest themselves to the builder. The
R F. chokes can be wound on wooden dowels,
each end of the minding being connected to
some short right-angle brass pieces fastened
to each end of the dowel Ihese brass angles

LASIL1-MADI
PIA G-IN
R
1. ROM.>
l'Olt
oI'ERt11ON A rHifi LREN
MrAN ELEN(.1
Materials 2 large cartridge fuse clips
"5 and 10" glass toothbrush holders
Small spool No. 28 to No. '12 D C C. 'win
The thrtaded aluminum taps damp the end of lht
aire, making good connection and holding the sc ire
in place ssithout the use ot dope.

should be mounted so that the projecting
portions on each end are in the same plane.
They will plug into the jaws taken from a
discarded knife switch. Some glass toothbrush holders from the " 5 & 10" make even
better forms that will mount nicely in large
cartridge fuse clips. The aluminum caps
clamp the mire and make good contact with
the clips which should be mounted near the
back of the transmitter frame where the

bb
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hoke, IN ill be leadil,s
(hanging vt as elenge h.

accessible

when

Radio-Iiequems
hokc toils should be
onstim ted to V. iii k b st on the pai tic ulat
y. aS elength
to wflit h the ti ansmittii is
tuned
Often on choke s'. ill moll, in the set
tot mote than one y. a‘c band, but in this case
it may not be " tight" lot ut het one
Eseis tadio-hequeney choke coil has a
item al pound of its own due to its in
ductara eand distt ' betted taim( it.nl. t When
connected in a tube cue tut the elioke-petiod
is c
hanged
en es ei s appatatus las out and
tube equipme nt the ut ss ill be a ' best" choke
The best we tan do is to speeds ss hat ss mks
best for our pat ta ulat set
Mount ...he
choke at iight angles to the main coil and
at a distan« limn it and esets thing else
Keeping coils ay. at It om each othei and
isolated a, much as possible makes then
losses town and keeps ' mimed voltages out
of the at gument.
The requitements loi tuansniitting chokes
(lifter somewhat horn those to be used in a
ecen et
Whil. hone \ «) mb-\\ ound coils
ean be us«1 un teens ti s, they has e a ten
den( s to Ineak down between la'. Ils and
bunt up it used m a ttansmittei of ans
pow ci
Long " skinns" single- 1a\ el coils
are best hom this standpoint
Suitaltl ,
hokes tot a teceis el demand a Lulls h'gh
impedance ° set the entue tuning tangt
Thule must be no " holes" en sham)
t1ow. in impedance \\ het( the set y. ill not
oscillate. Multi- turn cods ha'. Illg thl ce m
lout sections ot plcs usually fulfill these
specifications
Foi a shmt-wase tiansmdtet the best
ha( s appeal to he those that tune mote
sharply to agis en begun us
Investigation
usually proves that the chokes have stand
mg ss as( s on them unelei operating comb
tions
Singh las ci toils, space- wound. not
tht ee inches I idianutet, Si eel to make
the best chokes
Spacing the \smelt' g, de(leases the distributed capacity and. M hat is
mote important, 1al's(", the oltage hu ealedoss n salues at th( end Wins ss Mu the
soltage-per-tuin Is alss as shigh in a sending
set of ans pow et
In a quatt( Iwas e choke the s () Rage at
the end next the ti ansnutter is highest
(loop) while at the pow et suppls end the
soltage is minimum œ 7e10 ( node). The
size wire used should be sfightls latger than
nee essays to cat is the plate cm Itnt as
othetwise the R F. present may bunt the
choke up. Building the choke to dissipate
the heat gennated in the windings is a
mote difficult pioblern when the choke is
confined instead of mounted in the open
where the heat tadiatton is good. A gum tet was e choke foi 40- mete rmoth will he a
half ss as e choke foi 20 me tci s This mas
be he Led with a Westinghouse Spaik C oi
an> form of neon lamp indic atol
A set es\ -

dos ci 01 othci metal object with an insulated handle ma\ be used likewise foi
making such an ins estigation ot conditions.
The sue of a quattei-wase choke should be
aried until the' e is no spaik ( ot an extiemelv small one) at the pow et-suppls end
Satislactots chokes tan be wound foi a
low- posse'. job using No. f0 ssii e elosels
Mound on a 1- inch tot m,
Wins toi 150
200 meteis, 150 tuins for 75-85 meters, 100
Wins tot 40-metms, m 30 tui ns tot 20metei s Smallet da meter coils ate meinable to confine the field to the toil and to
iedu« the soltage pet tut n ( which taus('
bteakdow n y. hen
ssis )
Of
outs(
small diametet choke ( oils must hase a col tespondingls gi eater number of tut ris. R F
chokes to go in se' H's with the gild leak
should bc made to the same specifications
as the plate choke foi a given set. Th,
choke should alss ay s go at the tube- end of
leak en tight next the plate it we ale tefc lung to a patallel-fccd Hartley ciamt
lnass oi coml. iiiig suppœted well otl
the Minding mas be used to " tune" a choke
coil bs moving it back and fotth in the field
of the choke
The tuning effect is ' unease ,'
bs connecting the ling to the loss potential
,a1; of the choke— next the plate supply co
next the filament
Foi most outfits gold
fixed tune chokes will be found best,
t" pet
if plug - un mountings ate used.

11) It ‘, 11 1\lt.

1111-

Vs. ,-,NTII II It

Gettne on to tilt attual ad na-,tme uts 0E
tiansmittei let's hi st see lust how to go
afiout it.
Remembn 1hat if things go
wrong we may lose some expensive equipment
lust lettuce the soltage applied to
the ,,
et
Run the filament a volt ( en at
least half a solt) below not mal filament
soltage. l'ut down the plate soltage b\
using lo'.'. soltage taps of the plate transf
en mer or by putting some › ei ies teststam es
in the plate suppls tnc ult. Aiwa\ schange
em( adiustment at a time and obseise the
iesults by the metel sin the circuit If mote
than on« hange is made at a tune nothing
mill be accomplished
Don't expect that th ,
adiustment s'. ill be a matter of good lu ,k
Real tesults vt ill come It om ,̀N stematic
otk
M 1th the cn cult 'Ihe adjustments are \ el \
simple and but a set \ shun time will suth,e
to make one well acquainted M Ith them
Assume that we hase a magneticalls
ouple d H ti ties en cult
That is most common and easiest to adjust. Fit st of all place
the clips in the relatne positions shown in
the diagrams and photogiaphs ( It the taansmatets shown in thus Handbook. The filament clip us somewhere nem the center of
the coil while the plate and god clip.: ale on
nthet end of the «al
Mote hum, y. ill be
needed between the filament Ihp and thc
plate ( hp ( plate coil) than bct‘‘ecn the fila
th(
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ment dip and the gild dip ( gild coil) Tho
plate cuncnt to our tube is laigc1
dependent on the ratio of " plate turns" to
"grid truns"—the n ore grid turn, ustd, th
more feedback Noltage and the tughci th
plate current. However, enough gild tuins
must be used to give the necessary feedback
oltage or the sct will refuse to
oscillate.
The wavelength will be practically independent of the adjustments
of plate and grid clips ( using our flatunse
wound coils)
lhe high(' the mauhnigth
the mete neall this statem ,nt will Ie av,solutely tlue.
You must ha\ e two objects in mind when
tuning ycnir set. You want the maximum
obtainable ch ady output from the tube and
the highest possible efficiency, the highest
rota' betwecn antenna output and the
electi ' cal input to the plate circuit of the
tube. Ihc gieate2st output will be indicated by the highcst antenna cuirent at a
paiticular yy ay elength but the antenna ammetr cannot be misted to tell the whole
story—it do's tu
show antenna powcr.
More antenna cun.nt at a higher mal, clength does NOT inean that you ere ' whating mote enelgy
in general. when ', ou ale
wolltmg at oi neat the natuial pwod of
an antenna syst( a, the antenna lesistance
is higher as th” wa,elenfh is ' educed Causing the art ,nna ruinnt to d'op off as the
elength us Iis cut (lc wn but not ncces—
sailly
less pone]. output. ( Ant.
power
Li. As R gots greater, I is
neces ,anly less if the power es constant.
If yeu hice n er befoie had an\ thing to
do with tian-mitteig. it is a good idea to
enlist the h..lp of a ncighboi mg amatcur in
tuning th c set for the fist time. How
if this is inc on enicnt be sure to operate at
edue ed volt ig.s. and proceed by youisdf
You will find out a number of interesting
things and he able to do the job more intelligently next time.
ith th dips on the coil in what you
think ait th pioper positions (lc press ail
key. If you hay e a plate milhammetet
note the t ailing of it. If not watch the
tube to s o that the platc doesn't get reel
hot Ind
eing thnt something is Nliong with
c1.p jo-itions. If c ci\ thing seem:
all 1cebt tune out
c/tci to onto point
in the amateur band where you intend to
ti aun,
and vo lust it so th..it t oscine ,s
Disc mine( t an+ cnut and count ,tpo.se
leis
from the ti ,nsmittor and k pping the
phones on, adjust the
eiiable cond ns r
which is in the condenser- coil ' rend ( tin,
loft hand dial of our low-pow ci ti insmitter
described in this Handbook)
If the tran,mining tube i oscillating
it should b.,
You will heir the whistle ( beat note) and
bruz when \ ou swing the iamble condenser
through the may elength to which the receiy er us tun‘ d If you have the wavemetor
handy. ', ou can couple it to the big coil in
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the transmitter and watch the resonance
indicator of the m.1% cmeter or the plate current meter of the st tor an indication as
iesonance is crossed.
Lacking any indication that the set is
oscillating, add a low turns to the grid side
of the circuit alter shutting down. Again
vary the condenser and try to find out if the
set is perking. When the whistle has been
located, chi ( It ih( \la\ cicngth 1,y the wavemeter ( or by the oscillating receiver) until
it is within an amateur band by an ample
margin. 'Dien connect the antenna and
tountcipone leads to the set and move the
antenna coupling coil toward the main coil
far enough so it can pick up some energy.
Holding down the key, valy the antenna
soles condenser watching the antenna ammetee ( or flash- lamp) in the antenna circuit. If a iesonant point is found and the
lamp shows signs of getting too bright and
peihaps burning out, shut down again long
enough to put a she it piece of wire directly
actoss the teiminals of the lamp to protect
it from burn- out. Any piece of magnet wire
will do. Use a piece about ten inches long
an Imove it up and down leaving it at an
adjustment where you can just see the lamp
glow. If at any time the tube gets any
hotter than a cherry red, add some turns in
the plate elituit readjusting the tuning condenser if it was necessary to change the
filament clip in finding a better ratio of grid
and plate turns. After the antenna lamp
has been made to burn a, brightly as it will
\ou can try changing the value of coupling
by moving the antenna coupling coil or by
changing the atice number of turns in it
noting the ad iustme nts with pencil and paper
opposite readings of plate input. If there
is no plate ( talent meter you should try
to mak ,.the lamp glow blightest on a given
may (length with the plate of the tube barely
showing any color at all. 'When you change
the coupling.
nt foi get to change the antenna tuning condenser a little to re- tune to
esonant e.
If there dl' n tcis in both plate and gild
ii cuits ut will le possible to use them is
an indication of what is going on. The gild
(talent meLl should ney er read over about
one- fifth as much as the plate current meter.
It will be instinctive when the rough adjustments hay e been made to put meteis in
the different pans of the ciicuit. noting the
reading of all mutis as one clip at a time is
changed a bun at a time.
Without th antenna connected, the plate
(intent motel should lead less than noimal
for the tube. Il the set peisistently refuses
to oscillate the wiling should be checked and
the tube carefully examined
A radio frequency ammetei in the coud nser-coil circuit will tell you tight ais ai if the set will
o,cillate. Bc suie to shunt the meter with
a piece of une, though, as there is a lot of
cunent in this ( newt and the meter may
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easils jump to an oil- scale deflection il onls
a small meter is as ailablc and no piotectis(
means are obscised. If there is a low input
and the R I'. meter shows no cuitent in the
output ( Inuit of the tube it will be necessary to change thc clip adjustments, using
more tulip, in the gild eInuit. UsualIs, th
fewest turns that can be used in the gild
(IllUlt
is hile
maintaining stead ostilla
lions
gist' good output and lun soul
tube cool. It possible raise the plate voltage when this adjustment has been found
as high plate \ tillage makes toi high cffi
ciency. It is possible to menase both the
input and output just by adding on Incite
gnd tint's --but this is ill piobabls give a
maiked deciease in cfficacras if this adjustment is cairied too far.
The more truns used in the plate circuit
the higher the exteinal plate impedan eand
the lower the plate «anent. You N4111 le
member that the gnaust pow ci outpu(
as atlable from a clts « II Ma , when th(
load resistance and the internal resistant(
wen, equal. A similar condition obtains
with a s a own tube oscillator. For a gis ( n
was elepgth sou an? is odang on thcie will
aim ass be a " best" numbei of turns to use
in the plate cucuit. Bs , changing the num
bet of turns in the plate coil me can change
the efficiency of the outfit
The matehtng of plate output impedanc
with the tube impedans eis controlled by the
tatio of the cape.. its to the inductance
across which it is connected and fis the position of the plate clip relature to the condensei-coil clip which is next to it
The
salue of the plate blocking condensei. if
small, also nteis ipto the aigument. The
plate clip itself gises the most clued adjustment of the external plate impedame
in a Hartley circuit.
We realls ought to hold the plat( pouct
input and the gild excitation constant and
find the best number of plate tuins to use
to gise maximum cuilent in oui output cucult at the was ( length we wish to use in
tiansmitting.
Usually, though. Nte hase
neithei a widely sellable plate soilage or a
(plate) high-oltage soltmeter and some
times not escn the nulhammet,i
If we
has e these instiuments we can sais th"
plate voltage enough to keep the power
inuut constant and make this adjustment
()the's\ ise me must get along is Ith011i it
Adjust the Plate Wins with th, ant( nn
tuned so that we can woik the tube at its
iated dissipation. Use loose ( oupling to the
antenna and a ,aafliclint numbn of end
turns so that the set will oscillate stably.
Most amateurs in the United States try to
os ci load filament and phto, tighten coupling
and do anything that ss ill g( ta reading of
an extra tenth of an annuli , in the antenna
—but they aie all wrong. The most effective
brgttal is your goal. Try to push a nice,

steads, cleat- cut signal out
Es cit il tht
audibility ' sin quite so sulking sou can
\sulk rings au ound the fellows with ilopps
signals that it tak( s a mind ic.(dei to ( ops
lb, most ei eel ne sig iiI is st1(10111 the
/on& Si' one in these das s of shotter wavelengths en
hign
n tu khi s le is the
cleat, stcady note that gets through.
1he Call'sf“, .11 1.111 ,,It a,.lin s usualls
in
the power melds, ip th . he mg ssstem. oi
in the tube ad jus lints he p 1h temp( la
tine of the tube st, ads. As old c\c‘sslo
end ex idatum
Sc that th« t . gulation of
thc P< 55 tu suppls us g ' oil so that the plat
s oltage isn't jumping annual es« is time the
s tis ke cd
11se much capa( its act oss the
tube ( Inuit and little inductance ( to swamp
out the Nallal It tul ( ). Re,. p th(
tube load small « upand to iLs lating
In
using laige capa« if us ..1CtOY,
to')e
ir
eutt nmemlic t that we aie In, itni
laign
(imitating tun ni s in ih, tuned (Inuit
hoi t h( ass leads ai e nc« ssai s 10 maintain good clan . nutter offic it ut s
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hete is but ont good method of detecting wobbly sigaals .ipd unsteady was cs. No
on can cops a statioo that scuds dots on onc
lieguen( I and has su« h a shit tun not( that
the last pat tof the dashes aie nceised halt
degiec in a degne oil the point uncle the
dots eMc in on tne tancl. A MUM , ut
list ,ning to the signal light at the tiansnuttei
The liopet changes in
the ban-aunt«. ( an lc made best NN hen one
can, at the s 1/PC VIA(, I
IS1( a to the signal
as though real\ DV.; It at à
‘n unshielded recc 1N el tuned to the
tundamcntal ot the ciansmittei si ill pick
up noisc horn the plate suppls om Ilona R F.
stillages leaking into th( pow ti upoly cir cuits or naked un on batt« s Lads to the
leceisc r. Re ceis in.?, tub( sis ill be pai al vied
by soltage impiessed on them fiom the
strong local field
Tuning to hannonics mill
be slightls moie satisfactots, though the
hat nonn s si ill not n«,ssaids be jut liLt
the fundanuntal
hwo ale chiefs in
toi st (I
An inemiensise skidded lee ois er-oscillator tuned to the was ( length ( t ( he ti insmutter and located ne ai it so that adjustments can he made sshil using the headphones is hest, though admittedly a special
ieeciscr is not absolutely meessal
A metal box or pail, a 199-tube with rubber
suspension. a \ attable comic/1 ,4_1 ot about
00015 microftuads. a «nl bililt accoiding to
details below the \suing diagi am, a 41_\olt C-battetv foi " k" supply. the small( st
tine 22. 1, -solt Mick 13-battw, and a filament control lack are all the apparatus it
quired with the exception of phones and
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phone- plug
Most of this can be obtained
in the ct3 ci agi ' pc liment( I's "Junk box"
in shoot (Adel. If such equipment is eonstiucted, many good uses will bc foand for
it on difleient occasions .
The filament-contool lack is connected so
that plugging in the phoins automaticallt
turns on the filament of the 199.
Phones can be plugged quickly bacs
and forth horn thc iegular tuner
to this " monitor- box". Coils to
cover dement bands can be wound
on tubo bases and plugged into a
UX socket m thcy, can be of the
Loren,
tt pe
connecting
to
lout binding posts mounted in a
low on a stun of bakclite
Wiring
should
p,esc nt
little
difficulty
thongh calf should be taken to see
that °Pict than giounded leads
do not make contact with the surThe need
face of the containci.
too cale etcn in this ocipaid has
been ' educed in this oscillator
onnecting the negatne -ade of the
plate battei
10 the gi minded side
of thn filanu nt. lh c
m c, inmdet
to as md filament burn out room
crossed wiles, it is milt
cessart
to keep the posit- he filamcot ka .1
cll Insulated.
The tuning condenser is connected acioss the yen? ( oil on5i
so
as
to
allow
the
grounding of its hams
If th( condenser is s% ned
a( toss both c d and plate en( tuts, as

UK 199

71,

/

33 IRING
L

1he

and

DI 11_.12 ANI 01' POR I11111.1.
OS (i LL & IOR

I1 _-

RL (

4.

Lic-

3.
end
turns of 22 guagt for 20 meters
12 and 15 tuins of 22 guage tor 10 meters.
26 and 26 turns of 10 guagt for •
41 meters

coils erc uound on a bthclite tube
chame it r)

met ktt

( 1000 mitromicrofarads fixed
BN connecting an ante nn t to the prid throutie a
Midget" condcnser, placing a 50 000 ohm variable
rtsistance in the
11" hailers le id for regent r ,, ion
control and idelang a grid Itak and tondtnser tut
ostillator tan be
or's( nail into a portahli recent r
sun thli for .emping expeditions
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is
so
often
done,
it
will
be
very
difficult if not impossible to avoid " handcapacity" eflects.
Th n exact arrangement of the appaiatus is of little Impoitarae as long as the mites do not " shimmy",
since the slightest sibiation will destioy the
touthfulness of thc icsultant signal.

1 HF MON ]1OR -BON 1 SFr) '10 ( HI (h 1HT.
CH SR &( IIR 01 THE SIGN 11,

11( RI

ON

IP '. NS 'il lii R

Si) 11 1s 1M l N

It th ant( mid I, *uncd to e \ act 1, sonance
ith thc pl 1mai s led tho coupling is very
clost, the low p
I sc 1 m os stop cis( illat
mg ni osc illate unsi chi
tui coupling ( an
I) looscnol ot ( 1
11 1iolk of th
citcuit in 1\
b«Irtmud a ti Il
W itli the' ant( nil tdetuned so the ante on tc tcnt is about mint :tilts et es niammuin alue, almost ans thing can hipic n nd th
s t will still
os_illatc on the ii ope
natelnngth
It is
(At( n bettno to op i‘itc slightly & tuned than
to opciate wih iaith tight coupling and
scot close to le son, n« wht i ah', thing that
happens can tin on tin ‘- urnal, out
The antenna coupling has the most
maiked effect os r the het chnps, key
thumps and the note
B3
\doting the
coupling and antenna tuning, points will be
found wheie the note cleats, whete chirps
disappear. and whet( thumps ai e greatly
t «luc ed. In some eases set coe chaps or a
mushy note found on oui side of the resonance point will disappear when iesonance
is approached horn the other side, as by
ehanging the antenna tuning
'I he steadiness of the wat e is influenced
by the mechanical stiffness of the antenna
st stem, the fit mile ss of mounting of the inductam es, the antenna coupling and the
tapacit‘ India tam c oath) in the pi mart
(its tut
P.\ opcIating with a small ind'actance and a laigc tuning condenset—say
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500 micromicrofarads on 40 meters—the
most striking stability can be obtained even
with fluctuating supply ioltages and a
shaky antenna system. Heaiy conductors
and a very excellent condenscr in the oscillatory circuit are essential
Some power
may be sacrificed, but the icsult is decidedly
%vol. thwhile.
Sometimes trouble will be found with the
radio-frequency choke coil or coils. When
working below 20 meters mas ( length, chokes
in series with the filament leads will help to
get more antenna output. Often chokes in
the 110-volt power supply leads to the station will be helpful in prcienting loss of
radio-frequency energy.
R F. chokes so
used giie the high frequency impulses a
backstop " on which to get their feet placed."
Chokes in the set should he mounted at right
angles to the main coil to avoid harmful
coupling effects. There is bound to be some
coupling if the coils ale near together ci en
if they are located at right angles.
A
greater distance will aid materially in improiing the operation or if this is impossible, the position mas be changed until the

1HE IN1E.RNAIS 01

111E MON11 OR-BOX

right point of lowest coupling is found. A
"different" choke nas often make an in.provement when all other adjustments hase
been repeatedly made without much slICCes`,
The point of lowest coupling can be found
most easily by expc innent .
Altnnitiiig
current can la run through one coil while a
pair of sensitise phones is connected to the
other cod. One cod is then
at d until
there is minimum pick-up as indicated hs
the weakest sound in the te lc phor rem\ cis
When two tubes are used in parallel the
grid leak needs but half the resistance salue

to give the same gild bias effects. As the
input to the tub cs is incleased. reduce the
grid leak resistance in steps.
On most
waslengths the grid leak may be connected
right ac oss th
gild condenser.
l'oc
shot ter wavelength ° poi ation, hew es er, it
is desirable to keep less matenal at grid
voltage to minimize the capacity effect.
For twenty meter sets ( and lower wavelengths) run the grid leak fi (nu the grid
directly to filament with a radio frequency
choke ( 80 turns magnet wire space-wound
on a 1/
2 ' woo(cn dowel) in series.
In a circuit where the controls interlock, changing
the grid and plate clips will also change the
INmelength appreciably.
Allowance must
be made for this in juggling th • iclips. Usually the farthei hem the center of the coil
the clips are mos ed. the higher the ss ase length.
In general, the higher the grid leak resistance the bettei the efficiencs. though the
ase form under conditions of % el\ high
efficienc y so obtained may pi educe strong
hat monies. Using the smallest number of
grid tuins possibh in a 11‘a tley circuit with
a leak of about 10.000 cInns should gise
splendid efficiency and a fine steads sigivil
with a few harmonics. Higher impedance
tgbes such as the UX 812 require correspondingly higher grid leak Nalue ,,
For short-waie operation suitable precautions should be taken to prote t the tube
against abnormal conditions. B -sides the
huinout of grid or plate leads limn ex
ccssiie R F. currents at re -ra high
quern ies. thei eis danger of insglation breakdown or punctuie of the glass stem. Th
plate and grid leads will handle from five to
ten amperes safels ( done nding on th 517
of the tube) and a fuse placed close to the
gild or plate tu nun il iat d at a littl less
than fi se amper,:s will off( ii save a tube
Neser op( late a tribe when plate or grid
leads show color. It is best to lulu( e plate
voltage or plate current if necessary to avoid
blushing or oserheating, aprlsing all the
remedies mention( d for reducing oi acidmg par asitic oscillations.
When a circuit has both high distributed
capa citance and a lumped apac ity across
it there mas be tss o resonant frequencies in
the circuit, one dill to the lumped salue, the
other to the distributed values acting in conjunction y ith the inductance of the huh\
kt « Italia adjustments the set is liable
to become unstable. flopping ONCI to the
"WWI"- frequency mha h is pparently not
affected much by iariing the tuansg con cl risc r between (Alt un limits
If the
natur al pciiod of a cc il happeas to be in the
tuning range, care must be taken not to
opciate on this was elength
If the gild circuit happens to haie a natui ni w rs elcneth
near thlt of the secondais
intat the tube
is li'ible to want to oscillate at this fie •
qucncy. By building good cods of low dis
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tributed capacitance and by putting in grid
chokes whenever we parallel tubes we have
minimized the chances of getting into
trouble from these causes.
TYPICAL " BRI ADPOARD'

L1YOUT

The apparatus constituting a aansmittcr
can easily be put together on a horizontal
or vertical " breadl oard", the verb ,al arrangement being best for location, where
floor space is at a pi emium.
First get
the baseboard of sufficiAnt size to mount all
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easily be changed without upsetting everything as might be necessary in the case of a
panel oufit enclosed in a cabinet. A typical
layout of a sending set on a large " breadboard" is shown in the photograph.
Thus far in this chapter on the sending
set eNerything has been made as easy as
possible. Both the apparatus and adjustments described are particularly of interest
to beginning brass- pounders because of low
cost and simplit Ity of construction and adjustment. If this manual were prepared for
stai ter s- in e\clusnelv we should be tempted
to stop right at this point. In the remainder

SHOR I -WAN E " BREAD110 & RD" 'IR & NSM11 T1. R % RR 1NGEMENT
Condensers Spatial National N% Ith &that Strni..r dial., 210 init. rare capatity
Plate blinking eondensai—Mica and copper of about 1s00 nut. ( fixed).
Gridleak-1.100 to 1,000 ohms .1n R C 1 leak is shoun bat a Las ite non-inducti‘e leak
sill be excellent Iir the purpose
1. single UV- 201-& tube aorks nicely vyith a 10,000 ohm leak
fat) tubes paralleltd need hut 1,000 ohms leak resistance to save the same bias voltage
Tubes
with sery high plate impedance require much higher values of grid bias resistance
See the table
giying N4CUUM tube imned mees elsemhere in this Handbook
A large spate has been left for different types of helites, the hi e I, in. 11' Y. 12' • v...
lhe plate supply foi the tolie tomes in from the right through the ridio-ttequtni 1, cl okes whit ,
are clearly shoan. The filament supply source connects to the tvio binding posts at the front
of the set vihile the antenna and counterpoise connect at the left
1Ithough tao antenna and
tounterpoise series condensers and meters are shovin, but one 210 mitrom.arof trad yat table ton
denstr and one 0-2 amaere meter are neeessary in the antenna circuit ( Inc
tart, or four
UV- 201-A tubes can be used. siring
'
the set so that the% are in parallel or using tun tubes on each
half of the ( Yeti. with 60 or 100-(Yele 1 C plate supply. 1he set is mired vaith No. 10 enameled
wire
Plate current, filament % tillage and antenna turrent are measured smith Jeaell meters.
'the coils shoun are of edge's is '
sound topper strip, spaced a ith port clam n heeds
You can use
the flatsIM-Nound ( oils de ,erilitd else's here and the repular Hartley meant, gising the amt length
ranges shovin in the curses
Note the reach aecessibilitv of e'er% piece of equipment

the parts. Next lay out the apparatus neatly, supporting condensers and meters on
brass angles, and screwing everything down
firmly.
A number of Fahnstock clips will do nicely for making connections.
For a permanent " bi eadboard" layout a tcr minal
board with bracket sunports and 8.32 or
10:32 brass machine screws for connections
is recommended.
When everything has been fast‘me.d
securely the wiring may be done. & beautiful outfit can result, pleasing from the
standpoint of low cost and accessibility of
controls
The apparatus and wiring can

of this discussion of transmitters some other
circuits and more complicated sets will be
described for the chap who has a complete
station but who nveitheless wants to in‘estigate other circuits, try cnstal control
and what not.
TUNCD-PLATC-TUNED-GRID

Because of the number of clips on the coil
in a Hartley circuit, the wavelength of this
circuit cannot be shifted from band to band
as quickly as some other circuits. The best
Hartley IN me- change arrangement is probably one in which the coil for each band is
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mount( d oit a sub- base with five husks plugs
htting into jacks on the transmitter pant.]
or base—the connections on each coil adjusted permanently so the best point in each
band is available instantly by plugging in
the right coil and setting the conchnsei at a
predetermined point
The increasing aced foi an ai iangement
for quickly shifting the wavelength of the
tiansmitter as well as the receiver without
decteased efficiency has mad‘ the tunedgrid-tuned-plate circuit popular ( despite
the addition of one contiol) because this
ciicuit gcts away flom the multiplicit\ of
dips necessat y for sattsfactoi y adjustment
of a Hartley clicuit.
diagiam shows the development of th
tuned-grid-tuned-plate arrangement fiorn
the plate- tickler scheme NN hich was full\ 1\
plained back in our discussion of receiseis
It will be remembered that unless the plate

would gcncially be too small a feedback foi
maintaining stable osc
In the T.G.-T.P. circuit as used at most
amateur stations the two tuned coils are
made almost alike
Theie is no need for
this as the curient in the gild coil is much
smaller so that a small coil tuned by a moie
compact ( though just as good) condenser is

Variable
\

—

V

—

(i)

cuit
tickler
there
was was
coupled
not closely
sufficient
to the
feedback
gild sooscillations could build up (B). By con
necting a condenser across the plate coil
(C) and tuning that, the circuit can be made
to oscillate even though there is / el o mag
netic coupling between the plate and grid
circuits—the glid-plate capaeit\ coupling
(inherent in the tube itself) is now it
sponsible for our oscillations. The plite
tuning comic/ism ni ide it nos -ibic foi us to
build up rf voltage across the plate-tuned
iii cut ( vhn icliusicd taill‘ closch to the

fc<ciiv44k
4.4.04 4,

t
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f ce r
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grld circuit wavelength) until thcie was
sufficient feedback ( thiough the plate- gild
capacity) for sustained oscillations to build
up. Though a slight feedback voltage might
build up across an untuned plate coil, theic

PR %( III%i

4FINIS IRO".(. ( 11«

iicifectly all might. The scts winking with
this cncult gencially use a rather large
apacity-to-inductance lab° as compared to
the sets built on other circ nits. There is a
good reason for this. The wit.' circuit is
(usually) the controlling circuit and while
it is tuned to the sending wavelength the
power available is not so laige that it is
ham cl to make a tuned circuit that is good
nough. The plate circuit is tuned a little
below the transmitting wavelength and
theiefoie the currents in it do not get up to
such terrifying values. It is possible to
wolk the circuit with the plate controlling,
in which case the plate clicuit has an extiemely high cnculating current and the
heating ( RI) results in somewhat lower
fficiency.
The most common complaints from amatcuis using this circuit are that the oscillator talcos far too much plate cul rent when
the plate and grid coils are tuned to the
same via\ elength. This difficulty is espeially noted in sets using 203- & tubes on the
20- and 40-metei bands and often "1\ ith othei
tubes when used in 20- meter transmitters.
l'he trouble in almost eNely case is due to
too large a feedback from plate to gild. The
over-excitation of the 203-A grid may be
du" to the high gild plate capacity of this
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typc ut tube and in °the" tasc., to god and
ammetcr, thc filanunt toltmetei, and tht
plate blocking condcnscis of too high capacplate input milliammeter ( perhaps nonity. The leactance et a condcnsci of ¡in( n essential but all tot \ useful). Iwo binding
sue goes down lapullt with incicasing
posts on the limit of the panel plot ide congut my, which scitcs to aggiat at, this
nections foi
antcnna and counteipoise
trouble at the high ,I licquencics ( 20
Below the metcis, lift to light, are the tun
mete's).
iitg condenscis toi inttnna, plat,, and glut
Fite more binding posts on the panel ( light
Of coins( a teit simplc Mat to git lid of
suie of photogiaph) ale U5 ti toi making he
an emessite platt cult tut is to mis tune thc
pomcr conn,c bons toi filanunt heating and
plate cucait ot
od taunt
Ihc tioublc
plate supple as shown more clearly in the
with this is tnat onc has a good chance et
schematic diagiam
hat mg the tube go scui It mg Iioni ni w aN,
to the other, flanUc all tit mg to a «nuThe gild and plat« ' lends ot the tubc ai
modate both ( lauds and «tint man iging
each tuned bt a plug in coil aciocs which is
to bc 'instead and to podia( a lough not(
a 0005 mu to farad tat lable condense'. The
ci else pi mincing two Nt,dt•Clengths, both of them unsteady
rThe best way to make the cit
cult behate plop Alt when such
tioubles al(
nibs it «1 is to
adopt the modification shown
at 4 in the diagiam of practical
Ai msti mg cucuits
th
gild ctriflers( t is in s.ii s.
1% ti
the ludha.is ( ap wit
it an 1
made sinallrq fit
d
th
l«dhack—
th gt (I load ca
c nncoad to th
( ol u
ft point of
low( Lie cha
the top
Tla
id hah is shown
connect( cl
clii
to filana hut it mat ln Windt as will
put it across the gild condcnsci
The R le ( hot t ( in sc ( us m
the leak) will not med to bandit
quite as much LI trltag.:, in
(Oil
TI24NSMIT1Elt
RI 112 tiFvt ( II
ri' -T(.
PLI
the latter case.
\oft flu arra no.nunt ol «.ppareus and
cll-balanctd pand
Below about 10 mctm
01'
cii cult mat show an th
und( su ablc ffcc.t,
c ° intense" leadings toi ant paiticular na‘cngth ate mail', identical, the condition foi
ar.ting as th mgh C, and ( 7.Welt in parallel
best opeialion being whin the plate cricult
ac toss the gt id coil in ti te, tinning the umebs tumd to a watt lcngth slightly below thc
lc-ngth of oscillati ni
Foitunatelt thus
sending mate so as to Rite the etlect of an
effect do's not hoc no , pi " min( nt until NV(
inductive plate load. Tuning the grid ehlu
to ti 3O the ( mutt la low the 21)met ci
cult should contiol tin wat elength
Thc
hand ( win( h is th( shot
watt lc ngth in
gi id and plate blo( king tond-nseis mai bi
winch its usci is pi it tical)
an‘ thing hem . 0001 to . 00025 uf . as thes,
taim s
nAt cotical
1In smallei cap it IP IC.
I ti()I, I
at- is to be pm elm i«1 on the shot toi mates
Ile gild and plat( 1,10, king condcriscis, iii
tit( case of low pow ci, mat he ordinault
A pia( tnal knout of appatatus p, shOt%
Duinher or Sangamo ret eitmg condenscis
in the phctogiaph
The coils limn kit to
If contiol of the gild t citation is desned,
light aie ant( nna oii, plate « til and god
a 00011 mu u0141 ad tat table in series wit h
coil. Note that the « nls ale mount«1 at
a 001 miciotat ad fr,cd noca « inch rise] mat
tight angh s and sonach-tance «watt to
IL
used as a ¡aid cap teat hating high
at old magnetic coupling 1et w n plate and
bleak- down toltage. Too metal' a capacity
gild which mould () th imisc o ( in
At thc
annot be u «1 as it ina‘ intciwith th
tenter fi ont is th" so( hi t fol a l' X-210 (is
fc , lback thi
thc ttia and causc tioulth iii
any small( r standaid Ia•,
e tube
Neal it
stai ting os t
Tho filiment is bt,
are the film itnt ht - Da— ( molt list Is (:(7) and
sed, tthc tubc, bt ttto papc rcondensers,
C7. the small fi\eil es] al a-il plats blocking
if at ad or huge'.
condensers el and (.'"), and the god leak, a which mat bc 001 ma The It ah i shown shant«l fiorn giid to
(000 ohm I.:ct itc iesisfor
The two discs
filamcnt. although it mai,. of coui se, be conon the base tie bon( tcomh-tt ound chokes
nected dut ca tit « tiles, the grid ondensm.
RFC1 and RFC.?
Foi high potter, bcttei
Th ,
li ai willtai
ith ' he tube
It us
hoke «instiuction is it, online nticd. On the
suggested that a tapped 10,000- ohm leak be
panel flom left to tight aic the antenna
y
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tried. 5000 ohms is about right for a 210,
a 201-A or a " VT2". but for a 171 or 112 a
much higher resistance ( 15,000 to 20.000
ohms) is better. In .in case the grid leak
should be made foi trInsmission. Recding gild leaks of the carbon or metallized4.7pt
i
e;n:
rno

4
C.,
cod

T
C3

250 a,Soopfd
eounterpoce
or ground

ARMSTRONG ( T.P.T.G
TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT
Shunt feed plate supply as throogh rf. choke No. 1
The condenser capacities are statul in punfarads
(same as micromicrofarads). 'the tuning capacities
C-1 and C-2 are larger and the blocking capamt.es
C-1 and C-1 are sma'ler than usual. This steadies
(lie mast.

glass soit seldom hate enough heat- radiating ability to render them sale.
The coils are provided in pairs for operation on different bands. Those shown m the
photograph are made of No. 14 enamelled
wire space-mound on a skeleton framework
of micarta rings three inches in diameter.
A hinged antenna coil of 6 turns 212 inches
in diameter is placed at the filament end
of the plate coil. The antenna circuit is
tuned by means of a tanal& condenser in
the counteipoise-ground lead. Two plugin coils of eight trans each are built foi
working on 40- and 80-nieter bands. Similai
coils of three tuns each tt ill tune to points
in the 20- and 40-meter bands.
Coils of
No. 12 or No. 14 mire space- wound in the
open will handle inputs up to 100 watts
without burning up. While the wire may
get hot with the higher powers the electrical
loss is small quantititely. No. 14 wire will
probably handle the full output of a 50watter, though this is about the limit. For
more pow ei Iul tiansmittets larger wne,
es- inch brass stiap or 3/16- inch copper tubing is recommended for coil construction.
In building a T.P.-T.G. transmitter for the
utmost efficiency and flexibility it is suggested that a whole bunch of coils be constructed so that the "best" coil will be available. Coil-condenser tuning ranges may be
estimated by consulting the inductane ecapacity-an a elength chart elsewhere in this
Handbook.
Using tuning condensers of
.00045 microfarads max. ( a receiving condenser for the grid circuit, and a tiansintt-

ting condenser of high Noltage break-down
for the plate ciicuit) about a dozen coils of
one, two, foul, si‘, set en, eight, ten, twelve,
sixteen, twenty, tw , iitt - four and twenty-six
turns will cote' the fear useful amateur
bands in good shape. For sets using tubes
larger than the UX-210, plate and grid condensers may be Faiadon UC1846 fixed mica
condensers, 000037 nciccofarads each. This
will be satisfactort for T.P.-T.G. sets on 20,
40, and SO mete]. S. For longer watelengths
bigger condensers tt ill be needed.
The design of tho tiarsmitter depends to
a great extent upon the type of tube and
power intended. In an ease the grid tunmg condenser mat be an ordinary singlespace cl receiting aliable. For one or two
UX-210's the antenna and plate tuning condenser" may also IR 1.ceising units. For a
fifty- matter, the i late and antenna condensers had best be double spaced.
The
hinge of the meters depends upon the tube
in use. ken one ci two 210's the milliammeter should be 100 to 10 full scale; for a
fifty matter a 0-'300 ni a. scale will be about
light. The uAlai 0-15 A.('. or D.C. meter
across the filaments can be selected as soon
as the filament heating comte is decided
upon. An A.C. mete t will menk ( though
with uncertain
cur act ) on D C. supply
while a 1) C. instrument mat be ruined by
connecting it to an A.C. source.

d

THE

SAME ( IRCUIr mourrinfi IOR
FEPD Or 111E PL trE Pow Lit

SERIES

Note the change in thc position of RI'Cl and in the
position and capacits of C. -4.
Ihe adsantage of this
change is that ans
lnitrips" in the choking action
hase sers little effect, pros ailed ( I has a capacity of
at least . 0003 cif. The disadsantage is that the rotor
of ( 1 is "hot."

The question of powei supply again depends upon the tube in II- e. For the filaments, astep- dew n
fc liner may be used
with a primary rhe ostat to adjust the voltage to the cornet talue for the tube.
The ,,
et may 11 o 1)( tun from a half- or
full-mate rectifier, umiltered. or e'en directly from th c ac. line. Care should be
taken that etc
thing is tight and that there
pi° no sm we're leads, keying vibration.
etcetera, as these will cause unsteadiness

BUILDING A ST

and consequent poor tiansmission. Th key
should not be on the baseboard of the set,
in fact the set should be on rubber sponges.

'TUNING

With the antenna coil at right angles
(that is, xery loose coupling), set the gild
tuning condenser at center scale, mess the
key and lapidly ‘ an, the plate condenser
back and foith mound 50. The plate current will deciease to a minimum at resonance and inclease as the point is passed
Watch the tube and Taise the key immediately if the tube begins heating dangerously. The approximate tuning adjustments, when setting un for the fist time,
can most safely and conveniently he found
by using teduced plate xoltage. Whcn the
minimum plate cuir(nt mentioned aboxe js
found take a reading on the wavemeter oi
listen in on the recen el fen the wave. Readjust both plate and gild condnisers until
the desired wavelength is had. Then couple
the antenna tightly. press the key and tune
the antenna condenser foi miximum ladiation current
Th?n ietune the rlate condenser slightly for an increased rending
This will disturb the winelength slightly
and a small readjustment all around should
be made
Open and close the key slowly
and see that the antenna current « imes up
to the same point each time, in ogler words,
see that the wa‘ eis ,, te Id\
If unsteady, loosen the counling and retune. The hiohest antenna «limit on a
given wave, with a stead?, wave, is usually
the best although the fellow at the other
end, if Ir's honest, can tell vou much bettei
than the antenna meter will
Do not he too
suie that the Lei rig and w (lie are OK just
bet mise the ant (010 iinc ter >111°S un nromnt
ly. Make cure lw taking your receiver into
another room and listering ( nithout a yo_
(eiiing antenna), or by nsirg a monitor box
such as has be en de s,1,1 ed
The hest isdiustments should be looge d so they can he
dunlieated at will
We will w int to work
in eaç h hind on a « tam waicicngth so that
oui fin nds can find us ouiekh — another reason for logging the condenser setting and
the number of the coils
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connects to the othei end and the filament
goes in between the two. With if.
tents
flowing in the coil-condenser circuit there is
a "‘ oltage diop" acioss each section of the
coil ( due to its inductice reactance). This
"voltage drop" alw ays acts so that the grid
voltage is exactly opposite to the plate voltage. When the i. ci, id voltage swings up
the r.f. plot( Nonage swings down.
The
filament is lactw eon the gild and
late in
Potential.
In the Collies ( Inuit. coils and condensers have been swapped around so that
in effect the hlamtnt is tapped to the center

-B

C2
SIMPLEST FORM OF COLPITTS

of a condenser rit ith the grid and plate connections at the outside terminals. With
r.f. currents flowing in the coil-condenser
circuit there is a " voltage drop" across each
section of the condenser ( due to its capacitixe ieactance)
Ihis acts as above. The
"t, oltage di ops" of plate and grid circuits
ale exactly opposite in phase, with the filament in betw«n the plate and grid as far
as voltage is cnu« ned
Hartley action is
dependent on ‘ oltage drops across different
putts of a coil
The Colpitts action is depend( nt similarly on xoltage drops across
different sections of a eondenser.
diffeiènces in all circuits are principallr, in case of adjustment and control
The Colpitts controls somewhat differently
than the otheis. Output and efficiency will
temain about the same. honexer. In looking at the ( Inuit (Lag' am the first thing we
notice is that the grid- leak connects from
Loi IIIIS ( IRC . 1
the gi id du ec tlc to the filament with a small
hok , in se ie sto keep r.f. leakage currents
In the Baltic\ ( ii ,ut a magnetic 1q.ddown. While we bad some choice in the
back from plate to Ai id causes oscillation
m itter in the Huth and T P.-T.G. circuit>,
In the tunid pl it - tune cl-gi id ai angement
th s onnection of the gild leak is (suite
a capacitice
hom pLi e to gild ss
nec essary in the Colpitts circuit. A leak
responsible foi th sacirri that takes, pl
coma, ted a« os'. C would be useless as C,
The Colpitts
cult acti in is based susul iiI.
(mid not afros d
eturn path to filament
on a capacitn oi
cts cc feedback, though
(c a ting as a bloi king condenser with innot through the Intel el, ment capa ity ol
find, impedance as far as D C'. is concerned).
the vacuum tu're its( If
1
,
,ITIZ the capacity of C, raises the
In the Hartle\ cucuit the gild clip con
avelength and ' nu eases the grid feedback.
nects to one end of the coil, the plate clip Increasing C„ also raises the wave but re,

9S
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duces the grid feedback. It is simply a
matter of adjusting the piceportion of voltage drops across the two condensers by
changing their size ( and therefore their reactance). A was° change is also caused,
because changing either condenser changes
the effective capacity across the coil. To
keep the grid excitation constant and change
the wavelength. C, and C, can both be increased or decreased together. A separate
control of grid excitation can be had by
making grid condenser C sariable or by
adding a clip conection to L so that the lead
from C. does not necessarily connect to the
extreme end of the L- C ciacuit.
In using a practical form of the Colpitts
circuit for transmitting the contiols must
be kept down to a ieasonable number and
so it may be desirable to forego separate
clip connections for control of grid excitation, particulaily as xtia leads hung on a
circuit at different points tend to bring in a
double tuning effect at the shortest waselengths we use.
There aie sesei lads antages of the Collints circuit that she- 1.11d make it more plpular than it is to das for shoi
as e ti insinittei s and tee eiscrs
The coil us : d is not
blistling with clips ( like the Hqrtlo
whuh
means that it is a ,plendid clic 01t foi use
with . 1 tcss phi° in cods foi mink wa ve
By u ine a balanced aii Inge(hanging

Cp
+8

C

Gt.

p.- Ce
oect Uury

SOME VARIATIONS OF THE
HOFFMAN BALANCED COLPITTS CIRCUIT

ment and modifying our simplest foim a
little we can get lid of the necessity of using
plate and grid r.f. chokes
This is a splendid idea for use in an outfit for vtoik co
different waselengths because one doesn't
have to worry about plug-in chokes for the
highest efficiency—a practical necessity if

we plan to change our wave over a very
wide range. The Colpitts circuit as shown
goes down to our shortest wases with ease.
As soon as C. and C, have been put on the
same shaft or otheiwise coupled together
mechanically the adiustnients ale as easy
as with the other circuits and the wavelength can be changed with the grid excitation constant.
In the first paragraphs of our discussion
of the Colpitts ( newt attention was called
to the fact that thcie is always a point of
zeio soltage bets% en platc and gild. both
between the two ends of the coil and between the two conclensei s That means that
there is no r.f. voltage between points x and
y ( even though there is the entire dc plate
potential between them). Sketch A discloses that the plate blocking condenser C,
has been taken out and that the plate supply
is being fed to the center of coil L - L. The
high soltage is all oser the coil and stator
plates of both tuning condenseis--but we
has e eliminatEd the necessity for a plate
choke coil.
If ( 7 and C, hase the same capacity,
L and L, will be about equal in turns, but
if C is larger as it sometinn s is, the airangement vt ill be in balance agivn when the
B feed point is moved down so that L is
smaller
The Nonage node ( zcrol moses
down the coil somewhat as the grid excitation is deci eased by using a larger capacity
at C without a propoitionate incr(ase in
the capacity of C,.
A good way to find the nodal point is to
nut an rf choke in the B-plus lead and to
hunt rf Nonage over the whole ( oil with
a neon tub indo ator or insulated metal oh ji cl
Insulation is imnoitant hie as the
(oil is ili eand dangei ow
Hands off' The
onnection for plate feed should be made to
th( z(io point on the coil when it is located
If it's not exactly right, lease the r.f choke
in the plus lead to keen what little voltage
is in esent where it belongs. The choke is
ii lies ed of the major part of its regular job
at any rate
If a large capacity he placed at C as
shown in sketch B it will has e seiv little
ffect on the dish il,ution of rf sflanges
oser the coil
It ss ill pis e us two points at
about the sanie rf olt age and insulated
with re-sne ct to dc. N °Hoe S.
This condense r should he cairible of withst-inding
the plate ()haze and lvinellincr the circulating ( pi] ent and should he at least ten times
the ipi its' of the tuning condenseis The
gi id- 1 il, and B plus leads niav now be connect ,d is 'liai pvirried
No cholsc., of . ins
(1 -. cunt inn ate 1( ft in our ii( nit
Nreithei
is a t ( ond.msei absolutely n' oiled. C
keep
olio°.-. d ( off the ipid.
Cods and « melnii ,eis can he selected a,
usual by ieference to the ch u-t C. and C
both caiiv the ciiculating current and must
be transmitting condensers or at least

lit_ II DING \

doublc spaced icicas mg condenseis if much
power is used
Itemembet that condensers
in series hINe a smaller efiectise capants
than cithei condenser taken by it3elf. Two
0005-microtaiad condenseis on the isame
shaft in sciics y. ill behasc like a si
tuning condensel ssIth a maximum oi
00023 nuctotarads.
Use the iff(ctr,c
capacity salue when determining ( oil suos
in designing a tiansmitter.
C is ott(n
made the laign of the tuning conchns
so that thc
oh age ( lion ...cross it will be
consideralds less than the diop across C.
C should have twice the capacity of
to
make the gi id excitation have the optimum
seine unfiss a small gild condenser is us( d
to limit the if giidsoltage.
IHI

1TION

Ll-L2 in stiles with the capacity between
the plate vrid eaul
The wavelength can be
short nod bs the simple proccss of cutting
down thc sue of Li and L2. 'When these
aie cut down to he mue connecting
h ids, tit'ns Ma\ bl made to o, illate niceIs on Wil‘eitm_ths a, shod a, one oil two
mete'', th , lown I nit dcpcading on the
sue of the gild- plate tube capacity which
as
diffelcnt in chtinent tubes. Note that
in D It is TIC ee ,••ary to connect the grid leak
aial plat( fe id close to the stopping con(lc nsci.
It
also n,cessins to use good
f. chokes at the points shown.
The distiibuted cal)ac it
in tin, plate
choke scrslikcl bs-plsses sonie i.E eneigy to the filament by may of the power

UI IR % LIMON

Xt A mc a.,ain show
diaciam of th(
samplcst fo' in of a Cohntts cncuit. In B
we hasp mosed the plat blocking cot cknsei w 'I no drect exc ,nt to put plate solttge on the statoi of Cl making it din2,(ious to touch.
The end Ital. has 14,(11

cohc,c
B

cl

rEr

I)-POINT MON ED TO Cli DONN 1111.
It r. VOLT tGE APPLIED 10 I
Ihe s,rtuit is nom ,tries feed. that 1, the rf and
d
both go thru the plate coil.
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moved to the centei ° I the coil as just
dcsenbed in th, Hoffman balinccd Colpitts
P, is still a Colpitts ( aunt
Magi ain C shows CI and C2 cut down to
icio Ind 1( ,ios ed.
This ai angement
commonly tcfni, d to as the ultiaudlon cncult. Thc tunol ( unlit ci easts ot the coil

,upply
condensei). This is asoided
in th2 piactical and final anangement of
appatatus bs mosmg the plate choke connection to the grid end of the tuned condenscr-coll ( unlit as shown in the next diagram. Tins is in rcality a change flout
shunt 01 piton(' plate fied to series feed.
rhe ha ,mful dustlibutcd cap‘,cits is now in
hunt with C2 whet° it does some good
1hei
is also less rt. soltage at the chok(
ii,oh the soue. anang(ment, which is bet tu
satiable higo-lesistance leak of
10 001 or I-UO() ohms will enable us to adjust thc bias to the linst operating value
1.11(
plug-in coils, for our practical
oltiaucron set whuh ss( ale now ready to
build are constlucted just like the coils
saib d in the fiist pait of this chaptei
t that the antcnna or secondars coils
le wound on blockb adchd to the prinialy
fia lics after the Irags strip is in place.
seconclatics ale wite-wound, lessening
the car ants la tw«n windings. This is good
onst ruction eleeti it alb.- 13._ cause the ant enna
(taicnt is not neatly as large as, th" condi iisci - cal cull( at and conducto/A. heavier
th . n No. 1t wii( \sill seldom be requited
in in amaLcil las out
In discussing the
th«ns of ultr(iudion ( newt, we explained
ho s * lumen t sso ill go all the way down
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to about one meter na‘elength when all
shunt capacities were taken out and the
coils cut way down.
For all our useful
wavebands ( 20, 40, 80, and 173 meters) a
good transmitting condenser will be needed to tune tie coil as the tubo capacity itself will not be near ly enough. This is fine
because it will steady the not
A . 0003
nucrofarad condenser should be used. Coil
sizes may be noted in the photograph or
taken directly from the paragraphs on coil
construction.
A

PRAC IIC AI. UL1 RACDION IOR
QUI( KI.Y
SHII PING 10 ONE OR ANOIHLR 01
SI VI ¡( AL
AVI-BtISIrs

Any transmitter can be shifted from one
ma‘elength to another after a fashion. On

cuctu(1.
Next think of "plate turns" in
the ultrauchon as those turns on the plate
side of the "% oltage zero" point on the coll.
Connecting couticriser 12 as shown nill shift
toe node or zero point toward the grid end
01 tho circuit
In lc , sing ( 2 will cause a
decrease in plate current and an increase in
output from th ,, circuit ( increased efhcrency ).
With ( 2 of too large capacity
there nill b tn) lath. gird c•,Itation and
the set will stop osculating.
C2 is not
C/11.1(<0 and nhcn once adjusted it may be
left alone foi 20-, 10- or 1
,0 meter operation.
For a UX-210, (2 (an be a midget condenser of 50 to 100 miciomicrofarads capacity.
Varying (2 (hangs the ma‘elength slighth tut not as much as might be expected.
Ihis doesn't matter much as C2 is usually
left alone when once correctly
adjusted.
The complete circuit diagram
with constants and the side
Nicw of the sct tell about everything else of possible interest.
The two radm-frequercv chokes
at 9BIIR are rather interesun,
serving as front kes for the
ti ansmit ( cI mount mg.
These
chol,es are wound with No. ' ft;
ne on pat affine impi epnat d
wooden dowels.
The first few

COILS Ion

rriE

turns
lar ci are
nindinl:,
space us
wound;
continued
a singl
for

20-, 10- A \ , 0-mlil ER it ,
INDS

several Inches to care for 20
and 40 met ris and a scrambled
winding added at the end to
suppl% enough inductance to
take care of 80 meters efficiently A 1ole us di ullcdn th, dowel at each end
of the w ruling and tie conn ,mbre had, are

At the kit is the 10-mettr transformer ahich has a 1-turn
primary and two-loin steondari. 'Ihe primary ainding termin
ates in the brass clips at the ends of the longest aooden bar
'I he secondar) terminals point formard flom the topmost bit. of
the Itchy.

the choice of circuit an(' th c arrangement
of coils depends how ha d a job it is to
charn,c and also how loi
it rriil take
In the chapter on ant ,- las a g«)(1 meth ) d
of shifting antennas qt lair,' for wo k on
20, 40 or SO meters on short notice is
described.
h
R ni anairi% fis posed of the antenna mob oui 1( t's now take
a look at a practical illtraudion ariaugement.
If we conneet po%,(1 to the circuit shown
in C it will oscillate
ph n11(IL — but the
needle on the plate indium meter is probably trying to wind Itself up on its bearings in the meter cas
All oscillatire
circuits dcpend on feed -Ja k and the commonest cause of high pl it/ curient is too
large a bulb : el. Where clacs out feed-back
come from nod how m.% it be cultrolled,
then?
Theie are no split cod and split cot dendenseis in the ultiaudior if Li and L2 is a
single coil — therefore there are no plete
turns and grid auns th it , jn be adjustAd.
Ho vexer, the feedback % oltage can be
thought of as app
ac,.oss the gridfilament capacity ( as it would in a normal

(ON 1ROLI It, ti IICOI; tC h. IN t PR 4C1 ICAL
ULIRAUDION ARR titt.EMEN1
he r.f. Yoltage to the grid is probably caused by the
yoltage drop aeross 'Ihi', ( In lie sailed In shuntine, condenser C2 across Cs and the filament as shown.
the plate blocking eordenser C
keep. the plate
%filing, off the grid and a, mined domn to the grid end
of the condenser-coil iireuit
shoyin to make our
feedback control possible usinz as lea parts as possible. The sue of Cs does not matter as lung as it is
large because C_t is in series aith it.

pa s, Itill ° Ira th
re)lcs ' rid secured by
uedging with a sham poned match- stick
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the master oscillatoi plate lead The proper
M
II It () settI
ion cute 111 r
sue ot resistor can he calculated easily
It is important ab c all else that we
kno,r,ing the pla e cur rent and the voltage
should hase a stcady note. While the ordiratine of th c in 1st( t oscillator tube. The
nary arrant,...) cnt of apparatus \ es a reaan ount of soltat,e ohi( h must be absorbed
son Orly stead\ signal, the aell'ition uf a master oseillntor tube si ith an oscillating circuit
ot its own will inure a note that is steadter
than i•sual st lth i, pc et to antenna thang( s.
By addire a quartz crystal to the layout,
(onst . nt ti equcney tiansmission can be obtained under all conditions--more of that
later.
The master osallator circuit is so named
becaus( its output is used to control the
frequency of the set instead of using it to
feed the antenna directly as usual.
lhe
master oscillator can he t.y . tal , nt oiled or
ot; it can employ any of the commonly
used sutrun tube circuds; the mine pie is
the '.,. mue in any e \ Lill
The It F. output
tu" master osedlator is all used for controla e the 1,11d clieuit of a iadio-freqaency
amplifier, tonimonly kno \ cn as the poster
ampliner. One has to stet, with a steady
os i ICtail bc for c the amplifier can amplify
stcaav oscillation
Therefore it is a job
of first importance to build a steady o,cillatir
The Iov,cr ami Wier grids am e cont•olled
SIDE % DAY 01 1111 S1.1 ', HOMINI. HOW THE
l'y energy horn the master oscillator. ThereR P. IR Vs. , 1ORDERS .eltE PI I (. GED IN
fore, a
plat"
t lar ut
rmoant of the amplt her' s
os' ci,g as ailable for the antenna
by the re- stoi el•c ' dell ly the plate current
than no , nailt the ( as . ( 01. course the
will giN ethe resist l'ut e • able-- just a simple
u moms of t'u c\ti a tale required as
application of Ohm's Lavv.
'pastel
os( illator is porn)
The fie
The filament ot both he master oscillator
elu•u ci ot Lh«mtput is the sanie as the
flume
\ of_ the ma ' ter oscillate ' s i( sonant cit cud
Th
,--.e
111,
output d the powei amplifier is
fed
to
the
antenna
elliu r
t4
-E 7 I ._., . ' ....-7,-,
'_ . .....--": ....
dnectly
tin ough
an
output
-I _
-- ,--i_ ' iiii I ,., ,
Q ,-'. 11 '1
transformer or lit means ot an
,--"
I
li IF
1 l '1 I 1
inte rmediate ( newt to make th'
moblun of steadiness easier in
e.
the case of a highly tuned
....eu i
Vawe ' ira
Too many amplify r
tu!' s iii parallel or too large
a tube cannot be fed by one
IIIE comrtrrE (112(.1. ,11
IIIR IRANSMII1ER
small master oscillator.
The
LI, L2. Plug-in r.t. transle rincr as shown in Photo.
°se illatoi should aim at sbe lar ge
luninir condenser, 500 pfd.
enough to supply the grid loss rs
(2. Regeneration control coadenser, 71 r1d.
of all amplffier tubes. Under cerCI
Antenna tuning condenser, 2 0 Pre
Cl.CI. Tao Micadons, each of 50)0 pfd tapacit,.
tain conditiews, the power arilCs, CS. Two Mitadong, 2000 pfd eat h.
plifier must be neutralized Mee
Li. Antenna loading indu lessee 21 turns spaced IA' on V
the
f. amplifier s used in so
foim. The ante:live '.', stem
in I, art.thing desired, pro,ided it
has a fundamental around 5", meters
the one at 9RHR eonmany broadcast receivers and
of a 3s foot , trtic el antenna and 19-foot horizontal
for the same re ason
With a
counterpoise.
rrasUr oscillator power amplifier arrangement a swinging
and povrei amplifier lobes can also be
antenna has less tendency to change the
heatcu from he same silice. Once again,
wat' length than is experienced with an
a spec al i- 14 111LP p•
ibly will be needed
oscillator coupled directly to the antenna.
in series nitir th( masbr rscillator filaments
The plat pots ci su" pit for both oscillator
to drop tie idament \ collage to the right
and amplifier can be from the stele source
salue for smaller tubes.
iii, srcetir e of tube cm s The plate \ tillage
Th excitu \ eltac.zr for the power amfor fit" smaller master ose ill.dor tube must
plifier is obtlined by taking the reactive
be cut down by putting a series resistance in

, ., .
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drop aeross part of the plate coil ( Hartley)
or plate condenser ( Colpdts). The filament
circuit is common to both master oscillator
and poaer amplifier. The connection to the
pomer amplifier girds from the plate (Arc ot
of the master oscillator can l made through
a ‘ ariable condenser foi the pur pc se of
Nal ‘ ,ng the amo ii tof e‘e it. tion
It is just
as mell instead to adju t the clip to use
moie or less turns ot th.? Hartley plate
(0 ,1 if that
rend is us«1
Adjusting the
master Ds( ill dot is earned oat just as discussed elsewhere for ans transmitter. R.F.
c'iolses must be pl iced in the plate supply
1ads of bdh mast _1 oscillator and huis ci
ail/phi-1er
n hen filly., are paralleled in the
pois ci amplifier small eh ikes or resistances,
jerhaps bith, will h n,c k 1 in fh
gird
and plate leads of each ore to / educe loss
from parasitic ° still thon, ( espeerall ssh n
high fi equem \ operation is intende(I).
An output transfor mer can be used to
couple the puss ci amplifier to the antenna
circuit. It sh uld b budt and adj , s'«1 so
that \shell the antenna is disc onneeted and
out ol turc', the pl fie curl nt of the ampli
fie' drops to a lom N.111.1..
Tile primary
should be made of large mire if it is tond
with a condenser—otherwise, small wire ( an
be used ( for the radio frequency component
of the plate current is no larger than the
direct current component). The primary
should be wound and connected in the plate
circuit of the amplifier and tested with the
master oscillator without at first attempting
to transfer any power into the antenna. The
number of turns in the primary should be
adjusted so that the plate current is 13( c
its normal salue ( or less) under operating
conditions. No. 24 or No 26 wire on a . 1inch diameter form will make a good
primary for an output transformer. Use
about 11. 21 or 10 turns for a set th.,1, is
going to moth on 10, i‘O or 175 meters
respectiYely. Try different numbeis of turns
until the best adjustment is located— then
remcne most of the dead-end tutus
The
secondary ( antenna) coil should fit closely
over ( or Into) the primary. 'Ibis minding
will depend altogether on the particular antenna to be used. The reactance of the secondary of the output transformer and the
reactance of the primary should be in the
same ratio as the antenna reactance to the
plate impedance ot the amplifier. When the
secondary is morking nicely, a final adjustment of the primary turns will be needed
to compensate for the effect of the added
mutual inductance.
Keying in such a circuit must be accomplished in the pomer amplifier. The master
oscillator is allowed to oscillate steadily and

the key is usually placcd in selles with the
pomer amplifier's grid lcak so that the
amplifiei idocks mh:i1EN ci the keN is opened
and the pl tte cutrent falls to i( to
The
Lelch-type of rela .
t. opening both plate and
gird circuits can he used to key the power
amplifier to good athantage. In modulating
such a circuit as this, the regular Hersing
system should b used with the modulator
tube capacity the same as that of the power
amplifier. If ahigh grid bias is used on the
molulator en a greater number of tubes
may be desirable. It is not satisfactory to
attempt to modulate the power supply of
the master- oscillator circuit.
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CONIBIN ilIONS

0 ,, tll tto,

Prurt

1 U 201A, U \ 112 ot t \ i71
1 11\210
1 i\210
2 t \210. ou 1 11V?.03A
1 11V203A
2 UN 203 1.s or 1 1L1V201A

In building a crystal controlled outfit or
using a master os,Illator cricuit, the appaiatus should first he set up on a board
Inhere e‘erything is accessible and where
all the parts can be observed carefully and
changed if found defecti‘e.
After the
breadboard outfit is working correctly, the
parts ale eastly mounted in panel rorm if
th sIs des red.

(RS Si iii

t ( rs. I1.01

Another nit( re stint, development until
recently 1-e‘ond the means of most beginners is the use of quartz crystals for
controlling the ficquen y of the transmitter. The main adtantarre is an absolutely stcody note whose pitch micr varies
or smings due to moi ni its of the anten
or to si ght changes in the constants of the
tube circuit
A crystal properly used proIdes was el 11.,th col nol not approach( d
in ary other form of transmitter.
Although an os( illator whose trequency
is determined by a quartz crystal of the
proper si7e in its grid circuit
can
be
coupled directly to an antenna, the energy
that can be chi cetly controlled by a crystal
is so limited that the cistal is usually
placed in a master oscillator circuit and a
jomet amplifier used to put more constant
fh.quc c‘ encr.,y in the antenna. The right
tubes to cisc ample orid control of cat tin
surd power am i11 ic‘'s mi re 11toil in tabular form '1lie ‘ oliar,e mil plate current
rat ,nes of these tubes may be found in anothc t ( ham( o Ocher combinations such as
a VT2 master os - Hahn controlling an If
tube power amplifier may suggest th -msels es — our t.blc is not a complete one.

BUILDING A STATION

Most amateurs purchase their quaitz
ciystals cut giound, and guaranteed to
oscllate in ore ot the amateur bands. As
good crystals ale inailable tor fair plices,
there is no particular team for me ntionma the laboi tous pious ,
'of making ciy stal
use Water] s fi ont the tough quartz ctystals
hue. A methol f.r testing crystals and
some notes on opt iding with civstctl contiol «MP mate in cutlet, however.
Quc,it7 cly st
are usefal in radio work
chrefl;
bee au se
ol
th ' ii
mezo-clecti le
plopeities \ Imy other kinds of crystals
act in th" sari]) way but they ate not as
+ + + +
A

+ + + + + +

+

CribrIal
D

1
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ing to reduce the fundamental can be
undertaken with a mr\tuie of No. 301
powdered emely and kerosene, pushing the
try stal mn circles on a flat glass or steel
plate. The final giinding should he clone
with No. 100 carborundum and oil
Tile
crystal should be cleaned frequently with
(ai'rona or carbon tettachloride from a
fflene hie extmguisher and tested for
warelength. If the crystal was cut with
its leneth parallel to the optical ( Z) axis
which tuns Nettically through the elystal
pat allel to the steles, Its thickness parallel
to the X axis ( whit h may bisect any of the
angles of the el\ stall and its width parallel
to the Y axis ( which is perpendicular to
any of the sides of the crystal), rt should
oseillate at a warelength pioportional to
the thickness ( about 105 meters wave lene th ti millimeter thickness of the crystal).
il ‘
, 11M,

CRYSTAL ACTION

suitable mechanically or do not hare as
mat kt
tlecti teal piopet ties as quartz.
(i,stI action can be, understood best bY
considering what happens when a crystal
is supported between two metal plates to
which a Not )i is <Invited
As indicated
b.> the d aic in, the
stal becomes sh rrte.
along the line s
and C- D and lunge'
Iona the lu t \-( and B- D
It act-, as
though it wet ' wing squce7cd by the two
metal plates
P the polatity is Icy ersed,
th amechan -al strain is ic‘ersed. also. Thc
changes in dimensions are Yery, sm small
but they aie theie rust the sanie
If
nu hamcal pie ssui e i applied to a crystal,
tie opposite a bin t
plaer and its sui
laces Leon e elect/RA\ chat ged. Just as
in the case of a mnd dum displaced ft om
its normal po awn, a crystal whose shape
his he. nchar _ cd by in -chanic il or electircal
means will
immediately tctutn to its
criminal dnuenstons
In doing so, It swings
through the " ici o" position and oscillates
backward un
foi ward — at ladle) frequency.
A ci ystal can be nude to oscillate
at tiro definite ft quencies determined by
its thian ,ss la the usual position or when
suppor t«1 ( tidy\ Ise
A ci '.- tal should 1e giound with absolutely flat and parallel surfaces. If the thickness is not uniform it nia' nrt os ,that
The shape of tire ctystal is not important.
It is cometout to hare it rectangular
or
cneular
but an utreenlinly
shaped
clystal yill bc rust as satisractoty it it rs
of uniform thickness and his no scratches on
the flat surfaces.
The thinner the crystal,
the loyy..≥r its tundamenal waYelength. Grind-

CRYS I \ T.

A teeming tube can be connected in the
elementary custal circuit shown to test
crystals. A rattly hic,h plate voltage and a
("-battery of — 1.5 to — 10 Yolts should be
used
The coil L and condenser C should
be chosen to tune ° eel th cnay clength range
.1 which the crystal is e\nected to oscillate
The hot-wire ot theimo-coupled ammeter
(A) shows a deft« tion only when the
clystal is cselllating
For a test circuit,
using a teem ma tut e a 0-100 milliampere
hot -"i
he index will b . plenty- big enough
As the « miens(' and coil are tuned to approach the natuial frequency of the erystal,

Et EMENTARY CRYSTAL CIRCJIT

the hot wile meter will -.tait to read. The
nearer the condenser-coil ( limit is tuned to
the frequency of the crystal, the greater will
he the deflecti ) n until at resonance, the tube
will stop oscillating because the tuned choke
reaches an e\ticmely high ralue of impedance at the notkIng frequency. In a
transmittei, this circuit is always tuned to
a wavelength a litrle less than the natural
wavelength of the crystal
The L-C circuit
can be \ ailed within quite laige limits without changing the heat note that the crystal
controlled tube gives when loosely coupled to
an oscillating receiver. Meters in the grid
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and plate leads of the crystal testing circuit
will tine a posith e indication of oscillation if one does not happen to hase an R.F.
meter of the right scale size. Any meter
put ch ,ectly in the grid lead should have an
R. F. choke in ' enes with it to protect the

Iii

d
d

FREQUENCY

RESONANCE CURVE OF CRYSTAL
AND TUNED CIRCUIT
meter and the combination of meter ard
choke should be shunt( d with a lai Le R. F.
I)3 pass condense' to make the test outfit
work
Ceystals also can be tested by setting up
a circuit such as diagrammed to show crystal action.
A coil ( L), condenser ( C,), and
R F. ammetei ( 11 ale connected in settles.
Across the condenset-coil circuit is the
quaitz ciy stal to be tested, mounted between
two flat metal plates
A high iiequency
diiser is coupled to the coil so that the cuitent indiCated on A can bu plotted lot different fiequencles of the driser.
If the
oystal is a good oscillatot, a point will be
found wheie the cuitent in th I - C ( newt
drops shat pls. It C is satiable, the setting
can be chant,ed so that the L- G cucuit
tesonates at th
samo fiequency as the
crystal at which setting the dip on
will be

CIRCUIT USED TO SHOW CRYSTAL ACTION
mote pion Aimed as th
ci ystal ab ( nits
power horn the diner. This fiequencs is
bound to b. either the fundamental or a
harmonic frequencs of the ciss'al.
sketch of the iesonanc curse of the ei ystal
and condensei-coil citcuit Is
shown to
Mush ate 1ettc t what happe us ,n testir g
ci ystals. If a gild-coll.( rit oi plate ( urreht metet is usA in the dbscr. a ch ne
in the deflection ot the meter will show both
the resonant point of the L-( clicult and the
natural fiequency of the crystal it it j'
a good one.

If you come across a crystal that sefuses to oscillate es en after ropeated grinding and cleaning and a careful inspection
to see that th le axe no snatches to be
ground out, it still may be possible to get
some iesults tio n it by means of a little
rectenetation in the cisstal cor trolled encult. Inciease the numb ,' of ti ins in the
plate coil a littlf. It th s does not do the
tuck by increasing the feed-back through
the tube capacity. add a small coil ( Li) in
the end cu cuit
If the cisst.,1 has any oscillating ptoperties at all it will pick up and
detennine the ficquercs of oscillation when
the test of the en cult is tone Ito r trly the
licquency.
Ior i0-meteis the grid
coil should has e al out 11 turns of wire 2
ntehcs in diameter. The sight combination
is not ctitical and can easily be found by
tual. Don't add ans gill coils it you h
a crystal that does oscillate satisfactorily.
rsstals always ( tack it s ' hated too lurid
ond not a thing will be add. d in the way o
control by using regeneration with a good
uy stal
Sometimes a pool cly stal can be
made to work by putting a small coil in
-aims with it as diagiammed.
5101

IN(.

The simplest may to mount aci s stal
between two absolutely flat smooth metal
plates
Bi a s plates which have been
Wined in a lathe and giound flat with tine
erne's has e been successfully used in anumber ut installations
The plates must be
kept clean, flee horn both moisture and
tinge" math-. 1h sibiat.ons of the cis stal
can take place when the
stal is mounted
loosely between the plat, s ut t en when tt c
nlates ate pissed quite tia,lith, together as
is usually the cose
Anyone con budd a
gout mounting ' initiai to the one used at
4XE.
Make the plates at least .31 in h
squale and about 1 s" thick.
The plates
may be held togethei either by oast .
* alone
or bs a light spniu, pushing down on the
upper plate.
The el sstal alw ass start s
oscillating by itself es el y time the plate
powei is applied as bs keying piosided the
circuit
is piopeily adjusted
A little
pirssuie is piobably best to hold the ci ystal
it mly in place and to Instne good contact
with its sus faces which will m on good output and fiequency contiol 'Ihe top plate
should float free on top of the cristal
In puttin.t the cis stal into the mounting do not handle it with gn ay fin is.
This will positiselv present oscillation.
(i ' tais can b: cleaned as often as noce'sai
in calbon tetrachlonde or in most ans
other similar gic Ise solsent It does not
matter whether the surface of the crystal
is hi aly polished or not
Crystals with a
frosted finish appear to make just as good
oscillatots as those with a clear polished
surface.

BUILDING A STATION

OPPRA NON

The elementaiy circuit that
as shown in
one dia.zram is the basis of most all the circuits using a ciystal to gise a steady note.
A UX-210 is piobabls the la/ gest tube that
can be directly crystal controlled.
If a
UX-210 tube is used instead of a receising
tube and th - plate Noltage laised to about
350 1. OltS ( N% 1th — 22 1/
2
to — 45 volt Cbaftely 1, the plate coil ( I) can be coupled
directly to the tuned antenna ciicuit making a yeis good constant tiequencs bansnutter. ghe gild choke ( In;
should be
wound with finc %sue and made as small as

LI

RFC

_Crystal

c
T-

ADDING REGENERATION
WHEN THE CRYSTAL WONT OSCILLATE

possible. A soon as the antenna is tuned
to the way elength of the crystal ( or esen to
one of its harmonics) some power will be
absoitcd and indiated.
The amount of
pomcr flom a I:X-210 is limited and if
mole output is desued, the sanie cncud and
tube can be used as mash roscillator and a
laiger amount of antenna pouci obtained
from the pouc) clinphfi(l
Be cal eful vevei
to ON ( 110A the UX-210 ciy stal «rationed
cu cuit.
About 350 D. C olts and 50
ampmes plate input is all that most cisstals
mill stand mithout °v et heating and clacking. Some will not en stand as much as
this without shattei mg into fragments fion
the intens. intc i- mold , l.ii stiains of oscillation.
It is best not to attempt to usc a cisstal
that is too thin
Although it is possible to
giind ei‘•tals to wmk on the foi t' metm
wavelenPth bind that oscillate
y decently, they ' ill not handle
en, much
poucr without oscih ating.
lacking and
shattenng
It is far better to use crystals
ground for wavelength longer than 75
meters
The rdditional thickness Is a
factot of sat' ,t on youi in cstmcnt.
If
the crystal has a natural waselength of
just tmo ot thiee times the waselength en
which you wish to opei ate, you can operate
the antenna bs tuning it to ont of the hatmomcs. B.ttei still. you can build a ti ans nutter using the crystal in the master oscillator circuit, tuning the output circuit of
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the power amplifier so that it amplifies the
ploper
hatmonic—a
dodge
that
saves
neutral ,zin2, thc pone/ amplifier which
oidinaiily is necessaiy sshcn amplifying the
fraidamental of a ciystal.
The power am[Idler can always be depended on as a
icdiable ficquency doubling circuit not le(piling neutialization N\ hen so operated
AIM •-. 1MINIS

Before mentioning vatious combinations
of tuned input and output circuits that will
enable us to opeiate in any waselength band
using a 160- meter ci' stal sse aie going to
explain the adjuçtm( nts of a clystal conboiled set such as - 11 imn in the diaeiam
assuming that me want to operate on the
fundamental of the cis stal.
The mastei
oscillator is shoe n at ¡ he right h ia2, the
tuned circuit I - C
The pomer amplifier
(shown neutialued for fundamental operation) is at the left. Its tuned output ciicuit is L C The master ° s un itoi adjustments are canied out like thise of any
simple transmitting cncuit. The condenser
C is adjusted foi maximum coi ent in the
L- C circuit with a minimum icadrag of
plate milliammetei ( M I). Listen to the
be it note in an os c
lecenei on 20 or
10 meters ( double- harmonic) and make suie
that it is stione and steady.
Couple L to
L for the time b ing in oidcr to tune the
antenna to icsonance by noting the inoper
adjustments of C and L to gnse the maximum deflection on A,. W hen this has been
done, L. is coupled to L leasing the ant ,nna
tuning the sanie. Next the powei amplifier giul clip is connected to some point on
the plate end of coil L -a few turns inside
of the plate clip of the mastei oscillator
will be about rb,ht. You aie now reads, to

BRASS PLATE
2 OZ

To
GROUND

NARD

RUBBER

THE 4XE

BRASS PLATE

CRYSTAL HOLDER

ncutial e the amplinei ( newt by ail, ,stin,2,
condenser C,
This will be possible only
if the oscillate)t and amplifier circuits aie
properly isolat d oi shielded.
There is usually some regeneration present in an ampl,fici ( newt all the time due
to the tube intei-electrode capacities and to
the disposition of coils in the clicuit.
If
the feed-back roaches a large enough salue,
the crystal will become shattered. If opera-
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tion on the fundamental is intended, the
mastc] ostillatoi should be built in a complettly shielded metal box. Each stage of
power amplification ( if theie is mole than
one) must also be sinulails shielded to make
complete neutralming possible.
In neuttalizmg the power amplifier stait
by tuinire on the filament supply for both
the mastct oscillator and the power amplifier tubes
Conned the plate supply to
he master oscillator but not to the power
amplifiei tube. Now adjust C, until there is
a nantmum change in the deflection of MA
when tuning condense' C, in the amplifier
cucuit is \ ailed
If the mastet oscillator
Is well-shu lded so that complete neutiali7a-

mum plate cuirent and at the same time
very little change in plate current ( MA)
when t' iis \ aried.
Now somewhat reduced plate \ oltage ( as
alwayF in ttsting and ad justing) can be
applied to the power amplifier. L, and C.
are adjusted until the citcuit hits iesonance
with the master oscillator fiequency. Ai
now shows a leading because. the antenna
citcnit was pre\ tously tuncd to the right
wa\elength and is now coupled to L. C, and
C. are now adjusted foi maximum antenna
cut rent. If MA leads too much or the
power amplifier shows undue heating, tin
bias Nonage on the amplifier can be increased fit is usually about 10'4 of the
amplifier plate voltage).
An
325V
other remedy is to loosen the
antenna coupling or to add
turns in L, to raise the external
plate impedance.

RASI AL-CONTROI I ID ( IRCUIT I SFD IT M ANN
'I CUR ST ATIONS FOR THE 80-METCR BAND

AM A

A single I_ X-210 is used as the trystal-controlled master oscillator
One or tau UN - 201 A's tan be used in the power amplifier which
is neutrahled bv ( I to present too much regeneration in tht
amplifier cirtuit, who h nias fted back into the crystal timid
causing the try .tal to trat k
L and L1-10 turns R C.A. toil.
I2— t turns of the same.
RI C-200 turns No. 36 D.0 C
Nt ire
wound on a 1 . dia
oodcn form.
( 100 ituf variable condenser
( 1-210 ttuf variable condenser
2 ItO tuf striable condenstr
( 1-2.000 our. fixed tondenser
—0 13 'volt A C. outer
‘—ht.

I—A 210 ititf. variable condenser which has been double spated
Ihis tan he made from a re( en tug tondenser
G-0-100 milliampere thermo-galtanometer
t and 41-0-1 ampere thcrmo-ammeter.
M 1-0-100 milliampt re stale DC. ammeter tor the I V-210
plate supply circuit
M 11-0-00 milhampt re scale D C. ammtter for the power amplifier.
‘T-221/., to 10 salts
C2-11 VI-00 stilts
I

fical is possible the) e will be little or no
hance in the plate current of the master
oscillator if C is adjusted after the proper
s Ping of C., is found.
Next it will be necessary to readjust the
mast i oscillatot tuning condenser C for a
niaxiwuni leading on A with minimum plate
tu rent.
Then fin ther adjustment
of
neutralizing condenser C, will be required.
The two adjustments should be iepeated
until theie is maximum R. F. current in
the master oscillator L- C circuit with mini-

With full voltage on the amplifier it may he advisable to
change the grid clip position on
the master oscillator plate coil
to get more input to the ampli
fier grids. If so. move it toward
the plate clip of the oscillator
Changes in gild clip position
will necessitate a slight read
iustment of neut”alinttion ( and
probably of the oscillator too)
When everything is working
nicel\ note the setting of C and
then change it until niaxiinum
antenna current is obtained
Make any other slight readiustments
that
seem
necessary
from the looks of the tubes or
readings of the meters before
starfing to operate.

Listen to the beat note of tho
oscillator on a receive].
When
the amplifier is keyed, the tone
should stay the same with an
inciease in audibility If the note
changes it indicates that the
citcuits are not well-tuned or
that theie is quite an amount of
feedback.
Feedback alw ens is indicated
by an incteasing curtent in the L-C circuit
or by an increasing deflection of the
thormo-couple galvanometet G in series with
the crystal.
The antenna and amplifier
must be kept carefully in tune or the amplifier tube or tubes will overheat. On the
other hand, if the my...tat stops oscillating
or if the master oscillator tube is removed
from its socket, the power amplifier operates quietly at no load.

BUILDING A STA1 ION

AMPLIIIING H ARMONIC 's 01

s IR
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An extra- high bias \ oltage on the grid
of the cr\ stal oscillator tube tends to make
the harmoni( sin the output of the oscillator
more pronounced.
This is desirable when
one s' ants to pick off a particular harmonic
for exciting the grids of the power ampli
fier tubes.
When the power amplifier is depended on to act also as a fiequency
doubler it is desirable that this, too
have an unusually high grid bias and
for the same reason, to emphasize
the higher frequencies and obtain
more output on the shorter wavelengths than would otherwise be possible. Giid bias is best provided by
a large C- battery. Though it can be
taken from the drop across a resistor in the negative plate lead, this
varies when the power amplificr is
keyed which makes the C-battery the
more suitable of the two methods. It
will seldom be necessary to use over
50 volts bias on a UX-210 or 100 volts
bias on a UV-203-A, as most crystals
are rich in harmonics.
Usually a crystal controlled set is
built to operate on some wavelength
within one amateur band which is
a comparatively simple job.
The
easiest arrangement, permitting the
use of a fairly thick crystal and
avoiding
neutralizing,
employs
a
master oscillator adjusted for 160meter operation, with the power amplifier output circuit and antenna
both tuned to 80 meters when it Is
desired to send on that wavelength.
The use of high grid bias on both
oscillator and amplifier helps the output considerably. Of course an 80meter crystal will easily produce a
good 40 meter signal by tuning the
pow er amplifier output circuit and antenna to the second harmonic of the
crystal in similar fashion.
A 11 WORT I CRI STAL

CON 1ROI II
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cuit of the amplihet and the 7.196 ki. ot lo
meter output is used to feed che antennacounterpoise system
With a 160- meter
crystal it is possible to operate without
neutralizing on either 20, 40, or 80 meters
As usual the power amplifier is depended
on for frequency doublmg. A carefull\
arranged input citcuit to the power amplifier picks the desned hat montc. Twice the
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MIRING DIAGRAM

Ih( parti aboce the cross- line ate on the top shelf and ion,
prise the transmittal. propti
Iht parts htlou this lin
on the losaer shelf mhich is lbs poutr supph unit. Th t conDints not gnen in the test irt10-12,000-ohm las ¡ te resistor to lid.'" plate soltagt for
oscillator.
RI—Ordanara felamtnt rheost its taih suit d ' o its partu LU ti
tube.
("I—Stopping condenser% 01 mitrofarad tarh.
("6 - Coupling tondensers, Sangarno mita, 001 mkrofarads
'I he antenna and ground connu lions may be made in an,
one of seNeral other ma); to suit the lot ation.

Next to be described is a practical
workable set which can be built for
less than two hundred dollars, complete in every detail. This set not only
performs well but it is semi- portable.
The tiansmitter plopci consists of two
tubes, one 1'X-112 and one UX-210. The
first, which is the oscillator tube, is quartz
controlled at 1S71 ice. ( 160 meters) and the
second harmonic is picked out by a tuned
circuit for impression on the grid of the
amplifier tube at 3748 ke. or 80 meters. This
frequency is again doubled in the plate cir-

input frequency is obtaiacd from th noutput
There are two rectificts, one a full- was
set using tuo UX-216-B tubes \\Inch
sides plate current for both tips oscillat(i
and the amplifier: the othci a half- va‘ e st
ith a 201-A to supply the C-soltage for the
amplifier. A resistance of 12,000 ohms in
series with the os( ' Bator plate reduces tin
collage to a suitable salue. The vai mu
soltages and currents aie' oscillator, 175
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volts, 25 M. A.; amplifier plate, 500 volts,
60 M. A. ( while excited) amplifier grid 125
volts.
The rectifiers occupy the baseboard and
lower half of the panel, while the shelf and
upper half carry the oscillator and amplifier
tubes, meters, switches and tuning elements.
To simplify the wiring diagram the transmitting circuit is shown separate from the
rectifiers. The coil L4 in the plate circuit
of the oscillator tube is a single layer coil
with the turns adjusted so that the crystal
operates properly without a tuning condenser a(10..os this coil, thus eliminating one
control. No data can be giben on this, for
it will var y with different trequency quartz
plates. With a 160- meter cr ystal it consists
of 40 turns of No. 20 wire on a form 2Ye"
in diameter
The simplest may to get this
inductance tight is to put a 5ampere meter
in the tank circuit Li Cl. Now if the coil Li
has been wound pits iously with what
is known to be too many turns, the tank
current will rise gradually as the wire is
removed from L4 one turn at a time. If the
proper point is passed, the tank current falls
off rapidly. If too many turns are used,
there is a tendency for the oscillator and
amplifier circuits to oscillate of their own
accord.
When the circuit up to this point is mocking at its best, connect it to the amplifier

wasemeter should hase at least a 2-ampere
meter in series.
The transmitter should now be working
properly. Under these conditions, the amplifier is taking about 60 M.A., the oscillator about 25 M.A. If the quartz plate
holder is touched on the grid side, or removed from circuit, the high frequency output of the amplifier drops instantly to zero,
and the plate current nearly so.
It should be noted that a comparatisely
high salue of C-4 oltage is being used on the
amplifier. This produces a badly distorted
output, but this is lust what is desired, for
it means increase in the value of the harmonics, and greater ouput. at 40 meters. The
sable of C-voltage is adjusted by changing
the 5000-ohm resistance R2.

The grid circuit of the master oscillator
contains the 160- meter crystal. The L- C
output circuit of the master oscillator resonates at 80 meters, how es er. In the lead
fi om the master oscillator plate to the L- C
SO- meter-tuned circuit is the special coil
mentioned to enable the master oscillator to
operate under such conditions. The clip to
the power amplifier grids is taken off the
L- C coil outside the «nine ction which goes
(through L4 special coil) to the master oscillator plate instead of being connected between the plate and filament clips as usual.
The output of the power amplifier is tuned to 40 meters
(slightly retuning the 80-meter
resonant P.A. input circuit if
necessary).
With this arrangement the
special coil in the oscillator
plate circuit can be shorted out,
L- C tuned to 160 meters, and
the amplifier output and antenna tuned to 80 meters for 80meter work. 40-meter operation was explained in the paragraph abose and requii es amplifier output and antenna tuned
to 10 meters.
For 20 meters
the 40- meter M stem is used ex
cept that the output circuit of
the amplifier and the antenna
are now tuned to 20 meters. It
is well to remember the thump
filter when transmitting with
On the upper deck at the right is the oscillator LC circuit, then
the oseillator tube Truth the eirstal mounting betueen st and the
the amplified harmonics of a
reader,
lo the left of the tube mar be seen the grid-eircuit
crystal.
The filter should go
R
C also the mounting for the cou l Li » Inch toil is plugged
between the key and the plate
out to show the 4.. C. roltmeter su itch. This coil is %round on the
standard Lential Radio plugmn coil form
set is a meter reinput to the power amplifier. A
sistance, the milliammeter, the coupling condensers (' a and then
130 000-ohm resistor acr oss the
(closet, grouped) the amplifier Rigel choke, reostor RI, plate
key helps materially in reducing
roltmeter ... cinch and plate voltmeter.
it the left is the amplifier
troubles from thump by keeping
tube TT ith its rheostat and LC circuit
oscillations at a very low salue
with the key open.
Looking at the front of the set we have at
tube, retuning the 80- meter tank circuit Li,
Cl to resonance. Now couple a wavemeter
the left an A.C. filament voltmeter.
A
to the output coil L2 of the amplifier, and
rotary switch is pros ided so that the filatune th -. e cir cuits to 40 meters, slightly rement voltages may be read for the oscillator,
tuning the 80- meter tank if necessary. The
amplifier, B- rectifier and C-rectifier. The
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cential meter is a Weston 0-100 milliammeter connected to a Western Electric 272-A
two-position switch so that it may read the
plate current for either the oscillator or the
amplifier. The meter at the right is a
Weston 0-1 milliammeter connected in series
with a 1-megohm resistance which makes
the meter into a high-resistance coltmeter
giving full-scale deflection at 1000 volts. The
ordinaiy type of Noltmeter is entirely unsuited to this purpose because of the relatic ely large culient that it requires.
The importance of the low oscillation
plate voltage to avoid fracturing crystals
should be emphasized again. Because of
the low \ oltage used, no C-battery is used
on the oscillator „ ricl. Its addition cuts the
plate cuirent as would be expected, but the
output goes down too, so there is no advantage.
Incieased power is perfectly possible by
adding inure amplification after the UX-210
now used, but it will be necessary to neutralize this last stage. Tubes up to 250
watts can be excited NN ith a UX-210. There
is bound to be some plate-grid feedback in
the 250 watt tube which may operate as a
paitially neutialr/‘ d R.F. stage, oscillating
only when additional gild 1 onei is supplied
under crystal conti ol horn the UX-210.
SPECIFICATIONS IN DETAIL
Coils • Li, oscillator plate coil, 28 turns.
L2, amplifier plate coil, 20 turns; both
wound with No. 14 wire on 3" hard rubber
thieade d tuba, thicaded 8 to the inch.
Tuning condensers: Cl and C2, General
Radio type 247. maximum capacity, 250
mad. ( 2icqufied).
R F Chokes: ( maiked " RFC" in diagram),
100 tuins No. JO D.C.C. on 1" form ( 3 regun
Center- tap reistance R.: About 100 ohms.
of No 40 resistance wire on either side of a
untel tip ( 4 required). Each half of each
resistor is by-passed by a Sangamo fixed
condenser, capacity 001 ad. ( 4 required).
None needed on rectifier filaments.

Transformers: To permit the use of two
transfoimer cotes of the same type one-half
of the B-rectificr supply winding was put on
each core as hewn in the diagram. The
cores are Genei al Radio tnre 273 and the
windines ale as jollow s:
Coils K-110-colt primary, 800 turns No.
21 enameled.
Coils L--8-\olt filament secondaries, 62
tuins No 17 T) C C
600 oit
plate supply secon 1,1 5 1100 tul .r, No. 34 en line led
Coil N-200- \ olt grid supply, 1100 turns
No. 16 enameled.
Rectifier chokes, Ll: General Radio type
366.
Rect.fier condenser, C4: Any make of con-
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denser that will stand the voltage.
This
means about 200 volts at the ('- filter, and
800 colts maximum at the B- filter. The
capacity of each condenser may be 3-ufd. for
the B- filter and 4-uld. for the C- filter.
PLANNING A MORL POWERFUL CRYSTAL
OU 1111

The tallies to use in the condenser-coil
circuits may be taken ' tom the cuives pc en
with the constructional Information on flatwise-wound transmitting coils. Suppose we
consider an example of the arrangement of
the different constants in a tpical clystalcontrolled mastei-oscillator pow el- amplifier.
circuit.
Master Ose illatoi--One UX-210.
Grid
circuit contains 160 meter quutz tic stal.
Plate circuit is tuned to 160 meters by a
.0005 Hid. ( max.) \ <limbic condenser used
across about 14 tuins le" flat-wound copper
strip, pitch 12", diameter 5".
Power Amplifier —One or two I'V-203-A
(or UN- 852) tubes with filaments heated
from source common to both M O. and P.A.
40-meter operation: The P.A. grids concoil
nect tht ough a special " fixed- tun
(construction and adjustment explained in
precious paiagraphs) built for a period of
80 meters when in cii uit, to a clip connection to a point outside the M.O. plate clip
in the L- C circuit. This special coil is an
important part of the input circuit and must
be partially shielded or re inetely located at
right-angles to other coils to reduc epick-up.
The plate ( output) ( newt is tuned to 40
meters by a .00025-nfd ( max) cariable condenser across several turns of a 10-tuin coil
of 1,
1"- strip, pit( h 1_", (1
,
r 5".
In
selecting condensers, note that any type of
relation between angular rotation and capacitance is sati ,t‘n ton bç cause che setting once found is not Nailed in Opel tting
The antenna is coupled to the coil in the
output circuit and the radiating system
tuned co the 40- meter wacelength.
80-metcr operation: The special coil is
shorted with a swit,h so that the Input to
the grids of the P. I. is 160 meters, determined by the 160-meter L- C output of the
M.O. tube. An adjustmant can be found
where it will not be ne
ssary to change the
position of the P.A. input clip at all.
The P.A. output circuit is now tuned to
80 meters by increasing the capacitance getting of the . 00025 ufd ( max.) condensar a
predetermined amount. The antenna is also
tuned to 80 meteis
Meters—One \
n ti i act os ,,the source
of filament-beating
tent will ni the it nossible to hold the ight ailnistmcnt of filament voltage on all tube ,,once the proner
drop across aresisi or in set ios wi th the LX210 master oseillator ha been found. Plate
current meteis should be piu\,ided to read
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the master-oscillator and
and power-amplifier plate
currents separately.
An
R F. ammeter or other
esonance-indicating
de—
ice is necessai y in the
antenna circuit and can
be used in each condensercoil circuit also —though
the use of a mat emetei
and observation of the
change in deflection of
the plate-current meters
at resonance will be all
that is required in most
cams for tuning the L- C
cir cults.
A (,

OPERA1ION N411H
CRIS1ALS

(OMPI El 11: CURIA It

R'S 11 1NDBOOlt

Or

k 10-MEIER t t.
si
.s1 1

I— lapped plate transformer.
betnetn 0 and 2.

100

LRIS14L-(1.1‘.1R01 11 D

yolts Intneen

0 and

1.

1500 { OHS

Another advantage of
2I0-aatt filament transformei with a 12 yolt tcondary.
R-2 ohm rheostat to adjust filaments of crystal tubes
ystal control ( besides abRI—Primare
iheostat to adjust all filaments to supple Yoltace eonditions
solute steadiness) is that a
R1 C-200 turn, No. 10 D (. 0 on half- inch nooden donels tapped eyery
ather poor source of plate
20th turn after the sOth so that the " best" adjustment tan be used.
yoltage may sound very
(-2,000 gut. Sangamo blocking eondenstis
1-2,000 toit. mIca li ,ocking condensers ( 7)00 soIt breakdonn)
well indeed if a crystal is
(2-400 puf. byte' mica gild condenser ( 1.000 s,,lt breakdonn)
used. A crystal controlled
(1—Double-spatid ( ardn ell re tieing tondenser, resultant mat. rand( its
set will readily suppress
230 put.
( I, ( I, and ( b—National or ( iidsstll 100- tif transmitting tonclemsers
a had commutator ripple
( —13.4 r--10
horn a motor generator.
m t-0 300 milliampere D ( ammeter
No matter what sort of a
11- t2-0 3 ampeie scale themo ammetei
Diameter 11_
I I1-11 turns flatviise-nound t.,
blase, strip slimed ' s
poorly-filtered plate supIndies
ply
you
hase,
crystal
12-6 turns No 12 awe hinctd on hard mold,. i form.
control will almays steady
and on)» ove the note. Alyantagc s seem fo outmeigh the disadthough a slightly modulated note is more
tantages in most instances.
pleasant to copy tor hours at a stretch than
Cry scat control can be applied to alnumt
et en a crystal controlled one. there is no
any ai iangement ot apparatus and plate
doubt that quartz cry stal conti ol is worth\
It D C. is not avarlablo, A.C. can
su„iply
of more general adoption. Its several adbe used. The note will be
NCI N. clearly and prettily
modulated mdced, broader
than the usual crystal
(ton, oiled not
but mueh
sharper than any sig
nti horn an oichnary set
mplo‘ ,ng a so- c
d selftifs mg
circuit
with
1C. on the plate.
Tho
'
stal tends to contmuc
ego'
in oscillation even during
-t'lleSteet,
igra aye
the " Zero" part of the
.00
AC cycle which gives a
we.
clear rattling note with a
sou'
60-c ele
supply and a
.swe
piercing whine if a 500
ycle supply is used.
V4PZ'edit g
Although a crystal will
not successfully
control
mane than one UX-210
ith D C plate supply,
RE % It N LENS OE 1.'s.
t.0
CR1
f 11,-CON 1Rol ILD 111 tiNs.N111 IER
two
ITX 9 10's may be
1„ SIM, TWO
X- 210'S tND '
no tN 203- t S
t. sod in tlic
usual pushNote that the coils in the master oseillator and povier amplifie, ( Inuits art
self-redift mg cirat a distance and at right angles to make the coupling littvy ten them a% loss
possible. The crestal is mounted betneen the two brass plates and the
cuit for AC moik
Beoutput is greatest vihen there is a little pressure e‘erted on the top plate by
te,cen 170 and 400 volts
in adju,tment of the spring.
the hinged mete naa
' oil tan he
C may lie suceessfullt
mounted on the rear left corner of the frame Ye ork ard the series tond,nser
and antenna ammeter will go on the panel in front. Thee are omitted from
appliod to such an arthe photograph for clearness
iangement
Two tubes

l•pz-dge«

•
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can be used in this fashion working right
into the antenna or if more output is required a power amplitici can be added The
connections of a crystal controlled push-pull
A.C. master oscillator are shown on the
light of out diagram. The left hand tubes
aie those of the power amplifier. Both sets
of tubes can be fed from one tapped high
voltage tianslormer as shown or a transformer with but one voltage can be used
with the pi oper resistances in the plate
leads to give the necessary voltage drop for
the smaller tubes in the master oscillator.
In this instance the antenna is woilang
against ground instead of with a counteipoise as usual.
The photogiaph shows how the parts are
conveniently mounted. The coils are spaced
far apart and at light angles when the
master oscillator is not shielded to keep the
coupling between them low so that there will
be little feedback to endanger the crystal.
The chokes are wound on small dowels
using fine wire. The sockets shown are provided for two UX-210's and two UV-203- A's
A good mounting for the crystal is shown
in the photograph. When a set is shielded,
it is impoitant that the coils be small to
keep the magnetic field from spreading out
and inducing hea%y B.F. cm ents in the
shielding. Suc h eddy cuirents uill cause
a serious pow em ids-, if th c sct is not Vii
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carefully planned and constructed. An un neutralized set working on amplified harmonics of the cr»tal is best foi the inexperienced builder to attempt.

HARMONICS AND IRLQULNCY DOUBLING

Many folks seem to have become confused
in the application of the mathematics of
harmonic
frcquenc les
and
frequenc,
doubling in figuring out various combinations of crystal-control and power-amplifier
clicuits. An example or two should clear
ci ything up nicely.
The harmonics of a 160- meter crystal are
usually referred to as follows: fundamental
or first harmonic 160 meters, second harmonic 80 meta's, third harmonic 53-1/3
meters, fourth harmonic 40 meters, fifth
harmonic 32 meters, etc. The values are
obtained by dividing the fundamental by the
figure which represents a desired harmonic.
When a 160-inetei cistal is used in the
grid circuit of a vacuum tube used as a frequenc‘ doubler, the output ( plate circuit)
will deli\ er 80- meter energy. Each stage
of doubling used actually doubles the frequency or halves the wavelength so that in
successive stages of doubling we will have
160 meters, 80 metei s. 40 meters, 20 metels,
tc

CHAPTER VII

Power Supply, Keying and
Interference Elimination

D

UE to the tact that transmitting
'vacuum tubeb require high voltage </ ow' current while our local
supply source provides low voltage
cat( » iatiny cui rent, most of our discussion
of " p ,-.‘ er suppls" will des ote itself to the
accessories and circuits by which what we
have may be con ,, Ited into what we want
The general icquirc ment» of a " good"
power supply are the same for low- power
and high- power sets. They are quite easily
met insofar as the low power sets are concen ned.
sir sDY
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SUPPLY

Th plat, sLipids must hue good regulation. The voltage must remain fairly constant even though the output load i ane('
oser wide limits. If the soltage delnered
by the plate supply drops to 75 or 50 percent
of its no-load salue when the load is on—as
is so often the case—it will he possible to
as out hoy-chiins only by using some system
of kes mg which allows the tube to take full
power during both characters and spaces
This arrangement is usually most undesirable. It is helpful to connect a resrstance
load equal oi greater than the tube lord
a» ros the D C. source in some cases so that
the sanotion in load ( and soilage) by kes
mg is not so great 'Ihis method is wasteful of pow er. hoy es ci.
A transformer of ample rating, a rectifier
ss stem— if one is used—noiking below its
maximum capac ifs. and filter chokes of loss
resistance are absolute necessities.
Of equal importance is the constancy of
the filament supply. In mans cases where
the high soilage transformer serves in the
dual role of plate ami filament supply the
filament soilage is di ° pried wheneser the
load is placr d on the high seltage windings
Kes -chirps are the result.
In the low ro s ( rcd transmifter a sc palate filmtent
transformer is the cure, but even this prosisbn is not sufficient in a high- power. ( 1
outfit opo " tun. from an over- worked 110solt line. In such acase some form of compensating winding on the filament tr nnsformer is often used
A relay connected in
parallel ss ith akes mg r lov may be made to
short out a small r » sitance ( rheostat)
placed in series with the filament trans-

former to compensate tor the tin drop if
desired.
LOW-POVI Lit SUPPLY

"Does our power supply for the low-power
transmitter lead us to worry about a lot of
expensue and complicated apparatus"
someone asks. No, indeed, there are several
ways of equipping our set with a suitable
power supply that meets all the general requirements at low cost.
Seseral " block" B- batteries ( dry cells)
can be purchased and will fulfill es iy need
A dynamotor running from the A- battery
may proude high-soltoge supply. A plat
step-up transformer can h usad with a
rectifier and filter as will be desc ribed. We
can use a transformer and self-rectifying
circuit. Perhaps a B-el•minètor which is
nothing more than a self-contained ti insformer, rectifier and filter, will fit into our picture better than home
appri itus,
especially if we happen to ha ,.- e a suila'de
one. A high-soltage batter y of storage cell-,
can be used if pros isions : or charging it,
floor space requiv ment-» and initial cost ai
not drawbacks. Since the appearance of Beliminator, many stmage B-bat'-eries hIse
been turned in to retail is
would ho
glad to get them oft the she h es at low
prices.
DRY ( LITS SS PL

yrr stirmY

Dry cell batter ie-, usually (. in be obtained
in 22 12 or 45-s oit units for pl Ito suppls
work. They are made in odd sii. s for us'»
in flashlights
The No. 6 dis cell ( 112
volts) Is familiar to all of us for gas engin»
ignition or to light the filani -Ms of oui
"peanut" ( N) tubes
The 22 1.-s oit batter ies ( 1"
8")
usually have about 3700 milluu.ipcl• hluis
capacity when diqchar ged intermittently nt
rates not in excess of '10
res
200
hours of operating use can be e\0« t«1 when
using such batteries with a UX-210 ti nis
mitting tube
With 201-A trews es en
longer life can be cxm cted
O coUr e th ,
thickness of the 7ine shell the s,alirg to
prevent esaporation, th" composition and
disposition of the electiolste, and the depolarizing elements used will has e a great
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deal to do with this fife. Our figures are
metcly Itpitscntatise of some of the batteries asailable horn reputable manufacBattely capacity y. ill be reduced if batteries aie kept in too thy a place, especially if they an. not sealed well, as the
electiolste will c.is out
In damp climate>
theit is apt to be leakage between the cells
of high N oltage batttlies if ii. autions are
not taken. In cold climates Lattenes keep
vely well Iut mas show a temporary loss
of voltage as the actis it y of the chemicals
is dectea,..d by cold.
In this case the Noltage will ¡ is as cuitent is drawn liom the
battelies due to the heat generated on the
inside.
The lue and capacity depend on the size,
weight, consti ut fion. on the adaptability to
seis Re and on tale in installation and use.
The amin le how capacity given above is
epiesematise of the aseiage medium sized
22 12-solt, 15-«11, 5- pound B- battery. Of
comes th figui,s would be the same for a
45-volt, ,10-cell, 10 pound battely made by
the same film. The exact batteiy dimensions are bound to soly somewhat, as these
battclies hase be
manufac tined in a
satiety of sizes and shapes to suit the mans
kinds of bioadcast leceisels brought out in
the last few \Cat In gem ial one can go
best by the weight —the larger and heasier
the battcis foi a el\ en soltage, the longer it
(an be denend.d on to last if it is made by
a well
n manufactui et instead of bs
sonic 11 ,- hs nipht come in.
Div cell batteries are not suited for use
with lgi s ts than those using one UX210. Thc eronoms is rathei poor bes ond a
dischaige late. Such batteries al • coinparatisely light. They are
ierciv to u- . and they hase done notable
work in shoit-was e ti ansmitteis used by
explot,rs in the far North on seseial occasions.
The be ginning amateur will has e no
tiouble in staiting off ss ith a set using small
tubes with a di v « 11 hattei y of two or three
hundic d stilts for plate supply. A keying
filter may lie used with battery plate supply
to keep 1,es-clicks florn making the set a
local nu'- men
I

1II RY
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In the last few iais a number of substitutes for
aid B batteries has e been ad\am «I Of course these des ices were wide
to use sitit ua uum tube raeising sets but
they enten the picture bete because they
can be used w
tiansmittms that you build
using r"(ciuing tubes.
Thcs batci y eliminators of course air,
designed to plug into your local 110-volt
cuirent circuit and there are
seseial ts peg on the market, all containing

in

a step-up tiansfürmei, iectifitt, and filtei
and difleimg florn one another plincipally
in the type of ice title' used and the means
for detcimining and iegulating the output
voltages. As Jar as using such anangements with a recin.i aie conccIn«1 we ale
peihaps unduly pessimistic and ‘pect to
stick right by thc usual lorm of A and Bbatteries for along tune in the future. Battely cuirent is 100'c quiet and under no
«Humsstances do we get into trouble with
fluctuating N oltagcg. noises brought in liom
leaky power lines, and thc like. Under certain conditions a B-eliminatoi will be satis laden v, Lut seldom ss ill i cntion be omet
over the whole wavelength lange of an
oscillat.ng icceiser such as that used in receis ing code from contrmous-wave stations.
A few of the B-climinatoi., gist a good
dnect current output at between thiee and
four hundred solts with fanly decent iegulabon. Using one on o small receising tube
transmitter gives excellent results after
boosting the voltage as high as it will go
and connecting the B- eliminator in place of
a tiansformer or other high soltage plate
supply.
The key may be pla«d in the 110-volt
fine or in the d.c. output leads. Both should
he tried. The 1, gulation of these eliminators is sometimes poor, which may gist, rise
to " yooping" if the key is in the d.c. output.
On the other hand if one tiles to key in the
110-volt line to th- eliminator the filter may
not permit the dc. ioltage to rise and fall
fast so that the keying ss Il ru tbe clean cut.
The dots may even be missing entirely.
When the keying is rot quite tight in eithei
the output ot the irmit. one is compelled to
short-circuit some of the filtei chokes of the
B- sub or else disconnect some of the condensers tole labile some imule for the sake
of impiosed kes ing. Of ( cause all this is
useless if the ti aesf oi nu" and lectifier of
the B- sub ale net fit to pros ide sufficient
plate cui rent foi the ti ansmittc.
Th it
should be ins estigated fn st

Ri
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'When we speak of the sonde tegulation
of a transfoimer, generator, lec tiller, filter,
or rectifier- filter toini ' nation we ale talking
about the variation in the u eltage the des ice
delivers with the " load" that it handles.
A rectifiet lilt idelis eis -150 soils, 43 ni.1
to a UX-210 with the key pressed. We lift
the key and th, soltag( at the output
terminals of th , filter iscs to 500 solts
The regulation fie« lull load to no-load is
the difference oc 150 % ohs
Regulation is
often expressed as a percentage. Voltage
regulation is the latio of the difference in
full-load and no-load soilage to the iated
load voltage.
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150
—
.12
350

b'r

iegulation nath i poor)

The tube load is not necessarily full load
f
or this rectifier. It we design our re,titicr
filter to else an output or .350 °Its, 100
m.a, ( 35 solt-amps ni watts), and happ n
to b.. using it under- loaded, we hase 42 8',c ,
as a value of regulation for about half-load
regulation curse for the outfit can b.
plotted showing what the percentage regulation of solts delis ered mill be for different
loads.
The regulation of mercury- arc and synhronous rectifiers is sery good. Big filters
and transformers haying lots of resistance
and reactance have notabl> poor regulation. Tube rectifiers and electrolytic rectifiers has quite poor regulation ss hich has to
be taken into account in building transmitters. The regulation of batteries depends on the internal resistance of the cclls
of which it is mode up. This in turn depends on the depolanzer used, increasing
with the age of dry cells. The internal resistance of storage cells is soy low and the
cgulation correspondingly good ( small).
Storage cells are expensive and man> of
them ale necessary to else us high- voltage
poser. Either Edison alkaline batteries or
lend cells can be used. Equipment must be
molded for charging them. Distilled mater
has to be added to replace that lost from
es aporatron. In cold climates they must bc
kept fully charged to present freezing of
the electrolyte. After a few sears the storage cells must be rebuilt or replaced and so
the up-keep is also quite high

CARE OF II AD STORAGL CLLLS

A transformer and rectifier can be used
for recharging storage cells. A high voltage generator is equally good. Storage cells
can take a small charge continuously when
not in use.
This is called a " trickle"
tharge and keep, them in excellent condition. It is almost as good to charge bat
toles at an 8- hour rate, honeYer .. In the
8-hour rate 40er of the charge is completed
in the first 2 houi ,, :30e', in the second 2
hours, 20(-0 in the third 2 hours, and 10i.
in the last 2 hours. A tapering charge is
best. A good osercharge should be given
owe a month. The lead cells will gas on
bec ° mine. nc ally char ged. In os ercharging
cells, discontinue the charge after the gassing has taken place for about an hour. Use
only distilled water when it is necessary to
add water.
Lead cells normally give about 22 volts
each. When the cells are discharged the
ter mrnal yoltage is about 2 to 18 and the
specific granty of the electrolyte is 1150
On completing a charge, the terminal volt-

age. nias bi as high as 27 en 28 per cell,
which 1.11 hipidis to 22 when th, charging
is discontniucd -1 charged « 11 has a
sp«ific gi‘t‘it
1-A) to 1100
A good
}inhume to cost 50e and is th , surest ni
(neaten of batte
conditions that mc can
use.
The sale chaiging rate depends on the
size of the plates ( ampere- hour capacit> of
th batter> ). The lower the charging rate
th, less the likelihood that me dislodge
at ti'.
mate nal from the posinse plates,
reducing the capacity of our batters. A
150-A H. batters ( an be charged at as high
a rate as 12 amperes at shin and 6amperes
at finish. N ithout danger of materially de
ere...sing its hie .k 100- H batte ry should
be started at about 85 amperes and tapered
oft to 1amperes. A 1200 in a -horn storage
"B" battery can be char ged at a 100-m a
rate.
Connections to batteries should be kept
clean and tight. Corrosion can be presented
bs t1> mg sasehne or grease co eh . tel
minais. Spilled acid can be neutralized bs
apply in,, baking or mashing soda, or household ammonia.
Battelle ,'should not b, allowed to stand
in a dischatged condition. Os odischarg
cause, - ulphation. The ieddish-bi ow n posi
tise plates turn darken the negatises tal
on a light reddish hue, the densits of the
acid in sulphated ( ells is low o than in
others.
Keeping the cells mill- charged,
oYereharging at a high late to i«luce sulphate, keeping deposits fi om under the
plates, and charging indisidual sickly cells
will present earls sulphation of a lead cell
Storage cells should niver be discharged
until they are absolutely dead.
One of the most Important things to ohseise in the care of storage battenes is to
use the coi rec t comicetions ss heu th Irging
Connect the positti terminal of the charger
to the positive terminal of the battery, and
the negatise charging line to the other tor
mmal. A red terminal, POS, or + usually
marks the positise leads
A el c sqtmete
can be used as a polarity Indicator. It the
nes are dmn«1 in a conducting solution,
hydrogen bubbles will use from the nee t
tise terminal. A salt- water solution or on.
made by putting a little hydrochloric or
nitric acid in water can be used. If sulphuric acid is used add small quantities of
strong acid to the water carefully to avoid
noun from the hot solution. Most of the
corrosion will appear at the posinse to
mural of the battery
Sometime
this c•in
Le usod as an indicator, though it is not a,
reliable as others mentioned
Keep open flame away from gassing batteries. The hsdrogen given off mas cause,
an explosion that damages the battery or
blows acid into sour fac e 4dd acid elm
trols te onls wh, n che tu ol ste has bceb
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spilled. Charging batteries in the wrong
direction will reierse the negative plates.
Reconnecting correctly and giving a good
charge will correct the situation.
Bad
plates which haie lost most of the active
material should be replaced. New separators
are occasionally necessary after a couple of
years of seryt( e
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ready money to spend on power supply
equipment.
Dynamotor s, gaseline-engine-drii en generators, storage cells or dry- cell " B" batteries are necessary for isolated lay-outs or
semi-portable motor-truck outfits.
Emergency communication must always depend
on a local source of power, for commercial

MOTOR-GLNLR & FORS AND DYNAMOTOR ,'

A direct current motor- generator is an
excellent source of plate power for an. station. The rated output of the gene' itoi
(watts) should be equal to the product et
the plate voltage ( iolts) and plate current
(amperes).
The ter mmal N oltage must
match the rated plate oltage of the trans
mitting tubes.
It is cons enient but not
necessary to have a " field" rheostat in the
field of the generator to regulate the terminal voltage. The regulation of most ot
the motor- generators on the market is good
By using a series field winding or " compounding" a machine, an increase in load
current makes the field in which the arm Itute rotates stronger, which compensat,
for the several factors causing a drop in
‘oltage. A machine having the same fullload and no-load voltages is know n as " flat"
compounded.
If the full- load voltage is
greater than the no-load voltage, the
machine is " over-compounded."
A motor
generator set is the simplest plate suppli
source but it is also probably the most expensive.
The motor that di ii es the gener dot can
be direct connected or belted
In aii case
it should drive the generator at about. its
rated speed. It should be
rated at about 1%, to 1%
times the generator capacity as it has to take care
of
its
own
and
the
generatots' losses.

HALF WAVE SELF RECTIFYING CIRCUIT

lighting and pow et ai e ut off in times of
mergenc y.
a two-winding
A dynamotor is simpl
machine, running on one winding as a motor
driven from a six or twelve-volt storage
battery. The high-soltage winding delivers
several hundred volts to the plates of our
transmitting tubes.
SI IX- RE( TIFYING POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

As usual, the simplest arrangement of
apparatus gives the lowest cost and has

RFC
Plafe
Transkrmer

Motor-generators
fo r
radio work can be obtained from the Electric
Specialty
Company
of
Stamford, Conn., who will
supply
information
on
their products on request.
Motor generators are ex
pensive. An A.C. suppli
with a filter is cheaper
FULL- WAVE SELF RECTIFYING HARTLEY CIRCUIT
however,
a motorgen
erator of the right sizo
most advantages. Taking advantage of the
ill save bother with big filters and ree
fact that current in a vacuum tube can pass
tillers. A little filter to take out the comonly from plate to filament ( any two- or
mutator
ripple may be
necessar y. A
three-electrode tube can be used as a rectimany-segment commutator will have ltttlo
fier), we may connect the set in either a
ripple and will not need to be filtered e\full-wave or half-wave self-1ectrfying circept for voice work ( radio telephony). The
cuit as diagrammed.
A filament transmotor-gener ator set is noisy which makes it
former is the most economical means of
impossible for some jobs.
However, it is
heating the filaments, though batterie.,
usually very convenient if one has the
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would do about as well. Plate and filament
tiansformers may be purchased outright
from a number of reputable manufacturers.
The chief disadvantage of the self-rectifying cilcuits are thit they constitute a 100q.modulated plate power source, the note
being termed " A C" or " raw A C'." depending on whether full-was e or half-wave

get it. The usual method is to take the A C
that we hase, step the Nonage up using a
transformer, change the high voltage A.C.
to D C. by using on , of the seseril ty pes of
rectifiers, and smooth out the D.C. with a
filter between the rectifier and the transmitting tube or tubes.
Itl C 1II ILItS

zw

Z

"unentr

wood Stre,
SIMPL1

111 ,
U)E ELI CIROL1 lIc RECTIFIER FOR
LOW-POWER SET

rectification is used. Such a supply is unduly broad and therefoie not to be highly
recommended except horn the standpoint
of economy of appaiatus and fteedom from
key clicks ( due to the fact that keying in
the primary of the plate transformer permits the inductance of the transformei
windings to hase a cushioning effect, avoiding stern wave-fronts and applying the
plate poss er gradually). A 25-cycle or even
a 60-c yrle note is not cspecially pleasant.
This type of plate supply circuit shines
when fed from a 500-cscle source, which

Ilate % nits
irmq)

tr‘ -21)2
2 UX-210's
UV- 201-A

:150
550
1000

Phte
n limp

40
90
120

gives adistinctise shun pieicing whine, very
easy to read thiou",h static or interference
from low -pitched signals.
Bear in mind that self-rectifying power
supply circuits can be used in connection
with the radio-fiequency clicuits that go
under the name of Hartley. T.P.-T.G., Calpitts, Ultraudion, or Master OscillatorPower Amplifier. Two plate by-pass condensers and two radio-liequency choke coils
in the positise leads will be needed. The
other details remain the saine ( assuming
the " pat allel" supply method is used).
There ale sesei il ways of getting "what
we want" from " what we have". We can
purchase a motor to run from " what we
have" and use it to din e a generator delis crmg " what we want" florn its terminals
—that is. we can if we have money enough
and a location for the machinery after we

If we want a decent note and has e only
alternating cut rent as ailable we must always step up the soltage to the desired salue
and then pass the current through a rectifier and filter. " S tubes", Raytheon, mechanical synchronous rectifiers, Kenotron or Rectron tube rectifiers, mercury arc rectifiers
and electrolytic rectifiers are all used for
changing our high voltage alternating current to pulsating direct current.
Using
tubes with a solf-rectifying circuit is most
economical of all, but the board and poor
note makes the dry cell or transformerrectifier-filter combination better
A highvoltage step-up transformer with a cheap
electrolytic rectifier will perhaps be more
economical than batteries.
A fillet should
be added to take out most of the A. C.
ripple with the transit) ,met ariangement.
IHL ILI C 11.0111H

RI' ' II II R

For a permanent station the electrolytic
rectifier is one of the best. It is bulky and
sloppy but works well. Chemically pure
aluminum is hard to obtain, while the lead
or it on element is plentiful and cheap.
In designing a chemical rectifier be sure
to use sufficiently large jais to m event unSubmer-, e(I aluminum pl it. ix. 1,
per cell

1
sq. in.
212 sq. in.
3
sq. in.

Iir, re atairul 'ea
Itii I ror « tci
(lien
tip,ot

It;
21
44

due heating of the solution. Allow 50 volts
to a jar and a utient density cf not over
40 milliamperes pr square inc h of aluminum
sheet. Chemical rectifiers are cheapest and
easiest of any to filter.

SOLUlIONS

A dilute solution of aodium bicarbonate
(baking soda) gises good results with low
cost. A layer of transformer oil on top can
be used to reduce evaporation and creeping
will not be as troublesome as when borax
is used. Sodium-ammonium phosphate and
sodium-potassium tartrate are good but more
expensise. The use of borax requires a
saturated solution. If baking soda is used
there will be a heavy white precipitate
formed at the aluminium electrode which

POWER SUPPLY

will settle to the bottom. As this does not
appear after the aluminum is formed, an
old solution can be used for forming and the
electrodes put into a clean solution after
they are formed. Lead and iron are not
satisfactory for uso as auxiliary electrodes
in an aluminum rectifier that has an organic

NV
Plate
Trans/armer
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tap in making computations. In this arrangement thcre are two groups of 12 jars
each.
FIGURING Tilt

COST

or A RI c11111 R

Two UX-210's will need a rectifier with
the following parts.
25 Aluminum btrips, 1"
1" x 1/ 12" thick
25 Laid sttips 5"
1" x I lb' thi
25 Glass tumblcrs 2 loi 5e
4 2" x 1" Koodcn strips 17 j‘os long'
1 gross ' 8" blucd round-head wood stitm
2 packagcs "20 Muk Tcam ' horns
'i

Each arm of fecInier
has j total secondary
ea/Cafe impressed on
BRIDGE- CONNECTED LEAD ALUMINUM RECTIFIER
Each arm has total
(secondary vo/ta9e

Plate )ianst5rmer
twth center- tapped
Secondary
NV

DC
CONNECTIONS OF CHEMICAL RECTIFIERS

solution, but they work well with a borax
solution or with the dilute baking soda
solution. A carbon auxiliary electrode will
be satisfactory if an organic rectifier solution such as citrate, acetate, or tartrate is
used.
Diagrams of connections are shown. An
example may help. We have 2 UX-210's
that normally take 45 M.A. each of the plate
current. That makes 90 M.A. the set uses.
Our transformer gives us 550 volts on each
side of the center tap. Assuming 100 M A.
maximum load, 100 divided by 40 gives us
21 sq. in. of aluminum that must be immersed in each jar to carry the current.
550/50 makes 11 jars necessary for each
leg of the rectifier ( lower diagram). We
should use 12 jars to give the necessary
10r( factor of safety. Some jelly tumblcrs
may be pressed into scrvice to hold the
solution. A small rack and some wooden
pieces holding the aluminum and lead strips
will complete the outfit.
In the bridge-connected rectifier S delivers 550 (
A S, two rows of 12 jar- ea( h
being in parallel across S, 24 jars total
number. There are four groups of six jars
each. In the diagram showing the plate
ti ansf or mer with cent er-tapped secondary.
S deli% ers 1100 volts ( 550 each side of center
tap). 24 jars are in series with respect to
the 1100 volts, showing that the same number of jars are required for either connection. In the case of a center-tapped transformer use the voltage each side of center-

otil

$1.00
2 00
.70

30
20

2(1
56 40

FORMING
Special care must be used in flu st forming
an electrolytic rectifier, especially if the
cells are formed in series across a high voltage transformer. When the cii curt is closed
it is almost a dead short circuit across the
transformer secondary, and the current will
be quite high until the film is partially
formed. A resistance or bank of Funps
should be placed in series with the Input to
the plate transformer. The unformed jars
are not able to rectify effectisely and act as
a short co( rut across the high ‘oltage winding. If fuses do not blow, the transformer
probably will burn up. Putting lamps in
series limits the transi oinwr load to one it
can stand. As the rectifier begins to form,
the series lamps get dimmer and larger
lamps or more of them can be used until the
rectifier will withstand the full voltag
The maximum current density should not
excted the normal operating density. The

FORMING THE ELECTROLYTIC RECIIFIER
More lamps are scremed in as rectifier forms. Mhen
nearl‘ formed, the lamp hank mas be bridged bs a
mire. If there is apprttiede htating, tut off the
forming currtnt until rectifier is again cool.

jars must not be allow cd to heat as the film
on the aluminum plates begins to break
down about 120° F. If there is sparking
the rate mu‘t be reduced, as the film on the
aluminum will be destroyed as fast as it is
made. A well formed aluminum electrode
will be smooth and have a thin dull white
surface. After several hours of forming the
rectifier will keep in condition with occasional use. An aluminum oxide film and a
gas film as well are responsible for the rectifying action, and the gaseous film forms as
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soon as the Jai sare connected to the source.
Tin ii hould be no fireworks or scintillating
spaiks on the plates. That is a sign of too
much Nonage per jar and means that some
other " dead" cells are not working. Each
plat shc md hase a umfoim phosphorescent
glow.
A dark cell may be working.
If
th' re is enough soltage the phosphoresceme
will pi us it is working. The current calls mg capac its of electrolytic rectifiers seems
to be limited mantis by the heating in the
cells
Quite high instantaneous currents
(in be rectified but unless artificial cooling
• th. aluminum electrode is possible it is
• ces '. ai
to follow the prescribed current
dcnsits of 40 M.A. per square inch.
The rectifier must be allowed to foul'
giadualls
II. the
oltage is raised too
qinals the cells mill heat and operations
tumid be suspended until they are cool
.tg in
Impure aluminum contains carbon.
• n‘ 01 non
Such plates mill show brow n
soots.
Cells containing poor aluminum
ss ill not form and new aluminum should be
• d
hite petrolatum can be used foi
se ding the cells if ch sired. Lye can be used
to cIan the pl ites when it is necessary. A
little ammonia can be added often to replace
that lost bs csapoiation. Old aluminum
lightning attestor cones are a good solute
of puie aluminum. Sheet aluminum from
the aluminum Compans of America and its
ii tes is satisfa( fin s

a " back-soltage ' ot
ounter electiomotise
force from the charge left in the filter condensers which has an &led, in the rectifiel
circuit as soon as the kes is up. This olt
age is applied to the iectifier at the same
time the transformer is applying high volt
age alternating cuitent to it. This mas
make the soltage-pei - iar too high so that
some of the aluminum films break down,
sparkling and making a " noise" that does
not filter out easily. A few more jars added
to a rectifier will usualls cure this trouble
permanentls. The transformel soltage that
causes break-down is alw ays the " peak" of
the A.C. cycle, which is nearly one and one
half times the eftectise salue of voltage at
which A C ( newts aie iated.

KURE RL( Tll IERS

A sacuum tube rectifier has a somewhat
greater first cost and maintenance than an
electrols tic rectifier. It is convenient, portable and neat, how e\ei. It can be filtered
with the usual 50- henry to 100-henry choke
coil and 4 to 8 cf. shunt capacity. ElectroIs tic rectifiers hase " condenser" haracteris
tics and are easiest to filter successfulls
'rube rectifiers come next in ease of filtering. They are silent in operation and not
as costly as motor generator supply.
The tv o-ehment sacuum tubes for recti
ing are now known as Rectrons ( formerly
Kenotrons).
nt 77
¿
tad
eJars
The filaments give off elections when heated and curmom
rent can only flow through the
"ye A L
tubes in one direction.
The
ro
f
i
iectifsing circuit is similar to
Tc,
V
that used with the aluminumlead cell. The filaments are
— ***@—@)--7
always at " plate" potential and
Nis Jars
the low-voltage winding of the
filament transformer must be
insulated for the high voltage.
Separate filament transformers
should be used for the rectifier
and oscillator.
The tubes are
manufactured in appropriate
sizes for use with the corresponding oscillator tubes, and
the two-element " Rectrons" cost
1/51,..97,1,1
cr)
about three- fourths as much as
Ct
the same sized 3-element oscilPOW IR tPPI
IOR IHE IIRST LOW-P01% ER
lators
The efficiency of the
R1NSMI1TCR
electrolytic and tube rectifieis
Note electrolytic rectifier eonnections and polarity. T is the
is rather low. The loss in
plate transformer. 11 is the filament transformer. The filter
onsists ot tn. to 100-he nrs choke L together I% it h C and ( 1
heating the rectifier solution,
»huh are 2 mierofarads or more each. This diagram se
the plate of the Rectrons, and
suited to Ian ot the transmitters described in this Handbook ma.
draqs n parturularh for use u. th the schematic diagram goen on
power consumed by the filament
Page Cut No. 101
of rectifying tubes is responsible
Tube rectifiers have a
laigei soltage drop across the rectifier unit
'rest
tubes, jelly tumblers, drinking
glasses, and small and huge preserve jars
than chemical rectifiers have.
can be used to hold the different sized plates
Most of th' first cost in connection with
a tube rectifier goes into the e‘ti a filament
Winn a good large filter is used there is
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heating equipment. For asending set using
one or esen two UX-210's a couple of old
style tungsten filament UV- 216 tubes will
be an excellent ins estment. Since tubes le
quiring less filament cuirent hase come on
the market, all tspes of tungsten filament
tubes hase taken a drop in puce- but the\
work beautifully and require less attention
than the electrolytic rectifier. The UV 21(3's
will handle up to 750 \ ohs A C without
flashing in the base and lequile 75 \ ohs
from a sepal ate filament heating hails
foi mci
Use tss otubes in th c ( it( int shown
I .ale Tranobnner
to step uie welaqe

lie

"zee

Deed etere.i (
MIA

fdalne-E step do en
earukrer
in »Waled
plate .'01.
49`

TUBE RECTIFIER CIRCLIT

for the l'X-210 transmitter. Foul tubes
(two in series for each one shown in the
(liagiam) will stand tm ic( the plate soilage
and successful's iun a fifty matte' ( 1 \
20J- A). It takes a couple mot( filament
ti ansf winds on winding'. insulated foi high
()Rage if tubes in sciies ai eused

t.ASI Otis CONDUCIION
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elements is important as well as the gas and
gas pressure used.
One of the haul st
things is to present a change in chata(tei is
ties of the lectiner tube (luting its life " s"
tubes are connected lust like the alununma
lectifiel cells. Each tube will hamlle a « l
tain soltage. Tw o tubes may bi use cl in
senes to take ( ale of twice that s ° have
Tubes placed in paialld will in leas( th(
cin rent- carrying calm( its propoi tionatels
"S" tubes will handle between 750 and
1000 volts pet tube
As thele is no filament to limn out oi to tequne a fil Lind
heating souice, the ( ost of op- lation is
somewhat less than a similar ieetifiel using
two- clement sacuum tubes. The " S" tubes
are huid to obtain but we hope their manu
facture will be resumed soon. The raw ts n(
"S" tubes hase the high ,' soltage
down salue
These iectiticr tubes can be
connected similaily to the vacuum tub(
ee tifier lust ( 1( s( iibed
Small Ras th( on
rectifiei tubes make suitable ' edifiers foi
low-possel s(nding s( is
MLR( t RI

AP(

ici -i.

Ili a RS

Menu' s ai C tec tifici s opei ate sinul.1,1s
to the gaseous « mdu( tu n tubes, the onc, ation depewling on mercui s sapm
Tin

UM S

"S" tubes ( a " gaseous conduction" cubes
opeiate on the " short path" plinciple. A
iarefied gas is a good insulator between two
points that are near each other. Two metal
plates are sepaiated by a gas in the " S"
tube. No filament is required at all. Wh ,n
thole is a potential diflerence between ch(
plates, the few flee electrons in the gas mose
toward the positive eleetrode ( anode), then
speed depending on the solts pet In( h across
the gap and on the collisions that take place
with neutial atoms and molecules.
The
election flow is so small that it can b(
neglected. The effect of the mov( ment of
electrons in the gas is to " bump" th(
molecules haul enough to break up the gas
into a great number of positive ions and
negative pal ticles. We say that the gas
has become " Ionized" and that gaseous conduction tak( s place.
The " Tungal" and
"Rectigon" are examples of low voltage
rectifiers depending on this ininciple. They
use Aigon gas and a special tholiated filament, the filament being nec essais foi
opeiation because of the vet y low s ()nacre
at which they work. By starting the tube
by spaik discharge horn a high-voltage
solute or by disconnecting the filament heating soul ce after staiting, these tubes can
be used fol battei ycharging with the filaments unlighted.
The size, mate' ial and spacing of the tss o

io Tra •S n tie'

or fi/ter

.---/rudabon Imixelané
I moo'
novi
SHUPE F.:‘,1 IORM (/ 1 " ItI IP
IN I SI Si ISi
FOR MLRCl RI ARC RE,C1IPILRS

hltei beautifully, op( i
ate noisek ssls all(
,uieseivefficient
Th( 01(1(111 sau is with
out doubt, thc ideal nctifiel to use hi a
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The " keep- alive" circuit is necessary fcr
using the mercury arc rectifier with amateur tran'nutting sets for telegraph work
An auxiliary electrode near the base of the
tube is ordinarily prosided for use in starting the arc by an initial flash on the main
pool —and this staiting are Is kept in operation continuously by our " keep alise" circuits so that the tube will he kept filled with
inert my vapor even when the key is up as
in
inter mittent
telegr aph
woik.
Lhe
auxiliary and main mercury pools are connected through an inductance coil ( to steady
the keep-alne aie and present it horn going
out) and hctiticr to a source oi low soltagc
alter natIng cut ent ( about 50 \olts on either
side of the center cap). Tungar ut Rectagon
tubes such as used in low %oltage battery
chargers can be used or lacking these an
electrolytic rectifier made up in two hallgallon battery jars will prove % cry satasfactors . In operating the tube the glass
xt the keepalise arc gets hot so that one
should take the precaution of mounting the
mercury arc tube in an oil bath to a level
somewhat abose the nun ut y pools to I rot« t the glass. Use light gas- engine oil of
any kind consement tor cooling purposes.
The transformer supplying
thc " keep-alive" circuit must b.i
well insulated because rust as
in the case of the filament heating ti anslocrner for Kenotron
1« tau's, the filament circuit
of the icchtier is at plate imtentral aboye ground.
If no
one to one
ratio
transformer
ith a center tapped secondary
is available for the keep-alive
circuit, a 50-volt supply can be
used with four large rectifier
Jars connected in a bridge arrangement ( shown pi evmusly).
The choke can be easily built
if a spare transformer winding
of the necessary inductance is
not available. Some resistance
in series with the choke will help
coryple.,
in limiting the current used in
•
the " keep-alive" circuit to a
salue which will just keep the
arc operating stably, preventing
it M.41c " KEEP-% LIVE" ARR1NGTMENT AT 3All
the wasting of power and getNote the Irdintuork supporting tlu tube and the solenoid used
ting away from the danger of
tor tilting it by rtmote control
overheating the glass at the
auml]ars electrode. The primary
of an RC k. 75-watt filament
heating transformer makes a good choke in
lhe efficiency of such rectifiers is very high,
there being a negligible di op in plate potenan emergency. One amateur used a choke
hasing about 800 turns of No. 18 or No. 20
tial within the tube
The ° serail efficiency
mire wound on a closed core 11i" square
of course is lowered an amount depending
(cross- sec tion). The primary of some transon the " keep alise" cnunt used and the infor mer in almost every experimenter's
stantaneous load salues on the tube. Mercury arc rectifiers are easy to filter, too.
"junk box" will be found to gel ve in an emerThe des ice used for keeping the hot- spot on
genes
The voltage used and the necesthe mercury pool and the inductance for
sary adjustments are not critical. About 2
keeping the tube operating stably will be
amper es " keep-alive" current is necessary
for stability
most of interest to Handbook readers.

high- power set.
A. cold mercury arc tube
is quite highly es uuated. The arc in mercury apor takes place between a cold postUse upper electrode ( anode) and a pool of
mercury constituting the lower negatisi.
electrode ( cathode). This mercury pool is
incandescent where the an strikes and the
tube is usually tilted to start the arc. The
load of the rectifi-r usually keeps the mercury pool at a high temperature which is
very necessary to keep the arc properls
rectifying as if the " hot spot" on the pool is
allowed to cool off the are will go out.
The mer cur y arc rec tiller will handle over
six thousand
olt ,, and in commercial use
menu» arcs are sometimes built to handle
much gi ea+ er potentials. The life of a mercury arc tube is about the same as that of
Kenotrons—sometimes much greater. At a
numbet of amateur station, tubes hi b«n
Installed, obtained for little or noching
the local electric light company that discarded them after they began to operate unsteadily in a series street lighting system.
Such tubes ss ill still sers eas rectifiers for an
amateur plate suppls source for UV-20.1-A',
er for a V- 204-A for years prosiding thaie installed ceircetls at a " ham" station
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The connections of the mercury arc rectifier in transmitting circuits are just the
same as those of any of the other rectifier
types we have discussed. Keying in the
primary of the plate transformer is very
satisfactory although the key may be placed
as in any of the other circuits described.
The output can be ‘ ery successfully filtered.
The diagrams show several different " keepalive" rigs. One man who did not have a
30 to 55 volt alternating current supply
available used a 1%" spark coil fed by a

0/
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d spark cod
Ota.2.1-*

4 7 Amp, 2200 vole
GE tee 40$2S
"KEEP-4.LIVE" CIRCUIT USING SPARK COIL
AND
SHOWING
PERMISSIBLE
METHOD
OF
KEYING CONN ENIENTLY IF A RELATIVELY
SMALL FILTER IS USED

step-down transformer. This is quite all
right if the spark coil is husky enough to
vaporize mercuty. It takes a transformer
of nearly 200 watts capacity to do this and
to supply the losses in the low-voltage
rectifying device, the voltage drop in the
choke and so on. Most of the stations use
the small 110 volt 10 ampere tubes successfully.
So many styles and varieties of
tubes are available that we cannot be too
specific regarding any particular rectifier
tube. In general, the tubes are not critical
and alittle careful experimenting will enable
you to get one going at your station. At
least one amateur has successfully operated
one of the G. E. 10 kilowatt street-lighting
rectifier tubes ( Type 40525) without the low
t
,oltage rectifier for the keep-alive circuit.
It is best to use a rectifier as low voltage
direct current makes an arc stable.
In handling the tubes remember that mercury is heavy and it must be poured carefully to prevent cracking the tube. If a
tube is defective due to a poor vacuum it
will not operate. A tube having a good
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vacuum will give out a clicking sound when
the mercury is shaken about carefully so
that it splashes a little. If there is much
air in a tube the mercury will oxidize on
trying to start the arc. In mounting the
rectifier tubes the glass should not be
clamped so that there is any strain on it as
it is almost sure to fracture after a few
hours of operation if there is a strain on
some part of the glass.
At the station owned by Mr. A. B. Goodall ( 3AB) of Washington, D. C., the mercury arc rectifier tube is mounted with the
oil jar in a wooden frame and remote controlled by the arrangement shown in the
photograph and diagram of 3AB. The tube
with its frame is pivoted on a line through
the center of gravity ( point A in the circuit
diagram) in a second lei ger wooden support. A rod B is tastened to the ft ame of
the tube as show n, a coiled spring pulling
down on one end of the od and an iron
solenoid armature of cylindrical shape arranged on the other end of the rod so
mounted that when the coil of wire ( solenoid) around the armatute is energized by
the closing of the proper relay, the magnetic
pull will tilt the tube. The low voltage
rectifier circuit supplies the current for
operating the solenoid. In the "keep-alive"
circuit is a reverse-connected relay, the contacts of which are held closed whenever
there is no current in the circuit leading to
the auxiliary electrode. A storage battery
controls the power and keying relays. When
the switch closes the circuit to relay W, the
power transformer P and the Tungar recti1170011J

Puai
CIRCUIT THAT CAN BE USED WHEN THERE
ARE TWO AUXILI tit%
ELECTRODES ( THREE
MERCURY POOLS)
Note

that no low-voltage rectifier is nece%sary
maintaining the "keepalise" arc.

for

fier are connected to the 110-volt mains.
The circuit through the solenoid being
closed, the cuitent goes through the solenoid windings, pulling do wn one end of the
rod and tipping the tube. The mercury flows
over, coveting both lower electrodes and allowing current to flow in the "keep-alive"
circuit. This enetgizes the reversed relay,
breaking the solenoid circuit so the spring
can pull the tube into an upright position
striking an arc as it does it. The arrange-
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ment is much simplet
drawn-out explanation
3AB tells us that the
the slightest tiouble in

than the somewhat
would indicate and
outfit has not gis en
ovei a year of use.

NCHRONOUS S IBR 1111V,

RI C III

irRs

The reader ssill be familiar with the sesetal makes of siii ating ectifiet s sold tot
boosting the automobile batteis
All of

almays positne with iespect to the other
lead. The aimattne must be of the plopet
sue and stifiness and the contacts ( usually
of calbon and ( tippet to piesent sticking)
must be fatefully adjusted to gne good results.
The sdilating teed and lion core may be
used as the Ih:sis hi a high stiltage tectifier
if the insulation oc a Horn( hage', Valley,
P F Battci s Boost( 1, oi the like is teplaced
with a well insulated mounting making use
of the old minding , meiels to eneigize the
sibiating te,d
Usualls, the \Ablator,
'ate
not polawed as suggish41 h out general
c•planation of opciation but depend on the
changes in total magnetic pull to ope late
them Ile met, 111Q
ni nut e « intac ts should
le made of sitsri, nothing against stational \ a,bon tentae ts

S1 NC IIRONOUS

/0

they w

feœr.rer112e6.,

COMPLEI E REC Ill IER LIM

7„=-7,11,

Rol % RI

RI C III II RS

While both s ' loaf mg and totals' rectifiet s
ale moi e ot less muss the\ has e quite high
efficient s as the le is almost no soltage (hop
thiough the iettitiel
The plate transloimei used with a totai V `, N11( hi onous

11 & I' 311I

Also slitn•ing Remote Control St stem.

of
etthon

Oirecbon
Inzasfozyrer — •

these rectlfiets hase a 3. ibratmg teed,
usually a steel reed which has been magnetized and %% hit h is definitely polauzed
Let us assume that the flee end is a noith
pole. This steel teed is mounted at the
cential point of a W while the aims of the
W ate macle of soft non on which ate
mounted coils encigized by the alternating
eutient supply SOU10E
Bcfoie che cuitent
is turned on, the soft non cote is not
definitely polanzed and the pull excited by
the magnetized teed itself is not quite
enough to make it move closing the contacts connected to it, especially in sRAN of
the fact that it is attiacted by each aim of
the W equally and in opposite dnectIons
If a ( talent is tun thiough the winding on
the cote, the tole becomes magi HAI/eel and
one eldiemits of the W beconies a Noith
pole while the other becomes a South pole
As the flee end of out teed mas magnetued
peimanently to be a Noith pole it will of
course be tepcIled by the adjacent Noith
pole and attlacted tow ald the South pole
and it will mose tossaid the South pole
closing a set of contacts. If the ( Intent is
reseised, the teed will incise in the opposito
duection closing the othei contacts. If alternating cturent is tun thiough the wind
tngs of the soft iron come, the polatity of the
cote mill be iescised at the ftequenes of
the A. C and the teed will be moved hack
and fen th operating the contacts nie
chamcally so that one lead of the output is

•11,

A

ereceon of
...-2otatron

••••••••

OPERA 110‘

01

1 RO I 121
RI
Ill Ira

Si NC 11120‘012S

A—Vl heel in first position
II— Nom the , httI h is made one quarter turn and
ret rsed the connections hut the polaritt of the
tiansformer h is uso rest rs«1 so the
ut init us uridire. tional
11 the • upplt
urn nt as 60-tt.le then
II is 1/120 second after

meddler does not m ed a center tap. It
amounts to a double- pole double-thiow
(I) P. D T) pelai ts tes eising smite")
Opel ated at ss ix hi onous spot I
Rota, s
lectifteis must be (linen by a synchrnnoor.

POWER SUPPLY

motor, that is, by. ont uhu h keeps light in
step with th" suppb fiequenes, in effect
thiow mg a
sing switch (ALI y time the
polai it thange sbets ee n the suppls ss itt s.
The ding iam explains th" operation quite
clear ly All the loss in mechanical lee
s
is clue to blush contact icsist mee and to
the mec hanic al pow ci it gun cd toi di is mg
It N' al les with the paiticulai mote)] and
blush ugging us,?d
No iotat s• " ss
slat ts " right sul" up"
moi e than half the time 'Ihe oth-i half of
the time the lectifici stai i Iesti d. put-

A

rl

PI( Al, SI N.( FIRONOt S RE( iii

Ira

The brush holder., ait damped ht turning tht hIndlt
vihirh tan lit optrattd %slide the motor is running
The uhed is of baktlite a. th th t stirments mouldtd in

tmg the posit'( side ol the line on the filament cent( r tap a• ,(1 connetting the raga
twe to the plate of out oscillat to
A hind
iesei sing switch 01 a pt lai ucd ielas w ill
quickls tou ect th,, «mu, tbons m one tan
tmn off the motoi and all as it to " slip a
pole " The salt and st n it l• thing to do is
to put the ICNCI sing sis itch in the m110(111/
sicle of the high soltage i Iitt. ti mstm
The difficult', with most ss nt hi onors
ti
fiet sis in the " hash" th it is sent out locills
While the " he(
e" en( uit of a nu 1,m
arc is perfect's quiet and reasonable the
ssnchionous icctihei make s sot h a iacket
that it sometime s is unpleasant to hase
within the station— and is hen the kes is demessed the spat king makes an tItt ti it al
noise that can bc
k 1up on all scot , of
ieceiseis foi many blocks awas horn the
station. How c % el - one onls needs to stop
the spai king to base a calls good lee tific t.
The sync hionous ieetificis of eithci the
totals ot sibiating ts pe aie excellent ex
cept toi th , fit st ti ouble in stopping the
sparking
Though we cannot get as enthusiastic () set them as os et some of the
other t', pes. we can at least discuss the
troubles in feeling the output of a " •NII( "
and mention some of the iemedies
An unfiltued

‘+‘

nc hionous lectifiei spaiks
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%cgs little, but as might be expected with
any cii cult '
w ha h i mechanically made and
hi ° ken mans times a second, it produces a
noise instead of a musical tone which makes
us think of a good filter as an appiopilate
icmedy. The alteinating curl ont is fed into
the icsolsing disk bs tno biushes—pulsating dnect cuitent comes out of the two
otheis. The blush iig can be unclamped
and mosed backwaid and forward with the
set iunning until with no filtei the opeiation
is piactically spat kit ss
As long as the contacts, open and close at the time when the
soilage of the transit), mer secondaiy is
/me). thei ess ill be no spat king. It is at once
cs ' dent that as the ((iota( Is do not open and
close at quite the sanie time, we ale
bound to hasp om ioltage act oss the contacts crthc iat the time of making or break
mg the ( laud
The an gap in the wheel
can he made small ot the wheel can he made
of laige diametei to get a long gap while
making the bi caking time short To pi es ent
buining the insulation some iectifieis ara
made ss ith air gaps in the wheel but unfoitunat ,ls this is bound to make the brushes
chatter at high speed which burns the wheel
s' heie the blush hits alter climbing onto
the nc‘t segment and which manufactures an
intolc taille noise for non- ow ' Hating ieceiseis mil"s mound. Gauze brushes help
some but the', must be kept sery carefully
ti nnm«I
1s soon as a filtei is connected, the sparking gets rapulls \Noise in dilect moportion
to the goodness of the fillet. If a condensei
is acioss the lin.‘ next the disk, theie are
blue snaiks which jump just befoie the
"make " This is because the transfoimer
soltage is not vet equal to the voltage left
in the filtei flora the last half-cycle. If
th le is a coil next the wheel there will be a
aic at the " bleak." It is impossil le to adjust things so that we can " make"

To filter

From
whee/
WVMANN

A

'
lesser shock

absorber

ind " bleak" the clicuit when the filter and
transfoimei ioltages ale the same. Just as
long as theie is a tiificience in voltage there
'will be spaiking unless some kind of an
thttncal shock absoi ber is pros ided ahead
of the filter
Resistance in both the positive and the
negatise leads and light next the wheel
(between the wheel and either coil or con(lense') will help. They ai e very wasteful
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of power and make the voltage regulation
of the rectifier poor because they should
hase about the same resistance as the plate
circuit resistance of the tube.
Another
method is to pros ide each brush holder with
three brushes, a brush a little ahead of and
behind the main brush but connected to it
through about 5,000 ohms resistance. This
will reduce sparking but the eight extra
brushes put a drag on the motor and tend
to make it get out of s nchionism. If some
.5 hi&
Prom wheel
or vlbrator

«
r

n

i

T
C2

—etete-1-73

Tc,

Sof
-

ROBERT MORRIS ORIGINAL CIRCUIT
Ca ¿o

Left,

1 ro Soif
CIRCUIT WITH

KENOTRON

SPARKLESS PHA ER CIRCIL IT CONT. EC TIONS
in S-lubc, rcctron, or clittrolvtic nether IllaN be
ustd

gauze brushes are used with little pressure
the scheme is good to use with one of the
filter circuits we will now show.
As mentioned pr eviously, it is possible to
shift the brushes so that there will be no
sparking at all at " break" but this will tend
to make the sparking worse at the instant
of making contact. The best way to stop
any backfire was first used at 2CQZ and
is beautifully simple. An S tube, Kenotron
or four or lise jars of electrolt tic rectifier
can be placed between the wheel and the
filter. This auxiliars iectilk.r do< snot need
to stand the full soilage -- merely the difference soilage betm ecn filter condenser (71
and the transfoi me r at " make" At high
voltages the S tube is seiv satisfactory and
at lower voltages asingle Rectron ( or atube
that doesn't oscillate well any more) can be
used.
The filament heating transformer
must of course have ample insulation between primary and secondary as it must
hold up under the full plate soltage. The
electrolytic rectifier will nrobablt be easiest
for most of us to build. With such a device
we can use a good large filter and obtain a
good note getting rid of trouble with poor
notes and from neighboring listeners- in who
might he bothered with the terrible " hash"
from an unfiltered " st ne." The size of condenser Cl largely deter mines the regulation
If it is made too small, the output voltage
will depend on the load too much, A big
filter fully charged is a dangerous thing
Such filters should be kApt out of easy reach
with the live parts well protected by in-

sulation to prevent accidental contact. Good
filter condensers hold a charge for a long
time and a 250,000 ohm resistance or a high
voltage voltmeter with multiplier placed
across the output el the filter will be useful
in discharging it quicklt after use. Don't
forget to watch for key thump troubles.
These may he cured if you are keying in
the high voltage line by putting a one
mierofarad condenser across the key contacts and inserting a two or three henry
choke in the line between the key and the
sc t.
A ver y simple method of helping sparking troubles is to use a fairly small input
condenser to the filter, putting about 6,000
ohms in series with it to prevent heavy quick
surges at " make" and " break." The circuit
used is shown and gises good performance
except for somewhat poorer regulation.
A number of good rotart stnehronous
rectifiers are available from diffet ent manufacturers.
The Advance rectifier has a
brush rig which can be clamped 13% turning
the handle. making it easy to shift and adjust the brushes while operating. The Stahl
rectifier has a smooth 'mush path, the gaps
being filled with compressed mica to resist
injury from flashover. The Marlo has segments on each side of an insulating ridge
lienry

RFC

AC
RECTITIE/2

REcrinzo A C
" TO FILTER
F7LTERED D C
TO TU13E

Dotted -es ae
SPARKLESS TIL IER ( IRCLIT USING SMALL
iN
T-TO-TILTFR
CONDENSER
WI 1H
HIGH
SERIFS RESIS1 % NICE
The best spark prmention is obtaincd by omitting the
i in- series condenser arrangemtnt, using the circuit
odurwise lust as slial%n

making it possible to use segments of nearly a half- circle in length and a smooth path
without danger of flashover or burning.
MOTOR-SIAR lING

COMP! NS

ORS

When large alter noting
in rent motors
sue h as used in driving a stn( hi onous rectifier are thrown directly across the line, a

POWER SUPPLY

large amount of starting current is drawn
from the mains causing a "dip" in line voltage which blinks any lights connected to the
circuit. This rush of current may injure
the motor itself unless the coils are vely
firmly braced and it may cause heating as
well as mechanical injury to the motor and
disk.
The diagram suggests simple metheils
that may be used in motor-starting monk.
A plate-supply transformer primary winding can be used as a motor starter as show n.
It acts as an auto-transformer.
The efficiency is high as part of the power is " ti ans formed" while some is taken directly floret
the line ( the amount of power supplied by
each method depending on the ratio of the
auto-transformer). Auto-trans f
ormc rs ai e
chiefly used when the ratio is very neatly
"one-to-one".
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load. This sets up a magneto-motive force
(m.m.f.) and flux Lnes go around the magnetic circuit oi tole. The flux links both
low-voltage and high-voltage windings.
This flux induces a counter electromotive
force in the primary winding just opposite
Run

SMALL TRANSFORMERS

A transformer is an electrical dei ice for
changing electric power at one voltage and
current to power at another voltage and
current. A step-down transformet takes
its power at a high voltage and snrill ( urrent, delivering a lower voltage and more
current. A step-up transformet delis ers
higher voltage than it takes at its input.
Filament-heating, bell-ringing, distribution and welding transformers are examples
of step-down transformers.
Plate- supply
voltage and high-voltage transmission lines
between cities are fed from step-up transformers.
The input winding connects to the source
of supply and is called the primary winding.
The output connects to the load and is called
the secondary winding. Any transformer
may be used for either step-up or step-dow n
work. To avoid confusion it is aimas best
to refer to transformer windings as highvoltage and low-voltage windings.
Most transformers that amateurs build
are for use on 110-volt 60-cycle supply. The
number of turns necessary on the 110-volt
winding depends on the goodness of the iron
core used and on the cross-section thru the
core. Silicon steel is best and a flux density
of about 50,000 lines per square inch can be
used. This is the basis of the table of crosssections given in this article.
The size wire used depends on the current
expected. This will vary with the load on
the transformer. A circular mil is the area
of the cross-section of awire one thousandth
of an inch in diameter. When a small transformer is built to handle a continuous load,
the copper wire in the windings should have
an area of 1500 circular mils for each
amnere to be carried. For intermittent use,
1000 circular mils ner ampere is permissible
Let us review the theory of transformer
operation briefly. A small magnetizing current will flow in the primary winding at no

e
MOTOR-STARTING
COMPENSATORS
E
A
MOTOR LOW VOLTAGE AND HIGH CI Rit ENT AT
5r ART, PROTECTING THE MO fOR ITSELF AS
WELL AS THE SUPPLY CIRCUIT FROM OVERLOAD
A--sim pl e comp( nsator circ int
B—Using one minding of a plate supply transformer
as a compensator
C—Another compensator circuit using a D.P D T.
switch to take the compensator off the line after
the motor starts 'Ihis allows one to use smaller
windings, as the sere ice is intermittent.

te the applied em f, which prevents much
un ent from rushing into the primal y. The
flux induces a secondaty Nonage depending
on the turns per volt and the number of
tun is in the secondary winding. When the
s”condat y is connected to a load, the induced
oltage makes cunent flow in the load. The
mar f. pi oduced by this se( ondary current
opposes the primary m.m f and tends to
reduce the flux in the core. This results in
lessened counter-e.m.f. in the primary. More
current is taken from the supply line to
keep up the flux ialue and maintain the
secondary voltage under load
The transformer 1P-, es a little energy to
supply losses in tly. core and windings. Due
to the resistance of the windings and to
magnetic leakage paths, the voltage of the
secondary may drop materially under load.
Poor regulation, is this is called, is sometimes useful in a speci il tiansformer. In
our filament-heating and plate-supply trans-
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ftnincts we can at ungt the ,‘ ' tidings compact' , maki good sol ,1 putts in th core,
us, large low - tesist ip , %% no in the N,
1119S, .oid k
p th: Int,,h of th iii ign ri
path fairly short and of good cross-section.
This Nil k p the scsondau , oltage gun:
tant under load
In tit primal % of a thinstormer tit ,.cm
ice at no loan ( Inc-am( ti/in, cut tent) lags
th applud
n.atl% 90
As th
load aim . s on, % ,,
ltag
and cut ttnt ai
molt ncail% in phas(
A tan is glicn showing t
it
best slit
%%tic and «,., t1use
ocuticuln ti
foi met,. Tho figui(s ' dAr tofc 1 to
60 cN
ti • ot nu ts
fic dc sign of 25(I'' tt
ails) In MC IS is 11111( Ii siittil ii
A
sl ,ghtl% high
flax dcns.t%is winus-ibl
iusc th' hunt ,
is much low, t th
(loss st Clonal at ea of tilt nun must be
gt eat Cl ( ot thc numbet of tint', per 'soit cot
sponchnel%
Other s'i ¡ se the inductance If a rei tam munb r of turns mill
be tI o lo s to Li\ c the rcouncd " t . ictamt"
at the reduced fteouem\ ( Ni - 2-r f L). If
one builds th
cote ,o that it ( toss-

Input
(1
at)
73
1')()

1,39
200
2"
;00
109
500
7)0
1009
1500

omeh.
é
90',
90',
90 ,,
95 ,,
95 ,,
95',

1)1 `,11.1.NIN(.
1'1 % II
41'
,
1),1 ORM1 R IOR
IWO 71..-WATI' TUBES

Suppose we want to build a plate transformer for 2 UX-210 ( 712 watt) tubes.
rural amateur practise is to supply two
(It tit( se tubes with about 100 milliamperes
it 100 iolts
Allowing 250 iolts drop in
di rectIfier ( not unusual) we will need 750
'Its at
sec molar . A transformer built
lot this ioltage cin be used with a resistor
to nhalsc addition d ioltage drops if it is
ncc,ssai
to vod, with rust one tube or
oltages to pies ont heating. With
ont tube the current requrred will he less
tad thc regulation will be better. A 4,000ohm If sistm carrimg 50 mils (. 05 ampere)
to one UX-210 will haie 200 volts drop
(RI) compensating for greatly improied
c ulat oil
730 % ohs x 100 amperes
75 watts tr ans tor mer output
1h, table gi% es us a 1» obable efficiency of
about SI ( ii 90', for small transformers of
t

this
The
sue tit
n bcr of trims in the secondary
winding is go% et n d by the number of turns

Suie of
No of
Tur ns Per
PIm?' i\Nire Prrman Turns
Volt
r;
528
480
21
437
195
2.0
367
131
N
311
281
17
270
2 15
16
248
2.25
15
218
225
11
206
157
13
183
166
Il
116
1.33
10
112
1.20
9
109
. 99

section is 21to 22 nmes th i.hlue of cute
mked out hem 0 e table, tit( same num
Im.1 tut its Itw itc Ina\ 1
, us,:d
mint n%
((ill for 23 -, ide ° lunation
If the same
crap and mot( nap ,. of watt are used a
Lug( I " vt Ind( w • NN01 bc ie, dcd for tho cxtra
Mil(
and msulati in
Incl.( asmg both the
numbcc of tut us pur 'stit and the cross
section of the cote eivo the bcst Minced
(lc sign
Most 60 c
mils %% ill hr ha%
nicel% on a 2)-(\
supnl\- if tht applied
N &loge is sufficiently 1. d,
uod
Up to 5.?
%ohs 25 cycles rIlaN be applied to a 110-i oit
60-c yc le %, indmg without hnt rn
Know in,2,
the hansfoim rr
oltag
lat.() thc output
oltoge will In known
Th«mrent-carri
Ifl
caoro it's will be the strue as at 60 c des
The ItVA ( kilo's oit amprt ,) tating will he
about half th, 60 c (I
CNalue.

Cross-Sectron
Through Core
1,4 " x1 14 "
1 " 1Xr"
112"1(1 1à"
lls"xn‘i"
134/"x134,"
178"x1 7/
8"
178"x1 7/
8"
2 " x2 "
23
/ "x2 14
4
i"
2Y
.8"x2 X,"
21-2"x2 12"
2Y4"x2 3
/"
4

in the pitman and the desired secondary
ioltage ( in this ca ,
e750). Before the numb tof ec on lar
turns can be found out we
must know how many turns per volt there
arc in the prinrari. This can be found by
di% Wing the number of primary turns by the
or niai s
' Noltagc and is grien directly in the
table
The number of turns for the secondary can now be found by multiplying this
flguie by the desired secondary \ oltage. As
haie decided to build the 75 watt transformer ( the one nearest the requirements
of our problem) the number of secondary
tut ns can now be ea ,,tly found ( 750 x 3.95 =
296; turns). The suie of wire to be used
foi the secondary depends on the secondary
orient and the allowable current density
hod can be found in the same way as for
th cr primary vine from the wire table grien
in the Appendix. For this layout of equip-
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ment, look for a size of mile for the secondary that will safely cam 100 milliamperes (. 1 amp )
This is gisin in the
wire tables as No 30 B. & ti. It is a good
idea to add 3'f to 5',
of the numbei of
secondary twits to the winding to make up
for the oltag«h op that mill ou tn at lull

Leave
at,
ea..h aut a
wind /7.9

2
h,

/eve> o,
mo.di

,t

/
tea e
/
,nto'totan behretn
Core o(NeI (wen/ er9
Weth
Vinflev

A FULL SI/E DR 114 INA. 01 1111. TR 1N. sl'oRNICR
SHOI. LD BE MADE SHOM 111. 1H1: si' 111. 10
BE OCCUPIED 111 1/IF MINDINI.S AND 11', 1 I Al ION.
BE SI RE 1HE NS INDOM
IS LAR(.1
ENOI WI 10 GLI IHI' V1 INDINI.1 ON 111 1 DO
NOT MAKE II
4. B11 1.110.LR 11111 NI (
sS & RI
OR THE
RIA.! L11101
Will
10.
151
P1IRFD

load due to the ti ansfm met loss( s and
iegulation. ( 107)'-:
2963 == 3110 tui ns)
Usuall
an electrolytic rectifier is us«1
that tectnies both hais is ut the is dc using
a sepatate secondaiy minding lot cat h halt
cycle. This means that unless the lnulg ,
rectifier connection is used, two t110 turn
secondatics will be requited. It is possibli
to use smaller y ne in the second‘u \ in sit ss
of the fact that each winding is passing
cut rent but half the time, but it Is
better to stick to 1,000 cutulai
per ampeie and be safe.
Using good
sized mite will help to imp( osc
th
regulation.
The core specifications and
the number of tutus to use in the pi imais
are given in the table. & line we go . 11 ,(
with the constitution it is tic« ss iit to
figure out the opening or pindou si r that
ill be no( essats in the tole ot pi opt tti os_
section in order to lust gct th c windings on
without wasting any space
The best thing to do is to ( 1
,(
on a tentatise length of winding m ils
mg a full size (hawing of thc ti , n,
foi mer on a shect
of papct
Fit in
the
yne
table
find
out
hoss
man,
tut ns of wire per lasct ( an be obtained in
the in imam s' winding
Leas( at least
betyeen the cnd of the winding itself and
the adjacent leg of th( «tic
Dis ic1(
h,
total number of Wins that will be ni' did in
the winding by the numbci of tutus pm
laser to find out how man‘ las cis mill ht
needed to get the icquned numb( tof tuins
on. The depth of the winding tan ru vt ht
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Usti\ small annuli, ut s, ii is lust hoot the
standpoint cl the . iii it, ut build( i luc dust
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tiansionner non is cheap
It is haid for
most amateurs to wind inan ruins b3 hand
unie , sa on enu nt windmir, pg is available
Alter a litti( iu,.,gling with pen d and
pan (i; the d( sign 11 h ti ansi ou met will be
«nnplde. Th. h,
stcn will be to obtain
the iratclials and stait thc riot css of eonsti
tun].
Any kind of ti an toil id iron or silicon
steel will make a good coi e. Sometimes an
old 0' el' ti ainsfm uni hum the local junk
vaid 01 from th ( li tie light comi an;. can
be torn down to get gmd and cheap core
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in the core bc well- made, that the joints be
squaie and os en
After the transformer is
assembled, the joints can be hammered up
tight using a block of wood between the
hammer and the core to prevent damaging the
edges
of the
laminations.
A cigar box with two adjacent sides
knocked
out
and
the
cover removed
will
be
helpful
in
building
up
the
eme °sells. \\ hen thice kgs are completed, the whole can he tied with string,
damped in a vise, and the legs on which the
an. to be slipped wound with friction tape to hold them firmly in place and
to ki el) the non h om damaging windings
and insulation.
It is consenunt to mind the coils on
sarnished fulleiboaid. At any rate the coils
should be wound on a wooden form and if
smile fulleiboard or pliable cardboard can
be put os ci this it will make it easy to slip
the finished coils horn the form to the core
without mechanical injury. The wires cannot get out of place when so wound and
they are well- insulated from the core besides. The wooden block should be slightly
rthan the kg of the core on which the
ymeting is to be put and it should be a few

--

HOW TO PUT A TRANSFORMER CORE TOGETHER

matenals. The urn,' used the uire thus
obtained from a \creche 1eompensatoi to put
up a complete multi si ne
antenna and
counterpoise in the good old tutus ‘then lots
of unes \vie ,onsid(i,(1 essential in an
antenna s stem, malsnat a tiansautting, coil
and gn mg am a, a lot of
ne besides, so
thcie i.,cc other uses tot jupic«1 eranstoimeis
•,‘„ou can get hold of one
It is not Uoithwhile to tiv to cut out ute materials yomselt oi to us, ( ichin‘ to pipe non as it
w ill mt 11 , flit
1 uninations of al out 28
gauge thiclm s hi ul 1be u.s«1 .. s tin( 1.(1
1101 jIbe 1'- N1 Ill .2,1, t a lai g
, i1l
e
cuirents in the oie and the heating in the
cote will be objectionable. The iron must
be caret uhs cut s
L
JOIllt, Ill the
oie can lie i., I it the ti anstot mu is to
have passabb good iegulation. L-shap. d
laminations ale ( 00,e nu nt to use in hu.ldmg a bal. ,
met Iin s( pal ate pieces for
the lour ,.
ides can Ie u.-0 d it they are lime
readily obtained 11.e in Lhod M. assembling
tiansimmei core , liown in me diagi am
Thu c sides of the «.« an be built up. the
windings put on, end tIn n the fourth 1g of
the «ne put in pl let one linnnation at a
time.
111 laannatIon, should bc insulat, d
nom each otlui to pic‘int cddv ( intents
flowing in the coie
It th( le is non Just 01
a scale on « u m iteiial N ou has e, th it
will sus e th c puipi Sc Sel I W(11 - Oft« 1.0 ie-.P
one side of each piece ( an he coated will
thin Lhellae. It is essential that th c joints

BRINGING OUT A TAP

II,:

a 40
'Pet.

FINISHING OFF THE WINDING
inches long,c1 than the winding. The block
must he smooth and of just the right size.
>,(s ( ial pieces la tened together with small
s less sat th«nds will make a form of the
ight si70 whuh can be easily taken apart
u n the winding is finished.
Diagrams suggesting ways of starting

POWER SUPPLY

the winding, finishing the winding and
bringing out taps are shown to suggest the
best procedure. If a lathe is not available
for holding and rotating the form during
winding, a bicycle, grinder, sew ing machine
or hand drill clamped in a vise can be
adapted for the purpose. For secondary
windings of many turns of wire a revolution
counter should be used to make the woik
easy and to insure that the right number of
turns are put on each coil. It is certainly
exasperating to lose track of the number of
turns when a winding is nearly finished.
If a solid block is used for a minding
form, a layer of string should be wound o‘cr
the fœrn before the wire is put on. The
ends of the string aie fastened to tacks and
this string can be femo‘ed as soon as the
winding is finished, to lease loom for slipping the winding off the form. The fullciboard, some thin fiber, or heax y fish papci
goes over this string serving as a peimanent support for the winding and as insulation from the core. In high
oltage
windings, some layers of Empire cloth
(varnished cambric) should be included in
addition and if a transfoimer to give \en,
high voltage is built a micarta ban ier will
be necessary.
The winding itself is quite simple. The
wire is wound on in layers as it takes least
space when wound that way.
Ships of
paper between layers of small enameled
wire are necessary to keep the turns of each
layer even and to give added insulation.
Too thick paper must be avoided as it keeps
the heat generated in the winding at full
load inside so that the temperature may
become dangerously high for the insulating
materials resulting in breakdown.
It is advisable to impregnate transfoi met
coils after driving the moisture out to make
them permanently good. Manufactureis do
this by putting the coils in a paitial xacuum.
heating, and then forcing insulating «, rn
pound under pressure into the coils. Trans
formers built by the amateur for filament
and plate voltage supply can be painted wit h
insulating varnish or waxed to make thcin
rigid and moisture pouf. A mixture of
melted beeswax and rosin makes a good
impregnating mixture. Melted paraffin can
be used but it has too low a melting point
Whnn possible, the transformer can be suspended in a tank of cooling and insulating
oil though this is not good for indom use
as the fire hazard must be considercd
Double cotton covered wire can be corded
with shellac as each laver is put on. How ever, enameled wire should nex er be treated
with shellac as it may dissolve the enam.1
and hurt the insulation and it will not di v
because the moisture in the shellac will not
be absorbed by the insulation. Small ti insformers can be treated with battei ycompound after they are wound and assembled
Usually, a home made transformer that is
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varnished or protected from moisture by
shellac can be mounted as ,hown in one
diagram and will stand up indefinitely under
the intei mittent service of amateur radio
work.
Therefore, a can of insulating
aimsh or shellac and a small brush with
which to apply it will be made part of our
hansformer building equipment.
In starting the winding, hold the loose
nd on each side of thn
inding form by
folding a two inch piece of cotton tape

dre or 011CF

qra

STARTING THE WINDING

around the lu ttuin in such a way that the
following turns hold the fist one in place.
Coil up enough un e on the end to pi ovide
a lead fforn the inside of the coil to the
tenrunal boaid aftcf the transfoimer has
After making a good start,
becn mounted
the winding piocess can be speeded up. In
winding the coil. feed thewith a cloth
civet cur hand about two oi thi ee feet away
hom the fotating form. Keep the wire as
tight as possible without danger of bleaking
it. Wind the wit e in e‘cn laieis with no
turns duectly on top of each other to take
best adxantage of the mailable space.
When about half an inch from the end of
the fist law'. lay on some more pieces of
cotton tapo to bend bru k under the second
laycr, thus holding the end turns securely in
place. If els thin paper or no paper at
ill is used between lavers the same thing
can be done at the end of each layer. Using
v fine wne with paper between layers no
additional suppoit foi the end turhs will be
necessary, eqpecialli , if the precaution of
ending the layet. about one eighth inch
fiorn the cdge of the paper is obsei%ed
Where no paper is used, run the layers as
near to the end of th- form as posible, keeping the wire as tight as possible.
Kccp watch Ioi shoited tuins and lavei s.
If' ite-t one Win . lipuld become shorted in
the entire winding, the low voltage to flow
in it would cause a
v cmrent to flow
hich would hui n it up, making the whole
ti an.former useless
Taps can he tali off as the windings are
mi le if it i de.ucd to ht‘e a tiansformer
cin
sevei al loltages The dugram plainly show's the method to be used in making
taps and in finishing the winding. The more
taps there are, the more difficult becomes

'111E R MHO \ M \ T112 le:, II \ NDBOOK

the pioblem of a\ oulmg
(akt 11C(I 111',111.1t1011
t thc points
Itc tops ale ma&
Taps sin uld be al iing«I so that tin \ comc
at the cnd d th la\ ei whcnc\ ec possible.
the. mu( \ I \ 511,111. th, ( nds ut thc
indtrm and
tal s that
mad( should
be of hea\ ici V ii
to p1 ON we a stt ongci
lead
Unit ss the Iinsh d minding is w . 11
taped, a ruse of' full( il oat d m h. a\ y pancr
should be put m er it t j u \ cnt th., winding
fiom la« ham( il in jut\ as will as to inipi
(lit' its ams li Inc(
High xol ait c « uls should be taned with
lush( d tamin it tipc
I.Om ( iit age cul l
s

Sonu 18" x 1" angle non of pieces of iron
snap of the tight size, make an excellent
mounting
The col e is clamped tightly by
se,'te ial bolts at the corners. The terminal
boaid should be of bakelite and situated so
that theie is plenty of loom for the leads to
come up under it horn the windings below.
Sc't ciai may sof mounting tiansfm mers and
putting on the teiminal board are shown.
B ! suie to scpaiate thc terminals from the
ditleicnt windings as much as possible so
that thete is no danger of their becoming
(tossed. Oldinai% binding posts, 8-32 or
10-'12 bi ass m mckled biass machine screws,
or even Fahnstock clips can be used on the
to.nunal boaid foi making the connections.
I 11 11 RS

WAYS OF MOUNTING TRANSFORMERS

can
tape 1with Iin lion taoc
un
atcd cotton t :
aid
insb«I lits j
Alm a‘s la\ tho tat e en rpopthl\ so th.tt
etch tain ‘ul \ an«. h„ It th. ‘, dth 01 + h,
me« ding mu,
Pull the taw_ tight but not
so tight as to pull ill stindinv out ot shape.
Tris 1
,ad, shouli' I
c
11 ii il it d High
oit ige
tels t ' ii
lush( ' 1
tunial tithe ',,, a2,1litti - th it 1 on
•1,: at thc lot al IIho ti
Pict sut d sboe latinii lit good enough to
«mi. ethe low \ oltaiic 1
,ads
\\ h islipping thc & ois on the pnhall\
asscinbb d « fie bc suc e that the leads do
not touch the cou
If the M. indings fit
is ose 1\ soul( small yo hnw «lets should bc
Last of all.
din ( II In pl c at (..-ch cnd
thn ° tint kg of tli.. coic is put in plat and
di \ cn up Petit
li the « ols ait w«Igod
nil't and w( und t2101\ and the «nc is
(lamp«l
l)ttV, (( il somc
sit ps or momi ot bals lit , the te Ari ,toinicf
II not hum
It wiii ope tat( mih N(1%
little noise an\ wa\ it th - s-i mc(aut.ons .11(
oi ‘..( I tel
I ist t
ill thc tiansl onuct
'wild be mounted . 1ftt i lc IN mg th(
Pi imal
ititling « nn« d
to
th
Inc fe s, , 1 he
t
it mil ,
shiihtl\ maim
I(
s mu h cumui,
or g, ts bot OK,
s ( thing mtong and
in s shoe t ( n tut' '
n ale mobabh ie
onsiblp ‘ih ( h vt ill « int mice to ctuse
etat n2, and in c \\ mks 1atcf

With all the lectifiel anangements that
hate becn desmbed a filter is essential to
itninotc the note and to suppress any A C.
hum that ma % get thiough horn the supply
souice. Et n with a motor geneiator set a
luter mat bc
ssaiy to take the commutatm upple oi " buii" out of the note
anless the motm generator happens to be
upply mg a ti
tal-contf oiled set. In some
tascs a suitable filtei has been mentioned
when di ,cussmg oi diagramming a partit ulai ice titii'i' s,
A flit( fof the so-called " brute force" type
using a . 10- hem% to 100- hem y choke coil in
suns with tho high % oltage leads from
icctifim to 5( t, and ha\ mg a two-mierofarad
(m lai get ) condensei a toss the high voltige line on cat h side of the choke will be
satisfoctmy for filtel mg the output of almost an‘
re, tub( t of the electiol,
Rectron ( vacuum tube), or
gaseous conduction tube types. With the
addition of the de\ ices mentioned in connection with the stmhionous rectifier, such a
h1hi of the " bt ut ,.force" type should also
aise a fan lv good note fiorn a " sync", which
is %% ell knomn as a hard subject to filter

oo to
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MiLf!" Q1.1117,
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BRUTE FORLE

FILTER CIRCUIT

Fhe condcnseis acioss the high-voltage line
t
altt at sha\ ea oltage
eakdow n high
enouph foi safety under no-load conditions
(
ii + ht. \ oltage is highest).
\\ hen a lilt(' of this soit is used the key
mnst alma\ ‘, be placed between the filter and
the set. The fillet tcnds to smooth out all
nicgulaiitics in the supply and it will put

POWER SUPPLA

"tads" on the clots and dashes in an attempt
to smooth out the keying if the key is put
on the powm-supply side of the main lilt( t.
One of the best 1,4.1» of immot mg the
note obtained horn any netitict and tiltcl
is to " float" a high Noltagc slot age Iitte Tt
or thy cell betel y tight a« oss th , output to
the filter ( or across the tedifiet itself if no
filter is used). An cmet geney pow( tsupply
can be combined teadil with the usual commercial, souue of pow et in this fashion to
good ad \ antage. Suitable telats lot pi o
tective putposes should be installed to dis
connect the batten y horn the lino (nett, tinte
when pow et is cut off —othe iw 1st it will be
dischaiged through the netiher and
ti ansfot mer windIng. '1he ht st soi t. of a
relay to use is one that uses pow et fiom
the local mains ( or Ii om the 1(dd-it tits( I)
to close the connections between battei t and
high voltage line when the pow ci is put on
A spring pulls the contact open whc netct
the powet goes off if a good soun(ki te lay
such as descubed in the aplomb\ is used
A light " trickle chat ge" dm mg the ill iiods
when the set is in operation will keep the
storage battely chat ged. If a bunch of dry
cell battenes are " floated" in this fashion
with a teyetse ( Intent of set, ( 1il milliamperes, the depolat ' zing elle, twill pi () Ion,:
the useful life of the botteiles to mu( h le
yond the of dinar y libual shelf life
Any
sort of high toltage battety will gtc ttlt
improye the note. In fact, a battit', is
supet tor to any kind of fact lot most put
poses. Any high Yoltage battett should
be sectIonalmed by suitable stt itches to pie
vent leakage ( taunts and to make it t ( ii ventent and safe to handle
In some bi oId
casting stations whet e D e gc net atol s sun
ply hundreds of ampet es lot heating the fila
ments of 10- kilowatt watel-cool«1 tubes, a
telatively small lead stm age batt( It is situ
fatly used to suppiess tommutatm tipple

DESIGNING

4ND HMI DING ( 1101.1. ( 011
I OR THE I ILT1 R

The design and constt tic tion of choke coils
to use in filtering the plate supply of an
amateur tiansmittet can h( cowed out in
the same \tat that the building of a ti ails
fonner was deyeloped. The bast( ( I( sign
minciples ate the same and the building ol
a choke coil is et en simpler because no ttp.
are necesszny and only one cod is uryunt ( I
on the cote.
A full page chalt. tent minced ftom QST,
shows the dimensuns f t building ( line,
that will meet most needs of the «mutt( ut
for remot ing the eommutatot tipple ti ont a
D (7 genet ator or smoothing out th iippl(
in tedified 25- cycle and 60-( V( le pine sun
plies. Of cout se the chokes must be used
with suitable canoe dies to make an tf ( tit e
filter. Though it is usually best to make

1It

chokes, the filtet ( onde psei s an be pulehas,o1 lead\ - mad 11 oat ant of the teputtble « mile its I in 1 Hoc ccucts
As this is
a pi eon( al lath t itan .1 ' hunent al book.
it is flot `,• 11 ,1( 10 ( 11 , 1.1 , the them',
high iass an Ilow jas, lilt' i
Sonic gcod
book ,'on te le pl or( li , ilsilll Oit horn the
it- west public lihi ut. w ii ot ci this them):
lot leach is who want it
Chokes of inductaro es be
n the talu, sgit en nt the table
(an lo mad(. lit using l s tutus of nne in
Ole winding. Inductance
alles about as
the squat e of th rund) t of tutus so that
tr mg half the numb« et Unit, specified
• es one foul th th iitclu tine.. Mote tutu,
Hum those spc on d in th( tible must not
be ce,«I as the « tie N% ill Income sduple( d
himen ions b and c cite it in the table can
undel stood lit i t. itn« to the diagn am.
1be on ang.me nt of «) ( and winding is
unposed to be that of th ,( Ingram, also.
The , t «
net ial is the san, , as th it
specifi«l lot building ti instoi itnis silaoa
sh(ct su( I. The lam it, on, sh ould be . 01 1"
(ot less) thick cl t. ti, d
h she lite of lust
to )( duce ( del\ ( stile at loss(
Fin e non
ne is e‘cellent as a ( Ill' matei ial. also
Vt hilo Mt( tkat ed coi itt i ate almost a
fleets-at\ lot a good transun nut cote, the
COI s' 01 .
1out ( hole (
shculd he m
wnit
tbutt joint
1n
n gtp is ill «1«I in onv
as. to pi ( t. eitt sattnatmn ( Ithe core and to
(0( i a nu ans, 101 aditr tm nt of the induce no.
Aftc t the
I t ad justo
the
cm( sit( uld hi
1u
ftnil; so that th
magi in pull tt iiihot ( hange the adju-tnie
and to 111 , 111 pli t
I 111011
11,P , 1(h
lit111 1 1111 .4.,
0
th( tot ,
, 111,1ant ( 1
au
gap can it us( d ( Ii
t\ 0«I n i
( loth ti.«1_ ,
ins( t..d in tin al
on to pi ( t. ( nt t. ii 1it io
end ni Ake the ad lei- ( mc
man( nt
Thc
total an gap n th ic is no uc th in one. will
of ( tons ho t1t um if the length of the
se pat at
g ips
mitt, ti in n se iit ion should be used
tO make an cc onom«al d sign
t tig wit e
uses up a gi eat d( al o+ sna« without gilt ing
much Ind otato e It sle , tto tt Ind directly
til the cot
ith just a - 104 le lat ci of tone
ttt.o n
po ss bh
Moi ( iosulation will
pu i«1 I
en choke, th it ale to be plated
in high Noltagt plat( '- app! t. lines hut this
should not b. ant tho
than is absolutely
n u ssai
tou stattme tit" tt inding
the une', put sonic c 1> it •••
thong it
and fastcn some h ti t. (,11(11 10«lld 01 thin
Mit
nil
f1,iiti.
ut
pl tee
11h I
wind(ng thc
th
Lao( ( an b tu . 1
to( i the coil ti la .. p th ,
wic adult:
Too ( nub tane should not
lc put on ot the ( boke will not I.( ep «fol
nil&
d condit.on,
h( t.t. ne sues in
'h
tOde aie « ns( it u. t- and 10' e mou
,en It nf can be cal ( ontinuouslt and ti en
non. th in this inleinutt ,nth
It the wmeting is ter v doe p. th., cooling will be bett
if the
is split into two sections to slip
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THE

DESIGN DATA FOR INDUCTANCE COILS WITH IRON CORES Weight ofSteel taken as 48oet=o29 te
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POWER SUPPLY

on each long cote piece. 10'1, more turns
w 11 ne«1 to be added to each coil to make
up for the magnetic leakage between coils
which is increased by splitting the winding.
Healy flexible leads should be soldeled to
the ends of the coil and taped down to pievent their breaking ofT.
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"brute lotee" type of filter
The choke
should be ()set , l0 hernies but it does not
have to be adiust«1 to any paiticular salue
of inductance. Seseial paiallel resonant
circuits effect's ely eliminate one fiequency.
By means of a atdully designed filter hasmg high impedance to ceitam frequencies,
the se‘ tal fundamental and harmonic frequencies horn thc A.( . supply that ate
piesent in the output of a 1( ctifier can be
supptessed. Tinee good filter chcmts for
60- cycle supply ate shown in one of the
diagi ams.
Winding-, horn qpaik coils, amplifying
tiansfoi mers, or any old coils of many turns
of small wire can sometimes be pressed into
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annnriorierir OF inoucrntice colLs
The action of a filter may be likened to
tiu...t of a big fis heel that stores eneigs
in the magnetic field of the choke and in the
electto-static field of the condensers placed
actos', the line. The filter absorbs enetgy
during the " peak" output petiods of the
rectifier, giving out this energy dining the
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"zero" part of the a.c. cycle to keep the
supply soltage substantialls constant ( unsais ing)
A Luge paialleled condenser
alone ( 75 ttfd.) helps a great deal.
A
large belies choke with condensers across
the line at either end seems to ssoik best
and this is commonly icferred to as the

use to use with the plate supply equipment
for a low- power hansmitter. All that is
net essaly is to mount them on the light soit
of a cote and to adjust the air gap. Any
transmitter using a 1_ X-210 or larger tubes
should be provided with a good tectifier and
filter using one of the choke coils whose
dimensions ate given in the table. Sets of
lower power using teceis mg tubes can sometimes be filteted bv making use of some old
spaik coils such as find then way into every
experimenter's " junk" box.
IoRD C011 S AS FIT IlRS TOR LOW-POUER
Si Is

The connections of a Ford coil and the
method of connecting two coils with their
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condenser, as a fillet aie shown in the
sketch. Such a filter as that dcsciibed can
be made fuon discaidc 1 coils obtained im
almost nothing from lo,a1 automobile lepairmen. One coil mill cut down the iipple
somewhat and two of them connected a,

sis'ance of the many nuns of small wire is
iathei high and so the sccondanes of two
spaik coils must be ono ctecl in parallel as
shown to secuie best Jesuits. Th jum try
winding dots net I
I< ‘;! much inductance and
is of little salue
The swindait, of a Foul
toil has a iesistan«e ot about 5,000 ohms
which w ill mitt« the platc
oltagt a good
bit it used

SEC
tDJUSIi.(,

41
PR/

-CONO

CONNECTIONS OF TWO TVPES OF FORD COILS
shown still ha ‘e suffi' bet inductance to unpiove the tone gieatly without reducing the
plate voltage moie than 20 ,, .
There is a condensei shunted across du
vibrator contacts which has a capacity of

lui
AIR
t. ti' % ND
III It It % Clio's.

Tr STING

The simplest ta \ to adjust the air gap is
to connect the tilt( 1. to the load with whit h
it is to w ot k, chargmg the ail gap un l11 the
best hltei action is ohs qted ‘. too Inge
an gap will it dut e the indu tan( e and the
hoke will be inc It« ti(
too small gan
will allow the colo to become satin ated. and
the chat will be lust a, Inc
The light ,due foi the an gap is one
that uses up about nine tenths of the ampme
lions of the « 11 to maintain fluxin che au

METHOD BY WHICH TWO FORD COILS ARE USED AS A FILTER IN A LOW
POWER TRANSMITTER
about 1 miciofaiad and which will easily
stand tour oi fine hundmi % tilts and ( his
should be connected so n is amiss the out
put of the rectifier—it will not be as effective
if plactd its‘t the tube
A thin putt of
insulating matet
must be plat « Ibetween
the contact points of the toil and lutween
the lower contact atm and the cote but it
SEC

oeimo ro PLATE
R)REcr

901211M.
SEC

KEY

is not necessai> to teal the coils down to
make use of them.
There
are
at
least
two
tN ,p,s of
coils, the
one indicat,d
in ( newt
A
which
has
a biass
backing
on
tht
vibrator end and the one indicated in tomtit
B which has a wooden end
The D C re

gap.
rho
st of tla magneto motice lœce
magnc ti/es thc cii t
s the pet rieabilit
of an is unit‘ an 1 that toi ,.
hcet steel is
about 3,000 ( a‘ ci age), the iatio of an to
non can bc dcteinon«1 apploximately but
the lion
tes so n u h that the exact % due
nui . talma% be el ciced by tiial
Foi a « ne
of 10" total length, an ait gap ttabout 05'
oi a little lcss w ill nu( t at et ige requirents
Ain, one of th
mint shown foi
tine/ action can be used. Deit't 1ii «) ft thc
9)0110d
Don't torah o; («
th( phones.
High coltag«hu (I. tuit cnt is (
Ling( tous and
(ontact w it h an\ pall. of the en unt miv
taus( a ,,
e‘ eu e buiit m t % en death
7 ou
can list( o to the output of th filtei it ithout
touching the phones
Alter each test, turn
oti th, you( t, uni lamp tot cm eof the thoke.
set tiu an gap to a ditleunt table and tr>
again
nhcn things ale pi wed% adjusted
the sound in the phones should bu \et weak.
It (( I; th( t(l(phon( h«t(l.,c t on the table
o1th on( sal«,/, ( mod( (1.
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CODI:

INI IRI I RI Nt E

PROM IMs

Amatcuis ale often unjustly blamed Ica
code inteitetence when the tiouble is due
to some ochet solute. lemeign ships and
commeicial ladle) telegraph services sometimes cause bad inteltmcnce to 1,.clio telephone bloadcasting
This may be cmeet in
many cases b
n long- ma\ twa \ ti aps smulai
to those Im shot tma \ e moil th it will bo
desctibed in detail
Power leaks horn eketucal dIsti ibut ion s\ stems, distuib mces
from
thermostats
in
heating
pads,
flattions, and oil
meets, mt.(i f IEnce
ftom stieet cat hne‘_, dial telephones, loose
electric lamps, ignition s\ stc ms,
ibiatmg
battery charge's, mec ham( al 1cc tifiei s, and
violet-ray apparatus are other possible
%maces of intederem c, not to mention the
neighbor mho Opel ut
a " blorqgi " ( in
oscillating i teiet wine h itself is a miniature transmittei without a license)
Many
of the bioadca -1 teem«. sold todas ate
still not piomal‘ selectne, espec iall when
the antenna is connected to th. " secondm y"
Instead of coupl«1 to it magnetically.
All this points to th , « inclusion thqt the
broadcast listener as well as the amatrur
concerned must appioach the Inteifetence
problem with an open mind and a bioad
vi(Mpoint.
The best wa\ in which a somce of «ode
Intel ference may he definitely located is
tht ough the Inow kdgc of someone who can
copy code ‘ ri operator can mstantl‘ dis
tinguish the couic" of m my other kinds of
Interfeion«, too, though his ad ice ‘‘ ill be
most \ alual lc in code intc ifet mice cases
If imposible to ill in alocal tadio operatm,
it is ofton possible to bt mg loudspeaker em
phon ,sto th , mouthme eof a tel phone and
to call a ladio station opmatm -o that hn
may listen and nnho roc ° emend-it ions
Tiouble from pow ci 1
,aiss ma' N ti iced to
its sou ,ce du ectl‘ or ioriented to the locql
officials of the lighting m
or t () monies
that are now taking an Intel est in such mo. 4teis that affect th public yel tie
Thr
are equ ,pped to hunt tiouble
pl ice defecthe insulatms, remme sw inning w
le-bond rails, etc , as ma \ be i cum «1
While the ad\ ent of short w ii es foi tiansnuttmg has minimi7ed code-mteifet me. a
possibility of tiouble still exists when antennas ate adjacent, when the power s,)111
for ti ansmitt(l and bioadcast le cc
ris
same, and also when ceitain t‘pes of pow • r
supply are used in the transmitter
If a
transmitter is too tightly coupled to the antenna, local distuibarocs ale likel‘ to occur
A pure direct-cuirent plate supply ( B-hlttmies or motor-gencratœ) is likely to causo
"blanketing" by blockme tho ends of the
recei‘er with largo amounts of R F \roltage
In effect the broldcast signal is greatly reduced in sticngth m shut off altogethei
The use of plate supply horn a spaamg
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s‘nchtonous iectifier, spatk coil used with
ibi ator, gi id ( choppei ) modulation, or keying of a clued, curient soulte without any
cushioning Inductance in the « nuit, is likely to lead to certain difficulty.
The paiticulai shoit-na‘,e band that is
chosen foi opetation will in amcaçtne detei-
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TESTS OF FILTER ACTION
nono the amount of Intel terence tiouble to
be expected
With suitable pi ecautions
opeiation in any amateur hand can be cart, ( I on coiitiiiuou-1
is ithout interfmence
resulting.
A
good
plate
supply,
a
sultable
transmitting ( Inuit,
collect
keying for the anangement used, and
a location free fie« " single circuit" broadcast tuners ( such as the Radiola III and
IIIA) which are notably non-selecti\ e, are
desirable. Wotk in the 150-200-moter band
(adjacent to broadcast tenitory) is perhaps
most likely to ptmoke local Inteifercnce
trouble. 80- meter opm ation is less likely
to gi‘e trouble. Inteifmcnce results most
latch fi otn 20- and 40-metei installation
If an amateur tiansmittel opetates on
unit wavelength in a self-rectifying circuit
utilizing but half of the ac. cycle and local
bi oicic ast listcnei s use k- or B- eliminators
um king horn the sanie source ( distilbutiontransf or met set mdai y) intei fei enc e is certain to occut
This is due to a \ olt tge drop
on just one-hulf ‘ cle that " modulates" the
source and affects as many people as may be
supplied by a singlo tt ansfm met. The cure
is to get an indi‘idual distubution transformer, to install another tube ( or other de‘ice) nothing on the other half- cycle, or to
put in a rectifier so that the power taken on
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both halves of the a.c. cycle will be constant.
Almost any other kind of amateur interference may be cuied by installing radiofrequency chokes and by-pass condensers to
present R F. leakage back into supply lines,
by placing adjacent ant cnnas at right angles
and as lai apait as posible, bs using keythump filters to suppress ke\ clicks and
blocking effects, and by installing suitable
was etraps in antenna or ground leads of
the broadcast ree en er to improve its selectisity at the transmitting naselc ngth.
W\lMr

r1

R 1RAPS

Any was meter coupled to a fen tuins of
wire in sei les with the antenna of a broadcast ieceiser will aet as an extremely high
impedance at the was clength to which it is
adjusted. Signals of that wavelength will
be excluded. A nascmeter such as des( ribed
in the clripter on radio measurements ss
therefore, make an excellent piece of apparatus to piess into seisice to separate
interfering stations or eliminate code interference, providing a coil is used that makes
it possible to tune our masemeter to the
wavelength of the intei feting station.
It is recommended that an inexpensive
was, chap he built and installed in the antenna or giound IAA nhcneser a set is not
sufficiently selective.
A vacuum tube receis er of an kind can be improved in this
manner. Esen a single- circuit tuner ( haying direct instead of magnetic coupling to
the antenna) can thus reduce or eliminate
code- interference es en though the trouble is
inherent in the design of such a receiser
Receivers dose to a code station pick up

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
WAVE TRAP TO REDUCE OR
ELIMINATE INTERFERENCE
Values for codand condenser
may be c/wsen from charts
or ...Wes to tune over desired
wavelenyth ranye

forced oscillations in their coils and antenna
unless prop( uy shielded, but a trap- circuit
will usually eliminate the trouble.
Here ale some sugg‘.stions for the construction of a suitable wavetrap for
eliminating shor ti' aye code.
Inexpensive
parts may be obtained for <51 00 or less from
any of the local radio retail stores which
handle parts ( 1) A coil and ( 2) a variable condenser, are the only parts needed
in making an effective wavetrap. The coil
can readily be home-made. The condenser
need not be an expensive condenser—it need

not men be of the straight-line frequency
type because, once adjusted, further tuning
of the ss as eti ap is unne ,essai v. A discarded
17-plate or 23-plate condenser of any kind
will be suitable and mans such eondensers
of the straight- line capa( ity or straight-line
naselength type are as ailable at 50e or
thereabouts at local radio stores. While unsuitable for modern broadcast set construction, they are entirely suitable and practical
for wavetrap building.
The diagram shows just how the coil and
condenser aie connected. Fust the coil is
connected across the condenser terminals.
The antenna is then connected to one side
of the coil-condenser combination, the lead
to the broadcast recener conn«ting to the
other side
Too- long antennas often make
an other s% Ise good broadcast rem\ er nonselectn e. ( Osei 100 feet is considered poor
practise.) The number of turns to use in
constructing mase trap coils ( of No 16 to
No 20 B & S. D C C. wire on a 1- inch form)
is shown in the following table which assumes a 0001 miciofarad ( max ) variable
condenser
For other cues of coil or «indenser refer to the short-wave tuner chart
given elsewhere in this Handbook. It is well
to mention in passing that the coil designed
to tune to the 80- meter band will also cos er
the 40- meter teiritory when the condensel
is adjusted to nearer minimum capacity
Seseral turns might be used in a 20-met-gwa chap if the maximum condenser capacity were first reduced by removing several
of the plates
It is convenient to buy some
of the self-supporting coil material by the
foot, chopping it up into sections haying the
ight number of turns.
Wavelength of
Lit ilci mg › ii.,nal
150-200 meters
75-85 "
37 5-42 8
ff
18.7-21 4

Coil ( V dia.)
R min d
20-23 turns
8-10 "
4-5 "

Install a mmetran as shown
Then turn
on the broadcast recciscr and tune in the
interference until it is loudest
Next, turn
the dial of the wavetrap until the interference is hi ought down to 7ero—or minimum
As the dial is turned, the sound should decrease up to a certain point, beyond which
an mer' ce in volume of interference will be
noticed. The dial should be moved back
and forth slowly seseral times until tlop
absolute zero or minimum is found. Leave
the trap-circuit adiusted to this point. It
will not be necessai y to touch the wavetrap
or readjust further unless it is desired to
(heck the setting in case of further interference. It is a good idea to note the dial setting on a piece of paper so that it can be
quickly re- set at the right point in case it
becomes accidentally de- tuned.

POWER SUPPLY

Once the wavetrap is installed and adjusted, broadcasting stations can be tuned
in as usual at any point on the chal of the
broadcast receiver.
The trap will not in
any way influence either the vol lone or tuning adjustments of the broadcast receiver.
Once adjusted for a locally Intel tesing code
signal it will not be necessai
to pay any
further attention to it.
A wayetrap is
simply a tuned rejector circuit— tuned to 80meters for eliminating code - -to a broadcast
wavelength
for
separating
interfeting
broadcasting stations.
A code was eh- 1p
will not work for the latter purpose—more
turns of s% ire will be necessai% in a coil for
such a purpose.
In broadcast receivers of faulty design in
which the antenna is connected directly to
the tuning coil ( as in a single-circuit re
ceiver) wavetraps are helpful in adding artificial selectisity. When possible it may be
better to get at the mattor more directly bs
making afew simple changes in the receis er
It is an easy matter to add a coil of 10 or 15
turns of wire around the main tuning coil.
then connecting this "antenna coupling coil"
to antenna and ground.
The looser this
coupling is made the less the danger of interference.
If a radio-frequency amplifier has one of
its stages in oscillation it is possible for one
of the higher harmonics of the broadcast
tuner's oscillation to fall in an amateur b-incl
and receive a beat note with amateur sig
nais. Similar troubles may be noted with
superheterodyne receivers. To test for a
direct pick-up between the coils of recemi
and the transmitting antenna, disc onnect the
antenna temporarily. Shielding the receis el
more thoroughly will help in cases of direct
pick-up. If radio-frequency energy fiorn a
transmitter is leaking to neighboring receivers by way of the 110-%olt line, come
R F. chokes of husky wire located light at
the transmitter and a few by-pass condensers across the line or between line and
ground may help. A change in antenna
location mill be necessary if the pick-up is
found to be made inductively from the antenna.
Running all house ss iring in
grounded BY should entirely get around
such a ti ouble as this.
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tion of plate voltage, oscillations rise quickly to their maximum salue ( steep wave
front) and receivers tuned to almost any
was elength ate apt to be blocked, particularly near-by ones, at the instant of keying.
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Keying troubles can be as oidcd b% using
keying circuits which apply the plate voltage gradually instead of very sudderly. Th ,
use of a suitable thump- filter ( diagrammed)
will help in many cases
If a set is allow ed
to oscillate weakly instead of haling its
plate voltage cut off abruptly there is less
likely to be local trouble with key thumps.
When battery or generator D.0 is used
with little or no cushioning inductance anywhere in the circuit to control the aprilica-
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PRACTICAL THUMP FILTERS

Something must be done to make the tube
start and stop oscillating more gradually,
%et not too gradually or there will be no
clean-cut keying.
A key-thump filter is simply a 3-henry
choke and 2- or 1- ma rofarad condenser
pia( cd between the hey and the set to do the
tuck of slowing down the application of
plate voltage in the right amount. Several
typical keying circuits are shown as sug-

loco volts

lealv

Fj
RI. YIN(.

urns'«

too° v

4, 1e
"C LICKLESS"
KEYING
CIRCUIT
USED
WITH
STORAGE BATTERY PLATE SUPPLY AT SAX

gestions to anyone experiencing trouble
fion key-thumps.
If a circuit is highly inductive the key
may spaik or arc
Connecting a high resistance ( or a combination of resistance and
capacity across it) or changing the key to
some other part of the circuit may get
around the difficulty. Some experimenting
may be necessai y to hit upon just the right
values of resistance and capacity to use in
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series across the key to eliminate spaiking
altogether.
Keying in the piimaiy of the high voltage transfoimer is excellent with a selfrectifying clicuit from the standpoint of
key- thump elimination Keying in the negaRFC

fOR NALFOR FUZZ

,
PAVE

ELf REGIIPICA
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key thumps unless rust the right grid- leak
Yalues are observed.
Keying in selies with the grid choke in
the grid- leak ( mint may lead to considerable hand capacity on the key and is not
highly recommended. How ey er, if the key
is some distanc efrom the transmitter itself,
having two small chokes in the keying line
directly at the sct or a big by-pass condenser across the key, or both, capacity
effects leading to frequency change on the
shorter waves can be avoided.
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KEYING CIRCUITS

tiye lead to the high V, oltag€ is good piactise
when rectifiei and bite' aie used. the key
being placed on the set side of the biuteforce filter. The aim of the key should always be giounded for safety. Keying in
the center tap is popular as the negatiye
grid potential ( with key up1 quickly bi logs
the plate cull ent to zero with no spiking
at the key eYen in high power sets. However, this anangement positiYely cuts off
the supply voltage and the R F. current in
the condenser- coil circuit and ma> pioduce

In the chaptei on operating practices,
bleak- in is discuss«I
There ar4 many advantages of such opciation. " BK" sent once
between choit CQ calls 111\ ites anyone listening to answer immediately. While the transmitter is giy mg the CQ, the operator is carefuily tuning oyei the hand to listen for staturns canine, him. N% ith break-in operation
it is not necessai y to wait until the end of a
transmission to ask for lepeats. A long
dash will stop the other operator and you
can ask him what you please. Commercial stations use bicak in when In oiking
ships at sea by contiolling transmitters
Mall\ miles am aN ow land lines using relay sto start, stop, and key the sending set.
It is not necessair even that the transmitter
be very far array to take advantage of
break-in moth, though gencially the more
(listant it is, the bettei the break-in system.
Listening on th.) ieccover while sending
constitutes the basis of e‘ cry break-in system. A short antenna for the receiver may
be put up at r ' girt angles to the sending antenna. Sonie magnet wire strung across the
loom or put behind the picture moulding will
bring in the shor t-yy ay esignals in fine shapo
and avoid the difficulties of changing over
the antenna from the sending to receiYing
s t Often, the signal_ can be picked up
ithout an antenna at all if the receiver is
unshielded or if thcie is some coupling to
the transmitter due to its adjacent location.
In this case there will be trouble in working
I)) ak-in on way elengths close to that on
which the sending set operates.
If the
ti atr-mIttei is closo and you key in the negat)y c high voltage lead, you may not be able
to copy st ilions sending on your own way e1:ngth
Thcie mar be trouble even when
th ,-) key is un from oscillations of the transmitting tubes caused by voltages fi om the
filament tran-foimei which come fiom an
unbalanced centei tap airangement. If this
annot be cured by putting in a true centerit mill be best to locate the transmitter
ftither awav from the receiver and to use
remote control.
A satisfactory method is to broak the
grid circuit to stop oscillation. This can

POWER SUPPIA

cause bad
thumps and gice the Opel den
some bad lack° hequency bums, too, if a lelay is not used
Best oi all is the use of a
ielav that bicaks Loth plate and gild (
cults in plop( sequence absolutely pi
nting oscillation, and eliminating key clicks
due to th fact that the oscillating ( newt
is not Inoken alnuptly as in " gild" het ing,
but the plate collage is fit st cut oft thioueh

liikrunt

pranary
rg plate.
onns or
Ney eon

Contacts

Te

et

72) shunt or
fie.nay,fee sel

etow
C -cud

Armaters
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be he's «I in the plate ( newt between filter
and set. The of ten tequne the addition of
a sepaiate " thump" filtei between the key
and the oscillatoi to get nd of key thump.
Ihe compensating method of keying consists of kecing in a loop of \cite coupled to
the coil of the ostillatoi thus shifting the
macelength and amount of absorbed eneigy
at the sanie time
The. key ecen can be conn« ted in the antenna cneuit to shift the
tune tic - hunting a small coil en condenser
in the antenna ( newt. How ecer, compensating methods of Ise s
' ing aie not peimissible
at amateur sta ton, because they create undue and nc«Iless int,ifeiene e hom the
"back lash" %chic h is s(nt out with the key
Open
We flights lei immend keying with a
I ( ac h tcpe of ji lay in plate and gnd mends
In an
C ( V, hansmittel, a single's oltage sounc mill sometimes fill the bill.
A doable contact Ida\ with one set ot contacts in the plate and one in the gild ( newt
is guaianteed to gn esatisfaction.

key
M thIN(.
3..tch
I/14(.124M 01

t II 4( II RI

11

Contacts at A tlost first belon those al It close applsing the plate posser
Ihe contat ts at B open nrst
la ft s* thousandths of a second In fore those at t
As both sets of contait', open positnels then is & ad
salen« e in the phone', because all osc illations are
pe.satisels stopptd
Ihe des.' mars contatts at C opus
o trifle before those at 4 and It ( lose, making it
possible to u•e a 10-e tnt pons re las
ith rest rstd
tontatts Ic shunt or ground the se ond irs ( Inuit of
the reel. is er, keeping a high -pos. end cut lit from
burning out toils or condensers gig making the ' rid
leak not.% and posit'sils
presenting the
re i's ,r
ticks from lib, king
1he su it( h
ould be op mil
u hen lisle lung for ans length of time
Sue h ides ,
mas lie obtained from
1 H
Purloin el co
in
Nice 1ode ( its

a suitable " thump" filtei so that the osilta
toms die out mole giaduallc Any iela lot's
mg two sets of insulated « intacts and suit
able adjustments will do.
Ihe Leach
diagiammed is well- suited foi this use as it is
so ananged that the gild cncuit is closA
fist, the pow et being applied to the phi(
(mutt thiough thc oth t set of contact-,
liai bon of a second later
Th pi mess 1.
ti
sed when the kec ts opcn«I. the platc
supplc being cut oft fist
he'sing the pl tie
supply in the pumaly of the plate ti ins foi nei is possible when the set is ai tango ,'
loi A.C. C W. opeiation without a big filtci
and lectifiet
The pi imai c is alw a\ ‘, the
best place to key when possible as the in
duc tance of the ti ansfoi met
cc inclines
cushions the putting on and off of pl itt
\cadge. pie's enting the likelihood of ti ould( some kec thumps. A it all good filtei will
wipe out the kcic mg, putting long tills on
the dots and dashes due to the stoi«I
,g3.
gic en up by the filti often the k ( cis onen«1
Sets opelating horn lectifier and filtei must

SU1 I ‘ ISI 11;

MA AY

A het mg hlav can be made easily of an
old h Ic gt ‘iph ,oundt t.
Th c photogi mph
shows a single contact it lay made horn a
soundei 'the bi ass sub- base should be lemoc «land a piece of balselite of the same
sue ul stituted
1his can be diilled using
the In ass base as atemplate Two addition il
binding posts should he added to the dc's ice

(.001) SIM.' I ( 0\TS( I RI I, tt M WE IROM
1111(.11%1'H SOU NIWR

to make it easy to connect to the contacts.
lugs 1 It ' chick obt tined
f orn a ic wch t inAt dependable contacts
These can he hit id into notches filed in the
nratuie and ham( of thc soundei and
oldeied in pl ice
A pi« e of coppel
ct a thin bi is. oling should be connected
tw ecn the IT-shapcd pat tof the frame and
the annatuic so that thc picots do not c
iy ( intent
In addition, it will be necess‘iic to fc.sten a bit of insulation between
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the armature and the back- stop screw to
keep the armature from closing the circuit
when the key is open. This can be threaded
and glued to the backstop screw itself or
made a part of the armature. Such contacts are heay enough to break the primary
circuit of almost an amateur's plate transformer. The relay will operate from the
same storage battery that heats the filaments of the receiving tubes or from r
separate battery. It can be adjusted to
work well at almost any desired speed without bad sparking or sticking.
The diagram shows how a set of contact,
can be added to the sounder-rela to bred's
the grid circuit. Remember that anything
added to the armature must he as light as
possible or the relay will be sluggish. The

A

ADDING CON fAC

Ce

8 ra
1111-SOU NDER

Is ro k IELLGR
REL tY

screw that holds the two parts of the armature together ( also acting as a downward
stop for the armature) can be taken out and
a thin bakelite strip inserted just aboye the
crossed metal pieces. Contacts for the grid
urcuit obtained horn an old spark coil
vibrator can be riveted to the end of a thin
spring ( A) winch is fastened in turn to the
bakelite aim. A small bracket bearing th.
lower «intact and two flemble leads to suitable binding posts will complete the layout.
The spring ( A) should be bent so that the
A- B contacts close just before the main
power contacts close and so that they open
only after the pow er is off.
RI MO'l E CON IROL

If you are one of those unfortunates who
live in apartment houses, you can dispense
with the troubles of getting a one- wire or
two-wire R.F. feed line in operation by putting the sending set right at the center of
the antenna system on the roof. This will
make it ver, easy to use break-in and saye
you from worrying about losses in poor dielectrics which are certain to be in the field
of the lead-in if it is brought right down to
the operating loom.
In a remotely controlled arrangement, relays can be installed in any one of seYeral
ways depending on the distance and on the

combinations most desirable to fit the indry idual application. The problem is merely
one of turning on and oil the filament heating and plate supply pow or with a SM. Itch
and a key, using a minimum number of relaNs and as small an amount of woe as possible to giye results.
For installations up to 100 feet distant it
is probaob best to use no special relays at
all—but to run the power leads through
switch and key to the points desired. Three
win s
be necessary unless noes from
the sanie pow« source can be tapped at a
point near the sending sct to obtain a cornmon lead for filament and plate trans formers, in which case but two woes will be
'tour) ed.
All relay contat's should be large enough
to ay old the possibility of sticking if the set
is it mote controlled. The outfit must be
built subtantially and adjusted to operate
stably, too. ilicre is a lot of pleasure in
operating a set some distance away and the
unproyed bnak-in work makes it well worth
considering, especially if sour radio shack
is going to be a small one. A number of
good relays can be purchased if 3,ou do not
wish to fix them up yourself but usually it
is necessary to substitute huger contacts
than generally provided for handling large
amounts of current. If a motor generator
is uscd an automatic starting eompensator
opel atcd by a suitable relay will be necessary lot starting up the set. If a s>nchr onous rectifier is remote controlled, a polarutd ucising iclay will be necessary to
reverse the connections to the primary of
thc plate transformer each time it starts
with the wrong polarity at the output.
Simple ulay s can be built as suggested or
made from spare bell or buzzer magnet
yy mdings using a soft iron core and a pivoted
soft iron armature carrying the movable
contact or contacts
The generator cut-out
on a Foul can be made into a good relay
using the fine winding in the keying curttuts.
The beginner should limit his efforts to
budding a simple and inexpensiy elow power
sending set and a good ueener and not att( mpt to start off with a remote controlled
tu insmitter
The numetous " kits" of transmitting and receiving parts on the market
make it cspetially easy to get started right
at low cost
Remote control is not absolutely n«essary to break-in work and it can al'w at s be added asily aftcr the elements of
a station havc be en built and are in operation
Remote control is the best possible
thing for the fellow with the cold out-door
shack or the nacho room in the attic where
the temperature hits the 100° mark m
summer.

CHAPTER VIII

Antennas

T

HE antenna and countelpoise which
constitute the radiating SN stem of a
tiansmittei oil ci an interesting hell
foi investigation from many standpoints. So many opinions of a eontraiy ,
nature regaiding what is ' 1 ( , t. ' ha\ e bu n
offeied that one hai. c..y
11
know s whie h way ,O
turn. This is especially true in view ot the
fact that what is " best" fen one location
may be all miong or at least lead one to
peiloim unnecessary labois of mstallatun
and adjustment in another location.

down to 10 meters by adjusting C. With
the tiansmittei noiking in the 40- meter
band the point of maximum deflection on
the antenna ammeter is found as before.
Xt 20 me teis the clips aie put on the jumper
.1 and the antenna operated regardless of
tuning. This is possible because the antenna resistan( e is so high at 20 meters
that it does not tune as shaiply. A better
method tor 20- mete] opelation ( perhaps)
is to put the clips on L. tune the antenna to

A PR \(.. IIC
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2u, 10, IND
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In the chaptet on tiansmitters. good ai
rangements making it possible tor us to
shift from one band to anoth) rat vy ill me",
desclibed. All of them of ( muse de j nd on
being able to shift the antenna like'.'.
Thelefoie the subject of a flexible antennr
system is of sufficient impentance to be
mentioned light at the beginning of this
chapter befoie we get invol)ed in studying
methods of feeding the ante mitt ( 11 it cannot be brought into the station) and the like
Let's not try to shift wave quickly to too
many bands. The penalty for that will be
loweied effectiveness for oui signals on
some bands. The a\ ( loge opt Iate)] sat isn) d
himself until iecent I
y w it h way « h ing
methods that woiked decently on two band,
—but the te is no leason in the w011d \eh,
we can't cover three bands completely and
be able to take advantage of good conditions
on 20 meters when this band is better Gil
certain distances and times) than any of the
other bands.
The diagiam shows a de- ii able ariange
ment for wave shifting. An antenna with
a natmal period of 55 met«. Is iii ' t « instiucted by refe lent e to tin " natuial vy IN(
length" chart foi dimensions '1i ou yy ill
conic upon this ( halt a few pages 1‘ ,1t11.1
along. If a Nettie 11 antenna and hoi vontal
counterpoise ai e used, each will bc apt i
( iv
mately 38 feet long.
At 80 meters the clips are put on L and
the antenna is loaded to tune to si) nut, is
by adjusting L. With the transmit t iwoik
ing at some point in the SO-metei ha id th
number of thins in L is changed until th
reading on the antenna ammete r ( en
brilliancy of flash lamp lesonance indicat(i)
is maximum
At 40 meteis the clips ale put
on C and the antenna response ',mod cut

1-40
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60 mete is. and op ,late it on the third harmonic. All these methods have assumed
the usual magnetic coupling to the oscillator
01 power aninlifiet
The shoit antenna is, it is true, a lather
pow lachatoi at SO mete"), but that isn't a
lious console idtion for, after all, 80 meters
has pio‘ed itself best for medium-distance
tiaffic handling. " MP will not be the wavP
selectee' tor 1)\. Operating on 20 meters
with the jumpci 01 inductive loading ( for
thnd-haimonle moil.) the antenna circuit
ill be Yeiy small but the set will get out
beautifully duc to the high radiation resistance of the antenna at 20 meters. The ant) nna amulet( I is quite a problem because
its ',Inge ot reading must be so wide on the
nt bands due to the variation in antenna le sist an« with { i(emen( y A oneamp. meter will be about right for most purp) ses
It can he shunted with a wne it it
-hems any, te udc ne v to go off scale when we
ie adjusted to W1 me teis
'The antenna loading coil desciibed should
have about 24 turns of wire spaced 1i" on
a 1- inch diametei foim
The antenna
upling cod can be fixed—a few thins
«mpled closely to the piimaiy will do—and
instead of loosening the coupling the ante im.1 can be dctuned to pioduce the same
effect. The coupling cod should be coupled
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to the filament end of the plate coil of the
oscillator if possible, to as old a tuning effect
on the oscillatoi when the antenna adjustments aie aiied. 1he ° still ttoi should always be adjusted t( the wave wanted and
the antenna opciatM ” it tune
Vanable
coupling des ices ale entn ly pit missible but
give an additional contiol
When loading the anti nna to node it on
haimonits the tuning is often not N ( 1 shat p.
Themeticalls moiking n haimonits causes
the antenna to radiate its eneigy at vailous
angles aboie the hmizon, depending on
whether it is pounded 01 ungie unded and
which hairnome is being used. Most of us,
howeser, do not hase ideal locations and of
tout se the antenna held is ( listen ted by lo al
objects anyway—so that it seems we can
safely neglect the thorny in fasœ of what
has piosed good pia( tise
The them«41( al
business is wœth mentioning in passing,
however.
111I, HI RIZ

1N Il NN \

For tiansmittmg most amatems use what
is commonly known as chi Hell./ antenna
The diagiam shows NdllOUN 101MN of Hot tz
antennas which differ principally ( tom the
type of antenna usccl flu st hr Malcom and
known genii ally as the Malcom L\ pe in chat
no pound connection is us
It an antenna is used against pound ( Maicom cs pe)
it is usually coupled to the oscillatm ni iiinetically by a coupling coil in the pound
lead.
It is safe to say that thiee-fouiths of the
amatems transmitting todas use an antcnna
and counterpoise— the bent foin of the
Heitz. Although the electiic and magnetie
field about the diffeient Imms of the 'Lutz
antenna vai ies so that the thiee Isms of
antenna shown radiate in dement ways. all
three types ai e usof ul
If sou
iorm
*rhea!

Fenn 2 Horho nled eery,
r 3
Bent

Earth or Sea.

/27

Ann •

HERTZ ANTENNAS

with a good location so that sou can put up
a good antenna and countci poise almost entirely in the open, you will find the bent
fmm of antenna simple to put up and use
The field about the bent antenna is mostls
concentrated between the uppei and low el
parts when working at the natin al pm iod
A veitic al single wne 01 coppci pipe is
smy useful for transmitting on shoi t
It may be supported ligully on pillar- type

insulatm sou stood on a Pyiele bowl insulator
dl off the giound. The seitical foim was
the kind of antenna clignially used by
Heitz, and the oth i tspes ( horizontal and
nt) ate metely ad tptations
The electiical field ( often spoken of as the static field)
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111(i i rRLtji FM1
s01 I '(. FS AM) CUR))) NIS is 4. 111.11T7
Si L\\ s FT 1,P ELECIRIC11. AND M iGNE II(
IIFI us WHICH ARE
AT RIGHT ANGLES IN SPACE
Ihe antenna first used
•lionn in this diagram
time about an anttnna,
dm

bs Hertz xas lake the one
Both fitlds tmst at the same
tent intrtasing as the other
reases.

csists as a stiess between two bodies
chaig ,m1 by opposite soltages
The flow of
cuitent is alwass accompanied bs a magnetic flu Id azound the tui icnt-cazrsingss
how the two kinds of fields ate present and
at light angles in space is shown in the
-,ketch of che () Iigmal Heitz antenna.
The stitical antenna has distubuted inductance thioughout its length. Each foot
has distiibuted capacitance to esely other
loot and to pound
At the lowei end, the
tapacitance to pound pez unit length is
gleatest. The seitical amial has a natuial
pci iod du , to thcse distiibutcd salues.
Because the capacitance is highest at its
giound cnd the point of highest curient
(nodal point) in such a system is about 1/3
the distance horn the foot of the amial to
the top.
The hmizontal antenna of comse has distiibuted inductance and capacitance the
same as the of hit t‘ pos, but as the capacitance to eiound pm unit length is the same
tin oughout the entne ladiating system, the
hod, ni point of hightst unient will be right
it the cmitm when Meme \Nothing at thi,
natm al ad iod () Iche antenna
While the Malcom tspe antenna can be
tgi, ,dmost easily bs using acoil coupled
to s( me point in the RI ound lead, there are
many « ins(n it nt and mactical ways of
°vitiat)ng the Heitz antenna forms mentioned. If you lise in an apaitment house
looking out on only an an shaft, sou need
not dcspaie of putting up an antenna that
s' ill get out
Instead of try mg to put up
a makesh ,ft ante nna and counterpoise, youi
space limitations mill make it desnable for
sou to put up a seitical antenna on the
roof, or a honzontal form of the Hertz

ENN .1S

antenna suspended on bamboo iods in a
nearby ttee top. Such an ante nna can b •
energized by a voltage leed
as will be
explained. The losses in a iadio liequent‘
transmission line ate much lc wet and of
less impœtance than the ‘ ciN, mpottant
losses of an antenna sentounded by 'nick
walls and steel gndets.

HARMONIC

OPLRA1 ION

AND

NODAL

POIN IN

Thete ate se Neta] ways of opt iatmg an
antenna.
Either the fundamental pcnod
(first), second or third harmome can be
used. An antenna can be wmked at ant,
hramonn if it is built to ha Nc the light
natural period. To use oil( antenna at s(
eral of its harmonics it is onh necessat
to use inducthe 01 capacithe loading ( set u
coils oi condenscis) to climge the penod of
greatest 1esponse to the de stied Nalue This
process con esponds close h to tit, thaagine,
of weights or length of a pendulum to
change the pet md at whit h it will ' w 'i
back and fmth most ic add . Load ,lg iils
will taise the wavelength of gr' ite t isponse ( fundamental) whoe sel its condensers will lowei the wavelength. In the
discussion of building transmitting coils ,
showed two loading coils made ( spec] ill\
for this purpose
Any coil built of antenn t
wire ( or larget) on a skeleton lot m w ill
answer the put pose but the indue tan« of
the coil shown is about tight.
On anv Wit • antennl me cot
e ,
2'2, 3 2, 1. 2, 52, etc., wavelengths—o/it (
rip:
a numbet of hall ya% es \\
tarnot h .\
a quartet naNe oi thtee quoit is of a w 1‘,
as with a Mat «mi antenna, bet ause we h
a tadiating s\ stem of pc if , tly (It finit
dimensions instead of a
um] of < min
what indeterminate length
V, ,th a II iti
antenna there is alwaNs a high u.nho
quencv Nonage at the end of the ant. ,nn
and counterpoise
Win n opei ating at Ih fundamental, the cmient is hieinst at th
electut al centet of the tadiatme s‘ stem,
and as we go along (her the ant ,un ttin it
is less and less cult ent and nua and molt
cottage
The ‘ oltage di ons o‘ti
dis
tribute(' inductance of each pm turn of the
antenna build up to a high •coltage a* the
end. The cm lent flows in and out of the
distributed capacities all along th mt. mil
There is zeto
ui t<nt at the tml of thc
antenna because we ha‘e cam(' o th« nd
of the wit e and thete isn't an\ thing f
on foi a ( intent to flow into— th , wii with
its dish ibuted morettics has tome to an
end. When operating at the (lift ,tent hti
monks of an antenna. then(
s
nodes or maximum cum nt point- along tin
antenna system. It is easy to s«
these will be on a sunole honiontil m
vertical antenna, but on the bent antennas
ut will take some thought to figme it out
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Voltage dish Mutton on an antenna can be
lead h nhestigated by using a Westinghouse Spauk C ( 01 other neon tube) as in
testing spaik plugs, mchmg it along the
ant ,rma and obsci ing the glow at points
of highest '. tillage
Lacking a neon tube,
ou can try for spraks with a sciewdriver

1ST HARMONIC (OR FUNDAMENTAL)

¡wave on antenna-

2ND HARMONIC

,à2 (whole)wave oi antenna/

3Ro HARMONIC

wave on antenna,

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF
ANTENNAS OPERATING AT HARMONICS

Iladt. If Non ate using a UV-204-A you
had bettei be caieful. The output will be
hot ' tuff, and alai( ugh tadio frequency curie tifs tiaN el on the suilace of the mites and
the outside of the skin and ale not dangei ous to life, one can get a bad bum. A
11-insulate1 metal rod will fill the bill.
It is difficult to show how the voltage and
cut lent is distni ut cd o'. et an antenna of
the bent lot m without using Naluable space,
so we will show diagtams of a hmizontal
antenna and ou tan apply the diagrams to
the Neitic al and bent antennas which will
in obably be used in \ our lot ation by bending
the diagrams youi st lf, making the (* age
‘ind current lines ctoss the axis at the tight
oints.
CURIO N I % ND % OIT %(. I

rLI

DS

Heitz antennas can 1:n• eneigized either
it, feeding a laige fui rent ( at low Noltage)
to a point uhcie we can have current in the
ant ,nna m
tfcding a laid', high ‘ oltage
,t low ( anent) to a place where the an* not 1. supposed to ha‘e a curtent node.
t'.pie il cui tent It'd s‘stem is shown as
ust 1 by the maiont‘ of amatems at the
cnt wiiting ‘ tagip ( X) in the centel
of the antenna s‘ stem is coupled a coil to
transfer em igN magnetically to the antenna. Thc coils enable transformer action
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to take place and the L oltage induced in the
secondary ( S) or antenna coil bs the pumary ( P) causes cuncnt to flow in the an
tenna at its natural period. A series condenser is used to keep S from loading the
antenna to a higher waseli ngth. Best° s
acting as coupling cod it has a loading eti( et
hich must be nullified to work on the

I.

I
RI

P

TYPICAL CURRENT FEED SYST _M

fundamental NNhere radiating conditions are
somewhat better than on a higher masc.
length. A current feud can fic • ut in at
or Z, though X is the best plat( Ia it
It
will not work well at V or W.
A voltage feed can be anangi d in a number of was s. A tuned interm«liate cncuit
can be used between the sct and the an
tenna. One side of this circuit can be « in
nected at V or W. It will woik moderate ls
well at Y or Z, but should not work at \
The antenna ammeter will still need to be
located at ( X) the current loop.
Note
that the soltage-fted N stem « min cts to the
antenna at onls one place, while th ern rentfeed system is conn« ted at two points
In
the voltage-feed an angement th. ie is little
current in the line connecting to the antenna at W but quite a high soltage.
coupling condenser C
L wIth N'anable
taps ( see the diagi am " Hints on Voltag(
Feed") is usually used to gise an mde
pendent coupling adjustment. Coupling nias
also be sancd by changing the tap along
the antenna or by connecting the feed line
to some point on S or P It is Away, best

will make the antenna oscillations unsteady
or uncertain and gise a " floppy" note. There
is some possibility that the feed line will
want to act a, pait of the antenna system.
To present this it should be kept as low as
lue.ible when feeding a \ eitical antenna.
Th cm u nt in the feedline measured on an
R I'. ammeter probably will be between .1
and 10 per cent of the antenna current. If
it is more than this there is some chance
that tin feeder is trying to act as part of
the antenna. It the feeder line happens to
tutu to some hannonic of the antenna there
is bound to be trouble and a readjustment of
the coil ) will be necessary. The beginner should not attempt to tackle anything as « nuilicated as the adjustment of a
soltagc-ft d licit, antenna at flu st without
assistance, as there are sc, mans troubles to
alloid that cannot be found right away unless some one with expertence is around to
help. One diagram shows where the maximum currents and \ oltages will be on an
antenna operating at different harmonics
and adjusted in each case for 50-meter
operation. The shaded points are no good
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METER HERTZ ANTENNAS

for making « mn .ctions, while the points
marked " I" and " E" are the ones where current feeders and voltage feeders ( respect, els ) can be connected to best advantage.
The antenna ammeter should in any case be
inserted at one of the soilage nodes ( I).
CIIRRFN1 II
-rD SYS1I MS

TYPICAL LOLTAGE FEED
SYSTEM

to use a coil, L.. as a coupling condcn ,'
tends to emphasize harmonics ( high lu
nuencies get th ru a condensci easily hr cause the reactance is lower at II P.), whik
a coil suppresses harmoincs.
S
oil of 20
turns of No 14 wire with ' s" spa mu In
tween wiles on a 1 2 inch form will w 11,
well for SO- meter opnatien
Too mans
turns at L will make the antenna ciliunt
drop and the primary current go un because
of the too- loose coupling. Too few turi.s
1

41. 1 in the current- feed diagram we hase
hou/ontal Hertz antenna with a fundamental of 40 meters
At B we have done
the usual thing—cut the antenna near the
center and put the antenna coupling coil and
two series condensers in the circuit. The
coil alone might Increase the ss aselength
eight or ten meters, but the addition of one
or mole series condensers enables us to
nunt( la( t the inductise loading. If this
ss st n alone is used, the antenna circuit is
tun« 1 by Cl and C2 so we can work from
about 15 meters up without trouble, which
is an adsantage over some of the voltagefeed systems. To gain ease in adjustment

ANTENNAS

Cl and C2 are right in the station which is
impossible for some locations on account oi
the waste of R.F'. entigy by abseil ption in
suirounding objicts flom the too- long i,ntenna leads.
Belote tilling how to get
aiound the difficulty please note that it is
not necessary that A1 and A lead th, sanie
to hase this simple and oldinaly
ins, titfeed systesn moiking well II th,. coupling
device is put at ( he txac t clot UD al « nie
of the ladiating system the mite's still lead
alike. If not, as is show n on th( tight ot
B, the motets arc suie to iead ddleie tidy,
but this doesn't mattei
It needs an antenna made of R.F. anim,tei s tonne( t( d
together to show best ss Ilene h cunut
node is located. One mail and ONE se ics
condenser will answer the put pos. loi mo t
of us. If the cui sent at a point off the
exact center of the antenna system is ina rtmain, the gieater current at the node will
also be maximum— the condition sot nest
operation that you want.
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operate at eighty meters. However, if the
antenna happens to be of the hinizontal
Hitt/ ts pc, the scheme used in E will nolle
well. The two paits of the 40- meter antenna can be opeiated against ground or
against a sepal ate counteipoise as a Tante 'Ina with a double-wne
In building an antenna to be fed by a twos,nc R. F. line make the antenna of such size
that it has a nattnal wavelength 5ts below
the s% ase length min le you plan to work
Attach the fed lun near the center after
(utting the antenna in two. If it doesn't
go all light, it Is iobably because the feed

fin

If your location is ideal, the ailangement
at B will be quite satislactolv and flute is
no reason for changing it. It voui antenna
is inconseniently located aiound tun toin,i
of the house or on the tool, a cm it nt- i( «I
system can still be used and the antenna
made tunable from the operating ioom by
putting up a 2-wire R F. line that will not
radiate. The only thing to look out lot is
to see that the line does not hase too-high
resistance and that it does not get in tune
with anything.
Suppose you hase put up an antenna of
about the light dimensions for 10-nict(1
work and hase constiucted an R
line to
take energy to it. Fiist connect a ni« tot
across the end of the R.F. line as in D Theil
tune the primaly and secondais to find whit
wavelength gives most current tin ough this
meter. As you are operating a " hall-was e"
antenna, the waselength will of Louise be
nearly twice the length of the mac of win( h
the antenna system is made ( In nictct•-,),
it will not be exactly this amount because
the antenna is not in free space. Now leaving the R.F. line " as is". you should in tine
pieces off the end of the antenna until the
best reading on A is obtained min n tum d
just a 'very little abose 37 5 mete's ss Is( length. The meter out in the antenna ( an
next be removed altogethei using a mi tut
or meters ( A3 and A4) at the station end of
things for keeping track of what 1, go.ng on
in the antenna as ieflected bs the innut to
the R.F. line.
To shift highci in the 40-metei band tune
the primary circuit to the desii «1 wiselength, bringing the antenna into it sonante
with Cl and C2 and this time he ping then
capacity settings as well as the ( in rent in
A3 and A4 about the same. Using the
R.F. line cut lent- feed ssstom it is not possible to put a loading coil in the antenna to

insulator

Ad

I, MX)

heerlz deer,
t ¡ roost

HINTS ON CURRENT FEED

line is unduly long. Just as in the case of
the voltage le.«1(1. when there is tiouble of
this soit it is ill be helpful to detune the feed
lino
Tiv adding some series condenser.,
used in pans and spaced along the line at
eg War inteisals. In the ease ot a two-wire
Ic«1 line it is necessais to treat the two
sides of the line -. Initially, for otherwise
the fields about the two wiles will not cancel
and we ss ill tun into tadiation troubles. The
Ice cl line ss ill not radiate unless we give it a
chame by doing something to just one side
(-f it, how( ser.
In ptattital ctitle nt feed ss stems one does
not use the tempoiai s meter at the top of
the feeder,.
sonance lamp is better,
hunted bs a wile if necessary to keep it
fi orn butnout
A gi id milhammeter in the
.lansmittct is an cxcellint Inactical indicatot of what is going on out in the antenna
and prefeiahle if oin's ncighbois are to be
kept ignotant of the connection between
"code" and the blinking light.
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BUILDING A RADIO

nu QUI N(1

'IRANSMISSION

LINI.

The cuirents in R.F. tiansmi-sion lines
are smaller than the antenna cullents and
so the size wne used can be selected horn a
consideiation of the stiength n »ssaiy foi
mechanical suppœt.
In 2- wile lines the
voltage is fairly low too, and so > ou do not
need to woiry mull about losses
The two

difficulty just by tuning the primaiy circuit
of the osAlatot to tne desited wa‘elength.
fhe " Zeppelin" aliangement has one of the
line wiles dead- ended, the other one connecting to the % Li> end of the antenna which
is always a voltage node, no matter what
halmome Nou aie moiking on with a Heitz
antenna. The system is 'ter y flexible and
has the gicat achantage that the woe acting
as uncenna can be cntody in the open,
getting rid of tioublesome absorption losses
that often keep an cthemise good station
from leaching out.

A two-woe line and a one-mite voltagef«del nia‘ be combined
The gieatest
Jr (ruble with most one-woe feeds you will

,
e ft

RF LINE

CONSTRUCTION

wires cancel each othet's effect so there can
be very little iadiation
E‘en some swinging of the line woes will not vat the maNe
length much. A good wa% ef spacing the
woes of an R F. 2- woe line is suggested b‘
the diagiam
In single- wlie Noltag”-feed
systems the te aie high i‘ oltages n the hip
and losses and insulation should be considered when it is put up
ADJUN IINC:
VOL I % GI I
I/
Si s I
ZI l'I'l LIN
kltRANtil MI N I

M's - IIII

As two-woe R F. lines opeiate so nicely
without high losses without t mg to
radiate and become pail of the antenna when
arrant
Arte ',la W.

'Dead Ended

at

.1st bar 1/71.7n

t wit

{fork na al 2mi
Marnions

4
C,-1-.
P r611nrlP

To Sel

c5

ZEPPELIN SYSTEM
VOLTAGE FEED

or

they begin to get along, you had best stick
to the two-wire line cien if Noel piefei
voltage-feed to ( talent-feed 'Ile " Zeppelin" voltage-feed system is shown in on,
of our sketches and is most simple to elect
and adjust. It is flexible, too, and can be
worked on any haimonic we wish without

cc/oc.

4

n

t
J_
(
TutuT
N. TNP CAL TWO WIRE — EPPELIN FEED
.aK.NE 5. NT
OR
40 MATERS
With the transmittet tunrd to slightly above the wave
lo he used. C N adjusted from maximum until the
plate • urrant N ,
,
ufht lent and the %% axe stead(
The
long fetdels shoun tune to three quarter-uaxelengths
for -Mintier operation and fixe quarter-maxelengths
for 20- meter vi or].
Shorter feeder, might tune to a
smaller numb, r of quarter vtaxelengths.
It N hest to
tune to a point slightlx alone resonante and then detune for stabilits

find is that the ma‘elength cannot be
changed without a tr.ip into the next
lot
m
upon
the
loof
or
wherever
thc antcnna happens to be.
Although
't OU
cannot
get
lid
of
this
trouble
b\ combining the one- mire feed with a twoN% I1Clinc, >ou can a‘oid the danger of radiation limn a long or high one-wile line and
also a‘oid snne of the losses and insulation
tiouhles of the long one-wile system. The
1vne trait of the ,
sy ,
,tem can be macle ent
41011.
If Nou we'll you can tune the R.F.
line b‘ adding condensets, but the untuned
(newt shown is the best.
Using a one- wile soltage-feed system,
some idea of what is going on in the antenna aft(t the initial adjustments haie
been made can be obtained by observing
(—Wings of the plate milliammetcr with the
fetchu on and off. In fact the difference of
ieadings multiplied by the plate volta ge
c
incs a pretty good idea of the power you
al:, actually puttin g into the antenna.
(Note
This is not iadiated power but
hichated powci plus all the several antenna
and feedei losses.) A further check on ad

ANTENNAS

justments can be made by obscit mg the
curient on an R F. annnettt at the nod( of
the antenna or lce, noting the In(t(ase in thc
cliculating cunent in the pi ' nutty « mdenser ( Inuit when the feedci is (lis( ( In
nected if a large R F. meter is at adable
If the supply of mete's is lunit«1 a 12-e oit
automobile lamp will mats( a good cull( nt
indicator foi the antenna after it has lic n
shunted. Put the lamp neat thc cciit I ot
the antenna sestcm about whet( you think
the mammum ( ttilent will be at the tunda
mental.
Othet lamps can be lo' ( I as
shown in the diagiam it ton cxp«t to
operate the antenna at hatmonn s Sc sciai

C
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is too high statt taking off wire at. each
cud of the antenna, taking about an equal
amount limn tach end and taking less than
half \\ hat seems to be the desired drop. By
ieptating th fist mote ss, another set of
(tutus similai to those in D can be plotted
and thc pi opti antenna length and feedel
position can bc casily found
The points of
hightst antcnna cuiicnt and lowest feedei
cut ent will not be (earth' at the same
ey at ( lc ngth, so - pia the dale' enc e tot practical iesults
1Y h( n we mote the feeder away flom the
"ccilhi" of the antenna we inc lease the
coupling which makes the \\rase bioadei.
13( % mid a « dam point thete is apt to be
lo( al inte if( t (
e.
he same effects will be
noted be cutting down on the numbet of

'e

A COMBINED

2WIRE LINE SYSTEM «n••
AND

WIRE VOLTAGE FEED

feet of magnet wile
an ht com,c(ted
around the iesonance-induating lamp if a
UX-210 us used, but only a h w n h( s ot a
foot of laigei tenets ill 1e ne«ssait ii molt
or biggei tubes ale used in thc tiansmittel
In putting up an antenna it is alwaes sal(
to cut the wne tot a ecitual ° I hot izonial
Hertz antenna about equal to half th( teat,.
length ou wish to use, shot temng it a 111111
as the best adjustments toi a ci it tin teat, length ale made
It tin bent Ioi ni of II (ttz
antenna is put up. ton can us( the ( halt
shown elsewhele to get an idea of how long
to make the antenna
Assuming that the antenna is up and tin
set installed, the ° tile lemaining thing to
is to adjust the eoltage-feed systtm
11
though the use of an nit(I mcdiate tit( tut is
desnable, it is simple]. to explain the adjustments by tapping the feed mite ducctle
off the tiansmitting —so that , seth it nc
haye shown in the " hints on soit igc
chagtam
Fit st connect thc 1(«1(t to the
coil on the tiansmittel about on( ( tun abotc
the filament clip ( ht wten th( tilamc nt and
plate clips).
Put the ( dint end of the
feedet wne a little way oft "« nt(i" of thc
radiating sestem and hate but two ( Ii tl,“(
tut ns of L in thc ( mud
Now tun- th ,
primary circuit until you get last ant( mut
cunent. Put the feedct eenc Itothcl oft
center
It will be best to mot( it out ah ut
a foot each time, tuning lb( lii liii ii 5 ( It tilt
for best entrmut cuirent and wilting down
salues of anttnna cuncnt, waecltngth, ind
feeder cuirent if possible
Thcle e
,ill 1)
one feedcr position that will
the eut
best antenna cunent and some wh ie in ti
the smallest fecdet
uncnt
It Out( .iic
plenty of mcteis th , Icadings can be rah( n
and plotted as at D in the figup
If the
waselength whete best results ale obtained

John Stroebels
modecation

Sirrre9

Windom slest method
.-Ranye forpmdealoperabon.
Feeder eurre,t
Anteoreceurrent
WAVELENGTH

IN

METERS

D STANCE OF FEED POINT FROM CENTER

epee.-

--__- --

.\.......2"-The

antenna,
R F Feeder

e
20M

40M

20M

HINTS ON VOLTAGE FEED

twos of L t» by changing the feeder clip
tut thei towald th( plat«lip. The coupling
coil ot condense' Wit,. to keep the one-wne
R F fc cdci liom changing the Nonage and
(ui icnt ( Ii- ti bution in the antenna and also
helps to ketp the appaient natuial period
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of the antenna fiorn being changed by the
addition of the leedei.
After the antenna and feeder are ad
justed so the set is working mope 113 on the
wa‘elength miginalb, decided upon within
the amateur band, the ground should b
taken off the filaments of the ti insmitting
tubes. Nothing should ehangc \ el \ much
If thei is a change in antenna ( u u nt thi
is nothing but a pool antenna piound s\ stem with due( tcoupling and it will be nee cssary to start o' ci again
Working at harmonies with a single-m'u
voltage-feed fine, the tin u nt ni eis show n
in G and the location of ( uncut indicate» ,
is gi‘ en at H. It will be posible to ‘ ai‘
the ma‘clength ONCE a band of about two
meters wide on either the fundamental or
when using hatmome transmission but the
set is not nearl‘ as flexible as yarn using
current- feed. Changing the pinnaiv tune
is all that is necessaiv to change ma\ e
length. If the Nei \ highest efficiency is d sired on each wavelength, alording coil sue h
as described under the subject of "coils"

The giound may 01 may not be used when
the tun«l-inteimediate encuit is tried. The
ound should haie no ( fleet except to keep
the filament circuit at low
oltage where
It belongs and the test of proper operation will still be operation without the
gi ound(Otil o.« iron
it II DIM. ', IN.
I Vt IRI \ NI! ' NS 10 HAVP
A eI1.1 MN N1 IL R11, PI RIOD

Lin urnstancc ,.anti cast s. Our antenna
filler fican a similai
\,,te ni will abe aN s (
ant, una that we could put up under ideal
( () minions. A chait is shown from which
th wae le ngth can be pic licted iery nearly
if the hngths of the wires aie carefully
obse. \ ed. 'the best way to do is to build
a go id antenna and measme its period by
closing the ( Inuit ( t‘ ing antenna lead to
counterpoise lead) and bringing a sensitne
ose illator near the lead w ith a mflhammeter
in the gild circuit
Val \ mg the oscillator
fuquen(N, the reading on the 0-1 or 0-5
no. tcr w ill drop shai ply as the antenna

2401
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SINGLE HORIZONTAL WIRE
ANTENNA AND COUNTERPOISE
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C P 8 fi above aro&nd
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can be built and left in the
of thc
"tune" is found
The waNelength of the
antenna with one adjustable clip to chaip.,e
oseillatm at this adjustment can now be
when moc mg up m down y' thin the band
hid asm d.
In fact such acoil will make it simplci te) g t
Suppose we happen to want to build an
the outfit light wh
ule it es want «I in a hini
antenna 1i Sd meter mod.
To make the
‘it any time
Re me mbt i th it 1
, is Mu - its
antenna c
nt low, the iadution losses
best to operate de tuned six to ten per cent
high, abd th , ante nna tuning convenient, it
to alloul inst.,hilit
W th s ‘ ee IPuns et
will be de sit tide to put up an antenna havin the feeder to make the coupling loose
ing a natm al maNclength of nearly 90
and to a‘oid the possibilit‘ of he eu d
metcis
Retelling to the ( halt we find that
getting tuned to hai mom(
of ihc
t'y length of the .. ntenna and counterpoise
wavelength 3ou will ha ‘e little trouble in
li om the set should be 70 feet. If we use
getting a % oltage-feed s stem on the air.
20-foot leads our flat- top portions will be 50

ANTENN‘S

feet long. The coupling coil will " load" the
antenna to penhaps 9.1 en 95 mctei, wasc
length. The series \ anable condensci ssill
enable us to tune down to SO oi 83 meteis
without difficulty, howeset
Lifting the single ss ue up and down abo\
the counterpoise makes little (1111(1(A ice in
the fundamental. The distlibutc d capac I
tance is low but the India tam c is high As
the wires appioach each other the capac
tam e is ' miens ,d slight!'.
The inchatan«
is increased and the percentage change in
mutual frequents is not SlIS gieat
"elf cc
ci" h ight is what is changed si idc 1and the ? caliating pan ers are b(st with good
sepal atwn between ant( ana and counterpoise.
In multi-wile antennas, the flat- top portions act like plates in a condense' and we
have a gieat increase in capacitan« as the
plates are allowed to approach each othcr
The best rule to follow for any antenna is to
get the wiles in the oinn, making the
scpmatton as much as is conveniently possible.
To use a single antenna for transmitting
on all the useful amateur bands it is only
net essal y( if antenna and countci poise leads,
come into the opeiating loom) co tune th i
oscillator tube's condenser- coil ciicuit to the
particulai waselength desired and to coup],
this circuit to the antenna at a ( intent node
(see page 143) of the antenna circuit. The
antenna may be loaded India Usti\ 01 capacitively so that the operation is at its loaded
period or so that it is excited at one of the
several possible combinations, of hat monk i,
The process of loading an antenna to raise
or lower its period of response is similar to
that of lengthening or shortening a pin
dulum ( or changing the weights) to changc
its period. A suitable coil to sc is e as antenna loading coil can readils be tonstruLted
from the descliption of making flatmise
wound coils and the photograph in another
part of the Handbook.
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power leak, reception of the noise will be
loudest and often a power line can be followed ss ith a loop items<i in an automobile
until the defectise point in the circuit is
Icached.
For bioadcast ioception many
tubes in a loop le« is Ci st ill bc required to
gise equal results to those that may be obtained with two m three tubes working on a
single wne antenna such as has been de
sciibed. In dii edam finding, the setting of
the loop for maximum and minimum signal
is found b rotating the loop. Unless the
wase fi ont is distotted, the distant station
will lie ni the plane of the loop when it is
adjusted for ma \ i mum signal. Direction
ektouninations ai
al'.'. as s matie from the
mcninchin signal setting as the human ear
can detect changes in the intensity of weak‘,114 a‘.1s
RI ( LIS ING

NN ILNN

A receis mg antenna should hase low total
lc ' stance os ci the desned tuning range. A
single-ss ire antenna is considered best for
nee ption as it s'. ill not collect atmosphnic
charges to the same extent as a multiune
antenna. The total resistance of an antenna
depends on the " losses" in neai-by objects
as ss ( 11 as on the fiequenc y of the incoming
oscillations and the phs sic al properties of
tut %she itself
An antenna is well worth
si hile. The clurgs pick-up from a good antenna will gise as good response as may be
obtained from sescial tubes with a coil anti nna. The cod or loop aerial has directional characteristics and mas be used to
imp] ose selee 1is its or for clii cc bon- finding
work, howeser. 20, 40, and gO-meter signals pound in nicely st ith an indoor antenna
of almost any sort
tls veil: long wire ( seseral hundied feet)
si ill in mg in signals with inc teased energs
but with deci ( as( 1 selcctisity because of

/

IOOP

NN

ti

A loop or coil antenna is of little pi at tic
use for amateur transmission oser long distances. It is a good directional ladiatm
when the length of one side of the loop ( in
meters) is equal or nearly equal to one-half
the transmitting ss as elength to be used
A
loop for 5- meter ss oil does not bIS e undies
large physical dimensions
It will be about
71,2feet long on each of its foul subs
Fm
longer wavelengths the usc of a loop is im
practical because of the size
equiled to
transmit efficiently. The use of a loop lies
in the le( eption and direction- finding fir Id.
Any sort of a loop can be used for huntincr,
down power leaks— not so pal tic olaily
cause of its dnectional chat actclistics as be
cause of its portability. When nearest the

REGULAR COLLECTOR

the high resistance
Shmt waves become
ieflected. refracted, and polarized in transmission. A hoiiiontal 10-foot wire with a
«miffing coil to a leceiscr in the center of
it brings in stations 200 miles assay with
•cseral times the nitensity possible with a
scitical \sae of th( same dimensions. The
improsernent oser a vertical wire is about
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twice as gieat at 40 meteis as at 80 meteis.
Reception with the horizontal mile foi moie
distant stations ( 1,000 miles) does not shon
so gleat an improyement ovel the stiaight
sextical NS ne.
Receiving antennas ( and sending antennas too) usually hay e both a holizontal
and a Yettical pait ( the lead-in). A " iegulax collectoi" is shown and is, peihaps, the
best type to use foi aYelage moil,. If san ction, in the stiength of the
ci heal and
howontal components of radio way es is in
pait lesponsible fox fading, as has been suggested by some authonties, thcie is a
definite adsantage in usirg an antenna with
both a hotizontal and a Yertical poition
This should tend to minimize any changes
in signal stiength clue to yatying polai i/aturn effects.
It is inteiesting and in ofitable to compaic
results obtained with ye heal and hoi izontal
antennas, especiallY if sou aie so situ ¡ fed
that you can put up good ones of both types
in the open ( away from house wiling and
buildings that tend to shield an antennil
If a third antenna having both horizontal
and vertical characteristics can be used at
the same time, some trite iesting things will
be found out. Connect two antennas to b
compared to the extiemities of a double pcln
double throw switch so that the lecei‘nr
can be thrown horn the one to the othei

13'

30'

HORIZONTAL COLLECTOR

quickly and it will be easy to eompate signals received horn any distance oi dnection.
The distance, the time of day, and the aie length used will all have an effect on the
onclusions
ou cliaw horn the data collected
A. hue " holucintal collector" is
shown in one of the diagiams
Good and
poor anangement - fox the antenna and leadin
also sketched
Fox teeming noik
the length of the antenna in lie is not at all
cutical
For all pi ictical purposes a high
antenna vi ire of the length gis en in the trade
can be put up woiking " against giound" instead of with another low el wile which is
usually called the countei poise and which
comprises pait of most antenna systems
used by amate ins for sending

The following dimensions for lecely mg
antennas will prose satisfactoty:
Re.

1. n_ th

20 t., , 11
50 to
I. 0
1al
150 to 200

nut. is
nut( ts
Mt tti•
met.

200

to

nukt,

600

to

e

21011

Md.( I,

I nasth ot Son I.
_

IS

-

uee

15
27.
10
40

kit
feet
feet
ft.( t be.t for trencral
amateur u.e
120 rect. . 1, . t lot 1m oael. ast
re.ccution
500 Itct

A high wile in the open is best. A sixtyfoot ant ni,a will hi mg in good sign ils at
«11 may ( lengths used by amateurs. It can
be used against giound or with a countelpoise of equal length
A couple of small
glass insulatots oi poi«lain cleats should
be used at the point- of suppott.
The sending antenna cr " iadiator" is of
gieatest impoitance in connection with the
iange of the station.
Che antenna must always be built to fi, the space we hase for
it. Only the exceptional amateut station
can put up the " ideal" ladiatol.
Height is probably mole useful than
length
In any case get the antenna in the
(lea]. It should not come near houses, guy
wires co trees
The insulation should be of
the best, as ti ansnutting antennas have high
Yoltage at the far end
Some Pyrex glass
insulatois will be best.
A single-yi iie antenna and countelpoise is
as good as any it used rightly. The antenna can be about 40 to 50 feet long and
should be 40 feet high if possible. The
courtel poise should haie the same length
and be about 10 feet aboYe the ground
When there is a go( d ground it can be used
with as good iesults as the counteipoise
ssill glye. A watel-pipe giound may or may
not be good. Bulled metal or giound rods
in moist eaith or charco il will make a faiii\
good giound
The counterpoise has no pax ta
adyantage oser a ground when usinl;
a s,1is antenny condenser and a small
coupling coil and working on or above the
tandoountal fiequency of the antenna circuit
No. 12 co 14 enamel insulated wire
will he good to use in the antenna and counteinoise
The ccointeipoise is not necessarily directly undet the antenna. It should
be kept in the open, howey er.
The sue power tubes used has nothing to
do with the choice of our antenna. The
choice of waYelength fol. normal noiking,
the space wheie the antenna must go, and
the aiiangement for mechanical support are
the factois, to be considered
The antenna
dimensions given aie for use on all amateur
wavelcngths
Th" natin al period of the unloaded antenn s d ribed will vaiy a bit
with height and 1.rwth and surrounding.
objects, but it i‘
prolvibly be about 90
metcis ( Add length of lead-in and see
choit)
A small coupling coil on tho ti insmitter
fiarne nicks un the R F volt iee for antenna
excitation magnetically
This loads tip,.

ANTENNAS

antenna to pethaps 95 nateis w ivelength.
The seties antenna condenser tunes the antenna, pulling the waselength do,sn to t.h.
80- meter band.
For 80-metci moik the
pi mary ( Inuit is tuned to this waselength
also. Leasing the antenna tuning the sanie
we can shift the condenset-coil ucuit tuning to the 10-metei band and () relate oui
antenna on its ,econd hai mom(
Taking
out the antenna set it condense' (-In» ti g
it with a wile) and putting ten en
fifteen
Wins of inductis e loading in sm us with th
antenna we can tune the iodiating ( newt
to 100 meteis. With the condense]
cult opmating at 20 meters, the ant . una will
bc excited at its 5th hat motile
Pt hens we
will get better tesults by adding ben,
enough to tune thc antenna to 120 meter s
40-metel tansmission will then bc eileetise
using the thud hatmonic of the antenna
Further loading will get thc antenna up on
the 150-200 motet waselength foi moik up
to 1,000 mile
W oi king ss,th indectise lo iding ( below th( fundamental tr
equc nc s of th
antenna) we has e high salues of antenna

eubb„
t

bILISS

ml
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with a small coupling coil and a variable
antenna condens,t ate lust as effectise.
Cage constiuction is unwieldy, expensive,
and cambeisotm
Cage leads to a flat- ton
of thiee oi foui mu,s is the best possible
constimbon if we must work with heavy
mductise loading
The cages should change
to bunched leads 10 feet befme we pass
through the statun wall, however.
A
bunched lead is bcst to keep the field confined to the lead as we pass by the edges
of buildings, tices, masts or other poor dielectric that will Intl oduce losses.
Steel buildings, metal stacks, and wites
ill has e a nattn al if iod of oscillation of
,h
,ii own depending upon their size.
If it
,hould accultntall\ happen that you try to
pc 1ato
out tiansnutter ra al the natueal
as elength of a neai by mass of metal or
it a, that obiect will absm b an unusualls
1uge amount of. pow et. This will be shown
bs a huge amount et antenna current at the
transmitter on cci tam waselengths
In
some cases it is possible to iemedy the difficulties bs going out m1;11 a wasemeter and

Ram( a' Iced
weep».nelt
holes coverree

bolt

Care
w neloio
e

in house are»,
•fo/age

Electrose
Wall \

Pyrex
bowl
OR
Ono loop
Irep
water out
see

, &al
alektint

6000
LEAD IN AND ANTENNA

cuirent, foi the total le-,i,tatue of out an
tenna is lower at the s, low et fi emit nc is
The pioportion of tadiated tott g‘ to en( re‘
accounted foi in other losses is not so gi cat
with inductRe loading. It is probabbi mœ e
efficient to wm I. an antenna somewhat below
its natuial waselength ( abose its nit al al
frequent ). An antenna of rather large
ph ssteal dimensions with a su us tuning
condensm seems to bung best iesults
Foi
tegulat 200- me lei cmi‘ltion a long( i iii
tenna is highly to be & sued.
\IVII•N.N%

111'1 s

'1 he T, inc tted 1,, umlnella, fan and
me all named foi th ii ph rsi( al shuns
Each tspe has icsulb J mom attt mpt ,
get lots of capamtowe at the end. higii in
the air. The cage spacing of \sues is useful foi getting a mammum of tapai t
in a limited space
The cuitent dtsbibu
tion in spaced \sties is bettei thin in
bunched leads, reducing the loss iesistance.
The day of the high (—limed\ antenni is
ovet as far as shm t-ss as ewoik is t ( lilt tI ned
Single wile antennas of the insetted L type,

a pan of phone..., and picking up the leImitation limn these \sties, and then conn« ting inductances and capacities to them
in such a was as to shift the natutal period
of the object out of the way.
N 11 NNA POIN 11 it',

Receising antennas should be wmked at
/me() fiequencies than their natural period
to gist clecent se It ens its. This means that
a shott antenna i desnable. The natural
fu ( penes of a teeming antenna should b.
130', the win king ficquenc s ( two-thirds
th wm king ss a1(1( ngthl
ri at smittiag titi ' mas sin uld be ssmked
at !
tightr fiequencres than their natural
iod to get best imitation of enmgs
A
fan ly long antcnna is best. The natuial
pet iod of a tiansimtting antenna should be
about 90', the winking frequency ( 110',
thc nothing waselength) or the antenna can
menked nicely at one of its harmonics.
High whes in the opta are always best.
Neal
guss should be lnoken up int,"
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short lengths by poicelain or nooden in
sulatms. This pievents absolption of poxxel
and added losses.
Halyards can be made of tas sed hemp
tope which will not lot 01 contiaet in wet
'w eather.
One-piece antennas ale best. Any joints
made should be soldcied. \\ lies break aitct
constant motion in the Mind unless the joint,
ale good mechanically.
Pyiex insulators ale bettei than those of
ordinaty glass which look much the same.
Glazed "wet-process" porcelain is acceptable.
Bare copper mires soon collect an oxida
coating ( black) which maten ally ialses the
skin lesistance of the mile. Enamel- insulated wile wastes less eneigy in losses and
is best for a permanent job.
In some locations it is nee ebsaly to clean
the soot deposits off the insulatœs once in
a while.
Hard-drawn copper is more brittle than
soft copper wire. Its tensile strength makes
it best to use in long spans. Alu ninum wire
is haid to solder and the thin oxide on tiles
surface makes it uncle strable.
Antenna and counterpoise ( or ground)
leads should be bunched and supported away,
from all solid materials. There should be
free space between antenna and counterpoise.
In putting up a multi-'
wne antenna first
hoist a single wile and ai y the length between insulatms until the correct length is
found. Then in an open space measuie the
lengths appi oximately. Build the " fat" en 1
permanently. Attach insulators in series at
the junctuie of the bodle and suppoiting
rope. Parallel insulatots offei paiallel leakage paths and ale ineffecth e. The far end

of flat-top or cage can be suppotted rigidly
hile the '
w iles at the near end are adjusted
and bound to the " neat- end" spreader oi
hoop and the joints and had- in connections
soldci ed.
Single mire antennas ale easy to build and
actually best for shoi t %% axe mwk.
While extra- long antennas seem to bung
in good signals ( with some loss in seleeth ttv) no one has yet pioved that they gixe
a better signal to- static ten) than a shorter
\enc. 1his iatio is most impoitant in dete tmining the readability of signals.
kD4ANIALI s OF LOOSE MAGNEIIC COUPLING

Some achantages of loose magnetic
coupling to the antenna system follow:
Sharpens the %% axe and materially reduces
key thumps, and haimonics flom the oscillator cncint, thus teducing the possibility
of causing code intmference.
Inet Ed's( efficiency of tiansmitte in some
cases.
Allows iapid changes of m elength without need for locating the nodal point ( center
of osedlatmg tadiator system where the
(Intent is maximum and R F. 'voltage is
zeio) at the filament clip or glounded point.
Remos danger of tubes " going up" when
antenna changcs or ch ops, inasmuch as tubes
thaw not mal load only M hen the condensercoil
is in tune with the antenna.
Ilmnoeing• denial and countetpmse leads
from the inductance lemoyes the plate voltage horn the ladiating sx stem and makes
it posible to use the set te., feed method of
plat( supply with safety .
By shai penmg the mdl,e, absorption losses
alo educed and mme energy is concentratec
on the desncd
elength.

CHAPTER IX

The Wavemeter—Radio Measurements

B

EFORE we can tell what wavelength a
station is using and before we can
adjust our set to comply with government regulations we must have
a wasemeter or frequency standard. Such
an instrument can be purchased outright to
good adsantage from any of several companies. We can sase a lot ot money and
build a simple wasemeter that will answer
our purposes just as well, however.

BUII DING
BASIC

4

PR % LIMA'.

55 SS IMI III: IOR
TEO Si SII ,}N

USE

ABOUT

The wasemeter shown in the photograph
below consists of a modified G.R. type-247
condenser in a m( tal case, tour interchangeable coils and a flash- lamp indicator. The
indisidual coil ranges are 11 to JO meters,

S V.A\i \II II It
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INsTRI MI Is

A wasemeter is simply a calibrated tuned
resonant circuit. A 1, anabk and fixed element are used with somc sort of resonance
indicator
A coil, sanable condenser, and
flashlamp in series constitute a wasemeter.
Sometimes a coil, condenser and neon tube
in parallel are used.
A; neon tubes are
not unitocm and hase a critical break-down
soltage we will discuss the first kind of
insti ument.
Either the coil or condenser is made variable. The shaft of the sanable element is
brought out of the case and a dial attached
which may be calibrated directly in waselength or frequency. In the simplest meter
the standard 100" dial is used with a hairline indicator.
The frequency or wavelength is read horn a calibration chart
made up for the meter.
In our meter we shall use a variable
capacitance.
The
Nairable
condenser
must be well-built. The plates should be
heavy, well and pc man( nth, spaced. They
should be firmly bound together with largesurfaccd separators and husky supporting
rods.
The bearings must be metal, should
hase no play in any direction, and should
be substantial and smooth- running.
Cone
bearings are good. A geared sernier becomes a necessity on the shorter wases
with condensers of high capacitance.
The coil must be non- changing in its
properties of inductance, resistance, and
distributed capacitance. The last two named
should be kept low. To accomplish these
things the coil form should be strongly
built, the coil tightly wound, and the wirq
bound so that the positron of the turns cannot vary.
The coil terminals should be
firm and unchanging in their relation to
each other.

GENER&L R4DIO Ts PE 3i8

23 to 60 meters, 30 to 113 metet,, and 100 to
210 'peters, with an excellent oser lap between coils. Ihe socket for the resonanceindicating lamp is arranged to automatically
short-circuit when the lamp is remosed for
rise with the " click" method to be described
in this chapter.

INI

PI NSIVL

AVLMI_ li

ii

ASSEMBLY

But we stai ted out to tell about building
a \\ a \ cmeter lot use about the station. The
bust thing to be decided is the range of our
meter. If it is to be used only for checking
our transmitting waselength, an accurate
meter can be made using a satiable condenser with a low maximum (2 ) miclomic) ofarad),) and a few coils so & signed that
cach amateur bai d will be spread oser the
whole dial. To co\ cr territory between amateur bands mans more coils can be made.
Using the short-wave tuner chart at the end
of ( hapter V, trising the m rximum of the
condenser and a ss aselength three or four
meters abose each amateur band, the approximate size for wavemeter coils can
be readily deter mined
The tuning ranges
gisen in a table in Chapter V where " a
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neat panel- mounted" leceiver was described
indicate that 3- inch diametei co Is of ri, 1 ),
and 29 turns will be about light tot coils to
cotei the 20-, 10- and ‘+ 0-metet bands
A geaied condensei contiol m a \ CHM'
aie essential in a watemetet that attempts to cot er a wide iange of wavelengths
(such as the G R Type 1is)
A c)ndenser
hating a maximum ot 175 to 210 miciomatiolaiads is necessaly to foi(
u d.
'any( with but th cc or tour tolls. The size
of coils for such a \tat emetet may be determined hom a capacity - India tance -uat elength chalt as & smite d abo‘c.
Assuming that we hate decided to build
an mexpensite watemetei ( meting simply
the amateur bands, that we ha e obtained
a substantial condenset ot the pope/ hinge
and some stone peimanent foins on which
to wind coils, all that ic mains ate details of
assembly and catenation which will be
treated full latei in this chaptte
Remembering that any ( Oil and condensei connected

together constitute a watemete ( and that
an exteinal resonance indicato] can be
used) means for quicklt conflicting and
disconnecting the cliff( tent coils must now
be considered. Insetting flexible leads betwecn coil and condensii will make calibtation uni et
and anything but peimanent
Coppei stups on iods of the same length and
spacing for all cods may be mounted on a
bakehte spacei and used with binding posts
on coils and condensci if dcsiicd.
The
mounting shown below using Carter ut
Geneial Radio plugs and jacks is ucommend«1 if the ptecaution is taken to mark
the cods so that they ate always plugged in

with the same end of the coil nearest the
condenser. ( aim( its efice ts between the
toil and condenset must alwass be the same
to make such a was emetci ( alit nation lehanle
The coils ol NO 16 Mlle at( wound
tightly on the tot ms, each cod ( 05ermg an
amateur band with a slight overlap into terrain t on each sick. -liter the tango cmered
lit the cods his been roughly checked, the
ends of the winding au soldeted to the
plugs aftei passing thiough holes dulled in
the coil foi ins.
It is ( ointment to mount the condenser
u a small box as shown
The IA lung between the two Jocks and the condenser
tc iminals must be absolute ly ileld—another
mecautioli to make the caliblation permanent.
1'1 fit It

5A \' IVII II R 551111 A
16 10 I it 1'111 1.111S
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The coils foi this met« ate made as
sho‘t n in the diag,tam, which shows the coil
constiuction lath« well
Blass angles ale
slotted to tit into the binding posts and the
end of the coil windings aie soldered to the
biass angks. The nmaita sicles of the coils
In () tea the m fi ont mechanical inieny and
make the ni as to handle.
The winding of the coils themselt es may
he clone easily and contenuntly by using
wile of a size to 1111 the lot m st hith completely with the numb« ot tuins to be
tised Aft «. the wile is wound on the cod
foi n ut should be ( meted with a thick lay et
of waxed shoemakei's thiead to exclude
moistuu and to make a pet mancnt cod

Done/ co. a' be znea' rmiead
of • 4 y tar...01i
Lipp." re

DETAILS OF COILS FOR WAVEMETER
Th coils used with this meter au as follows. A single tuin of
inch bias', tubing eight inches in diameter, tines a
matelength lange of 16 to 43 meteis; a
coil of 3 turns of No 12 D. C C. wire

THE WAVEMETER

with a range of 33 to 92 meters; a coil
of 1'3 turns of No 11 D.0 C. mite with a
tanee of 70 t ) •) 10 metels, a ( n1 ( f : 11
turns of No. 22 D.0 C, with a I.:Inge of 170
to 650 meters.
Smaller ( oils must be
built to coser the band from foul to twenty
meter,
You can easily juggle th( numbei
of tuins to make the "oserlaps" and ranges
just what you want them.
Or a 100-dcgree condensei scale, the use-

INSIDE N IEW OE WAVEMETLIt
Note the hack-of- panel shield. the rebuilt remfflable
hutterfh hinges. the !mimic' double-spaced tondenstr
fhe
wing is parth supplied h) the '.hi. Id itself.

degree
ful pottion
scale, fiont
flout 15
10 to
to 163.
90, and on a
The tuning condenser used in the metet
shown in the photogiaph is a General
Radio type 239 ( 1000 micromicrofarads
original maximum capacitance). Half the
plates have been lemosed and the other.,
put back double-spaced so that the capacitance is now about 175 micromict °farads.
This atrangement spieads out out was elengtls on the dial so. ENei amateur was elength can be accuiately detumined, which
is the leason foi our meter after all. Slight
mechanical changes in the position of the
plates cannot gleatly affect oui calibration
with a rugged double-spaced condense t.
This means that our calibration will be
pce » iota lit which is of mole importance
than extreme accut ac y in an amateur wavemeter. A gem cd vet nier makes the adjustment less ciitical.
A cabinet 4'2 inches deep taking a 6,i" x
81/
2" panel is necessaty to hold the G. R
239 condenser
Such cabinets can be obtained for about S1 00 fi om some of the
radio cabinet manufactuters. The butterfly hinges can be lentos ed and some hinges
of the type with remos able pins substituted.
In the metei shown, one-half the butterfly
hinge was cut off, the pins were taken out
and cut, then put back and soldeled into the
part of the hinge integral with the cover. A
slightly weaker hinge iesulted hut the job
was highly satisfactoiily to the builder who
wanted the convenient removable co ter.
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The diagram shows the circuit and the
photogiaph shows the assembly of the condenser, flash- lamp, and binding posts
The
condenser is accessible for any purpose by
connecting to the binding posts. It may be
used as a Nanable standard foi measuring
radio capacities if a callbraton curse ( tuf.
\S. condenser deg' ees) and either an oscillator, sepalate wasemeter, or receiver is
as allable. ( Unknown capacities are resonated with a gls en coil and the waselength
located. Then the standard capacity is substituted for the unknown and adjusted until
the coil-condenset ciicuit iesonates to the
same wavelength.
The capacity value is
then read directly from the calibration
cut se of the condenser.)
Genetal Radio dial and hair- line indicator make close readings possible. A backof- panel white dial with several wavelength
scale,
for
direct
leading
would
be
good but special Is oik and design are
necessaly. Out meter is made of standard
parts as far as possible and anyone can
assemble a good was emeter in a few hours
which will be serviceable for many years.
For accuracy of measurements, shielding
the inside of the was emeter box and the
back of the supporting panel is practically
a necessity. The amount of detuning which
will occui on short wavelengths through
body capacity if the meter is not shielded
catefully is sutprising
The shielding is
of No 30 gauge sheet copper in the form
of a boxwith soldered seams for the inside
of the case of the wavemeter. A flat sheet
of heasier material is used back of the
Flashlight
lamp

Variable
Condenser

Binding."
Posts on
fiznet
Petzaable
esszveneeler
Coils

—
around to
'
r
e shield
THE WAVEMETER CIRCUIT
panel. The panel shielding is held on by the
mounting screws of the condenser.
The
edges of the copper box ale bent over the
shoulder to which the panel is screwed,
and with these edges the panel shielding
makes contact when the panel is in place.
The cleats to which the panel is screwed
ai e fastened to the sitie of the box at such
a height that the panel is flush with the edge
hen the shielding is in place.
A hole
is drilled through the shielding on the
cleats so that the mews holding the panel
may be readily put in or taken out These
screws clamp the panel shield and the
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box shield fitmly together. The shielding
is connected to the iotot plates and to one
binding post on the panel. Thus the meter
is completely shielded so that there is no

T1 PICAL AM Al Et
1A 1% I.ME IElt
Note the taliliration cunt. in the cocer, the arcs ing
handle, extra coals
flaxh-'a np and short circuiting
plug to use * hen the " click" method is folio% ed
ath
a retracing set.

1HE

RESONANCN, INDIC 410R

A small flash light bulb is the best lowcost iesonance-indicating device to use.
When the transmittei must have its wavelength measuied we cin use the maNemeter
as an absotbing mum.
We can watch
the plate milliammeter " flop" upward when
we cross resonance ot use the flash- lamp
to glow at the iesonant waNelength.
For
checking the meter ot finding out the was elength of diffeient
stations on the recemet, the " click" method is used.
A
low-iesistance flash- lamp is the best.
To
get best results from the "click" method
we mill take out the flash-lamp and screw a
shot t-cit tuning plug ( burned out lamp filled
with solder) in its place.
Our meter
was calibrated uncle' these conditions.
It
is " shaipest" tuning with no resistance in
series or patallel with the condenser-coil
ciicuit.
To as oid the use of a short-circuiting
plug foi reducing the resistance of our
va‘cmeter when using it with a weak oscillatoi or a recening set, a pickup lamp
may be connected into a single turn loop
of No. 14 or No 16 wile about three Inches
chat leter.
When the single turn is held
about two inches floin the wavèmeter coil
the lamp will light when the va‘emeter
is in lesonance with the transmitter.
If
such a pickup indicator is used we keep
awae fiom cs my chance of slight changes
in the calibration of the meter due to small
ai ations in th«ncuit of the meter its•elf.
The sepal ate icsonancc indicator vises a

capacity effect to the hand, and no pickup
ot energy by the vutine ai instruments ot
the metci
It is a simple mattei to line a
box with standat.1 width shielding material
fastening it in place with little coppei tacks
and then sold -' tlog the s ams
100-nulliampere full —cale leading hotwire gahanometoi or a -ansitne thermogahanometer can be usca as an indicator
if money is no object
'hie is a list of pat ts:
1 Cn ne ial Radio t% pc 23q 100 Lint % it i11)1, condi n...tr u ith gi ii il ci inut
413 00
(' thin( t, 5" • (1" s . 1' 0111 , 1111 d1•111Clin11/11.,
1 00
Mu it ta Pion I6 i'• si"
100
Ci mar sin, lihn to lint b , \ mil go multi pint! 0 -0
C in
1lash- light boll,
Mini tturc Iimp ha i mount. il Whin,' pcrul
0 10
Bo\ (Opp( I Iii ks Ilona ha il haiilu lit i.toir
2 holding po ts ithi huskui ( hi- lath i1
O 10
A il 11 Ind in 1 iiii ,
150
Bias', ann.]. s, 1 lb" material tot -cite tic coil side,
hus u iti
h-12 ut is'. ni I( hint
iri. us Mi cauta tolong I' diami t
1 to I' hi ths
for coil uinding
100
Total

slft 50

1HE PICK-UP 1 % MP '10 BE PRO'. 1DED WHEN
A WAVEMETER HAS NO RESON ANC E INDI
CATOR
Hating the lamp independcnt reduits the resistanie
of the meter, makes it sharper tuning, and makis
changes in calibration Its, lakel).

vety shall) iesponse but it matters little
whether an amateur station wa‘emeter is
made to use a shoit-circuiting plug or the
pickup loop—both methods aie good.
If
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you haie a wavemeter without an indicator
been checked bi the Bureau of Stanchrds
you can use the click method, watch the
cin b used as cquail r diable " land- marks".
plate current meter " flop" when you ( toss
short lit of such shoit-waie stations
resonance, note the point where the an ith con ect fi « glen( ies at the tune of going
tenia current changes or drops, or add a t press with this book follows:
small loop with a pick-up lamp like the on.
NA
1011 I % lot %,
s
717 mttt rs
shown in the photograph.
I‘Dlt
170)'iio , c •
61 55 nut( r,
5%
I
IA'
,
7%1
I
du",
h
52 0 mttt rs
The position of the waiemeter coil in relaV% I/
171 I . 1
It
14 02 nut., r,
tion to the source to which it is oupled has a N A A.
"1110 hikes% Ie
374
mutis
direct bearing on the ener gy picked up. Also
2\ Al
0,10 kilo%
I
32 79 muter,
12,)11
Ili
N A
21
met( %,
a large- diameter coil will pick up more
lit
11931 IilocN( It
21 5 mttt rs
energy than smaller coils which is one rea2\S
-0120 ki'oc% It
119 mt U P%
son why waiemeter coils should be four to
Th standard frcquenci schedules of 9XL,
six inches in diameter.
1XM and N%,WV an gri en horn time to time
.n (
.
Kr and on each schedule one his opCALIBR A IINC.
pc» tuniti to check scicral points on the " tat on %\ ai en» ter
The calibration curie is often put in
St lit by puffin.: thc nd‘ ( MCC] coil 't Ins
the cover and it is con\ enient to take
near the tuner se « md ny
Turn in a C. W.
the cover off for use in taking down
s»rnal and tin n the secordari comic s.
the readings. A sheet of transpan nt celluknob until the pitch drops lower and low
loid placed in front of the calil» citron cur i(
arid finally disappcai s a)together.
This is
protects it from moisture, dirt, or mechaniPickup cogs on each
meterare coupiect to
secondary tuning circuit 0/receiver

New curve //7
tAe making
Osallatineecever
ore LoiaTieverC W
Oscillator hulk to
cover the wareknoth
rate of the meter
to he calibrated

flew isbkemeeer
(2)

(3)

Siana'arcl,
Wavemeter

(4)
(5)

xeep receiver banArcWaiiny
Set meter: artfar awa.,, as pau ,d,le
to get ciick In phones at resale/weak-aa little away e-an, each ether
see cut/Hating receiver toRnoz‘n
wave by thesfana'ard
Throw sianda
resonance
Find sarne point an new ineler and
man( die/ seamy afainsteinvelenyth
on CLerre

CALIBRATING BY THE CLICK METHOD AND BY COMPARISON WITH ASTANDARD
cal injury.
A curve supported between a
sheet of cardboard and such a sheet of celluloid by strips of photographers adhesive
binding tape will be portable and useful.
By calibration is meant the iob of tindrrg
out just what waielengths are shown by
different readings of the condenser scale.
Before an
maielengths can be put dos,n
on a dial or chart we must " know" them.
The best standard of comparison for on ,
new waiemeter is the " Standard Frequency"
transmissions from WWV ( the Bureau of
Standards at Washington), 9XL, 1XM and
6XBM.
These stations may be picked up
sending with extreme accuracy and on
schedule. A iery k
.ccuratc mai. -incter witl
be obtained by properly using the " resowince
click" method of calibrating.
Some of the other stations operating regularly on well-known frequencies that haie

the poirt that is called " zero- beat."
At
zcro-beat our local oscillations ir the re« 1 \ ( I are of just the same fi cep( ire> as
the incurring oscillations
Now it will be
bsei sed t1iit the beat note wdl cappear
if the condense , dial rs moied at all in
eithci direction.
Lcai mg the recerier ad j
wasfirist ,d for zero- be it ice Cpt1011 tur n
cnieter knob slowly.
At some point
(resonance) there will he a click in the
cc
.
Inc ai nete r circuit now
has the sanie ( or ncarli the same) period
as the iccen 111U Mt ult. If thert ai
t‘.10
crel.s at sli.;htli drffercnt points on the
dial it nido a' s that the waierneter is
couplée, too clostly to the receiver. Dill
the mai,metor ass as until only one click
is heard
If no cli,k car he obtained the
eruplin: is too loose or there is an open
in the maicmeter circuit
Sometimes a
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single tuin in se ties
ith the secondary of
the ie«'IN (1 mat be coupled to the is at emetei m
ound tliicetl
ai oun I the tt d\Ciuietci
toil
In addition to the foul stitions mentioned aho\ th
RRL now has appointed
some thnty " Official Wa ( kngth Statmn5"
who it gulai 1> alMOLUICe t11( ir ma\ el( ngth
(con« t within ) at the clo,c of each
tiansmission and mans of %% how use ci y taleonti 011,. (1tiansmitt( t
roi a list of 1.1,ese
stations scte th( lat.est QS/
In ease it is found impossible to ( heck out
ty at cmete' lit the "( 11( k" tin thud tit( mAt
bust thint, is to calibt att
ut b
cornpat son with a " standat d" watt motet
An
oscillatoi ni it 1( us d with both the new
metet and the st Huhn ( 1, finding the %tat
ngth in the same it at as w h n using th(
wat emetu on a hair-41)1a(
1nt
1( cm% ci may be u-. Ed to talemate a
ma\ ( meter
111( " dick" method will no 4onit indicate ic sonar« yith thc ' fun lamental" it eon( m t of all oscillator but it
ti ill also indu. it
ic,onance wit h th hatmom( s ot the ostillatot il w( USE
omewhat closei coupling than when mi estieatin.2, thc fundamental
rh(oscillatm
will hat e pi omment hailnorms if its plate
(ltae t i abus « not mal
Tilt ,ccond hu is at ( I() ible Ileum ne> ( half the
N't as el( ngth)
The thud hat nonu is at
thiee tunics the fi equenct of the ( mint
(one-thn d \\ at elength)
If po,,sloh
ont pat e toui wa‘ elm tel is ith a standai d was emet‘ir all the wat, using the fundamental
flecitu tic \ of th( os( illatoi and th« lick

a smooth curte thiu all thc good points > ou
find and go by that.
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SKIN, A LA,- BRATION

LURS L

me th«1
1ind th( pc nod if th , lei( lung
it cult with thc st induct meter
Then
take the new tt
(Mt lc rand find the t
ant eh( k
Lease the ice it in.. set st ntis
lone whil« hanging watt nu toi s Re «n
the wal i(adin.2. of the nett w « ii cmet t opposite th( st as dc n..th of thc o.c111 dot
%% Iv( h was found using th( standald .1 A.' I
Plot the points t011 has C 1( « 41 d«1 on t'O.sutii n pap() a, show n ( it thc ' bog I
Ern's will show up a, wild points. Diatt

1HE

SENDING

5%ÂVIMI IUR ON
SET

1HE

RECEIVING

The way to use a watemetet with a reLett in
set is \ er> simple. Make the receiung set oscillate.
Put the tt avemeter
coil close to the secondait.
Turn the
wat caletel condenser until there is a click
in the phones, showing that the wavemeter
has " tun into" the secondaty tune and
stopped oscillation.
Note the was emeter
leading.
Then twit the wavemeter knob
until ante is another click and the tuner
shuts oscillating again
Unless the tuner
escillates on both sides of the resonant
point, readings ale no good.
Now mote
the watemetet away fiom the tuner until
the two clicks ale tery close together, perhaps i ditisions on the watemeter dial.
The coriect reading is half way between.
By \tot king caitfully the clicks can be
made to tun togethei so that a single click
is gotten right at the resonance point.
Woiking in this way it is a matter of
coil\ ten minutes \yolk to tell exactly what
range of was elengths an oscillating tuner
will Loser
The measurement of ieceived C W. signals is tel> simple
When the signal has
been
tuned
in ( tuner
oscillating, of
(out se) tiling the was emeter up and use the

tftlipI eti
50

ON

In measut ing the watelength of a sendti.), set it is set> impoitant to use loose
counlino between the watemeter and the
.cnding set
If > ou do not, you ar. likely
t ) ' min out the lamp ( or theimo-galtan°motet) in the watemeter and in addition
te get wtong wa \ elength leadings.
Stall;
out with the was emeter a yat d or so from
the helix and wink forward gradually until
sou get an indi ation when turning th2
condense' lei t slowly
When the coupling
is loose you still get a dull ied glow hem
thc lamp at the \ ery best setting. If the
lamp lights btightly you ate much too near
the set
k lost pow ci set still sometimes fail to
light the was emeter lamp. Another stunt
mat th( n be used; bung the watemeter
lather close to the top of the helix and
hold down the key while slowly turning the
tt atemetet condenser. When you run into
the working wate the plate cuirent of the
set will go up and the antenna cutrent will
chance
Sometimes the resonance point can
be spotted by the changing hum of the
plate tiansfotmer
This stunt can hest
be used with latge sets by putting them on
low power.

Ill

t

VI AVE MI 1hR
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"click" method as abo‘e.
If the signal
happens to be coming in while
ou ale
meastning, a leading can be gottcn by noticing the " tweet" when the was ( mete). is
run thru the tune.
In all this work use loose coupling—the
very loosest that will give tesults.
A calibrated recening set can be constructed though it i bettet to keep the
wavemeter at hand and to check the Ma elength with that dnectly whcn desn cd The
appatatus may be aitanged so that the
wavemeter may be used with the ieceisei
where it rests on the table at any um(
Before a receiving set is calibiated we
must make
e that the antenna coupling
is loose and that the tickler is not going
to have any tuning effect on the « Inuit. It
is easy to check this with the ss as emetei
Remember that the wasemeter is light alay s—the calibi ated recen et sometime ,
No station should be without a reliable
wavemeter. It is the most useful instrument for making many radio measurements.
Every cent spent for a "good" meter is well
invested.

holds the pointer in its zcnt position when
no ( intent is flowing
Mans dit ect cut lint in- ti uments make
us«tt a 'nosing coil pi‘oted between two
peimanent magm tic ; mks. This type of instrument is know n
the d'Arsonval type,
taking the naive ot the ph‘sicist who fist
trade usc of tho punt iplc
The deflection

I.LIX IRIC •% I. MEASURI MI N IS

The proper use of voltmeter and ammetel
followed by a substitution of the scale readings in Ohm's Law makes the detet mining
of many circuit constants possible.
The
simple measurements of resistance ( D.C.)
and impedance ( A.C.) are most important.
Electrical measurements ate based on the
use of one or more calibiated instruments
especially made for then application. These
instiuments slaty in construction depend
ing on whether they are for use with
direct current, alternating curient at commercial frequencies ( 25 or 60 cycles), or foi
radio measurements where you axe dealing with frequencies of millions of cycles.
Two of the most impoitant quantities to
be measured are current and ioltagt. The
instrument for measuiing the late of current flow is called an (
mulct() because the
unit of cui tent is taken as the " ampere".
The unit of potential diffetence is the " volt"
from which we name the instrument foi
measuring electrical plessure a voltmeter.
Some instruments may he used for one
kind of current only; otheis ale suitable
for both D C. and A.C.
Metels aie built
on various principles, each of which has a
field of application and certain adsantages
and disadvantages.
Most commetual instruments are built iuggedly and compactly. A pivoted movement cal « es a pointer
moving over a scale which is calibrated
directly in terms of volts, ampetes, watts
and so on, depending on the construction
and circuit of the instrument. In most indicating instruments a fine spiral spring

ANO IHER IN AN 1:111IETER
Showing hot- sire melt r as resonant e induator and
stie inc another suggestion lor building and supporting es a% tmt ter eo,l. 1his mtter. built be ODRI'.
on
a et ae tmeter tonttst tondut led be the ( hitago Radio
1rattle ‘ ssiit tat ion

depends on the culicnt thiough the moving toil winch is conm tlid to the teiminals
of the irstrument
1,i, hen heavy cuirents
aie to be measuicd, nit tal shunts aie connected acioss the teinunals of the meter
to pass some of th « tit t
tut
The scale ot
the mete' can bc cabin ated to lead the cul1
eut ditc,th wht n thi shunt is built into
the
instiument
How (Act ,
a sensitive
oltinctei is often us( (Itoi measuung cuitent when a s‘4 of shunts (, t known lesistance is a\ ailable
The cunent value
is tiguted out by know ing the resistance ) 1*
the shunt, mcasuung the voltage drop
ac loss it when cut ient flow s, and applying
Ohm's Law
Voltmcn is aic made by connecting a
high iesistance in stiit s with the d' ,
ki sonN
,al MON
ment to linut the cuuent flow and
pow et consumption of th( insti ument to a
small amount. The ieststance is usually
placed tight within the instillment itself.
The ‘ alue of le,istan«. the size of the
spi ing. the numbei ot tuins in the coil,
and the stiength ot the magnetic held
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(which determines the torque for a given
current) all hase an effect on the range
of the meter. Any low- reading D.C. milliammeter sull make a good D C. voltmeter
when tabulated with a suitable external
resistor.
If you hase an instrument of the d'Arsonsal type it can be used either as voltmeter or ammeter il separate caliorations
are made with %.1110US external shunt and
series resistors.
An external resistor or
"multiplier" placed in series with any voltmeter will increase the range or the meter
so it may be used to measure higher soltages than given on the scale of the meter.
The internal resistance of the voltmeter
must first be found using Ohm's Law. Substitute the sables for the current the meter
takes ( measured on a milliammeter) and
soltage applied to the meter in Ohm's Law
to get the resistance or the mosement and
series resistor. A tresh 22 12-volt block Bbattery will do for a source of soltage it
only a rough calibration is necessary. If
the total resistance in the circuit of th.
meter is doubled, the deflection mill he just
half the salue for a gisen voltage that
was obtained before adding the external resistor, so that the scale readings can be
multiplied by two—which is the reason such
an external resistor is called a multiplier.
If it is desired to increase the useful scale
of a voltmeter by adding resistors of unknown salue, take two meter readings, one
with the soitmetci " as is" and the other
with the external multiplier in series with
the meter and the same applied voltage.
The ratio of the two readings is the figure
by which any and all scale readings of the
meter can be multiplied to gise the correct
results.
Any pocket voltmeter can be used as a
millrammeter in connection uith circuits
whose resistance is comparatively high
(compared to that of the meter). As the
plate Impedance of small vacuum tubes is
high, such a meter can be connected right
in series with the nceatrse lead from the
high voltage plate supply to a vacuum tube
circuit. If one cares to alter the connections
inside the soltmeter bunging out an extra
lead so that the mosement can be used without ans icsistance in series with it, the
meter will hase less eflect on the external
circuit. One should take precaution never
to owl load the meter
1 calibration curve
may be made roi the meter or the current
figured out lts suiting Ohm's Law:

Milliampei 0‘,

(1000) ( reading in volts)
(resistance between meter
terminals)

Direct current instruments such as described using permanent magnets must

never be connected in A.C. circuits. The
permanent magnets will be weakened, ruining the calibration. The pointer will tend
to % ibrate but cannot follow the alternations.
Direct current meters of the type described
measure the aucutge value of the current
passing. This must be considered when a
D.C. muer is used to measure fluctuating
current such as that supplied to a selfrectny ing 1,aeuum tube oscillator. The average salue of a complete A.C. cycle is
zero.
The value of an alternating current ampere is based on its heating effect which
sanes as the square of the current. The
square root of the average of the squares
of all the instantaneous values of an alternating current over a half-cycle is called
the citc/tite or root-rneun-square value
which is a true measure of the heating
effect. Taking the peak value of sine wave
alternating current as unity, the average
value ( sum of all the instantaneous values
disided by the number of values) is .637
while the cüectitt, value is . 707. Thus the
plate input to a self- rectifying circuit as
measured on a D.C. meter does not give a
true indication of the heating effect. Its
readings are au, age readings and they
.707
must be multiplied by about — or 1.11 to
.637
give the ffective value.
Both alternating and direct current can
be measured by instruments of the electrody namometer type. Such instruments contain both a fixed and a movable coil, the
fixed coil taking the place of permanent
magnets.
The calibration is in terms of
the torque or force betwen the two coils
through which the current is passed. As
the fixed and mosing coils are in series, the
current reverses at the same time in both
and the force of attraction between coils
is alwass in the same direction. This instrument reads c11« hie values of fluctuating current and soltage. Such meters are
usually calibrated on steady direct current,
but they are very accurate at all commercial frequencies
as usually manufactut ed.
A third type of instrument has a moving
iron plunger which is drawn into a solenoid by the current.
If the soft iron
plunger is well-laminated such instruments
read equally well on A.C. or D.C.
The
better class of instrument utilizes a softiron sane mounted on the shaft in an inclined position. The vane tends to become
parallel to the lines of force from the stationary coil which is inclined about 45'
with the shaft.
This instrument also
reads
tchve values and the type is quite
commonly used for pocket meters and
f-ss itchboard instruments.
Induction-type
instruments
work
by
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means of a split-phase alternating field.
Indicating and recording ammeters, voltmeters, watt and watt-hour meters, power
factor meters and so on base their use on
this principle which is discussed in any good
electrical engineering text book. It should
not be necessary to add that they will work
correctly only on alternating current of
certain specified commercial frequencies.
Electrostatic voltmeters depend on the
mechanical attraction between two chat ged
surfaces at a difference of potential. They
can be used for either A C. or D.C. but are
unduly bulky for use below 3,000 volts
For high voltage work they are quite accurate and they sometimes can be used in
amateur work for measuring plate supph
voltage. Condensers
ansu ei
the
same
purpose for electrostatic voltmeters as do
multiplier resistances for ordinal> A.C. and
D.C. voltmeters.
Hot-wire instruments are familiar to
every amateur. The current to be measured heats a wire and the scale of the
meter is calibrated to read amperes from
the change in the length of the wire such
instruments can be used with equal facility
for direct cuitent, low- frequency alternating current, and radio-frequency alternating current measurements. A hot-wire instrument calibrated with direct current
will read title elFectise salues of alteinating current with the possibility of slight
errors creeping in at radio frequencies due
to the capacity between terminals and to
the fact that radio-fiequencies travel on the
surface of wires rather than on the inside.
thus raising the effective resistance of the
meter.
Another meter familiar to the amateur
is the thermo-coupled type. The current to
be measured is sent through a small resistance or " heatei" strip which warms a
thermo-junction.
This is connected to a
sensitive galvanometer of the d'Arsonval
type which is calibrated directly in amperes at 60 cycles for commercial purposes
For laboratory measurements a sensitive
D.C. meter is used with ses eral thermocouples and thermo-couple bulbs to covet
different rangcs.
The couples are often
sealed in a bulb full of dry hsdrogen which
protects the junctions from atmospher,.,
changes and movements of the air, dissipating the generated heat at a constant rate
properly constructed and calibrated, this
sort of instrument will read eff ective values
of alternating current at both radio and
commercial frequencies. If the couple is
separate from the heater the instrument
will read equally well on D.C. However
the usual thermo-coupled meter sold for
radio work contains a copper-Advance
couple spot-welded to a manganin heater
strip and unless the weld covers a very
small area there is some likelihood that
the direct current being measured will get
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thiough to the gals anometer causing its
leadings to vais from the collect ones.
Unless the couple and the heater are intimately related, thcre is danger that much
of th • heat will re lost betoie it reaches
the couple. Hot wiic and thermo-coupled
meteis can be (alibi atcd in either terms of
curicnt or current- squared, so it is well
to note the tspe of calibiation before making any measuiernents.
Current-squared
insti umc-nts ate usually called thermogals anometers.
Theie ale certain qualifications of all
meters that should be considered by the
piospectise pui haser.
For most work at
an amateur station, precision, equipment is
neither /lc cessais nor desirable.
Meters
should be iiggt ( 1, faith- accurate and not
unduly e‘pensise. Pl Ma11(,nry of calibration is alssass the fist requirement; ex
trente acculacs
secondais and dependent
on permanency.
A ss avemeter that does
not hold its call!» ation well is practically
useliss
No matter how accui ately it was
calihi ated, its cot reetness cannot be depended on
Inch/aline meters should be
shielded fiorn sti as magnetic fields, should
base a suitable and legible scale, high sensitivity ( loss friction), and they should be
dead beat ( the t»intel should come to rest
quickly).
The
spi mg.,
and
magnets
should has e as pet manent qualities as good
manufacturing conditions and processes
can instate
Inst ,ad of using a large muling resistance with A.C. voltmeters, it
is most economical to use an "instrument"
transformer, to step -(loss n the high voltage
By knowing the ratio of the transformer,
the pi opet multiplying factor can be used.
The scale mas be calibrated directly in
teims of the hw het soltage if necessary.
The p-sfstance. method is necessary for
mensming hih D C sol'agrs thought it is
asf eful of power.
In applying meters to ladle) circuits, it is
best to gct ri ,Ic
sr hich have a fullsc alc defter tion at al)o it double the value
at ss hich sou will oidinailly work. This
'minus the eadme in the ( enter of the scale
and makes it possible to r.se the meters for
lower or hwhei ranges
Always put plate
ammeters in the •, qat
high voltage leads
when possible. This ss ill keen them at low
voltage ( neatly ground potential) which
makes them safr to Iiind 1( and protects
them from insulution I ealcdown as well.
A meter to measure the D.0 component of
the end tut rent should be placed in series
with the gl id leak res stor and a small radio-freoueney choke coil ( to protect the
w.ndings from ladio-ftenuenN, voltages that
mas othel sr Ise lwi'd up arross them.)
A
loss leading hot-wire or thermo-coupled
metei in series with the grid condenser
wdl show that the uadio frequency comnonent of the grid curicnt of an oscillator
is about proportional to the r.f. values
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elsewheie in the ( mutt. Il it is necessaiy
to put a I) C. metei in a iteho frequency
lead, be stne to pi ot(ct it with a iache, tiequency choke ut the
ight sue and to bypass high- Iteguem
cuti ems
ound the
me tet and its choke coil b\ shunting them
ith a ( ond( ns( t of ample capacitance
A
Iadio-I Iegta /IC\ mete t place el In a lead
tai t' ing a cut ii nt with both a D C. and
A.C. component will mut atc both and the
effect of th«ht e(t uni eut must .te subtt acted out of the sidlc ic ading to gisc the
value of tadm Ilegit( ncs ( Intent .
It is
well to see that a small D C and k C curent gise the same ( oi ptope ) deflection
on the metci, too, as a little I) C. getting
thi ough
to
th«l'i '- on \ al
mosement
may tilt ow the leading as.'. a oil.
Multi
pluets foi high \ oltage
mete s should
be mounted \\ het ( the Ilse path ai e out of
each, pi etet all \ in a gtounded metal
incased box.
Ihe m( asunment oi direct
cui tent quantitus and c%en of altet nating cut tents at commetetal il equenues Is
compal ati \ ( 1\ simple compated to some of
the me astu ements made at tacit() heguenems. About all any one needs to know to
measul e du( et cut tent quantal( s is how
to apply Ohm's law and how to connect
the nu tel s so tins. luis. e little (
ton the
measu it me fils the ins( Is. cs Th( ricasuie
ments
of
uadm ti«iu( in us should
be
thought of as simply an ad\ anced application of co dinai\ altct nating cuit ent laws,
how eyei 'the «mstiuctron and use of a
ss as em ctel ( 01 1adm h eque ncy metei ) has
ah ead\ bee n di smite d and now we ale
going to touch on some of the more common
and useful measui elm nts that ans one can
make at a iacho station.
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get

the

the

imp«lance.

iespstance.

in foimula
the

C

Formula

Substituting

and

solcing

for

B

will

these

give

values

L will

give

inductance in henries.

Foul

meteis should be used for making

(A)

8=

(B)
(C )

Z =
Z
7/Ra * 21/L)

(A) R=; e= 6volts, .I=./.59hr.
1
R= = 40 ohms

iso

(B) Z=-f, E=n0v I= /
3Amp.
2 Z =
= 846 ohms
(C) Z = 1R 2 *(27,1-0 2
3 Z = 11
4 0) 2 t (2.4'3 /4/6x 604Zii
/

The appiosimate inductance of different
choke coils at i;O u dies was given in tabu
lar lot in in th( chapter on power suppl \
appal atus
How ( , the inductance of
choke coils is a \ai tattle quantity depending
on the glade of non used in time cote and
on the length of the an gap. When the
(01e becomes satin ate d oi the frequency
\at as, th( inductance salue will change
somew hat, too
Foi all piddled] put poses
a me asut ,mc nt of thc Inductance can be
made that will be much better than the
appt oximatc (iglu es of the table and closely
appi oachmg the inductance actually obtained under wco king conditions
Two things about the coil must flu st be
detei mined— the ie.istancc and the in
pedance at a know n ttequenc‘
Tin n the
indu ctance can In found b sols. ing a few
folnmlas oi bs the still simpler pi ocess of
lefell mg to the chat t rein oduccd in these
columns.
Formula A ( Ohm's Law) can be used to

4

Z =Y/600 Y. /42, /29 xz. 2

5
6

Z

2= /
6o0 # /42, /29 xL
Z2 — /600 =/42,/29 x z
7(
846) 2—/600 /42,/29 xZ2
8 7/5; 7/6-1600 = /42,129x L2
42,129 xL2 = 7/4,1/6
9
/
_ 02

lo

ii

L, = /42,129
L = 15
.
1-7
2 24 I/enr/es

FORM I, V, I 511)
l'INDING CHOKE COIL INDI ( f4ME AND THE CIRCUITS COR MAKING
111 r N
F.:SS % RV MEASI REMENTS
Ihe problem tan he worked out mathematically lake
tht sample ...flown or the inductance can he more
readile found he referring to the chart.

the measutements it you can get them. The
connections for making the measurements
ale shown in the diagi am and a sample
pi oblem has been worked out to show how
it is done.

If the alternating current sup-

THE WAVEMETER

ply voltage and frequency are accurately
known, the values can be substituted if no
meters can be obtained for the purpose.
A dry cell or storage battery can be connected to the choke to be measured through
a D.C. milliammeter using only sufficient
voltage to get a reading in the middle of
the scale of the meter. The voltage across
the coil should next be read. Dividing the
voltage by the current ( changed to amperes) gives the D.C. resistance in ohms.
Next, the local A.C. supply is taken as a
source of voltage and the same procedure
is repeated—this time using altee lusting
current meters.
The result is the impedance in ohms at the frequency used
Now both the reactance and resistance of

Z'

Ft

20 000
2000 000

200 000000

40 000
4 000 000
400000 000

co

60 000
6.000 000
600 000 000
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fuse in the circuit to protect the meters,
the circuit and the choke itself. Suitable
A.C. meters can be obtained from the hign
school lal)oiatois or perhaps from the local electr ician
Now substitute On salues in formula C.
The result can be obtained 4 working down
through the elesen steps shoun or by fol loss ing the directions under the curve after
R and Z hase
cn found. If the number
(Z — R ) obtained lies bets% een 1,421 and
142.100, the inductance si ill be in tenths ot
hernies
If it is bets% een 142,100 and 14.210.000 the middle lines of figures on the
axes of the curses should be used. If the
differ ence of the sonar cs Is betsseen 14,210,000 and 11,210,000,00() the inductance will

80 000
8 000000
800 000 000

00 000
0 000 000
r000000 000

120 000
12 000 000
I204 1110 00 )

140 000
11 000 000
r400 000 000

O

CHART IOR IINDING
CTAME OI III II.R ( [MK' s,
I—Find the resistance of the coil ( R) hs using Iormula
2— Find the impedance of the roll ( I) hs using l'ormula It
3—Find Z — R- by multiplying /. by Z and R hs R and subtractilig
4—Using the value found for / - R , refer to the 60-tstle or 2, cscle curse and find the inductance at the frequent) sou are interested in at the left gist n in henries
Note: If the choke has too small a core or too small an air gap st m is Income saturated * hen
carrying rectified alternating current, somenhat loss ( ring the elltetast induttante.
t sers
"skimpily designed" choke % ill lose nearls three-fourths of its induc Lunt under such conditions.

the coil come into play so that the current that flows into the choke does not increase as much as might be expected in
view of the greater applied voltage. Usually the frequency is accurate to ss'thin a
part of a cycle and anyone can find out
what it is quickly enough by telephoning
the local power house for Information.
Unless the coil was found to have a resistance of 20 ohms or more from the first
set of measurements, it is not safe to connect it directly across the 110 volt mains
In any case it will be wise to put a small

be found on the scale of 10 to 100 henries. If
you wish to use the curse, it is of course
necessar y to measui e the choke cod at one
of the fi equenc res shoss n on the curve. The
25-cycle and 60 ccle curses are most convenient and the inaccuracy of the meters
themselses is ill often result in a greater
degree of eliot than that derived from use
of the curses
In the example worked out sse got the
values of R and Z as 10 and 846 ohms
respectnels. Z — R = 714,116. On th.?
curses this number is in the middle row of

nin
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figures.
Following the dotted line from
this point giyes the inductance as 2.25
henries. The ace w ay of measurement will
depend mostiv on the accuracy of the
meters used and on the care in taking readings. Th, ay crage of several readings can
be used it specially accurate measurements
are necessary. A 1) Ç. milliameter can b.
borrowed from the transmitter for taking
the measurements neecssarv.
Most hotwire and thermocoupled ammeters are calibrated on commercial frequencies and can
be used for finding the impedance if they
happen to be ay arlable in the right scale
ranges. A mot mg coil electrodynamometer
type ammeter is best of all if it can be bor
rowed from some laboratory.

R. 11)10

111

Ystilll MI

Is

Many pieces of apparatus can be conucted horn sp« rfications or by using various curves to show the combinations of
capacity and inductance necessary to cover
a certain range of wavelengths. However,
there are many things that can be found
out only by making actual measurements
of apparatus. The calibration of a wavemeter requires the use of a radio fre
quency driver as has been described. The
measurement of the fundamental and harmonic frequencies of antennas, coils, and
of circuits containing \al IOUS combinations
of capacity and inductance can be carried
out most conyemently by using a radio fie
quency diner
Sue h a dine , is almost a
necessity for me asuring indry'tance and
capacitance, deter mining the high frequency resistance of an antenna s, stun at
different radio frequencies, and so on.

1 (. 1111) MI IIR.

sired. A metal box made of brass or sheet
aluminum can be bolted together on brass
anglcs though it is usually simpler and
easier to mount the apparatus in a small
wooden box. Shielding is not necessary or
desii able.
All the parts of a grid-meter driver can
be mountcd on a standard 3 16" panel 6"
x 10'. Photographs show the appearance
of an oscillator built to cover 12 to 800

O‘st ILI tIOR

Although a radio li«luency driver for
any way elength range can be thrown together on a am ill " breadboard" at short
notice, it is so useful an instrument that an
oscillator more permanently constructed
with plug-in coils to co.; ci different yy aye
lengths is du-arable
The oscillator should
cover all yy ay elengths at which measure
merits will or dinarily Ie made and it should
oscillate strongly at all possible adjustments. It is most convenient to have a low
reading milliamineter in series with the
grid leak in the ose illator circuit for use
as a resonance indicator between the cir
curt driver and other tuned circuits. The
gi id cui rent of an oscillator drops sharply
at resonance with another circuit. giving a
positive resonance indication.
All that is
neceqsary to put such a diner in operation
is to connect A-batce mics and B-batteries t
the proper binding posts and to plug-in the
proper coil for the vvave length range de-

i- B

+A
•
•
—A — B
1

( HUM 111C ( IR( t II' 01 THC GRID ME FER
DRIVER 1( OLPTI IS)
List of Parts
I
-1119, t \- 201-A, t V-210, depending on output power desired.
Larger tubes are necessary
for measuring antenna constants.
Those begut.ttd are e•cellent for making measurements
of n itural wavelength, and determining capacitance and inductance values by comparison with
known tapacity and wavelength standards.
Si.,hi
standsrd base tor the type of tube used.
Panel-6'
10' • 3/16' bakelite.
Metal tos or metal- lined box 6" v. 41
v. 10".
Dial—National
eh et-vernier.
1(f— filament rheostat to fit tube used
Hp— Plaie supph resistante-100 to 300 ohms.
111-3 000 ohm grid leak.
h 000 puf fis.ed Sandamo or Micadon condenser.
(g (p—Cardutli double unit condenser, 130 puf. each
n irt
1-0-1 milliampere range ammeter
ie, '
nil 1p
t
iiind on i diameter, 11•
2 " long,
tube. as below
V1 ,nd no« of
o 4eltion
V1 avelength range
2 t . in
3 loins
11 turns
11 turns
71 loins

.1 N.
of No
of No.
of No
of No.

16
16
22
22

I) ( t.
DC(
I) C C.
D CC
D C.C.

12 to
to
Si to
111 to
310 to

.12
67
150
370
800

meters
meters
meters
meters
meters

meters. the five plug-in coils and the appearance of the inside of the oscillator. The
schematic diagram shows the Colpitts circuit adapted for use in the driver.
The
specifications for winding the different coils

THE W4VEMETER

and list of parts required for putting such
a driver together are given below the diagram. 3" diameter micarta tubing is used
for winding the coils and each coil is provided with four General Radio 247-P plugs
which slip into the binding posts on the
end of the oscillator panel.
A double
unit condenser is used so that plate and
gild circuits are tuned at the same time.
This gives strong oscillations over the
whole range of the driver.
No radio fie
quency choke coils are requiied with the circuit al iangement shown. A cabinet or box
4'2" deep is required for the double unit
C'ai dw ell condenser. The point of minimum
deflection
of
the
grid-meter
indicate,
iesonance with an, ciicuit or combination
of capacity and inductance to which the
driver is coupled, with an extremely high
degree of accuracy. It is not necessary to
use a resonance indicator in the coupled circuit. Such an instrument is most useful
around an amateur station.
FINDING

1H1 NA 1URAL PI RIOD
AN 1LlsiNA SI
MS

01
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If a sensitive resonance indicator is liot
incorpoiated in a drivel. the arrangement
shoun in the diagiam may be used for getting at the antenna fundamental by graphical means
Several diflerent amounts of

12

10

s00

MEIER ( 15(111 & TOR DRI% ER
&I I loll s

AND

Usually the fundamental of the antenna
circuit can be found by connecting antenna
directly to counterpoise ( with no inductivo
or capacity loading at all) and bringing
the driver ( into which has been plugged the
pioper coil) near the antenna lead. The dip
on the grid-meter will occur at the funda
mental or there may be a less pronounced
dip at a harmonic of the antenna system.

1111

20
11,3
‘i"..

; oF
L._

E,

-'
;
'
0
2
efieerrettai

.rAr ,AL METHOD° , t
GERM N NG THE '
ANT NA r1_,N1AM.' TA, .,

1
2

3

4

5
TURAS

6

7

13

9

0

11

.
2

3

14

or 1,9z,c744c£ co z

Noting the dial setting at which the gridmeter changed its deflection and leaving
that setting as it is, the driver is next
coupled loosely to a wavemeter. The wavemeter setting is changed until another din
of the grid-meter indicates the point at
which the fundamental wavelength of the
radiating s stem can be read directly from
the wavemeter calibration curves.
Coils
may be suspended in front of the driver in
free space and their natural periods
measured similarly.

INSIDE

01 () MAI 1.410R

AND

CASE

indite
e loading ale used. A low- leading
hot m,iie mete tor flash- lamp in the antenna
tile tilt is u-,«1 as a itsonance indicator. The
di aii ( w,hich may be your tiansmitter) is
cool led to the antenna thiough a link circuit constructed of 15 or 20 feet of twisted
lamp cold. The diner is adjusted to
asonante with the antenna for each difftient load employed and its wavelength
plotted against the number of turns of the
loading coils used. When this curve is extended to " Ago" turns it gives the antenna
fundamental quite accurately.
% Ac ITUM-10111

I OU TMI II RS

By a vacuum-tube voltmeter we mean a
combination of a tube, a sensitive milliammeter and the necessary batteries—this combination being so an anged that the reading
of the milliammeter is an indication of the
Noltag,e
iniptessed on the input of the
uum tube.
The geneial connections of such a voltmetei aie diagiammed. T is a vacuum tube
of the usual 201-A type; MA is a milliam-
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metet hasing a full scale iange of about
15 milliainpeles ( such as is used in th"
gtid cncuit of duvets). Weston makes a
small insuument hasing this lange, which
seises sets well. Foi gteat pleciston we
must use extiemels acculate mete's,
ith the salues of filament, plate and
gild potentials indicated, the gild of the

A.4
scale
MA

suitable foi making meastnements of the
tiny cuuents and voltages in tacit° receiseis.
A sacuum tube voltmetei may
then be used tot measuung N oltages ( and
cut tents, too)
without consuming any
ponet horn the soutce undei measulement. This makes it possible to measure
audio-flequencs and tadio-hequency amplification as well as many other quantities
difficult to get at with clumsier instruments.
Iheie is a wide field of use tot such a
des ice
MI 1,,L*RINC,

tube is opciating at a point well down on
the grid voltage-plate cement chat actelistic, and the plate cui tent will be about
one- tenth milliampeie. If now an alto.nating potential is impiessed on the input
tet minals, the gild IN ill fluctuate pettodically about this initial bias and, due to the
shape of the chaiactetistic, the positive
loops in the plate cunent
exeeed the
negative loops, so that we have an inciease
in oui asetage plate cut tent, this nutcase
varying with the impressed altcinating
voltage. In othei not ds, our out plate milliammetet will show an incieased teading
when the A.C. is implessed on the gtid
For example, an input voltage of five solts
with the constants shown nil1 inclease the
plate cuitent horn about one-tenth milliampele to one milliampeie.
If we calibtate such a Nant urn-tube voltmete' b vat yIng the input oltage and obseiving the leading of the plate milltammeter, we can plot a cut ve flom which
e
mas obtain the voltage for any leading of
the milliammetei. A ts peal calthiatton
cuise loi such an instrument is shown
TABLE

L
0

5

VOLTS

2
3
4
5
6
7

F1 A
/0
/5
25
40
62
85
Fi
/ 39

While this is the geneial basic tspe of
vacuum- tube
oltmetel ni actual piactise,
theie ale many Iefinements applied to fit it
fen N alms paiticulat uses
The big adsantagc of a vacuum-tube solimete' oset oielinat y mstiuments used in
electiical moth is that no power is used in
the mctei itself in making the meastnements
It is ' caddy appaient that ordinals;
Noltmeteis and ammeteis are un-

IIIC,11-1 RI QL FNC Y

RI SP-, F;N( E

The iesistance of &Aunts and conductois
to fined, unrent ana to high flequency
(tut eut Is quite dfffeient
At high fiequencles, current tends to cloud to the outer
laseis of a conductor, a condition which is
known as " skin effect" caused bs the field
due to the cunent itself, which is most
dense at the centei of the conductoi, setting
up acountel E M F within the wire itself so
ttat most curient flows on the still-ace of the
'nue making a tubular conduelen as effecnse as a solid woe foi not king with radio
tiequencies. Any distubution of cuirent in
coils and wiles othei than a unifoim curient
densits thioughout each pan results in in(teas= the effectise tesistance of the coil
oi conductor matenally oset the D.C. salue
of usistance
Another facto' talsing che
icsistance or coils is that the inside of the
tutus has less inductance than the outside
so that the cement non& to the inside due
to the lonet teactance thele Evely stiay
field tends to cause some sort of tedistnbunon of col cm in the conductor which taises
the icsistance. The " coppet loss" resistance
due to the alea and conductn its of the mule
itself, the losses due to poot dielectrics,
cotona, ladiation of eneigs. and the resistance coupled in flom adjacent circuits,
all add to wise the total conductor or en cuit
usistanec which is the high fiequency resistance that we can measure
It matteis little nhethet we aie measuring
the resistance of iesonant circuits containing lumped inductance and capacitance or
hethei we aie measuung the total iesistattic of a ladiating ( newt made up of dis ti ibuted salues of inductance and capacttance thioughout its length—the methods
that can be folloned ale the same. The two
most common and practical methods are
shown in the dlagiam and will be rbscussed binefls
With either the 3, ariabon
or the substitution method of. finding ( newt
usistance, a radio fiequencs dusei such
as descnbed is necessais and a masemetei
%sill also be needed to check the was elength
as each measmemert is made
A link coupling en cuit consisting of two ot three tut us
of wile at each extlemits and connected bs
a twisted flexible pair is also necessary to
isolate the tinter and make accutate meas-

THE W

utements possible
The
total length of
mite used in the link en cuit should be less
than a halt- uatt hnuth of the maid bent):
nu asuted
Mete! t11
should be bial._((l
with a plc« of \ 0 Il 13 & ( \,‘ . G
ne to pied( it it hum thc high cut tent that
obtains in the ai taticial load « Rua of flu
oscillated
IHI `, 1,b's Iii

IION

MI

Moll
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flute is magnetic 01 eapacitatne coupling
be
loading coil and di net, it thete
t « much teaetion between loading coil an 1
dt
if the te is too much reaction bet',', eon
thc diner and cat uit landed measmement
Inoue than 1(;, change. in MI, or if the readit us ate not take n when tuned to exact:i,
the le sonance peak
eadmg'- should
bc
take n ti um
about
tom
tintes
the
"tut al
mat elenuth of the
antenna to
a- low a w «u ( le ne.th as possible
Make
nu asui ( me nts etet
ten
mtteis
or
so
()ter the whole tang( and dtaw a smooth
cuit
thiconih all the points on the testo.-

In the subs/dui/co/ method of de teumning
tesistance a at labk non-nalta tat e I
ant e and
a ai table condenset ate connected as show n k loading coil is brought
into play to load the uncut to the tunic tmost tt at cIt nut h it is dc sil cd to lc « ic 1i in
making measide merits A single - poli loublero Co“,oloz9 Coh
throw switch is uscd to make it possible to
substitute the " dum nit • ( newt ( tal labk
condenser, te sistm and inductanct of lo idmg coil) tot the actual ( Inuit uncle t na astit intent at a moment's rota e
the two(ouph bulb with a st
EllInlaMIIICIe I
is
1.1 , ed at ‘.
to wda ate the amoant
Substitteumeeenocl
kanalloo Neliod
cut rent flow ma in cutlet th( « n un be ne
mcasut«1 ot In th
ai titti ial ( newt
In
using the substitution nu thod, the antenna
(or ( mud undei nit asui tflic nt ) is con
nee t«i to th«li
uoupling coil by thi ow
mg the switch to the left
The dine! is
adjusted to t ( sonata( at tt ha h point the
ts at ( length and the te ailing of k at« ate fulls noted
n thc switch is tht ow n to
the tiuht and ( tailed until )( son ine«)1)
tains
R is now
at ad until the same
curt ent
Indic atcd on k as was pH\ lo11 , 1%
WY.Irle ter
noted
It nia', be ta cessai t to it - tun( ( fed
tesomince at the same time thc final ad MEASURING ANTENNA RESISTANCE
nu tits ot R au e made
The
iltu of R is
AND EFFECTIVE CAPACITY
the IC•1•Ialli ( at a 1411 Ile dal y de( le111..01
the «due' it ( at the «mdc nse i ( Wu_ is
an« - wat ( length
or
it sistance-fi equene
the « put al( nt ante nna toi
uitlilt) ca
(In\ e and It will be
possible to detei mine
pat it
The ti ii cap:au\ daft ts flout the
the pow eu in the ante 'Ina (
output of the
«ion alc nt aimed\ as this method ne glt ts
ti.. u muter) and th«fluanct ot the transthe indue tam «if the antenna 'Ihi « u it a
ti« by know nu; the it sistance at the
lent apio oat he s the title at huilai wat ,co king %Sae el( nuth and making moper sublengths, so the ti ut antenna «qua d\ ( an b
stitutions in the RI lot mula fen "towel.
ol tamed bt plotting the
qui iii nt can
it
atIain , t the
wattle nuth until th( ( tut(
M ', KING H I
ICI `, 151 \
r
,
,( I si NNDatup,
Batt( ns out
The substitution meth, d
Nei \ accurate, foi the loading «dl and the
A decade lc sistata e ho \ Is use tul tor
thetmo-couple ai e in the « l out tot both
making nuasuienants at the longer mat eposition.- of the sw itc h so that hc 1I.-sc. ii
ngths but sonic
o lO ( it No ; 5 B. & S
these pieces of appal atus cal « I out and
\chance 01 Ideal nsistame wlic stt etched
the loss in R is ', ci t closel', the same is in
t stialuht on a boat d with an adjustribl
the ( iiiult mulct mc asui tme nt
The di
acce ptable as a substitute
The'eshould h«,f ample pow ( tand the ut uhou ui
'-t inc( used must la lai tic in pt opm tion to
te
should not chang( mot
th in
tit( Londe nse t li sistance to en e accurate
when thc sw it h u
s own( d
M must 1, al
(suits This means that a conde user of '
s. et',
the same with the switch closed in ( Ph t
low « in alent - 1st
c is ne cessai y and
position ot the le stilts ate Bahl( to la in
that its iesistance joust be found and add ) ,1
mot
k stead', di e ci is absolutch m c
to the it sistan«) detu inflations at diffet en
sat The method is palticulat l
t applu ald
fieque ne as tto c \ tie me deem ac y.
to ;in' ennas but the i( suits will be
k —
due specially built tcsistance units ale
if the coupling change s, uf the din ci out p it
te commended for the
expet mie nter who
talms, if the din et is too ( lose so th it
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wants to make a laige number of accurate
nicastaements.
Ordinary resistance boxes
contain une-suJund units satisfactory for
D.C. or low liequency v.oik but useless at
sery high fiequencies on account of distributed inductance and capacitance. Good
resistance units ale made up of short pieces
of Manganin or Advance wire ( which also
has a low tempeiate coefficient) sealed into
small glass tubes of unifoim length and
diametei. Pyiex tubes b cm. long with an
outside diameter of 8 mm. and a wall thickne .ss of 2 mm can be puichascd from the
Coining Glass
Woiks, Coining, N. Y.
About thnts of these tubes aie required to
make a complete set of resistances.
The
salues of resistance should range from onetenth to one ohm in t.nth-ohm steps, then
in steps of on to thiee ohms up to about
thiity dims icsi-tance. some No. 38, 40,
and 11 B & S. ( A.W.G.) Manganin wire
should be obtained fiorn the Dine:: Hauls
Co. or from Baker & Co., both of Newark
N. J. The diagiam shows how each iesistance unit is constructed
The length of resistance wile in each unit will .1aiy fiorn
about Lj" to 2". It is in st soldeicd to two
lead wiles ( No. 14 coppei) using lesin as
flux and just as little solder as possible. The
loner
dues of resistance will be made un
of the larger wile. The ends of the No.
14 lead wiles ate filed to a 41' angle, then
tinned and clamped hi mls while the fine resistance wire is soldeied to the center of the
filed sinfaces
As soon as a long aiece of
resistance vine has been sildered to the terminals it is tested in an accutate Wheatstone bridge, adjust ieadjusted
and
marked with the coirect resistance salue
as soon as the final soldering job and
measuiement has been made.
Small coiks that lit tightls into the glass
tubes aie dulled to take the No. 14 lead
wne and the completed resistance is cire
fully mounted as shown in the sketch. The
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Construdion ',fa completed um/

terminals ale bent oser at iight angles aftei
which some good sealing wax is melted and
poured into the end of the tube and ove/
the lead wire to hold it firmly in place and
to make a peimanent ,edl. Care must be
tel.en not to get the tubes so hot that the
resistance wire becomes unsoldered.
The
leads should be cut off to a uniform length
and the resistance salues rechecked carefully after which a tag or sticker on each
unit will keep the different values from getting mixed up. A micarta panel on which

has been mounted some small blocks of
copper in which I/8 " holes have been drilled
to hold mercury, will make a fine resistance
board. Many blocks spaced so that the resistance units fit nicels between any pair
will make it possible to get almost any combination desired.
Great care should be
taken neser to let mole than a tenth ampere
flow through the iesistances as the fine wire
will be melted off by too much curtent. With
some sery sensitise instiuments Nery accurate resistance measurements can be made
at wavelengths below 100 meters using
either the substitution or the situation
method that will be next described.
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In using the resistance btu tation method
which is peihaps easier to use in finding resistance Nalues below the fundamental
IN .1N elength of an antenna and which is one
of the best methods to apply to any closed
R F. ciicuit, the truant is lust read in the
encuit to be measuied when it is tuned to
lesonance with the diner circuit, then a
known resistance ( such as one of those just
described) is put in series with the circuit
and the culieht again lead. The connections for measuung antenna, iesistance aie
shown on the light of the " measuiing antenna resistance" diagram.
The unknown
clicuit resistance is found by substituting
in a simple formula:

11.‘

Wheie
R. is the unknown circuit iesistance.
Rs is the known resistance added to the circuit.
I is the curient before Rs was added.
I is the current after adding R..
The resistance obtained is that of the
entne
radiating
system,
and
includes
theimo-couple resistance, antenna resistance, and loading coil resistance. The resistance of deuces connected in the antenna
encuit must be found at the frequencies of
the measuiements and subtiacted out of the
iesults to gise the true antenna ( or circuit)
iesistance desired.
If a suitable variety of resistances is available ( or a continuously sariable resistance),
it may be possible to add a value of resistance to the circuit so that the current ( Is)
will be just half its previous salue ( I).
In
this ease, the formula vill be simplified and
the answer may be read directly from the
resistance unit used or from th sreadings of
the decade box
The denominator of the

THE WAVEMETER

right hand side of the fraction mill be equal
to unity. Remember that it a thermo-galvanometer is used it piobably reads cui tentsquared and the deflection for halfcuitent
will be % the initial value instead of % as
in the case of mete's gis mg scale ieadings
of curient dnectly ( ammeteis and milliammeters).
Just as in making measurements by the
substitution method, the ( newt drier used
must be of ample sue
A tube at least as
large at the UV- 203-A should be employed in
most instances
Two UX-210's
went(
in a pinch. The tiansmitter itself can often
he utillied to saxe the expense and ttouble
of building a sepaiate pomeiful oscillator.
The diner must be some distance away and
sely loosely coupled it accuiate iesults are
desn ed.
By using a radio-frequency ammetei in
the untuned link and holding the link-coupling constant at the system under me isuiement, it is possible to use a swell oscillator
for making acculate measuie ment..
The
coupling at the diner is made 3, linable and
changed so that the R F ammeter always
gives a ceitain leading ( say one ampeie)
with the switch acioss R either open or
closed. This gives the same E M F. in the
radiator under measuiement under all conditions
Resistance cuises of condenser- coil ehcults will usually be umfoim and smooth
unless other resonant circuiis ot othei
sources of loss at ceitain fiequenues aie
coupled into the cue tut under in,asut intent
In general the measuiements made with the
highest fiequencies will gise the highest
salues of resistance
It must be iemembered that thme ale sesetal different kinds
of " losses" that ale lepiesented in the total
resistance as found. " Humps" in antenna
resistance cuis es may be caused by neighboring guy wires, iesonant lighting cncuits in
the field of the antenna, metal loots and so
on and the pomer the antenna location the
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mole it regulaiities thete are apt to be in resistance curses. Sometimes radio frequency
energs from a tiansmitter will cause lamps
across diffelent paits of the house-lighting
circuit to light dimly, a condition which can
be checked when measuring the high frequency iesistance by making measurements
with the lamps in and out of the sockets.
Connecting condensers or loading coils in
the circuits in question mill often altel their
petiod to some point outside the amateur
bands of via\ (lengths, aftei which
'
the amateur station in question will he able to get
much better tesults from the hours spent
in opetating the set.
The
giaphical
sepaiation
of
total
antenna resistance into curves of "coppet
loss" iesistance, dieleettic loss resistance,
and
radiation
resistance ; s
()elite simple.
The cuise of total iesistance plotted for different
wavelengths
should be equal to the sum of these three
components or diffei ent types of losses.
A stiaight line di awn thiough seveial
points
on
the
t
resistance
curse
at thtee oi tour times the fundamental
ssaselength may be extended to tie iesistance axis.
The point where the extended line cuts the iesistance axis may be
taken as the " coppei loss" iesistance. The
dielcctiic loss mill be represented by a
-tiaight line di awn flom the origin parallel to the first line (haw n By subtractire, the sum of th,?se two losses at every
point along the cuise horn the line represnting the total resistance loss, the appioximate same foi tachation iesistance
can he found
This should be a smooth
unifoim cui se w
'hich use, rapidly as the
fiequency goes up. It mas be interesting
to compare the radiation resistance found
with a cuise consti ucted ftom the best
them etical considei ations in which case reference should be made to pages 476 to 483
of the book Eltchir Oeilletionq and Elechie Hayes by G. W Pierce.

CHAPTER X

The A.R.R.L. Communications Department

T

HE Communication, Depaitment is
concerned with the practical operation of the stations of League membet s.
The mink of the depattment
includes a/longing amateur operating actic 'ties, establishing standard opetating plotedute, etto:imaging good operation, impioc ing message relaying, and conducting tests
to these ends
The aim of the Communications Department is to keep in existence a network of
League stations made entuely of innately - Ow 0«l i
adio station., co\ et ing, th' entue
continent of North America
One of its
objedices is to create a body of , killed opetatois ‘‘ ho ,,e sent« , and abilit es will
fulther the genial knowledge of the ait
of radio communication.
The relaying of
tnendly messages between diffeiert patts
of the countty without charge is one of the
most Imponant phases of the ,cotk comm.',
under the superciston of the ( onununicatons
Depot tnient
Amateur
operators
hace also always been of gleat assistance
to our eountic in times of any sort of emetgene c in which quick communication to a
distant point ha, been a nun/. espeuallc
when ° nut methods of communication ha'c
failed
These objects of our mgamzation roust
bc borne in mind at the same time we as
indu uluals, ale getting the most enjoyment
fiorn the put sun of out chosen hobby Only
by ope mating oui stations with some useful end in ciew can we impioce the Sol\ ice
which we gice other" and increase the
pleasule we get from amateur radio communication, at the same time justifying oui
existence
The actuates of the Communications Department
are
arranged
and
recorded
thi ough (1ST and by special correspondence
Tests and telays ate ananged from time to
time to decelop new routes foi tiatt c
handling, to plepale oursenes to rende ,
ementencc seicice in time of need, and to
bung to light additional general radio ,nfoimation In this way all membet a of the
League benefit fiorn the experience of certain indiculuals who excel along specified
lines of work.
The policies of the Communications Depat tment are those urging member, to adopt
uniform opetating pioceduie and to use
scstem in their station operating.
The
Communications
Department
constantic
tiles to make out communication system just

as efficient as a non-conunetual messagehandling meant/anon can be made
Compliance with goceinment tegulations, orderly operating, and to-opetation with each
c,thei and with outside ',Ingests lot the adcancement of the att, ate a patt of the
policies of the Communications Depattment.
The fit st dutc Of the depattment to membet-stations is to supeicise operating work
so will that the amateut will continue to
justifc his existence in the eyes of his Genei nine nt
Then he will be allowed a continuancc of the pinilege,
hich he has re(CI ed as his clue in the past.
Reemds
of
the
worth- while
traffic
handling, of messagi toutin, and of specific
te sts conduct«1 b tween the dine te nt stations ate hi pt in the tiles of the ( oui muni cations Depattment and reunited in the
Official Oigan of the League, QS J'
It is obc music impossible to distribute upto- the minute infoimation in a monthly
pet odo al
The iclot e mimeographed circulai lettels ai e used on special occasions.
The actice stations ate thus kept infonned
of the dec elopments in such a rapidly
progressing scstem
Through such letters,
tin ough (1> 1 and thiough ahuge le olume of
ounne cot esponden« wit Ir Indic ' dual membe ts, the « intact Is kept good and the activities sce hace outlined ate etlectnely canted
out be the interist«I membei-stations.
Official Broadcasting Stations have been
appointed to imploce on ecen the anangement we hace lust outlined. E'. ci
day of
the week at cet tam hours about one hundred
station, send a telegraph btoadcast that is
comed by hundieds of membets. The bloodcasts call y the cc iy latest infonnation that
is acailablc fi ( till I ( ague Beadquatters.
Oficial Wacelength Stations, many of
them clystal-connolled, hoc e been selected
to aid in maintaining the ended> and lawabiding operation which is in accordance
ci th the policies of the League and of the
Communications I
tepattment
The up-todate list of calls and wet\ eltngths is punted
in one of the nee nt numbeis of QST for
your benefit
The Official Macelength Stations ate not appointed bc
R R L. Section
Comn umeations Managets as ate all the
ether appointee ,. They ate selected by
the official Uacclength Committee.
Communications should he addressed to the
Contriatt« Chan man, Mi. D C Wallace,
109 West Thud St . Long Beach, California
In these pages we are going to explain
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the organization of the Communications Depaitment, the pope' message hums to use,
and some special piactices mhich experience
has lumen best.
We urge that you help
stiengthcn ametteut tadio by studying the
opetating plactiçe suggested and by adopting unitoim opeiating procedute
Keep
this book in your station foi Icady tefetence
EYetyone at Lcague Headquattets
comes criticism that is accompanied by consttucti‘e suggestions
In tact it is only
thiough the boosts and suggestions mhich
come limn eel mcmbei and opeiatot that
we can improYe out sets ice to ° the's, theicby incleasing the pleasuie v.e outselyes get
fiom our chosen hobby.

ORG ‘ NI/A 1ION

The affans of the Communications Dcpattment in each Diyision ait supeiYised
by one or mole Section Communications
Manage' each of %% horn has Jui
tion 0% et
his section of a InYision
Foi the put pose of otgamiation, the
A.R.R L. diyules the United State" and
Canada into Diyisions as follons:
ATLANTIC
DIVISION:
Delanaie.
District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, that section of New Jeisey within the Thud I
,( dui al
Inspection Distlic t.
and that section ol New. Yolk mithin the
Eighth Fedetal Inspection Distt Rt
CENTRAL DIVISION Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin.
DAKOTA DIVISION: Minnesota, Noith
Dakota and South Dakota.
DELTA DIN ISION:
Alkansas, Lousiana, Mississippi and Teniussee
HUDSON DIVISION: The entne Seond Fedeial Inspcction Distoct, consisting
of ceitam counties of Neu Jeisey and Ne'.'.
mk States.
MIMS EST DIVISION: Iona, Kansas,
Missout iand Nib' aska
NEW
ENGLAND
DIVISION
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Neu Hampshne, hhode Island and Vet mont
NORTHWESTERN
DIVISION•
Idaho,
Montana, Oiegon, Washington and tin.
Tciototy of Alaska
Cali PA( WIC
DI\ ISION
Ai uona,
foi ma, Nevada and the Tetutoty of Haman.
ROANOKE DIVISION: Nœth Carolina,
Vugmia and West Virginia
ROCKY MOUNTAN DIVISION
Colo
rado. Utah and Wyoming.
SOUTHEASTERN
DI\ ISION
klabama, Flonda, Gem gia, South ( atohna and
th, Island ot l'ut to hico the Republic of
(uba, and the Isle of Pines.
WEST GULF DIVISION: Neu Mexico,
Oklahoma and Texas
MARITIME DIVISION
Neufoundland,
Labiadoi, and the pi o‘ mces of Nen Bruns-
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nick, No‘a Scotia, and Plince Ednald Island.
ONTARIO
DIVISION:
Province
of
Ontat
QLEBEC DIU SION
Ptounce of Quebec
VANALT1
PloYinces
of
Ilbetta and lititish Columbia and lukon
l'et titory.
PRAIRIE
DIVISION Prot mees
of
Manitoba and Saskatchenan, and the Northnest Teintotles
Each United States Diyision elects a Ditet toi to iepiescnt it on the A R R.L. Boaid
of Ditectots and the Canadian Divisions
clect a Canadian Genetal Manager who is
‘tko a Dnectoi.
The Boaid deteimmes the
pollcies of the Lcague uhich ate canted out
by paid othceis at League Headquaiteis acting accoiding to the insbuctions of the
Boaid. \\ hen the Boaid is not in session, the
officets of the League, constituting an Executi‘ e ( ommittee, can act foi the Boaid, subicct to ceitain limitations
The Communications Depattment has a
f.cld otganuation math, of officials elected
by the mcmberslup in a nay similat to the
Dnectois.
Each Director and che Communications Manager at League Head(patters decide the 'mope' sectionalizing
of cach
aftet ninth each Section
holds an elcction tot Section Communications Managct
Thcse field othcials ate
listed on page 3, '.'. hile the names and addi esses of the Dnectots are minted on page
6 of each (MT
It is for mole efficiently collecting repoits fiom the acti‘c stations and supetNismg the actlYities of the ( 7ommunications
Depaitment that the opeiating teititoty is
di\ tied into Sections
In each Section thete
is a Section Communications Manage', who
uncle' the du ection of the Communications
Manager, has autholity oyet the Communications Dc pat tinint nIthin his Section
He
is tesponsilde to. and tepoits to the Conmumcations Manager, except in Canada
'.'.hele he tepoits to the Canadian Geneial
Manager.
WheneYet a Yacancy () CCU'S in the position of Section Communications Manager
in any section of tin United States, its
island possessions or territories, or the
Republic of Cuba, the ( ommunications
Manager announces such Yacancy and calls
tot nominating petitions signed by five or
more membcis of the Section in %% huh the
ya(a ncy c‘i,ts, and naming a member of
the Section as candidate foi Section Communications Manage'. The closing date for
ieceipt of such petitions is announced.
After the closing date, the Communications Manage' alianges tot an election by
mail. Ballots ate sent to eYery menthe" of
the league lesiding in the Section con-
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cern(d, listing candidates in the order of the
number of no ninations re« iced. The closing date for receiving ballots is announced.
Immediately after this date, the Communications Manager counts the yot.-'s. The
candidate receicing a pluiality of votes
betomes Section Communications Maneger.
The Canadian General Man ta n
manages such an election tor a Section
Conununications Manage" whenecet a ‘ acaney °cents In any section of the Dom,mon
of Canada, Newfoundland or Labrador.
Section Communications Managers lie
elected for atwo-year tei in of office.
The office of any Section Communications
Manager may be declaud
c1( itt't by the
Executive Committee upon letelt mendaaon
of the Communications Manager, cctti he
adcice and consent of the Ditector, whenecer it appeals to them to be in the Jest
interests of the membership so to act, and
they may thereupon cause the election of
a new Section Communications Manager.

COMMUICA !IONS DEPARFMLN I 01 FICIALS
AND APPOIN IMLN IS

The following portions, relating to Section Communications
Managers,
Official
Relay Stations, and Repolis, are reprinted
from the " Rules and Regulations of the
Communications Department" and set foith
the legulations which gocein these matters
within the department.

SU, 1ION COMMUNIC Si ION*, NI NN +. 01.11

1. The Section Communications Manager
is responsible to the ( ommunicattons Manager at League
Headquarters
for the
efficiency and co-operation of his personnel.
His policies ate the demociatic policies of
the League itself.
2. His territorial limitations are detennined by the Dicision Ducctoi and the
Communcations Manager.
3. He recommends the appointment oi
cancellation of Official Relay Stations in
accordance with the rules pertataing to the
Official Relay Station Appointment.
The Section Communications Manager
examines application and question forms,
signing the piescrffied ceitificrte of appointment and forwaiding it to the station
onnet when the apponitment can be ploperly mede.
Form 4 appointment caul hearing the certificate number is forwarded to
League Headquarter, with tie questionnaire forms properly filled out by the applicant. Cancellations ( Foirn 4C) ale made
for inacticity or for yiolations of any of
the rules ot provisions ot the Rules and
Regulations or of the Official Relay Station
Certificate.
An applicant who fails to qualify may

again apply for appointment after 3 months
has eelapsed.
1. Ile shall be iesponsible for the maintenance of the Official Broadcasting Station
System within his Section, recommending
such appointments or cancellations as may
be necessary.
Due consideration shall be
gicen the distiibution of stations on the
diffei ent
elengths.
1here
shall be
enough stations on each, to coser the Section.
3. He is responsible for the Daffic activities ot his Section
Ile shall appoint such
assistants for specific work as may be
deemed
necessary by
the
Communications Manager, such as Route Managers,
Official Obseiceis and the like.
These
officials will hase full authority within
the Section oser the acticities indicated
hy their titles.
They will report and be
tesponsible to the Section Communications
Manager foi th ir moik.
With the consent of the Communications Manager he
may, if necessary, designate a competent
Official Relay Station or League member
to act for him in a particular matter in any
ait of his ter ritoiy. He shall be careful to
instinct such an appointee properly in the
duties he is to execute while acting for the
C M.
6. He shall conduct ins estigations of
iadio societies and other organizations
which are retelicd to him by the Communications Manage!.
Ile shall recommend
affiliation only when well satisfied that such
organriations aie worthy of affilation with
the League.
7. He shall appoint Vigilance Committees in the centers of acticity where ama lint
Intel fei ence conditions
appear
to
make such committees desirable in helping
to lighten the load of complaints received
by the Supeivisois of Radio. ( See April
1925 (
1ST).
r+. He shall hase referred to him by his
\a/ious appointees any correspondence that
may ' elate to matte's of geneial policy, or
suggestions for improvements in conducting
the affairs of the League.
9. He may requisition necessary Communications Depattment supplies provided
for making appointments and supervising
the work in his Section.
He may render
an it ,smized postage expense account monthly.
10
He shall render a monthly report to
Headquatters, consolidating all the repoits
by subjects into a comprehensive summary.
This ieport shall leach Headquaitels on or
befole the fifth of each calendar month.
It shall be made up from all reports from
O R.S. and other ;tame stations together
with the ieports horn special appointees
(I) and as mentioned under the subject of
eporting.
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1
It shall be the duty of the owner
of each daily appointed Official Relay StaWhile
the
Section ( ommunications
tion to lepoit monthly to his Section CornManager is the ti aine executiye of the
mumeations Manager, to keep the station in
Section, the Route «Aianaget ha- the ptinci
icadiocss to opetate, to use A.R R.L. operpal traffic station of his patticular locality.
ating piacti ,es exclusiyely, and to take part
Theie is genetally one Route Manage' to
in the actiYities of the League mheneyer posevety twenty ot twanty-he Official Rela\;
sible.
Stations, depending on the radio popula2. Each Oflick.1 Relay Station shall retion of the Section cone Lined and the
c . Re an
irpointment Lettiheate to be disamount
of
otganized
dandy.
Route
played pt online ntly in the station, aquatterManage's maintain good local tadio
on iy bulletin ne wslettcr ficem Headquattets,
tacts legulatly b() that stations can be
(did a boun 1 it potting card on which to
lined
up
and
toutes
deYeloped
and
tutu in the legulai monthly report to the
operated by jadio.
Route Managers coSection Communications Manager.
operate aeti‘cly with all actiye station ,
.1
When a seation is ol necessity properin their distucts, so that each Route Manatne lot tout months ot less, the appointage' is the nucleus of a communication net
ment may be held on an inactne list by the
which he organises hims( It, and lot which
Section Communications Manager, ptovidhe is responsible at all times to his Secmg the statton () wile" has leported the
tion
Communications
Manage]
Route
f‘ et , of the case and tequested that he be
Managets ¡mange schedules for local ttaf
excused Dom actiye opetatmg and reportfie handling between the diffelent towns
mg duting this tune. lnacti‘e lists shall be
and cities in their tenitory as well as
tui n«1 in to Ilcadqualteis by the Section
keeping many schedules at their own staCommunications Manage( yyith his monthly
tion and keeping track of between- Section
"(pent.
O.R.S.appointment,
shall be
schedules, repotting monthly to the S C M.
tiansfetable faint one Section to another,
mho in turn teports to A.R RL Ile adwith the consent of the Section ( omfnunicaquatters where work in all puts of thc
tion, Managers comet ned who must altet
countty is co-onlinatcd monthly.
then lecolds and notify- Headquarters of
such changes.
Such appointments shall
tiof be tiansfer able horn one station-owner
011 ICI U OPSI It‘ tKS
to .( n
1 lne. Yiolatton of the ploy isions made
Each S.0 M. recommends for appoint<Miry, foi mane ing and tenoning shall be
ment a suitable numbei of Otis( ' yet ,' who
suffit ait tcason lo toe Seetion ommumcarepott regulan to the S C M on the offtions Manage' to ice ommend cancellation of
waYelength opetatiem noticed, sending on'
the appointment
The S ction (-ommunicanotification foul's to help amateuis in
tions Ytanaget shall ne illy the Official Rekeeping within the assigned waYelcri,th
lay Stations that. this action is pending when
bands. When not too busy with this won.,
th( lust ant the second iepoit has been
the Official Obsctyels make gcnetal obmissed.
The appointment shall be cansetYations on opetating conditions taking
«II( d automatically when the thud conthe proper action to biing about improve-t ( tiny e tepott fail.. to come thiough on
ment, always reporting the action taken
time.
to the Section Communications Manage'.
THE ROL 11.
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The Section Communications Manager
shall recommend foi appointment as Official
Relay Stations such stations of League menbers as apply foi and mcnt such appointment. The recommendation shall be based
on the ability of the applicants to come up
to a specified set of qualifications.
The
applicant shall hay e a loyal, co-opetatiye
attitude; he shall follow standaid ARRI
operating practices ( uncle ' standing and us
ing the propel message fotm, finish signals,
sewee message, cable- count check on important me- sages, and so on); he shall haYc
a transmitter and recener capable of opeiation at any time; and he must be able to
send and tecene Continental code at a late
of at least 15 words per minute

Each Official Relay Station leport shall
include the num'iet of messages originated,
el( liyei«1, let iyed, and the total.
The
ot ii \ 0 1 le potting cat d fui nshed by
th
U R L. snail be used when it is
ay ailc.ble but th: oon-annal of this form
shall not constitute an excuse for not lepm tmg.
The Section Communications Manager
shall condense all lepoits teemed, haying
(ut any " neganye" information
his repod shall not mention inactivIty or nonre potting
Tiaffic figutes s'tall be sepaiately tested at the end of the repoit and shall
not be Included in the body of the leport.
The most consistent baffle stations and the
ones doing most expenmcntal and other
useful won( are the ones de ,eiling credit
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and to 'whom space shall be gis en. When
possible, the Section Communications Manage! shall send in his report tijpc uItft 11 and
double- spa( td.
Section
Communications
Manager-, shall not transmit the seposts
seemed by them to Fleadquaiteis except
on a iequest to do so. but shall consider the
tel oits a, foi their l'unimation and fi um
them piepaie a condensed lepoit of the
month's acusities and the status of amateur affairs in the tend()) y undci then
fin isdiction.
The Official Relay Station appointment
of the Communications Dcpaitment deseises some further explanation.
Telegiaphing
membeis
mho
hold
amateus
licenses al e most intescsted in this moi k
Before the mar our League mas a much
smaller en ganization than it is to- day. What
traffic handling mas done mas 'redor med
in a seiy easy-going manner.
Messages
mete not taken seilously by those mho
sent them or by those mho handled them.
Because there mete feAs cI station, pint atmg, it mas balder to relay message, to then
destinations
De in elm, mete the exception iather than the rule
As the League expanded moie stations
came on che an.
It became Increasingly
possible to land messages light at the
city of destination.
More messages carne
oui '.say from the public who began to
sealize that messages mete actually being
delisesed and handled in good time
As
the sei sae impios«I, more people a'. ailed
themselses of its use
Regulas bunk and
branch bathe lout( s met( anang«i so that
messages eould be handled iehabls in almost any dnection Homes el • t‘Ith the adsent of the VI ai ,this 01 ganuation bu ame
inoperati‘ e ss ith tut
10,ing doss n of all
stations by the goscinment.
After the mar, the ness oigamiation ment
thiough some siolent change,
Ne‘‘ dc selopments mete principally along ire lines
of tube transmission
Next came the
shoiter s'. ase lengths, making a complete
resampmg of our communication ss stem
necessai y The gi cutting ot appointments
light and left, the mutase in numbers of
mexpenenced
opt / atop-,
the ncm
conditions under s'. hit h me mere opt iciting ( on
sevesal maselength bands), each left its
maik on out communication sy stun
Once
a man could handle a ceitain numhei of
messages a month, he \Nab gianted an appointment mahout much qut - tinning
Before the Vl ar newcomeis automatically got
Opel atmg expenence by listening to commet c411 and co:net riment long-‘‘ a% e stations. By the tins then station , v‘ te iii
ssoi hable shape to handle ielay tiafht, the
necessatv opeiatmg c‘pemcnce had been
gained.
kft(i the um, ne‘s( (titters thi ess
sets together from the information then

made asailable. Stations capable of communicating oser thousands of miles on
-hot t w,a‘ es ‘Nete opeiated by operators
whose tuners no longer leached wavelengths mheie good commeicial baffle was
Icing effielently handled
Lack of this preliminary training mas responsible fol poor
optiatois
Unreliable stations and opera toi s -domed up bathe. Complaints were re(cued on the unieliability of operators and
on the pool & Imes> of messages eseryNN het e.
inalls, it '.'. as decided to abandon the
old system and to stait flesh.
The need
of placing a gieater responsibility on the
traffic handling of stations was felt keenly.
A class of stations that could be depended
upon should be cleated!
An non- bound
set of qualifications and a set of Rules and
Re.rulations foi Official Relay Stations were
diavin up as a standard and a foundation
for the present traffic- handling organization ma, built.
Appointments under the
nem system of things are no longer given
mithout ins estigation
A set of questions
to he ansmeied for ( ommunicatsons Department files and recommendations to the
Section
Communications
Manager
ase
nccessaiy
The piesent system of Official
Relas stations. which has been in successful operation for oser two > eats, is the
iesult.
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SOUR SI SlION SHOULD IlL AN
01-i ICI Si Ri LAY S1A IION

Official Relay Stations ale the best regulated and the most actise stations in League
opciating mosk to- day.
Esery Official Relay Station has a good-sized certificate of
appointment
The cestificate is a mask of
distinction putting the operator in a class
abose the aselage " ham" The opeiators
of Official Relay Stations aie mell-known as
"reliable" opciatois and amateurs of good
standing
The badge of honoi cairies some
%%eight mith esery one mho si -its the station. including the Radio Supervisor.
Vacancies in the ranks of the League officials
ie filled fions the ranks of the Official
Relay Stations. Es cry onnei of an Official
las Station ieceises a bulletin letter from
A RR L Hadquaiteis quai tei ly with the
latest schedules, nems. and procedure hints
and helps
Special seporting crud., for the
cons emence of the Official Relas Station
opeiators in lepoiting their traffic-handling
m(iik and secoids are sent out with the
bulletin

HO'.'.

I()
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Fo secuie an appointment as Official Relay Station is quite a simple matter. After

COMMUNIC ‘ TIONS DEPUtTMENT

building the station and gaining some code
speed, get in touch with yout Section Communications
Manager.
Alt ange
some
schedules for tiaffic-handlng h
titing a
feu letteis to the best stations you heat
consistently in diffeient dfiections flout
your own station
Collect and handle some
tiaffic
tegulaily
and
don't
foi uct
to
repoit you' noik to him on time ea h
month for a tew months
Then ask your
local tiaffic official to luinish you with an
application blank to become an Official Rela Station ( or use the one pi int«I I
oi
youi convenient in the teat of this book)
Fill out the application blank and > end it to
Headquai ters.
You will get sonic
lestion blanks to be
filled out and retutncil to the S.0 M.
It
you have the necessaty knowledge and
qualifications the S.0 M. will be able to fol
low his instiuctions and make the appoint
ment.
In this e\ent the infotmation
have sent him will be tut ned o‘ et to Iliad
quartets for Headquatteis files. If ou cannot answer all the questions coliectl\ot
are not quite able to make the glade, out
application may be tabled for two or thiee
months in which time you can study and
practise operating until \ ou can make the
grade. It may be that you miss out on some
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of the questions but get a nice letter from
the Section Communications Manager e•plaining the ansue's and notifying you
what action can ot cannot be taken regarding an appointment.
Being lecognmed as an Official Relay
Station is \ el> much uotth while. It ‘ s
not difficult to obtain an appointment but
certain icquitements must be met and lived
up to if the appointment is to be kept valid.
Otherwise it would not be worth while.
Cancellations of appointment follow failure
to lepoit lot two settee-0,1\e months, continued failute to ° per ate accoiding to
ARRL
piactices,
failuie to observe
go\ einment tegulations, failuie to keep a
tune tand tiansmittei in commission, and
failuie to compl\ malt the spirit of the tules
on the application loim oi ceitificate.
Wh n a station is inopetatwe of necessit\ and the Section Communications Manage' has been duly notified, the appointment
is gladly held on an inactive list over a
cet tain period of timi.
New opeiatois are
needed among the " ieliables" evely day.
The appointment is one made with mutual
advantage to \ outsell and to our Communications Depaitnient
Fill out the application font" as soon as \ ou can qualify!

CHAPTER XI

Operating a Station

T

HE enjoyment of oui hobl:Q, usually
comes horn the opciation of our station oncc we base finished its construction. Upon the stat.on and its
omit:twit depend the traffic report and the
communicaui n ioeolds that at made. We
have taken (Acts bit of ( ate that was possible in eonstiueting our tiansmitter, our
recener, and in electing a suitable antenna
ss stem. Unless we make omselses familial
with some uniform operating in ocecant, unless we use good judgment and cale in
opeiating our stations, we will fall far shot t
of lealizing the utmost in tumults achiesed
Mole than this. ss e will make ouiselses
notonous unless we do the right thing, because we hase the power to intelfere with
othei stations if we operate Imp opeils.
After a bit of listening- in experience sou
will hear both kinds of opciatois and icalize
the eontiast chat exists betmcen the opetabon of the good man and that of " lids" and
"puns" who has
nesei taken the houble
to familiarize th cnisei% es with gc od practise
Occasionally you will pick up an amateur
whose method of operating is so clean cut,
so desoid of useless effoit, so snappy and
systematic, that soul iespect is gained and
it is a pleasuie to listen and moil. with him
For efficient traffic handling, the hansmitter should be adjusted for most efficient
operation on two or thiee known lawful
maselengths. Maiked or tagged points on
the coil ss ith known condenset settings fn
&finite maselengths will enable the op it
tor quickly to change ss as ( lengths ( QSY)
at any time.
The operator and his methods have much
to do with limiting the lange of the staThe opeiatoi must hase a good
tion
"fist". He must hase pato n« and judg
ment. Some of these qualities in operating
will make more station let nds than mans
kilowatts of power
Engineei ing or apply ,'
common sense is as essential to the radio
operator as to the expetimentor
Don't
make sesetal changes in th r s thoping foi
bettei iesults. Make one change at a time
until the basic tiouble is found
An operator with aclean-cut, slow, steads
method of sending has a big adsantaze oser
the pool opeiaten
Good sending is pit tiv
a matter of nracti
but patience and judgment are just as imnoitant qualities of an
operator as a good " fist".
The good operator sends sigivils which are
not of the " ten ss ords per minute" satiety,
hut they are slow enough so that theie is

no mistaking what he says.
The good
opeiatoi does not sit doss n and send a long
call when he wants to ssoik someone. He
puts on the phones and listens in. He goes
os.i th dial thoioughly for some time.
The f
,
Alow that is admited for his good
operating is the one who is always calling
some pal ticular station instead of using the
"inquiry signals". Because he listens until
he heals someone to work and then goes
attei him, oui good opeiatœ gets his man
nearly esery tinte.
A good operator
eh toses the proper time to call, he make,
plain signals, and he doesn't call too long.
k shot t all is sufficient because if a station
does not get the call it is likely that he is
listening to another station. A long call
makes the teceiving operator lose patience
and look for someone else.
The adiustment of the receiver has much
to do with successful opeitation, too. The
good ieceising opeiator notes the dial
tting and when he has completed calling
in piopei fashion, he waits a moment and
then tunes abose en below the logged dial
setting lust in ease something has shifted
a bit in the ieceivel or transmitter. The
best opeiator has patience and waits a few
minutes in case of d las- at the tiansmitter
or in case fading signals make a second
answer necessary
COMMU',ic tTION

Aft(' all, communication has as its obi .ct the exchange of thought between two
minds. Sometimes those minds are near
togethel and it is possible for the individuals
cone et ied to cons ci - e at length and exchange their thoughts freely. At other
times and this is when iadto communication
is insolsed. the indis ' duals are miles apart
and the thoughts to be transmitted must be
condensed to lust a few words. Then these
%%olds must be relased or passed on from
mind to mind or opciator to operator. When
th , s leach then ultimate destination someone can inteipret them fully if they havA
been piopetly and caiefully handled by the
Intel mediate opei ators.
Time is insolsed in making any exchange
of thought
Because esery man's life and
expel ience is meaut ed by time, this factor
hcconics important in eselything we do or
say. The number of messages handled, the
number of distant stations worked, the
number of records made at our station, all
depend in some degree on the time avail-
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able for our hobby. The more time we spend
at the set, the more well- know n we become
and the greater the summation of out
accomplishments.
As time is a factor, unifoim plactises in
operating have become necessai N to insure a
ready understanding of what is going on
in the minds of each operator. " Q" signals and abbret lotions of tai ious soits hate
been devised and are in geneial use todas'
just because of the time element ' molted.
to enable every operator to exchange intelligible thoughts with as little waste
effort as possible. So proficiency in the commonly- used abbretiations and in knowledge
of uniform operating practises is to be d'sired. Proficiency comes with practise. In
the Appendix are the " Q signals" and some
abbreviations used by amateur opelatois.
We will mention some of the time- sating
things that hate become standaid plac•ise
among good opeiators and follow ing that a
few words about relay piocedme will show
how a station is operated to best achantage.

OPERATING RULES

AND

REGUL ‘ IIONS

The Official Relay Stations follow some
general requirements for law-abiding ° per ation which are mentioned on the appointment certificate. Some specific rules and
regulations hate been made to raise the
standard of amateur operating. Official Relay Stations obsette these rules ( aiefully.
They may be regarded as " standat d
practice."
Any actively- operating stations will do
well to copy these rules, to post them conspicuously in the statical, and to follow them
when operating.
Here are the rules with an example of
the use of each in actual operating

A STATION

u 6BUR 6BUR 6BUR ( repeated
times) .—.—.
QST QST QST u lARE
HR MSGS FOR
lARE
(ON , TENN, ILA, TEXAS —
QST QS I' QST u lARE lARE
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three
lARE
MICH,
...—
lARE

J. Answeling a call: Call three times
(or less); sign thice times ( or less); and
after communication ( QSO) is established
decrease this to once or twice.
Example: --.— 1BIG u 1MK GE OM
QRV K ( meaning, "(, 00d ( \ ening, old man,
I am ready to take your messages, go
ahead.")
1. Signing ofl. When through working
a station send " AR SK" followed by YOUR
OA\ N CALL sent once. " SK" indicates to
others that you are through with the
station which
ou hate been working
and that you w, ill now listen for whoever
wishes to call. NeNei " CQ" after " SK"
until you hate cote' cd the dial thoroughly
looking for stations calling you.
Example• R CU AGN 7.3 etc.
AR
- 2BBX ( meaning, " your last transmission undeistood, all right, I'll see you
again, best iegaids. I am through now and
will list < n foi t' hoc \ er wishes to call. This
is 2BBX signing oft."
5. The proper use of " AR", " K", and
"SK" signals is iequiled for uniformity in
und ,! standing what the other operator intends to do.
"All" at the end of a call
oi b tw« a ni s ag. ( it stands loi the end
of message oi transmission; use "K" at the
()id of each tiansmission who& answering
'ii ooil. my boincone (it means "go ahead");
ns " SR" only whtn signing off ( it means
"I am absolutely thiough working you for
this time and am now going to listen for
other stations who call nu.")

1. Use " CQ" as adopted by the ARRL,
calling three times, signing tine etimes, and
repeating three times. " CQ" is not to be
used in testing or when the sender is not
expecting or looking for an answer.
After
a "CQ" cover the dial thoroughly looking
for replies.
Example:
CQ CQ (' Q UAs\
8 ASV 8 ASV CQ CQ CQ IT 8 ASV 8 AÇ-V
8 ASV CQ CQ CQ U 8 ASV 8 ASV 8 ASV

Examples • ( AR) — — — 2SZ gu 1DQ
.—.—. ( showing that 1DQ has not yet
gotten in touch with 2SZ but has called and
is now listening for his lc ply). Used after
the signatuie between in ssages, it indicates
the end of one message
There may be a
slight pause Mole staiting the second of
the series of messages.
If ( K) is
added it means that tho op( tator wishes his
fist message ac know ledg•el before going on
If no " K" is
with the second mcs-,,ge.
heaid, pieparations should be made for
copy ing the second message.

2. When you hate tiaffic, send a duce
tional " CQ" ( call followed by direction.
district, or state for xe hi ,h you hate traffic)
or send a "QST" listing the states for which
you have traffic. A plain " CQ" always in
dicates that you hate no tiaffic to send but
are open for traffic.
Examples • — (' Q WEST CQ
EST
CQ WEST u 9RR 9RR 9RR ( repeated three
times) --.
CQ MASS CQ MASS CQ MASS

(K)
2NM go 1BDI R K. ( This
aliongement is \ el\ often used for the
acknowledgment of a transmission. When
ItIvone ovei heats this he at once knows that
the two stations a in touch, communicating with each othci
that 2NM's transmission nos all uuihi stood by 1BDI, and
that 1BDI is telling 2NM to go ahead with
11101
of whIt ho ho. to say ) —
B NR 23 R K. ( Et idontly 9CNP
is sending messages to lYB. The contact
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is good. The message was all teemed cm
rectly. lYB tells 9CNP to go ahead with
mote )
(SK) R NM NW CUL VY 73 AR — —
7NT ( 7NT sais " Iundeistand Oh. no moic
i best legate's, Iam
now, see you late',
through mall you tot now and u
list(
for whom< I( 1 wish( s to tall. \ f sly Jung
oü. ")
G. Acknowledging messages m coniei sa
bon
NEVER SEND A SINGLE ACKNOWLEDGE UNTIL the tiansmission
has been SUCCESSFULIA RECEM ED
"R" means " All light, OK, I undei stand
completely ." When a peen opetatm, commonly called a " lid", has onl \ ice ei «Ipart
of a message, he answeis " RRRRRRR
R R R, sou v, miss( d addiess and text, pse
repeat" ( QTA) and every good opmator who
heats, ia'.es muaidly
1he sti mg of ac
knowledgments leads one to beheic that thw
message has been col ec tit Ice( lied and
that it can be duly filed away. By the time
this min h is deal it is disc (net. cd that most
of the message did not get thlough at te'! all,
but must be iepcated
Puhaps something
happens that the pal tai toi the stu mg of R's
is lost due to fading oi inteilmenee, and
it is assumed that the message was m « 11
lecened.
The message is then filed and
neier attives at its destination.
Ilene is the pi opet ptocedme to follow
when a message has been
nt and an acknowledgment is iequested
When ALL the
message has been lecelied cœtectly a shmt
call followed by " NR 153 R R K" is sufficient. When most of the message was lost
the call should be followed by " PSE QTÀ
ADDRESS AND TEXT K" When but a
mold was lost the last mold lecelied cmrectly is giyen followed by ( — . ) ?
and the fit st "
tl old tee m% cd e °needy aftei
the break in the ttansmission "— - —
1XM u 9XBP — . — CHRISTMAS/ 9 BY
— ...— REST R — —" asks foi a fill in the
text " Chi istmas gut etings by
amatem
adm "
7 Do not send wends twice ( QSZ) unless it is iequested. SEND SINGLE unless
°then wise mst ucted by the receiying operator. When teeeptum is vely pooi. a QSZ
can be iequested to help make bettei cop\
Win n onditions aiec% n modelateli fan ,
a QSZ is unnccesai v. Few things aic as
aggraiatmg as pet f«t hansmissien with
every wend coming twice
De elop selfconfidence in yout self by not asking othms
to " QSZ" to you unless conditions ale tathei
impossible. Do not fall into the bad habit
of sending double without a definite iequest
from the fellow , you uot k
Be sine the tiansmittei is adjust( d
to give a steady signal that is copiable
Floppy wabblv notes aie due to po ii m chamcal constiuction, Implopet ( mutt adjustments, or too close coupling to the an-

tenna
See that the ttansmitter is built
substantially.
The appaiatus should not
moie atound or yibiate as you operate.
I_ se fen tuins in the antenna coupling coil
and keep it at a good distance from or at an
angle with the coil which is in the " condense' coil" circuit containing the oscillatm
cube
9 Do not a«ept or stait incomplete
ssages
Omission of the fundamental
paits of a message often keeps a message
horn getting thiough to its destination.
Official Relay Station appointments are
subiect to cancellation for failure to make
messages complete nough.
10. A file of messages handled should be
kept.
Only mesages that can be produced shall count in monthly leports. In
the case of ARRL stations the message
file is subject to call by local or state
tiaffic officials at any time
me

C Si LING PitAclicE

The is 7--21.4 metei wavelength band is
2,000 kilocycles wide
The 37.5-42.8 meter
band is 1.000 kilocycles wide The 75-85.7
metet band and the 150-200 meter band are
but 500 kilocycles wide. It has been pointed
out by some actiie mcmbeis that the width
of these bands should deteimine the length
of the call. When all amateurs opeiated
mostly on 200 mete! s. a two- minute ( all was
quite common to enable an operator who hal
sent " CQ" to cocci the band thoioughly in
his sc.:Itch for stations calling him. Because
oui eight',-metci band is also a nailer.; one,
it is eildent that a two- minute reply should
suffice hete However, the linty and twentymetet bands ate wide'
Because theie is
"men e loom" on these shmt waves ( higher
ficquencics) it is teasonable to conclude that
if an opeiator is hunting for stations calling
him with the them ough and systematic methods of a good opeiator, a longer period of
time must be allowed to enable him to use
the same cale in coieling the dial that he
used on the upper maielength amateur
bands
Thus a foul- minute call on forty,
and an eight- minute call on twenty meters
at fist seem to be justified to give us the
ame chance of laismg a station that we call
that we had when only a 200-metei wavelength was used
These ale the facts in the case
It does
not follow that a blanket pi attise of making
long calls should be adopted
We think that
a modified practise, adopted with this situation in mind, will ptoduce the best results
in raising stations
Assuming that it always does take two minutes to cover 500
kilocycles of teilitœ v when thoroughly
hunting for stations calling us, we still must
obsetie that if the teceiving operator
staits florn one side of a 500-kdocycle band,
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changing his tuning at a rate that completely covers the band in two minutes, he
will run across the station calling him in
somthing less than two minutes unless the
most unfavorable condition exists and oui
station is on the edge of the band while the
receiving " op" is on the other edge when he
starts to tune. So it is seldom necessal y to
call for the full two minutes to laise a station if we use our best judgment and refrain
from doing any calling until we know that
the receiving °relator is " doing his stuff"
and that our chances of raising him ale
best.
The League has never attempted to la\
down any rules legarding the length of a
call. The problem must be soled by the
individual operatms to fit the length of a
call to the individual case under considel ation.
We believe that the use of a " bleak- in"
system at most of our stations will do much
to obviate the necessity for long calls.
think that in any case where it is = pet ath e
that we raise a ceitain station, a long call is
justified. We are strongly of the opinion
that a one- minute call with a lneak in the
sending long enough to listen foi a icply
from the station called, followed by nnii e
one- minute calls is much bettel than a long
unbroken call. Such a calling scheme will
eliminate much unnecessai y tiansmission
and result in raising a station as quickly as
calls of great length
In calling you should always send the
call of the station wanted several times ( not
more than 10 times under any cit cumstances).
Follow this with the intei mediate sent carefully. Then send N OUI own
station call three times. This combination
can be repeated as many times as necessaiy.
Such a procedure allows many stations to
log our station without tinning away in
disgust at a too-long call.
The operators who seem to be most cessful in raising the stations they want at e
not the ones who use the longest calls.
They are the °relator, who use the best
judgment in selecting the time to call, and
in deciding on the number of calls that will
give the best results in the calling petted ,
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A real sensitive receher is often mole
important than the power input to the
transmitter in working foleignms. Thcie
is not much difference in tesults with the
different powers used, though a 250
wafter will probably give 10 1,, better signal strength at the distant point than . 1
11V- 203-A or two UX-210's, other factms
being the same for the purposes of corn
rarison It will not do much bettei than
this because the field stlength dlops so
rapidly as we get away from the antenna
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of a transmitting station.
In working
tot eign countlies and DX stations you
should be able to hear ten or a dozen stations befoie expecting that one of them will
hear yout call. In genet al, just hearing an
occasional foteign station does not mean
that that countiy can be mœked at your
on n pleasul e.
A common fault among amateurs that do
not get in touch with DX stations readily
is that then calls ale too short
Often they
do not send enough shot CQ's indicating
the countiy or place desited eN en when the
iecener is sensithe enough to bring in sesetal stations located at the desired spot
Of ((wise the hpe of radiator can always
be blamed or the antenna location but
usually the opetatm has only himself to
blame
Sometimes whcn you ale listening you will
hear a long succession of dots sent Ix ith perfect legulai it loi six or seen minutes at a
time. Usually these dots come from commercial " machine" or " tape" transmitters.
\‘ hen thete is no tape with code characters
going thiough the machine, the mechanical
key automatically makes clots, the purpose
being to enable the lecen mg station to keep
tuned to the pi Opel wavelength and to adjust his lecenet for maximum sensithity of
reception. Such intetiuntions occur when
the tape breaks, when it has to be taken out
in older to iepeat pal t of a message, or
when theie is no mote traffic to be sent for
the moment.
The signal " ..-" ( V) or most often
" " is sometimes sent for two to five
minutes for the puipose of testing. When
one station has ti outdo in recening, the
°relator asks the tiansmitting station to
"QRL" while he ti ies to adjust his receiving
set for better teception
A decimal point is
often sent b% the letter " R". Example:
2 30 PM is sent " 21r30 PM". A lone dash
for " zero" and the Morse C (.. .) for "clear"
ate in common use. An operator who misses
dttectIons foi a tepeat will send " 4", meaning, " Please stait me, whet e9"
Improp(r calling is a hindrance to the
'arid dispatch of baffle
Long calls after
communication has been established are unnecessai y and inexcusable. Some stations
are slow to reply to a call. However, the
day of the station with do7ens of switches
to thi ow is past
Conti ols for both receivei s and tiansmitteis are simpler, fewer
in numbet, and mote effecthe. The up-todate arnateut station uscs a " bleak- in" ‘, vstern of operation and just one switch
onti oiling the pow ci supply to the transnutter
Poor sending takes the joy out of operating
Theie ale stations whose operators
are not able to send better and those who
an send bettei hut do not. The latter class
belie‘e that their " swing" is pretty. Some
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of them use a key with which they arc not
Beginners deseue help and sy mpathebe
undeistanding. Piactise will de \ c lop them
into good opmatois The best sending speed
is a mccituni speed with the letteis quickly
formed and sent t' only with point sua mg.
The standaid type tclegiaph key is best loi
all-around use. & foie ane heal. kc es ale
used a few months should be spent in
practising with a bui/ei.
No excuse can be macle foi a " gaibled"
text. Opmatens should copy what is sent
and refuse to acknowl«Ige messages until
evely wend has been leemecd « auctle
Good opmatms neeei " guess" at ane thing
When not suie of pait of a ni ssati thc N ask
for aiepeat ( QT
The " lid" op( 1ttoi can
be told emei ennekle when he ni ilus a mis
take. He does not use a definite " cum"
signal and go on with his me ssag but he
usually betides himsclt be sending a lon2,
stung of dot , and net eousle mm casing
his late of sending 'Ihe good opmatm
sends "?" after his mistakes and staits
sending again with the last woid sent « nredly
Unusual ee m ds ai toft( n nt teeice
After the transmission "?" is sent and then
the wend i5 itl catcd I i tiihc thon
The A It RI, '4( Ill of g,tting
on incomplete messages is a good one. The
last wend lecemed
cc tie is scat folloy ui
by the intwogation and the fast wend it
emeed aftm the c ) mmuriu tttawas again
good. EN . 1voue know sthe ft lb w who sends
the whole message () eel to fill in onc mold
Nothing is quite so cxaspciating
Wh cn
then o is acheck, icfei em eto it
cals miss
ing or supeifluous(titis 'Ih n cs-ite fol
at cluacy is leally the icason fen a ch«k
Almost as aggiaeating as the it pc kiting o'
a whole message unratcssaule to fill in a
word is the sending of " w els twicc" when
reception is pm fort
Wends should he sent
more than once onicj when necessary and at
the r,ryu ' st of thc
ing () pet itm
The law conceining sopt ,Ibtoil signals is
totally disregaidcd be, some amatems
Certain operatcns hold ti" k e
, down foi long
periods of time when
sting or thinking of
something to send
m eel this is done
dui mg operating horn s st m«me is both(
Unnecessai \ Intel f it n« pi ( emits sonic on ,
flom getting in coiit‘.c t y tu ( Qs0) someone else, and if en ssagic sare being htrail d
the copy is rum«1
If eou must test, dis
conne ct the ante nna sN ,l( ni and use an
equivalent " dumm\ " ant ,nna ( ni id
of
l
um ped icsasta l
ye, tan it te and inductance)
Aiwa', s send
our c
oc c (mall
hc it
oneiating with the ' ate nna
ou may ht
h
d in V Ilc a If it is « id , in lc Ilse that
you must haee. be all nit ins use a 1)117/01 oi
an automatic transmitter
Pick n time for
adjusting the station apparatus when few
stations will be bothered.

USING

SRI AK- IN SYSIEM

A bleak- in s', stem of operation makes it
possible for us to talk back and forth with
fellows we work Just as one talks back
foith o‘ei a telephone a/cult or telegraph
sNstcm. 17 ,4ng a " bleak- in" we can interiupt the other fellow if we miss a word or
do not understand him. With a telephone
we stop talking as soon as the distant party
speaks and inteilupts us. In a telegraph
office the opmatœ who misses a word opens
his key so that the sending is interrupted
and cannot go on until the receiving operator has had his say and again closed the
circuit. In a ladle) system using a break-in
the ice( ing opeiator messes the key and
makes some long clashes for the transmitting opei Mot to hear
As soon as he does
get the signal he stops transmitting and
listens to what the um\ ing operator says,
after which the sending is icsumed.
A separate receiving antenna put up at
light angles to the ttansmitting antenna
makes it possible to listen to most stations
while the transmitting tubes are lighted.
It is usually necessaiy to pause just a
moment occasionally when the key is up to
listen for the othci station.
Much useless calling and unnecessary
tiansmission is pleeented if a break-in is
used 'Iwo stations can use the system to
mutual ad% ant tge
When messages are
being handl«1, if some intelference comes
in or if a we id is miss ,d due to swinging
signals, a few taps of the key will set things
stiaight in a jiffy " BK BK GA ROANOKE" ( or ee hat, eer was the last word re« le ed c °tree t
ly ) ee ill ste etime and unnecessai e sending. If the ti (while continues, the
st tiding station can " stand be" ( QRX) or it
can take tiaffic until the mention conditions
at thc distant point ai eagain good.
For example, suppose SSF has a message
foi New
cak City. He calls, " CQ NY u
sSF ar," upeating the call three times.
..!PF heats him, answering " SSF u 2PF bk
bk me" Ulan bSF hears 2PF, 8SF iminediatch holds his key down and makcis
some long dashes. 2PF. who is. of course,
ce le mg " bicak-in" while he calls, stops
sending
n he heats the dash
8SF then
staits to ( all in the regulai manner saying,
"2PF u 8SP ge hi msg QR\"" Then 2PF
glees him a " ga OM" and the message is
s nt without fuither preliminaries.
Since
both stations ale using " break-in", they can
trite li unt tach othei at any time Ni hen some
thing go is ee long ca a letter is dropped. an 1
tiaffic t n be handled in half the usual
time
1hi i is a real " kick" that comes
from moi king a " bleak in" arrangement.
‘fter the Iun is elm, theie is a wholesome
sitisfaction in the knowledge of a job well
done
Swift, clean-cut operation brings its
own reward.
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In calling, the transmitting operator sends
the letters " bk", " bk in", or " bk me" at frequent intervals during his call so that stations hearing the call may know that a
break-in is in use and take advantage of the
fact. He pauses at intenals during his call.
to listen for a moment for a reply from the
station being call.A. It the station being
called does not answer, the call can be continued. If the station called answers someone else, he will be heard and the calling
can be broken off until he has finished his
business and is again listening for mole stations to work.
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the signals are " extremly strong" and can
be copied " 100'e". It certainly is not necessal y to send " words twice" ( QSZ) to that
operator. When told that your signals are
"R29" you know that signals are " barely
readable" but can be copied " 100(c" despite
the fact that they are " weak". It is not
necessary or desirable to send " vb ords ty,ice"
to him either. A report of " R66" indicates
"strong" signals, only " 60'ie" copiable due
to disturbing noises present in the receivers
in addition to the useful signals.

ME SSAGI
AUDIBILI IX

The adoption of the British " R" system
of indicating audibility was suggested some
time ago by a number of correspondents.
It was printed in May 1925 QST and in a
very short time it came into general use
The meanings of the sex eral " R" signals are
as follows:
R1—Faint signals, just audible.
R2—Weak signals, barely readable.
R3—Weak signals, but readable.
R4 —Fair signals, easilx readable
R5—Moderately strong signals.
R6-- Strong signals
R7—Good
strong
signals,
readable
through lots of interference.
R8 —Very strong signals, several feethorn- phones stuff.
RO —Extremely strong signals.
Rr

%DAM Iuy

Readability is really very important to
the traffic man. A signal may be audible
all over the station. but if there is any great
amount of interference ( QRM) or uf atmospherics ( ORN) are pies( nt, or if the note
is poor ( QSB), the 7cadabdIty may be away
down. A second figure max be added to
the abobe to indicate " readability".
The
following table explains a method us .d to
indicate percentage copy or per« otage
readability.
9-100',
8— 80',
7 — 70',
6— 60'
5— 50',
4— 40'
3— 30',
9

—

9

readable.
readable.
eadable
readable
ieadable.
readable.
readable.

0' r leadable.

1— 10', It adable.
A few examples of what may be expected.
showing how audibility and readability signals may be interpreted, may help. If one
is told that signals are " R99" it means ti at

TRArric

Amateur operators can engage in friendly con% er sation and talk about their stations
and apparatus to their heart's content. Commercial operators ar e required to devote all
their time to the handling of business.
Amateur operator s usually use abbreviations and short-cut methods of stating
things so that a lot can be said in just a
little while. When two operators are un
touch, ut is easy for them to understand
each other or to ask for more complete wording if there occurs a failure to interpret all
the abbre‘ rations used
One acti‘ ity of the Tcague that is quite
impoi tant is the a« epting and rela> mg of
lii ,
ssages
Station ow nu s may originate
traffic going to an
part of the United
States or to such foreign countries as permit
the handling of citizen messages by amateur
operators
Messages may be accepted from
friends or acquaintances for sending by
amateur radio. Such messages should be
put in as complete form as possible before
transmitting them, and incomplete messages
should not be accepted. As messages are
often relayed through several stations before arming at their destination, no abInexiatrons should be used in the text as
mistakes are hound to happen when the text
is shor tened in this manner.
To people not
acquainted with radio abbrexrations, messages written in shortened form are meaningless
Delnering stations must be careful to see that messages are written out
In handling messages we are doing something itally orth-w hile
We want to start
onIN good worth- while messages from our
stations
Our efforts should be directed to
making th° quality of our message service
high. The numbcr of messages we handle
is of secondary importance. The kind of
mess Iges we originate or start from our stations and the speed with
'
which the messages
pass through our station and the reliability
or a,teurarit with
'
w'hich the messages are
'
handl d are the things of paramount impor tan ce.
A few years ago many of our stations
got into the bad habit of originating hundreds and hundreds of station-to- station
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messages of the " iubbei stamp" tue. The
text of these messages usually ian " Pi cid
reed wi QSL", and so many of these useless
messages wne sent that oui wh ile communication machine got clogged and refused
to function
A ymy small flambet of the
messages handled weie dellyeled, simnly
because none of the messages meant anything, and because no one could waste time
in handling them.
To- day we ale getting stir, of nu' messages delis ned
E ich
I . ttoi who leads
these pages is asked to et;•,,,,,i ( pt tsonal )(

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
3632002
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To emphasue properlr the standard message form
uqed bs the ARRL me art illustrating a sample
message heressith
It Ps a sample matter to record
the date and time of reversing and sending a message
if a calendar and clock are kept hands in the station
If these data and the calls of the stations concerned
are plated right on the message blank itself, there is
neser ans question about the routing or speed of
handling messages that cannot be ansmered at once bs
reference to the message file

sponsebelet ij foi the accuiacy and speed of
each message handled so that we can each
have leason to take pm sonal pi ide in oui
operating weak and so that we will hay e
lust cause foi nude in out I ( ague as a
whole. Do youe pait and we will yet reach
the 100', twine
Each nu ssagc (alginate(' and handled
should contain the follow lag component
par ts in the mder gien
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

City of ea igin
Station of ongin
Number
Date
Check ( optional)
Addiess
Te xt
Signatm e

(a) The " city of (algal" lams to the
name of the city from which the message
was staited If a message is filed at League
Heatiqualteis by
someone in Hutfoid,
Conn • the wearable leads, "He ensg fen
Harttoed C011)1 1.11K si 57 Ape el 9," etc

It a message is sent to your iadio station
by mail the pleamble icads a little dittetently to show wheie the message came
horn and horn what citY and station it
(alginate(' as well
If a message was filed
at A RRL Headqualters and if it came by
mail horn Wise asset, Maine, the weamble
would inn like this to avoid confusion, "hr
ins(' I
Is(1155(t 11 Inc ita Hal Weed Conn
I1111
e47; Ape el 9," etc.
(h) The " station of engin" iefeis to the
call of the station at which the message was
filed and this should always be included
so that a " sel' ice" message may, be sent
back to the miginating station if something
inteifeles with the prompt handling or deliven y of a message
In the example of preambles lust gi‘ en " 1M K" is the station of
igin, that call being the one assigned the
League Headquanns Station by the Depai
of tom m(
(c
Eyeiy message tiansmitted should
heal a " numbei". Beginning on the fast
day of each calculai Near, each ti ansmithag st dion establishes a new yams of numbers, beginning at Nr. 1.
Keep a sheet
with a consecuti‘e list of numbers handy;
file all message s without numb( is, and
when you send the m(55agc s, assign num
is to them float " numbei sheet",
se Iat hmg off the numbn s on that list as
OU do so.
Such a sy stem will keep things
•tiaight and be yet y( on entent foi iefm
en« , to messages miginated.
The ongmal numbn supplied each message I
Y% the ° pm atm at the ongmating station is hansmitt«1 by cat h station handling
the message
No ncw, numbeis shall be
onen the message by mteimediate stations
If a message is fil«1 at 1MK on Atilt] 9 and
N
, la n sent is grY en the number " ni' 15‘+" this
same ( all and numbei is used by all station;
handling this message
The number and
date become a nart of the city- and- stationof- m uzin identification used for the pmpose
of ti
mg
The message stance' from 1MK leads.
"ID mse fm Hat fol I Conn 1MK Ni 15,
1ni 11 9
No mattet what station handles
this message. the ( it\ and station of ea iczrn.
thc number and the date. iemain exactly the
same as in the onginal and should leach
the addiessee in that foin
Only at stations where a message migmates or is filed
(an a number be assigned to a messuge
Intermediate
telay Illg
stations
neither
(hange numbus nom supply new ones to
nit ssages
(I)
E'. et y mi• -age shall heal a " date"
and this date is hansmitted by each station handling the message. The date is the
"day filed" at the ( aiginating station unless oth(4 wise sac( died by the sender
(e) Every moid in the address, ti' it, and
sequoia e of a message counts in the check
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using ladle) cable-count
Voids and
breviations
in
the
pieamble
ale
counted

abnot

In the reticle ( ss, the names of cities, states
coantnes 01 otbei diyisions 01 tended N
(ach count as one %% old regardless of the
numbm of lettets they. contain
Plopei
names in the addicss and signatine ale
counted at the late ot one ss oid loi eaeh 15
lettms m haction thettol
hi y. oi ds
"sheet". " a‘enuc", " squale" co " load" . 0f.
always to be counted each as one \\ mil
sepatately horn the name of the ' ti ec 1,
mhethel wiitten mith it ot sepal atel\
Names of ships are counted as one mend
niespective of the number' of letteis the',
contain. When thme aie tu() ships of the
same naine, the name and the call letteis 01
the ship ale together counted a, one uoid
The name of the state is aluass LOUIlltd as
one umd in addition to th c name of the
city
Initials in the addles ,' aie count «1
each as one is 01(1
Each gioup of house m
sheet numbms is alloned to pass as ono
\sold, howeser.
It is customaiv to omit the count of the
name of a state in the cheek uhcn it is
untten and sent in paientheses in the addi es
If a telephone numbei is included in the
addiess, the word ' telephone" en " phone"
counts as one \sold. The name of the (\change is an additional wend in thc the( k
Each group of fise figuies or li action thei
of counts as one mold
A hyphe n indicating the is Old "ling" may be substituted lot
one figuie in a telephone numbet is ithout
incleasing the check " PHONE CHARTER
.328-5" counts as 3 in the check " 26019"
count , as 1 in the check " 2601-9" is a six
chaiactm gioup and aceordingly counts as
2in the check
Mixed lettei and figute combinations are counted as a ssold to each
chatacter.
Radio calls ale often meluded in the
addiess to make propel touting eass
"5XAY" counts as one word in the addiess
but as four \suds when it appeals in th'
body or signatine of the message.
In the te it uoids ate counted foi eYety
hfteen
hat ae tuts m it action theteol if
the message is plain howling( message.
A word containing hom l6 to 10 btti is
counts " 2" in the ch«k
As English is the
business language of the \solid. most
messages ale sent in English
Me ssrgi
ran be sent in ans' languages made up of
the Aiabic ( 26-lettei) alphabet
Names of cities in the addiess count alay sas one mold while in the text the\ mav
count as mme than one umd depending on
how mutten and bansmittod NEW If ORK
CITY counts as one wend in the addiess
hut thlee motels uheiesei it anneals in the
body of the message
NEWYORKCITY
is counted as one wend uhen mlitten and
SS
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sent it tthout spacing between the parts.
Isolated chatactels each count as one
mold. Fisc figuics oi less in a gioup count
as one mold. \Voids Kilned by a hyphen or
aposhophe count as sepalate words.
A
hyphen en apostiophe each counts as one
mm d
Hou es er, they ai e seldom ti ans Imo quotation mails ,.01 plienthem itted
sis signs count as one morel. Punctuation is
( sent in iodic. messages except at the
expiess command ut the sender. Even then
it is pi efelably spelled out
In the text of
ssage.s, the names of ships ale counted
at the late of 15 lette is to a wend if the
names ail \smitten out sepaiately. If all
pails ale joined to twin one Mimi each 10
bite's m hoctional pait counts as one
V. d
Messages may
be classed as plain
loiitji<otjt
messages. cod«/ messages or
ciphei messages.
A plain- language message heals the same thought indicated by
the die tionary nu ailing of the uœds used
m the text
411 oidinaty messages are
plain- language messages.
Eyery 15 char-.
aetels oi haction th tcof counts as one
mend. Numetals .ue counted in gioups of
hie oi less
I•
51( RAN (.1 M iN i
IJ
NI ON ', fil CT 1ION M
-I
(15
N.
IttnIttt 1.i,t

t

1u d
2w
2 V. UI Is

2910

1 word

br 72

1 word

1711•6 2 words

11.11

In coded messages the molds ale all Imonounceable but then anangement is not
ni« ssahly in sc Men« s to expiess tho
thought. Sesc ial selected is mds or word
gi oups e \ pies, mole (\ tells11, e thoughts
In code messages esety ten chataCers or
less count as one moid
Emthei dictionat
in ai Wand MO1 ds may be used but all words
must be pi onounteable to take the ten-lettet
count
nog ds containing 11 to 20 letteis
eount "2" in the check
When one has a
cops of the simple and commonly used codes
the business of coding and decoding is easy
( % US' IC
1 word
COMItINIZUBIOITS 2words
54 ISRI () SKI
1 word
H00113 Si I"
1word

In ( whet messages the letters or figuies
in each unintetiupted senes aie counted at
the late of 5 ( en haction thmeof) per word.
oups of lettcts aie checked at the same
late as groups of figuies Mixed letters and
flume combin ilions count a '
nord to each
ehauutcr " R1TG" counts as four words
unless it is an established trade mark or
bade name
R dio calls ale alm ays counted
as cipher " 1MK" counts as the ce words in
the text in signatute of a message ( though
but oiic mold if sent " en group" in the addiess. Foi acemacy it should be written
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"one mike king". Abbreviated or misspelled
words are counted at the " 5- letter" rate in
any message where they accidentally appear.
E•amplt •

PPQ
DOA
CtQPWL

1 woid
3 %% old.;
2 K01(14

If a message is written partly in plain
language, partly in cipher, and partly coded,
the words in plain language and code are
counted at the " 10-letter" rate while the
other parts of the messages are checked at
the " 5- letter" rate.
When messages are written in plain
language and cipher, tir, passages in plain
language take the fifteen letter eount and
the passages in ciphcr take the fne letter
count.
Messages in plain language and code take
the ten letter count.
When the letters " ch" come together in
the make-up of a dictionary word, they are
counted as one letter.
Either mhole or
fractional numbers
spelled out so each group forms a continuous word may be checked at the 15- letter"
rate. " FOB", " COD", " SS", " ARRL",
"QST", and such expressions in current use,
are counted five letters to a word wherecrer
they appear. Each group must of course
be sent and counted separately to indicate
separate words. Groups of letters are not
acceptable in the addrcss but must be separated and checked as one word each.
Here is an example of a " plain- language"
message in correct A.R.R.L. for ra and carry ing the "cable- count" check:
(HR MSG FM HARTFORD CONN 1MK
NR 83-217p MAY 3 CR 51)
(to) H. W. DENSHAM
110 WASHINGTON ST
COLLINGSWOOD NEWJERSEY
PLEASE COMMENT ON PROPOSED
OLD TIMERS WEEK USING 75 METER
WAVELENGTH STOP BACK NUMBER
OF QST YOU WANTED WAS FORWARDED MONDAY
STOP WHAT WAVELENGTH IS MOST IN USE AT 3E11
QUESTION 7.3 TO YOU AND NEW JERSEY GANG
(sig) ARRL COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGER
The count on each part of the messag‘
is added to gice the " chcck" shown.
Address: 8.
Text: 40.
Signature: 3.
The
check is the sum of thesP three or 51 words.
The parts of the message in parenthese,
are always transmitted but do not count in
the check.
The following words that give most
trouble in counting this message add into
the "check" as follows:

W.
110 ....
St . .
NEWJERSEY
175 .. . .
QST
3EH
NEW JERSEI
ARRL .

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
.1
1
2
1

The use of a che ( k on amateur messages
is optional. Where employed, however, it
is a mattcr of courtesy to see that the check
is corrut and is handed on along with the
rest of the message. Very important messages should be checked carefully to insure
accuracy, and if an important message is
recened vcrth no check, a check should be
added.
(f) The " address" refers to the name,
street and number, city, state, and telephone number of the party to whom the
message is being sent.
A " sufficiently
complete" address should always be given
to insure delic.ery. When accepting messages this point should be stressed.
In
transmitting the message the address is
followed by a double dash or break sign
(—.. —) and it always precedes the text.
(g) The " text" consists of the words in
the body of the message. No abbreviations
should e'er be substituted for the words in
the text of the message. The text follows
the address and is set off from the signature by another break (—.. — ).
(h) The " signature" is usually the name
of the person sending the message. When
no signature is gic en it is customary to include the words " no sig" at the end of the
me sage to avoid confusion and misunderstanding.
roar

IGN TR
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RESTRICTIONS

There are absolutely no restrictions that
'ac are aware of conc erning message handling
between amateur radio stations in the
United
States,
Canada,
Hawaii,
Philippine
Islands,
Alaska,
Brazil,
Chile
and China.
There is thus a splendid
opportunity for handling a large number of citizen radio messages not only
in each of these localities but also betut( n each countr y listed. There is opportunity for some real sercace to local communities everywhere that an amateur puts
up a station and gets on the job. Excellent
work in such traffic handling comes to our
attention regularly—especially when expeditions and exploring parties go to the
far parts of the earth—and now they always
take some kind of ashort-wave set along for
contact work.
In a number of countries there are governmental restrictions on traffic- handling
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actpaties. In England, France, Geimany,
Australia, New Zealand, Belgium, South
Africa, Spain, Ireland, Denmark, Madena,
S. India, Indo-China, and Uruguay only " expeilmental" tiaflic can be handled by amateur radio. Messages that would normally
be transmitted by cable oi commeicial hullo
cannot be accepted by amateuis in these
countries on penalty of losing the inisilegcs
they do have. Expeiimental traffic is usualls
defined as that which does not compete with
or lessen goseinment iesenue flom existing
gosernment telegiaph and cable seis ices
Messages between amateuis regaiding the
technicalities of station constiuction, adjustment oi opeiation, messages legal ding
short-wase amateui tests, those conceining
I.A.R.U. and A R R L. activites—in shot t,
messages that can be classified as ' elating
to non-commeicial business conducted hs
non-commeicial oiganizations. tan be fie( Is
handled, while peisonal messagos and business messages either to or horn anyone
uteept an expelimenter cannot be accepted
by a foieign station without much embailassment. Only a paitial list is gis en above
as conditions in all countiies of the moild
aie not definitels known.

Ilay cd neat- by explaining the woikings of
out A. R. R. L. traffic organization, and listing the points to which the best possible
se'site can be gisen.
The time of collecting messages and the
list of schedules kept may also be posted
toi the benefit of those inteiested. Wideawake amateuis hase always dish ibuted
message blanks to the neatest tornist
camps dining the summel seasons of recent
yeais and lots of good halt( has been collected thiough a system of message-collection boxes placed in public buildings and
hospitals.
A sign womin ,ntly displayed
outside the ladle) station has in some in tances piosed a good souice of obtaining
woith-while messages. Othei similar ways
of obtaining message tiaffic will occur to
the station opeiat rr when he is ready to go
out after something to do. When conventions or exhibitions come to a city theie
aie always oppoitamties for getting a lot of
teal messages to send. Some hotels are
glad to accept mesages lions guests to be
se nt through neai bs amateur stations as a
special flee seism( to then 'rations.

IROUBLI S 10 VS OW IN ORIGIN Arm.. 1RAI l
id
ORIGINAI INC.
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Every message has to start lions some
place and unless some of us soiled. some
good haffic from filends and acquaintances
there will be no messages to relay. A number of League membeis hase made a special
study of different simple methods of collecting messages and we want co mention
those that has e jtosed wen thy and ss oi he d
out well in practise
Of couise the simplest
way to get messages is to offei to send a
few for friends, always reminding thorn
that the message sus ice does not cost th m
a penny and that no on , can be held isponsible in case a fiiendly message do “,
not arrise at its destination or if it anises
after some delas. but that. aftci all, most
messages do get through in good season so
that sending them is really moith while
A number of our most enthusiastic tiaffik.
handleis who aie inteiested in handling
messages in quantities have taken more
aggressive steps to secure results.
One
man at least has adseittised in the local
papers that messages may be phoned him
for transmission sla A. R. R. L. iadio stations. Another fellow we know has made airangements to handlo a daily report on lis estock and butter-and-egg market conditions.
Radio stations at Madison and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, are responsible for conducting
the first daily and speedy market seis ice of
its kind. A number of the amateur fiaternity hase distributed pads of message
blanks to a number of local stores and business houses. A neatly typed caid is dis -

Inconiplcte pi fambles seem to be the most
common fault in message handling woik.
The city of ongin, the station of oligin, the
number, the date, and the check aie all a
Nit of the wearable which goes at the beginning of eveiy message. The city and station of oliyin ale most essential. Without
them it is impossible to notify the sendei
that his message could not be delis ered and
without this infoimation it is not possible to
'mite the ieply speedily. All Official Relas
Stations aie insti ucted to iefuse to accept
messages mithout this essential information
Es ci s station should demand an " office of
oligin" fiom stations who hase messages,
'nil tiatfic may be lightly cancelled ( QSK)
on failure to include it. Thus messages will
n sei get on the air without a starting
r

Many messages ( any an disiteu ant addi( ss and cannot be delivei ed. Onginating
stations should t fuse to ac cent messages
to tiansmit when it is apparent that the
addiess is too meagre.
Some stations lose hack of the messages
which they accept fox delis ery or transmission. The
use m latch pads to copy signals on and they neser clean un th"
onciating table en liase a place foi things.
The iemeds is to adopt a few of the win
einles of neatness and to spend about two
minutes each time you aie through operating to put things in oidri
Wine messages
on message blanks of a unifoim sire whet
they anise at the station
Keep the messages to be sent together. A good system
to use is to maik the state of destination in
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the upper light hand cornet of each message, arranging the messages in a heavy
clip so that the names of the states ale in
east, siew. A file box may be similaily ai
ranged. A simpl: log book, a good filing
system, an aecutate wavemeter and clock,
ate suie signs of a well-opetated station
The appaiatus on the opetating table will
tell a stoty without vsords.
NUMB' RING MLY,%(,LS

An accurate and complete log and a "nombet sh«t" posted on the wall of the station
ot kept attached to the log sheet that is in
use, will help in keeping the iecolds straight
und in avoiding possible duplication of numbets on messages. Guess \toile and confusion ale eliminated in a station of eithei one
or several operators if a " number sheet" is
Ls d
1 " numoci sh Set" st stem enable,
any opciatoi quickly to tell just what numr t i ncxt, it helps the opciatm
ount
mg the number of messages originated in
a gis on month; and it mas also gise a contement check with the log in showing to
whom each message vta‘, sent.
Take a blank sheet of paper and put a
consecutne list of numbets on it staitang
with the cut lent message numbet. Run the

NUMBER SHEET OF ORIGINATED MESSAGES Al RADIO STATION
rtes.e.

Numbers
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sir

6

42
43

tAs Y

b/, ,/h

44

er 7

6,)2/..4
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t01IN 1INC MI S,SAGEs

›,o that me can ieadily keep tun of oui
messages and compate the numbei of mes
sages ougmated and deliseied each month
to I
,alit some facts about the " efficiency" of
oui woik in handling messages, a method
of counting messages is used that gRes the
desned inhumation
Each time a message
is handled bt tactic) it counts one in the
total.
A message ieceited
pcison, by telephone, by telegraph, or by mail, filed at the
station and tiansmitted by ( adio in plopet
foin, counts as one message oe iginated.
A message left ( d by sadio and dehured in person, by telephone, telegraph,
or mail, counts as one message ddit ( eed.
A message 2r co ii d by ? mho and sent toe waid by «echo counts as tieo messages ) c/a // cc/.
All messages counted must he handled
within a 48-hoin ( maximum) delay petiod
to count as "messages handled" under one
of the three classes mentioned
A "service"
message counts as a message handled just
the same as ai» othei type of amatetn
radio message.
The message total is the sum of the messages o•iginated, (Mire; «I, and relayed.

4f

14

44

il

47

18

48

19
20

49

21

51

22

52

SO

23

53

24

54

25

Date

32

ta ro

-5-

etáttiote°

it

cept foi the numbei and vshen you hate a
station ready to take a message, consult
the numbei sheet, assign the next asallable
numbci to the message, and when the station acknowledges the message, cioss, off the
numbei used, putting the station call after
this numbei and suiting the number on the
message blank
A nett number sheet can be made as often
as necessaiy. A sheet that is in use looks
something like the illustiation
Numbel 16 still be the next number
at iginated at the station using this numbel
sheet

55

26

56

27

57

28

58

29

59

30

60

numbei
in columns, ten numbeis to each
group or column, and allots sufficient space
between columns foi entel ing station calls.
File the messages in complete foim ex-

I \ \ Mtn I

(

NrINc

Dining the " message month" messages
can be easily counted by following the
italicized iules. A monthlt report is sent
to the local tiaffic official of the A R. R. L
as mentioned uncle' the subject of " Repotting".
The dosing date of the " message
month" is th 26th of each month, ( the 18th
in Haman). On the 26th of the month one
opetator of a laige amateur station receitcs se% ei al messages fiom another station ( a)
Some of thes? messages ate
for ielat ing foiwat d by iadio. ( b) Some of
them are foi local delisely ( c) There are
still other messages the disposal of which
cannot be acetnately predicted. They ale
for the immediate neighbm hood but can be
either mailed oi forwarded to another ama
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teur by ' mho. A shott-haul toll telephon
call will delle‘er them but the chances of
landing them neater the destination by
radio ate pietty good.
This opciatoi'-,
"tuck" ends at midnight on the 25th and
he must make out the tepoit with some mes
sages " on the hook" to be untied ( net foi
the next month's repot t.
(a)
The messages on the hook that aie
to be relayed have been teceived and are to
he runt. They count as "1 relayed" in the
tepoit that is made out now, and they will
also count as " 1telayed" in the next month's
repott ( the month during %% huh they um
foi waided b iadio )
(h)
By mailing the messages m phoning them at once, Ur.% can count as " 1 delryei cd" for the emit nt month's tepoit
B%
holding them until the next day they will
count in the ncrt report as "1 delivered".
(c) The messages in this class should
be ( allied fœuaid into th , next month. It
they ha%e to be mailed they
count in
the next report as " 1 delraeted". If they
are tela%ed, we count the m as " 2 Ida'. ed"
"1" '
peened in the mewling month being
cat tied foi wai d and added to " 1" sent make s
the "2 ulated"
If the operator wishes to
count this message at on«. ( for the ( ut rent
month) it must be mailed ptomptly and
counted as "1 detracted"
Some examples of pattieular ( minting
problems rotten%
Th opetator of Station A gets a message
by tacho fiorn Station B addiessed to himself
This counts as " 1 detracted" by himself and b% Station A
The opetatm of Station A takes a % etbal
message hom a fi end tor telaying
He
gives it to Station B ovci the telephone
Operator A does not handle the message
by radio. Station B and operator B count
the message as " 1 ougmated"
A cannot
count the message as he did not stait it on
the air.
The opetator and owner of Station A
visits Station B and while opetating thete
takes a message for relaying. The opetatoi
and owner of B cannot opetate for a da%
or two so the message is earned baek to
Station A by operator k who relays it along
mithin a few houts
The traffic iepott of
both station A and Station B shows " 1 relayed" for this %% ode
Opetator A gets
credit for " 2 telayed" if he is entered in
a message- handling contest and graes de
tails of his %% oils at both stations sp
for the contest
Mesages originating at any station count
only in th. " migmated" column. Messages
teemed by radio and detrained count onl%
in the " detracted" column
Th , t la'. (( I
column can contain eitlui an odd w e'. en
numbot of messages, depending on the mes saw s 1.ft (All' for n-xt month, the ciicumstances in a gnen case, and so on
Tho

1

total is the sum of the figut es in otigmated,
detracted, and relayed columns.

iii Li'. I RIN(.

mrss xc.Fs

The only ser‘u e that w can rendei anyone by handling a message comes thtough
"delnei%". E‘ely action of cuts in sending and relaying messages leads up to this
most impoitant duty. Unless a message is
detracted, it might as ncll iu‘ei hme been
sent. Sure enough. we ha‘c had a lot of
pleasuie in sending it and man% stations
ha‘e been glad to acknowl.dge teceipt and
to foi %% aid it by iodic) but without a deInery nothing has teall% been accomplished
Right nom, dth‘ery « aulitions are pretty
good. Periodically, houe%et, we have an
influx of new opciatois who ate willing to
get all th tun ou'.; of handling message,
by radio and who ai
not willing to gn.
anything in ictuin
It a message conies
their way, it gets tiled ot thrown in th.,
'.'.ate basket
Often the man who sent th
message expects an ans'.'. et
Sometimes h
ides to eolith in his message or to inquire
it his flu fully message was ucc.ned. It
is then that out Leagu. gets a black e‘e
bec aus. of th. umehabilit% of some mdiidual who has allow cd a nu ssage to die at
his station 01 who has teen too lazy to ( 1-.1
1%m a message attet
it has been re' el'. ed
and ac knou ledge d
Theie is no teason tot an'. on to a«.ept
a message if he has no int ,ntion of mg it or deln et mg it In 01111/th . It is not -It
all discoutteous to intu e nolitel% to trindle
a message when it will b impossible foi you
to foi wat d it to its dc tmst
Occ asionally
to
d, 11% El ‘, ( an
b
made thiough a thud pal t% not a1 le to
,u knou ledge th
achog uam he c)
,
ars
When a thud pat t% happens to b in direct
contact with the person Aches ,.d
th.
message h
able to hand him in unoff 1 ,1 « mfii m thon «nra and thus to maleo
deli'. uy true h soonei th in a deb‘c r, could
be macle otherwise
It is not good radio
chouette to (leu'. ii such nu ss tcr s, without
explaining th. circumstances, und.t which
they wet. copi«1 as a clued cl . 1ra ely disc1,dits th ° pet atm who ac know 1-dged th
messag° tut who thiough no fault of hi.
0,‘n ma, not aid , to dtlraci so ntomptl%
With a suitable noto of explanation, such
deli cues can
often
imploYe
ARRL
s icice and win pubbccommendation. An
op.ratm's oath of swecy me‘ents him
fiom graing out infounation of any sort
to any person (xeept the addressee of a
ssage
It is in no manner unethical to
Ityc ron unofficial copy of rtadmiriam. if
ou do it to inn icrae the speed of handling
a m.s-age er to insure certain and prompt
ti ' Ii'., i
,
Don't forget that thele are hen'.'.'
fines piesrnbed la% Federal laws for draulg-
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ing the contents of messages to anyone except the pei son addressed in a message.
Theie aie seveial ways of deltyering
messages. When it is possible to delivei
them in peison. that is usually the most
effective way. The telephone is the most
seiviceable instrument in getting messages
delivered without undue labor. When the
telephone does not move instiumental in
locating the pal ty addressed in the message,
it is usually quickest to mail the message
To help in secuung delivei tes and making
the relay game veis much woithyy hile to
everyone concerned, heie aie some good
iules to follow:
Messages received by stations shall be
dal 1ele (jinimediatcla.
Er( iej » ussagc shall be ielamd within
foity-(ight (4A) hones after erript, or if
It ( annot b( ? clay«, within this tinic, shall
be mailed to th( address(e.
We are primarily a radio organiz
and the bulk of our messages should go by
ladio, not by mail. The point is that messages should not be allowed to fall by the
way, and that thev should be sent on or
delivered just as quicklv as possible. When
a message cannot be dclnered, or if it is
unduly delayed, a " service" message should
be vs iitten and started back to the " office of
igin".
'1 HI

5G1

A service message is a message sent bv
one station to another station tebiting to
the " service" which we are or ate not able
to give in message handling
The service
message may icfer to non- deliveries, to delayed transmission, or to any phase of message handling actly ity.
Whenever a message is received which
has insufficient address for delmiy and no
infolmation can be obtained from the telephone hook or the city directors, a service
message should be wiitten asking for a better address. Whil" it is not mopei to ab In es late wends in the tc‘ts of icgulsi mes ‘,ages, it is quite desirable and collect to use
abbreviations in these " station- to- station"
messages uelating to traffic- handling work.
The prefix " svc" in pl tee of the usull
"msg" shows the el tss of the mess tge and
indicates at (iiuc.! that a station- to station
message is comin•r through
Service messages should be handled with the sgme ( ale
and speed that is given other messages.
Suppose a regulation message is rf?ceived
by WA for someone in Roanoke, Va
Suppose that the message cannot be delis eied
because of insufficic nt addiess. The city and
station of origin of the mcssage aie gly en
as " Pasco Washn 7GE"
In line with the
practise outlined ahoye 3C.k makes un a
service message asking 7GE to " give better
address," of couise obtaining the address

from the party that gave him the message.
3CA will give the message to anyone in the
est, of course trying to give it to the station nearest Pasco, Washington, and sending
it over the gieatest distance peimitting reliable communication. The message looks
something like this:
"I1R SVC FM ROANOKE VA 3CA NR
291 Aug 19
TO RADIO 7GE
L C MAYBEE
110 SOUTH SEVENTH AVE
PASCO WASHN — . —
UR NR 87 AUG 17 TO CUSHING SIG
GICK HELD HR 1TNDLD PSE GBA
—• • •—
(sig) WOHLFORD 3CA"
ROUTING ME SS 1GES

Messages can usually be placed near then
destination. In any case they should be ielayed to the station nearest the location of
the addiessee and over the greatest distance
which allows reliable contact.

OPER % TING ON SCHEDULES

Tiaffic handling work can very advantageously be earned on by ananging and
keeping a few schedules.
By arranging
schedules and operating the station in a
business- like way, using an accurate wavemeter and a clock, it has been proven many
times that a maximum amount of business
can be moved in a minimum of time and
effmt
The message " hook" can be cleared
in a few minutes of work on schedule and
the station will be free for " DX" or " expelimental" work.
Every brass-pounder is urged to write
letters to some of the reliable and regular
stations heard, asking if some schedules
cannot be kept afew times a week especially
for traffic handling. With reliable schedules
in operation it is possible to advertise the
fact that messages for certain points can be
put through with speed and accuracy, and
the traffic problem will take care of itself.
TH1. rIVE-POINT

s\sirm

To make our relaying mole systemltic
the " fiy c point system" of ananging schedules was proposed and has wmked out very
nicely in many cases. After getting the
station in good opelating condition, each
station's operatm airanges to work four
stations, one nœth, one east, one south, and
one west
These ditections are not exact
but general The distances are not too great
but they must be distances that can be
worked with absolute cm tamty under any
conditions
A good way to select the four stations iq

OPERATING A STATION

to listen- in and to pick out the stations
heard most regularly, operating most consistently, and in the right direction. It is
a good scheme to " work" these stations a
few times.
Write them letters and get
acquainted; then try to arrange some
schedules. Short schedules are the best.
A half or quarter hour each day is enough.
Using our twenty- and forty- meter channels we can work right through the broadcast period.
There is no excuse for failure to keep a
schedule. After a little while, keeping it
will be a part of the daily routrne, and when
the arrangement has been made after car efull consideration by the fellows imolved it
will prove no hardship but rather a source
of pleasure. In an hour one can call tho
four stations, clear traffic, and be free to
work other groups of " five- pointers" or to
spend the time otherm Ise.
By referring to the sketch the idea may
be seen at a glance. Five stars work to-
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sender. The city and station of or rgin make
it possible to send a service message back
to the starting point in case of delay or
trouble in making a deli% ery. The date and
number are useful as the inclusion of a date
speeds up the message and the number
makes it possible to trace the messages
easily.
Tracing messages is sometimes necessary
when it is desired to follow the route of a
message or to find where it was held up or
delayed. Tracing is usually accomplished
by sending a copy of the message and a
letter requesting that the time, date, and
station calls of the stations from whom the
message was receix ed and to whom the message was given, be noted in the proper
place on an enclosed sheet. The letter asks
that the sheet and message be forwarded in
rotation to all the stations handling the
message until it has overtaken the message,
when the tracer is mailed back to its starting point with the information collected
from all the logs along the route.
REPORTING

gether, five circles, fixe A's, and so on. all
over the country.
The system depends on the use of an accurate clock, wavemeter and log.
When
things stay the same from day to da‘ tiro
dial settings become memorized like telephone numbers and the importance of the
three items named is not so great
When there is no traffic, a few pleasantries are in order during the scheduled timo
of working. Several advantages of handling
messages on schedule are evident from
whatever angle the situation is approached.
The use of several separate wax elength
bands for amateurs has more or less dix ided
us. By arranging schedules and w () arm;
in a business-like way we can make full use
of all our wavelengths.
ACCPPTING AND TRACING MLSS % GI S

Messages that are not complete in ever y
respect shall not be accepted for relaying.
The city of origin, station of origin, number,
date, address, text, and signature constitute
a complete message. The fundamental parts
of the message are regarded as the CITY
and STATION of on gin, a SUFFICIENT
ADDRESS to insure delivery, a TEXT, and
a SIGNATURE
All these parts are necessary to make a message of value to the
recipient, to make it possible to deli\ er the
message and to route an answer back to the

Whether the principal accomplishments
of the station are in traffic handling work
or along other lines, what you are doing is
always of interest to A. R. R. L. headquarters. Our magazine, QST, cover sthe entire
amateur field, keeping a record of all the
messages handled in different sections of
the country, giving mention of the outstanding work that is done in communicating over
great distances using small amounts of
power, and summarwing all the worthwhile
activities in the sections of the magazine deoted to those particular act\ itres.
We have mentioned the Official Relay Stations and the Communications Department
organization. A special section of QST is
devoted to the Communications Department.
Each month a special form postal is
sent the active stations in the relay system
for reporting pur poses
Blanks on the ( ard
are ni oxided so tha , the number of messlges
oiiginated, the number delivered, and the
number Iclay(d can be inserted, together
with the message tofu/. There is also space to
tell about the most important traffic handled,
the wavelength used during the reporting month. the " DX" ix or ked. and other station records und acti‘ ities, together with a
list of the stations with whom schedules are
kept. Items of general interest, changes in
the set, and addresses of new amateurs also
come in on this car d.
This information is wanted from ex ery
operator of an acti‘ eamateur station in the
United States
Each month on the 26th
(the lgth in Hawaii) the active stations send
reports to their local offinals
These officials forward all the reports sent them to
Headquarters. They are next prepared for
the maga7ine. Only representative space
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can be given each section of the country and
almost every report received has to be
squeezed in order to get it in. Reports
must have the dead material edited out of
them to allow room for much active and
interesting news as can be gotten in. Sometimes paragraphs hase to ht cut down or
left out altogether to make the mate' ral fit
the space it is allow ed. Reports about what
someone is " going to do next month" and
about " burnt out tubes." " no craflic" oi
"non- operation" get deleted
The more
worth-while a report is, the more of it gets
in print. If something comes in that is
worth special mention, it gets mole space
in another part of the magazine
Traffic
figures and calls of active stations always
get full space
The readers of this Handbook are cordially Insited to send in their
reports to the local traffic official rust as
soon as they have a station in operation.
Write the near est ti iffic official whose narne
appears on page 3 of each QST. Make gout
report as info, inativi and intut sting as
possible.
Especialy Important ss oils that has a
news value should be sent direct to Leagu
Headquarters at Hanford
Get in touch
with sour local man soon, and ask him just
when he must get a report from you, so that
he can include it with other reports on the
day he makes up his official report. Be sure
to make your report as full of information
as possible, including some of the chings we
mentioned if possible
Contributions to QST are welcomed by
the Editors' Authors must remember that
only a small percent of the receised m iter ial
can be pruned and that it is impossible for
an organization like ours to pay for articles
Ours is a " family" organwation supported
by and for the amatcur. Contributions cannot be paid for due simply to the fact that
the League is not a commercial or moneymaking or ganizatron like the ordinary magazine publishing house. By carefully selecting material the members get the best magazine that can be made. QST is noted for
its technical accuracy.
Getting into the
reading rages of QST is an honor worth
working for.

kn. PING A LOG

Eery operator of an amateui
tation
should keep a log of the operating work
that is done as well as of he tests of an
experimental nature that are carried out
with the transmitter or recerser.
The keeping of a station logbook is important in making our station excel in eery
respect. The " log" is written up, right at
the time the station is in operation
Properly kept, it becomes a detailed and interesting history of station accomplishments and

is frequently of great value in proving or
disproving transmissions.
Reference to a well-kept log will usually
disclose the number of the last message
that was sent, so that we can quickly find
the next number to use. The log will give
us the whole story of the " where" and the
"when" of eery message that has passed
through the station
A faithfully-kept log gives absolute proof
of the transmitting work that has been rallied on and makes the history of the ,tation
always available, up-to-date, and complete.
Every commercial and go sernment station
keeps a log because it is a necessity. Amateurs keep a log because of the readsreference value in proving records and because of the pleasant -recollections and associations that come from res reurng the history of friendly radio contacts and srom dis
playing the record of the accomplishments
of the station to interested
isitors and
friends. So by all means plan to start a log
at the same time you start operating he
station.
There are as many differ ent kinds of logs
as there are stations. Station owners all
hase opinions on the form that the log
should take. The more elaborate the log is
the more time, car e, and pains are cequir.d
in keeping it. The salue of the log does not
increase as raindls as the work of entering
details mounts. Therefore, the simple log
is best as we will get the biggest retura
from the time spent in keeping it up-to-dat(
A loose-leaf notebook often proves useful
in making our log
The sheets can be renewed each month and those used can be
taken out and filM away with the cards and
station recor(is. A stenographer's ordinary
notebook costing from ten to thirty cents
and about 4'2" by Su", takes little space on
the operating table and also makes a good
log book.
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Figure 1 shows a sample page in such a
log book. A dozen pages may be ruled in
ads ance with vertical lines.
In the first
column the DATE and TIME are noted. In
the second column the calls of stations
worked, heard, and called are put doss n. A
circle, parentheses. or a line drawn under
the call can indicate whether a station was
worked, heard or called, or simply heard
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A special designating sign or abbreviations
before or after the call letters can show this
infoi matron.
DAIL.
LS

e

.% PRIL 10, 1927

( ALL!. I)

Pm

CQ

A log is of great value in a number of
ways. A comparison of the opetating results obtained with diffetent apparatus in
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LOG OF STATION

\

1.4o

FIGURE 2

I_

Figute 2 shows a mote standardized ;min
of log. The date is usually placed at the
top in the Lenten; the time is put in the fast
column at the left; the next two columns
show the called and calling stations. In an
additional column is placed an "X" when a
station es called. If communication is established, a urde es placed around the " X".
Still anothei column may be added for
"Remarks". A, B, C, or D are often used to
indicate the 150-200, 75-85, 40, or 20 mete).
band. The letter can show which waselength band or secondary coil was used.
Aftei this letter follows the condenser setting, " B-28" showing that 8BRC was using
the 80- meter wavelength-bênd and that the
tuner condenser setting was on 28 degrees.
At the end of the line the time of tiansnies-
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A smutc form of log is shown abote. 1I% hat 14 north
doing ot worth retording
iht simpler the lorm IN
the more of us tan use it adtantagtoush.
We ¡amidh
offer thts form as a suggestion, hoping that NM! EE ill
hnd it worthy of adoption.
Every station should
keep a log of transmissions and stations worked to
that reports retened tan he Nerihed from the log and
to that the retord of message-handling will he a
complete one.

use at different times is valuable. The " DX"
ot ttaffic-handling salue of the NallOUS
wavelengths °vet al,ing distances may be
readily found ! tom the log. The effect of

ill.
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sron may be noted. " is, 2r" can be used to
mean that one message was sent and two ieceised from 8BRC.
Figure 3 shaws a sety detailed log which
really gis es a lot of infotmation but YY hi( h
is somewhat harder to keep in good shape.
W, H and C ate used foi " IA orked",
"heard" and " called". A bai under the
"R" in " RAC" may show that the note is
well- rectified and fairly smooth.
A line
under the " AC" can indicate that the ripple
is pionounced
Plenty of Infoimation well
be available for stations wanting infotmation when such a log is kept, no mattet
how late a date the iequest foe Info' mation
is received.
A.N•omEAR

•• l• m •
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weather m tin( of das may also be gulch's
found. Erciy ( hang( made in either the
transmitter or antenna system should bi
noted down in the log, so that iesults may
be compaicd lot dates belote and after the
date when a change was mad:.
No mattet
how ti ivial the change, put it doun in the
log. Remember that only on( change at a
time should be made if the changed results
ale to he attributed to on definite cause.
\Ve hase shown scse Ial types of log sheets
in these pages
There are ads antages and
disadsantages to each
Pelham. ( ettain
ideas fiom difleient log sheets can be embodied in youi own station log. Perhaps
some punted log sheets will be best for
oui worl.
Es el y ieader ss ill wish to stai t
his station tight by making up an individual
station log
The simplet the team of the
log is, the mote of us an use it advantageously. We offer these bums of logs as
suggestions, hoping th It sou will find them
worthy of adoption. Keep a station log!!!

IHa RE 1

In Figuies 4and 5aie shown some printed
log sheets that ate teady foi use and in
quite convenient form. The log sheet shown
in Fig. 5 is stocked at A.R R L Headquatters simply for the convenience of League
members.

WORD LIS I IOR 1( CURA II IRANSMISSION or
Si P % It XII, ( % II It(
RS

When sending messages « mtaineng radio
calls ot initials that ate likely to be confused
and where eirors must be as oided, the calls
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or initials should be thiown into the follow mg code words:
N NAN
O OBOE
P PUP
Q QUACK
R ROT
S SAIL
T TARE
U UNIT
✓ VICE
W
WATCH
X :XRAY
Y *iOKE
Z ZED

A ABLE
B BOY
C CAST
D DOG
E EASY
F FOX
G GEORGE
H HAVE
I ITEM
J JIG
K KING
L LOVE
M MIKE

EXAMPLE: 1BCG is sent as " ONE BOY
CAST GEORGE" but put back into the fist
form by the operator mho deliveis the
message.
A somem hat different list can be obtained
from the local Western Union telegraph
office and posted beside the telephone to use
when
telephoning
messages
containing
initials and difficult words
The aboNe
was made up of short words to save time in
radio transmission while insuung acculacy
The W. U. list is best foi voice work ( 1adiophone, telephone or dictaphone) as the
wolds ale selected to catty the pi opei
sounds best while delivering messages by
phone.

TI

1HI •••3

Sometimes parts of a message are not
received correctly. In that case the Intelrogation (.. — — ..) is used between the
last word received coil ectly and the first
word received after the inter ruption. Thcre
is seldom any excuse for repeating the lx hole
message to get a few lost words. The good
operator will ask for what fills he needs,
separating the different sections of the message having missing words by using the
break signal (—
—) between pmts.
Messages are often transmitted as many
as three times at the request of the lecei% ing operator. Failing to make a complete
copy after three attempts, the receiting
operator cancels the message ( QSK) and
the transmitting operator tues to relay the
message thiough another station.
QTA MSG should not be sent unless nearly all the message is lost.
QTA FROM
TO.
is a long way of asking
for fills sometimes heard in commercial
usage. The " interrogation" method is always the best especially when only a few
characters were missed. The figure foul
(4) is a time- saving abbreuation which deserves popularity with traffic men, meaning
"Please start me, where?"

RLLAY PROCEDURE

Let us assume that a station in Hartford,
Conn., receives a message whose destination
is Dallas, Texas. The message is at once
written out on a message blank, filling in
the city and station of ougin, leaving only
the " number", " rec'd", and " sent" spaces
ac ant.
The operator is anxious to get the
message staited. He sits down in front of
the set and listens. He does not hear any
western stations so he decides to give a
directional " CQ" as per A.R.R.L. practise.
He calls, " CQ DALLAS CQ DALLAS CQ
DALLAS u 1MK 1MK 1MK", repeating the
combination three times and ending with
only .—.—.
He listens and hears 9CXX in Cedar
Rapids calling him, " 1MK 1MK 1MK u
9CXX 9CXX 9CXX
Then he answers 9CXX indicating that he
wishes him to take the message for Dallas.
1MK says, "9CXX 9CXX u 1MK R QSR
DALLAS? QRV ? K."
After 9CXX hie, given him the signal to
go ahead the message is transmitted, inserting the " number" in its proper place, and
assigning the next number indicated on the
"number sheet". The message is sent in
A.R R.L. sequence.
insg tin Hai tfoid Conn 1MK ?LP 247
Nor 11 ch 21
,. To Mr Flank M Coil( ft Radio
.5ZC 25'15 Catherine Street Dallas Texas
Communuations Department sup plu sand nu '
Ow> ship lust arc going tomcod
today please send your ueartion to general
numb()
372
oui (only file
sig
Houghton .—.—. 1MK —.—"
9CXX acknowledges the message like
this: " 1MK u 9CXX Nr 247 R K."
Never
should a single " R" be sent unless the whole
message has been correctly received.
The operator at 1MK now writes in the
number of the message, scratches off number 247 on the " number sheet", putting
"9CXX" after that number, and in the
"sent" space at the bottom of the message
blank he notes the call of the Cedar Rapids
station, the date, time, and his own personal
"sine". At the same time he concludes
with 9CXX something like this: " R QRU 73
ES GB ...—.— 1MK", meaning, " All received OK, Ihave nothing more for you, see
you again, no more now, best regards and
good-bye, I am through with you and shall
at once listen for other stations who may
wish to call me. 1MK is now signing off."
9CXX will come back with " I R GB AR
9CXX," meaning " Iunderstand, received you OK, good-bye, I am through."
Then he will listen a few minutes to see if
anyone is calling him. He will listen pit

OPERATING A STATION

ticularly for the Texas stations and try to
put the message through to 5ZC or a neighboring station. If he does not hear someone calling him, he will listen for Texas stations and call them.
OPERATING HIN Is
Listen carefully for several minutes before you use the transmitter to get an idea
of what stations ale working. This will
help in placing messages nil( le they belong
Use abbreviations in operating consersations. This saves time and cuts down unnecessary inter term e.
Stand by ( QRX) when asked to bs another station who is }rasing difficulty ss orkmg through your interference. It is equally
courteous to shift wavelength ( QSY) to a
point vs heie no interference ss ill be caused.
Sometimes a change in wasclength will help
the station you are working to get your
message through inteifeience
Accurate
wavemeters at both stations will make this
change speedy and the contact suie.
Report your messages to the local traffic
official every month ON TIME. Otherwise
you cannot expect a report to reach QST.
Reports sent to Headquarter, are iouted
back to the local officials who make up the
monthly'.report.
Don't tell a fellow his signals are R8
when you can just hear him.
Don't say " QRM" or " QRN" when
ou
mean " QRS".
Don't acknowledge any message until you
have receised it COMPLETELY.
Don't CQ unless there is definite mason
for so doing. When sending CQ, use judgment. Sign your call three times for ea h
three CQs.
Abbreviated standard procedure desc rs es
a word in the interest of bi es ity on the air.
If you hear some old timers using it you
will understand what is meant by reading
the following paragraph
In handling lots
of messages with a number of scheduled
stations, most traffic can be dear cd bs holding all stations to 15- minute schedules Several schedules should be arranged in onsecutive ()idol
To get seseral messwes
through in 15 minutes isn't an easy job but
abbreviated piactises help to cut down unnecessary transmission
1AUF u 1BMS P meaning paid, petsonal
or private mes.age ( adopted from ( enimerdal procedure) is much quaker than
HR MSG added to a call. N QSIT is shoite
than QRIT CU NEXT SKED
Instead of
using the completely spelled out rileambl
HR MSG FM AUGUSTA 1\1 \ INE 1BIG NR
156 OCTOBER 13 CK 11 TO etc ti ansmission can be saved by using RDO ‘ UGUSTA
ME 1BIG 156 OCT 11 11 TO etc
Still on,
mole thing that consei ses operating time is
the cultisation of the operating practise or
writing down 156 lUE 615P 11 13 26 with
the free hand during the stuffing of the next
message. It is hard to do at first, but all
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these little points added together make the
total time saved on a message mean something.
Of course only stations handling
many messages regularly need to think of
abbres iations to this extent. If one follow.,
standard practises, he is most sure of being
understood and it is not necessary to waste
time in explaining too-abbiesiated messages
in detail. Make it a rule not to abbresiate
unnecessai ilv when \sulking an altogether
unknown station.
Bc courteous over the air. Offer suggestions for impiosing the other fellow's note
or operating methods. Expect and ask for
similar suggestions without expecting any
praise
Constiuctise things can be said
without being disagreeable or setting one'.
self up as a paragon. Be tr uthful but tactful.
C % LI

BOOKS

One useful addition to every station is a
good call book. When stations are heard or
winked, the first thing that interests us is
the location. If we have messages to be
handled, it is absolutely necessary that we
Know the location of stations that 'tse hear
so that we may route our messages correctly.
Seseral call bool.s aie asailable for small
sums of money. Hors esei. no call books are
es er quite up-to-date because new stations
are continually coming on the an and old
stations occasionally drop out of existence
and some changes hase taken place in just
the short time while an up-to-date list of
calls is Ix mg set in type by the printer.
"Amateur Radio Stations of the United
States" contains a list of the licensed amateur radio stations of this country. Experimental station oi " X" calls are also listed.
This may be obtained for 25e ( not in
stamps) fr om Superintendent of Documents,
Gov( inment Pi nit mg Office, Washington,
D. C The yearly June edition is usually
available about October first.
"Commeicial Radio 'stations of the United
States" gises lists of the se-iious commereial stations together with iris al and govci nment lic ens( d calls
This public stroll
may be obtam«1 fri 15c ( not in stamps)
hom Sumn mtendent of Dccumnnts, Government Printing Office. Washington, D. C
A complete list of Canadian amateur station calls can be obtained for twenty-five
nt., from the D rai tire nt of Marine and
Fisheries. Ottass a. Canada.
"The Citiiens' Radio Call Book" ( Amateur Edit o) ni ti lx obtained for 75c from
The Citize os' Radio Sers ice Bureau, Chicago Ill
It coot tins the cills and addies,ns
of in ins high- pow ei longve<'‘
for eign and
U. S cemmei ' al st dions rho handle transocean tiaffie.
In addition it lists some ama te urs, shin calls, and shot estations handling
ship traffie. This publication is for sale on
many newsstands also.
0

CHAPTER XII

The Experimenter

W

.: HAVE mentioned thu experimentei inlet:1y. \\, hen the station
is first built it may be desnable to
make some simple experiments or
to do a bit of systematic adjusting
This
is so that oui tiansmittei can optiate at
gieatest efficiency and eflecti‘eness
Sometimes alt ci the station has been built new
ideas will need to be moiked out experimentally
Many new and valuable discovenes hay e been made by the expelimenter
It is this energetic individual who has advanced the radio game to the stage where
we find it today.
For most of us constant experimenting 1..
out of the question
We can build a good
station at a very ieasonable cost. There • s
nothing expensive or complicated about our
undertaking
Only those of us fortunately
endowed with wealth can purchase all the
instruments we would like to have for advanced experimenting. Not all of us have
either time or money to spend in a laboratory, let alone both
Sonic of us can learn
valuable things fiorn making the most of
the expeiimental facilities at hand
These
men belong to the " Experimenter's Section '
Radio measurements ate Yet v interesting
to the expciimenter
Only by comparing a
huge number of measurements on a certain
genei al pi oblem can cCl tain conclusions and
predictions be made
A set of figui es about
a certain antenna In oyes nothing in general
about antennas
Measmernents made on
hundreds of antennas which show similarities make it possible to make useful deductions from the evidence.
In changing things expei ' mentally one
must always be sure to make just one
change at a time
A caieful record of the
changes and the results of each change
should be kept if oui " exneilmenting" is to
be good for anything
The most common
mistake of the beginner is to draw conclusions fiorn insufficient evidence
Just as certain tools are needed for station-building, the experimenter must have
a few good instruments
Pencil and paner
a decently accurate waYeincter, some fixed
.ondensers of known cananfl.a.variablecalibrated condenser, some fixed known resistances, some iesistance wiie, a tesistance
box if it can be affoided a sensitive galvanometer, D. C millmmetei. voltmeter
with ammeter shunts. and a theimocouple
sensitive to small radio-fieouency currents
make a pretty complete outfit. The first

items in the hst aie most important
As
many good motels should be added as one
can afford.
0I ,11 INI'S

Before tackling any problem, it should be
outlined on papei
The experimentei always works from what is known to what . s
unknown
The outline should give ( 1) a
statement of the pioblem, ( 2) a suggestion
of all possible solutions, ( 3) the logical
and most piobable solution in detail, and ( 4)
the proceduie foi tiial and solution of the
pi oblem
Analy , is of a pioblem is simply the dividing of it into a numbei of pieces so small
that we can grasp and handle each one without difficulty. In mapping out the attack
on something we want to find out, it is well
to split it into a number of sections that can
be consideied sepal ately.
Next to outlines, lecords of what is done
e most impoitant
Readings of the
metei s should be iccoided foi each change
that is made.
RI PORI S

1ftei the pioblern has been inyestigated,
a few notes on the iesults can be made
If
we are going to piesent the iesults to someone else foi discussion oi mloimation. the\
should be miitten U mme fully. A complete iepoit may have several paits ( 1)
intioduction stating the problem; ( 2) summary of the work of others; ( 3) description
of appaiatus used, ( 4) the method of investigation; ( 5) data taken; ( 6) results
shown by data; ( 7) conclusions that can be
made; ( 8) summaiy, ( if the ieport is a long
one).

1The Experimenter and the
"X" Section
By Robert S. Kruse, Technical Editor
of QST
Did you ever get sick of some radio question and say' " By Gem ge. Iam going to hunt
up someone that will moils with me and find
out the truth about this thing!"?
If so. t
hen you aie the sort of man the
"X" Seetion was made for. There are many

THE EXPERIMENTER

others like you and it is the business of the
Section to bring you togethei, to suggest
things that need doing, to help you with
you' own pioblems and finally to Win the
tesults °vet to the Radio Amateur thiu the
columns of oui magazine.
1HE IINKERLK

Of course, all that is true only if you don't
happen to piefer tinkering to experimenting.
To show just what Imean by that, let us
suppose that a tinkerer and an experimentel
stait out to test two antennas for 40-metel
work at a certain station.
The tinkeiei works the fist antenna foi
three nights, calling different people and
asking them " How do Icome in?" He may
even disgrace himself by long " CQ" calls
Evciy once in a while he monkeys with the
adjustments of the sending cet
On the
fouith day he changes antennas—and at
about the same time the weather changes.
He gets back on the same wa\elength ( almost) and gets something like the same
power into the tubes but makes a cateless
job of the adjustments and tuns his tubes
a bit hotter than befoi e. Then he staits
in working stations and it is almost coital!)
that he doesn't \yolk the same ones as beThe whole mess does not woik out
foie
well and he is suie that the new antenna is
"the bunk".
When his report ( aids come
along he cannot foi the life of him remember which adjustment he was using on the
13th when he happened to be heaid by that
Aft ican station.
IHI

L\

RIMFN IER

Now the expel imentei starts out by makmg caieful notes on his ougmal adjustments belote he changes a single thing. It
possible he measures the antenna resistance
to make suie that he knows what pouci is
going into it
Then he picks a few reliable
stations and alianges to lime them test with
him now —and again a bit later when he
changes antennas. Then he changes to the
new antenna—adjusts carefully to the same
wa\ el ngth, makes cat ful adjustment of
lb! s ‘ncling set with about the srnin pow ,ei
into the antenna (not th( sa ou cioi(nt but
the saint powei) and puts down every clip
position and eveiy mete' leading. He tues
this new combination on his stations and
finds that the results are very much pootei.
Does thnt snttIP it'
I should say not'
You see, the weather has changed and he
has noticed it. Therefore he tiles antenna
No. 1 again and finally tiles antenna No. 2
again
In the end he finds that antenna No
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2 is much the bettet
to find out \\ HY.
IS 11

and then he starts in

V‘ 01(111

WHILI '

Is experimenting woith while? That de
pends entirely on you. If you want to find
out for youlacif, then the only plausible
thing you can do is to expeliment.
01
comse if you ate satisfied with an opinion
it is all light to guess at it—or to ask QSI'
if anyone else has done the job.
Natutally you can't ti', e\elything foi
youtself—one does not haie all the money
in the would and one does not hie foievel
Besides that, some things can be deeided
best by s,ientists and engine( is—not by
amatetn s On the other hand the engmeeis
ale sometimes wtong
Besides that there
are some things that are not yet decided and
that amateurs can hclp to find out.
Of
oui se one man seldom settles anything, but
it is enough satisfaction to help start the
thing off. That is the only way humanity
c er gets ahead— each man builds on the
moth of the last man.
Many things can be done by one man
alone—but it is a lonesome business. Other
jobs cannot be done at all without help or
without checking with someone else's results. As often as not the results do not
agree and then one stmt., out to find still
molt new things 13\ finding out why things
didn't check.
Ve i', well, that is what the Experimentti's Section is for -- to help you with your
poLlem if we can oi to find someone else
who may be able to help you or at least to
work with you
If something good comes
out of the work we aie certainly going to
want a chance to « insider it for QST, but
that is not the main idea.
Thele ale no nu mbeishm requirements
except
Intel est
in
expel ' mental
radio
Theie is a pi obi( m list but it is only a suggestion and ant one is mote than welcome to
moik on other things too. Evely man enlolled gets a list of the other men mmking
at the saine thing so that he can write
them
Among the things that are now being
clone is the wilting of outlines for doing
all the pioblems which ale on the regular
list
In addition to this the Information
Ser% ice helps the E\peumenter when possible
To loin the Expeinnentn's Section is
simple enough
just -And a letter ( please
not a postal card) to " Exnetimenter's Section. Amelican Radio Rela\ league. 1711
Pith Stteet, Haitfoid, Conn • and say " I
'ch to join the X Section " The blanks
will then be sent, together with the problem lists.

Appendix
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Letter or
Figuie Symbol
A

C

D

— • •
-

11

. N
0

U
V
X
Y

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

• • • •

8
Period (.)

l'IN

NI

CODL

Phonctic
Dit dal):
Dan dit dit dit
Dai rdit dal' dit
Dan dit dit
Dit
Dit dit dan. dtt
Dair dan. dit
Dit dit dit dit
Dit dit
Dit (lait (lait dai
Dair dit dan
Dit dan dit dit
Dair clair
Dair dit
Dair dair dan
Dit clair clair dit
Dan darr dit dal
Dit dair dit
Dit dit dit
Dan
Dit dit darr
Dit dit dit darr
Dit dan clair
Dan dit dit dan
Dair dit dan dair
Dati datr dit dit
Dit dan dan dan dan
Dit dit dan dal!' dai t
Dit (lit dit dart dan
Dit (lit dit dit dan
Dit (lit dit dit dit
Dan dit dit dit dit
Dair dam rdit dit dit
Dai tdan dan (ln dit
Dan dan dan dan dit
Dan dan (lait dan darr
Dit (
lit (lit (lit (lit dit

Question ( 9 )
••---••

Dit dit dan dan did dit

Break ( double
dash) (=)
—

Dai t (lit dit (lit dal r

E x ( lamation
(!)
— —..--

Dal t (lai i ( lit (lit datt dan

Received
(O.K.)
Bar Indu at tog
Fraction
(Oblique
stroke)

Wait . -...

Dit darr dit dit dit

Comma (,)
. —.--

Dit clair dit darr dit darr

Colon (•)

Dan dau darr dit dit dit

Semicolon (;)

Dan dit darr dit dart (lit

Quotes (" ")
. Dit (lait dit dit dart dit
Pat enth( sis
( )
— • — — • —
Attention Call
to precede
evei w transmission
End of each
message
(cross)

D211 dit (lait clair dit darr

l)ai

Dit (lair dit darr dit

Tiansmission
finished ( end
of vvotl.)
•

•

•

-

•

tdit ( lit dair dit darr

-

Invitation
to
transmit ( go
ahead)

(lit dal rdit dal r

Dati dit clair

A dash is cqual to thiee dots.
The space between parts of the same
letter 1
, equal to one dot
The space between two letters is equal to
three dots.
The space betweEn two mords is equal to
fi‘e dots.
IORE IGN ii

Dit (lai r (lit

A ( German)
o
A or A ( SpanishSc andinas ian)
CH ( G et ma nSpanish)

Dan dit dit clair dit

ri

RS

Dit darr dit darr

Dit darr darr dit dan

Darr dart darr darr
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É ( French)
• • — • •

Dit dit (lair dit dit

ixI ( Spanish)
— — . — —
0 ( German)

Darr darr dit darr dan
Dar r(lair (lair dit

U ( German)
—

Dit dit (lair dat

HAM ABBREVIATIONS

AA
AB
ABL
ABT
AC
ACCT
ACCW

ADS-ADSD
AER
AGN
AHD
AMP
AMT
ANI
ANT
ARL
ART
AST
AUD
AUSSIE
B4
BCL
BD
BI
BK
BKG
BLV
BN
BND
BPL
BTR
BUG

All after
All before
Able
About
Alternating Current
Account
Alternating current C 1À ( Not
rectified before application
to plate circuit of transmitting tubes)
Address-addressed
Aerial
Again
Ahead
Ampere
Amount
Any
Antenna
Aerial
All right
Atlantic Standard Time ( 1
hour later than EST
Audible, audibility
Australian amateur
Be
Before
Broadcast li ,tener
Bad
By
Break, back
Bookkeeping, breaking
Beliese
Been
Bound
Brass Pounders' League
Better
Vrbroplex key, amateur radio
"fever"
See

CANS
CHGS
CK
CKS
CKT
CL-CLG-CLD
CM
CN
CNT
COND
CONGRATS
CP-CPSE
CRD
CST
CUD-CD
CUL
CUM
CW
CV
Dk
DC
DFS
DH
DLD-DLVD
DLY
DN
DNT
DPR
DSTN
DSTC
DUPE
DX
ERE
EM
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Phones
Charges
Check
Chokes, circuits
CI! curt
Communications Manager
Can
Can't, cannot
Condenser, condition
Congratulations
Counterpoise
Card
Central Standard Time
Could
See you later
Come
Continuous was e
Copy
Day
Direct current
Disregard former servi( e
Dead head, sers ice messago
Delis er ed
Delis ery
Done, dow a
Do not, don't
Day Press Rate
Destination
Delis ered subject to correction
Duplicate
Distance
Here
Them
And

EST
EVBDI
E‘ Y
EZ
FB
FIL
FLD-FLT
FM
FONES
FR
FREQ
GA
GB
GBA
GE
GEN
GES

Filed, filing time
From
Telephones
For
Frequency-frequently
Go ahead
Good-bye
Give better address
Good es ening
Generator
Guess

GG

Going

Eastern Standard Time
Es erybody
Es ery
Easy
Fine business, excellent
Filament

GM

Good morning

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

19,

Till' I;

DIO \

FUE'S Il \ DEOCK

OFS
OM
00
OPN
OP-OPR
ORS
OSC
OT

MA
MAN!
MG
MGR
MILS
MI
MIN
MIM
MUM
MK
MO
MSG
MSGS
MST
MTR
ND
NG
NIL
NITE
NM
NO
NPR
NR
NSA
NT
NTG
NW

Gone, good night
Ground
Get quick answer
GIN e some address
Good
Give-giving
Hurry answer
Amateur, brass- pounder
Had, head
Laughter, high
Here, hear
Heard
Have
HeaN y
How, hot wire, herewith
Hot wire meter
1 understand
Interrupted continuous waNe
Input
Important
Know
"Lid", a poor operator, long
distance
Light
Later, letter
Low
Milliampere
Many
Motor-generator
Manager
Milli-amperes
My
Minute
Exclamation
Mighty
Make
Month, master oscillator
Message
Messages
Mountain Standard Time
Meter
Nothing doing
No good
Nothing
Night
No more
Know
Night Press Rate
Number, neat, no recoid
No such address
Not
Nothing
Now

SINK
SITE
SKED
SORRI-SRI
SPK
SUM
S \C
TC
TFC
TKS-TNX
TNG

Office
Old man
Official Obseil,et
Opel ation
Operator
Official Relay Station
Oscillate, oscillations
Oscillation transformer, old
timer
Old woman
Pi imary
Please
Pacific Standard Time
Point
Poor operator, lid
Poor
Power
Press ( news)
Are, all right, O K
Rectified alternating current
Re(eived
Receiver
Radio
Reads
Resistance
Rheostat
Radio Inspector
Write, right
Route Manager
Repeat, report
Rough
Say
Section Communications
Manager
Second
Said
Says
Should
Signature
Signals
Sign, personal initials, s
nature
Synchronous
Sight
Schedule
Sorry
Spark, speak
Some
Service message
Thermo couple
Traffic
Thanks
Thing

NZ

New Zealand

TM\N

Tomorrow

OB

Old Boy, Official Broad( ast

TR

There, their, position iepott

GN
GND
GQA
GSA
GUD
GV-GVG
HA
HAM
HD
HI
HR
HRD
LIV

HWM
ICW
INPT
1MPT
KNW
LD-LID
LITE
LTR

PRI
PSE
PST
PT
PUNK
PUR
PWR
PX
RAC
RCD
RCVR
RDO
RDS
RES
RHEO
RI
RITE
RM
RPT
RUF
SA
SCM
SEC
SED
SEZ
SHUD
SIG-SG
SIGS
SINE
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TRI
TRUB
TS
TT
U
UNDLD
UNKN
UR
URS
V
VAR
VC
VT
VY
WA
WB
WD
WDS
WN-WEN
WI-W ID
WK
WKD
WKG
WL
WN
WO
WT
WUD
V-Vv L
WX
XMTR
XCUSE
XPLN
XTRA
)ÉL
YR
ZEDDER
73
88
99
2
2DA
4
8

Try
Trouble
This
The
That
You
Undelivered
Unknown
Your, you're
Yours
Volt
Variable
\amble Condenser
Vacuum tube
Very
Word after
Word before
Word, would
V, ords
M hen
With
Work, weak, week, well-known
orked
Working
Will
W hen
W ho
W hat, wait, watt
Would
W aie, waAelength
Weather
Transmitter
Excuse
Explain
Extra
Young lady
Your
New Zealander
Best regards
Lose and kisses
Keep out
Two, to, too
To-day
Please start me, where", for,
four
Eight, ate

These abbrmations are used together
with many other abbreviated umds, usually
composed ' on the spur of the moment".
Study of abbrmiations brings to light some
methods that mas be followed in coining abbi
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1 A method much used in formulating
abbreviations of shoit welds is to gne the
first and last lettei s on1%, eliminating all
Intel mediate letters in the word.
Examples Now, nu; che k, ck; would,
wd.
2 Another method uses consonants only,
eliminating all N. nuels in the mold
Example Utter, ; bound, bnd; message, msg; ieceised, ltd.
.1
A thud method consists of using
phonetic spelling.
Examples Some, sum; good, gud; sass,
se?; night, nite
1 Replacing pints of a vi old
ith the
tt ,i" X" is a method occasionally used in
abbimiating.
Examples • Ti ansmittei , xmti; y,eathei,
x; distance, dx, pass. px

SIGNA IS

The IT S NaN al Communication Ai% ue
has a special pai lance ot its ow n. Z signals
hal, mg sirmlai and in some cases neailt
identical meanings to the Q signals ( which
weie authoi ihed foi use in ommeicial \%. 01 1s
by the London
on cation) ale used. A
list
is not presented here as it
is
outside the field of amatetn iacho wmk and
chieth of interest to memix is of the Nasal
Communication Sets ice
The Radio Coi poration of Amenca's hie power stations
handling ( cilium icial messages mei great
distances haie and use a similai set of Z
signals to which diffment special meanings
are assigned.

Q

SIGN % IS

Our list of " Q" signals confoims in the
main to the official inteinational list. The
common usage of a signal in the amateur
fraternity sometimes differs slightly from
the official definition
When this occurs, the
official definition is given fist, and then a
second definition follows and is pieceded by
"(4 R )" to indicate that this definition is
the " amateur ! who" definition.
To indicate which of the " Q" signals the
amateur telegrapher should learn first, tho
most used are induated by asterisks ( t ).
Signals not pi e«ded
asterisks are rarels
or nevei used by amateurs
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**QRA?
**QRA
QRAR?
QRAR
QRB?
QRB
QRC?
QRC
QRD?
QRD
QRDD?
QRDD
QRF?
QRF
QRFF?
QRFF
QRG?
QRG
**QRH?
**QRH
QRHH?
QRHH
QRJ?
QRJ
**QRK?
**QRK
*QRL?
*QRL
QRLL?
QRLL
**QRM?
**QRM
**QRN?
**QRN
QRO
QRO
QRP?
QRP
*QRQ?
l`QRQ
QRR
*QRS 9
*QRS
*''QRT?
**QRT
**QRU

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

II hat station is that? ( A.R) What is your address?
This is
( A.R.) My address is
( A R ) Is your call-book address correct?
( A R.) My call-book address is correct.
IN hat is your distance?
My distance is
What is your true bearing?
My true bearing is
Where are you bound for?
I am bound for
( A R ) In what direction are your messages going?
( A R ) M> messages are going ( north, east, south, or west).
Vs here are you bound from?
Iam bound from
( A R.) From what station did you receive message Nr
?
( A R ) Message Nr
was received from
NI hat line do you belong to 9
I belong to theline
IN hat is your waselength in meters?
My was elength is
meters
( A R ) %% hat tune shall I adjust for?
( A R ) Adjust to ieceive on
meters.
How many words have you to send?
Ihave
words to send
How do you receise me? ( A R ) How are my signals?
I am receiving well. (A R.) Your signals are good.
Ate > ou remising badly? Shall I send - 20 times for adjustment?
Iam receiving badly
Please send - 20 times for adjustment.
( k R ) May Itest for
minutes?
( A R ) Permission to test granted.
Are > ou being interfered with'
Iam being interfered with
Are atmospherics (static) strong?
Atmosphelics are Nery strong
Shall Iincrease power?
Increase power
Shall Idecrease power?
Decrease pow ei
Shall Isend faster?
Send faster
Official A R R L " land SOS" for emergency mils only.
Shall Isend slower?
Send slow er
Shall Istop sending?
Stop sending.
Ihase nothing for you.
Are you ready ?
**QRV
Iam leady
All right now.
*QRII? % re > ou bu» 9
*QRI%
Iam busy
Please do not interfere.
**QRX 9
Shall Istand by?
**QRX
Stand by, I will call > ou when required ( A R ) Stand by for
Example " QRX 3 min" meaning " Stand by for 3 minutes"
QRI ?
I% hen will Iemy turn?
OA
Your turn will be No.
**QRz i
Are m> signals weak?
**QRz
Your signals are weak.
**QSA
Aie m> signals strong'
**QSA
Iour signals are strong
**QSB?
Is m> tone bad' ( A R ) How is my tone?
**QSB
Iour tone is bad. ( A.R) Iour tone is
**QSC 9
Is my spacing bad' (,‘ R ) Is my Morse (sending) bad?
Your spacing is bad ( k R ) Your Morse is had.
QSD? %% hat is sour time/
QSD
My time is
QSF?
Is transmission to be in alternate order or in series?
QSF
Transmission will he in alternate order
QSG
Transmission will be in series of 5 mcssages ( A R, followed by a numbei.)
Transmission will be in series of
messages.

APPENDIX

QSH
QS.J?
QSJ
**QSK?
**QSK
**QSL?
**QSL
*QSLL
QSM?
QSM
QSN?
QSN
**QSO?
**QS()
*QSP?
*QSP
*QSQ?
*QSQ
**QSR?
**QsR
*QSRM?
*QSRM
**QSS?
**QSS
**QSSS?
**QSSS
**QST?
**QST
*QSU?
*QSU
*QSUF
QSV?
QSV
QSW?
QSW
QSX?
QSX
**QSY?
**Qsy
**QSYI
QSYU
**QSZ?
**QSZ
*QSZ MSG
**QTA
*QTB
*QTB
**QTC?
**QTC
QTE?
QTE
QTF?
QTF
QTZ?
QTZ
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Transmission will be in series of 10 messages.
What rate shall Icollect for?
Collect
for
Is the last radiogram cancelled?
The last radiogram is cancelled
Did you get my receipt? ( A.R.) Will you acknowledge?
Please acknowledge ( A R) Please mail me confirmation of this transmission
(A.R) Please acknowledge my signals by card
I will return the favor.
What is your true course?
My true course is
degrees.
Are you in communication with land?
Iam not in communication with land.
Are you in communication with any ship or station? ( A R ) Can you get
in communication with
soon?
I am in communication with
through
(
A.R.) I am
in communication with
Shall Iinform
that you are calling him?
Inform
that Iam calling him.
Is
calling me?
You are being called by
Will you forward the radiogram?
Iwill forward the radiogram
(A R ) V. ill you forward message Nr.
by mail if you cannot
relay by radio at once?
(A.R) Iwill forward message Nr
by mail if Ifail to relay by
radio within 12 hours
(A R ) Are my signals fading?
(A R ) Your signals are fading
(A R ) Are my signals swinging?
(A R ) Your signals are swinging.
Have you received the general call?
General call to all stations.
o'clock).
Please call me when you have finished ( or at
o'clock).
Iwill call you when I hase finished ( or at
(A R.) Please call me by wire telephone at once
Is public correspondence being handled?
Public correspondence is being handled.
Shall Iincrease my spark frequeneN ?
Increase your spark frequency
Shall Idecrease my spark frequency'
Decrease your spark frequency
Shall Isend on a wavelength of
meters?
Let us change to the wavelength of
meter,
(A R ) Ishall shift my transmitting wavelength to
meters.
(A R ) Please shift your transmitting wave to
meters.
Do you wish me to send each word twice?
Send each word twice
I have difficulty in receiving you
(A R ) Please send each message twice, " words once," as I have difficulty
in recen ing you.
Repeat the last radiogram
Are you in accord with my check? Please repeat first letter or figure of each
counted word.
I am not in accord with you in your stitement o the number of words
repeat the first letter or figure of each counted word
Have you anything to transmit? ( A R ) Have you anything for me?
I hase something to transmit ( A R ) I have something for you.
What is my true bearing?
Your true bearing is
degt E.'S from
What is my position?
Your po,ition is
latitude and
(A R ) Are you using. crystal control?
(A.R.) I am using crystal control.

longitu le.

I
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IN IIRNA IIONAI

INTI RME DI All Is

Imateuis in mans foieign lands ale
ttansmnting. To identity the nationality of
the sending station, ceitain nit( imediate
signals 'itie de‘ised lit, the Intel national
Amateui Radio Union and aie in gencial
use throughout the noild
These intcimediates ieplace the usual " de" which was
tormei4 plated betneen the call of the
calling station and thc call of the called station. The inteinational Intel mediate as non
used consists of, fist, the inteimethate ol
the ralkd country, and second, the intermediate of the calling country.
Example Biazilian lAC is calling United
States 6CGW. The call is scnt like this
6CGW 6CGW 6CGW flush lAC lAC 14C
In ansuei mg 6CGW sends lAC lAC lAC
shun 6CGW 6CGW 6CGW.
When tno stations in the same counti\
aie alling oi working tog( ther, the intermediate is givm orib once
U.S. 2DD calls
U S. 54KP likc this 5AKP 5AKP 5AKP
nu 2DD 2DD 2DD.
The intetnational Intemediates
El ROPE
IA Austi
LB
ii I,ium
I ( ( tcehoslo‘aki
FI)
Denm ark and I not lil
F 1 Spain and Andhra.' a
I Iranee and Mot a
Crcat Bait tin and Not the an iii land
H sa ale ti and
Italy
E tam° SI is la
Is
C.a. amat
I Not)) is spit/he a
ail Itis
lo aI I and
M
S1
A 1111 n
N '1ht Na the rl ands
0
Dish Itie SI ata
P ii,itii al Mada lad Id
and th .,., it •
Q - liul tot
Rouni an,
Is s onu ii inland t
I'
Poland Tsthom t I its at (-out IInd al 1 fitu an]
IJ
USSR( Russia 1, inc liitIui.. Uka une
V- Alban'
IN
Hun eits
Tuse mbut
11 ( dew
/ Zone 01 the Ste tits
1SI t
Arabia
A li--Afgh an , tan
M - ( hula
ime Iodine
1ri its
1aats
11•1ne hut ii Mon,_01 t and Idiet
AD
Mien
AI:
Siam
-Prench IndoChula
1(e-- Georgia Armenia and 1 cab ai an

inclu

Al—India ( an IB alua hi-tan) and Goa
AI
Japan anal Chosen thou a)
AK
Unassigned
AT
assizned)
AM
fada rit, al M 1i is 1s1 ales ( a atli Straits &Atli
no nt..)
1N
Nepal
A() () man
AP - - Palestine
4(/ - Iraq ( Mesopot amia)
1R ', cm
Siberi t in, iu.Iuuug '( entaal Asia"
11
nuke),
(Una signed)

A% - Unassuouell
AN - I nassigne al t
I nassaa au t
Al ( 51n us
1/
Pa esi
NORTH AMERICA
N. 1 kt
NB
lit muda Id
N ( ( an add Ne se foundland and Labrador
1)—Donut s an Re nubile
Si - ( Un assagna al)
Ni'- - Bah ama
N(. - (maternal.,
NII - Hominids
Ni
hut and
NJ— Jam
NF assigna
\ I - Iass i Antilles
\ 11
Ali sii
\ N N it at lam
No
lit dash Honduras
•
Iin to Rua, and
Ids
NO ( ul. t and Isle of Pines
N It ( ost t Ru
Ns
Sale idol
NT
Haiti
\ r I lilt, il States 01 '
to u tit
NV ( In assigned I
NVt
I assicau all
N1
(. iiiitt and
NS
HI am
NZ
an al /one
SOI 1IT AMERICA
s 1-- Ai
ntin
sii--Bt aid 'I
and St Paul Id
SC - Chile
•
-Duti h (email
Si
Icii din and (nil ell 11,0 •% r(hIPE aeo
sr Iri ni h Guiana
a-cua‘
SIL - British Guinn
Si-- It, assign, di
•
iUn issigna 111
sh
I ilkl and lais anal I alklanal lie lit nil( tui it"SI
C0101111,1.1
sM - U n assi
d
vision itt
sO
Rol, ii
Si'
Pi to
ri assigned t
1' n assic.n«I
n assoen eo
Siiiinassignedt
Sit
Ur ii . 11 us
s1 - 1. ro oe Ii at al It not ail
n issr malt
s1
LUn assign, al)
S‘ ( Uri ussignedl
s/
U r isizne - It
AI RIC
1- Ain ssinta
ii-• Mad lease ar Reunion Id
Comoro Id
eta
(Rel ci art ( one° Ru anal
Ulundi
1)- An,ail tand h amid
Iarc til
I - run, h Vitt Atria t Including Ia nch soda,'
Maur- dam t Se local
IIf each (01 10(a
hors
foast Upper S olta Dahome), (
er of
tha NliCE I Prench Togol and etc
IC. —Cambia
IH —Italian Som daland
il - Italian Ialma ( Tripolatama and ( Sri !mica t
I T - Somaldelad Protectorate anti Socotra
1Is -- Ken) a Zan/Thar Protectorate
U •••anda
Angler(ccptian Sudan and Taneatnik tTerriton
II - L be rt,,
IM-- Tunisia Al arta Mmocio ( inc hiding the Span, h
lone) 'Iown'.
IN—Nirelia
I() - I.' mein of South 1fru a Northern and South. rti
Rhodesia
Bcc ho malarial
Proto ( orate
and
Smithy', st Arm
II Port igause ( none tand Cape A urde IIs
1Q--1 la ni ti Einiatorial Atria a and
ame roams
IR Rio di Oro and ad lac( nt Spanish Zones Ifni
and Canan Ids
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S---.Sierra Leone
1 - Eritna
U - Rio Mont 1,qt
Gunn a and Iel nando l'o
V-1 rent h sornahland
NN
Gold tot t Iolm s
sish inti
Northr in 'ittli
toll,. and British 'Iinarland
X Sesi hi II. Orin uni ni ir
Y— ( Unassir ni d
Z---Nlo/ambique
OCEANIA
OA —Austialia rand 1asmanla
OD—Dutch I 1st Indus.

on—Melan(sia

OH—Ham anan Ids
DI—Micron( sta.
00
Pois ncsirt •
OP — Philippini Ids
OZ —New Zi alind
Io he truth r profit , mil
IsHIP

w hi n
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11.11% its

tui

Matt with the gi‘ en coil diametel Using
the o‘t tall length of the toil find a ‘ altu foi
"K"
It the diamt tct )" and the 1ngth
go to the tight ti orn '-) on the dianitt,t
scale
It th' samt hint go " up" horn " 5"
on tin length seal
Not e NO1(1e thc two
lints met t Tin
n « tat " X" between the
lints " 6" and " 7"
We tstimate the ‘¿due
of " K" at 688, and plo«>ed
Assume a hansmitting coil having 10
tutns of it" bias, strip. flatnise wound,
5" diametel ( 635 tin radius), and spaced
1i" between tuins. making the cp, et all
hngth ( nD) 127 tin
635
2
a =.«.
- r 1
ii — 10
h = 127
is about 6SS ( ftom aunt)
(Dia and lc ngth cach ate 5')

i t

srAli0S

Ship station, w th am it, tir tall, will pl ii. in N hi
lot c then usu u nt, rm. di it.
I ,
kust, tir, i si
at sea calling. U S 1NW mould send
11W NUN°
tkA '
hr tupis wool lit,
si k NO \ NI IAN%

L

INDIR IAMA, CALCULI+. IION
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0395 ( 6 .35) 12 7

The lumped Inductan«e of roils rot ti ins
nulling and rem% nu; is fanly eas‘ to cal-

0)'
(1

68S = 5.64 mitt ohernies.

1H1 1 \ D1 il\MI

7/ „

1-1‘111'

licie is an India tame tut ns chatt lot « ils
seNcial diamiteis and spacings. GI\ en
the maximum and minimum tapautarae ot
oui vatiable tuning condenset and a toil
gi‘ en induttan«• we tan leachl> find th
tippet and low et w
ngth ' anger, to winch
the s t will tune, with a shaight-edge
Fria« wound coils ha ‘t lowest dish ibuted

.
6 K .688

tif

.7
i
h
9

2 ,3

4

5

G

LENGTH (INCHES)

FINDING " K"
culate. Using a uay( met( r and a known
rapacztan« we can easily meastne the inon out
ductance of \ anon «) ils to
calculations
.0,395 a n
L =
(for single laei solenoids)
Wheie L is the inductance in mit toheni it s
n is tip, numbei of turns
a is the mean iadius of the coil
(cm.)
b is the length of coil ( cm )
nD
D is the distance between the tenttis
of Imo adjacent tuins
K iw the toil shape facto' d p nil
mg on the latin 2a h ( Ste th t

1111,

iNDic 1N's.( 1

CHART

tapacit\ and ait lit st fin shott-maNt turn]
onsh uc hon.
tesi-tance ot toils woupd with N mow,
sizes of mile and spacings has been quite
thotoughly imestigated
Most of the con
densets en the mailsct ate well d”<agned
and the " losses" that the introduce in the
(laud tan be neglected
A good condens ,
with deent eltch it al and mechanical tc
tut es, used with a sell-huilt coil, will gist
the Icsults that ut want
In genetal, sonn
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fine wire, space-wound, gives a better coil
than heavier wire, tightly wound.
A skeleton coil form is electrically " best".
Coils wound on solid tubing have increased
loss- resistance oser self-supporting coils.
Shellac should be avoided
It causes increased distributed capacitance
Collodion
dissolved in amyl acetate is the best coil
"dope" to use for ptotection against moistuse. Receiving coils of No. 26 or No. 28
wire, space-wound on skeleton fot ms, are
best for the higher frequencies

are known. But one operation is necessary.
No mathematics ate needed. Both micromicrofai ads and microfarads are used in the
capacity scale and both microhenries and
millihenries in the inductance scale. Be
sure you are using the right units.
The chart is used as follows:
A—For mavelength deteiminations.
For IA as elengths tiorn 10 meters to 1000
meters align A A.A. Fix from 1000 to
100,000 align B B.B.
Take a stiaight edge such as a rule or
piece of paper and simply lay it actoss
the three scales so that it intersects
with the two outer scales at known
salues of inductance and capacity. It
will then cut the wavelength scale at
the collect answer.
Example • A citcuit has an inductance
of 250 microhenties and a capacity of
50 "micromicrofarads. The
circuit will then oscillate
at app. 210 meters.

A '1
4
,AVELI N(.1H CHARI

A Wavelength Chart will be found vei y
useful for the determination of v. avelength,
indu- tance or capacity, when any Lwo values

woo

WAVE LENGTH CHART
01

AB

1000

A
1000
900

100,000
90.000

500

005

400

004

800
80,0o0
700 4=70000

300

003

600

60,000

L.,

SOO

50,000

u

400

40, 000

u

300

30,000

k.

200

100 0

002

150.0015

20

001

500
40

20,000

400

30
250

300
250

200

2.00

150

150

¡O

loo

N -4 1

B—Determination of inductance
if capacity and wavelength
are know n.
Example:
The
capacity
used is . 0005 microfarads
and the clicuit is to oscillate at 300 meters. The inductance is then found to be
500 microhenries.
C—Determination of capacity
if the inductance and wavelength are know n .
Example: A coil has an
inductance of 450 microhernies and it is to be used
in a closed tuned circuit
which is to oscillate at 400
meters.
The capacity is
then found to be 97 micromicrofarads.

A
+

e
,
50

0005 \s,

40

0004

30

0003

100-4--10,000
9000
90
8,000
80
70

7,000

GO

G,000

SO

5,000

1--)

20

002

10 — t-- 0001
9
00009
8
.00008
7

00007

6

00006

5

.00005

L 40

4,000

30

3,000

20

2,000

çll

504_50
40 T

k

30

t

000

40

30

20

20

10
9

10
9

7

7

8

10

11131

8

6
5

i

6
5

RLACTIC ATION

When the filament emission of
"XL"- filament tubes becomes reduced ¡ tom many hours of
notmal use or from operation
at excessive plate voltage and
plate current ( this hapnens
most often due to misadjustment or overloading of the
transmitter) it is necessary to
tun the tubes at a higher filament voltage than normal for
some time unth the plate voltage
off and the grid disconnected.
This process tends to bring
active thorium to the surface of
the filament, renewing the available electron supply under operating conditions.

APPENDIX

XL- filament tubes ( having thoriated filaments) must be differentiated nom tubes
having oxide-coated filaments ( Western
Electric) which cannot be reacthated. In
long-continued noimal operation there is a
gradual decrease in the plate cuirent resulting in gradually decreasing output. Tho
old types of tungsten- filament ( bright)
tubes have a more limited emission remaining constant until btu n- out of the filament.
XL- filament tubes may still glow at then
normal dull brilliancy after
ontinued use
and after the electron emission is piactically
zero.
They may be reactivated several
times, doubling or tripling tube life.
Various " reactivators" on the market
differ somewhat as to the flashing Nonage
and time and the subsequent ageing Noltage
and time. Tubes of similar type made by
different concerns also differ somewhat in
filament characteristics. The tubes must
be connected in a cnewt so that the cooking
or ageing process at once follows flashing
While flashing and cooking aie recommended for recening tubes of the XL- type
whose emission has fallen below manufacturer's ratings, cooking for longel periods
(several hours in some cases) without the
flashing process is to be prefer led for transnutting, rectifier and power-amplifier tubes.
%

IIishinz.
1ime

UV- U \ - 19'i
C-C\-299

12

1 ce

Wc-201A-200A-171
CX-301A-300A-371

is

1 sec

UX-210-213,13
CN.-310-11613
UX-213

N.-313

Acting
oit,
1 Mt
1

—

min
min

9

203-A

a `,

15-30 min

(

lí 30 min

1

30 min

The tubes should test up co manufacturer 'sratings after reactivation. The gr id
and plate may be tied together and connected through B-battery. milliammeter and
switch to filament for testing emission. Under these conditions the switch should be
closed very briefly while the emission current is measured. 50-‘olts ( not more) is a
convenient B-value for 3- and 5- volt tubes
With filament noimal at 5 volts the following mininnon values may be expected:
200-A, 12 m.a.; 201-A, 25 ma , 171, 50 m a
A 1TX-210 mrth 6 % ons on the filament and
100 % ohs on the plate and gild should pass
100 m.a.
Remembcr that the B- supply
source must be of low internal resistance,
how ever.
MI ASURING DIS 11W' S ‘ C

1IY

Oftentimes it is interesting to know just
how far away some station is located. In
measuring distances it is customary to
measure along the shortest path on the
surface of the earth
This distance is along
the arc of a Great Circle and for ver v short
distances it is practically a stiaight line.
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To find the distance of a foreign station,
or to most accurately find distances in the
United States, the folloihing formula from
spherical tiigonometry is convenient and
easy co apply.
os a = cos bcos c

sin b sin ccos A

where "a", " b" and "c" are the sides of the
triangle, and " A" is the angle included between the tu o known sides " b" and "c". In
this case " A" is the angle at the pole included by the to meridians passing through
the two points whose latitude is known; in
other words, their difference in longitude.
The latitudes of the place are given ordinduly and not the polar distances, which aie
the complements of the latitudes. Since
the functions of the complements are the conamed functions of the angles, this formula
tianslated into the latitudes will be:
308

a = sin b sin c -I- cos b cos ccos A

All that is necessary is a table of natural
sines and cosines and a slide rule or the
multiplication table.
If one prefers, the
logarithmic method of computation can be
used. Example: What is the distance between San Francisco and New Orleans?
let b = Sin
rancisco
37
1,5 N 122 ° 21' W
I
Ncve Oilcans = 29' 5'5' N
90 ° 01' W
Ihen A = Dectence in longitude = 32 . 20'
sin b • sin .37
Is' -- 0 6129
sin c = sin 29' 9,, - 0 4995
los b
cos 37 ° 45' -= 07902
cos c -= cos 24° -= 0 S6b3
cos
cos 32 0 20 = 0 8119

The formula ghes the distance in degrees
of arc. One minute of arc equals one nautical mile or 1.15 statute miles. One degree
of au cequals 60 nautical miles or 69 statute
miles.
Substituting these values in the formula:
(6129) (. 4995) -I- (. 7902) (. 8663) (.8449) =
3063 . 5785 = . 8848 = cos a a ( from the
table of natuial sines and cosines)
27 46' ( arc)
69 ( miles per deglee) x 27° =
1863.0
115 ( miles per min. of arc) x 46' =
52.9
1915.9
statute miles or 1666
nautical miles

Good maps aie cornement for measuring
distances quickh and with a fair degree of
accuracy. A large map with circles drawn
ha‘ ing radii suitable to the scale of the
map and your own station as a center, is the
best to use. When another station is located
on the map, the distance can be estimated
at once by noting Just which circles it
lies between.
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A " parcel post" map made for the use of
the Post Office Depaitmcnt is usetul foi the
ti affic handle'
It is
oss-i uled ss ith
hoiizontal and peipendiculai lines.
The
squales ale numbeied. In the Postal Guide
theie is a complete list of postoffices in the
U.S.A. and prosinces.
These offices aie
numbered and the numbers coilespond to
the squales on the maps. To find the loca
tion of a station refei to the call- book, to the
Postal Guide, and to the numbeied squaie on
the map.
Having a message, it is eas% to pick a big
city near the ultimate destination of a
message.
The distan( e in miles may tic
figuied easily by subtracting th" numbers
appearing at the top of the map on the 1)01
pendicular line abose sour oss n " location"
square, fiom those abose the station % ou
hase no] ked.
1H1' ( ON\ IRSION

From time to time ne become interested
in making and keeping schedules for tests
or traffic handling ssith foleign amateuis,
oi with stations in some othei pait of oui

time in diffeient paits of the %% odd. Esei%
fifteen & glees of longitude coliesponds to
one houi time dill( ience. The use of the
table is self - explanatoi%
Time is usuall% ieckoned b% the near est
mendian of longitude. Esei y 15° of longitude coilesponds to one houi of time The
"cio" mendian passes thiough the Gieenmich ( England) Ob."( isatois and international time is usuall% in tel ois of " Gieenn h Time". Goseinmcnt depat tments concein„(I sith time designation usually refer
tests to a specified time by using a " zone"
ssstem
Each 15 of: longitude constitutes
a " 70u" starting ssith the " it to" m iidian
((heel's% ich) as Zonc O. Eastein Standard
Time is ic lc tied to as ZONE PLUS 5 time.
Pacific Standaid Time is ZONE PLUS 8
time and so on
In the \Vest . in hemisphcie
time ion . s <pc plus
In the E % stein
misphi le time / ones aie " minus". Foi
ons cmen« and to as oid confusion tests are
sometimes specifi d on the basis of numbering th( horns like the dial of an Italian clock,
flom " 1" to " 24" 'Ihe da % stints nith midnight Is hir h is th( '/< 10", 0000. One o'cloc k
in the inc tiling Eastern Standard Time
(75th inelidian time) is 0100 E.S.T. and

IIME AND DAY CONVERSION TABLE
lolgtult

Place

Tt/D 11

1.10 lelande .
Ntw Zealand )
Anaerobe ea«
japan .
Chloe Phdtppn es
Indo Chute Stmt. Sa Ii nu] a
(.ent. (")
et:
45
10
16
0
15
10
46
en

M EST

Ito
PO
111,
150
165
180

8

19
I
I
II
I
4
8

Mau.. Se. 1011.4
Ad n Somaliland M•Idratcar
S nh Afre.•
Gtrmary Italy N r00, Sweden
England France O M T
Brazd ea« 1ee ttre Porto r
%%•111 mg on oc EST
Ch, ego CST
Den ar MST
Sat > mos. I ST
Alatka
San« Matta. (•••)

19
14
13
12
11
10
9
8

16 1
15 16
14
Id
11 Il
12
11
II
I.
1
II
0 10
8
1
8

16
I'
14
1.
1,
II
10
5

f01101.1011.
I
16
16
II
II
12
II
10
1
8

I
16
16
14
IS
12
II
10
0
8

I
16
IS
14
II
12
II
10
9
8

I
It
I.
II
II
I..
11
10
1
8

I
le
IS
11
11
I
II
1,
/

1
16
I+
11
II
12
11
I.
8

It
IS
14
IS
12

I
16
16
Ii
Id

I
IC
16
14

I
16
16

I
16

1
lb
15
14
1"
12
11
I

16

I

I
95 ,711 D•1

NOTES --(•/ 1id t • half ho r f r Sew Zee
land Too
(••1 Caleut • Ical 1.re Sul tra
ehalf h
for Inthe Stan lard net e
(•••) goitre t ont half h or f r }hue,.
Standard T be

ossn gi eat counti s
hedules att
often pi inted ° I distributed in mimeo
giaphed foim and the time specified is
usually that of the place mheie the station
doing the testing is located
Occasionalls
the time is changed to Gleennich Time
Peihaps it is stated in 75th Melichan Time
When sse aie listening to some of the longnave arc and alteinator stations ne often
pick up time signals sent on local standaid
time. So nhateser ne do. sonnet en later
ne nill need to conseit schedules to oi
from our local time to take advantage of
them.
For your use we aie including a consement conseisuon table nhich
thc

10061
%OTT

n 11,0.1 I. 1t 6M et
L., .r 11
1 t.PM
IN,
rt..
II
II us — who
1,1
r r
Mn
Iork O,T
à 1 0 1 '11 o Tut
n %Whew, t

It o th
t
1
At « pal •
Or age.. 11 0 PM on S rl.
tSon Frene lc It 630 I M on Mon
de, an N. w Zealand 41,1
1 M n A031341,4
Ike Inure of dark••••—.8 P M to 11 A M are eluded

11 . 30 p ni EST u. 2; 30 EST by the same
designation As so ( ti as el eastn aid, we mill
meet the i
' sing . un
Time get., later and
latei
h( n Ness loth time is Filday night
2330 E S T . London turne s'. ill be fise hours
later oi 01;0 Gicennich Time Saturday
morning
The letters AST, EST, CST,
MST, and PST stand for Atlantic, Eastein,
Cential. Mountain and Pacific Standard
Time.
C. MCI

1R

IIMI -1ND D

CHART

A method of comparing different times
nith each othei and ss ith G CT ( Greennit h
(is il
finit ) iS
n« ssais to get time
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time
He wants to know what time it is in
Los Angeles and also what the date is.
He sets the iule to 9 p.m. Tokio time and
finds at once that it is 4 ain. in Los
Angeles.
Now lot the date
He leads
ound disc " B" Flom Tokio to Los
Angeles in a (
loch/vise dii ection.
Notice
that it is aim as • I. IOCI,Vt ie ti ont the local
station to the distant station
It an place
in that path tht midnight maik is encounTo faul local tina hum a gis in G ( T
tered it is today in Los Angeles, in other
>mph, set the G C T maik on the gis en
words June 15th. It would be 8 am. Los
time and lead the local time dnectic at its
Angeles time, and since the midnight maik
maik
I
At us take an example
Set the
is not encountmed between the two, in a
G.0 T
niai h at 00 G C T
Then bi
clockwise chi ct tion from Tokio to Los
dnect teadmg it is 6 p in ( ha ago cime ot
Angeles, it is tir , terday in Los Angeles, i.e.
9 ain Tokio time
It w in lokm want( 1 I
une 14th.
to find what time it was in New Yolk at
Now to find * he decien« in dates be
6 p in Tokio tirn we wmild set the Tokio
tu eon two •• tations, in the ,,
ame hennsphele
pomtel at 6 pni and itad 4 ani I'm N I
Considel that halt of the disc " B" and distime
gaid the othel half altogether. If the
midnight maik does not corne between them,
Finding dates Suppose an opmatm lii
within that semicircle, they are both today.
Los Angeles moths, a station in Tokio at
If, how met, the midnight maik comes in
11 pni PST on June 10 'limn the slide
between them thc one to the ight is one dac
rule show sthat it will 1)( 1pin Tokio time
ahr ad of thc one to the left, m Inc msely, th."
The next thing is to find whether it is today
one to the left is a clac behind the one to th
01 topum tot/ in Tokio, that is June 10th oi
light
11th
Now uith the Jule all set we iun ou

weather, and press schedules, announced in
almost eceic case in local time In the chat t
show n, the two discs A and B should 11
drawn cat el ull c and mounted on cat dboai d
When celite ied and pima d togethet we hace
a cons cment & cite to tisc lU w () thing
national schedules and in chet king WI.
caids
The chai tis based on the fact tha ,
hint changes an hom toi ea( h 13 - ol ai t

me al ound it in a do( 1, it, is dil ection ti oui
Los Angeles to Tokio
It at an point in
that space the Midnight maik on disc " A" is
encountered it is toinore ow in Tokio, ie
June 11th. If the Midnight mark is not countered in this space it is toda t, in Tokio For
example Suppose the Los
ngel s static o
works the station in Tokio at lam PSI
June 10th
Ilan the Lo , .‘ ngeles opei itoi
will know hom the slid, tule that it is 6pni
June 10th Tokio time
Let us wmk horn the Ea ,
tern Hemis
phere back to the Western
Suppose the
operatoi at the Tokio station is doing the
figuring. He woiks the Los Angeles station let us sac at 9 pin June 15, Tokio

( OGD BOOK .,
t iti • \ tend cl
infœ illation on station
bioll'ing and foi ash ant nd them vwe suggest
reference to some good books that will be
both helpful and interesting. Radio Telephony to) A mat(ai sby Stuart Ballantme is
the best help to cou in understanding short
cc ace transmitte is and receivers using vacuum tubes
Thc puce is s;2 00
Robiqon',
Manual of Radio Teltgiaphy and Telephony
contains moi
adcan ecl lam mation and
data on tube tiansmission and reception
than ans othei two books that we know.
It is both an exhaustice and an authoritative moth
While not dealing specifically
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with station- building or with the shorter
wavelengths, it does treat thoroughly the
principles that underlie radio communication. This book contains some good operating data and useful tables for the radio man
It is chiefly useful in studying the technical
aspects of amateui radio work
It is well
worth the $ 5.50 at which it is sold.
The
Principle sof Radio Communicatum, by J. H.
Morecroft, is much the same sort of a book.
It sells for $ 750. These books find a place
in the library of exery radio amateur and
engineer. The last two are more expensne
than Ballantine. They are xery complex
and worthy of intensix e study.
Ballantine's book is th cbest liar amateuis
who do not cate to purchase sex eial texts
The new and revised edition is handled by
the QST Book Department.
Beginneis
should send 10c ( not stamps) to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C, for Elementary Pi inriples of Radio Telegiaphy and
Telephony (Radio Communication Pamph-

THE

by R. R. Batcher, is also quite useful. When
certain quantities are known from the
measurements that are briefly explained, the
solution to the problem can usually be
quickly found by using a straightedge together with one of the many charts given
in the book. Van der Bijl's Thermionic
Vacuum Tube is the best text available for
studying the theory of ° potation of vacuum
tubes in various circuits
It is written for
the advanced experimenter lather than the
beginner, however. Radio Instruments and
Meets:fitments, Circular of the Bureau of
Standards No. 74, is a aluaLle refelence on
the subject of making radio measurements.
It can be purchased lor 60c ( not in stamps)
from Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C
QST is the Official Organ of the Amenican Radio Relax
League.
It appears
monthly, containing up-to-date information
and telling about all the latest developments
in amateur radio. QST is a magazine devoted exclusively to the radio amateur.

AMATEURS

let No. 1). It is lust what its name implies
a valuable ( lem( ntai tieatise on pi Inc iples
The Pi nu iples nub rlying Radio Commun' cation can be obtained from the same adOr s, foi $ 1.00
1hi , gibes 9,‘)od genii il
kolound inI(i nation in ron
fashion
Radio Simplified, by Kendall and
Koehler. edited by John M. (lax ton, contain,
elementary recening information
The
ould-be commere ial operator should obtain
A. R. Nilson's Radio Questions and Ansiiei
on the Gore inure eit E annno'ion toi () ono
tors ($ 1.00) or E. E. Bucher's How to Pas.,
the r. S. Government Radio E ainu n
(60c) bcfote attempting to take the xam'nation for a commercial " ticket". Every
experimenter will want Experimental Radio
($2.00), by R. R. Ramsey of Indiana University. It gives awealth of information on
making % arms soit, of radio measut oments
with many references to the other books
that are worthwhile which we hase recommended. Pi ( pared Radio Measurements,

BOOKSHELF

V.'id,.ea by and foi the amateur, it contains knowledge supplementary to the books
we have mentioned.
QST is found on the
bookshelves of eainest amateuis and expel Imenters everywhere. Some good books ate
a woithvihile nix estment
A subscription
to QST is equally valuable.
OMITTING

MASS

An ( idinaiv Red DeN.11 glass cuttei will
do for cutting glass panels and strips of
glass to be used as insulators.
Long
"skinny" glass towel bais often make excellent antenna insulators. A trip to the ten
cent store will procure such apparatus.
Plate glass is the best kind of glass for
panels. After it has been cut to the exact
size it may be giound on the flat face of a
grindstone wheel with a rocking motion to
axoid chipping. Plenty of water must be
used to lubricate and cool the surfaces in
contact.
Thin glass can be worked but
cracks rather easily. A rotating wooden

APPENDIX

wheel and a mixture of valve grinding compound and water can be used for polishing
glass using powdeied pumice stone foi
finishing the job.
In drilling glass panels or in drilling a
large pane of window glass for the lead-in
use a bit brace, a sharp tvt ist dull and some
turpentine for lubi'cation. First lay the
glass carefully on a flat surface—if the
glass is less than 1/
1 " thick you will have to
be especially careful to avoid clacking it.
A paper template should be placed under
the glass if there is to be more than one hole
drilled in it.
With hammer and centet
punch and very light but sharp blows math
the points vt het e holes ale to be dulled
directly on the glass itself. Turn the glass
over and mat k each hole on both sides.
Place the panel over a flat surface in
which there is a rounded bolt head prob. tiding slightly above the surface. 111o% e it so
that the bolt head is exactly below one of
the punch mat ks. Now put a small drill
in the ht hrace, dip it in tux pentine and
drill right into the glass. Do not drill too
far as the glass will split out on the other
side if you do. Be caleful to keep the dull
directly above the bolt head so that the
pressure is all squarely under the point of
the drill. Go about half way through the
panel. Then turn the panel over and dull
from the other side drilling so that all the
holes will meet in the middle and not using
any gteat pressure after the holes have
started to come together. Always turn the
drill slowly. Keep the head of the brace
moving in different directions so the axis
of the drill is ever changing. Wear glasses
to protect the eyes from flying particles and
lubricate well with turpentine. Sometimes
revolving the drill backwards will help in
getting out little pieces of glass.
A three-cornered file or a rat-tail file may
he used for reaming out the holes and enlarging them to the desired size foi the leadin wire.
Two rubber washers holding a
10:32 machine screw should be useful to
make a weather tight job. The files must
be turned in the opposite direction from that
in which you would turn a drill or the files
will screw light into the glass and split it
If a three-cornered file is used it should be
ground on all three sides for an inch from
the point so it is absolutely smooth and the
point should then be ground at an oblique
angle with one cutting edge which will cut
when the file is turned backward. Holes
may even be countersunk with the point of
a very large drill if vet y great are and
slowness in turning are observed.
ANSWERS TO SOME COMMONLY-‘SKFD
QUESTIONS

How can plate input power be measuied?
Plate input power can be measured with
a plate ammeter and voltmeter ( D.C. instru-
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ments). A watt- meter may also be used if
the proper voltage multiplier is available.
If an electio-dynamometer type watt- meter
is used to measure power in the low voltage
side of the plate tzansformer, the transformer, rectifier, and filter losses must be
subtracted from the reading to give the
plate dissipation.
What does " 1eactance" mean?
Reactance is the property of a coil or condenser. It is that property depending on
the frequency and inductance ( or capacity)
which determines the behavior of the coil
(or condenser) in limiting the current that
flows when an alternating current voltage
is applied. Reactance is one component of
the " impedance".
Resistance, the other
component, is always pi esent in coils and
condenser sand must also be taken into consideration.
In how many ways may the coupling between two tapped hinged coils be changed?
The coupling in such an al rangement may
be changed by changing the number of
active turns in either coil or by changing
the relative position of the coils ( distance
or angle between them).
What is the difference between inductive
and capacitive coupling?
Whether the coupling is inductive or capacitne is deteimmed by whether the two
circuits are linked by a magnetic or an
clectro-static field, in short by whether the
link common to both paits of the system is
a coil or a condenser.
What does an antenna ammeter measure ?
An antenna ammeter measures current in
the antenna at the point where it is located
—nothing mole. It does NOT measure set
efficiency, radiation, or energy directly.
How can the power in the antenna be
calculated?
Antenna power may be considered as the
input to the set minus the losses in the set.
If a resistance curve of the antenna is available, antenna power is ( RI ) vt here R is the
lesistance at the wavelength under consideration and Iis the current at the center
of the radiating system.
Here is another may of calculating antenna power. The plate voltage times the
plate cut rent ( D.C. values) gives the plate
pow er. The input power times the efficiency
of the set ( known or estimated as 50 to
60(4) gives the output power from the

WIRE
Gauge
No.
8.8.S.

Diam.
in
m m.

460.0
11.68
409.6
10.40
364.8
9.266
324.9
8.252
289.3
7.348
257.6
6.544
229.4
5.827
204.3
5.189
5
181.9
4.621
6
162.0
4.115
7
144.3
3.665
8
128.5
3.264
9
114.4
2.906
10
101.9
2.588
11
90.74
2.305
12
80.81
2.053
13
71.96
1.828
14
64.08
1.628
57.07
1.450
15
16
50.82
1.291
17
45.26
1.150
18
40.30
1.024
19
35.89 . 9116
20
31.96 . 8118
21
28.46 . 7230
22
25.35 . 6438
23
22.57 . 5733
24
20.10 . 5106
25
17.90 .4547
26
15.94 . 4049
27
14.20 . 3606
12.64 . 3211
28
29
11.26 . 2859
30
10.03 . 2546
31
8.928 . 2268
32
7.950 . 2019
33
7.080 . 1798
34
6.305 . 1601
35
5.615 . 1426
36
5.000 . 1270
37
4.453 .1131
38
3.965 . 1007
39
3.531 . 0897
40
3.134 . 0799
41
. 0711
42
. 0633
43
. 0564
44
. 0502

Turns per linear inch
Feet per pound
Cross-sectional area
( copper)
D.C.C.
S.C.C.
EnarnelD.C.C.
S.C.C.
Bare
Cir. mils
Sq.inches
Sq.mrn.
211600
167800
133100
105500
83690
66370
52640
41740
33100
26250
20820
16510
13090
10380
8234
6530
5178
4107
3257
2583
2048
1624
1288
1022
810.1
642.4
509.5
404.0
320.4
254.1
201.5
159.8
126.7
100.5
79.70
63.21
50.13
39.75
31.52
25.00
19.83
15.72
12.47
9.888
7.841
6.220
4.933
3.910

. 1662
107.2
. 1318
85.03
. 1045
67.43
. 08289
53.48
. 06573
42.41
. 05213
33.63
. 04134
26.67
. 03278
21.15
. 02600
16.77
. 02062
13.3
. 01635
10.55
. 01297
8.36
. 01028
6.63
. 008155
5.26
. 006467
4.17
. 005129
3.31
. 004067
2.62
. 003225
2.08
. 002558
1.65
. 002028
1.31
. 001609
1.04
. 001276 . 82
. 001012 . 65
. 0008023 . 52
. 0006363 . 41
. 0005046 . 33
. 0004002 . 26
. 0003173 . 20
. 0002517 . 16
. 0001996 . 13
. 0001583 . 10
. 0001255 . 08
. 00009953 . 064
. 00007894 . 051
. 00006260 . 040
. 00004964 . 032
. 00003937 . 0254
. 00003122 . 0201
. 00002476 . 0159
. 00001964 . 0127
. 00001557 . 0100
. 00001235 . 0079
000009793 . 0063
. 000007766 . 0050
. 000006160 . 0040
. 000004885 . 0032
. 000003873 . 0025
. 000003073 . 0020

5.44
6.08
6.80
7.64
8.51
9.58
10.62
11.88
13.10
14.68
16.40
18.10
20.00
21.83
23.91
26.20
28.58
31.12
33.60
36.20
39.90
42.60
45.50
48.00
51.10
56.80
60.20
64.30
68.60
73.00
78.50
84.00
89.10
95.00
102.50
112.00
124.00
140.00
153.00

5.60
6.23
6.94
7.68
8.55
9.60 ....
10.80 ....
12.06 ....
13.45
14.
14.90
16.
17.20
18.
18.80
21.
21.00
23.
23.60
27.
26.40
29.
29.70
32.
32.00
36.
34.30
40.
37.70
45.
41.50
50.
45.30
57.
49.40
64.
54.00
71.
58.80
81.
64.40
88.
69.00
104.
75.00
120.
81.00
130.
87.60
140.
94.20
160.
101.00
190.
108.00
195.
115.00
205.
122.50
215.
130.00
230.
153.00
240.
168.00
253.
192.00
265.
210.00
275.

'A mil is 1-1000 of an inch • * For hard drawn copper, Increase resistance values 2 ‘ .

19.6
24.6
30.9
38.8
48.9
61.5
77.3
97.3
119
150
188
237
298
370
461
584
745
903
1118
1422
1759
2207
2534
2768
3137
4697
6168
6737
7877
9309
10666
11907
14222
17920
22600
28410
35950

19.9
25.1
31.6
39.8
50.2
63.2
79.6
100
124
155
196
247
311
389
491
624
778
958
1188
1533
1903
2461
2893
3483
4414
5688
6400
8393
9846
11636
13848
18286
24381
30610
38700
48600
61400

Copper wire
Resistance
carrying capacity
of wires
( amperes)
( ohms per 1000 ft)
at 1000 at
1500
Copper..
Advance
C.M.
C.M.
( approx)
perampperamp

1.561 . 0499
211.6
140.7
1.968 . 0629
167.8
111.3
2.482 . 0793
133.1
88.9
3.130 . 1000
105.5
70.3
3.947 . 1260
83.7
55.7
4.977 . 1592
66.4
44.1
6.276 . 2004
52.6
35.0
7.914 . 2536
41.7
27.7
9.980 . 3192
8.88
33.1
22.0
12.58 . 4028
11.21
26.3
17.5
15.87 . 5080
14.19
20.8
13.8
20.01 . 6405
17.9
16.5
11.0
25.23 . 8077
22.6
13.1
8.7
31.82
1.018
28.0
10.4
6.9
40.12
1.284
35.5
8.2
5.5
50.59
1.619
44.8
6.5
4.4
63.80
2.042
56.7
5.2
3.5
80.44
2.575
71.7
4.1
2.7
101.4
3.247
90.4
3.3
2.2
127.9
4.094
113.0
2.6
1.7
161.3
5.163
145.0
2.0
1.3
203.4
6.510
184.0
1.6
1.1
256.5
8.210
226.0
1.3 . 86
323.4
10.35
287.0
1.0
. 68
407.8
13.05
362.0 . 81
. 54
514.8
16.46
460.0 . 64
. 43
648.4
20.76
575.0 . 51
. 34
817.7
26.17
725.0 . 41
. 27
1031
33.00
919.0 . 32
. 21
1300
41.62
1162 . 25
. 17
1639
52.48
1455 . 20
. 13
2067
66.17
1850 .16
.11
2607
83.44
2300 . 13
. 084
3287
105.20
2940 . 10
. 067
4145
132.70
3680 . 079 . 053
5227
167.30
4600 . 063 . 042
6591
211.00
5830 . 050 . 033
8310
266.00
7400 . 039 . 026
10480
335.00
9360 . 032 . 021
13210
423.00
11760 . 025 . 017
16660
533.40
14550 . 020 . 013
21010
672.60
18395 . 016 . 010
26500
848.10
24100 . 012 . 008
33410
1069.00
32660 . 009 . 006
42130
1323.00
. 008 . 005
53100
1667.00
. 006 . 004
66970
2105.00
. 005 . 003
84460
2655.00
. 004 . 0025
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0000
000
00
0
1
2
3
4

Diam.
in
mils..

TABLE

1PPle

transmittet ot po w« in the antenna ( newt.
Substituting the salue of antenna
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THE AMATEUR'S BOOKSHELF
Readers of this handbook appi eciate the need for good radio books.
A number of good books that should find a place on the amateur's
bookshelf are handled at A RILL. Headquai ters by the QST Book
Department. Some of these are described in more detail in the
Handbook Appendix; many have been review ed iii QST. Prices
include postaie.
Rath( Telephony For 1mateurs. b
tuait Ballantin.
Th n most \ uabl
single book that mc knon of foi the am item
Them y.
«msfluction, piacticc
Not pat tic ulath about telephon
Il ti tif \
ommended foi mciN amatcui
296 pp , 3,_ fO e

$2.00

Manual of Radio Telegraphy and Telephont • In Comm ind i( non
Admual) S. S Rol mson, U S N , publi hed by th c N tal Institute
"Ranks with thc % e t\ best of all publisfeid lacho mattct .
Not only
vc (nth its cost but is pclhaps the best iadio book that cvei ctm to this
desk."--(2ST Book R.vien ‘,95 pp , 6 x 10

8.00

Experimental Radio, b% Plot. R R. Ramso,
expenmcntc t
labmatol y manual, disc iMing
ments that help in undcistanding ladio nod.

2.00

Principles of Radio Cemmunnation, b‘ Pi of
elabmatc gencial textbook
913 pp • Ste x 9

J. II

Radio Engineering Pi monies. b Lauci ck Blown
xtbook
Radio For ENery body ,

A

111(

book toi th ,'
clh nt txpet

1\let ( loft

An ex« llt nt genet 11

Lescaibmna

Radio Simplified, h% K ndall & kochlei,

b%J

M

tt ton

Prepared Radio % leasurements. by R R Batt het.
Elements of Radio Communication, by

W

Stone ...

Rldio Qutstions and % nswers, tn Go\ ci /um nt Examination fui Op( !
tot s, by A R Nilson
Ho
Tü Pass The I.. S. Cinernment W ireless Examination, b
A, E. E.
But hei
Ideas For The R tdio Experimenfei's Laboratoiy.
Henley's 222 Radio (' ii cuit Designs,
HenleN ' s 1% orkable Ret eit ers, by

M E Slit pc'

Andei son, Lewis and Mills

Andei on and Lcnis

7.50
3.50
1.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
.60
.25
1.00
1.00

Read ' em and learn!

QST BOOK DEPT.
I.

1711 PARK STREET
HARTFORD, CONN.

To Handbook Readers Who Are Not
A. R. R. L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Rela‘r
League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, tho
only amateur association that does things.
From your reading of this
Handbook you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and
what it does, and of its purposes.
We would like to have you become a
full-fledged member and add your strength to ours in the things we are
undertaking for Amateur Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition of QST delivered at your door each month
A convenient
application form is printed belov‘--clip it out and mail it today.
. ..... 19 ....
Arm rican Radio Relay League,
1711 Park Street,
Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for
membership in the American Radio Relay League and enclose $2.50
(foreign e.00) to cover one year's dues.<
It is undei stood that this entitles nie to recei\ e the league magazine
"QST" for a similaf period.
Please begtn my subscription with the
.issue.
Send " QST" and my Certifieate of Membership to the address belo.
Name

.......

A bona fide interest in amateur radio is the only es.ential qualification;
ownership of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are desirable
but not necessary.
Stahun call, if any
Glade Olietatoi's Ken e, if any
Radio Clubs ol nh ch a member
Da

citi know a fi end nhl

gne us so

WO

al ,o mt 1-“,tcd in

rnat ,.ur Radio, n'ios ?. n.1111r!

ou might

may wide him abo ,t the League?
Thanks!

' Ihe due. tie 52 50 p _ I N ai in the United St it,
and Posse
i
t in id
Arne, can Post el Union
in foreign eout.trics nct in the American Po.. il Union

X

in

ill countia, in
tof,

he

TO HANDBOOK READERS WHO ARE ALREADY A. R. R. L. MEMBERS
For telegraphing members, who hold amateur licenses, and who are interested in
Communications Department work, here is an application blank foi an appointment
as Official Relay Station. Copy this, or cut and fill it out, and send it to A.R.R.L.
Headquaiteis foi touting to the proper Section Communications Manager, if ou are
interested. As theie is no Communications Department organization outside the U. S.
and Canada, foi eisrn applications cannot be handled.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT AS
OFFICIAL RELAY STATION

Nam. .

Stnet & Numbei
County

City
StatP

Transmitting waNe-lengths specified on my license tiom

t

mite's.

Actual nave- length in use.

meters,
metei s.

In mal.ine application for appointment as Official Relay Station, Iagiee:
—to obey the ladle) communication laws of the country under which this station is
licensed, partkulaily with iespect to ti e regulations gm eining quiet houis and wa‘elengths.
—to send monthly repoits of station activities to th.?. Section Communications Manager under whose jurisdiction this station comes.
--to handle messa zes in accordance with good opeiating procedure, delivering messages within fotty-eight ( 48) hours when possible, mailing to destination whenevei
impossible to ielay to the next station in line within a I- hour period.
to participate in e'ei
AR R.L. communication acti‘ity to the best of my ability,
always trying to live up to those ideals set forth in " The Amateur's Code."

My membeiship in the k R R.L. expires

month
year
I understand that an appointment as Official Relay Station ma be suspended or
cancelled at th' discietion of the Section Communications Manager for violation of
the agreement set forth abo% e.

Signed
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If You Want the Best in Short
Wave Reception
Build the

Aero Short Wave Receiver
Superlative performance in every respect

assured by carefully selected parts around
which set is built.
If you want a real short wave receiver—a set possessing unusually long
range, fine selectivity, great power and splendid tone qualities—build the
AERO SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
This excellent receiver is neat and compact, and is flexible to an unparalleled
degree. It has a normal range of 15 to 130 meters, and completely covers
U. S. bands 20, 40, and 80 meters. Range can be reduced or increased if
desired ( see note below). Any amateur desiring the very best in short
wave reception should certainly build this set.
These Prominent Manufacturers' Products
Make Possible Its Excellent Performance
tER() PRODUCTS, Inc.
Supersensitive AERO Coils, in the form of the AERO Low Wave Tuner Kit,
play a big patt. This kit consists of 3 interchangeable coils
Special patented
construction teduces high frequency losses to a minimum. Puke of kit, $ 12.50
You can lower range of set to 13 meters with AERO INT. 0, or increase range
to 725 meteis with AERO INT. I and INT. 5. These coils priced at $ 400
each. The ALERO Choke CO and AERO Foundation Unit ate also used.
1MSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
AMSCO Condensers are anothei important factor in the AERO SHORT WAVE.
One .00014 condenset and one .00025 condenser are used. These list at $2.75 and
$3.00 respectively. AMSCO parts ate noted for their accuracy, dependability
and fine construction.
CHORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
THORDARSON radio transtot meus ate particulatly desirable in the AERO RECEIVER. For code work the R-151 6 to 1 ratio transformer gives maximum
amplification at 500 cycles. For short wa‘e reception of broadcasting type R-152
or R-200 will gise excellent volume and tone quality. As used in this set,
these transfoimers leave nothing left to be desired
1XLEY MFG. CO.
You'll like the outstanding quality awl neat finish of the YAXLEY binding
posts, battery switch, tesistances, and theostat. These items contribute much
to this tee
er's beautiful finished appeatance and electrical efficienc.
BENJAMIN ELECTRIC CO.
Benjamin sockets insure utmost electt ical efficiency.
fied in this recener.

That's why they're speci-

Any or all of these spec ified parts ate available at your tadio dealets. Get
them today.
For literature or further information regarding the
AERO SHORT WAVE RECEIVER address

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept. 16

1772 Wilson Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

AERO Super- sensitive
For Low Wave Receiving
THE AERO
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER

A short wave receiver built around the famous inteichangeable AERO Low Wave Tuner Kit is
sure to give splendid results, as thousands of radio expetts and amateurs have proved. These
wonderful inductances are of special patented constzuction that reduces high it eguency res stance
to a minimum. AERO Coils are wound without dope, and are capable of greater volume without distortion. Every amateur should use these super- sensitive coils for perfect short wave reception.

LOW WAVE TUNER KIT,

PRICE $ 12.50

PRICE $ 12.50

Completely interchangeable. Adopted by experts and amateurs ev erym here
Range 15 to 130 meters. Includes 3
coils and base mounting, covering U. S. bands 20, 40 and
80 meter,. You can in rease or deciease the range of this
short wave tuner b securing the AERO Interchangeable
Coils described below. All coils fit the same base and use
the same condenscrs.
Use cede No INT-125 in ordering.

INTERCHANGEABLE
COIL No. 0
Range 13 to 29.4 meters.
This is the most efficient
inductance for this low
hand. Code number INTNo. 0.
Price . . $ 1.00

INTERCHANGEABLE
COIL No. 4
Range 125 to 250 metets.
Fits same base supplied
,th low wave tuner kit.
('ode number INT-No. 4.
Price .

..$1.00

THE NEW IERO INTERCH ANGE IBLE COIL No. 5
Normal range 235 to 550 meters. However, by using . 0001 Sangamo fixed
condenser across the rotor and stator of the . 00014 yariable condenser, the
maximum wave band of this coil is increased to 725 meters. This gives
you coverage of the following bands. Airplane to Airplane. Land to Anplane, Ship to Shore ( Great Lakes), Ship to Shore ( Atlantic and Pacific
oceans). Code number INT-No. 5.
Price . $4.00

AERO
COIL
BASE
41'
Fits
Code

--d

all ¡ NT

•

Base
,

'1 lie Aero Choke 248 is an unusually effitient transmittet choke. It
presents a high impedance over
the usual amateur wave lengths
and handles transmitters up to 100
watts.
Rice
. s1.50

Coils

N mb.r

Price

NEW AERO CHOKE COILS
The new Aero Choke 60 has a uniform choking action over a
range of wave lengths
It eliminates so-called " holes" in the tuning range and
is exceptionally
efficient in every respect.
Price.. .. .... 51.50

$ 100

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
1772 Wilson Ave.

Dept. 16
N\i

Chicago, Ill.

Inductance Coils!
For Low Wave Transmitting
PRICE LIST
OF
INDIVIDUAL
PARTS

THE AERO
AMATEUR
TRANSMITTER

RI SR P&NI L

IEW

Here's a new transmitter that is sure to appeal to esery true amateur!
Compact and pleasing in appearam e, it has a really remarkable range
on low power. Embraces flembility to a heretofore impossible degree,
because it is built around the famous AERO plug-in coils. Two pairs
of AERO coils cos er the entire band. 165 to 90 meters, without gaps,
and are instantly interchangeable. These coils operate perfectly on
low power, yet handle in exces« of 1000 Yolts just as efficiently. Read
the description of this wonderful transmitter elsewhere in this issue.
Then plan to change oser to this « et. It's really &ery inexpensiye, considenng its great range on low power. Hete are the AERO Kits you
should use, tuning eithet kit with thtee good .6005 sanable condensers:

AERO
TR & NSMIT TI R
COII
In to S'70,
Range
17
to '10
meter,
(ode No 2010C) and
Range
16
to
9)
meters. ( Code No
4(0,0C. )
Pi ic
cich
$4 00

20 10 KIT ( Code No. 2010K) .. Price 812.00
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 17 to 50
meters each, 1 AERO Antenna Coil
Mounting Base, 1 AERO Grid Coil
Mounting Base, 2 AERO Essential Choke
If you desire to hase this set tune to 9O
meter,
luy 1..‘“) AERO 10 to 89
meter tian ,mitting coils, which plug in
the saine mounting ba«es, and work effitiently with the abose items.
1080 KIT ( Code No. 1080K) .. Price 812.00
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 36 to 90
meters each, 1 AERO 4.ntenna Co 1
Mounting Base, 1 AERO Gr d Coil
Mounting Base. 2AERO EssE•Will Choke
Coils.
If you desire to hase this set tune “ lso to
20 meteis, simply buy two AERO 20 to 40
meter transmitting coils. which plug in
the sanie mounting bases, and w(rk efficiently with the aboye items.

numbcr
10 hold
oil

Pr'
An-

ffelagn
AERO
GRID COIL
&sr

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept. 16

ale
300
tenna

AERO
NN
BASK

Pint, ttch
$1.00

PL1N FOR D.X. RECORDS NOW
Order any of the coils described on these two pages direct from us if
your dealer hasn't them, and start now for wonderful recotds. Specify
code or key numbers when ordering. 01 write at once for complete
descriptive literature.

1772 Wilson Ave.

%Nut

Chicago, Ill.

100
Coil

To hold

Grid
Gr d

Price caeh
S1.00

SfRo
ESSLN TI AL
CIIC,1%F. COILS
Thc finest choke coil
made
Price, • ith
$1.50

/'

FEATURED IN EVERY CONDENSER BY

Carbutt
You Cannot Get Better Condensers Than
Cardwell's For There are None Better!

Cardwell Taper
Plate Receiving Condeniers are the lowest in losses—best
for DX and selectivity.
Cardwell Transmitting
Condensers are known
to every amateur—they
need no other recommendation than experience.

Cardwell Broadcasting Station Condensers are most rugged
and reliable—they
are unconditionally
guaranteed to do
their job.

be

Men fl. Cart:null
jilfg. Corporation

81 Prospect St.

"TH

if

Brooklyn. .

STANDARD

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
4.00
1 44
3 243
3 819
40
25
1 00
Aluminum
Nickeled Brass
Reckon
Self Cleaning Brush
Pressed and swedged
Stacked an Ipressed
M it bino Screws

Overall Mounting Space, Square Inches
Radius of Rotor Plates Inches
Area of Rotor Plates Square Inches
Area of Stator Plates Square Inches
Insulation Contact with Stator, Square Inches
Shaft Diameter, Inches
Shaft Length from backs of panel, Inches
Material of Plates
Material of Frame
Material of maul ition
Contact—Rotor to Frame_
Stator Assembly Method
Rotor Assembly Method
Frame Assembly Method

--i
-

Maximum
Capacity

INDIVIDUAL CHARAC lERISTICS

Air
(. ap

Price
§

_030
030'
030
030
070'
171
070
070
084
070
219

0002)
00048
00048'
00096
00008'
00011
00022
00022'
00033
00044
0003

Spacing ( between
Stator Plates)

Tyr.

4 00
5 00
7 00
6 00
10 00
10 00
7 00
12 00
10 00
10 00
70 00

Depth
Number -'(back of Panel)
of Plates

2,2 '
II
0253'
110'
3'
21
0203'
110
4'
21*
0253
110
4'
41
0253'
110'
4'
9'
0203'
190'
W I'
23
040'
422'
4'
21
0253'
190'
21'
5S4'
0253'
190'
6,2
43
040
248'
5h '
.37
0253'
190'
10$
,
4'
23
0625'
500'
(Also made to special needs Write for partictears.)
Wrtre for full
Made especially to 3our specifications
particulars

14113
123B
156B
1379
I97B
T183t
I64B
157B
T199t
147B
166Bt
1666/31

100 00

Plate
Thickness

•

IXED CONDENSERS
1

501
502
503
504

4 50
7 00
10 00
15 00

070
070
070
103

00025
00044
00097
00020

_I
wo stators

tRounded ana polished plates

2,2
3g.'
52_'
5'2'

12
20
42
22

040
040
040
040
"-

Figures appiy

The follosein§ table shows condens-rs which will stand up in any position with types and voltages shown
For grid or antenna turn ng the next smaller airgap will usually suffice, and if the condensers shown in the
condens-rs the proper one for other positions can usually be determined
Up
UV203
UX8S2
UX210
UX 171
Plate Volt ige
UV203A
UV204
to
Higher
'H
or
UV202
Power
1KW
UV204A
211D
Tube
VT2
Small,,
CW
4 Ph ine
200
'WO
800
1003
1000
2000

200
100
600
800
1000

3000

2000

A
B
C

A

Er

1,
00

Higher oit is s
.
A— Any ter,
IC r eirc li NrcIv, g
1, ill Con& seer
-Any 030 Au G ip C

arbwrIl
TAPLR

B
C
C
TI99
TI99
T183

B
C
C
C
T199
TI99

C
T199
T183
T183
166 B
D
D

TI99
TI83
166B
I66B
D

166B
D
D

D

D

et
..
WM ' W Ie K M r,r(1. in
flie lens- r
D —So cull mo ' clot 16613 or 1666B Cud yell Con 1ens-r
.

TAI LR PL

TE

(
fonbruorro

L

Fem.
191 E
167 E
168 E
169 h.
192 E

TYPE " C

TYPE E
Cspicity
Mf Is
00007t
00015
0002>
00015
000e

APAC ITY

Price
$1 00
4 00
4 2.,
4 7,
5 00

0001e MFDS

Single Sectien Tepe 171 C
Dull Section
Tepe 217 C
Free Section Top. 317 C

§ 4 75
8 00
12 00

'13.4LANCET'
4

PRICES
r

i

Pie c

00001

I 1,

(11 A

000040
0000 0

1

(1

0 F

Cal

(01 A

COM

1 0

Ty te

Cap. it

Pi Ite

614 A

00002,

2 20

-A
A

000040
000010

2 00
2 of

•Eaca edc

P AR

IS

0 N"

You Need These
etiLE
"1 het co ,ci a t% ule iange Of lacho Iequiiements
It
mat be toi the faun13 bioadcast i
ece iet ot foi
our latest
Mal % el in shot ttt.tt e design
For whale\ er purpose 3on
ma % select a Ya \ let ! who pait. ou It ill find it collect in design, faultless in construction and dependable in gy iation to
the last degtee. lhat i wh3 tIie ai e the Iii st choice in so
man's of tiu ino ,tprominent and populai emends
Automatic Power
Control
St% itches 11 elumnatoi
and ti ukle charger in
combination or eithei if
installed alone.
1utomat le , unfailing
44-1—Sci les '1spi $ 5.00

No
Nt

445— Multiple INix $ 6.00

Cable Connector

Plug

\ ou Nt ill teadlIN acknott ledge this

the best looking, most satisfactory
comuctoi ou hate etei seen In
seteial sis les foi a ai ety of
uses, fi ont $3.00 to $ 4.50.

Radio Convenience Outlets
\ ta( 1io ii fine m -nt that adds gt catis to coin oi t. con emence
and utilitt
Fit an % standaid switch bo ( lit es Nou a fie \ i
blunt of Ci nti () Iand ()pet anon that is hem( tulouslt sans f% mg
and in lugs tom iadio installation up to the best standaids
of elect' IC house \sii iilg
II1P le or in ganzs tot
numbci of dilteient connections. in
eluding betel), loud spealett aenal and giound. In« $1.00
to S4.50 i‘ ch
Air- Cooled Rheostat
slid h
the_ dcl reliable ut mkt iheostat
it radi,
Its outstanding utilitt and leader
ship iii e neNti been clkillenz«1 '-• inooth as silk in opciation builds
up filament voltage slot tit and holds it at the pi ( tst punt toi the
ht st reception
In mans
iz s, trom 2 to 100 Inns S1.35
NN ! Ili toe addition of a posene acting- fil uncat su itch S1.75
Pottntiomoct, 2°0
00 ohms $ 1.75

Your Radio Library
ineonii hti NtitIsenit a cop ot titi 1ttist XaxIct Pi ice Iist
Itill
intoimati in on the specialties shoun abole and repletc \Null Intel ( st
unolino ,mation np, Ind illustiatlons of Yaxlev sss itches jacks jack
s % itches phone plugs, pilot light J4% Itches, btackits and pand lights
is

Send for a Copy
YAXLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. U-9 So. Clinton St.,

Chicago
XXV

. ci ystal-controlled tube is a 203-A supplied
arc.

This is item 4-- It is a
very good set for crystal control.

rwe'
rrnarn_...>
FIG. 1 THE COMPLL IE CIRCUIT

mith from 350 to 400 tcolt ,
'of pretty good\
"d.c.". In 1...UK's caw the d.c. comes horn
a small Esco motor generator minus any
filter. The ci ystal oçcillates ( yep it (
ln()
Clipped from March 1927 Q S. T.

Bulletin 237E List over
500 combinations of
gcnerators, motor generators and dynamotors for Radio. If
you have not a copy
write for one.
PS.--Have you acopy
of Filter Facts?

UVraf

--O

TH'S'

esn med urn poner crysts1 contr lied
trinsmitter using UX2I0 trysts' controlled tube
feeding nUV203 A poseer amplifier Filsment
and.plate voltages are to be obruned (torn Item 34,
operating from either DC or AC house mains The voltage to the filament
of the tubes is yusable either by the field reostst in the filament generstor
circuit [ not shown] or by the resist inc., in the filament circuit of the UX21O
tube keying is done in the bias circuit of the 203 A power amplifier As
the amplifier u NOT neutralized, the power Implifier must work on some
harmonic of the crystal tube [ preferibly the second] for all operations in the
20 40 or 80 meter bands A crystal having fund mental of 160 meters will
alone operation in all bands with best output in the 80 meter one An 80
meter crystal is best for 40 meter operation and an like manner the 40 meter
crystal would be best for 20 meter operation Forty meter crystals arc hard to
get and blow up easily so for 20 meters the 80 meter crystal is used ag an Both
tubes obtain plate supply from the piste end of Item 34 the UX2I0 being sup
plied with not over 350 volts through resistence R, and the 203-A taking the
full IC00 volts

amr,—
sir

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
150 South Street

TRADE"ESCO"

MARK

Stamford, Conn., U.S.A

Manufacturers of Motors, Generators,
Motor . Generators,
Dynamoton and Rotary Converters for Radio and other purposes

xxvi

Trade Mark

BKUMA

YRLSBUG

Reg. U.S

DODGE RADIO SHORTKUT
WITH APPENDIX and BETTER KEY WORK
MAKES
CODE
LEARNING
EASY
FIXES SIGNALS IN MIND TO STICK
LICENSED HAMS
ho had leained code the OLD WAY—usually with some exceptions—and became
anchoied at 10-12-15 per and could not
budge another notch have iepoited surpnsing gain in speed by few evenings practice
after haiing menunized code OUR WAY:
Speed Raised
Was
To
1BXA
1BEH
4QY
4UN
4NX
5SN
5TX
8BFG
bl3HM
bDRI
›,CJK
bBE0
8ASE
9CMW
9CSK
9DMK
9CET
9CVC

Gough
15
25
Allen
10
15
Grogan
Doubled
Briggs
10
20
Couch
10
15
Smith
12
20
Mc Rae
15
25
Robei ts
12
20
Phillips [ 1927 list 8HW] 15
25
Hale
20
25
Mc Cm mick
15
30
Kinnan
Doubled
Pence
25
Usher
15
25
Crofts
12
20
Waffle
10
20
Amis
12
20
Baker
12
30
Reports and infoimation mailed on request.

INTENSI%E SPEED PRWTICE
FOUND TO BE MOST EFFICIENT
BOOSTER KNOWN FOR HIGH SPEED
Wilkins, Jr.
Speed was 13 per. Shoitkut raised that to
27 per and ISP boost
thi, to 39 per. Total
time deioted to ISP was 75 minutes-3
e'en ngs 15 minutes each. Hase teen op
WR •IE
bDRI
Hale
Speed was 20 gel. Shoitkut iaised that to
23 per and ISP boosted this to 35 per by
attention few eiemngs. Now KX0E-exKUF.
8BRB
Garland
Speed was 6 per. Shortkut raised that to
25 per and ISP has boosted this to 30 and
feel suie will soon do 33 or more. Now
commeicial first class.
8BHM [ 1927 List 8HW]
Phillips

KILLS HESITATION AND QUICKLY
DEVELOPS SPEED AND GOOD FIST
CODE LEARNERS
who spent much time tiying all methods including mechanical devices but could not
take code exam. iepoit obtained license
quickly and easily rifle' memorizing code
OUR WAY.
Stuck Raised
At
To
2CWZ
2EQ
2BC
3UU
5AHM
3BT
50U
6CDY
7AAD
bBRB
9BUQ
9ELI
9BNT
9CHM
9A0Q

Shultze
Du Bois
Rol et tort
Old
Wilkins, Jr.
Moinson
Blown
Bannister
Nelms
Garland
Bunner
Mum
Andeison
Lucke
Kohler

2
7
2
2
6
3
5
e
4
6
5
3
8
7
8

10
15
12
12
18
12
18
15
12
12
10
10
20
15
20

Spare
Time
2 Weeks
3 Weeks
2 E‘ eng's
1 Wcek
1 W(ek
1 Week
1 Week
1 Week
4 Houis
1 E‘n'g.
1 Hour
3 Days
3 E‘n'gs.
1 Week
3 Weeks

Foi loc..,1addt ess all calls on this page
S - E. 1926 Official List.
Rez, Mail 3"0; Fel ign
Onh; None C. O. D

400; Money Ordei

MORSE CODE SHORTKUT
rested by Shot tkut Usr.is and found to
wart ant claim that Eliminates all Tendency
to Mixup or Confusion.
8CJIt.
McCormick
Whcnei er oppoitunity piesentcd hate also
given some attention to your MORSE CODE
SHORTKUT and can now copy twenty per
Moise easily. My best pieilous effort was
about eight per and it was eiy difficult to
aioid confusion ot nuxup with Continental.
This tiouble has entuely disappeared since
memoiiiing Mois P (' ode youi
ay.
213XY

Gundrum

Speed was 15 per Shortkut raised that to
2) and ISP boosted this to 35 and more if
could type fa ,ter. No hand sending comes
too fast to lead. Now enrolled in U. S Nay
Reserve and Army Net.
Will apply fox
Commeicial ticket soon.

"Memorized code your way in one houi
and to qualify practiced 15 minutes each
night duling two weeks.
Now hold comrneu tat license. Haie becn op on NJE and
also at NA!. Haie been able to give very
little attention to you' Moise Code Shortkut
but that little has helped me wonderfully.
Can now lead and copy Morse which could
not do before.

Reg. Mail $ 2.50; Foreign $ 3.00;
Older Only; None C. O. D.

Reg. Mail $ 2.50; Foreign $3.00;
Older Only; None C. O. D.

Money

Money

DODGE RADIO SHORTKUT, Mamaroneck, New York

TRANSMITTING

APPARATUS

National T-ansrnitting Condensers

3 8" Spacing, . 0001 $ 12.50
3 16" Spacing, .00015 $7.50
3 / 16" Spacing, .00023 $ 11.51
3 16" Spacing, . 00045 $ 16.50
Price includes Type " A" VelvetVernier Dial. Type " B" supplied without extra charge. Add
fifty cents for Type C Illuminated Dial.

used and approved by LiEut.
Fred H. Schnell, Don. C. Wallace,
A. A. Hebert, Gerald M. Best, L.
W. Hatry, Lieut. Lowell Cooper,
and countless other members of
the A.R.R.L.
Supplied with 3 16 and 3 8
inch spacing on stator plates,—
four sizes
National Transmitting Condensers
—of the standard and Navy type
have been in use now for many
years, by leading amateurs all over
the world. These condensers have
been
uniformly equipped with
NATIONAL VELVET-VERNIER
Dials Type A,—the original and
matchless VERNIER DIAL with
the planetary mechanism. No other
Vernier-Dial has ever been as
widely liked and used.
The
NATIONAL
VELVETVERNIER DIAL Type A may be
bought separately at the prices
listed below.
PRICE LIST A- DIALS
Catalog
S mbol
Dia
N ‘ I C(3%,"
Count(r CI(.(1.xac
0 110
%
I' 1 1" ( ount(1
Isni,e ( 0 ( 00)
1C.
I 1" I10(kwusi, ( 200 0)
10 I
N NC I 1 I" 110(6.1se ( 1)0 0) ( 2- 0- )

1S0')
')

Write us for Pamphlet RAY

NATIONAL CO., INC. -:

, 2 2i

2 I
2 .. 0

National Power Transformer
Supplies proper voltages, from 110120 colt, 50-60 cycle cui rent, foi
operating Rectron or Raytheon
Tubes.
Windings of heavy wire,
to cal iv large currents continuously without heating or damage.
Contains also 5-volt and 7.5 volt
secondaries, for filament lighting of
power or rectifying tubes.
High
tension rubber covered leads provided for safety.
Equipped with
cold and plug.
Price
Type N. 300 & 230 t. secondaries . $ 14.50
Type R, 300 v. only .. ... 12.50

W. A. READY, PRES. -:-

MUDEN, MASS.

RADIOTRON
UX-852

A rugged 75 watt, low internal-capacity tube
for short wave work

T

is RCA's latest contribution to
Amateur Radio. A rugged, dependable 75 watt Radiotron, that will stand
the gaff of day-in, day-out operation on
short waves, at the same time that it
establishes new standards of stability
for the amateur transmitter.
HIS

ure to the amateur who wants to clean
his hook on the long haul stuff without
having to worry about what is happening to the precious "bottle." Long life
is a "built in" feature of this Radiotron.
If your dealer cannot supply you, the
nearestRCA District Office listed below
will be glad to send you Radiotron
UX-852 postpaid, on receipt of money
order and call letters of
10
your station.

Radiotron UX-852 has been made to
oscillate at 7
/
8 of ameter in the designing laboratories. Its use
Filament Volts
for four and five meter
Filament Amperes
3.25
work is entirely practiPlate Volts ( normal)
2000
cable, and on 20 meter
Plate Current Osc. ( milliamperes) 75
Safe Power Dissipation (watts)
100
operation its stability
75
and efficiency will be a Out.put ( watts)
Price
$ 32.50
source of genuine pleas-

Radio Corporation of America
233 Broadway,New York , N.Y.
28 Geary Street
San Francisco, Calif.
100 W. Monroe Street
Chicago, Ill.

RCA.clkcidiotron
L_

MADE

BY

THE

MAKERS

\I \

Of

THE

RADIOLA

ANNOUNCING
The
Great New VI
BROPLEX
No.6

[

Great
10
New
Features

Japanned
Base, .. .
Nickel-Flated
Base,

S17
Write for
FREE Folder

19

The smoothest and easiest- working bug made
E\ pei iencecl opei atot s know mhat it means to own a
good bug. It saves the aim, prevents clamp and enables
the amateur to send with the skill of an expert. There isn't
anything that will help him mote than The Great New
Vibtoplex No. 6.
If you'ie rust beginning—here is the bug you need to
make you a good, clear sender and gne you a flying start.
Improted Single- 4etet ttbropldo—Us^d by
tens of thousands of opentors because of its
ease and perfection of sending
Equipped
with Simplified Teunnion Lever
Lare Bas(
Japanned Base $ 17, Nickel Plated Base $ 19

It's a bug that you'll be proud to show and to use, because it is right up to the nimute. Sends at less than 10
pet, () Iat any speed desired. Can he used in the majority
of DX circuits without telay.
Now is the time to get a good bug—the Genuine Vibroplex that for yeat shas been accepted as STANDARD for
clarity. precigion and east of manipulation.
users. Sent anywhere on receipt of price.
or tegistercd mail.

Na..4

Over 100,000
Money order

Liberal allowance on old Vibroplex.

The ‘ ibroplex Nameplate
is Your Protection

Famous Blue Racer ( No 4 Itluoplex)—Has
all the advantages of the lige moch 1 but
only half the size
ln high favor with we(
less operators
Japanned Base $ 17
Nickel
Plated Base, $ 19

THE NIBROPLEX CO., Inc.
825 Broadwa>,
NEW YORK

Special Radio Model
Furnished with Extra Htavy Specially Con
structed Contact Points 3 11( iieh in dia•
meter to break high current without use of
relay, $ 25

J I Albright,

Ielephones
llgonqusn

President

6094-4(29
4'729

Registered

Trade

Marks

Vibroplex:

Bug

USE THE GENUINE VIBROPLEX

Lightning

Bug

"THE BUG"

Here's the
most economical "B" battery
not only for receivers
but for low power short wave
Transmitters
IN

the production of the Eveready
Layerbilt " B" Battery No 486 me
have made a great advance in radio
economy not only for the BCL but for
the transmitting amateur.
Here is
what we tell the BCL, and it is just as
true for you as for him:
Eveready Heavy Duty 45- volt " B"
Batteries mill outlast any lighter
duty 45-volt " B" two to one regardless of the number and kind
of tubes used.
Moreover--though
lasting twice as long, the
cost
only one third more!
Exactly the same unequalled endurance and dependability that make this

battely the world's best
cast receivers, make it
source you can buy for
ceivers — and low limier

buy for broadthe best power
short wave retiansinitterq.

Hook a set of Eveready Layerbilts to
an oscillator tube and you'll be known
on the air for the prettiest, cleanest pure
DC note that it is possible to produce.
Radio is better with battery power. And
we'll back the Eveready Layerbilt to the
limit as offering the most suitable plate
supply for low power. and as giving you
that supply at the least operating expense.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
New York

r

San Francisco

('nit of limon ( arlude and ( a, ho.. Corporwion

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

X \I

You can quickly learn
Code at Home
\\lilt The

TELEPLEX
Automatic Code Sender
Why waste months in tiresome
piactice when the TELEPLEX
teach you the code ( Morse

or

Continental) in Its', time and with
less effnit tight in your own home?
'I he fLLLPLEX is tb
only
instrument flirt RLPRO.JUl LS
actual tending of (Alien ittii ttors.
Its ability
to transmit at Narwiet speeds ,iiithout
distoitim of el itacter.. mid use
of re rd. which are too long
to be memortied igne it xn aI‘antage over devices where the
records
arc b().M
learuad
heart
The records cot 151 ot
perforated tents and last inch finitely
One tape sends h
time ,
as many words as any other instrum. -it inc sis are fu niched
Not short,
imple IA or Is, but
exact riessag s radiograms etc
used in e%ery day %% oil.
The antire outfit is bunt complete in t handsome,
cabinet containing tho n rid
best thonoge iph motoi
so, en,
iegulator an I batterie., t,, ° petate ,he telegraph
al tai it, s
With tr without key and .ounclei
or bu....er reify puaiant. d
Tapes cœcering more than 100
Comm.rcial xubjec ts, $ 1 inc h

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN
TELEPLEX
Foi
inbtitutioi
iequiring constant
• ndaie foi
hoots. tse , in
•
fut nt h an I. le ti nall%
n
cleplex
Wripi
f, r t, erticulait

Leaining the code mith the TELEPLEX is
simple as A.B.C. and mote fascinating than
any game. It isn't necessary to memorize the
code—the TELEPLEX teaches you to lead it
by sound. Thete's no v•aiting foi some one to
practice with you
The btst opelatois in the
busine-s are always at your command—day or
night, when you ov.n a TELEPLEX.
E‘elywhele the TELEPLEX is hailed with
enthusiasm.

Executnes iecommend it.

Wire-

less operatois use it to learn Morse and to develop speed in code practice. Morse opeiators
use it to master Continental. Beginners welcome it as the quickest, easiest and least expensne way of learning the code. It is also
widely ti ,ed by leading Uni‘ei sites, Telegraph
and Technical Sehools and U. S. Navy.
Any number may listen to the TELEPLEX.
Anyone can opetate it.
Whether for profit or
pleasute, the
TELEPLEX
plot Ides
the
easiest way to learn
code. •
Write for FREE literature.

Teleplex Co.
76 Cortlandt Street

NEW YORK

TWO WAYS you can be sure
Your Wavelength

of

1 By using an accurate wavemeter
1 with a resonance indicator lamp
By placing a Type 358 wavemeter tuned to your proper wavelength close to your transmitter
while it is being operated, you
have an excellent means of determining whether or not you are
on sour wavelength.

-_
TYPE 358 AMA 1ELR WAVEMETER , Price $22.00

If your transmitter is properly
tuned, the indicator lamp will
light every time you touch the key.
If the lamp does not light, you may
know that your transmitter is off
wavelength and should be readjusted.

The Ty pe 358 u en.eter is especially designed for amateur use in checking wavelengths. It ccners iiange from 15 to 220 meter s, by interchanging four coils of low
los construction. These coils are Cell efuil wound on threaded Bakelite forms, thereby
insuring accuracy and pe/ manence of calibration. Coil ranges are as follows.

Coil A 15 to 28 meters
Coil C 54 to 114 meters
Coil B 26 to 56 meters
Coil D 105 to 220 meters
Type 358 wavemeter, with calibration chart $22.00

2 By

controlling your shortwave transmitter output with aquartz plate

The Type 276A Quartz Plate is intended for use by amateurs in controlling the
frequency of ti ansunttti s
The plates are grounéled to oscillate at one specified frequency only, and thus limit
the output of the ti.nsmitter to one par titular wal,elength.
Type 276A QUARTZ PLATES are supplied at random frequencies between 1750
and 2000 k.c
They pr os ide harmonics ni 20, 10, and 80 meter plates and may be used foi transmitter contiol on the- ewa..elengths. Calibi ation is to VI' (. All plates are guaranteed
to oscillate when uscd as directed.

Type 276A Quartz Plate
Type 356 Quartz Plate Mounting

$ 15.00
1.00

Other General Radio apparatus for amateur shortwave use includes
Receiving and Transmitting condensers
Coils and Coil Forms

Vacuum Tube Socket
Audio Tran'foimers
Rheostats

Potentiometers
Stand off and Antenna Insulators
Hot Wire Ammeters

WRITE FOR CATALOG 926-A

GENERAL

RADIO

CO.,

CAMBRIDGE,

A. R. R. L. MEMBERS ATTENTION!

MASS.

You are not all located within ' hopping ,, f a deahr . to,kine Genetal Radio part,
Remember
that we will delner, pos paid, anymherc in tn., Unded States, any of our radio parts on receipt
of current catalog price
Also if we tan be of her to sou in supping technical information, we will welcome your
coirespondence. Have you a Bulletin No 926 in your tile If not, a post card will bring it

Niii

HIGH VOLTAGE

FILTER CONDENSERS
Manufactured by Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp.
1,1 mid.

Extra Special at

$1.35

7 mid. 600 volts. sated D.C. Working Voltage

Extra Special at

3 9 mid. 900 volts rated D. C. Working Voltage

Extra Special at

$3.50 e
a,t,
$2.70 ‘. ach

31

mid.

1000 volts rated D.C. Working Voltage

Manufactured by Stromberg -Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
600 volts rated D.C. Working Voltage
Extra Special at $1.75

each

each

r

All of Ili' sc. High Quality
lter Condensets, are brand new,
and guaranteed as rated
The% are scellent rot tt ,e in your Trammitt' e. 1.1iminatoi or I.xp rimental Work

FILTER CHOKES

KENOTRON RECTIFYING TUBES
'Type T. B.I.)

50 Henrys-85 Mills.

MFD. BY GENERAL ELEC. CO,

These are very efficient
chokes for use in Filter
Circuits for your Transmitters, A & B Elim)nators or Power Packs.

Thc se rect., f cog tubes operate
on
t filament
xoltage
from
8 to 10 Volts and draw 1. 1i2
amps
They
will safely stand
an A C. input voltage up to
750 Volts and pass plenty of
cut rent
and
xoltage
for
the
pla e
of
the
Transmitting
Tubes

These Choke Coils are
very well constructed and are made with
air gaps to prevent magnetic saturation from direct current.
SPECIAL AT

$

ghee are also eery efficient
•In, rs for use in "13" Batt, r\ Ihminator,

1
.
75

STANDARD BASE
NEW IN ORIGJNAL CARTONS

PRICE

14tistent Eleatic V.T. 2Tubes

ONLY $ 1.25 Ea.
(Rated at 5 Watts)

Fine for C. W. and Phone transmitting also Power Amplifying tube.
Filament 7% Volts. Normal Plate voltage, 350 volts.
Oxide coated filament of pure platinum. New and standard base.

SPECIAL at $ 4.50 Each
These Are first Grade Tubes, Not ( 2nd Grade) Yellow Copped

iî POWER RHEOSTATS Eî
Model

PR- 535

l'or controlling filament, of UX210, 211,13 ard 2,51 Tubes, also the new RCA
UY227 and UX227 A C Tubes
Each Rheostat hes tuo in ' ridings foxing four different resistance xalues from 15 t
6 ohms, and h is a huge rated current ctrrying capa cits up to 2 5 amps
LRCE

$2.75 Ea.

MESCO

SPECIAL PRICE, 65c Ea.

WIRELESS

KEYS

MFD. BY MANHATTAN ELEC. SUPPLY CO.

These keys are well balanced, fully adjustable and mounted on
wood base. New. List $ 2.00 each.
SPECIAL AT 95c Eac h

G. E. and Ward Leonard Resistors ( Heavy Duty )
Fine for Gild Leaks and for use in Eliminators.
G.E.-5000, 1600, 3200, 4000— ( Tapped at 3380), 4000— ( Tapped at 2600),
8500— ( Tapped at 4250), 1100— ( Tapped at 900), 1100—( Tapped at
700 and 800) ohms.
W.L.-2600, 7000, 1100— ( Tapped at 300 and 400) ohms.
The General Electric wirewound resistors will carry 55 Watts and the Ward
Leonard Vitrohm resistoi s will carry 60 Watts in continuous duty.
Your Choice at Special Price of 85e Each

A FEW LEFT

U S Arm', Aeroplane Ridio Spaik Transm ttir,
75 watt portable N E% Go ernmcnt C,ot
17 ea

AMERICAN SALES CO.

Special at $ 4.75 Ea.

21 WARREN ST., NEW YORK CITY

You can now have
Weston performance
in matched instruments
If you are using three or more instruments on
your transmitter for filament voltage, plate current and plate voltage indications, it is always
desirable that these panel meters should match
in size, appearance and performance.

Model 301
314"diam.

Weston now has a complete line of radio
panel instruments for all transmission and
reception uses. Whether you are operFOR
ating D. C. or A. C., high voltage or low
PANEL
voltage, you can secure amatched set of
MOUNTWeston Instruments that will exactly
ING
meet your requirements. Moreover,
these small panel instruments are
2' 1 and 31411
moderately priced and there is
Flush Type D.
no reason why you should not
C., A. C and
have the complete Weston
Thermo- Couple
equipment you have always
Instruments.
wanted. No other meters
D. C. Models 506 and
can compare with them
301 Filament or Plate
in electrical design and
Voltmeters ( Resistanceperformance, and their
62,125, 200 and 250 ohms
use to the amateur
Model 476
per volt) -Filament Ammeincreases in value
3141 diam.
ters and Plate Milliammeters.
with
the
rapid
developments
A. C. Models 517 and 476 Volttowards
low
meters, Ammeters, and Milliamwave length
meters
reception.
Models 507 and 425 Thermo-Ammeters, Thermo-Milliammeters and
Wavemeter Galvanometers. ( resistModel 425
ance, 5.2 ohms )
3.411 diam.

The most highly sensitive and accurate
small panel instruments made—full Weston

reliability, quality and refinement of construction for
the radio amateur's sending station equipment and receiving
sets. Write to our radio department for full particulars and
let us assist you with your problems.

SS ESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
3Weston Avenue

Newark, N. J.
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PIONEERS
SINCE 1888
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Power!
Listen,

hams, whether you are talking short-wave transmission m

just good broadcast reception, you are today talking in terms of POW E R.
That's the keynote of radio progress in all directions. No longer are we
content with mere microwatts or microamperes in our circuits. And not
every variable resistor in sight will do the bigger job now called for when it
comes to handling honest-to-goodness energy. As usual, however, your
old friend Clarostat has kept in step with developments, and here is the
answer:
Five years of persistent, concentrated and specialized effort to develop a
satisfactory device that would provide the convenience of the variable re
sistor and the reliability of the fixed resistor, have gone into the development of the Clarostat design. The well-known Standard type has found
wide application in radio D-eliminators, receiving sets, and in the smaller
radio transmitters. And the same sound design, on a necessarily larger
scale, has made the Power Clarostat possible.
So much for today. But
when larger variable resistors are required, Clarostat will be the first to
build them.

(Jig, husky, handsome.
The
Pow (r
Clarostat
employs
same (I( sign as well-known
Standard Clam ostat, but on a
larger
scale.
In
several

Supplied in three resistance
ianges for radio power and
transmitting purposes: 0-10

POVIZU
Ull/oUtell

turns of the knob, it provides
wide mange
of
esistance
m?ttungs.

• 61 Valet&
14GIACit64

ohms;

25-500

100,000 ohms.

ohms;

ly rated at 40- waits.

Ihe fact that others have seen fit to copy the
Clarostat and to offer something "just as good
as the Clarostat" speaks for itself.
Write for oui lit(ratue eon the use of the Power and Standard Clarostatç. Ask you, local jadio dealer to show you
these impromd

ariabh, resistors.

AMERICAN M ECHANICAL LABORATORIES, I
NC.
Specialists in Vatiable Resistors
285 North Sixth Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Z:ITR.
05TAT
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200-

Conservative-

A.R.R.L.
APPARATUS
Essential equipment for every
live Amateur Station 4 4 4
A. R. R. L. Log Sheets

AMER CAN RAMO RELAY LEAGUE

LOG OF STATION
cbert, _ NO

Designed by hams for hams. 81'2 \
11 bond paper, punched for standard
three-ring
loose-leaf
binder.
125
sheets postpaid for $ 1.00 or 500 for
$3.50.

Members' Correspondence
Stationery
Write vnii radio letters on League
letter-heads- it identifies you with the
biggest radio organization in the
world.
L(tharpaphtd on h'2. x 11
hea%y bond paper.
100 sheets postpaid for 75e or 250 sheets for $ 1.70
Sold to members only.
I

TrAgeeefUffleytma

N/

•HE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

#

RADIÓbukAM #

Official A. R. R. L. Message Blanks
Most convenient form.

Designed by

the Communications Department of
the A R R L.
Well punted on good
bond paper. Size h
pads of 100 sheets.

i

71/
4 . Put up in
One pad postpaid

2 X

tor ,I5c or three pads for $ 1.00.

RADIOGRAM
Message Delivery Cards

AMERICAN

RADIO; RELAY

LEAGUE

Neatest, simplest way to deliver a
message to a near-by town. On U S.
stamped postais 2e each
On plain
cards ( for Canada, etc ) lc each postpaid.

American Radio Relay League
1711 Park Street

Hartford, Conn.

)))))))))3M)

The Radiostat for Transformers
of 500 watts or less

EMU

Two Filament Control Rheostats

that improve every amateur transmitter
THE RADIOSTAT is anAllen-Bradley graphite-disc rheostat to be used in
the primary side of your filament
supply transformer. It will easily
handle transformers up to 500 watts.
It is poor practice to put filament
rheostats in the secondary side of the
transmitter, because it throws the
center tap off. The highly polished
mounting plate and dandy knob iii'prove any set, and its smooth, noiseless operation is a distinct surprise.
J. D. Slaughter, 5AMF, says "One of
the most wonderful instruments manufactured since introduction of tube transmitters."
A. H. Buch, 8AMS, "One knob brings
center tap where it should be for efficient
operation."

BRADLEYSTAT E-210 is acompact
graphite-disc rheostat for two 5-watt
tubes. By using it in the primary side
of the transformer, the center tap is
not displaced, and the transmitter
efficiency is greatly improved. Like
the Radiostat, one knob provides
noiseless, stepless control. Panel
mounting is eaèlymade,ortable mounting can be used.
F. D. Fallain, 8ZH, 8AND, WGF,
WEAA, says, "It appears to me to be
the best obtainable. ¡Vo jerky reading on
meter. It is the smoothest ever."
J. C. Lisk, 8CCI, says, "
W .Icould not
replace, would not sell for several times
original cost."

Use ALLEN-BRADLEY Radio Devices for Better DX Efficiency
I.

Mail the Coupon for Prices and Data

Allen-Bradley Co.

277 Greenfleld Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Cud news. OM, abt ur DX rheos. Send me by
return mail, ›nces and blue prints on
Radiostat ( Soo watts)
Bradleystat E-210 ( 10 watts)

Name

Bradleystat E-210 for
10 watts or less

isIIIBlVe'
).\\ viii

Address

That depends on what is back of it
The name Burgess has a real background.

The Burgess Battery Com-

pany has come to be one

of the

outstanding figures in the dry battery
field.

Burgess Batteries

for years

have been recognized as a standard
of quality.
They have been selected
for use on expeditions to all corners
of the globe where dependability was
an

absolute

necessity.

They have

back of them years of scientific research and a record of satisfactory
service.
And in the Amateur field Burgess
Batteries
light.

stand

From

out
the

like a beacon

days when

the

"Ham" game was all there was to
radio right up to the present—Burgess has been a name to conjure with.

The four Burgess Plants:
Madison, Wisconsin
Freeport, Illinois
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Winnipeg, Manitoba

BURGESS RADIO BATTERIES
Printed in U

S A.

